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(Commonly imown as "Fool" quail} 

(1) Distripution. . 
Pretty weil worked out except in the following regions for : 

Which information is desired: ; 

: —({a) Northern New Mexico, {One reported occurrence at Cochiti eee on Ric Grande) 
: (b) Mountains of border region of Southem Arizona 

é (c} Kaibab and Navajo country 
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Qu A TRAINER WITHOUT EQUAL. quail in his mouth without ruffling a 

How did he do it? What treasures are | feather, 
to be found in old files! The accompany- These pictures are for sale for the 

ing pictures evoke these thoughts. These | benefit of an old broken-down sport.” 
photographs have not seen the light for| Doubtless Mr. Cuche is long since 
many a long day, so long, in fact, that no | deceased, but we are glad to pass on 
information is available further than | evidences of his interesting work in his 

found on the back of one of them which | old age. No one can gainsay but that 
is as follows: he was the one and only person who ever 
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Fic. 32. California valley qnail trained to harness by 
Fred Cuche, eighty years old at the time the 
picture was taken. ‘ 

“Fred Cuche of Ocean View, the | had a quail trained to harness. However, 
veteran dog trainer, is eighty years old,| we have heard of others who have suc- 
and the only man that has ever succeeded | ceeded in training a bird dog to hold a 
in training a California valley quail to} live bird without hurting it. 
work in harness, and a dog to carry a live Nowadays one seldom finds a person
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who brings out the best qualities of a|feet down an embankment. he warden + 
bird dog. The sportsman buys a trained | saved himself by grasping the branches of 
dog and has little time to bring out his} a tree. 
finer qualities. The trainer in turn, dis- i 
poses of his product as soon as possible,| LOWER CALIFORNIA DUCKS ARE 
so that without the needed time and BANNED IN CLOSED SEASON. 
patience a dog such as Mr. Cuche’s is} The bringing of ducks from Lower 
seldom to be seen. California after the California open sea- 

at the former state fen farm at Hay-| son has ended is now a thing of the past. 
conse Manaiec arta enacts In this connection, Webb Toms, one of 

i Ss i 7? i 
carried around on the finger, and allowed ee vue roe Ges oe ey 
to pick flies from a screen. Even birds ent Be oe ONes BPTINE: ShOOrnE 
as tame as this could hardly have been | SPortsmen are hereby warned to bring no 
expected to display the fortitude shown | ™more ducks over the line. Customs 
by the bird in the pictures. officers in all the border ports, as well as 

You who have studied these photo-| in the ports of San Pedro and San Diego, 
graphs and stopped to read have honored | have been notified and anyone with ducks 
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Fic. 33. <A result of patient work, a-valley quail trained to harness. 
Fred Cuche was the trainer, 

the memory of Mr. Cuche, who, because of | in their possession will be arrested. 
his interest in and love of animals and of | That’s final.” 

1 sport highly deser to bi or- 
Sie Ap aly, desceree bones DEER CONDITIONS ON THE KAIBAB 

‘ FOREST. 

VIOLATOR OF DEER LAW CAPTURED.| (The solution of the Kaibab deer prob- 
A slayer of deer out of season was|lem continues to occupy the attention of 

captured through the untiring efforts of | government officials and meanwhile con- 
deputy G. O. Laws in Trinity County. | servationists everywhere are waiting for 
Having heard that three men in the |progress reports. No conservation problem 
vicinity of Wildwood were shooting deer, | in recent years has had a more practical 
he went after them on horseback. When | bearing or attracted greater interest. e 
apprehended, one of the men pleaded A letter from S. B. Locke, associate 
guilty and was fined $25. forester, who has been in close touch with 

On his return from his chase over the | the situation, reports as follows: 
Trinity County snows the warden’s horse The deer were in very poor flesh last 
lost its footing on the ice and slid fifty | fall and rather constant losses have taken y
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From the book "The Game Birds of California” 
by 

: : Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1915. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pp. 37-39) 

BOB - WHITE 

Some of the first attempts to introduce non-native game birds into 
California were made with the eastern quail, the Bob-white (Colinus 
virginienus). 

Mr. Ramon B. Wilson, of the California Sportsman's Association, 
kindly furnished the following (information) concerning introduced game 
birds; date, October 12, 1885: “Our efforts in that direction have resulted 
in failures, except as I will state. Mr. Estee, some years ago, placed two 
dozen bob-whites on his farm in Napa County. Every precaution wes tken to : 
protect them from hunters, and they were carefully looked after. ‘They all 
soon disappeared, the theory being that they were destroyed by vermin. I 
learn that last February some of the same kind of birds were placed on the 
farms of Mr. Miller, Mr. Semvel Rea, and Mr. J. P. Sargent, along Carnedero 
Creek, near Gilroy. It is said they have bred the past season, and their 
mumbers materially increased. The experiments, however, from the length of 
time can hardly be called a success. . . Some bob-whites were placed on 
General Bidwell's place near Chico, but I understand they haye disappeared 
also. Bob-whites roost on the ground and are therefore unable to protect 
themselves from the vermin which is so plentiful everywhere in California” 
(Belding, 1890, p. 8). 

Between 1904 end 1906 fifty dozen Bob-white were brought into the state 
by the Californie Fish Commission. Two shipments came from Michizen, one from 
Massachusetts, one from Alabema, and the fourth from Texes. ‘The birds were 
liberated in lots of a dozen each in a number of widely separated localities. 

ie In only one section, the Del Paso Racho, near Sacramento, did the birds 
increase. Here two dozen were liberated and a special effort was made to 
protect them by killing off the vermin and establishing a close season of a 
number of years (Calif. Fish Comm., 1907, pp. 65-65). George Neale reports 
that during the first few seasons after they were introduced a number of 
nests were found. The increase was but temporary, for after four years not 
a single Bob-white remained in this locality. Attempts to propagate the 
Bob-white at the State Game Farm likewise failed. 

CHINESE QUAIL 

; "In 1904, ten dozen were confiscated from a Chinese restaurant and 
liberated in Mendocino County on a large tract of land where every protection 
was accorded wild game (Calif. Fish Comm., 1904, p. 67; ibid., 1907, p. 65). 
No encouraging reports were received, and there is no evidence that the birds 
here or elsewhere survived the first year."



OTHER QUAIL 

Abtempts to transplant our native species from place te place have also ; 
been made. Yor instance, the Gembel or Desert Quail (Lophortyx gawbeli) found 
on our southeastern deserts, early proved incapable of withstemding the cooler 
Climate and widely different conditions of the north, as is evidenced by hhe 
following statement by Belding (1890, p. 3): "Some years ago some Arizona 

| (Desert) quail were put out near Folson, but they all soon disappeared, and 
nothing has been heard of them since." This failure did not prevent further 
attempts. An editorial in WESTERN FIELD (Anonymous, 1907, p. 208) reports 
that a large mumber of Gambel Quail obtained in Arizona were liberated on the 
grounds of the Country Club in Marin County, but that im less than two years 
not oné could be seen, ; 

In Jamuary, 1912, at the instance of the California Fish and Game Com 
ission, more than 700 Gerbel Queil were trapped in Coachella Valley, in 
southern Riverside County. Three hundred were liberated in three different 
Places in Los Angeles County, one mmndired in Orenge County, end a similar 
muniber in Ventura and San Benite counties, while another hundred was sent to 
the State Game Farm at Hayward. 

All of the attenpts to introduce the Gambel Quail ints northern California 
have met with failure. Nor did success attend the effort to breed this quail 
at the Gane Fam. All but three of the female birds died, most of them when 
Containing eggs ready to be laid. 

Barly in 1904, Deputy H. 7. Payne, of the Fish and Game Commission, was 
sent to Mexico to secure some of the quail of that country, believing that 
they would be likely to find congenial conditions in our interior valleys. 
About four dozen Blegant Quail (Lophortyx elegans) were brought from the State 
of Sonora, and were placed in seemingly suitable localities in California 
(Calif. Fish Com. ,1904,p.67). The birds quickly disappeared and nothing was 
ever heard of them. 

Acting om the current popular belief that "new blood" was necessary in 
order to prevent in-breeding and thus to stimilate increase, efforts were 
made in 1903-1909 te trap Valley Quail in sections where they were sbundant 
and distribute them to localities where their numbers had been greatly 
reduced. In 1908 about 2,000 Valley Quail were thus transferred. At the 
same time efforts to obtain quail from Mexice reaulted in the trapping of 
1,500 birds (Valley Quail?) in Lower California. These birds were retained 
for a time in a public park in Ins Angeles and subsequently liberated (Calif. 
Fish and Game Comm., 1910, p. 57). This practice has been abandoned of late 
years. Present knowledge discloses no scientific basis for the belief that 
in-bredding has any deleterious effect @m rate of increase among wild species.
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G 
Fish & Game. : 

ae March 20, 1920, 

: EGitor, The Condor, 

is Hollywood, California. 

Deer Sir: 

the following is queted from the Weekly News ; 

: Bulletia of the Lincoln Netional Forest with headquarters 

at Alamogordo, New Moxieo. 

- "For the past two months, a native quail has 
run with the flock of domestio fowle at the Gallinas 
Ranger Station. It soemed yor stoweris attracted : 
to a large blue hen of the flock, following her 
throughout the day and roosting on her back at 
ateene On the feeding grounds, she fought off 
other chickens when they came tao close, flying 
at their heads. After eee eee s departure 
and the removal of his ch » the quail remained 

: ia the vicinity for ceverel days, calling continu» 
: : ously during the daylight hours for ite former 

comrade." : : 

: ; Very truly yours, 

| : FRANK C.W.POOLUR, Distriot Porestor, 
? ; Ward Shepard : ; 

By © : 

Copy for Pine Cone ¢ 

—~



Si “During the mating season the quail 
seemed to run in flocks and there were only 

: a few.young quail seen due, doubtless, to 
‘ the drouth. In September some real young 

quail were seen and there was a general he- 
lief that they were mating in September and 
‘October. These conditions were brought 
to the attention of the Game Warden but 
nothing was done to protect the quail under 
these unusual conditions. There was a 
very noticeable decrease in quail this 
year." ; 

< (Extract from Tonto's Annual Fish 
& Game Report for 1921)



Apache Inspection - 1921 

Gambel quail at Blue and Baseline 

Ranger Stations, Clifton, Sheep Wash, 

Honeymoon.



Apache Inspection - 1921 

Quail at Phelps Ranch ? Mouth of Coyote.
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Apache Inspection - 1921 

Marks says there are quail in Milligan 

Valley, probably Mearns.
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Lineoln Inspection - 1921 

Mearns Quail All through White Mt. Dist. 

and also in San Andres. (Nabours says not 

in Osevros),
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WESTIRN UT £ OREO. WIERITA. | 

R.T.F.SIMPSON, eee Nice Poesy easier RN [eer cases 

i oa THE SAN JUAN CounTY NATIONAL BANK | 

FE Datei er a 
aS FARMINGTON, New Mex. 

August 11,1921 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Secretary, Z 
New Mexico Game Protective Assn: 
Albucueroue, 
N. OM. 

Dear Sirs- . 

Your letter addressed to the Secretary of the Chamber 
of Commerce relative to the kind of quail we have here and how 
they are doing,has been read by me and I am very glad to give 
you all the information that I can. 

I have only been here two years, but I understand : 
from older residents, that in 1907 or 1908 there were 4 dozen 
Gambel or crested quail, purchased by sportsmen here and sent in 
to this valkpy and protected for five years. They have thrived By 
and there are now in the le Plata and the Las Animas valleys 
thousands of quail. They are the large quail with the plume 
of eigher white or reddish feathers that curls forwerd on the 
male bird. -There were no quail here originally. 

The one kind is all that is here now I think. There 
are some of the birds with a white feather or two on their heads 
and this is the scaled partridge I suppose, but it seems to mix 
withf the other kind and there will be probally one or two ina 
bunch of the plumed cuail. 

We would like to get a start here of the small biue 
quail with the top knot that is native to Arizona, and especially thrives in the territory south of Prescott and north of Phoenix. ° This quail will live in the dry uplands I believe, while the 
quail we have here now only lives near water. If you can tell me 
where we could get several dozen of the Arizona quail and their correct name I will appreciate it very much. 

Yours very truly, 

ny 
Me 

a a -s
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Prescott Inspection ~ 1922 

Fool Quail, Pine Mt., Bishop Gr., Onion 
ee 

Mt., also on Hackberry Mt., Coconino, 
Mickelson Says. McNelty also saw Pine Mt, 
bunch, 

:



Sitereaves tsnection - 1922 

Ralph Penrod brought a pen of Mearns 

Quail from Gila Valley years ago and later 

released them there - said to have estab- 

lished themselves there. (Arch Penrod) 

°arch Penrod describes Lake Hole quail 

as Scaled rather than Gambel.



PAtLY BULLE? EN 

U. S. FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT 

X Action items 

January 28, 1922. 
Number 174, 

Game Killed on the Datil: The Supervisor of the Datil reports there were 133 Biack- 
tail Deer, 62 ‘hhitetail Deer, 12 Bears, 66 Turkeys, 31 lions and 300 Coyotes killed 
on his forest during the past year. 

Mande Noticias Pronto: ‘The entertainment committee for the Supervisors! Meeting 
desires Supervisozs to send in as/SosSibte the names of rangers who are to attend 
in order that proper entertainment may be arranged for the men from the tall meut. 

To Use American Trees; Great Britain shows an increasing interest in reforestation 

with species common to the United States and Canada, the first shipment of fir and 

spruce seed having been sent from British Columbia. This amounted to about six 
tons of spruce seed and five tons of fir seed. 

As the States View it: "Reflecting the growing public interest in timber production 

and the need for forest protection and reforestation throughout the comtry, state 
appropriations show an ancrease of 78%, over those of 1919, The total appropriations 

by 32 states legislatures for 1921 emounted to over 44,000;000. New York leads 
with over $1,000,000 and Pennsylvania is second with $860,000, The sums allotted 
specifically for forest fire protection amomt to over $1,500,000 and are 128% 
greater than those of two years agoe Pennsylvania leads in appropriation for this = 

g purpose, $500,900 being allottec. {American Lumberman, Jan. 21, 1922) 

; ‘Another Observation on the inmaturity of quail at the opening of the past season: 
"Specimens of the Scaled and Gambel partridges, taken along the west side of the 

Chiricahua Mountains, from Pinery Canyon to Apache Pass, in October, revealed very 
immature birds. Neither were chere the number of birds that other years have shownse 

"In casting about for a solution of the whys of such a state of affairs, 2 com- 
parison between the Scaled, amb@l, and Mearns partridges seems to offer a solution. 
First, because the Scaled and Gambel are low ranging birds, the extreme droggh cut 
heavily into the number of eggs to a setting. ‘Those who have had ambitions along 
the poultry line mow that the lack of water most materially reduces the number of 

| €88s as well as the degree of fextility of the eggs, The young of the first setting 
| that could break through the shetls were no doubt waaklings and unable to withstand 
| the wettings of the first rains, and the broods were lost. ‘Jeakness, naturally, 
| would delay the 2d brooding period, and hence throw the second hatches into the 

opening of the shooting season. 
"It is highly probable that because of the extreme climatic conditions, the first 

| brooding period was very much delayed. It would seem that as an egg analysis around 
| 70 per cent water, the. lack of water would be disastrous. 

"Others in various parts of the southern comtry have noted and remarked upon : 
| the same immaturity at the opening of the hunting season. 
; "AS concerns the Mearns Partridge, or Fool quail, the above argument does not 
| hold. The birds observed upon the Huaéhuca Moute ins, and the Patagonia Mountains 
\ were practically grown and in splendid plumage. ‘The Mearns Partridge never suffered 

} for the want of water, its range being confined to the high hills and mountains." 

(Coronado Bulletin) 
Field: Pooler, Kerr, (Phoenix) 

FRANK C. We FOOLER, District Forester, 

By John D. Jones, Acting.
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Albuquerque, New Mex. 

c May 16, 1922. 

Report of the Quail Comaittee 

Albuquerque Game Protective Association 

the General fun hone While the quail have held out 

wonderfully e & and bad quail years may obseure 

the iseue, we look for a gradual decline in the quail crop anless 

something is done to improve present conditions, This report re- 

fers orgootelsy to that section of the Rio Grande Valley and aé- 

jacent foothills from Gochiti to Socorro. 

We believe that the solution lies not so much in de- 

creasing the annual kill as in improving the conditions affecting 

production, A bird that lays up to twenty ogee ané knowe how to 

take eare of itself is in no danger if given a fair chance to 

maintain itself, 

Conditions needing Sorreotions The following must be 

a€one to secure max proauetiv $ : 

‘ de Conserve Chemise Brush, ‘This is the quailts 

natural refuge against ti @nhemies. Chomise is relished by stock, 

and is gradually disappemring. ‘mall patches, averaging a #quare 

tod or two in size, must be fenced. Farmers leveling new land 

ghould be asked to leave little corners of chemise "Hummocks", ; 

but they cannot be fairly asked to do thie unless the sportsmen 

eooperate with them. 

2. Conserve amall patches of weeds. ‘There is plenty 

of cover in fall, but by spring many quail prounds are grased bare 

aoa floor, and the birds fall eaay prey to vermin. Farmers and 

sportsmen should join forces to fence off little odd corners, 

ditehbanks, and other little spots that oecur on every farm and 

whieh are worthless for other purposes, as yearlong quail cover. < 

Sunflowers and sweet clover land are especialiy desirable. 

3. Regulate ring burnings Parmers and sportemen 

should cooperate to leave se gover patehes unburned for 

nesting placed. 

4e itd off Vagrant Housecats. the valley is full 

of wilé cats, @ no 2 n bitation, do nobody any 

good, and live on quail and other useful birds, Sueh wild cate 3 

should not only be killed on sight, but a determined hunt, during E 

snow, must be made to clean them out of any territory on which 

quail are to be produced. J 

5. Sharp-Shinned Hawks must be kept killed off, he 3 
GePehe shoulé have sahibTte OF mounted birds to teach the differs ; 
ence between good and bad hawks, at every sportemens meeting, far- ;



mers meeting, Boy Scout meeting, teachers meeting, and other similar 
gatherings. . 

6. Over~-k in bad years. in years when the 
quail orop is short, esion should shorten 
the = seacon, in proportion to the danger of overkilling in 
each locality. 

7. Limitation of Kill on Private Grounds Clubs or 
landowners contrs. : 3 me overkiliing - 
by —— & census of the covies before the at of each 

: year, fixing a limitation on the number to be ed that 
co? Hot over sixty percent of the year's crop should be killed, 

ving forty percent for seed. On private apunds such a limi- 
tation ean be easily enforead by requiring every person privileged 
to shoot to register his bag tn a Jaurnal kept for this purpose. 

& Covey Limit. It should become a matter of honor and 
food sportemanship never tS shoot a covey down to less than six 
birds, or te shoot into a covey containing less than six birds. 
All Gun Clubs should be urged to provide for a quail census, limi- 
tation of kill, and covey limit in their bylaws, and should col- 
ieet a fine for violation of such bylawe. : 

9. ietugese We do not see how state quail refuges 
could be enforced, because of the omall size and great number of 
such refuges which are needed. ie believe, however, that every 
owner of quail grounds should establish private quail refuges, 
and poat and observe them, very brush anf weed patch fenced 
oft for the special use of quail (as os #2 and 2} should be 
made a refuges Sportamen who enjoy the privilege of shooting 
on a farmer's land should urge and assist the farmer in selecting, 

- posting, and enforcing small quail refuges. 

10. tion of iste. Many quto tourists carry 
shotguns and q o and without a proper 
license, ‘The state auto Club should be asked to ei with 
the State G. FP. Ae in ot suitable warnings on all road a 
and folders issued 7 Auto Clubs, Chambers of commerce, ote., for 
auto touriste., ‘The local G.PeAs should erect special warning 
signs at private and public tourist camp grounds. 

lis aay xidd ing ouring Deve Season, The $25 cash 
reward by the 1 orehe ¥ year. 

12. —oajenad ioe aL ieitee there are ocensional instan~ 
eos of men who have more @ normal amount of leisure time who 
kill more than their fair share of the local quail erep, aven 
though they may stay entirely within the law. We advocate a 
season limit of 200 birds to cover auch eases. [t would be hard 
to proseerte Violations of a seagon limit in eourt, but we believe 
that a good deal of moral presimre would be brought to bear in 
enforcing it. : , 

whe



13. Feeding. Quail will be encouraged to “stay put" 
and will breed better if feed is put out on refuges ani goverts 
especially during the season of heavy shooting, éuring show, and 
cc before nesting time. We also believe that experiment might 

velop the practicability of planting food plants, such ae fus- 
sian Olive. 

How to Carry Out the Programs ; 

Cooperation with Parmers. 

Item 1, 2, 3, 4, andi 9 can only be carried out by cop 
operation between sportemen and farmers. very quail hunter should 
interest himself in his favorite qusil ground, establish persongl 
acquaintance with neighboring farmers, t alk over these propositions 
with them, assist them in arly a out, assiat them in con- 
trolling vandalism by irresponsible hunters, and visit the area in 
and out of season to see what is being done and how the birds are 
faring. : : 

see oe cover ne items 6 and 12 should be obtained 
from the Sta ise ion. 

cooperation with Boy Seouts. Boy Scouts might be inter~ 
ested in ec tuetty earry mp out ltens I, 2, 9 and 13, : 

ghooting Clubs. A comilttee should broach items 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, % 8, Ve £2 “iC 18 to each club, and follow up to see that 
resulte are obtained. Any elub that merely enjoys a monopoly, 
without undertaking a” eonetruetive or productive work to inerease 
game, raises the aren on of vhether its existence is justified 
from the viewpoint of the publie interest. On the other hand, 
@lubs that undertake constructive work may be a benefit, not only 
to their members, but to sportsmen who hunt on the adjacent areas. 

coun ente. <A committee should wait on each County 
Agent in person, oetatn thisrentire program if adopted, and urge 
his cooperation in explaining it to fermers, 

Auto Olubse A committee should be put in charge of 
Ttem 10, 3 

Officers of the GePsAe should attend te Item ll. 

€ one lus io We urge that a smoker or series of smokers 
be held to @iseuss tits report, add to it the suggestions of other 
mombers of the GePeAs, and arrange for the execution of euch items 
as may be adopted. 

We wish to emphasize our conviction that the future of 
Quail shooting in this locality is entirely in the hands of the 
spor tamen. 

Se



If the sportemen will see that the needed productive 
measures are carried out throughout the valley, the quail supply 
ean not only be maintained but eager increased, It should be 
kept in mind that artal ani ve measures do not require money, 
but they do require skill, diligenee, and attention the year 
around. 

: Tf the needed proé ue tive measures are not carried out, 
we may confidently expect constantly shorter seasons, lower bag 
limite, frequent closed seasons, ee quail supply, and 
— distances to go for what little quail hunting there is 
BG. 

It is also absolutely necessary, by moral and legal 
pressure, to controi the vandal and irresponsible hunter. If 
his depredations continue, all lands wii be ported, and the 

. @Verare main left without a place to hunt. 

(Sg4+)__Aléo Leopols _ chairman 

(Sea) Chase Guier 
(364+ )__Me Ge Mocrogen __ 

* 
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BT Report of the Quail Comittee. 

Albuquerque G. 7. As 

3 3 The Genorai ation. While the quail have held out 
wonderfully weil, and while good and bad yeres seers may Seer’ 
the issue, we look for e gradual deeline in the quail crop unless 
something ts dono to improve present conditions. This report re- 
fers erent that. soetion of the Pio Grande Valley and ad- 
jacont footht from Cochitd to Socorro, 

We belfeve that the solution ies not so mich In de- 
sreseing the annual kill as in improving the conditions affecting 
production. A bird that lays up to twonty eges and Imows how to 
take care of itself is in no denger if given a fair chance to 
maintain itself. 

oa Gone to seeure maxin produc Cyt 

ee 1. Conserve ghontee Brush. ‘This is the quafi's 

eeeet oe ataeeaetes bess lista, eoaracing ecu 8 — ppearinge pa @ square 
rod or two in aise, must ce fenetne Farmers foveling new land 
should be asked to leave little corners of chemise "Hurmocks", 
wut they samnot be fairly asked to do this wiless the sportemen 
cooperate with them. 

@. Sonserve small zelaies of weeia. | There is plenty 
of cover in fall, but by spring many q are grazed bare 
as a floor, and the birds fall easy prey tovemin. Farmers and 
sportsmen should — forces to fence off littio odd corners, 
aitehbanks, and Little spots that occur on every farm and 
which are worthless for other purposes, as yearlong quail cover. 
Sunflowers and sweet clover land are especially desirable. 

5 Reguiste Sore eee Parmers and spor’ 
should cooperate ‘leave corer patches mank te 
nesting places. 

wine oetls URL RE PTs 0 necty of wild eats, which have no ovr and no habitetion, do nobody any 
good, and live on quail and other useful birds. Such wild cate 
Should not only be killed on sight, but a determined hunt, during 
gnow, mist be made to clean thom out of any territory on which 

‘ quail are to be produced. 

. Se Sharp-chtnned Hawke mst, be kept iilled off. the 
G.P.Ae Should have exhibits of mounted birds to teach the differ- 
enee between good and bad hawks, at every sportemens meeting, fare 
mors moeting, Boy Scout meeting, teschers meeting, and other similar 
gatherings. :



A oa a She! Gpemgoasony in proportion to tho cancer at arena sting. i open season, on anger of ov 
each locality 4 - 

8 SEY oworttt lig _ landowners contre eq U grounds should prevent overkilling 
eee cues of the covies before the Neat of each 

year, and fixing a limitation on the number to be killed that ; 
ie Hot over site ee of the year's crop should be iilled, 

forty percent for °« ate grounds sueh a limi-e 
tation ean be eastiy enforced by req: every person privileged 
to shoot to register his bag in a Journal kept for this purpose. 

Be wt eet Zt should become a matter of honor and 
panes oe p never shoot a covey down to less than six 

irds, or to shoot into a a less than six birds. 
All Gun Clubs should be weet provide for a quail census, limi- 
tation of kiil, and covey limit in their bylaws, and should col- 
leet a fine for violation of such bylaws. 

ee ao not seo how state quail refuges 
could be enf 2 of the small size and great mambor of | 
such refuges which are necdede Ve belicve, hovever, that covery 
owner of quail grounds should establish private quadi refuges 
and post and observe them. brush and weed pateh fenced 
off for the speefal use of quail {as oe Oe should be 2 

: made a reLuge e Sportsmen who enjoy privilege of oe 
on @ farmer’s land should urge assist the farmer in selecting, 
posting, and enforcing small que® refuges. 

10. Regulation of Tourists. Many auto tourists corry 
shotguns and and without a proper 
license, The State Auto Club should be asked to cooperate with 
the State G.P.A. in SS warnings on ali read loge and 
folders issued ie! Auto Clubs, Chambers of Commerce, etc., for auto 
tourists, The GPAs should erect special warming signs at 
private and publie tourist camp grounds. 

fo ieee oR So RSS ean gece. oo revard Dy the OCAL Ger e Snould iM enewod acl yeare " 

12. ee ee are occasional instan- 
ees of mon who amount of leisure time who 
kill more than their fair share of the lecal quail erop, evon 
though a may stay entirely within the lew. We advoeate a 
geason limit of 200 birds to cover such cases. It would be hard 
to prosecute violations of a season limit in court, but wo believe 
that a good deal of moral pressure would be brought to bear in 
enforeing it. Cris 

we ee
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13. Feeding. Quail will be enc to "gs et" ana Will breed better £2 feed 4s put out on ro Aigoo pg Bo 
especially "nee season of heavy Sie thee uping snow, and 
= pefore nest: time. We also believe experinent might 

‘ a the practicability of planting food plants, such as Ruse 
sien ivee ( 

Ttoms 1, 25 5, 4, and 9 can only be carried out by eo- 
operation between sportsmen and farmers, flvery quail hunter should 
interest himself in his favorite quail ram, establish personal 
acquaintance with noighboring farnera, over these propositions 
with them, Sosist them in ant out, assist thom in con- 
trolling vandalism by irresponsible hunters, and visit the area in 
and out of season to see what 1s being done and how the birds are 
faring. : y 

qpgsigigtion covering ttens 6 and 12 should be obtained | 
from the Stato ‘ommisaion. “s 

: ‘ooperation with Roy Seouts Seouts might be inter- eotoa in oo SSeS a Be iaaata. Pee couse might | 
es A committee should broach items 1, 2, 

By 4p Sp 7p Op Ye to each club, and follow up to see that pesuite sre obtained. any club thet nePely enjoys « monopoly, 
without undertaking constructive or ve work to increase 

» raises the question of vhether its existence is sig woe yd 
froa’tho viewpoint, of the public interest. On the hand, 
clubs that constructive work may be a benefit, not only 
to their members, but to sportsmen who hunt on the adjacent areas. 

plete tetet unis sotire program if atoptote aad cn in xp. 8 on program ; 
fis sesperation in explaining it to farmers. . 

Auto clubs. A committee should be put in charge of 
Item 10, a nner me 

Sficors of tho G.?A. should attend to Item 11, 

Se We urge that a smoker or series of smokers 
_ be hela te dis report, add to it the tions of other 

mombers of the G.PAe, and arrange for the onecuttan of such items 
as may be adopted. ‘ 

We wish to omphasize our conviction that the future of 
quail shooting in this lecality is entirely in the hands of the 
sportsmen, ; 

a :
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If the spartemen will see that the needed productive 
measures re carried out throughout the val. tho 42 supp: gam Ret only be maintained but grentiy inesmesen” fee 
kopt in mind that these rrodustive nouswres do not require money, 

they do require » Aiiigenee, and attention the yoar 
aroun. c 

_ If the needed productive measures are not carried out 
we may confidently expect constantly shorter seasons, lower bag ws 
limits, froquont closed seasons, Soerace aig cunts supply, and 
aor distances to go for what little 1 hunting there is 
left. “ 

It 4s also absolutely necessary moral and legal 
» to control the vandal anf isrechimeibie lnnters tf 

his depredations continue, ali lands will be posted, and tho 
average man left without 4 place to hunt, 

sheila lsinarabciasan 
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a 4 SF Albucuerque, New Mex. 

y ; RO pie a may 25, L0RRe 
s Report of the ahi 2 Committee 

Albuquerque Game Protective Association 

The General Situation. While the quail have held out 
wonderfully well, and While good and bad quail years may obscure 
the issue, we look for a gradual decline in the quail erop unless 

5 something is done to improve present conditions. This report re- 
fers att to that section of the Rio Grande Valley and ad- 
jacent foothilis from Cochiti to Soeorro. 

We believe that the solution lies not so much in de- 
: Saewy the annual kill as in re the conditions affecting 

production. A bird that lays up to twenty eggs and knows how to 
take care of itself is in no danger if given a fair chance to 
maintain itself, 

5 - Conditions needing Gerrection. The following must be 
one to secure maximum Sood ISL tgs : 

te Conserve Ghomise Brush. thie (is the qaail's % 
natural refuge against its @ . mise! is ished by stock, ‘* 
and is Sraheathy A stempeer ing. Small patches, Averaging a square 

- god or two in size, must be fenced. Farmers leveling new land <S 
-ghould be asked to leave little corners of chemise "Hummocks", a 
but they cannot be fairly asked to do this unless the sportsmen _ 3 
gooperate with thems Whi ty aonohtwel, Gitar? eur cow be emake. § 
be, plotawg Wwrlhowwn 07 Rueucw Qhuoe, a a res aud any 

2. TES eee re is denty a 
of cover in fall, but by spring quail rr 8 are grazed bare * 
as a floor, and the birds fall easy prey to vermin. Parmers and 

tamen should join forces to fence off little odd corners, 
atte ene and other little spots that occur on every farm and 
which are worthless for other purposes, as yearlong quail cover. 
Sunflowers and sweet clover land are especially desirable. 

PRIMATE rents Siete | + should cooperate to cover patches unburned for 
feo nesting places. —_ 
v ‘ County 

4. ae off Vagrant Houseeats, ‘the vaiiey is full 
of wild cate, ec ve no owner no habitation, do nebody any 
good, and live on quail and other useful. birds. Such wild cats 
should not only be killed on sight, but a determined hunt, during 
snow, must be made to clean them out of any territory on which 
quail are to be produced. ’ 

S. gharpashinned Hawks . met be kept sHisa-ort, me 
G.P.Ae should have S Of mounted birds to teach the differ- 

ence between good and bad hawks, at every sportemens meeting, far-



mers meeting, Boy Scout meeting, teachers meeting, and other similar 
gatherings. 

6. Over-killing in bad years. in years when the 

quail crop is short, the State Gane Ctmnites ion should shorten 
the open season, in proportion to the danger of overkilling in 
each locality. 

7. Limitation of Kill on Private Grounds, Clubs or 
landowners controlling quail pees Should prevent overkilling 
by taking a census of the covies before the beginning of each 
year, and fixing a limitation on the number to be Milled that 
year. Hot over sixty percent of the year's crop should be killed, 
leaving forty percen Béed. On private @ounds such a limi- 

tation can be easily enforead by requiring every person privileged 
to shoot to register his bag in a Jaurnal kept for this purpose. 

8. Covey Limit. It should become @ matter of honor ané 
good sportemanship never to shoot a coveyZown to less than six 
birds, or to shoot into a covey containing less than six birds. 
All Gun Clubs should be urged to provide for a quail census, limi- 
tation of kill, and covey limit in their bylaws, and should col- 
leet a fine for violation of such bylaws. 

9. Refuges We do not see how state quail refuges 
ould be enforced, because of the small size ani great number of 

such refuges which are needed. We believe, however, that every 
owner of quail grounds should establish private quail refuges, 

and post and observe them, very brush and weed patch fenced 
off for the special use of quail (ae por pL ane $2) should be 

made a refuge. Sportamen who enjoy the privilege of shooting 
on a farmer's land should urge and assist the farmer in selecting, 
posting, and enforcing small quail refuges. 

10. lation of Tourists. Many quto tourists carry 
shotguns ani miny KEEE quali out Of sGason and without a proper 
lieense. ‘The State Auto Club should be asked to cooperate with 
the State G. Pe A. in ee warnings on all road a 
and folders issued by Auto Clubs, Chambers of Commerce, ete., for 

uate eee ae yet "see a yor gi aaa warning 

signs at prive pul ourist camp gro . 
Sheets obeny o Migtaase aeutel bx prrbubelicl by Cas 
ll. il kK durin nove Season. The $25 cash 

reward by the 1 wrehe year. 

12. Soagonst Bag Limits. ‘There are occasional instan~- 

ces of men who Lave m @ normal amount of leisure time who 

kill more than their fair share of the local quail crop, even 

though they may stay entirely within the law. We advocate a 

season limit of 200 birds to cover such cases. It would be hard 

+o prosecute yiolations of a season limit in court, but we believe 

that a good deal of moral pressure would be brought to bear in 

enforcing it. 

oka 
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13. Peeding. Guail will be encouraged to "stay put" 

and will breed better if feed is put out on refuges and goverts, 

especially during the season of heavy shooting, during show, and 

just before nesting time. We also believe that experiment might 

develop the practicability of planting food plants, such as Rus- 

sian Olive. 
: 8 

How to Carry Out the Programs as 

Cooperation with Farmers. 

ttem 1, 2, 3, 4, and 9 ean only be carried out by cop 

operation between sportsmen and farmers. very quail hunter should 

interest himself in his favorite quail ground, establish personal 

acquaintance with neighboring farmers, talk over these propositions 

with them, assist them in er out, assist them in con- 

trolling vandalism by irresponsible huntera, and visit the area in : 

and out of season to see what is being done and how the birds are 

faring. ; 

Legislation covering items 6 and 12 should be obtained 

from the stee Game OoOmmise ion. 

cooperation with Boy Seouts. Boy Seouts might be inter~ 

ested in ec tasty earry ue oat Ttems 1, 2, 9 and 15. 

ghooting Clubs. A committee should broach items 1, 2, 

5, 4, 6, Te Oe Ye fe and 18 to each club, and foliow up to see that 

results are obtained. Any elub that morely enjoys a monopoly, 

without undertaking any eonatructive or productive work to increase 

game, raises the question of whether its existence is justified 

from the viewpoint of the public interest. On the other hand, 

@lubs that undertake constructive work may be a benefit, not only 

to their members, but to sportsmen who hunt on the adjacent areas. 

; County agentes A committee should wait on each county 

Agent in person, thaerentire program if adopted, and urge 

his ceoperation in explaining it to farmers. 

auto Clubs. A committee should be put in charge of 

Ttem 10. 

Officers of the GePsAe should attend to Item 11, : 

2 Cone lus io. We urge that a smoker or series of smokers 

be held to @iseuss thts report, add to it the suggestions of other 

members of the GePeAs, and arrange for the execution of such items 

as may be adopted. ; 

We wish to emphasise our conviction that the future of : 

queil shooting in this locality is entirely in the hands of the 

sportsmen. 

: -3-
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Tf the sportsmen will see that the needed productive 
fleasures are carried out throughout the valley, the quail supply 
gan not only be maintained but greatly increased. It should be 
kept in mind that these productive measures do not require money, 
but they do require skill, diligenee, and attention the year 
around. 

: If the needed productive measures are not carried out, 
we may confidently expect constantly shorter seasons, lower bag. 
limits, frequent closed seasons, stereenteg ee supply, and 
—— distances to go for what little quail ting there is 
left. 

It is also absolutely necessary, by moral and legal 
pressure, to control the vandal and irresponsible hunter. If 
his depredations continue, all lands wikl be posted, and the 
averare man left without a place to hunt. 

3 (Sgde)__Aldo Leopold __ chairman 
(Sea.)_Chawe Quier 

; (Sgde)__Ne Gs Mocroden 

e 
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Gila Inspection - Gila 

Quail, Gambel, seen at Kingston. 5/30 at gZ 

4/5 at XSX and above Montoya Place on Dia- 

mond Cr,



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Young Gambel at Burros Station able to 

fly well and are:as big as bluebirds,. 

Plumes already visible. Flush into trees 

and brush.



Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Gambel Quail roost in hackberry trees 15! 

high’ along side canyon above + ranch on 

New river. Must have been 50 birds.



No. 258. DAILY BULLETIN May 13, 1922. 

U. S. FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT 

Guard #Faiiiie No. 8: Country and rouves: Make sure they are thoroughly mow. 
Ride routes if necessary. Reports end records; Make out samples, showing how 

they work. 

Quail and Dry Farmers: Originally a big part of northern Arizona, stretching from 

Gallup to Williams and south to the rim, was apparently quailless, except for a 
few Fool Quail along the rim. Through stocking operations, Gembel Quail are now 

established at Snowflake, Gallup and Heber. and have recently spread to vernon. 

Of course nobody dan guess the exact reason why northern Arizona had no quail to 
start with, but it looks as though the increased number of grain farms had some- 

thing to do with this recent wider distribution. Probably Scaled Quail sould do 

even better in this section.



. Vo UY 24 

Coppre Os Borudel Quel eh 

Prades — hut net pan WL



Mr. O'Leary, deputy game warden for this district, 
informed me that a Mexican had brought in last fall several 
"fool" quail from the west side of the Dona Ana Mountains, 
The Dona Ana Mountains are in the southwestern part of the 
Reserve so I have reason to believe thst they may be or 
have been found in the San Andres. 

(Extract from Mr. Nelson's letter 
of July 24, 1922) 

Por quail folder 2



Destroy Both Quail Eres and Rattlosnakes: Evidence against the fleet-footed bird is 
presented by Kirby of the Tonto, who makes reference to the road-rumer item in D/B 

No. 306, of July 11, and says: "On one occasion, I saw a road-rummrer destroying a 
bunch of newly hatched yomg quail. At the Pinal R. S., I caught another one in the 
act just as he was finishing the Gestruction of a setting of 15 hen eggs. He could 

not eat all of them, but destroyed what he could not eat. I preswme that they do 
quail nests likewise.° Road-rumers are protected mder Arizona game laws for the 

reason that they will kill snakes, which is a fact. At one time, I watched two road- 
runners kill a rattlesnake. They worked romd and round him on opposite sides but 
keeping just out of his reach. Then one would flutter and jump back to get the snake 
to strike and beth would jump in and psck on him mtil he got coiled again. They 

were about 20 minutes killing the snake. I feel sure that road-rummers do more harm 
than good. ie 

Field: Pooler (Gilal; Mnllen, Cooperrider (Santa Fe); Jones (Lincoln); Myers (Datil) 

; BRANK C. W. FOOLER, District Forester, 

j * By: Aldo Leopold, acting. 

: Sean. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ApeAks 19 La 

FOREST SERVICE \ 7 _feferved to 

DATIL NATIONAL FOREST AO TRIGT FORE“TER 

a ns 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

{ 

FOREST SUPERVISOR SJ 

AND REFER TO MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO 

P August 17, 1922. 
Sérvice News 

Datil 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

Dear Sir: 

4 Reference is made to the fourth item in 

the Daily Bulletin of July 11. 

In 1916 in Gola Nuggett Canyon on the east side 

of the Catalina Mountains, I observed a road runner with 

a young quail in its beak, making off from the flock of 

quail, The next spring a road runner wes caught carrying 

off a little chicken from the Oracle Ranger Station. 

a Very truly yours, 
a x 

Llaiiy Wilson. 
Forest Examiner.
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For "The Condor" 

Submitted 7/10/22. : 

Road-Runner Caught in the Act. probabty everybody "has heard” 

that Road-Runners eat the eggs and young of quail, Heretofore I 

have been inclied to class this rumor with the other one about ‘ 

their corralling rattlesnakes with cacti. 

On July 9 I was inspecting the quail crop at thefome 

Gun Club, hear Belen, N. Mex. On the pank of an irrigation ditch, 

grown to willow bushes with here and there a cottonwood tree, my 

dog flushed a quail ~ he looked like an 01a rooster. At the same 

time, from the same place, the dog flushed a road-runner, which 

hopped into a cottonwood. A careful look showed the road-runner | 

sitting dead still among thick foliage, with a light-colored object 

in his bill. I shot him, and the dog retrieved. The dog then 

pointed under the same tree, another quail flushed (the old hen) 

and on looking carefully I discovered a whole brood of chicks 

scattering in the weeds. I then examined the spot where the road- 

runner had fallen, and found a dead chick, still "limber" and warm 

‘but ummutilated, matching the live chicks in size, and lying within 

A a foot of the blood. The dead chick was still in the dowmy stage, 

with 1/8 inch pinfeathers on the wing; smaller than a domestic 

“h chick when hatched. 

The evidence is practically absolute that the road- 

runner was caught in the act. His crop was empty. Possibly by 

coincidenee, each of the five other road-runners seen during the 

rest of the day were in the immediate vicinity of quail.



I never before killed a road-runner, but they are 

now on my "blacklist" and will stay there until somebody proves 

that this was an exception to their usual habits. 

» Secretary, 

NEW MEXICO GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION. 
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Bulletin of the Colorado Game an 
——————————————————————— 

Plants of pinioned geese or ducks, say mallards, can be made 

on lakes or reservoirs or streams near towns or ranches where 

they can be fed and given shelter in severe weather. Such birds, 

if properly mated, will bring forth young that will remain in the 

locality as long as they are furnished food in severe weather. 

A plant of mallards was made in Rock Creek Park, Washington, 

D. C., some twelve years ago. All the original birds are dead; 

all those now in the flock, which numbers thirty, can fly . They 

seek rest and feed along the five miles of Rock Creek in the 

park. They have been fed corn in the south end of the park 

during the winter weather, spring and fall. Numbers of birds 

are attracted to the locality by the presence of these ducks during 

the spring and fall migration, and are mighty attractive to see 

along the creek. Think of the thousands of water areas offering 

shelter and aquatic life where such plants could be made near 

some town or ranch. There are plenty of places where no feeding 

would be necessary. I have in mind those big springs in Jackson 

Hole, Wyoming, where both ducks and geese are seen all winter. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SHIPPING AND 
LIBERATING QUAIL 

Shipments should be made by express in light, sanitary 

crates. Single crates containing two dozen birds weigh about 

thirty-five pounds. Sufficient food should be sent for the entire 

trip, also water pans, to guarantee arrival of birds in perfect 

condition. 
On arrival of birds, cleanse the water pans thoroughly and 

give them as much water as they will drink. They should be 

watered about 11 a.m. and 4p.m. Remove the water pans after 

fifteen minutes, as they foul the water and it is dangerous to 

their health. One-fourth of a grain of potassium permanganate 

to the gallon of water for drinking purposes assists in maintaining 
the health of the quail and prevents coccidiosis in the birds while 
holding them in captivity. 

Remove the narrow strip in top of feed box, and fill it about 

half full of small grains, such as corn, chops, cracked wheat, cane 

or millet seeds. Lettuce or cabbage should be fed daily. 
Place some small gravel and sand in one of the water pan 

compartments; sawdust or fresh sand in the bottom of the box 

to the depth of an inch or more, and replace it every second day. 
Before liberating, the birds should be held two or more days 

to enable them to recover from the trip. To liberate the birds, 

pry off the top, open one side of the crate, tilt it, and allow the 

birds to run into a brush pile, where you have previously scattered 

a lot of feed. Liberate near water, and scatter feed every day 

for a few days. The birds will separate into bevies, and later 

pair off. 

ANTI-VIVISECTION
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Tonto Inspection ~ 1923 

Fool Quail 

Croxen says saw them in 1918 at Little . 

Sprgs. neab east end Blue Ridge Road - also 

in Blue Ridge R.S. pasture. Nohe in Mazat- 

zal Dist. 1 flock Pleasant Valley B.S,



e @ 

Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Quaid 
Kirby yas seen fool quail on Cave Cr. 

Dist. S.E. of Red Rover mine in 7 Springs 

basin; in Galiuro, and in Pinals. 

James says used to he lots around 

Payson - now all gone. Gambels come up 

to Payson, no further. Also to Pleasant 

Valley R.S.
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e File Gambel Quai .~ 
Cycle Chart 3 

Z Arizona | 

Excerpt from a letter from David M. Gorsuch, Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 24, 1930, 

“Reports from hunters and other observers support my belief that the 

quail population this year is larger than it has been for the past 25 years. 

This is doubtless accounted for by the wetness of the present year with a 

— the result of abundance of food and cover." , é - 
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February 1, 1923, 

Quail Distribution Near Deming 

Sherman tells me that all of the quail in the Deming 
region are Blue Quail except around the foot of the mountains 
like the Florida Mountains where Gambel Quail occur. I gather 
that the Gambels are higher up than the Blues in this locality. 

Quail Along Belen Cut-Off. 

McGrath tells me that from Vaughn to Clovis all of 
the quail along the railroad are Blue Quail.
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Both kinds quail at Guy Hill's place on 

Chupadero, Says K.C.K. This is in the new 

addition, T. 2 Sey Re SRS
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Scaled quail at Wylie (R.H.) on Rinconada 

just below boundary. Quail also at Canyon 

Lobo.
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Blue Quail in Tohatchi Mts. N.w. Gallup 

- P. Coons 
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3 | Manzano Inspection - 1923 : 

quail, a few at NutriasPueblo. None 

at Ramah,
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Scaled Quail extend only 6 mi. west of 

Gallup. 
- Coons
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SOME UNUSUAL NESTING SITES OF SEVERAL ARIZONA BIRDS 

(WITH THREE PHOTOS) 

By F. C. WILLARD 

FTER collecting the eggs of certain species for a number of years one 

ye learns to know when he is looking in the right places to find them. To 
stumble, then, upon a nest in an unlooked-for situation gives one a con- 

siderable thrill. There are a number of Arizona species which have been 
the means of giving me that thrill, and it may interest others to hear of some 

of their eccentricities. 
The Cactus Wren (Heleodytes brunneicapillus couesi) ordinarily chooses an 

open site in a bush, small tree, cactus, or yucca. Among the unusual sites in 
which I have found nests of this species are the following. One pair built for 
several years in the hollow cornice of a schoolhouse. The entrance was through 
a hole cut one winter by a visiting flicker. Another site was in an old wood- 
pecker’s nesting cavity which was twenty-five feet up in a large syeamore, one 
of a line of these trees extending out from the foothills of the Huachuea Moun- 
tains. A broken-out cavity in a sahuaro cactus is also rather out of the ordi- - 
nary for a Cactus Wren to choose as a nesting site. Previous to 1916 I had 
found but two or three so placed, but the season of 1922 T have found half a 
dozen occupied nests in this cactus. During the intervening period I have not 
been in Arizona and so do not know whether the extra number was just a pecu- 
liarity of the one season or whether the habit is growing on this wren. 

The House Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus frontalis) builds as a usual 
thing in the open, in vines growing around houses, in trees of many kinds, in 
yuceas, and in cactus. This year I was surprised to see a House Finch fly from 
a woodpecker hole about thirty feet up in a large sycamore, and climbed up to 
find its nest cosily placed so that the bird could sit and look out. On the San 
Pedro River are some large ranches where much hay is raised. At one of these 
a large stack is always built in a certain deserted ranch yard and a pair of 
House Finches have had their nest in it every time I have visited the spot. This 
season, after a lapse of six years, I visited the place again, in company with Mr. 
A. C, Bent, and remarked as we came to the stack that I always used to find a 
finch’s nest in it ‘‘just about here’’, and, as I touched the hay, out flew Madame 
Finch from her nest, which held five eggs. In passing, may T remark that this 
was one of the few places where I could count on getting a set of five eggs. 
Most of the finches in that region lay four. A similar site was in the grass- 
thatched roof of a shed. Old oriole nests are so frequently used as hardly to 
come under the heading of unusual nesting sites. 

A Canyon Towhee (Pipilo fuscus mesoleucus) likes best a thick bush, one 
with thorns preferred; but one pair chose a ledge inside a poreh near the roof, 
such a place as a robin dearly loves. Another built in an old splint lunch bas- 
ket which had been tossed aside and hung bottom up in a thorny bush. For 
several years two pairs used to build near the extreme tops of some thickly 
leafed cottonwood trees at my uncle’s home in Tombstone. These nests were 
thirty feet or more from the ground. After the trees died, one pair took to 
building in the ivy and honeysuckle which grew over the walls of the house. T 
found an unfinished nest in one of the vines there this year,
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An Abert Towhee (Pipilo aberti) nest, twelve feet up in a cavity near the 
top of a rotten cottonwood stump, is enough out of the ordinary to call for men- 

tion. The usual choice is in bushes or among willow sprouts. 
The Rock Wren (Salpinctes obsoletus obsoletus) normally chooses a hole in 

an old adobe wall or in the perpendicular bank of an arroyo; but one pair chose 
: the drawer of a small table which stood inside a deserted house. The drawer 

was open a couple of inches and offered a fine place for a nest. 
The Baird Wren (Lhryomanes bewicki bairdi) likes a natural cavity in an 

oak tree but is quick to take advantage of other snug situations. Between the 
vanes of the fan of a prospector’s forge was the place chosen by one pair. An- 
other made use of a pocket formed by a burlap awning which had torn loose at 
one corner, This species will also take kindly to cans and boxes put up partic- 

ularly for its benefit. 
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Fig. 41. UNususL NEST SITE OF THE CANYON TOWHEE. 

Thrashers seem more inclined always to chose the normal situation, so 1 
associate Palmer Thrasher (Zoxostoma curvirostre palmert) with chollas. Ima- 

gine my surprise to see one fly from a hole fifteen feet up in a large sycamore, 

and on climbing up to find that she had a nest there full of young. Chollas 
were not uncommon in that vicinity, either. Sets of four eggs of this thrasher 

are very uncommon, yet one year I took two four-egg sets one day from nests 
built in clumps of mistletoe. 

Quail are rather promiscuous in their choice of a nesting place, but usually 
they like to have something good and solid under them. However, while hunt- 

ing up Sabino Wash near Tucson one year, I looked into a Palmer Thrasher’s 
nest several feet up in a cholla and found a female Gambel Quail (Lophortyx 
gambeli) looking back at me. She had seventeen heavily incubated eggs under 

her. On several occasions I have found Palmer Thrasher’s nests with from one
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to four Gambel Quail eggs mingled with the rightful owner’s, but this is the 

only time I ever found a full set and the parent there. 

Another bird which likes good solid ground under its nest is the Arizona 

Juneo (Junco phaconotus palliatus), yet I once found a set of incubated eggs 

fifteen feet up in a hole in a dead pine branch where the year before I had dug 

out the nest of a Chestnut-backed Bluebird (Sialia mexicana bairdi). A still 

more surprising find was a nest of one of these juncos nine feet up in a small 

oak tree alongside a well-used trail. The nest was placed on a small branch 

and against the trunk. The bird flushed as I passed. During the years from 
1910 to 1916 a pair also built in a small Spanish bayonet which grew beside a 

trail at Berner’s in Ramsay Canyon of the Huachuca Mountains. When cats 

were introduced at this place, they made short work of this pair. 
Mr. Bent and I occupied a cabin here during part of May, 1922, and a 

Painted Redstart (Setophaga picta) built its nest in the ivy which covered one 

Fig. 42. Apert TOWHEE’S NEST IN A COTTONWOOD STUMP. 

wall. This nest was close up under the eaves and had about twice the usual 
amount of rough nesting material in it. A hollow on a bank with some dry grass 

hanging over it is the common situation. 
An old woodpecker hole or a natural cavity of similar size is the usual 

home of the Ash-throated Flycatcher (Myiarchus cinerascens cinerascens). A 
kick against a discarded joint of stovepipe lying on the ground flushed one of 

these birds from a nest containing five fresh eggs. There was no cover at all, 
just a small greasewood bush against which the pipe was lodged and which kept 

it from rolling down the rocky hill on which it lay. 
Under the drooping leaves of a soapweed or a tall Spanish bayonet is the 

proper place to look for nests of the Scott Oriole (Ieterus parisorum), and so T 

was surprised indeed to flush one from her nest when I climbed to the top of a
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small pine tree where I had seen what looked like a female tanager enter. The 
nest held four small young. It was nearly forty feet from the ground and was 
built of the usual yucea fibres, but was attached to a cluster of pine needles, 

among which it rested instead of hanging, as is the usual position. Later, I 

found another nest in a small pine tree. This one was but twelve feet up and 
hung from a fork in somewhat the fashion of a vireo’s nest, but still with some 
supporting needles around it and partially woven into the sides. 

The Song Sparrow sometimes deserts the ground and low bushes in favor of 
a tree, and the desert subspecies (Mclospiza melodia fallax) also has this trait. 
One nest was built fifteen feet up in a large willow tree, on a horizontal branch. 
The bird was on the nest when I found it and remained until I was nearly up to 

mT yee 
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Fig. 48. GAMBEL QUAIL’S EGGS IN A PALMER THRASHER’S NEST. 

it. When she flushed and I looked in, what a nestful I found! There were 
‘ four of the song sparrow’s eggs and four of the Long-tailed Chat (Icteria wrens 

longicauda), quite a remarkable combination. 

As a climax, however, an experience which Mr. Bent and I had in the mes- 
quite forest this year is the best. He saw a Gila Woodpecker (Centurus wropygt- 

alis) leave a hole about twenty feet up in a mesquite tree, and I climbed up to 
cut it out. What was our surprise when I pulled out an Elf Owl (Micropallas 
whitneyt), and our still greater surprise when I reached in again and found a 

set of Elf Owl eggs! All the while the woodpecker was raising the usual noisy 
rumpus at having its nest rifled, and it was the only woodpecker which did put 

in an appearance or take any interest in the proceedings. We had held onto 
the owl and now Mr. Bent shot the woodpecker. It proved to be a male and the
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May, 1924 LAND BIRDS OF GRASS VALLEY DISTRICT a9) 

Passing through the middle of the district, with a course nearly northwest and 
southeast, is a geological formation known as the “serpentine belt” along which the 
vegetation is much different from that of the balance of the district. Digger pine 

(Pinus sabiniana) seems to follow this particular rock formation, while the masses of 
brush upon some of the hill-sides are composed, mainly, of scrub oak (Quercus du- 
mosa), manzanita and much wedge-leafed ceanothus (C. cuneatus). East of this belt 
black oak and yellow pine are abundant species, and in some localities Douglas spruce 
(Pseudotsuga taxifolia) and fir (Abies concolor) are plentiful. Sugar pine is also 
found in the mountains. Excepting in the more mountainous parts of the district, 
the coniferous forests are composed, mostly, of second-growth timber. Mentioa 
should be made of the deer-brush and hazel as two of the several plants taking the 
place of the primitive forest. West of the serpentine belt white oak is prevalent, and 
small groves of black oak, yellow pine and some species of live oak are found in suit- 
able localities. Many of the rocky, uncultivated hill-sides are covered with manzanita 
and ceanothus. In some of the numerous canyons and ravines of the district are heavy 
growths of white alder (Alnus rhombifolia), dogwood (Cornus nuttalli), and madrofa 
(Arbutus menziesii). 

While the above outline indicates an abundant native vegetation, it must be 

borne in mind that a big part of the district is under cultivation, fruit growing being 
one of the principal industries. As many of the large orchards are young they afford 
little in the way of food or protection to bird life. In the many little valleys are the 
“oozy pastures” and meadow-brooks so dear to the blackbirds and meadowlarks; but 
there are no natural lakes and only a few small storage reservoirs, so we see little of 
the water birds. 

The following list of 114 species and subspecies of land birds is the result of many 
years of observation by the writer, but it is not offered as a complete catalogue of the 
district; only birds that could be positively identified are listed. 

I wish to acknowledge valuable assistance from Mr. Harry S. Swarth, of the 
California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, in identifying specimens. I am also in- 
debted to Mr. E. O. E. Klipphahn of Grass Valley for help in classifying the flora of 
the Grass Valley district. 

Oreortyx picta plumifera. Mountain Quail. Fairly common resident of the north- 
eastern part of the district. Some years numerous as_a fall migrant. << —<—— 

Lophortyx californica vallicola. Valley Quail. Common resident, particularly 
among the lower foothills. A few winter in the central part of the district. 

Dendragapus obscurus sierrae. Sierra Grouse. The early settlers say that this 
grouse was numerous in former days in this part of the county. It is still reported 
from the more wooded sections of the district at rare intervals. 

Columba fasciata fasciata. Band-tailed Pigeon. Irregular winter visitant, par- 
ticularly to the southern part of the Grass Valley district; also to the oak groves in 
the Bear River country. 

Zenaidura macroura marginella. Western Mourning Dove. Common summer 
visitant; breeds in considerable numbers on the ranches among the lower foothills. 
Occurs in small numbers east of the serpentine belt. 

Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey Vulture. Common summer visitant. 
Most numerous in the western part of the district. 

Accipiter velox. Sharp-shinned Hawk. Common winter visitant. I have the 

skin of one shot while feeding from the remains of a freshly killed Valley Quail. 
Another was taken while trying to capture a Valley Quail in the brush. 

Astur atricapillus striatulus. Western Goshawk. Rare winter visitant. I have 
seen but two of the species in this district. One was shot while feeding upon a chicken 
it had killed, and the other had been shot by hunters and left hanging on a barbed-wire 
fence.
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Buteo borealis calurus. Western Red-tailed Hawk. Common resident, nesting in 
the oaks and second-growth pines. It is considered the most troublesome of our birds 
of prey. 

Aquila chrysaetos. Golden Eagle. Casual visitant to certain parts of the dis- 
trict, particularly to Pleasant Valley and other localities in the western section of the 
county. 

Faleo columbarius columbarius. Northern Pigeon Hawk. Winter visitant in 
limited numbers. I have seen only two in this locality. 

Falco sparverius sparverius. American Sparrow Hawk. Found breeding in lim- 
ited numbers. Fairly common in winter. 

Aluco pratincola. American Barn Owl. Fairly common resident. Specimens 
are occasionally taken in the district, mostly south of Grass Valley. 

Otus asio quercinus. Southern California Screech Owl. Fairly common resident. 
This species was more numerous in former years. 

Bubo virginianus pacificus. Pacific Horned Owl. Noted sparingly as a resident 
in wooded localities. Years ago, before the big timber had been cut out, this owl was 
quite plentiful. 

Glaucidium gnoma californicum. California Pigmy Owl. Rather rare winter 
visitant. Has been found in shade trees within the city limits. 

Geococcyx californianus. Road-runner. Resident in limited numbers in the 
southern part of the Grass Valley district. 

Ceryle aleyon caurina. Western Belted Kingfisher. Occasionally seen during 
fall and winter along the larger streams. 

Dryobates villosus hyloscopus. Cabanis Woodpecker. Fairly common resident. 
Nests in the coniferous groves, particularly in the second-growth pines. 

Dryobates pubescens turati. Willow Woodpecker. Common summer visitant. 
Nests in the willows along the meadow streams and in old orchards. Occasionally met 
with in winter. 

Dryobates nuttalli. Nuttall Woodpecker. Common resident in the White Oak 
groves west of the serpentine belt. Occasional visitant to the coniferous forests. 

Xenopicus albolarvatus albolarvatus. Northern White-headed Woodpecker. Ir- 
regular winter visitant. During the winter of 1901-02 hundreds of this species visited 
Nevada County. 

Sphyrapicus varius daggetti. Sierra Red-breasted Sapsucker. Fairly common 
winter visitant. Rarely seen in summer. No evidence of breeding. 

Sphyrapicus thyroideus. Williamson Sapsucker. Occurs sparingly as a winter 

visitant. Only females noted. 

Phloeotomus pileatus’ picinus. Western Pileated Woodpecker. Fairly common 
in winter in the more mountainous parts of the district. Rarely seen as far down in 

the hills as the white oaks. 

Melanerpes formicivorus bairdi. California Woodpecker. Abundant resident 
locally. Sparingly present above the white oaks. 

Asyndesmus lewisi. Lewis Woodpecker. Irregular winter visitant. Some years 

quite numerous among the oaks. 

Colaptes cafer collaris. Red-shafted Flicker. Fairly common resident. Nests 
in old stumps and orchards, and sometimes bores into houses. 

Phalaenoptilus nuttalli californicus. Dusky Poor-will. Rare. I have noted but 
one bird, which was taken at dusk October 9, 1922. 

Chordeiles, species? Nighthawk. Fairly common summer visitant. Some years 

quite numerous in late summer. 

Archilochus alexandri, Black-chinned Hummingbird. Summer visitant in small 
numbers. It is probable that this hummingbird has always been with us as a summer 

visitant, though I have failed to note it before the last few years. 

Calypte anna. Anna Hummingbird. Common summer visitant. Some years, 
during spring and early summer, the species appears abundantly, many passing on to 
more northern breeding ranges.
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Mr. John C. i 
Windyknob, 

Wenham, Massachusetts. 

Dear Mr. Phillips: 

Pardon my delay in answering your inquiry of July 1. 

In compiling material for my book on the Game of 

the Southwest, I have naturally collected such information es 

I coulda on importations of exotie species. I am not yet far 

enough slong with this material, however, to be absolutely 

definite and final. My findings to date are roughly as fol- 

lows: 

Bob_white 
Sporadic attempts to establish this bird have pro- 

bably taken place in most of the representative regions of 

Arizona and New Mexico. These attempts failed of permanent 

establishment in every instance except one or two in the 

Pecos Valley near Roswell, New Mexico. Near Roswell there 

are one or two agriculturel ranches where one or two coveys 

have been maintained under strict protection for a good many 

years, but there is no evidence of sufficient spread which 

we oe
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would warrent the belief that the species is really estab- 

lished. : 

, Ring-necked pheasants 
Plants of ring-necks have been made for many yesrs 

in most of the representative regions of Arizona and New 

Mexico, partly by the State Game Departments and often by 

privete individuals. I know of no instence where these 

birds have become established except one near Phoenix, Ariz., 

in the Salt River Valley, where the State Game Department 

made a successful plant sbout ten years ago. The ring-necks 

were at one time considered to be interfering with the lecal 

queil and there was a question as to whether they should be 

allowed to inerease further. I do not know the present 

status of the plant, but it could be determined by adiress- 

ing the State Game Warden at Phoenix. 

Gambel quail 

Plants of this species heve fer outnumbered ell 

others. They are more easily trapped than the sealed quail 

and, henee, have been used for years for restocking purposes 

outside of their natural range in the northern parts of the 

: two states. Such plants usually result in e suceessful 

covey the year of planting, after which the birds usually 

-2-
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disappear. The following sre exceptions, however: 

- Eecos town neer Sente Fe 
: A small number of gambel quail have persisted 

here for years. 

Ursces ranch, Colfax County 

George Webster, Jr., has maintsined a considerable 

number of gambel quail on this ranch for years past. I 

understand he has now sold the raneh and I do not know the 

present status of the plant. 

Vi Hew Mex c the R 

A few coveys have persisted here for many years. 3 

Little Colorado 

This entire water shed in Northern Arizona was 

originally devoid of quail. It comprehends the stretch from 

Williams, Ariz., to Gallup. New Mexico. To my own personal 

knowledge successful plants of gambe] quail have been made 

at Snowfleke, Ariz., and Vernon, Ariz., and sre spreading 

with the spread of dry farming. Suceessful plants are said 

to have been made st Holbrook, Arisz., and Gallup, New Mexico. 

ie
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‘At Gallup a special closed season hes been provided, but I 

em not personally certain ss to whether these birds are 

gambel or scaled or both. 

San Juan Valley 

This is the most notable instance of suecess any- 

where in the Seuthwest, although I have not personelly 

: verified any of the fects. «ueil are said to have been 

originally absent and to be now very abundant, and the 

species is seid to be gambel. ; 

Mild turkey 

A Sportemen's Association at Perker, Ariz., is 

said to have stocked one of the nearby desert mountain 

renges with turkey end they are said to be doing fairly 

well. This was originally not turkey country. I heve not 

persenelly verified the facts. 

Turkey have disappeared from several of the : 

Southern Arizona mountain ranges, including the Catalines, 

Buachuea, and Chiricahua. They have been reintroduced into 

the Catalinas but did not, as I understand it, persist. : 

~4~
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Miscellaneous 

There is an unverified report thet the present 

stock of Mearns quail’ at Pine Top, 4riz., was introduced 

by the early Mormon settlers. I sm unable to vouch for the 

correctness of this story and I am doubtful of it becense 

the species oféurs west of that point naturally. 

All these instances will be run down and publish- 

ed in more specific form in the book on Game Management in 

the Southwest. on which I am now working torether with J.S. 

Ligon and Dr. R. F. Pettit, of Albuquerque. We are glad, 

however, to supply you with the above tentative information 

for your present purpose. 

I was very glad to receiveyyour letter about the 

migratory bird situation and wes much interested in your 

comments. 

With kindest regerds, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

-5-
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SS state to quail shooting this year:unfortunately for wma a ® 
= = - we did not have any strong Democrat to suggest instead of Quy a 

Arthur,and he lacks force and isis Gres seems to ge atl "ane 

I have said before we had tar better err: strongly ont yr - 

side of conservation than to vacillats around and itcg a = 

do nothing. a 

Dpastic measures will of necessity have to be : = — 

taken soon,for if we should have another year nex year = = 

as dry during the early spring months as this year,we won't ™ = 

pessess any quail anywhere‘fortunately we do have 4 lot or 24 = 

late feed and a grand supply of cover this winter,wnhich = = 

will naturally operate to offset the kill,tor it will = a 

afford protection from ths yarmints,ete during the winter = a 

fox thors 16°86 Gag es what last winter they took an = 3 

exceptionally heavy toll. : = a 3 2 

a = rt believe you told. me that on the trip the four - es ee 

of you took two. years agp that you saw penty of quail down a - 

south of the Dam;well Prepstel and arthur fave just o : = . E 
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has always been an abundance of quail-tnen on to Las Cruces 4 = 4 4 

: and Deming,then back py way Of Hillsboro,and listen,witnout = at 

Qu’ | seeing one quail‘now youn know that is significant,it is i = = 

~ not mere chance,for that is one of the most wonderful or a & 
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I am going to drive up to Santa Fe in bhe = 

next few days and have a talk with. Gov.Hannett,for he has = ~_ 

forgotten some of his promises to us and is nandicapping 3 

the Game Dept.by Miia permitting the powers behind to as aga 

interfere with them:ten days ago MsMMmmwK Bedlett came es 

down and took Arthur very severely to vask ror nis od 

— to give ing Coreg oo = game, ie tirst_ consider at 10!
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Pigmy Owl Killing a Quail—Meeting Mr. Bentley of the forest service at the Portal 
Ranger Station, Chiricahua Mountains, on the afternoon of January 21, he informed 
me that on the previous evening he had been attracted by a commotion on the hillside 
nearby and upon investigation he had found a female Gambel Quail grasped by on 
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Sept ox 1925) \ 
eck with both sets of claws by a small owl, the quail still warm. The owl, made captive 

with a loop of string, proved to be Glaucidium gnoma pinicola—H. H. KIMBALL, Para- 
dise, Arizona, March 27, 1925. 
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NOTES ON THE BIRDS E BABOQUIVARI MOUNTAINS, 
RIZONA 

TH TWO ILLUSTRATIONS 

By STEPHEN C. BRUNER 

HE BABOQUIVARI MOUNTAINS are situated in Pima County in 
extreme southern Arizona and extend from near the Mexican boundary north- 
ward for a distance of about thirty miles. Little or nothing seems to have been 

published regarding the birds of these mountains, although the ranges to the north and 
east have been considered in a number of papers. The following notes are based 
largely on observations made in Otero Canyon during the period from March 18 to 
May 26, 1925, while I was residing at Fresnal Ranch, property of Mr. Bryan Peters. 
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Fig. 77. Looking across Otero Canyon towards the south. The giant cactus 
is not numerous here and the unusually large specimen in the foreground 
was a useful landmark. The mesquite is the predominating tree in the 
bottom-lands, live oaks on the slopes, and pines and junipers above along 
the crests of the higher ridges. 

During this period it was possible to observe the majority of both the summer and 
winter birds in addition to those occurring during the spring migration. Unless 
otherwise indicated, all of the birds here recorded were noted within 1 mile or two 
of the ranch house, which is located at an elevation of approximately 3500 feet. 

The Baboquivari Mountains attain only a moderate elevation, most of the ridges 
probably not exceeding 4000 to 5000 feet. They are uniformly rugged, quite arid, 
and very sparsely wooded except along the water-courses, which are entirely dry 
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except during a few days of each year. The upper, northern slopes of some of the 
higher ridges are rather heavily wooded over limited areas. ‘The maximum elevation 

- recorded is attained by Baboquivari Peak, 7,740 feet, a nearly barren, precipitous 
mass of rock which rises abruptly some seven miles to the southwest of Fresnal Ranch. 
This peak is hidden from view from the site of the ranch house by Fresnal Hill, so- 
called, which adjoins it on the north and which is said to be the second highest moun- 
tain in the range, evidently exceeding 6000 feet in elevation. Neither of these 
mountains was visited, which is to be regretted, as the latter, particularly, would no 
doubt have yielded ornithological data of interest, being apparently well-forested above. 

No systematic collecting was done and hence a detailed examination of specimens 
was not possible except in the case of birds taken during banding operations and a few 
obtained otherwise. It has therefore been necessary to exclude from these notes a 
number of species the identification of which was somewhat uncertain, including the 

juncos and several species of flycatchers and swallows. The writer is indebted to 
Miss Cummings of the State Museum at the University of Arizona, Tucson, for 
giving him free access to the excellent collection of bird skins prepared by the late 
Mr. Herbert Brown. 

Pelecanus californicus. California Brown Pelican. On the afternoon of March 
23 a flock of nine of these birds was watched for about ten minutes as they circled 
above the canyon as if lost. They had evidently strayed over from the Gulf of Cali- 
fornia, some ninety miles distant. 

Steganopus tricolor. Wilson Phalarope. One in full nuptial plumage and three 
in immature or winter plumage were observed, May 3, at the reservoir in Fresnal 
Canyon on the Papago Indian Reservation, some twelve miles to the west. 

Lophortyx gambelii. Gambel Quail. Extremely abundant everywhere on the floor 
of the canyon, coming to drink at the corral in large coveys until about May 15, after 
which most of the birds were seen in pairs. 

: Cyrtonyx montezumae mearnsi. Mearns Quail. The “fool quail”, as it is known 
a locally, is said to be not uncommon in the canyon, on the grassy slopes among the live 

Nips i oaks. A male and two females were seen together along the trail about three miles 
Qn | above the ranch house on May 8. 

\ldy Columba fasciata fasciata. Band-tailed Pigeon. On May 14, thirty or more were 
ys \ seen along the creek bottoms within two hundred yards of the ranch house. Eleven 

birds were noted together in one tree. Four more were seen on May 23. 
Zenaidura macroura marginella. Western Mourning Dove. Although a few indi- 

viduals were observed in the canyon during the latter part of March, they did not 
become common until after April 10. 

Melopelia asiatica trudeaui. White-winged Dove. First noted on April 12, the 
“white-wings” became common everywhere in the bottom lands after April 20. The 
first nest, containing two eggs, was found on May 18. Two nests were discovered on 

May 19, each containing a newly laid egg. A fourth found on May 24 contained two 
fresh eggs. 

Chaemepelia passerina pallescens. Mexican Ground Dove. Two seen in Altar 
Valley at Palo Alto, seven miles northeast of the ranch, are the only ones recorded. 

Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey Vulture. Common in the eanyon during 
April and May; prior to that time they were rarely seen. 

Accipiter velox. Sharp-shinned Hawk. The most commonly observed of the few 
hawks found in the canyon. 

Buteo borealis calurus. Western Red-tailed Hawk. Noted almost daily, soaring 
high above the ranch; also seen rather commonly in Altar Valley. 

Aquila chrysaétos. Golden Eagle. Observed on March 27, April 15 and May 1. 
Eagles are considered to be fairly common in the Baboquivaris. 

Falco sparverius phalaena. Desert Sparrow Hawk. Seen occasionally during 
March, April and May near the head of the canyon. 

2 Bubo virginianus pallescens. Western Horned Owl. Frequently heard calling at 
night near the ranch house, and also flushed several times during the day. I was 
informed that during the past it has proved quite troublesome, due to its inroads on 
the poultry yard. 

aa
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(This is the quail with 4 whitish topkmot or 
crest which extends straight un from the crow} - 

(1) Distribution. 

The Western distribution of this species is pretty well worked : out as to New Mexico except in the extreme southwestern part of the State as to which information is needed. 

Information as to its Cistribution in southern srizona will be particularly welcome. 

See also note as to the quail of the San Jum Valley under the previous species. 

To what extent, if any, does this bird extend into the San Augus= tine Plains and the Zuni malpais and Salt Lake country? 

(2) Lito History. 
a 

To what extent is this bira migratory? 

Have you noticed that the birds failed to mate and nest during : certain years? What years? ss 

Have you ever noticed any CGisease in this quail? | 
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Route 8, Box 110, Q 
Phoenix, Arizona, 
June 3, 1929. 

Dear Aldo; 

Reference is made to your recent inquiry regard- 

ing quail. : 

While out for a drive yesterday, northwest of Phoe- 

nix, my wife and I saw a pair of valley quail with a brood 

of young about the size of the end of your thumb, their down 

not yet entirely dried and cleaned after hatching. Evidently 

they were not more than one or two-days old. When the mother 

quail sounded the alarm at our approach the young ones scat- ; 

tered and hid, or tried to, under weeds and brush. We stopped 

and watched them at close range for a short time, then drove on. 

A few miles farther on we came upon another pair with a 

brood of young about two thirds srown, and able to fly as well 

as the mother bird. This indicates either a wide range in nest- 

ing dates or the hatching of more than one brood per season. 

Last night in talking with Mr. Peatross of the G¢ L O here, 

our next-door neighbor, who has some Valley quail raised in cap- 

tivity, he stated that his quail have never raised two broods : 

in one season, put he has often noticed such a difference in size 

of young that he had thought it possible that they might some- 

times raise two broods in one season, in this country. 

Bs



iim. and Mrs. Peatross said tha when the young were hatched 

in captivity they have observed that the cock did a large part 

of the brooding and was fully as solicitous as the hen in caring 

for the young. 

Since this is all news to me I thought it might be of in- 

terest to you. : 

Sineerely yours. 

I H SIZER. 

Signed during Mr. 
Sizer's absence, 
by MBS.
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Gable Zlet Mest Mortality op” 

Species No. of No. Lost or Mumber 

Locality, Years Bests Deserted Hatched Suthority 

BOBWaTTR 
Georgia, 1924-27 602 385 217 Stoddard, p. 184 
Wisconsin, 1930-31 

RUFFED GROUSB 
Minnesota, 1929-31 King, unpubl. 
New York, 1930 14 9 5 Bamp, 1930 

PINWATED GROUSE 
Wiseonsin,1929-30 \o 20 20 Gross, 1930 4 

RINOHEGK PHEASANT / . 
Michigan, 1928-30 52 Wight, 1930 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 
Miechigan,1929-31 Yeatter, unpubl. 

GAMBEL QUAIL 
Arizona, 1931 . Gersuch, unpubl. 

2 a 15 : 
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SHARPTAIL GROUSE 
Wisconsin, 1931 Schmidt, unpubl.
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, TUCSON ye 4 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE % yw 2 
AND 

AGRICULTURAL. EXPERIMENT STATION 

May 29, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have yours of the seventeenth and the enclosed tenta- 
tive classification of game animals with respect to water require- 
ments. I have ventured to suggest my opinion for what it may be 
worth on white-wing dove, the Arizona cottontail, and(with much 
caution )- on mule deer. In connection with the latter species I 
feel a reasonable certainty in my own mind that those of the 
southern Arizona low country are reasonably indepéndent of water, 
but I certainly haven't any proof for it at the present time, and 
I rather hesitate to be quoted in such a connection fon that 
matter. 

When on the Kaibab last summer I noted with much inter- 
s est that the mule deer there were certainly not visiting the water 

holes in any considerable numbers or with regularlity, although 
the water holes were few and far between. In fact, the tracks 
about the water holes, when one takes into consideration the 
enormous number of deer present,would seem to bre casual, rather 
than actual visits for securing water to drink. There was, 
however, I believe,some dew on the vegetation each morning which 
of course is not the case at all in the dry seasons on our mule 
deer ranges in southern Arizona. So far as I know anything 
about the desert mountain sheep of southwestern Arizona, there 
appears to be some evidence that they do have to visit the water 
holes at intervals. I have no notion, however, how long the 
intervals may be between drinks. I have ventured to write in 
"Water from succulent vegetation and insects". I believe the 
average insect is quite as juicy a morsel as succulent vegeta- 
tion. I doubt that you will find any game species to go in the 
column headed "None" (metabolic: water)" In fact I am beginning 
to wonder whether among our higher animals there is Aw genuine 

"metabolic water.’ I have at last, after these many years, out- 
lined a project on the water requirements of desert animals which 
has been approved, on which I have begun work,and I hope some day 
tam have a great deal more of accurate information on these things. 

Sincerely yours, 

: fad 
CTV-v Entomologist.
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Settlements do not disconcert him. He takes a keen, QUAIL INVESTIGATION PROJECT 
clownish delight in the nocturnal taunting of dogs with The quail investigation project was started in Noverh- 

his indescribable yi-vap-yurr-rr-rr-1r-1ng. He learns read- per 1930, with the purpose of gaining an accurate knowl. 
ily how to steal chickens in broad daylight, using tall grass, edge of the scaled quail. An attempt is being made to 
hay fields, ditches or shrubbery for his ambush. Failing earn their habits and the factors determining the main- 

at the chicken yard, he makes a ripping raid on the sweet- tenance and increase of their numbers in the state. The 
corn field when night comes, grabbing a bite or two from definite objective is to locate factors which may be con- 
two or three dozen ears, : trolled to benefit the quail and to assure a lasting supply 

He is often in hopeful attendance at the birth of a so they may be enjoyed by this, and by future generations 
calf. He helps himself to sheep anywhere, anytime. He of sportsmen. 
has been known to kill and eat domestic cats. In the The investigation is including a study of all factors 

grain field he plays at the exciting game of jumping on that may affect the welfare of the quail. The following 
top of the shocks to scare out chipmunks and field-mice. js a brief outline of the factors to be worked out, giving 
He dotes on tame turkeys. All kinds of fruit rank high only the main divisions and omitting the many subdivisions 
on his diet card. ees Seer : of the study. 

My father buries his winter apples in dirt pits out I 
in the orchard, and never a winter passes but that the coy- Dietshican 
otes find them. And they come, sagaciously, early in the I 
night, before the ground has frozen too hard for digging. i = 5 ; 

It is some such weakness as this appetite for apples Life history, breeding season, nesting, covey 
that finally betrays even the wiset old Don in the woods problems. 
and sends his pelt to the furriers. Yet it is no uncommon Ill. A 
thing to see tracks where coyotes have circled a trap-ringed Food supply and requirements. 
carcass at a safe distance night after night, too wise to IV. 
close in for a meal. They can be trapped, but it takes Natural enemies, diseases, parasites, predators, 
plenty of skill and patience. and competitors for food supply. 

The Biological Survey hunters tell me he is becoming Vis 
increasingly wary about indulging in poisoned meat baits. Methods for restoring and maintaining quail 
They also say that of all the predators he alone is holding supply. 
his own—or better. Others report that he is even increas- The investigation will take several seasons because of 
ing and spreading eastward again through the farm lands _ seasonal variations and the varying types of country in 
where long ago he followed in the wake of killer woves the state suitable for the birds. 
and buffalo hunters. ea ae RE: ~The U.S. Field Station at Tucumcari was chosen i 

He is a jokester, a clown, a buffoon of the outdoors, for the location of the main study. It is a game refuge 
a prowler, a howler from the hilltops, a taunter of dogs, with a good supply of quail, the surrounding country is 
a dodger, a killer, a vagabond, a fur-bearing bum. But typical of much of the best quail country in the State in 
he has one most precious and ever present knack that that several types of land and cover may be studied from 
brings him through—he is Don Coyote, the adaptable. there. Accommodations at the station are excellent for 

pie Se the work. Later, conditions found there will be checked 

During the past 19 years the Forest Service has dis- with those in other parts of the 'state. ‘ 
tributed 132 tons of salt for the Kaibab deer herd in Ari- So far the investigation has consisted of a study of 
zona, 12914 tons of which were supplied by the Forest the winter food, cover, enemies, observation for disease, 

Service and the balance by the state. This doesn’t count early nesting and also banding. 
that distributed by hunters upon the tails of said deer There have been several hundred banded in the 
from time to time. Tucumcari region with the small numbered leg band. The 

— purpose of this is to determine the area that can be sup- 
WATER SNAKES AND TROUT plied from a refuge and the length of life of the quail. 

Mr. Fisherman, what, besides stepping high, do you This information will depend upon the sportsman return- 

do when you encounter a water snake beside a trout ie . bands = giving accurate information as to where 
stream? Do you leave the “harmless little feller” in the ird was taken, : : 
peace or do you recognize him for the fish enemy that he During the winter, quail have demonstrated thrift 

is and swat him? Every trout squeezed down the elastic as well as a beneficial value in that they seem to prefer 
gullet of a water snake is one less in some fisherman’s weed seeds to grain, and were able to find numbers of in- 
creel, and although snakes are not especially heavy eaters, sects in the cold weather. The severe weather in late 
never requiring special apparatus of any kind for the February and early March, along with a shortage of avail- 
reduction of their hips, it is a fact that they do catch able food, caused a loss of weight of approximately 6% 
and devour a good many trout in a season. in both isolated coveys and those near the Station. The 

Doubtless the trout angler needs no proof of this. average weight dropping from 212G to 198G. 
If he does, let us refer him respectfully to a report from No signs of disease have been found. Information 
California. In certain rearing ponds in Sonoma County, has been gathered regarding natural enemies. Just a word 
during a period of some fifty days, the keeper killed thirty- regarding two of these enemies—the coyote can and will 
seven water snakes, discovering in their insides some 379 — stalk quail, especially if there is snow. The house cat is 
trout—or an average of ten trout per snake. That’s too a serious predator, either as a pet or as a renegade, being 
many trout out of our frying pans. a tireless and successful hunter of quail. No doubt the 

Let’s kill a few snakes and shave off a few seconds cat is the cause of the depletion, and at times extermina- 
of that tremendous dead spot in the angler’s life—‘“the tion, of the small protected covey. 
time between bites”. —Paul Russell.
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Annual Report on Scaled Quail Investigation- 
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RESULTS of the first year’s research work in investi- eggs was on April 15. The eggs in that nest were frozen 
gation of the Scaled quail in New Mexico, carried on and that nest was deserted. 

by the State Department of Game and Fish in conjunc- The report shows that the first young birds, day-old 
tion with the U. S. Field Station at Tucumcari, is shown chicks, were seen June 6. His observation on covies are 
in the report made by Paul Russell, who has been in as follows: May—small covies with a very small per- 
charge of the investigation. The work was started on centage of the season’s hatch; June—eight to ten young 
January 17, 1931. birds to the covey; July and August—ten to fifteen to 

Mr. Russell sets forth in his report that the station the covey and approximately 85 per cent of the season’s 
is an ideal location for the study, having 440 acres of hatch; September—eight to ten to a covey, more birds 
land devoted to use as pasture, for dry farming, forestry than in May or June. Due to the uniting of covies it was 
and shrubbery experiments. It is a state game refuge impossible to check the number of young birds lost, he 
and Mr. Russell’s report shows that there were between reports. 

600 and 1,000 quail on the station area. Mr. Russell’s report on the growth of birds shows 
Near the station are several types of quail country, some interesting figures. He uses grams as the unit of 

sand hills, farm and ranch land, mesquite flats, and rough measurement of weight, an avordupois ounce being ap- 
country along the Canadian River, as well as the wheat proximately twenty-eight and one-third grams. The 
area of the weight of the 

plains. i 5 young birds 
He _ reports : : | shown in his 

that birds have i : reports are av- 
continuously : erages of all 
been trapped weighed. Birds 
and banded ea one to three 
since the study : be - days old he 
started with the i " i showed weigh- 
result that 7 on 4 ed six-sevenths 
more than 800 4 — fa. 9 of an ounce on 
have been so : eo 2 ges A. ¥) . June6. On 
marked by | — Jaw Sf Ce July 25 the 
small alumi- Set ge eee ——— | RR same birds 
num leg bands | ge re NE weighed ap- 
of the game de- Lr) 2. a Py “Wega proximately 
partment. The 7 Foes ‘A atalaal Ey || 334 ounces on 
birds have been Ty 5 : an average, On 
trapped, band- August 8, 48 
ed and then re- ounces, on 
leased after August 29, 6.8 

ee A gh PHOTO OF MOUNTED SPECIMENS IN STATE GaN DeFaWMENT coumenox, —  ouBCES and on 
heig eeey to THE CENTER FIGURES ARE SCALED QUAIL, THE MALE ON THE LEFT OND THE FEMALE ON proximately i 

: : THE RIGHT. AT THE EXTREME LEFT IS A MALE GAMBEL QUAIL AND ON THE EXTREME : 

identify the jugur A MALE MEARNS OR FOAL QUAIL. ALL ARE FOUND IN NEW MEXICO BUT THE ounces, which 
birds, keeping SCALED QUAIL ARE THE MOST NUMEROUS. is near the ay- 
weight and ; erage size of 
growth records and in determining range and their spread adults, indicating that the birds are near maturity in ap- 
from protected areas. Mr. Russell reports many of the proximately four and one-half months. The heaviest 
quail have been trapped a second time more than two miles young bird weighed by Mr. Russell, he reported, tipped 
from the place where they were first trapped. This was the scales at approximately 714 ounces. 
true in some cases of old birds with small ones. The He weighed adult birds each month, the average 
game department will request hunters in the section of weight being shown in his report as follows: February, 

the state near the field station to report the killing of any 212 grams; March, 198.7 grams; April, 199.3 grams; 
banded birds so that the records may be complete. Each May, 217.7 grams; June, 207.9 grams; July, 185.3 grams; 
band carries a number so that the bird is easily identified. August, 183.5 grams; September, 199.25 grams; October, 

Mr. Russell’s report shows. that the cold rainy spring 193.25 grams. The heaviest bird weighed throughout the 
of 1931 in that portion of New Mexico interfered serious- entire time was 250.0 grams or approximately 9 ounces. 
ly with early nesting, some eggs freezing and many nests Mr. Russell’s report states that all individual birds 
being deserted by the birds. He reported finding nests as followed the same general trend in weight until nesting 
late as September and found some young birds early in began, decreasing with the severe weather and food short- 
October. He attributed the desertion of nests to the age in February and March, gradually gaining weight 
use of farm machinery near them or because of the cold. with the appearance of the first early foods. The first 
He found that mating activities started in February and foods, he shows, were grasshoppers and later the tanzy, 
that covies gradually split up and paired off late in April mustard and other weeds. Weights increased until the 
when most of the birds were ranging in pairs. The first incubation period began with the unusually heavy birds 
nests were found early in April, he reported, but they were being laying females. The decrease in weight jater in 
deserted before being used and the first nest found with the year, he attributes to the young birds in the covies 

~~
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which brought down the average, He found little weight Saving the Prairie Chickens 

variation in birds taken from different types of country 
and localities. (eerie from page 23) 

In discussing foods of quail he found that they feed As to head damage a shocks, this usually results 

principally on weed seeds and insects with some grain from letting the feed remain in fields during the fall and 
where available, although grain apparently was not pre- winter, and by this late date sand-inhabiting rodents usu- 

ferred. Grasshoppers and cutworms he found made up ally have done far more damage to fodder and heads than 

the early spring feed of the birds. Mr. Russell’s report the chickens do. Such damage by the chickens can be 

shows the Marsh hawk, which is quite common in the largely Overcome by early hauling of the feed. There is 

Scaled quail country to be probably the worst enemy Some complaint about the chickens picking the young beans 

the quail has. from vines in the summer ; but this complaint seems to be 

“This hawk”, he writes, “is able to catch quail by local and is probably not very serious. A pout of con- 

pursuit or silently dropping into a covey. The Marsh tact by the game department through education and co- 

hawk probably averages a quail a day where birds are operation would no doubt be conducive to eliminating all 

plentiful. Most of the specimens have shown that the reasonable local objection to the prairie chickens. One 

hawks have fed on quail. In one case a Marsh hawk of the most effective means of putting into practice such 
shot immediately after catching the quail had breakfasted a plan is to select a list of as many farmers as funds will 

on quail. He had caught his second for the day. now permit, paying them to plant small areas on their 

Sharp-shinned and Cooper’s hawks, although not as farms with suitable food for the chickens, such feed to 

abundant as marsh hawks, are often seen in pursuit of be left in the fields. Such areas should be selected in 

quail. accordance with the abundance of chickens and also, so 

House cats, Mr. Russell finds, are among the worst far as possible, on farms where damage in the past has 

enemies of quail. He reports that the cats at the field een most serious. Small areas, ten to fifteen acres, in 

station, although well fed, were making heavy inroads many fields will be more beneficial and effective in results 
into the quail covies until the cats were disposed of. The than fewer but larger areas. 

house cat, he says, is probably the explanation of the There are other means by which farmers now rather 
disappearance of many of the pet covies, as well as those antagonistic may be brought into a program of support 

near deserted buildings, which often harbor renegade cats. and cooperation. Many farmers in the sand-shinnery 

Other enemies, Mr. Russell reports, are the bobcat or country are desirous of having the department furnish 

wildcat, and coyote. Snakes, he charges with robbing the them with bobwhites; others want small refuges estab- 
nests of eggs and reports that in most all cases where fished. ‘There is need for more refuges, properly dis- 

nests have been deserted the evidence of robbery pointed tributed, for the chickens and for quail. Cooperation of 

toward snakes. h : . some farmers may also be gained by letting them have a 

His report shows that no signs of disease have been few scaled quail for initial stock or with which to supply 

found among the quail but that virtually 100 per cent of new blood. To give many localities better protection 

the birds have small round worms. There are very few against law violations, particularly in the killing of home 
cases of tapeworms, however, he reports, and due to the 6 “pet” covies of quail will gain friends for the game 
regular dusting habits of the birds there are few lice or department. A better time to initiate this cooperative 

mites. : ee ‘ : = program with eastern New Mexico farmers will probably 

_ The investigation is being continued at the Tucum-  peyer present itself. Reverses in the agricultural situ- 

cari station and the game department is hopeful that ation, with the little missionary work which has been done 
much valuable information may be gained during the next place most of the farmers in a susceptible mood. The 

year or two. game department and organized sportsmen of this area 

— ©: have an opportunity to accomplish lasting good for the 
local citizens and the state at large. 

Goose Hunters Lose Gun In order to initiate this cooperative and restorative 
_ program the department can well afford to budget a fund, 

Some pases ee CS eee have cnn) iene if only a small amount for the present, in order to obtain 

ferred oe the following letter from George F. peeded support and cooperation from farmers and begin 

Speechly, district manager for the Mountain States Tele- the restoration of prairie chickens to lost range. 

phone Co.: It is my intention to submit in the near future recom- 

“During the week ending December 12, Mr. Phil Corkin and mendation for a conservation unit management plan, in- 

I spent a few days looking for geese in the vicinity of La Joya, cluding all of the territory east of the Pecos River and 

returning to Albuquerque on the morning of December 11. We north to the ae line of the Santa Fe Railway, extending 

were camped on the west side of the river just north of the between Clovis and Ft. Sumner. When funds oe avail- 

refuge. When we. broke camp, Mr. Corkin put his gun on top able a suitable department man should be assigned to this 

of the car, with the result it was lost, no doubt, within a short 274. There is sufficient work here to require all of the 
distance of the public hunting grounds. time of a salaried man in the interest of conservation and 

“The gun was a new Winchester pump, hammer gun, 12-gauge Testoration of the prairie chickens, wider distribution and 

and was enclosed in a case. Any. assistance you eam gece im © Dectecuo™ Of scaled quail restoration of the sandhill white- 

finding it would certainly be appreciated.” tailed deer and peccaries, experiments with bobwhite quail 

in hoe ereath has becnorocad and control of predatory animals and injurious hawks. 

Ty One SwHOMsISWeay icine te gun has pecn’*0ube Through suckt a plan, with, the cooperation of farmers 

can communicate with Mr. Speechly at the telephone com- and ranchmen, a most interesting game management area 
pany offices in Albuquerque. may be established.
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Mr. Aldo Eeopold, 
905 University Ave., 
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Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Enclosed copy of report on Gambel Quail Investig- 

ations may be of interest and assistance to you in your efforts to 

get further financial aid for this work. 

Copies have been sent to Seth Gordon, John Olin, 

Judge Chas. F. Ayer, 14 Wall St., New York City. 

Since you already know the necessity of haste in 

getting this aid or continuance from the original source, I will 

not comment. 

Sincerely yours, 

it RENEE 
Fred Gibson, Editor
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Foods 

It has been found that vegetable matter constitutes approxi- 

_ mately ninety percent of all foods taken. This is composed of the 

fruit, seeds, leaves, and pulp of many species some of the most import- 

ant of which are: Prosopis velutina (seeds and buds), Phoradendron 

californicun (berries), Echinocactus wislizenii (seeds, numerous winter 

amnuals in sprouting form), Sophia ochraleuca (seeds and pods), Celtis 

pallida (fruit), Astragulus muttallii (seeds and pods), Boerhaavia 

watsonii (seeds), Lycium andersonii (berries), several species of Opun- 

tia (fruit pulp, and seeds), and countless others. 

Animal matter composed of grasshoppers, various amall beetles, 

leaf hoppers, scale, small worms, ete., make up the remaining. Young 

birds in their first month of like take small grasshoppers, and tender 

worms almost exclusively, to meet their water requirement as well as 

foods this is gradually supplemented with vegetable matter until by the 

/ time they have reached adult size the bulk of their food is vegetable. 

= Thirty stomachs examined for the month of August 1930 show 

6s nme ota tna at es at 

\ «\\ the great variety of foods takens 

oX All stomachs taken are first examined in the field and then 

sent to the Division of Food Habits, U. 5S. Biological Survey where a 

complete analysis is made, This is a time consuming process requiring 

specially trained workers, and can not at the present be carried on by 
the investigation. 

Water 

Drinking of water is not necessary to the wellbeing of Gambel
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quail in their native state. 

It has been found that the concentrations of birds about 

corrals and water holes is due to the attraction of seeds and other 

foods which the birds secure from the droppings of cattle and certain 

forms of wild life such as coyotes, foxes, ete. The water itself is 

not the drawing power. 

Ganibel quail have been found nesting successfully as much as 

four miles from water raising their broods in the localities where 

| hatehed. Birds taken within one half mile of water have never been 

found with water in the crop. 

In the winter of 1930-31 mesquite beans were abundant, and 

great concentrations of quail were found, during their feeding periods, 

at the water holes; a small percentage of these would drink, but the 

majority showed no interest in the water. The following winter, 1931-32, _ 

there were no mesquite beans, due to the crop having been destroyed by 

cutworms while in the bud the previous springs As a result, no concentra- 
tions of quail were at the watering places which were so popular the 

previous winter, and during the entire season not a single quall was 

: geen drinking. 

Where water oceurs within a certain covey range or close to its 

border, the birds will quite frequently indulge in drinking, but actual 
Grinking is not necessary to the life of the quail. 

Salt 

During the winter of 1930-31 countless quail were seen eating 

the rock salt which cattlemen place about the waterholes and elsewhere 

for their cattle and horses. Further research is necessary to determine 

just what motivates this salt eating, but it 1s believed to be related 

to the manure taken by the birds in scratching for mesquite beans.
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In the winter of 1951-32 no instance of this salt eating was 

Osaki sin wii Walle el tatiana Wo injurious or beneficial 

effects were noted as resulting from this salt habit. 

Banding. 

During the first winter of the investigation no banding was 

done due to an unfortunate illness of the author. Last winter 1951-32, 

fifty-seven birds were banded at the Boyce-Thompson Arboretum, Superior, 

Arizona, eighty-eight on the Santa Rite Range Reserve, and fifteen in 

the Santa Graz valley ten miles south of Tueson, making in all one Imm- 

It haa been proved from this banding that daily movements are 
even smaller than at first supposed, seldom extending beyond three hun~ 

| area yards in any direction fron the roosts Harassment by two cooper 

hawks caused one covey to more three hundred seventy yards on one oc- 

casion, and on another the same covey was seen approximately five hun- 

dred yards from the roosts; in this instance the cause of the movement 

could not be determined. ; 

One whistling cock was found to have established a post four 

tenths of a mile from the covey roost, but this was an individual and 
not a covey. These whistlers will at times move creat @tstanées from 8 =~ 

their range in their efforts to gain a mate. ee 

Much experimental painting of quail to determine covey and 

individual movements was carried on, but ali ended in failure, The use 

of a newly developed, colored band is now being practiced. 

histlers 

The term is used to designate those cocks seen perched atop a 

hackberry, mesquite or other bush or tree during the nesting season, and 

at intervals of about thirty seconds emitting a high shrill whistle : 

| 
i 

—



consisting of a single note. | 

: All evidence to date indicates these are bachelor cocks who 

whistle in this manner until approached by an unmated hen with whom 

they mate, and imediately stop whistling. All evidence refutes the 

popular belief that these are mated birds whistling over nests. 

| Hosting 
In normal years the nesting starts in earnest about April 1. 

Late or early spring seasons may advance or retard this date, because 

of food supply, sofl temperatures, or both. 

In the sumer of 1931 twenty-six nests observed showed a 

successful hatching of six, eight lost due to abondonment directly 

traceable to man, nine lost to predators, and three of which the fate is 

unimown. At least six of those abandoned could have been saved which 

would have given a possible increase of one hundred percent. Although 

not definitely proven, three of those raided were believed lost to house 

eats, and as these losses could also have been avoided, and were in- 

lesses being caused by agencies that can be removed. 

= Cocks do not take part in incubation duties under normal condi- 

tions. If the hen ts removed or suffers an injury that prevents her 

setting on the eggs, he will take over the nest, and is a more tenacious 

ineubator than the hen, if present evidence ia to be believed. 

The chief enemies of nesting found to date are the cottonrat 

(Sigmodon hispidus), and the round tail ground squirrel (Citellus tereti- 

caudus), House cats will also destroy any nests found and usually get 

the incubating bird. Coyotes, siumirs, foxes, ete. are not nearly so 

Amportant factors as believed by many. Eighty stomachs of Roadrummers 

(Geococeyx californianus) have been taken. These were solected for



their close proximity to young quail or quail nests, but analyses show 

no eggs or the remains of young quail in their stomachs, In view of 

their highly inseetiverous feed habits they should be strictly pro~ 

tected. 3 

Hatwrel cnewies 

Too much emphasis has been placed on the impertanse of preda- 

tors in their relation to quail nuubers. 
During the winter of 1951-32 severe climatic con@itions in 

surrounding states and in the higher altitudes of Arizons caused a 

great concentration of eooper (Accipiter cooperii) and sharpshinned 

hawks (Accipiter velox) in the lower levels of southern Arizona, Great 

inroads wore made by these hawks into Gambel quail numbers, some coveys 

being preyed upen until the breeding nucle! were almost wiped out in 

certain restricted localities. These hawks and this coniition of ¢li- 

mate furnish striking exceptions to what takes place during the normal 

year however, and these two species should not be compared with bene- 

ficial species such as the redtatl (Buteo b. callurus) and others. 

: Skunke, foxes, coyotes, bebeats, etc. take an occasional quail 

which 1s usually under par in some manner, and so should be removed to 

maintain the high degree of health of the species. The Ganbel quail . 

is an exceptionally wary ani energetic bird that is well able to avoid 

its natural enemies wmless the habitat 1s far removed from its primi- 

tive condition. 

Parasites ani Diseases 

Seven extoparasites have been found on the Gambel to date, two 

6f which are lice, two hippoboseid flies, two ticks, and one chigger, or 

vedbuge The lice are present at all seasons, but more plentiful in



“the early fall months when the ticks, flies, and chiggers are also 

most mumerousg all remain throughout most of the winter months. Al- 

though these at times cause the quail great discomfort, particulerly 

birds nesting late in the season, no really injurious effects have 

been noted resulting from them, and it is doubtful if they ever become 

& menace. : 

At least four ondoparasites including tape (Cestodes) in the 

(\ small intestine, roundworms (Nematodes) in the proventriculus and 

( caecum were found. All seem to represent a normal con@ition necessary | 

to the correct fmetioning of the digestive system, for in the few 

cen cases where these were found entirely absent the birds were under par 

in some respect, and aid not reach normal weights. 

Only one dead bird was found in the field that had apparently 

died of other than mechanical injury. This may have been a case of 

bacterial disease, but could not be determined because of advanced 

putrefaction. Disease is believed to play no important role in Gambel 

quail numbers. — 

Habitat 
The Gambel quail is a bird of broken country being seldom 

found in those areas of a decidedly flat, level nature. Throughout its 

range in Arizona it is confined chiefly te the washes where its numbers ; 

ean roughly be said to be in direct propértion to the size of the wash 

and the density of the vegetation present. 

Desert hackberry (Celtis pallida) is without doubt the key 

| snent te Ste quell afbentien tu. tebes evens Wane 96 ennai Other com 

parable plant species such as zizyphus, condalia, etc., replace it in 

some localities, but all furnish fooda and because of their dense growth, 

and prickly branches offer splendid protection against hawks and other



predators. iany areas that have all other quail requirements do not 

have the birds because of the lack of one or more of these vegetative 

species, Certain species of cacti (Opuntias) are sometimes used as 

roosts where nothing ¢lse suitable can be found. 

Pollowing the sumer rains, when the grasses have reached a 

good height, Gambel quail will sometimes feed onto the mesas that at 

ether seasons furnish so little cover that they are largely quail blanks. 

Overgraging by stock has ruined many good quail habitats. _ 

The reduction of cover resulting from too heavy pressure by stock is 

bound to cause a rapid decrease in the numbers of those plant species 

upon which the quail are dependents an actual food competition is also 

get upe On the other hand, where moderate grazing is carried on in mes- 

quite country the steek furnish a medium by which the birds can obtain 

the mesquite beans, of which they would otherwise be deprived, or could 

get only in limited mumubers. 

The greatest danger of overgrazing may lie in the fact that 

quail do not seem to move from a threatened area, but gradually become 

reduced in mmbers as the habitat is ravaged until the breeding nucleus 
is wiped out and the covey exterminated, 

Sex Ratio 

Since the cock is by far the more obvious, because of his greater ag- 

gressiveness and brighter plumage, it can easily be seen how this belief 

arose. He is always more evident in the field as he lags behind, and 

so is most frequently taken by hunters, or seen by casual observers. 

JZ One hundred sixty birds trapped in three widely separated local- 

et | ities during the winter of 1951-52 show seventy-eight cocks and eighty- 
qe two hens. The mmber is not great enough to accept as final throughout
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the entire Gambel quail range, but it is believed to be a good indicat- | 

or, and bears out other observations of the author that the sexes are 

relatively equal in mmbers in those areas that have not been subjected 

te poteshooting. In shooting the birds on the ground, which is often 

done, more cocks would be taken than hens, and so lead to the belief 

that they are more numerous. 

Heights 

To reach the highest degree of accuracy in weights, a large - 

number of birds should be taken at all seasons over a period of at least 

five years; unfortunately such figures are not yet available, The 

weights tabulated below are those found on one hundred twenty birds 

some of which were taken from birds shot and others from live, trapped 

birds. : 

A method was devised for weighing trapped birds just before 

banding and releasing them. A gmall cloth sack of imown weight was 

made to fit the shoulders of the bird snuggly holding the wings to the 

: sides to prevent struggling. Immediately the sack was slipped over the 

head, the bird would cease struggling which greatly facilitated the work 
ef both weighing, and banding. 

Weights of Gambel Quail a 

duly 1930-May 1952 

Hhanber, Sex Average Grams woight 

; : & 
Several birds were taken that weighed more than 190 grams, the 

heaviest, a cock, weighing 195 grams, The lightest taken weighed 144 

grams, but since this had an empty crop at a time of day when it should
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have been filled the light weight may have been caused by the bird 

being imprisoned in a bush or tree for many hours by a hawks; this would 

result in lost weight, and perhaps such birds should not be ineluded 

in our tabulations; it is difficult to determine just where to stop on 

minimum weights. 

The difference shown in the weights of the sexes will doubte 

less be partially overcous when greater nuubers are available, dut it is 

believed the average of both sexes ts very close te the one hundred sixty 

seven grams since so many birds fall within a gran or two of this weight. = 

To maintain large propagation pens would mean the added ex- 

pense of employing at least one caretaker for the birds kept captive, 

or the abandonment of most field work, The first is impossible at the 

present time due to the financial status of the investigation, and the 

second would be most undesirable for, of the two, the field work is by - 

far the most important. 

The author has evolved a systex whereby individual pens, in 

which one pair of birds can raise their brood, are placed on the property 

of capable cooperators throughout the state. Hotes are kept of the 

to further instruct the cooperator, and get all data accumiated. Only 

the keenest observers are permitted to cooperate in this manner. buture 

plans include the installation of many of these pens in localities 
throughout the state which offer great differences in ecological condi- 

tions, and where local variations in the reactions of the quail can be 

expected. : 

Se It might be added that many first class cooperators are now ask- 

ing for permission to aid in this manner, and the list is growing each
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| grees \ 
All evidence, both historical and accumlated by the 

author during the investigation, points to a tptal absence of great 

fluctuations of quail numbers caused by fe, such as happens with 
native and Suropean grouse. | 

It is believed that the Gabel is as free of disease, 

if not more so, than any other north Americgn gane bird, gnd that the 

| futrodustion of any non-native species | its range should be strictly 

prohibited to prevent placing this fine in jeopardy by the Intro- 

Quation of sone parasite er disease fron waich it 10 now free. 
Gabel quail numbers do fluctuate, to some extent, with 

@limatic conditions, Extreue severity of sumer rains over a prolonged 

period may reduce the length of the nesting season causing smaller num 

bers of birds to be hatched than would normally oceur. Extreme droughts 

may alse result in less nesting due to lack of essential foods or lack 
= of cover, but this is compensated for during good years, and 1s some~ 

thing over which we have little control. : 

———<————_——_---------— 

No satisfactory method of determining the number of quail 

within an area of large size has yet been found elthough various methods 

have been tried. 
fo date the covey spotting method has given the best results, 

and until a better is found will be used. Where this method is used 

coveys are marked down on a Imown area, and the individual members of 

each covey counted, if possible. Where attempts to count the members 

of a covey fail, an average of the coveys already counted in that dis-
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trict is used. 

The Binter shuffle 

Sometime between Decemb er 1, and January 1, the first of 

the plants termed “winter annuals” appear. Thija signals the consoli- 

dation of coveys into what the author has termed “commmal bands". 

Coveys within a given srea unite to form bands of from thirty te several 

hundred birds, and spend most of their time feeding upon the newly sprout- 

ed smmuals. While so united, the cocks and ¥ens, who have not already - 

mated, choose their mates, and when not eating spend their time in 

These commmal bands last from two weeks to one month, and as 

they disperse the cocks go either with their new mate to the hens covey 

range, or the hen goes with the cock te his. If the mating has advanced 

far enough, the pair may go to a new range to nest, and if the hatch is 

large, and they are successful in raising enough chicks te make a good 

: sized covey, may remain where they nested thus establishing mother 

covey rangee This is believed to be the natural breaking away from the 

covey range of the parents, and one of the few manners in which quail 

are disseminated. 

No tendencies toward covey migrations have been fount, and are 

not believed to ocour, Where persistently hunted by human hunters or 

hawks they will oecasionally establish a temporary range elsewhere, but 

usually return to the old one once the danger has passed. 

Where a covey has been reduced in numbers to two or three indi- 

viduals these will invariably join the covey ranging closest to them 

which results in a reduced mumber of coveys with e somewhat constant 

munber of birds in each.



These communal bands and the tendencies of covey remnants to 

join a neighboring covey mean an almost continual infusion of new blood 

into each covey, which eliminates the necessity of inbreeding, and any 

evils that might result therefrom. 

Agriculture. 
The Gambel quail shows a decided liking for agricultural 

districts, and because of their habit of eating countless weed seeds and 

insects are a valuable asset to the farmer. Unfortunately, the modern 

practice of “clean farming" leaves them little cover ané less food with 

the result that many farms upon which they formerly ranged have been 

Gestroyed as quail habitats, and the birds heave disappeared. 

Borders of various crops left around the edges of fields give 

the birds both shelter and food while weeds and grass left in fence 

corners snd other unused places serve the same purpose. Where a nest 

is found in the fields a small portion of the crop around it should be 

left standing. 
: '. Housecats should be kept off farms and replaced by traps or 

poison if rats or mice need removal, while straying dogs should alse 

be removed, or chained. os 

Burning of fields and grasslands should not take place during 
the nesting season, and never be indulged in if quail are present. 

Range of the Gembel Quail 

Reaching deeply into California on the west, and to the Rio 

Grande river on the east (naturally) gives the Gambel quail quite a 

wide range. The northern and southern limits are much more widely 

separated however, for the bird extends into Utah and, in its southern 

form (Lophortyx gambelii fulvipectus) has been taken as far south as



Navajoa, Mexico, by Je T. Wright, whe believes it to go even beyond 

this point. 

In October the author made a trip into Sonora, Mexico te 

Soyopa, on the Yaqui river, then west to Tecoripa and return. Gambel 

quail were secured just twenty miles northwest of Tecoripa, about three 

hundred miles south of the international line. The birds were found 

running with both the masked bobwhite (Colinus ridgewayii), and with 

Benson quail (Lophortyx bensonii). The range of the bobwhite differs 

so vastly from that of the Benson quafl that it speake well for the = 

vergatility of the Gambel quails range adaptability under the primitive 

conditions which exist there. 

. The opportunity to study the birds under the uost primitive 

conditions was found in Mexico, and gave the author the chance to obe 

tain information that could have been secured in no other fashion. 

Future York ; 

In addition to the continued investigation of 211 data gathered 

to date the program for the future includes studies of: 

Pen experimentation: To determine the values of sertein foods and | 

their seasonal effects. Are they essential at certain periods or taken 

largely because of abundance? ‘Shieh foods are toxie, end to what — 

Gegree? Does the esbundanse or scarcity of certain foods affect weights 

and general physical condition of the birds? How? Why the salt eat- 

ing? Is it a complement of some foods? Is the teste for salt natural 
: or acquired? what foods stimulate nesting and other activities that 

are seasonal, ete. 

(Many of these experiments will be carried on by the cooperators, 

under supervision, and will then be checked by the suthor). The system 

of small pens being extended to include numerous localities and persons.



Parasites and Disease: The complete identification of all parasites 

and their effects upon the birds. The establishment of a parasitic 

norm for Gambel quail. 

Blood studies for the detection of any possible bacterial 

disease. 

The effects of shot wounds and other mechanical injuries upon 

the birds. Their recuperative powers following injury or disease. 

Hunting and Shooting: Sportsman-like shooting versus pot-hunting. 

Percentages of kills and wounded escapes. Shooting out coveys. Open 

season versus complete protection. The game refuges which is desirable, 

the large or small refuge? When should they be opened, if ever? 

It 1e planned to establish nunerous small sreas in many 
localities throughout Arizona which can be used as roosting and nesting 

grounds for Gambel Quail. ‘These must be given a maximm of protection 

from natural quail enemies, and otherwise be as inviolate as it is pos- 

sible to make them, Many cooperators will be called on to ald in this 

work, Only natural rehabilitation of such areas will be resorted to 

unless it is proven that this will not suffice. 

Historical Studies: Much historical data has already been accumlated 

relative to the status of the Gambel quail in past years. Stockmen - 

and other “old timers” are continually being questioned regarding 

quail numbers in former years, and much of this information is found to 

have real merit. 3 

Factors limiting Quatl Ranges: A continuation of the study of those 
fectors that determine which areas will support quail and which will 

not. What ere the causes for quailless areas, and the opposite, or 

areas abounding with quell? Much work has been done on this problem, 

but many of the contributing causes are very obseure and need further



investigation. This involves vogetative climatic, soil structure and 

temerature studies along with such extraneous factors as agriculture, 

grazing, ete. 

Census Methods: To develop the best possible method whereby quail ; 

numbers can be arrived at. To compare present with future and past 

numbers so that we may better understanii and overcome losses, and take 

advantage of increases. 

Status of the Gambel quatl: Although the Gambel quail 1s in no danger | 
of immediate extinction, every effort Is being put forth to find means 

of increasing its muubers, and a continued study of these various means 

ig most essential at this time. Until we learn all the facts possible 

relating to its economic relationship to man, there is no chance of its 

receiving the consideration it so richly deserves, Its value as an 

agricultural aid, as an aesthetic beauty, or as food and sport goes m- 

questioned; there is also that intangible something about the bird that 

led a cooperator to say when asked what he most liked about them: "Oh, 7 

I don't mow, I just like to have them around." It ts desired to give 

; much further time and study to the economical side of the Gambel quafl. ’ 

- B@ueational: During the past two years it has been the author's pleasure | 

to address many groups of sportsmen, game and fish commissioners, | 

women's clubs, ete., and the response in inquiries and interest aroused 
was more than gratifying. The public attitude is slowly, but surely, 

changing in regards to wild life, This is particularly true of Ariz- 

onats premier game bird, the Gambel quail. More facts are being demand- 

ed and are accepted eagerly by an ever increasing number of people who 

are beginning to realize something of the val ues of our game species. i 

It is hoped that soon we may carry this campaign of education 

to a greater number by having it made a part of the curriculi of all 

schools.
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Quail’sDigestive Machinery 
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wo Fails to Kill Cattle Ticks 
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pe \ By George F. Ellis 

‘ jos with his whale had nothing on two cattle ticks and a 
small brown beetle recently found alive in the craws of two | 

quail killed east of Roswell near the Caprock. The quail were 
killed between ten in the morning and three in the afternoon and} 

s were dressed about seven in the evening. The entire contents | 
of their craws were mailed to the game department at Santa Fe | 
by District Deputy M. Stevenson. Upon arrival in Santa Fe, the | 

S&S insects were very much alive and anxious to crawl out of the box. | ‘ 
< The contents of the craws shed some light on what quail are | 
Seating in that section at this season of the year. Besides the | 

live insects, there were several dead ones; mostly common squash | 
Y bugs and a house fly or two. There were also a few oat seeds | 

4 and one each of kafir and yellow milo seed. The bulk of the | 
food, however, was weed seeds. The almost total absence of | 
seeds of cultivated crops reflects the crop failure in that section | : 
and the lack of that sort of food for quail. The birds will have | 
to depend almost entirely on weed and grass seed for food during 
the winter. The supply of these is short and quail may suffer | 
before spring unless they are fed. | 
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WILDLIFE» RANGE MANAGEMENT 
: ~ Will Roadrunners Kill Younz Quail? - . Ce Q vob 

An interesting bit of. evidence bearing upon the much mooted cucstion of 
whether or not rondrunners will kill voung gumil,. was witnessed by Mr. 
Dutton of the Wasnuington Office, Bob Boone, Mr. Gee, and State Gane Wnrden 
Elliot Barker, during the recent trip through the Gila, according to Boone. 

Driving along the rood nbout-2 niles north of Glenwood a quail and 
young brood. were sighted. The whole party including Dave Shoeninker and 
Dr. Shantz stopned. to observe the covey... Dave and Dr, Shantz drove on and 
as the others started they observed a roadrunner anproaciuing the covey so 

. they stopped and watched. to see what would take place. When the roadrunner 
cane close the nother quail sailed into it and.tried to drive it away. 
The brood scattered and tlie rondrunner ran in circles avoiding the quail 
but never lenving the scene. : Suddenl: it dived into a snall bush and seiz- 
ing © chick ran off with it in its benk and through Barker dusted it 
three times with his 32 the roadrunner mde oway with his catch, 

This incident wos witnessed by all. the-narty except Shoemaker and Dr, 
Shantz who hnd driven one. ; AL pel 

f - Further Evidence - 

While of course we @o not’ advoente externination of any species on account 
of ocensional depredations, nor even when & species is convictce upon 
conclusive evidence’to be a thoroughly bad ‘Actor when such ectivities 
are clearly local, yet we do believe in presenting nll evidence inpertially 
in any controversy. i : : 

The following, presented by R. I. Boone, Associate. Ranze Exoniner on 
the Prescott is submitted as another authentic niece of evidence in the ; 
"Roadrunner Case:" aon 

"On a recent inspection of the Bloody Basin District I hed ocension 
to note a covey of quail which were nebing rather stronzely and won 
Closer observance I noticed a rondrunner ner. by.. .Phere vere four prom 

. birds and approxinately tvelve half-arown quoil,. while I urs watching 
this covey the rondrunner dashed ints the eovey, grabbed a helf-srowm 
quail and ran away some hundred and fifty yards then. stonped to thrash 
the quail against the ground. I ran after the roadrunner but failed to 
make him drop the quail. ; a 

In discussing this with Forenan Jess Snith he states that on several 
Seecasions he hrs seen rondrunners rill younc.quail as well ns rob nests 
of quail, He also stetes on several secasions he hrs observed roadrunners 
ftobbing nests of mocking birds built four to five feet off the ground in 
cacti.4# 

' + Prescott Scores Heavily. + 

Rance Monagenent received a renl lift on the Prescott Forest recently at a 
eonbinntion nienie-business nedting of the Yevapai County Cattlegrowers 

'  Associntion, . It 4s "Forestry Day" and nost of the serious part of the 
prograi was in the hands of Supervisor Nave. Following Mr. Neve!s brief 
but clear and pointed statenents 7 Foe nolicy and ains of the Forest Ser- 
vice, and Assistant Sunervisor Boone's presentation of range nanarenmt, 
there vns but little left for ne to say. In fact, I had to merge over 
into a few subjects of studies and research in order to have anything to ‘talk about. The real encouraging thing about it all wes the fine coopera~ 
tive spirit manifest by the cattlemen and wonen present and their anparent ‘ favorable receipt of the strtenents’ nade to then, (D.A,S,) 

-10-



od DE LF TA AAS : ENGINEERING 
- New Developments in Topograniic Manning - 

Mr..Heinz BE, R. Gruner, Photogrammetrical Engineer, Wright Field, Aerial 

Mapping Section, who is in this section contacting all Bureaus interested 

in Aerial Maps fo? the »urpose of demonstrating the latest developments 

of the machine for making. maps from Aerial Phtographs was a Regional 

: Office visitor recently. : 

He gave a very interesting tall at the University of New Mexico 

and demonstrated the machine, the "Multiplex Aero Projector," which, 

in contrast to the huge machines generally used, is a small port ble 

piece of equipment which can be carried in an automobile. 

} The "Multiplex Aero Projector" is used to project accurate contours 

of the exact topogranhy of aerial nhotogravhs, with a resultant highly 

- accurate topographic map. , : 

- Aerial Mapping ~ ' 

_ It is of unusual interest to note th>t prior to December 31, 1935, the 

gross acreage of National Forest lend in Region 3 covered by acrirl 

photography by the Soil Conservation Service amounts to 7,066,880 acres 

or 11,042 square miles divided between States cs followss ‘ 

Acres Scuare Miles ‘ 

Apizona 1,941, 76C 3,034 

New Mexico Bean i 2c. : BOUe. ' 

j Total A 7,066,880 11,042 Tara i 

An additional ecreage of Metional Forest lond ‘will be mapped by 

the same ogency tnis year. f ‘ 

- Santa Fe - : A 

Maybe We Are Right - Maybe We Are Wrong: On.a recent inspectio> trip 

in the Frijoles Canyon Country, we traveled over a road built by the 

CCC camp during the first camp period, tue to heavy usage of our ceauip- 

ment, this niece of rond did not receive its usual binding down nrior 

to the rainy season, The shoulders of the road were covered by » hervy 

mat of short weeds indicating poor housekeeping. However, to our, sar 

prise these sme shoulders had come thru severel hard dowmours with 

very little rutting or ravelling. Anparently, the root system and ground 

cover hela back the light soil. md proved peneficial to the rond. ilrybe 

ye are overlooking a bet when. ve try to polish off the rond surfaces, 

quien sabe. (Santa Fe News Bulletin) : 

- Exchange of Idens is Good Business~ 

Chief Draftsman, F. E. Lendon, and Asst. Enzineer, E.R.Sievers, attended 

the Maps & Surveys mecting at Missoula, Montane, from May B 40. 14 yinclu- 

sive. Fred hrs returned to the Region full of nev ideas and he mekes 

the following significant remark: "It hes convinced .me thrt we. must be 

_ on the lookout at ell times for progressive methods and never take for 

granted thnt we have too much .on the other fellow," end further plong 

he states: "Mr. Norcross hnd vision in calling this conference which 

“~~ gave us the opportunity of tearing exch Region's pet ideas to niecess" 

Rue: gt eos



Scaled Quail 

Phil Allan, Soil Conservation Service, says that scaled quail were 
i very abundant in west Texas in 1918, also in 1938. They were fairly 

i abundant about 1929. These are the recent peaks in scaled quail in this 
region. 

10/39 : 
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Gambel Quail 

The results of these records at two of these stations 
are rather startling as they show a high percentage of adult 
birds rather than birds under 18 months of age. At the 
Cave Creek Station on the Coronado Forest, the adult to 
under-18 months-old bird ratio was less than 1:2. It was a 
natural expectation that more birds of 18 months and under 

would appear in the hunter bag, since this age group would 
include all birds of the 1940 and 1939 generations. Most of 
the quail of the 1939 generation would be hatched after the 
middle of May and would not be 18 months old until after 
November 15. 

From Forest Service Report on Wildlife within 
National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico. 
Region 3. 1940. pp. 8-9
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Scaled Quail 

Early in February, 1940, a "secure" population of 
16 quail per square mile was determined on in square miles 

/ of quail range by counting coveys from a pickup truck. Again 
in November, 1940, the same methods of counting were used 

on the same area and a fall population of 33 quail per square 
mile was determined. This is on an unshot area and the pop- 
ulation increased 23 times. The difference (due to natural 
loss) on this area of 41 sections is 22 birds per section or 
about 900 birds. 

From Forest Service Report on Wildlife within 

National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico. 
Region 3. 1940. opp 8.
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200 S, Main St. Semtrd quart 
ie Shamrock, Texas. \ } 

¢ me September 1, 1942, bho 

i | 

\ Prof, Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 
Your letter awaiting me on my return from a brief visit with A.S. 

Jackson at Paducah, some eighty miles south. We swap labor occasionally, and 
he needed our trutk for some sign and post hauling. I wasnt able to decide 
whether your reference to the ' few summary paragraphs! was a subtfie way of 
telling me 1 should have written at greater length, or not. Copies of my 
quabterly reports are available to you if you want them. S me of them might 
interest you since our quarterly report is edited in Austin and in fact no 
longer sent out generally. Somehow 1 dey make the P.R.Quarterly published 
by the Fish & Wildlife Service, 

Anyway, here 1 am writing you again, and before further mention of my own work 
let me tell you something of Jackson's, We are in the middle of a quail irruption 
out here now, if 1 know what one is. My own quail nesting study pointed in this 
direction ( 14 nests of which 2 run over in truck, balance had 147 eggs of which 
119 or 81 % hatched.), and the corroborative evidence was observed on this trip 
to Paducah, Jackson is working mainly on one of our long term quail projects 

started under the old regional setup. It is located on the Ben Marrs ranch,along 
the S. Pease river ten miles north of Paducah and is as 1 remember about 1700 
acres in size. Last fall Jackson had it completely cover mapped, all covies locate. 
& followed through the winter. He had about 500 quail last fall, a little over 

J half of which were Scaled Quail, balance Bobwhite. fe ran feeding stations all 
9 winter, and we had about concluded that this area was carrying a capacity popule- 

, tion, since much of it is cedar breaks without any definite margin or recognizable 
yw covey headquarters. Jacksons nesting study this spring gave a very low percent 

all success in contrast to our high, but renesting must have been more successful for 
* he now has about a bird per acre over the project. Covies so abundant that it is 

hard to believe. If you are interested in more detail Jack will gladly supply it 
1 know, and he can be reached , general delivery, Paducah, Texas. In fact if any of 
the above is going in your quail files 1 wovld mech prefer that you get it direct 
from him, for 1 am auoting from memory as to acreage of the project and last years 

; quail populations. Jack is a grand fellow besides, and in need of all the encourage 

ment he can get. 

Dr. W.P.Tayler has just gone back to College Station after a visit with us. He 
inspected the blitzbar and uttered the proper number of ohs and ahs, camped with 
ug in the shinnery end put up with my cooking for two days, ell of which qualifies 
him as a regular fellow. Like all the downstaters and out of steters who visit us 
he stayed only haif long enough, but we have learned that this is all we can expeci 
and indeed are grateful that they come at all. This country does seem to absorb 
more time and equipment for less result than any other 1 have worked in. As on 

all State programs there is the continual tendency to load up with more than the 
field end can properly keep up with. On our chicken work it has taken all of our 
available field time since mid-winter to get booming ground counts, hunt nests, & 

ory
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develop trapping techniques, with no time to exploreimportant predator relation- ' 
ships, and to balance out our investigational program generally. Another year j 
it may be possible to do better. i 

Dr. Taylor mentioned among other things that he had talked with you at the } 
Canadian meetings, and that you were not optomistic about the future of the j 
wildlife profession during and after this war emergency. That is a subject that A 
1 would appreciate discussing with you at length, were this possible. I doubt if 
1 could do this by letter even were this advisable, but it has been on my mind a 
for quite some time and to clear my conscience 1 am going to open up a little. : 
To begin with, my present viewpoint is plastic in the sense that it is still 

undergoihgi metamorphasis from the academic to the realistic. It will probably be . 
some years yet before 1 acquire a permanant set of convictions by which 1 can " 

finally abide. This may or may not be a surprise to you, maybe even a disappoint- 
ment, but being so constituted 1 apparently cannot help it. Wy original outlook 

was largely academic because my experience in the wildlife field was very limited. 
Against my earlier conception of things 1 have tried to set such experiences as 
have come my way the past five years, not only purely professional experiences { 
but all thése encountered in living and associating with fellow americans. The 
result has been an appreciable broadéning “of viewpoint until 1 now stand somewhere . 
between the thewretical and practical extremes as reprsented by college professor 

on the one hand and state game administrator on the other. I believe this is | 

where 1 will remain permanantly, out time alone will tell. 

There is of course always the danger that a person in a field position will lose 
sight of the larger picture, however hard he tries to avoid just this, and it may 
be that 1 hsve done so to a certain extent. However this may be 1 have the temersy 
ity to chalkenge a number of our standard concepts. To date 1 have managed to keep 
quiet most of the time, and to retain appreciation that there may be flaws in my 
logic at times. Perhaps these come under the head of compensating virtues. 

Aldo, 1 have a knife for you, but lack time to make a scabbard; may 1 send it raw? ° . 
Its a modification of some 1 had made for Hoy Case in exchange for broadheads, and | 
1 think a very usable shape. Old Mr. Brient has retired since you were here and his 
talented son goes to the army very soon. The smithy will then be chésed for the dur v 
duration , so this is the last kmife 1 can send you for some time, The Chemical 
Warfare Division of the Army has expressed some interest in me lately and 1 go to . 
Wichita Falls tomorrow for an interview. Art Hawkins is there, 1 will look him up 
if time permits. Dorothy, Peter, and Billy join me in sending best regards to your 

family. 
we 

| 
:
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three wild-turkey eggs, and these were hatched under a hen and raised 

by her. Fortunately there were one gobbler and two hens. From such 

a start have come the splendid flocks now on the island. In this con- 

nection I do not see why it would not be possible to repopulate with 
wild turkeys many of those areas which in colonial days had an abund- 

ance of these magnificent birds. They have been brought back to 

Pennsylvania; in some regions in almost incredible numbers—I lay on 

my ground behind an old chestnut log last autumn in the mountains of 

Franklin County and carefully counted a flock of forty-three of these 
great birds. The Adirondacks should have as many turkeys as deer, 

and intelligent stocking would bring them back. It is not, of course, 

necessary to start with purely wild stock. A wild gobbler turned loose 

with six bronze hens will soon populate a wild tract with America’s 

supreme game bird. Not long ago I was talking with an old 

mountaineer who complained that every spring his turkey hens 

wandered off into the hills where the wild gobblers were; and it is a 

common experience of turkey hunters to kill birds that have markings 

that unmistakably indicate their relationship to the tame variety. 

I have spoken of Bull’s Island as an extraordinary sanctuary for 

wild life; yet, for all its languorous beauty and exotic charm, it is not 

a good place for human habitation, except perhaps for a few winter 

months, In the old days it was pirate haunted, and now it has all the 

drawbacks of a tropical isle. In the sense that it is not a place where 
men would gladly live it is waste land, yet a veritable paradise for wild 

life it has become. Practically the same thing holds true for many of 

the great sanctuaries set aside on the Gulf Coast, the principle of the 

whole thing apparently being this: Whatever is rejected by man is, or 

may become, acceptable to wild things. 
The earth was anciently theirs; they were here, it seems, before man; 

and they may survive when he is gone. They are in many ways better 

equipped for the adventure of living than men are. I sometimes think 

they are more gallant. Certainly they surpass us in the keenness of 

every one of their senses. Yet their fate is in our hands. 

The idea of always associating the forward march of man with the 
destruction of all lesser forms of life appears to be giving way now 
to the saner and kindlier idea of preservation. Absurdly simple is the 
requirement for having beautiful wild life on your place: Don’t kill 
it and don’t clean away with Dutch immaculacy every vestige of that 

wild home that Nature provides. These wild things live humbly, draw- 
ing sustenance from Nature’s own ample bosom. We must not rob them 

of their homes. 
Let us have no more waste lands, but turn these, great and small, into 

sanctuaries for our wild things of woods and waters, fields and sky. 

LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS OF THE WESTERN MOURNING 

DOVE. 
By Harotp C. BRYANT. 

Among the game birds of California there is scarcely one so well 

known as the western mourning dove. It is distinctly a bird of the 

open country. During the summer season it is found throughout the
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Fig. 38. The mourning dove. Courtesy National Association of Audubon Societies.
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lowlands of the state, and a few birds are known to inhabit: the pine 
belt of mountain slopes. The low, rolling foothills of the Sierra attract 
a vast number of these birds, and nowhere are they more abundant. 
In the vicinity of Folsom, Snelling and Chinese Camp the dove is the 
bird most frequently seen from the homestead or the highway. In the 
winter doves are scarcer, and in certain localities they may disappear 
entirely. They migrate south to warmer climes, and spend the winter 
along the coast of Mexico and Southern California, below the latitude 
of Santa Barbara, and on the adjacent islands. A few winter in the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys. The bulk of the evidence 
indicates that this migration occurs in September, but a few birds linger 
until late in October. 

About the first week in May the mourning dove returns to central 
California. At least observers report that doves become noticeably 
more abundant at this time. During spring and summer, mourning 
doves are nearly always found in pairs, but later on in the fall young 
birds as well as old congregate in flocks. Among all birds there are 
few that are so constantly seen in paiys. A scattered flock of doves will 

invariably resolve itself into pairs of birds. 
There is little danger that any one will need to depend upon a written 

description of the mourning dove in order to make its acquaintance; 
but for the benefit of the few who are unfamiliar with it a brief 
deseription will not be out of place. The mourning dove is pigeon- 
like in most respects, except for its smaller size and long pointed tail, 
which is margined with white. The general tone of coloration is olive 
brown. The rapid whistling flight and the mournful coo of the male 
can more often be depended upon to identify this bird than a close 
view of its form and coloration. 

The mourning dove has one of the longest breeding seasons of any 
native bird. Definite records are at hand that prove beyond a doubt 
that it nests as early as February and as late as the first part of 
December. The height of the nesting season covers the months of 
March to September. A minimum of two broods is reared, and in all 
probability three or four nestings are not uncommon. The nest is 
occasionally placed on the ground, but more often on a limb of a 5 
shrub or tree, from four to eight feet above the ground. Cases are 
known, however, where nests have been built at a height of forty 
feet. The nest itself is a erude structure, built of small sticks laid 
loosely together. In it two glossy white eggs are laid. The young are 
fed on ‘‘pigeon milk,’’ by a process technically known as regurgita- 
tion. They grow rapidly and are soon ready for flight. Soon they are 
foraging widely for weedseeds, and taking daily flights with the adults 
to water. r 

The female mourning dove shows the greatest solicitude for her home. 
She is the most adept of birds at the ruse of the broken wing. When 
her nest is menaced she limps and flutters along the ground until the 
intruder is-eonvinced that~the-btrd is so badly injured that she may 

readily be caught. The deception is apparent only when the intruder 
finds himself led well away from the nest, and the bird takes flight in 
a normal manner. This habit appears to be largely limited to ground 
nesting species, and it is otherwise unusual to see a bird come flutter- 

247365
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ing to the ground from a nest above. This particular instance is 
worthy of further study. Why this clever trick should be so markedly 
developed in some birds and entirely lacking in others has long 
puzzléd scientists. ; 

The coo of the male is a common sound early in the morning during 
the nesting season. Although made up of a succession of beautiful 
soft tones, yet the ensemble is so mournful that many people are dis- 
turbed by it. : 

Doves are dependent upon a good supply of water, and in the course 
of a day they will make several trips of many miles to drink. Because 
of this habit and because these birds fly out to the open fields for food 
there is usually a distinct ‘‘fly line’ just at dusk when the birds are 
returning from feeding and watering. This gives the dove hunter an 
opportunity for wing shooting, and in southern California this sport 
is especially popular. During the open season certain foothill districts 
in Los Angeles County are so populated with hunters that unhampered 
open places are difficult to find. The gunner who desires to test his 
marksmanship on doves is assured of a savory reward if he proves his 
skill, for the young birds are tender and delicious. 

Unless favorably located near a watering place, one bird in three or 
four shots makes a good average for all but the most experienced 
hunter. The small size and great speed make the bird a difficult target. 
The variety of shots possible is almost endless. Quartering and side 
shots are most difficult because of the speed of the birds in flight. Then 
come sliots at towering or descending birds, often dependent on whether 
they are coming or going. The easier straight-away shots are to be 
expected less often in dove shooting than in quail shooting. 

Thus it will be seen that dove hunting gives the best of practice to 
the lover of wing shooting. No finer test of skill is afforded unless it 
be in snipe shooting. 

In defence of this sport the hunter rightly argues that doves are 
abundant, very prolific and capable of rapid recuperation; that rapid 
flight and a quick response to danger sufficiently protect them. Despite 
this argument there has been a growing sentiment of late that this 
bird should be taken from the list of game birds and protected through- 
out the year. Although of excellent flavor, the mourning dove can 
hardly be considered a desirable game bird because of its small size. 
When its esthetic value and its service to the agriculturist is taken into 
consideration the plea for total protection is justified. 

Apart from man the dove has other enemies. The duck hawk is swift 
enough to overtake the dove, and this bird is probably the dove’s most 
dreaded avain foe. Other predatory species take a toll during the nest- 
ing season. Its rapid flight frequently brings the dove in violent 
contact with telephone wires, and many birds die annually from this 
cause, Rodent poisoning operations have in recent years been respon- 
sible for the death of many doves; for, unlike the quail, the mourning 
dove and the band-tailed pigeon are beth susceptible to strychnine, and, 
although the loss from this cause may not be great, 1t 18 unfortunate 
that it exists at all. 

The mourning dove is to. be numbered among those birds against 
which practically no complaint is made regarding depredations upon
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erops, The small amount of grain taken in California is negligible 

and is so considered by ranchers. On the other hand, its value as a 

destroyer of the seeds of noxious weeds is unequaled by any other bird 

in the state. 
Some idea of the enormous quantities of weed seeds consumed by 

doves can be obtained from the results of the examination of a dove’s 

stomach and erop made by the United States Biological Survey : 

Seeds 

Slender paspalum (Paspalum setaceum) —~--------------------------------- 2,000 

Orange hawkweed (JZieracium qupdntioum) obese ee Ses 820) 

Hoary vervain (Verbena stricta) -------------------------------------- 950 

Carolina cranesbill (Geranium carolinianum) —----------------------------- 120 

Yellow wood sorrell (Owalis stricta) ------------------------------------- 50 

Panic grass (Panicum sp.) —---------------------------------------+------ 620 
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Fic. 34. Captive mourning doves foraging at the old Hayward Game Farm. 

Photograph by H. C. Bryant. 

The examination of the crops and stomachs of doves taken in California has 

substantiated this evidence. The crop, and even the gullet, has been found filled 

to its utmost capacity with weed seeds. The stomach and crop of a dove taken at 

Lakeside, San Diego County, contained more than 100 seeds of the coyote vine or 

mock orange (Oucurbita foetidissima). Hundreds of seeds of filaree, mustard, 

turkey mullein and tumble weed have been taken from other stomachs, Examina- 

tions of nestling birds have shown that they are fed entirely on weed seeds. Since 

the seeds destroyed are those of some of the worst weed pests in the state, and 

since they are destroyed in such very large numbers, the western mourning dove 

must be considered a valuable bird from the economic standpoint. 

The mourning dove makes a satisfactory aviary bird. Mr. L, W. 

Hammond of Fillmore, California, breeding from a single pair of doves, 

had a flock of over forty in the space of three years. Each female 

nested twice and reared two young each time. The nesting season of 

these captive birds began in March and continued through August. 

Aviculturists throughout the state have found the bird easily tamed 

and very prolific. 
The game laws regarding open seasons on doves have been severely 

criticised, and correctly so, for they have allowed the killing of these
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birds during the nesting season. Mourning doves often nest ag late as 
September, and an open season beginning before.the fifteenth of this 
month is to be deprecated, for it allows the killing of nesting, birds. A 
list of sixty-six nesting records given in “The Game Birds of Cali- 
fornia’ (Grinnell, Bryant and Storer, 1918, University Press, Berke- 
ley) shows that nests have been found in every month of the year with 
the exception of October, November and January, and additional data 
would probably show records for these months also. The earliest record 
is for February 9, and the latest for December 5, both from Los Angeles _ 
County. The height of the nesting season is shown to be in June and 
July. 

In the case of no other game bird in California has the general 
conservation principle of safety during the breeding season been so 
continuously violated. For many years, beginning in 1880, the dove 
season opened on July 1 and closed on January 1, an open season of 
six months. Since that time many changes have been made, but in 
deference to the sportsmen, who claimed that the doves leave the great 
valleys before September 1, the opening date was invariably set back to 
July 1. Even as late as 1907 the season opened on July 15. Since 1911 
the dove season has opened on September 1. A reduction to three 
months and then to one month in northern California, and to two 
months in southern California has had beneficial results, 

Owing partially te the popularity of dove hunting and also to the 
destruction of the birds during their nesting season, the dove is becom- 
ing much less numerous in many parts of the state. In many places 
where thousands were to be found ten or twenty years ago, the birds 
appearing each summer are now to be numbered in tens. This observa- 
tion should be instrumental in bringing about laws which will give the 
proper protection to this bird. Judging from the sentiment in favor of 
giving the dove complete protection as a valuable friend of the agricul- 
turist—a sentiment which is strong even among sportsmen—California 
may eventually take a stand with eastern states, and see that the dove 
is entirely protected. We take every precaution to prevent the loss of 
our personal possessions, but take little heed how we are robbed of the 
natural resources that we inherit jointly with our fellows. California 
may well show her appreciation of faithful service rendered, by better 
protecting her most valuable weed-seed destroyer, the mourning dove. 
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NOTES AND NEWS. : 

EcroristES MIGRATORIUS, once one of the most notable species in the 

North American avifauna became extinct on September 1, by the death 

of the last surviving specimen, a female, which had lived for twenty-nine 

years in the aviary of the Cincinnati Zoélogical Garden. It is rarely pos- 
sible to state the exact date of the extinction of a species as the process 

is usually a gradual one, but in view of the fruitless efforts extending over 

the past ten years to find evidence of the existence of wild Passenger Pigeons 
we may safely consider the passing of this last captive specimen as the 
extinction of the species. 

The reduction of this once abundant bird to absolute extermination by 

man’s greed should be a lesson to us all and should stifle all opposition to 
the efforts now being made by national and state governments in behalf of 

the conservation of other birds threatened with a like fate. What is a little 

loss of sport to us compared with the extinction of a wild bird species — 
something that the hand of man can never replace? 

As we glance over the pages of ‘The Nuttall Bulletin’ and ‘The Auk’ we 

fail to find a satisfactory chronological record of the extermination of this 
splendid bird. That it had decreased materially was recognized and also 

that the great flights that darkened the sky were a thing of the past in 

most parts of the country. Writers were busy explaining why the birds 

had left their immediate vicinity and speculating as to where they had gone,
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little dreaming that the disappearance was general and that the supposed 

‘migration’ was really extermination, In many a local list the Passenger 

Pigeon is mentioned and dates given which constituted the last record of 
the bird for that state or county, although the writers little thought when 

they penned the lines of their import in years to come. 

The pigeon trappers year after year plied their nefarious trade, and with 
the assistance of game dealers warded off legislation that might have 

checked the slaughter, although there was really little effort made in behalf 

of the birds as the public failed to appreciate what was going on, and the 

sentiment for the conservation of wild life was not yet aroused. 
Prof. H. B. Roney and others associated with him stand out as the few 

who did realize the approaching catastrophe but his account of the butchery 

of the last great nesting at Petosky, Michigan, in 1878, came too late. 
The bird was not exterminated at this time and Mr. William Brewster 

who went to Michigan in 1888 in the hope of seeing another nesting wrote: 

“that the Pigeon is not, as has been asserted so often recently, on the verge 
of extinction, is shown by the flight which passed through Michigan in the 

spring of 1888.... and the birds must have formed a nesting of consider- 

able extent in some region so remote that no news of its presence reached 

the ears of the vigilant netters.’ (Auk, 1889, p. 290.) 

Nevertheless it seems as if the slaughter of 1878 and years immediately 
following had done its work; apparently the birds had been so reduced that 

another great nesting was impossible. The pigeon like the buffalo was a 

species whose existence seems to have depended upon association in large 

numbers and once separated and scattered into small flocks and pairs its 

doom was sealed. 
Later mention in ‘The Auk’ consists of early records hitherto unpublished, 

because their significance was not appreciated until the imminence of ex- 

termination was forced upon our attention. Finally we have the numer- 
ous recent records of “birds seen’”’ mainly by people who never saw live 

Passenger Pigeons in the time of their abundance and then the rewards : 
for the detection of live birds under the direction of Prof. Hodge lasting 

over three years which were productive of negative evidence only. 5 

The Cincinnati bird was sent to the United States National Museum to 
be mounted and placed on exhibition and we learn from Dr. Charles W. 

Richmond, acting curator of birds, that it was photographed and then en- 

trusted to Mr. William Palmer and Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, the former of whom 

was to skin it while the latter was to make a study of its anatomy and 
preserve such of the soft parts as possible. We hope to publish the results 

of Dr. Shufeldt’s investigations in the January number of ‘The Auk.’ 

In an interesting article in the July-August number of ‘Bird-Lore’ 

Mr. Leo E. Miller, a member of the Roosevelt Brazilian expedition, presents 

some facts regarding the exportation of feathers from Argentina to the 

United States.
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In one place he saw piles of burlap-covered bales filled with Rhea feathers 
aggregating sixty tons in weight, all the feathers having been taken from : 

wild killed birds. 
These are the feathers used so extensively for feather dusters and lately 

for millinery purposes also. Further inquiry elicited the fact that thirty- 

four tons of these same feathers had been exported during the first six 

months of the last fiscal year. 
The provision of the new tariff prohibiting the importation of wild bird 

plumage will fortunately deal a death blow to this traffic. - 
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4Sudubon, John James. Ornithological Biography: Birds of the United States of 

America. Adam Black, Bdinburgh. 1831, Vok. 2. 00 

Be iss. Audubon says Cockleburr perennial, Seed storage? 
p. 136. Parakeet never learned to eat . Exterminated too early? 

: Dp. 136, Parakeets eat grit and like — 

Sarkey 
yp. 2. Baas: Young often fail to negotiate 1 mile in October shuffle, 
pe 3 sily killed after flying across a stream, 

Sexes roost spart but near each other (Feb.), 
pe Trae harem, 
pe 5. tes: males after mating season are thin, weak, covered with ticks. 

Bene ert female. Deserts more readily for makes than men, 
3 hens on 42 eggs) seen, 

Pp. 7+ See out ant hills to let ants pick parasites (7) 
; p. & ‘Thinks migrate in winter out of H.W. districts, (See Iowa notes.) 

Pp. 9. Daring storms remain on roots 3-4 days. 
p. 14 : 1/2 mile river flown daily. 
P. 15, : average 9 lbs,, large 25-30 lbs., barren hens in strawberry 

seasons up to 13 lbs., average mle 15-18 lbs., max. male (Louisville 
market), 36 lbs. 

Pp. P Gegnas: "The Wild Burkey, the Pheasant, and the Grouse are also 
erably abundant” (on the Lehigh), Heath hen? 

pe. ae Zagles' method of killing a swan. | 

P 7. Mating begins in Deceuber, incubation in Jamary, | 
p. 167. Foods include possum and coon, | 

Pe ae Vall migration across the Ohio. | 
Pp. 217. Does not cover eges, 
Pp. 218, lLaurel-poisoning from eating grouse. 
p. 218, Advocates their introduction to England, which is "perfectly suited 

to their habits." " , 

De “ Migration and irruption in 1749. | 

pe a3, Detribution varied as between years, Several years all in Kentucky, 
p. 323, Daily radius may be "hundreds of miles” (7), Flights to roost contimed 

till midnight. ; 

Qaail 
Pp. 385. Migration across the Ohio.



From: Gates, Wm. H. Habits, life history and economic value of doves. 
Gulf Biological Station, Cameron, La. Bulletin No. 14, 1909. (page 21) 

TABLE 

Nest No. 3. Taken May 7, 1908. Young then three days old. 
Weight 

Weight 6:00 a.m., gain in of food eaten in 
before feeding, twenty-four hours. twenty-four hours, 

grams. grams. erams. grams. grams. grams. 

May (7 Vass 12 0 0 8 10.5 
May 8 13 12.5 1.5 5 8.5 8.05 
May 9 eee) 13 2.5 1.5 9 10.5 
May 10 16 13 “5 0 9 9.5 
May 11 17 WwW 1 il 10.5 9 
May 12 18 16 1 2 9 13.5 
May 13 20 17.5 2 15 12.5 ie 
May 14 21.5 19 LES 1.5 15 1763 
May 15 22.5, 22.5 2 3.5 a7 27. 
May 16 2h 23 1.6 +5 13.5 20 
May 17 26 26 2 3 20.5 ee 
May 18 28 28.5 2 2.5 LLG 18 
May 19 29.5 31.5 1.5 5 25 23 
May 20 a1 34 1.5 2.5 27 2h 
May 21 33.5 3745 2.5 35 27.25 28.5 
May 22 39 42 5.5 45 23 23.5 
May 23 42 47.5 3 5.5 20.5 25 
May 24 45.5 51 3.5 BS 25.5 18 
May 25 50 87 4.5 6 22 2305 
May 26 59 61 9 4 22 24 
May 27 65 67 6 6 23 21-5 
May 28 7065 70.5 5.5 3.5 26.5 20 
May 29 15 4.5 4.5 4 15.5 18.5 
May 30 81 79 6 45 19 W.5 
May 31 85 84 4 5 16.5 ee 
June 1 er .s 89 2.5 5 13.5 19 
June 2 90.5 92.5 5 335 ays io 
June 3 O35 96 3 3.5 a7 18 
June 4 96 98 2.5 2 16 13.5 
June 5 96 99.5 0 1.5 wW.5 16 
June. 6 96.5 100 5 «5 15 19 
June 7 97 100 pl 0 10 4 
June 8 98 99 i -1 15 1235 
June 9 98 101.5 0 a8 > 15 
June 10 98 102 05 - 5 14 2 
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; A HUNTER'S NOTES ON DOVES IN THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY. : Daw 

Aldo Leopold. ‘ 

: Since 1917 I have kept a record of weights, food, 

plumage, habits, and percentage of squabs of about 400 mourning : 

doves eiaied anring the hunting season in the central Rio 

; Grande Valley near Albuquerque, New Mexico. ‘The data has been 

plotted to show percentage of squabs killed at weekly intervals 

from August 16 to December 15, and also the average weight, old 

birds and squabs separately, for the same period. The data is 

as. yet insufficient as a basis for smoothed curves, but it is ‘ 

sufficient basis for tabular expression as follows: 1 

Date Percentage Weight, Weight, : 
of Squabs old birds Squabs. 

2 Aug. 16 10% _ 
es ae 15 
Sept. 1 55 4.4 02. 3.7 OZ. 

" 8 60. 4.3 3.6 
ye 50 4.8 3.5 
PRS 50 4.2 364 } 

The table shows first of all that there are few 

\ squabs abroad on the shooting grounds until September, and that 

therefore the old opening date of August 16 was too early. It 

’ shows that the present opening date of September 1 is biologi- 

f cally correct. The explanation of the rapid increase in squabs 

about September 1 appears to be as follows: The main crop of 

squabs stays near the nests in ink obvheaeed bosques and in the 

‘foothills, until well grown. ‘The adults, however, make long : 

' flights to wheat stubble, where most of the August shooting used 

to be done. ‘his August stubble shooting was wrong, because it 

4
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killed mostly birds with dependent young. : 

vhe table shows secondly that after the main squab : 

crop has issued forth, the young birds are just as numerous, 

or slightly more so, than the adults. the yearly increase is 

‘ therefore about 100%. ‘his conclusion is nearly inescapable, 

because there sre no other factors that I know of which would 

prevent the proportion of squabs in the bag from pretty accur- 

ately reflecting the proportion of squabs in the whole dove 

population. ‘the pniy possible’ sources of a differential: propor- 

tion of squabs would be: (a) selection in shooting. Nearly ‘ 

all these birds were killed in pass and jump shooting, and the 

_ young birds are practically as hard to hit and to Kill as the 

old ones. (b) Wildness. ‘The squabs may "lay" a little better 

k than the 014 birds, but on the usual clear days in normal cover 

both lay good enough to prevent an abnormal percentage of squabs 

in the bag.. (c) Distribution of young and old birds. ‘the data 

covers a wide variety of sites, seasons, hours, feeds, etc., and 

there could be no differential from these sources. (a) bitfer- . 

ential migration. ‘the general accuracy of the conclusion above 

stated could be impaired only by assuming a differential migra- 

tion of young as compared with old birds. ‘there is some evilewe 

to show that the grown squabs of the main crop go south before the 

late squabs and 01d birds (see decrease in average weight of squabs 

and pereentage of squabs during September). However, to admit 

this as material to the question of yearly increase would raise 

rather than lower the estimated annual increase of 100%, and it K 

oat 
oy
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seems nearly incredible that a bird which lays only two eggs 

could more than double its numbers each year. In fact, even i 

the 100% increase implies a high percentage of second broods 

and re-nestings. That second broods and re-nestings are common . 

is strongly indicated by the evidence available. for instance, 1 

found a dove brooding eggs near Tucson, Arizona on September 1, 

1916; have also found numerous eggs and fledglings near Albuquer- 

cue in August. Many very small squabs are killed very late in 

the season. 

‘The table shows that the weight of old birds Avoresiee 

slightly after September 1. This is probably accounted for by 

food habits. As already stated, the old birds congregate on the 

wheat stubbles in August and there fatten rapidly. But these 

stubbles are generally plowed under about September 1, at which 

time the birds move to the doveweed' patches along the foothills, 

mesas, and other sandy ground. The need of the doveweed( Psoralea, 

Sp-?_) is preferred above all other food, except possibly wheat, 

and beeweed (Peritoma Serrulatum and P. breviflorum). However, 

during backward years the doveweed seed is often not matured by 

September, and the birds must seek the hottest banks to find mature 

. seed. In any event, feeding on doveweed requires more work and 

longer flights to water, which probably accounts for the less in 

weight. During the winter the few birds that remain are found in 

wild sunflower patches, where they eat sunflower seed; or around 

; old strawstacks, where they pick up waste wheat. During pifion 

years doves are very fond of pinon nuts. J. F. Mullen counted BS 

60 nuts in one crop and 4. B. Hammond counted 72 in another. Pinon es 
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nuts eoeur ony at three or on year intervals. — 

The decreasing average weight of squabs shown by the 

table is plainly due to the fact that as the birds grow scarcer 

in September, the hunter must seek his birds instead of waiting . 

on a flyway or flush-shooting a doveweed patch. -In doing this 

. he hunts groves and treen, thereby killing many small late squabs 

not yet big énough to migrate. Such few big Ssquabs as are killed 

during the later part of the season weigh nearly as much as the 

‘ old birds; in fact by November squabs are mostly indistinguishable. 

The dove has several habits, as a game bird, which I 

have never seen described in print. High, fast flying birds, es- 

: i pecially on a stormy day, may often be induced to pitch down 

and light by firing a shot at them. A dove merely winged will 

fall down and walk away, but will not seek cover like other 3 

wounded birds. A dove with body wounde will not even walk.* A 

certain kind of wound (probably lungs) results in the bird fly- - 

ing away and alighting on the ground or in trees in a nearly nat- : 

ural manner, but when found the bird is stone dead. This manner 

of death is much commoner with doves than with any other game 

bird I know of. Many hunters to not watch their "missed" birds 

carefully, and this accounts for the large number of dead doves 

found on the shooting grounds. Head shots tower spirally, with 

sudden collapse, like quail. 

What are the doves' natural enemies? I do not think 

they have as many as quail, - else they could not double yearly 

on two eggs, but I think hawks get quite a few. On November 43, 

~- 4 _ :



1919, near ‘tome Hill I saw a Sharpskin catch an apparently 

healthy grown dove in a dornfield. I killed the hawk, and found 

the fresh blood and dove feathers on his claws, but could not 

find the dove. Two or three marsh hawks wheeling over a dove- 

weed patch will sometimes flush many birds and cause them to 

flee to trees, but one marsh hawk does not worry them much. I 

never saw @ marsh hawk actually pursue a healthy bird. 

_ The dove is a temperamental bird. On certain days 

_ they do not feed, but gather in trees and just sit around. On 

such days all birds show a decreased weight, doubtless directly 

due to empty crops. When scattered over the open mesas feeding 

on doveweed, ‘ rainy day interferes with their feeding. They 

simply sit around under the lee side of bushes, keeping dry. 

Nevertheless they make their regular evening flight to water 

although it would seem easy to gather the necessary water off 

i the stems and leaves of plants. On such days the birds killed 

on the flyways to water show decreased weight due to empty crops. 

The daily flight to water generally starts between 

3:00 P.M. and 4:00 P.M. and reaches its height just before dark. 

Sometimes, where long distances must be traversed, the birds do 

‘not arrive at water until after dark. When the wind parallels 

the water flight, the flight going and coming will be at differ- 

ent levels; for instance with the wind blowing toward water, the 

birds going to water will fly high and with tremendous speed, while 

the birds beating their way back against the wind will fly so low 

as to be nearly hidden by ordinary sagebrush. Some hunters take 

, advantage of this and shoot only the easy birds beating into the wa 
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the dové's choice of watering places is peculiar. 

In the hills they like eprings, stock tanks, and open sandy © 

creeks. On the Rio vrande bottoms they use manta, woven pitted 

along open roads, grassy vegas provided the cover is short, and 

ponds with bare shores. It is generally supposed that they seek 

freedom from cover which mightharbor natural enemies, but if this 

is the main factor governing their choice of watering places, 

then the shallow rills on the big open sandbars of the Rio Grande 

ought to suit them exactly. But I have never Seen a dove light 

in a river sandbar. Here is an interesting problem to solve. 

Many doves are killed yearly in New Mexico but no 

i decrease in numbers is noticeable. ‘The area adapted to doves 

‘ is so enormous that the total population is probably very little 

effected by localized shooting. 

| i 
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THE BAND-TAILED PIGEON IN YOSEMITE. 

i By M. Hatyt McALiisTEr. 

: Thanks to the national parks and other game reserves where man, the 
great destroyer, can not get in his deadly work, our game birds and 
animals have a chance of surviving and becoming an asset for future 
generations. If fifty or one hundred years ago there had been through- 
out the Eastern States such game reserves, the now extinct passenger 
pigeon would still be in existence. 

A great variety of birds and animals make their homes in places like 
Yosemite National Park. Some may be seen in broad daylight, others 
only at night. When visiting Yosemite it is a good rule, if you wish to 
see some interesting sights, to get up about a half hour before daylight, 
say 3.30 a.m. in June or July, and you will find a number of early folk 
to greet you. Some birds and animals appear at the first streak of dawn 
and disappear about 6 a.m., as soon as there is the least stir among the 
camps or dwellings. Visit the horse corrals which are along the north 
wall, east of Yosemite Falls, and you will probably find a flock of several 
hundred band-tails feeding there. Bands of deer may be seen in the 
meadows and glimpses of the furry tribe, including flying squirrels and 
weasels, may be enjoyed. 

The band-tailed pigeon, a wild pigeon of Western States, is found m 
California the year round. It appears to be increasing in numbers, due 
to federal and state protection. In the Yosemite Valley pigeons are 
abundant and may be easily seen by visitors, provided they know how 
and where to look for them. 

These flocks of wild pigeons seek the seclusion of the high trees on the 
walls of the valley during the day and, therefore, are but seldom seen 
by the daily visitors. A favorite habitat is on the tall cliff overlookmg 
Vernal Fall on the south and oceasionally a small flock can be seen as 
they are picking up grain on the road which follows the foot of the talus 
just under Sentinel Rock. This bird feeds largely on acorns, of which 
there is a plentiful supply. 

During the winter months these pigeons do not leave the valley unless 
the storms are very prolonged, and then they apparently go a few miles 
down the Merced River canyon, but shortly return to their old haunt. - 

A very curious sight is sometimes seen during the winter. <A large 
flock of band-tails may be roosting in a tree, when a heavy snowfall 
comes, which frequently continues all night without a breath of wind. 
This completely covers the perching birds and in the morning, when | 
they are suddenly disturbed by a passerby, out they fly, causing a novel 
shower of snow. : 

The snowfall in the Yosemite is a remarkable feature of this attractive 
place. John Muir first called attention to the fact that the valley, or 
great gorge, which it really is, runs east and west, while the strong 
storm winds blow north and south. Therefore, while a hurricane bliz- 
zard may be piling up the snow on the heights, the fall in the valley 
comes down as gently as if it were at the bottom of a well. And so a 
heavy mantle of snow is particularly beautiful as it descends with but 
little wind and sticks fast to the trees and other objects, including, 
perhaps, a slumbering flock of pigeons.
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Band-tailed pigeons are now breeding in various locations in the park. 
Their nests can be seen on the high cliffs overlooking Vernal Fall and 
among the pine and oak trees on the walls of the valley. It is a great 
satisfaction to know that these splendid birds have made their home in 
a protected area where they are safe for all time.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE BAND-TAILED PIGEON ON 
THE PACIFIC COAST. 

By Waurer P. TAYLor. 

Previous to Protection. 

There is little doubt that at the time of settlement of the Pacific 
coast region the band-tailed pigeon was abundant; of this we have 
hints in the literature. Grinnell, Bryant, and Storer (The Game Birds 
of California, 1918, p. 580) assert that in earlier years in this state 
flocks of upwards of a thousand were occasionally observed. Suckley 
(in Cooper, Vol. XII, Bk. 2, Pac. R. R. Repts., 1860, p. 217) refers to ‘ 
flocks seen on stubble fields in the vicinity of Fort Steilacoom, Wash- 

230048,
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ington Territory, in September, 1856, thought to contain at least a 
thousand individuals; and he was told that in the cultivated districts 
along the Cowlitz River they occurred in still greater numbers. In 
September, 1889, Dr. T, S. Palmer, of the Biological Survey of the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, saw large flocks below Mount 
Vernon, on Puget Sound, Washington. As late as 1900 Kobbe (The 
Auk, Vol. XVII, Oct., 1900, pp. 351-352) reports large numbers of 
pigeons on Cape Disappointment, at the mouth of the Columbia River, 
when the salmon berries ripen in June and July. S. F. Rathbun, of 
Seattle (letter of June 27, 1923), says that thirty years ago the species 
was common all through the Puget Sound region. Much indis- 
criminate killing was done, and about 1905 a diminution in numbers 
was noticed, which became more apparent from year to year, until the 
band-tail became scarce in the Sound country, though still fairly 
plentiful in the Olympic Peninsula, where it was not hunted so much. 
W. T. Shaw reports that in 1906 the species was still quite abundant 
in the vicinity of Corvallis, Oregon, though it was said that its numbers 
had decreased much during recent years. In 1908 Edson (The Auk, 
Vol. XXV, Oct., p. 482) said the band-tail was common, but doubtless 
diminishing in numbers, in localities about Bellingham, Washington. 
Dawson, in 1909 (The Birds of Washington, p. 553), wrote that the 
pigeon was rapidly decreasing in numbers. In California Grinnell 
(The Condor, Vol. XV, Jan., 1913, p. 28) says it is morally certain that 
there has been a very great decrease in the numbers of pigeons since 
the early days of western settlement. , 

Although the size, numbers, and habits of the band-tailed pigeon 
make it an excellent game bird, apparently no protection was given it 
by any Pacific coast state until the year 1909, when Oregon accorded 
it a closed season from January 1 to September 15 (Oldys, Brewster, 
and Earnshaw, U. 8. Dept. Agri., Farmers’ Bull. 418, p. 19); in 1913 
Washington gave the species a closed season (Darwin, Laws Relating 
to Game and Game Fish, 1913, p. 29); and in 1915 California fol- 
lowed suit. In the meantime the Federal Migratory-Bird Law was 
enacted (proclaimed and effective October 1, 1913) and the band-tail 
was given absolute protection for five years (until September 1, 1918). 
With the completion of the exchange of ratifications of the Migratory- 
Bird Treaty on December 7, 1916, the species was accorded complete 
protection for ten years from that date. 

There is little doubt that the pigeon destruction of 1912 in the Paso 
Robles-Nordhoff district of California gaye a powerful stimulus to the 
adoption of proper protection by the federal government and the State 
of California. Chambers (The Condor, Vol. XIV, May, 1912, p. 108) 
called emphatic attention to the slaughter of that year, writing that 
one hunter from Los Olivos shipped over 2000 birds to the San Fran- 
cisco and Los Angeles hotels, and that the morning train from San 
Luis Obispo to Los Olivos on Sundays averaged 100 passengers who 
came to shoot pigeons. Deputy State Game Warden II. J. Abels, of 
Santa Maria, told me of examining the licenses of 500 shooters on one 
of these Sunday morning excursion trains. According to Forest 
Ranger Joseph J. Libeu, of Los Olivos, more than five tons of pigeons,
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representing probably 10,000 individuals, were sent to the San Fran- 

cisco and Los Angeles markets through Gaviota; he reports from 10 to 

500 hunters in the fields daily, Counting automobilists and visiting 

hunters from Los Angeles, San Francisco, and other points, he believes 

that 25,000 to 30,000 pigeons were killed in that one season. Ranchers 

and sportsmen in the vicinity vividly remember the slaughter, and 

though practically all those interviewed in January, 1923, fayor an 
open season, we found none who wish a repetition of the disgraceful 
proceedings of 1912. 

Chambers’ notice and other reports of the killing brought quick 
action. A closed season on the band-tailed pigeon in California was 

advocated by the Cooper Ornithological Club’s Permanent Committee 
on Conservation of Wild Life, and made a leading item in the legis- 
lative program of the California Associated Societies for the Conserva- 
tion of Wild Life. At the request of the Seeretary of the State Fish 
and Game Commission, Dr. J. Grinnell prepared a paper on ‘‘ The 
Outlook for Conserving the Band-tailed Pigeon as a Game Bird of 
California,’? which appeared in The Condor (Vol. XV, Jan., 1913, 
pp. 25-40). The California Legislature accepted the recommendations 
of the conservationists and passed the bill providing for the closed 
season, which, however, was not signed by the Governor, and failed to 
become a law. The California agitation of the subject was by no means 
lost, however, for it undoubtedly furnished an impetus to the adoption — . 
of the long closed seasons by the federal government. 

Present Condition. 

The consensus of opinion from Washington to California is that the 
band-tailed pigeon has markedly increased under protection. Some 
individual reports follow: In 1919 James Gibson, a resident of Orcas 
Island, Puget Sound, Washington, reported the species increasing and 
destructive to crops. The same year R. H. Anthony, County Game 
Warden of San Juan County, Puget Sound, said pigeons gather in 
flocks of thousands so that farmers enter numerous complaints. Dur- 
ing September, 1919, a Biological Survey party working on Mount 
Rainier saw flocks of up to 100 band-tailed pigeons in a day migrating 
south, the observation of even such numbers of migrating individuals 
being reported unusual of late years. In the spring of 1922 Bowles 
(Murrelet, Vol. III, May, 1922, p. 7) found band-tailed pigeons more 
numerous in the vicinity of Tacoma, Washington, than he had ever 
seen them, though previous to protection they had been nearly wiped 
out. Kitchin (Murrelet, Vol. III, Sept., 1922, p. 14) also writes of the 
remarkable increase in their numbers in that vicinity. S. F. Rathbun, 
of Seattle, says more of the birds have been seen the past two vears, 
and particularly during the season of 1922, than since about 1906. 
For a few years following their protection, says Rathbun, little increase 
was noted, at least in the Sound country, but in 1921 there was a 
marked increase, some very large flocks being seen which reminded him 
of the days when the species was so plentiful. 

Stanley G. Jewett, of Portland, Oregon, whose opportunities for 
observation are of the best, says (letter of June 28, 1923) that the
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band-tailed pigeon has been steadily increasing in that state since the 
Migratory-Bird Treaty Act went into effect; he believes that the birds 
have doubled in number during the last ten years. It is of interest to 
note that the species became sufficiently abundant in Oregon during 
the season of 1922 to warrant the issuance by the Acting Secretary of 
Agriculture of a statewide permit to landowners growing cherries or 
other small fruits to kill the birds for the protection of their crops 
between June 1 and July 15. 

In California also there seems to be little doubt that the band-tailed 
pigeon population is considerably augmented. State Deputy Game 
Warden Henry J. Abels, of Santa Maria, near one of the principal 
pigeon wintering grounds in the state, in January, 1923, reported to 

the State Fish and Game Commission as follows: 
“From personal observation I find that the pigeons have been con- 

tinually on the increase during the past six years, due of course to the 

protection given them by both the state and federal laws. The pigeons 
have about come to their own again where they were before the big 
slaughter which took place some years ago in this county.’’ 

On December 24, 1922, at Zaca Creek, near Los Olivos, Santa 
Barbara County, Abels saw a flight of pigeons at least 150 yards wide 
flying upstream late in the afternoon, the flight continuing for half 
an hour. After this flight had passed ‘‘thousands”’ of birds were still 

* observed in the lower Zaea, and often 50 to 200 individuals were to be 
seen in a single tree. Abels, though conceding that anything like an 
accurate estimate is impossible, thinks he saw 100,000 pigeons during 
the day. By January 20, 1923, when the writer was on the Zaca, the 
big flight had disappeared and only scattered individuals were present. 
In the vicinity of Atascadero, San Luis Obispo County, on January 23 
and 24, the writer, with Wardens Abels and H. D. Becker, saw from 
200 to 500 pigeons. Forest Ranger Joseph J. Libeu, of Los Olivos, 
does not think the pigeons are increasing, but his is almost the only 
dissenting voice in this section. 

In the Ojai Valley, Ventura County, on January 26 and 27, Warden 
J. J. Barnett and the writer saw several large flocks of 50 to 500 indi- 
viduals each, perhaps 2000 birds altogether. Mr. Barnett reports that 
in 1922 pigeons occurred clear across the Santa Clara valley for the 
first time in more than ten years. 

Allen Chickering (The Condor, Vol. XXV, Mar., 1923, p. 67) is of 
the opinion that band-tails are increasing in California in localities 
from as far north as Fort Ross and the Russian River south to Pasa- 
dena. State Deputy.Game Warden Webb Toms, of San Diego County, 
and the writer saw flocks ranging in numbers from a few birds up to 
300 individuals in the vicinity of Pala in that county about the first 
of June, this year (1923). Dad Adams, of Pala, said the pigeons are 
much more numerous now than they had been during the previous 
eight years that he had been there. Dr. H. C. Bryant (letter of June ‘ 
27, 1923) reports the pigeons abundant in Yosemite Valley this season. 
Dr. Grinnell (letter of August 11, 1923) found the species present in 
all parts of California he has visited, in what appeared to be well-nigh 
maximum numbers. Localities cited include the vicinity of Sites, 
western Colusa County; Dudley, Mariposa County; the south fork of
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the Hel River; the Van Duzen River; and points between Alton and 
Eureka, in Humboldt County. It is Dr. Grinnell’s opinion that the 
species has greatly increased since 1912. 

For the rest of the geographic range of the band-tailed pigeon we lack 
data on which to form any very positive conclusion, Dr. W. H. Bergtold 
(letter of June 28, 1923) reports the species very uncommon in Colorado, 
with no change in status so far as he can see. Aldo Leopold (letter of 
July 6, 1923) has observed numbers of the species in New Mexico as 
follows: On the Pecos River and in the Jemez and Mogollon mountains 
(Gila Forest) ; White Mountains (Lincoln Forest) ; Sandia Mountains 
(Manzano Forest) ; and the Sacramento Mountains (Lincoln Forest). 
He has also seen them on the Apache Forest, the White Mountains 
Indian Reservation, and the Santa Catalina Mountains, in Arizona. In 
his opinion the birds are on the inerease, or at the very least holding 
their own. Deputy United States Game Warden B. R. Britton (letter 
of August 31, 1923) writes that, judging from conversations with 
observant outdoor men, he thinks the band-tailed pigeon is rapidly 
increasing in New Mexico. Dr. Chas. T. Vorhies and the writer have 
noted the species in the Santa Catalina and the Santa Rita mountains 
near Tueson, Arizona, but lack the data for an estimate of comparative 
numbers. 

Damage by Band-tailed Pigeons. 

Reports of depredations on various crops by band-tailed pigeons date 
back at least, to 1860, when Cooper (Pac. R. R. Repts., Vol. XII, Bk. 2, 
p. 217) wrote that they do much damage to fields of grain in Washington 
Territory. After careful canvass of the situation in California, Grin- 
nell, Bryant and Storer (The Game Birds of California, 1918, p. 586) 
conclude that the actual loss inflicted by pigeons is very small. Since 
reports of damage will of a certainty become more numerous and insist- 
ent with the increase in numbers of the birds, brief reference to ‘some 

i recent reports of depredations will be worth while. Gibson and 
Anthony, Washington State correspondents of the Biological Survey, 
have reported damage to crops on islands of Puget Sound. The County 
Game Warden of Mason County, Washington, told D. E. Brown, of 
Seattle, on August 13, 1917, that the band-tails caused farmers much 
trouble by digging up their seed. S. F. Rathbun has noted flocks of 
upwards of 200 birds feeding in newly sown grain fields in the Puget 
Sound region, and has heard numerous reports of damage. Other 
farmers in similar situations reported no damage from pigeons. 

Stanley G. Jewett reports from Oregon that many reports of depreda- 
tions in grain fields early in the spring and to a lesser degree on culti- 
vated cherries have come in, but on examination, it is invariably found 
that the damage is greatly exaggerated. 

C. C. Sperry, of the Biological Survey, recently investigated reports 
of damage in Oregon, and W. F. Kubichek, of the same bureau, in 
Colorado. As already mentioned, only one state-wide federal permit to 
kill band-tailed pigeons has been issued—that in Oregon State, already 
referred to, 

In Humboldt County, California, Dr. Grinnell heard many complaints 
of band-tailed pigeons having done damage on newly sown grain fields 
and cherry orchards in the spring of 1923.
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On December 30, 1922, a strongly worded telegram (CaLirorNIA Fist 
AND Game, Vol IX, April, 1922, p. 57) was addressed to the Secretary 
of Agriculture, reciting that by reason of the large numbers of pigeons 
the farmers were unable to plant their grain, and asking for an imme- 
diate opening of the season for killing them during the months of 
January, February and March, with a limit of 50 birds per hunter and 
no limit on farming land where permission is obtained from the farmers. 
The telegram was signed by 18 persons, all but two listed as ranchers of 
Santa Maria, Santa Barbara County, California, and vicinity. Game 
Warden Abels and I interviewed many of these men. The petition had 
been circulated by sportsmen, though their names did not appear as 
such, and the ringleader’s name did not appear at all. One man’s wife 
had signed for him; another man’s brother-in-law ‘‘kind of forged his 
name’’ to the petition; one man was busy when the petition was brought 
round, and signed without reading it; another signed in the dark; still 
another said he would not have signed if he had thought there was any 
chance of the petition going through, for, he said, in 1912 the shooters 
on his ranch did more damage than the pigeons. Although we traveled 
over parts of three counties, we did not find a single farmer who reported 
damage to grain this year. The erop and stomach of a pigeon secured 
at Atascadero did, however, contain 430 kernels of wheat. Thirteen 
stomachs and crops of pigeons taken in the Ojai Valley contained 
remains of acorns, toyon berries (Heteromeles arbutifolia), buds and 
staminate blossoms of oak, and one cluster of walnut flowers, no grain 
whatever appearing, although there were extensive tracts in the imme- 
diate vicinity, the succulent shoots of barley were two or three inches 
high, and some waste grain still lay on the surface of the ground. 

In June, 1922, pigeon damage in the San Luis Rey Valley, San Diego 
County, was reported to the Biological Survey by Forest Supervisor 

> §. A. Nash-Boulden, of the Cleveland National Forest. Investigation 
in June of the present year (1923) showed that although pigeon depre- 
dations were real, they were limited to a very small area (about 100 F 
acres) near Pala, at the base of Palomar Ridge. At this point the San 
Luis Rey Valley is about three miles wide, and the grain fields, which 
are of limited extent, are surrounded by wild country. The cotton- 
woods, alders, willows, and sycamores of the San Luis Rey River afford 
plenty of shelter for the birds when attacked or frightened. Wild 
native fruits were scarce. Palomar Mountain, where the pigeons were 
evidently nesting, is but a few miles distant. Under these circumstances 
it is not strange that the 200 to 300 individuals apparently summering 
in the Palomar region should descend to feed on the wheat and barley. 
The grain is not eaten to any extent until it is in the shock. Then the 
pigeons alight thickly all over the shocks and pick the grains from the 
heads. The percentage of wheat in 28 stomachs and 26 crops averaged 
77, while numbers of kernels of wheat in a single crop ran as high as 
457. Other food materials found in the stomachs and crops, in the 
order of their proportion of the total contents, were green elderberries, 
barley, manzanita berries, acorns, oats, yucca flower, staminate flowers 
of oak, unidentified vegetable matter, and a couple of seeds of Stipa 
grass. At this time, therefore, on this area wheat made up three- 
quarters of the food.* T. B. Bruce, the farmer principally affected, 

*Stomach analyses quoted in this paper were made by E. R. Kalmbach, of the 
Biological Survey.
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estimated his total loss the last two seasons at $150 on approximately 

100 acres of grain. In 1920 J. C. Adams, a neighbor of Bruce, had 

400 acres of grain and is reported to have suffered a loss of from $500 

to $1,000. The use of the combined harvester, which does away with 

the need of shocking grain, has prevented any further losses on the 

Adams ranch. There is a good deal of grain through the back country 
of San Diego County, much of it not far from mountains where the 
band-tailed pigeon is known to summer, but no other damage has been 
reported. In connection with the food preferences of the pigeon it was 
noted that the species greatly prefers wheat to barley. 

Aldo Leopold’ has been keeping track of cases of damage in New 
Mexico, and has never found but one that he was sure amounted to 
anything. The pigeons sometimes flock in considerable numbers to a 
commercial cherry orchard at Highrolls, Otero County, and do consider- 
able harm. United States Game Warden B. R. Britton of Socorro, New 
Mexico, reports the loss of at least one-third of a crop of cherries on the 
W. A. Williams Ranch, near Santa Fe. He also found pigeons doing 
damage to ripening wheat on the Keller Ranch, in the vicinity of Nogal, 
New Mexico, where it is said that the previous year the birds attacked 
the wheat in the shock. They were thought to have destroyed one-third 
of the crop. Britton believes that most complaints of damage are 

inspired by ‘‘would-be sportsmen,’’ who are only too willing to kill 
pigeons if the farmer will get a permit. 

There is no question that a farmer suffering bona fide damage to his 
crops should have the right to protect himself, as every observant person 
must realize the farmer has been and is having a hard enough time 
without having his crops eaten or his margin of profit reduced by birds 
or animals. The Federal Migratory-Bird Treaty-Act Regulations make 
provision for issuing permits after investigation has demonstrated that 
real damage is being done, and each state in which the pigeons may 
become seriously injurious to agriculture under extraordinary conditions 
might well have upon its books a similar law. 

The Future. 

It is well known that the band-tailed pigeon is erratic in its distribu- 
tion, especially in winter, its occurrence depending very much upon the 
food supply. This irregularity complicates the problem of estimating 
the relative numbers of the species. The practical unanimity of reports 
of its marked increase in numbers from many observers at widely sepa- 
rated points seems to indicate, however, that the pigeon, has responded 
to protection in a highly satisfactory manner. 

In California there is already considerable sentiment for an open 
season on the species. In view of the fact that the pigeon should be 
given the benefit of every doubt, it is perhaps not altogether unfor- 
tunate that the period of total protection under the Migratory-Bird 
Treaty is to run for three years mere, or until December 6, 1926. The 
closed season will continue, of course, even after this date, unless an 
amendment to the Migratory-Bird Treaty-Act Regulations to the con- 
trary is adopted by the Secretary of Agriculture and approved by the 
President. 

If an open season is provided for, what is the proper time of year 
for it in the different states affected? Most of the pigeon population
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leaves the State of Washington during September, some of the birds 
lingering in Oregon until the last of November. It is questionable 
whether the species is numerous enough at present to warrant an open 
season in Arizona and New Mexico. Chase Littlejohn has found a 
half-incubated egg of the pigeon near Redwood City, California, as 
late as August 23, 1914 (Grinnell, Bryant, and Storer, The Game 
Birds of California, 1916, p. 582). If this egg was half-incubated, the 
young bird would not have been hatched much before the first of 
September, and if the squab remained in the nest a month, it would 
not have left before October 1. While Littlejohn’s record may be 
exceptional, the season should certainly not open before this date. 
State Deputy Game Warden Abels suggests an open season between 
November 15 and February 15, which would cover the period of 
possible winter damage. 

It is clear, however, that unless an earlier season were given the 
band-tail in Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and New Mexico the sports- 
men of those states would be eliminated, so far as the band-tailed pigeon 
is concerned. However the matter is arranged, it looks as though the 
sportsmen in the winter range of the species in California would gain 
more from an open season than those of any other part of the state or 
any of the other states in which the bird is found. 

Summary. 

1. From a condition of early abundance the band-tailed pigeon, lack- 
ing legislative protection, undoubtedly suffered a considerable decrease 
in numbers through unrestricted shooting. The pigeon slaughter of 
1912 in the Paso-Robles Nordhoff region of California led to strenuous 
agitation for its protection in California, and indirectly to the enact- 
ment by the Federal Government of long closed seasons on the bird. 

2. The consensus of opinion from Washington State to California, 
and, somewhat less definitely, east to New Mexico, is that the band- 
tailed pigeon has responded markedly to protection by an increase in 
number, especially during the last few years. 

3. Reports of damage by band-tailed pigeons are bound to increase 
with the augmenting numbers of the birds. There is no doubt that the : 
band-tail does some harm, both to grain and small frnits. But in the 
aggregate the losses do not, as yet, bulk very large, and most of the 
reports are exaggerated. Apparently most of the bona fide damage ; 
cases can be readily handled as contemplated by the Federal Migratory- 
Bird Treaty-Act Regulations by the issuance, after investigation, of 
permits to individuals in certain areas to kill birds which are seriously 
injurious. The prompt handling of cases of damage would be facilitated 
if provision similar to this could be made in the laws of states in the 
geographic range of the pigeon. 

4. The irregular movements of the band-tailed pigeon make difficult 
a satisfactory estimate of its relative numbers. Although sentiment 
for an open season on the species is increasing, especially in California, 
it is probably a good thing that the ten-year closed season runs for three 
years yet, or until December 6, 1926. 

5. The close season will continue, even after the expiration of the 
ten-year period, unless an amendment to the Migratory-Bird Treaty- 
Act Regulations shall be adopted by the Secretary of Agriculture and
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approved by the President. Since the band-tailed pigeon is a summer 
* resident only in Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and New Mexico, but 

oceurs in California throughout the year, there is little doubt that an 
open season would be of greater benefit to the sportsmen of the winter 
pigeon districts of California than to those in any part of the range of 
the species in the United States. 

6. The case of the band-tailed pigeon justifies some optimism as to 
the future of threatened species of wild life, if adequate legislation can 
be enacted and sufficiently enforced. 

AN EXPERIMENT RELATING TO THE HOMING INSTINCT OF 
KING SALMON. 

By JouHn O. SNyppR and EvcEne C. Scorreip, Stanford University. 

It is well known that artificially propagated king salmon will return 
from the sea when mature, entering and migrating up the river in 
which they were reared during the fluvial period of their life. But it 
is not known whether these returning fish will always seek out and enter 
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Fic. 1. Klamathon racks and the State Fish and Game Commission’s salmon egg-taking 
station. Marked salmon have been trapped here. 

the particular tributary in which they were reared, nor is it known 
how such fish will act if, after having been reared in the water of one 
tributary, they are introduced into that of another just previous to 
their seaward migration. These are matters of importance in the prop- 
agation of salmon, and together with many other problems of a 
similar sort, are engaging the attention of the Fish and Game Commis- 
sion. An experiment, the expected results of which will bear directly 
on the above questions, is here outlined, and some notes relating to the 
young of king salmon are presented to the reader. 

Klamath River in Siskiyou County was selected as the place of opera- 
tion, the conditions there being ideal for this particular experiment, 
which consisted in marking yearling salmon and introducing them 
into tributaries of the river at certain places. 

330048
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The Commission maintains a hatchery on Fall Creek, a tributary of 
the Klamath, and an egg-collecting station on the main river at Klama- 
thon near the town of Hornbrook, both of which are under the able 
supervision of E, V. Cassell. The Klamathon racks are so placed in the 
river as to trap every salmon which passes up during most of the fall 
migration, thus enabling an observer, if he desires, to examine individ- 
ually the migrating fish. A particular fish in entering the trap may 
be held for a period between the racks, or it may be passed on and 
allowed to pursue its way up the river. About fifteen miles above the 
racks is the great Copco dam which abruptly transforms the river into 
a deep lake of considerable length, and at the same time presents a 
barrier which is impassable to all migrating fish. About two miles 
below the dam, Fall Creek enters the Klamath. This is a large, peren- 
nial stream of clear, cold water with a high fall at a point about a mile 
above its mouth. The hatchery is located near the foot of the fall. The 
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\Fia. 2. Inspecting the salmon trapped between the racks. All salmon migrating up 
the river at this point may be examined. 

ereek below the fall is small and clear enough to permit of inspection 
throughout its length, and salmon which enter it may be easily seen 
and taken if occasion warrants. Jenny Creek, a stream similar to Fall 
Creek, but unfortunately without barriers, enters the main river some- 
what over two miles below the mouth of Fall Creek. It is not inhabited 
by king salmon, but there is no apparent reason why such fish should 
not enter the stream and spawn, and it is quite probable that they 
would if propagated there as in Fall Creek. For a short distance above 
the mouth of Jenny Creek the water is relatively deep, thus supplying 
a suitable area for the operation of gill nets. Several miles below the 
racks, Shasta River enters the Klamath. It is a stream famous for its 
trout and salmon. During the fall migrations it is frequented by fisher- 
men, Many salmon are taken and it is presumed that if marked fish 
should enter the river in numbers, a few at least might be secured. 

The young salmon used for experimental purposes were taken from 
the large number regularly reared at the Fall Creek hatchery. They
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pendable information in order to closely On April 2 there were still thousands 
follow the motto “conservation through | of birds in the air and the situation 
education.” A new editorship will not | seemed almost hopeless, but the following 

alter editorial policy. day fewer birds appeared, and by April 7 

the birds entirely disappeared. They left 

BAND-TAIL PIGEONS CAUSE DAM- pea oe nene Eeenoe Bear Mountain 

GR aaa In attempts to control the situation | 
In the latter part of March word was | the Division of Fish and Game spent over 

received that band-tailed pigeons were|a thousand dollars and the Di Giorgio 
causing damage to vineyards on the Di| farm a similar amount. 
Giorgio farm about 15 miles west of Later in the spring reports of damage 
Bakersfield, Kern County. The DiGiorgio | to prunes came from Santa Clara County. 
farm comprises approximately 5000 acres,|In this instance pigeons were feeding 
consisting of fruit orchards and vine-| upon the small green fruit. Though it 
yards. was recognized that a certain amount of 

Pigeons first began coming to the vine-| thinning is needed, yet the breaking of 
yards about the middle of December. The | the new shoots with their attached fruits 
numbers increased until it was estimated | caused considerable damage. 
that there were from 150,000 to 200,000 Band-tailed pigeons were first given 
pigeons feeding regularly in the vineyards. | total protection by federal law in 1913. 
The first flocks arrived at 5.50 a.m. and} Tt has not been until the last few years 
the flight continued until approximately | that the birds have appeared in noticeable 
9 o’clock. Damage resulted from the legs | numbers. However, the past two years 
and feet as the birds alighted on or took| there have been numerous reports of 
off from the vines, in that the new | pigeons having been seen in large numbers 
sprouts were only two or three inches|in many parts of the state during the 
long. Damage was restricted to malaga | winter season. Past reports of damage 
grape vines, since the trellis vineyards|have been restricted largely to cherry 
were late in sprouting. Wherever the| growers. In some instances control meas- 
birds fed, there was to be found beneath,| ures have necessarily been instituted to 
the vines thousands of broken-off shoots.| handle situations where the birds were 
These shoots form the first crop of grapes destroying crops of cherries. 
and so threatened the crop. Eastern newspapers quickly took up 

‘The main attractions in the vineyards] the news that pigeons had been found in 

were dried-up grapes which had not been] countless thousands in California and 
harvested the year berore. When the] intimated that the extinct passenger 

stomachs of pigeons were examined they | pigeon was refound. Numerous letters 
were found crammed with raisins. The] poured in to verify these newspaper 
number of raisins found varied from three | statements. The birds concerned were, of 
or four to seventy-six. course, western wild pigeons (Oolumba 

It was necessary for the horticultural | fasciata fasciata) and not the species for 
commissioner, the U. 8. Bureau of Bio-| which there has been a standing reward 
logical Survey and the Division of Fish | of some $3,000 for a number of years. 
and Game to cooperate with the owners These reports of severe damage have 

in preventing damage. At first an air-| naturally caused a demand for an open 
plane was retained, but this method] season. Even though it will seem reason- 
proved ineffective. Next the birds were} able to many to care for the situation in 
herded from the orchard by using shot-| this way, yet too great pressure on this 
guns. Roosting places of the pigeons | slow-breeding bird can easily bring back 

were located in the neighboring moun-| conditions which existed in 1912 and 
tainous district and an effort made to hold| 1918. The band-tailed pigeon is easily 
them near these roosts by artificial feed-| killed and it can not withstand a heavy 
ing. Both raisins and grain were used,| toll. As a rule, it lays but a single egg 
but the numbers of birds that remained | each year. There is but little evidence 
to take the artificially placed food did not | that the birds nest more than once, al- 

adequately reduce the numbers which per- | though the nesting season is spread over 
sisted in going to the vineyards for food. | several months. If the season should be 
Failing in this, aid was asked from opened, it should be for but a short time 

sportsmen. This produced sufficient man | in winter and there should be but a small 
power to keep the birds moving. All con-| bag limit in order that pigeons may not 

trol measures were carefully supervised | be diminished to such an extent that it 
by wardens. What few birds were killed | would take another twenty years to bring 
were donated to hospitals, them back in numbers,
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G dune 6, 1924, 
Fish & Game-Gila 

MEMORAN DOM: 

Mr. We R. Biebelle, who was in the office this 
week, reports that for the last four or five yoars he 
has been raising carrier pigeons and that these pigems 
are gupposedly too wwift to be caught in flight a hawks » 
He states, however, that recently he saw a goshawk flying 

8 around his ranch for several days and one day saw him got 
. : dn behind one of his pigeons and apparently with ereat 
3 3 ease overtake it and fly away with it, Within an ineored- 

3 4 ibly short time the hawk was back am repeated the performe 
t ance, Mr, Biebelle became much interested at this point 

3 and when the goshawk returned the third time he was able 
\ to follow him to where he alighted upon the ground, 

N 
When he came within sight of the goshawk he was 

\L vory much surprised to find that there re two large 
red hawks there also and that while one of them had 

seized the pigeon the other was chasing the goshawk away. 
For this reason ir, Biebelle brings “ the point as to 
whether these +4 hawks should not be exterminated just 
as much as the other hawks in view of the fagt that even 
though they are not likely to catch poultry themselves, 

.9 4f they rob the hawk which does catch poultry they are just 
> as predatory in every sense of the word, 

A on of this memorandum is being mailed to 
Mr. Leopold in view of his interest in game matters, 

Low, J. Putseh 

Teting Forest supervisor.
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[° the course of an address recently delivered under wagtail, warblers generally, pipits, flycatchers, shrikes, 
the auspices of the Royal Society for the Protection wryneck, sandpiper, snipe and woodcock. 
of Birds it was stated that, according to a scientific It must be admitted that farmers and fruit growers 

computation, if all birds were to be destroyed, this regard few species of birds as being entirely beneficial, country would be destitute of vegetation within seven and there is no doubt that in many cases the factors of 
years. At first sight this seems incredible, but whilst numbers and available food supply need to be taken into the period of time thus fixed and the ultimate result consideration. 
may be open to argument, there is no doubt that deprived E , y sated 
of birds the vegetation of the world would suffer Other birds may change their habits amid different considerably. surroundings and adapt themselves to new conditions 

SBM. ae i with disastrous results. Thus years ago the starling _ The loss inflicted annually on British agriculture. by was regarded as the fruit grower’s friend, and’ nesting 
insect pests and fungoid diseases has been variously boxes were erected in orchards to induce the bird to 
computed, and in round figures it has been assessed as come. But, like the blackbird, the starling has developed 
high as £20,000,000. At any rate it is a vast amount, a taste for fruit, and when cherries, red currants and other 
and the farming community owes much to the scientist soft fruits are ripening, hordes of starlings will some- 
who is constantly discovering improved methods for times assemble and strip the laden bushes. Yet normally combating such losses. But the agriculturist is greatly throughout the year the starling destroys a vast amount 
dependent upon birds for preventing plagues of insects. of injurious insects 
The benefit thus conferred is seldom impressed upon ? : 2 
our minds, and it is only when some particular insect Few birds have been treated so badly as the rook, 
foe increases in unwanted numbers that the farmer and and even to-day opinion as to his merits is still 
fruit grower realise what they owe to birds. Insecticides divided. 
and other measures are useful at certain times of the ' After centuries of persecution it was found necessary 
year, but it is the constant toll levied by bird life through- in 1863 to pass an Act of Parliament forbidding the use 
out the year which prevents accumulated ravages. of poisoned grain as a means of destruction, and less than 

In various parts of the world certain species of sixty years ago there was little peace for the rook on 
injurious insects periodically appear in multitudes and almost any farm in this country. 
devour all the vegetation they encounter. And it must To-day evidence concerning the diet of the rook is 
be noted that such an occurrence is a signal for the still contradictory, for sufficient attention has not been 
Se tei Soe of me: lca travel great paid to the food obtained for nestling birds. Under 
istances to teed upon the insect overplus. normal conditions the rook is a valuable ally of the 
In this country the normal bird population is generally farmer, but.where the sable-hued bird increases in 

sufficient to prevent such unwanted increases in the numbers to such an extent that a sufficient supply of 
number of the farmer’s foes, and perhaps for that reason Herel food 4 Sd spe then considerable 
he does not rate their services so highly as he might. amage may be inflicted on the growing crops. 
Of all species perhaps the lapwing is of greatest service Members of the crow tribe generally devour a certain 
to the farmer, and it would be difficult to over-state number of injurious insects, but they are almost omni- 
the usefulness of this bird to agriculture generally. vorious in diet and under certain conditions may inflict Wireworms, leather jackets, slugs, turnip fly, and surface loss upon the agriculturist and game preserver. Con- 
larvae form its staple diet, and it is also credited with the cerning the destructiveness of some species when allowed 

destruction of the watersnail, which is the host of the to increase unduly there is little doubt, and the wood- {J 
dreaded liver fluke parasite. Sad to relate the lapwing pigeon is a notable example. Some years ago the 
is a diminishing species in many parts of the country, extraordinary increase of wood-pigeons constituted a 
and the farmer is losing one of his best allies. serious menace to agriculture in some parts of the 

With the lapwing may be grouped a number of other country, and repressive measures had to be taken. In 
ieecteyacones birds which are valuable allies of the one area alone, during the space of seven years, 130,440 
armer, fruit grower and forester. Amongst species wood-pigeons and eggs were destroyed. During the 
resident a this oe we have wren, Cie tree Mee: O ary oe "binds have decreased in Sanborn 
creeper, long-tailed tit and hedge sparrow. To this list although large nomadic flocks are still encountered, 
woodpeckers may also be oddet ae of the fact that patie cos the winter months, when hordes of 
at one time it was a common practice to shoot them on foreign visitors arrive from overseas. In normal 
sight because of the damage inflicted on timber. As a numbers the wood-pigeon does a certain amount of good 
matter of fact, sound trees are seldom attacked, and the by feeding upon such weeds as charlock, dock, ragwort boring of a woodpecker usually indicates hidden decay and chickweed ; which also constitute the main diet of an apparently healthy tree. of the migrant turtle dove. 
Among migrant species which visit this country, the Generally speaking, game birds may be considered as 

following may be regarded as being entirely beneficial : friends of the farmer, except where they are over- 
Cuckoo, nightjar, swallow, martins, swift, redstart, preserved and other food supplies are not available. 

\ .
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{ From ‘The Auk,’ Vol. L, No. 3, July, 1933. ] 

THE RELATION OF LIGHT PERIODICITY TO THE 
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE, MIGRATION AND DIS- 

TRIBUTION OF THE MOURNING DOVE 
(ZENAIDURA MACROURA CAROLINENSIS). 

BY L. J. COLE. 
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THE RELATION OF LIGHT PERIODICITY TO THE 
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE, MIGRATION AND DIS- 

TRIBUTION OF THE MOURNING DOVE 
(ZENAIDURA MACROURA CAROLINENSIS).! 

BY L. J. COLE. 

THE PRoBLEM. 

Tue more obvious relations between the annual migrations of 

birds and certain facts connected with their reproductive cycle are 

matters of common knowledge. In the northern hemisphere the 

summer phase of the migratory oscillation is devoted primarily to 

reproduction—nest building, incubation and rearing of the young. 

The winter phase, spent in the lower latitudes, is a period of re- 

productive inactivity. This applies not alone to behavior, for the 

reproductive organs themselves, and particularly the gonads, are 

during this period greatly reduced in size and quiescent in function. 

Modern researches have shown the functioning of the reproductive 

system and the resulting secondary effects and behavior to depend 

upon a series of complex endocrine relations, many of the details of 

which remain, however, to be worked out. What light can this 

knowledge throw on migration? 

Writers on the problems have advanced many theories to account 

both for the historical inception of migration and for the semiannual 

stimulus which initiates the northward movement in the spring 
and the return movement in the fall. While it has not always been 

done, this question should be kept quite distinct from what is 

probably the more difficult riddle, namely, how the birds find their 

way with such relative accuracy from one region to another and 

back again. There is no need to review all the explanations that 

have been offered for even the first of these problems. They will 
be found detailed in the recent works of Thomson (1926) and 

Wetmore (1930). 

1 Papers from the Department of Genetics, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
University of Wisconsin, No. 134, Published with the approval of the Director 
of the Station. This investigation has been supported in part by a grant from the 

Committee for Research in Problems of Sex of the National Research Council.
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It has seemed reasonable that there should be some causal 
connection between the annual migration and the reproductive 

cycle but there has been disagreement as to which was cause and 

which effect. Does the change in the reproductive glands and i 

resulting endocrines provide the stimulus for changed behavior, 

resulting in the migratory movement; or is migration initiated by 

some extrinsic cause, and are the resulting structural and endo- ~* 

crinal changes secondary? If the former is the case, what is the 

stimulus that causes the seasonal enlargement of the gonads in 

the spring and their atrophy in the fall? And if migration is the 

primary cause, what are the factors that impel the birds to under- 

take their semiannual journeys? 

The recent illuminating experiments and suggestions of Rowan 
(summarized in his book, ‘The Riddle of Migration,’ 1931) have 

afforded a new approach to this age-old problem. Briefly stated, 

his results, though not yet very extensive, indicate very strongly 

that migration is a direct sequence of the gonadal changes and the 

consequent internal endocrine reactions—birds with enlarging 

gonads and increasing sexual activity have a tendency to move 

northward, while those in which the gonads are becoming smaller 

and the sexual activity is decreasing tend to a southward migration. 

As a corollary, when the gonads remain in statu quo the birds 

“stay put” in whatever region they happen to be. These propo- 

sitions need to be put to further test, and doubtless modifications 

will be necessary in special circumstances, but at any rate they 

furnish an excellent working hypothesis which seems to fit well 

not only with the experimental results but also with numerous 

known facts about the migratory movements of birds. 
This throws the problem back to the factors which initiate the 

pre-seasonal and post-seasonal changes in the gonads, and after 

showing the inadequacy of other causes, such as changing tem- : 

perature and food supply, Rowan relates these changes to light 

periodicity, in other words, to the gradual lengthening of the day- 

light period in the spring and the corresponding shortening of the 

days in the fall. His experiments furnish convincing proof of this 
relationship in the birds he worked with (principally Juncoes) and 
his results have been confirmed in this respect by Bissonnette 

(1931) for the European Starling. From further experiments
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Rowan concluded it was the period of activity of the birds as 
determined by the daily light duration which was the effective 
cause of the gonad changes rather than the direct action of the 

light itself. Bissonnette’s findings are somewhat contradictory 

on this point and he is inclined to believe the result due rather to 

the direct effect of light rays of particular wave lengths. The 

need of more experimentation is indicated. As before suggested, 

it is possible that different species react in different ways. The 

Junco is preéminently a migratory bird while the Starling is 

essentially non-migratory. 

Tue REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE. 

Our interest in this particular problem began from another 

angle, before the results of Rowan were announced. For some 

years we have in this laboratory been making an intensive study 

of hybridization of various species of pigeons and doves and this 

has meant breeding a good many of the wild species in confine- 

ment. The facts which particularly aroused our interest were in 

connection with the breeding of captive Mourning Doves (Zenaidura 

macroura), and in particular of one female, No. D169.2, which 

has a long breeding history. 

Our birds are kept in a room in which the heat throughout the 
winter months is maintained as nearly as possible at 70° F. or a 

little above. While there are lights in the room, the artificial 

light is seldom used to extend the daylight period, so that the light 

periodicity is essentially that normal to the season. All birds 

receive the same feed, which consists of a grain mixture supple- 

mented with cod-liver oil and occasionally with cottage cheese. 

In this respect it is uniform throughout the year, except that 

succulent green feed is occasionally added, such as finely chopped 

carrots, apples, cabbage or lettuce during the winter months and 

clover or other green leaves in the summer. In this there is some 
seasonal variation, but it is important to have in mind that all the 

birds are treated alike. The same applies to all the other opera- 

tions related to management. 

It was early noticed that while the domesticated Ring Doves 

(Streptopelia risoria) were laying more or less regularly all through 

the year—with a low period at the time of molting in the fall—
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the wild species, on the other hand, showed a much more definite 

seasonal cycle. This was particularly noticeable of the Mourning 

Doves and this report will be confined largely to them. The 
history of female D169.2, referred to above, is particularly inter- 

esting. This female was purchased in December 1926 from a 
game farm in Ohio. Her age and early history are accordingly 
unknown. She has at various times been mated to two different 
Mourning Dove males and to a Ring Dove, but so far as can be 
observed the species of her partner has not affected her repro- 

ductive cycle, once the pair is well mated. Her history of pro- 

duction with respect to the beginning and cessation of laying each 

season follows:? 
Taste I. 

Propuction History or Fematp Mournina Dovs, D169.2. 

Date of Date of Length of 
Season beginning of cessation of laying 

laying laying season 

eT dk eae May 8 July 25 78 days 

LOO He cert, Mar. 11 Aug. 2 144 “ 

DO FO es alias Apr. 19 Aug. 6 109. 

TORO NE stale Apr. 26 Aug. 16 112i 

LOB ets Apr. 13 Aug. 25 134 “ 

Average...... Apr. 15 Aug. 9 115 days 
Average for 

1928-1931. . Apr. 3 Aug. 12 125 days 

Taking all five years, it will be seen that while there is consider- 
able variability, this female adhered to a reproductive schedule, in 
so far as the seasonal cycle is concerned, not greatly different from 
that of the wild Mourning Doves in this locality, and this in spite 
of the fact that she did not make a southern migration in the winter, 
but was in an environment in most respects similar to that of the 
rest of the year. 

The average date at which this female began to lay in the spring 
is April 15 and the average date of last egg laid in the fall is August 
9. It is doubtful whether the first season is strictly comparable 

to the other since the pair was late in getting started and the male 

ae study of the egg production and rhythm of the cycle is to be reported separ- 
ately.
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died on August 2. Another male was put with her on August 4 

but they failed to mate up that season. It is quite possible that 

if her former mate had not died she would have extended her 

laying season. If this season is omitted, the average dates for 

beginning and cessation of laying are April 3 and August 12, 

respectively. The difference of these few days is, however, of 

little consequence in the present connection. 

According to Schorger (1929), in Dane County, in which Madison 

is located, wild Mourning Dove nests with eggs have been found 

as early as April 18 and as late as September 12. Since nests in 

the wild may not be found as soon as the eggs are laid, the date of 

first laying is presumably somewhat earlier than April 18. Simi- 

larly, since there is an incubation period of 14 days, eggs might be 

found for two weeks after they were laid, so the date of last laying 

may be assumed to be somewhat earlier than September 12. 

Furthermore, these represent earliest and latest records, respec- 

tively, rather than averages, and apply to all observations made 

and not to a single pair. It may be a fair statement, and suffi- 

ciently accurate, to say that in the vicinity of Madison the normal 

laying period (as distinguished from nesting period) extends from 

the early or middle part of April to the latter part of August. The 

time of last laying is undoubtedly largely influenced by the fortui- 

ties associated with the late summer brood. If a pair of doves 

were busy up to the latter part of August with a brood reared 

from eggs laid early in the month, it is quite likely they would 

not nest again; but if the earlier nest were broken up or the young 

died by the middle of the month another nesting would be quite 

likely. 

Similar but less extensive records have been obtained from a few 

other captive Mourning Dove females. Thus D261J: and D261As3 

were mated up in the early summer of 1931. They laid several 

sets of eggs during the summer, but both stopped laying about 

August first (D261J2 last eggs July 27 and 29; D261As last eggs 

July 31 and August 2). 

Evidence that the male goes through a cycle similar to that of 

the female is indicated by the history of Mourning Dove D261E2. 

This bird was hatched in August 1929 and in the following May 

was mated to a female white Ring Dove. The history of the eggs
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produced by this pair during the two following seasons is interesting 
and significant (Table II). 

Taste II. 

Breepine History or Mate Mournine Dove, D261E:, Marep 

to Wut Rina Dove, D356.5. 

Placed together in mating cage May 29, 1980; transferred to regular 

cage, May 31. 

Eggs Date Laid Fertility Record 

Ay Bose ewilsins 4 (48) 49 June, 1980 Both infertile 

CDs a guu nds, Soduly; 1930. Both fertile 

By Bena Oy Ags, LOB) Both fertile 
G, H........... 3, 4 Sept., 1930 Both infertile 

DO oe, seat 1 MOOt aL oO Both infertile 

L, Mw. ec... 24, 25 Oct., 1980 Both infertile 
Noe iiseteants! 120 INOW. 1980) Infertile 

Q, R........... 28, 29 Dec., 1980 Both infertile 
Sr orn janvagel Both infertile 

ana eo gate MODs OSL Fertile 

Wy ree LG ale Mien ea) Both fertile 
Weigen cae. sar (8, OrAprey Ost Both infertile 

As, Be......... 80 Apr., 1 May, 1931 A: fertile, B, infertile 
Cs, Ds.......... 21, 22 May, 1931 Both fertile 

E,, Fy.......... 12, 18 June, 1981 Both fertile 

Ga, Ha......... 4, 5 July, 1931 Both fertile 
Te en Le 93%, 20 Tuly: 1931 Both infertile 
In, M2......... 19, 21 Aug., 1931 Both infertile 
Naish since soe ees) LO Depts, 1081 Infertile 

Qs) Ra, fice se, 5; 6: Oct, 1981 Both infertile 
Deileawcsts COL Oth, 4 NOV LOL Both infertile 
Ve eieens cso eo; NOM Looe Infertile 

The first thing to be noted in this table is the difference between 

the laying history of this Ring Dove female and that of the Mourn- 

ing Dove previously described. Whereas the Mourning Dove 

began laying in early April and ceased in early August, producing no 

eggs in the winter months, the Ring Dove laid more or less regularly 

throughout the entire year. The irregularity is due in part to 

the varying lengths of time that the eggs were left in the nest. 

Fertility, on the other hand, is definitely seasonal. In 1930 

the first eggs produced, three weeks after the pair was put together, 

were infertile, but the eggs produced in July and August developed
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embryos. After this there was no fertility all through the winter 

months, but a fertile egg was produced on February 22nd, following 

which all but three eggs were fertile until the last of July, when 

fertility definitely ceased. 

No extensive study has been made of the change in size of the 
gonads in relation to season, because of the limited number of 

birds at our disposal. Such incidental records as have been made, 

however, on birds that died or were laparotomized, show, as would 

be expected, that both the ovaries and testes decrease greatly in 
size and become inactive in the winter months, enlarging again in 
the spring, as is characteristic of most birds. Both Rowan and 

Bissonnette have shown that similar changes in size and activity 

are caused by the changed light periodicity. 

Rexation to Ligut Pertopiciry. 

While based on relatively few birds, these observations seem 
highly indicative of a reproductive cycle in Mourning Doves held 

captive in Madison closely paralleling that of their wild congeners, 

free to undertake their annual migrations. Is the annual re- 

productive cycle an inherent mechanism so deeply impressed on the 

germ plasm by the regular habits of untold generations of ancestors 
that it continues to swing through its chronological phases regard- 

less of environmental changes? Or is it, like most physiological 

processes, conditioned directly or indirectly by some impinging 

stimulus? A review of the situation eliminated most of the 

conditions that could be considered seasonally comparable for 

the two sets of birds. About the only one that remained to which 

they would be exposed was a change to a longer day in the spring 

and the reverse of this in the fall. Rowan’s results strongly 

suggested this as a probable controlling factor, and fortunately 

it was fairly easy to set up a test experiment. Two similar small 

rooms were accordingly constructed, to be illuminated entirely 

by artificial light so operated by an electric time switch that the 

periods of light and darkness could be controlled independently in 

the two rooms. Other conditions in these rooms are similar and 

like those in the general loft, that is, they are carried at as near 

70° F., or a little above, as possible throughout the winter. Feed 

and other factors in the management are the same, the only
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difference being the controlled light periods. 'These rooms happen 

to be numbered 201 and 202, respectively, and may be so designat- 

ed. A single 60-watt Mazda lamp supplies the light in each room. 

Into Room 201 were put on November 29, 1930, the two pairs of 

birds described fully above, namely Mourning Dove female D169.2 _ 

and her Mourning Dove mate, D104B, and Mourning Dove male, 

D261E2, with his Ring Dove mate, D356.5. Two young birds 

whose sex at the time was unknown, but which turned out later 

both to be males, were also put in this room. 

In Room 202 were installed two Mourning Dove females, each 

mated to a Ring Dove male, and two young Mourning Doves 

whose sexes are as yet undetermined. The two females had both 

laid through the preceding June and July, but gave no fertility. 

For about two weeks after the birds were put in, those in both 

rooms were given 10! hours (7 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.) of light and 

131% hours of darkness daily. This was taken as being approxi- 

mately the mid-winter length of day (including half the twilight 

period) at about latitude 30°, which may be taken to represent 

roughly the winter range for the species. Beginning with De- 

cember 11, the daily light period in Room 201 was increased 45 

minutes and held so for a week, being then increased the same 

amount each successive week until February 26, when this room 

was getting a “day” of 1914 hours. This was taken to represent 

about the mid-summer effective daylight period at Madison 

(latitude approximately 43°). The birds in this room therefore 

experienced from December 11 to February 26 the range of in- 

crease in “effective daylight” period that migrating birds would 
experience from mid-winter in the South to mid-summer in the 

North. The light period in Room 202 was left constant at 1014 
hours throughout. 

The results in the case of the two pairs previously discussed are 

particularly interesting and significant. Thus Mourning Dove 

female D169.2 had not laid since August 25. For five seasons 

she had not begun to lay in the spring until early in April (Table 

I). This season, however, under the conditions of early increase of 

“daylight” period in Room 201, she laid on February 4 and 5, 

and again on February 24 and 25. 

1 This bird died March 16, 1932.
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The Ring Dove female, D356.5, had been laying fairly regularly 

up to the time she and her mate were put in Room 201 (see Table 

II). Her last egg was laid on November 26, three days before 

they were transferred. On January 20 she resumed laying and 

the fact that the eggs were fertile, which they had not been since 

the preceding July, shows that the Mourning Dove male had also 

resumed reproductive activity. 

It will be recalled that the other two Mourning Doves in this 
room proved both to be males. D261C, died on February 4 with 

no previous indication of being sick and no discoverable lesions. 

The testes at that time had enlarged to medium size and on 

sectioning showed indication of active spermatogenesis. The 

other bird, D261A4, was examined by laparotomy on February 10 

and the testes recorded as “large.” 

Of the birds in Room 202, which has remained on the short 

day, none has laid up to March 15. Two of these female Mourning 

Doves laid during June and July, 1931. Furthermore, the Ring 

Dove mate of one of them has shown evidence of reproductive 
activity by cooing and coaxing the female in normal fashion. 

Again, while the number of birds dealt with is small, the re- 

sults obtained in the “increasing light” room, compared with 

previous seasons and with the control room, seem fairly conclusive 

and tend to substantiate the findings of Rowan and of Bissonnette. 

RELATION TO MigRATION AND DisTRIBUTION. 

The suggestion of Rowan that increasing or decreasing day is 

the indirect stimulus to migration appears very plausible on the 
basis of the facts so far obtained. Many subsidiary questions 

remain, however, to be answered. One of these has already been 

mentioned, namely, what directs the birds on their northward 

journey in the spring and southward in the fall? This involves 

the whole question of migration routes, and while there are doubt- 
less general factors involved, the details differ with different 
species. Before we can expect to solve these problems we shall 

require much more detailed and exact information regarding 

individual migrations. Such information is gradually accumulat- 

ing for a good many species as a result of bird-banding oper- 

ations.
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Another obvious question involves the dispersal of a species over 

a breeding range covering a latitude almost as wide as its range of 

migration. Thus the Mourning Dove in the Mississippi valley 

winters largely in the southern states at a latitude generally 

below 35° and migrates northward in spring as far at least as 

Winnipeg, at latitude 50°. Furthermore, it breeds over this 

entire range from Texas to Canada. The successive fronts 

(isepipteses)! of the northward migration at 10-day intervals are 

depicted in Chart I, based on records generously furnished by the 

Bureau of Biological Survey. These records give the average 

dates of spring arrival of migrating Mourning Doves, over varying 
periods of years, obtained from observers scattered at numerous 

points through the Middle States and southern Canada. It will 

be noted that while there is a successive pushing forward, the front 

line for any particular date does not coincide with any parallel 
of latitude, which, with respect to daylight period, would constitute 

an “isohemer.”? Instead there is an early advance in the Ohio 

valley, succeeded by a later acceleration up the valleys of the upper 

Mississippi and Red Rivers. If the advance of migration is 
controlled in anything like a mechanical way by the increasing 

length of day why do not the isopipteses coincide more closely with 

the isohemeral parallels? But still more strange, why are not all 

the Mourning Doves in the Southern States, say in February, 
impelled to move northward to Canada with the advancing 

season? 

The answer to the first question is probably involved in that to 

the second, and an answer to this is suggested by the breeding in 

captivity of other wild species of doves. It has been observed 

that the females of a number of species, for example the Damara 

Dove (Streptopelia damarensis) and the Senegal or Palm Dove 

(Stigmatopelia senegalensis), continue to lay more or less regularly 

throughout the winter months. These are species whose natural 

1 “In aviphenology, an isochrone of the arrival of migrating birds of any given 

species in the spring. From %00G, equal + éximtyotc, a fiying towards, A. Th. 
von Middendorff, ‘Die Isepiptesen Russlands,’ Mem. Acad. Sc. St. Petersb. 

10, pt. 2, 1859, p. 1-143." I am indebted to Mr. C. F. Talman, Librarian of the 

U. S. Weather Bureau for this reference. 

2 From toos, equal + }uépa, day.
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Cart I.—Sprine Micration or tHe Mournina Dove. 

Average arrival. Based on data from U. 8. Biological Survey. 

habitat is subtropical and they might be expected, therefore, to 
be attuned to a shorter day than a bird nesting in the higher 
latitudes. In other words, there may be a specific genetic differ-
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ence in the day lengths to which the reproductive organization of 
different species respond. _Is it not possible that, similarly, within 
the single species of Mourning Doves there may be a genetic 
differentiation of geographical groups nesting at different latitudes, 
in the adjustment of their reproductive response to length of day— 
some attuned to the shorter days of the South and others to the 
longer days of the North? In the spring migration then, as the 
bulk of the species begins its northward movement in response to 
the lengthening days, those birds genetically attuned to a relatively 
short day would come into reproductive activity, say, in the lati- 
tude of Texas or Oklahoma, and would remain there to breed 
while the others moved on. In the same way, those birds de- 
scended from a stock whose summer home was in Kansas or 
Missouri or Iowa, and which were responsive to the lengths of 
day in those respective states, would drop out as they reached 
their own territories, until finally those which were reared in 
Canada and attuned to the long summer day of the North would 
push to the northern limit of the range of the species before ending 
their migration and settling down to nest. Such genetic diversity 
in the reproductive-light response would not only account for the 
wide north-and-south summer dispersal, but would also help to 
explain the nesting of birds in the same regions in which‘they were 
hatched, a fact that has been abundantly attested by banding 
results. The fact that they do tend to nest in the same region 
would lead to some degree of inbreeding and tend not only to 
preserve but to strengthen the regional genetic differences. 

It is not to be supposed that such a relatively simple hypothesis 
will account for all the diverse fact of bird migration and distribu- 
tion, but at any rate it may serve to explain some of the out- 
standing features. Fortunately it can be put to test, and this it 
is proposed to do by securing summer-resident birds from the 
extremes of their range, as well as from intermediate points, 
and subjecting them to increasing and decreasing light periods 
under controlled conditions. If the birds from different latitudes 
are genetically attuned to different day lengths, their response 
under the experiment should bring the fact out.
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¢ 66 Conservation Alone Can Prevent “Last Post” 
¢ e 

for Wild Life 
HE conservation of nat- assembled in parties of from 

ac ural resources is a By 20 to 50 at different places, 

problem that touches JAMES NELSON GOWANLOCH where they knew from experi- 
the life of every citizen of the chistes Bureau of Hesearen ence that the plovers would 
United States and not, as so pass. There stationed, at 

often believed, merely a matter that concerns only nearly equal distances from each other, they were 

the hunter, the fisherman or the forester. Directly sitting on the ground. When a flock approached, 

or indirectly it is important to every man, woman every individual whistled in imitation of the 

and child in the land that the natural wealth and plover’s call note, on which the birds descended, 
natural beauty we have inherited be preserved so wheeled, and, passing within 40 or 50 yards, ran 

that using these gifts advantageously ourselves the gauntlet, as it were. Every gun went off in 

we may still properly convey them unimpaired succession, and with such effect that I several 

to posterity. times saw a flock of a hundred or more reduced 

It is impossible to paint an adequate picture of to a miserable remnant of five or six individuals. 

the appalling destruction of wild life that has oc- The game was brought up after each volley by the 
curred on the continent of North America due to dogs, while their masters were charging their 
influence of man. Some of this destruction has pieces anew. This sport was continued all day, 
been undoubtedly inevitable, but not all, for it | md at sunset, when I left one of these lines of 
is quite possible by proper conservation policies gunners, they seemed as intent on killing more as ~ 
to arrest the otherwise fatal flood of annihilation they were when I arrived. A man near the place 
that flows over wild life and other natural re- where I was seated had killed 63 dozens. I calcu- 

sources in the presence of a nation that, constantly lated the number in the field at 200, and suppos- 
increasing in population, is likewise steadily ex- ing each to have shot 20 dozen, 48,000 golden I 
panding in the measure of its industrial develop- plovers would have fallen that day.” 
ment. The end of the last century found this most 

Louisiana has an especial claim upon the court beautiful of all our shore birds at its lowest ebb. 

of American attention in its importance as a logi- Throughout the country big flights could no 
cal place for most effective conservation. Louisi- longer be found, and indeed, in many places where 
ana, of all states, has by grace of geographical it was formerly abundant not a’ single individual 

position, history, present condition and peculiarly remained. Only complete legislative protection 
rich wild life, probably no peer among all the of this distinguished species saved it from de- 

other 47 states. Yet if we examine the record of struction so that it is today possible to see more 
even the last century we gain some emphatic and = than merely a stiff stuffed American Golden 
startling impression of the way that here as other- Plover in some dim museum case. Under complete 
where wild life has gone down before the de- protection the species has now shown definite 

structive activities of man. signs of general recovery. 
Let us examine certain specific instances of this Not always, however, has the stable door been 

appalling ebb in wild life resources. shut quickly enough in problems of wild life pro- 

John James Audubon (1785-1851), that most tection. Two other examples, both of them it 

famous of all North American ornithologists, who happens also birds, will well serve to illustrate 
spent some of the most fruitful years of his full this point. These are the Eskimo Curlew and the 
life in Louisiana, thus vividly describes both the Passenger Pigeon. f 

abundance and the amazing slaughter of Ameri- The Eskimo Curlew is another very distinctive 
can Golden Plover at New Orleans, Louisiana, 112 shore bird. Almost fifteen inches long and strik- 
years ago: ing in appearance because of its long down-curved 

i “While at New Orleans on the 16th of March, bill, the Eskimo Curlew was once an abundant 

ye” 1821, I was invited by some French gunners to and much prized game bird. Like the Golden 

A F accompany them to the neighborhood of Lake St. Plover, this species performs a course of annual 
)“" John to witness the passage of thousands of these migration whereby leaving the eastern coast of 

birds, which were coming from the northeast and North America in autumn after a period of abun- 
continuing their course. At the first appearance dant feeding, it strikes overseas in a probably 

ef the birds early in the morning, the gunners had uninterrupted flight 2,000 miles to South Amer-
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ica and thence southward to Patagonia. Return- lost. Thus, four years ago Bent wrote: “The 

ing in the spring it follows a different course, story of the Eskimo Curlew is just one more piti- 

tracing a pathway northward up the Mississippi ful tale of the slaughter of the innocents. It is 

Valley to its breeding grounds in arctic barren a sad fact that the countless swarms of this fine 

lands. Thus, like that of the American Golden bird and the passenger pigeon, which once swept 

Plover, its annual travels form an immense and across our land on migrations, are gone forever, 

irregular loop. sacrificed to the insatiable greed of man.” 

The Eskimo Curlew was once familiar, dis- Best known of all North American tales of de- 

tinguished and numerous in Louisiana. Writing stroyed wild life is that of the Passenger Pigeon 

as briefly ago as 1900, Professor Geo. E. Beyer which, however, it will be well here to recall for, 

stated of the Eskimo Curlew in this state that it like the Eskimo Curlew, the Passenger Pigeon 

was “very common for a short while in fall and was once a bird familiar to every boy and every 

spring.” If we trace the history of this species hunter in Louisiana. The Passenger Pigeon once 

somewhat further back, we find that it occurred bred from Central Canada southward to Kansas, 

in almost incredible numbers and was subjected Mississippi, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and New 

to a terrific spring slaughter by market hunters. York and wintered chiefly from Arkansas to 

Audubon, in 1840, writing of its presence in the North Carolina south to Central Texas, Louisiana 

Gulf of St. Lawrence where it was preparing to and Florida. No other bird has so evoked the 

set out on its flight across the ocean stated that astonishment of early travelers in North America 

the Eskimo Curlew “evidently came from the as did this species with its almost unbelievable 

north and arrived in such dense flocks as to re- multitudes. Let us turn to the records of these 

mind me of the Passenger Pigeons. * * * * * The earlier days. 

birds at length came, flock after flock, passed Higginson, in 1630, thus describes the flocks 

close round our vessel, and directed their course of Passenger Pigeons near Salem, Mass.: “Upon 

toward the sterile mountainous tracts in the the eighth of March from after it was faire Day- 

neighborhood; and as soon as the sun’s rays had light until about eight of the clock in the fore- 

dispersed the fogs that hung over the land, our noon, there flew over all the towns in our Plan- | 

whole party went off in search of them.” tacions soe many flockes of Doves, each flock | 

Describing the destruction of this bird while it contayning many thousands, and soe many that | 

was still abundant, Swenk thus writes: “Hunters they obscured the light, that passeth credit, if but | 

would drive out and shoot the birds without the Truth should be written.” | 

mercy until they had literally slaughtered a Wood, in 1635, wrote: “These birds come into | 
wagonload of them, the wagons being actually the Country to go to the North parts in the begin- | 

filled, and often with the sideboards on at that. ning of our Spring, at which time (if I may be | 

Sometimes when the flight was unusually heavy counted worthy, to be beleeved in a thing that is | 

and the hunters were well supplied with ammuni- not so strange as true) I have seen them fly as | 

tion their wagons were too quickly and easily if the Ayerie regiment had been Pigeons, seeing | 

filled, so whole loads of the birds would be dumped neyther beginning nor ending, length, or breadth | 

on the prairie, their bodies forming piles as large of these Millions of Millions. The shouting of 

as a couple of tons of coal, where they would be people, the ratling of Gunnes, and pelting of small | 

allowed to rot while the hunters proceeded to re- shotte could not drive them out of their course, | 

fill their wagons with fresh victims, and thus but so they continued for foure or five houres | 

further gratify their lust of killing. The compact together; yet it must not be concluded, that it is | 

flocks and tameness of the birds made this slaugh- thus often; for it is but at the beginning of the 

ter possible, and at each shot usually dozens of Spring, and at Michaelmas (September 29), when | 

the birds would fall. In one specific instance a they returne back to the Southward; yet are there | 

single shot from an old muzzle-loading shotgun some all the yeare long, which are easily attayned | 

into a flock of these curlews as they veered by by such as looke after them.” | 

the hunter brought down 28 birds at once, while Pehr Kalm, that observant early traveler, thus | 

for the next half mile every now and then a dramatically describes the overwhelming spectacle | 

fatally wounded bird would drop to the ground of a pigeon flight observed by him in 1740. “Their \ 

dead. So dense were the flocks when the birds number, while in flight, extended 3 or 4 English | 

were turning in their flight that one could scarce- miles in length and more than one such mile in | 

ly throw a brick or missile into it without striking breadth, and they flew so closely together that 

a Did; the sky and the sun were obscured by them, the | 

Today the Eskimo Curlew stands either on the daylight becoming sensibly diminished by their 

verge of extinction or has already passed over shadow. | 

that fatal border into the list of species forever “The big as well as the little trees in the woods, ;
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sometimes covering a distance of 7 English miles, late the slipping away of this exquisite wild bird 

became so filled with them that hardly a twig or into irrevocable extinction became apparent and 
branch could be seen which they did not cover; rewards of more than a thousand dollars were 

on the thicker branches they had piled themselves offered (1910-11-12) for anyone who could dis- 
up one above another’s backs quite about a yard cover a living wild Passenger Pigeon. The last 

high. wild Passenger Pigeon killed was taken in April, 

“ . . . 1904. The last wild Passenger Pigeon positively 

Es Se a MEM a Recitalito pn sheer tn G00. ia at 
of the size of a man’s thigh were broken straight living Passenger Pigeon in captivity died of old 
off, but less firmly rooted trees broke down com- 28 in the Cincinnati Zoo in September, 1914. This 
pletely under the load.” bird had been bred in captivity by Professor 0: 

i Bee we : ‘ Whitman, of the University of Chicago, in the 
Wilson, that distinguished early American orni- course of some experiments in heridity which he 

thologist, gives the following account of flight had been conducting. Human cupidity destroyed 
which he observed from Frankfort, Ky., in 1852. this exquisite species for it is estimated that in 

“Coming to an opening by the side of a creek 1879 no less than 5,000 people in the United 
called the Benson, where I had a more uninter- States were engaged in netting Pigeons for the 

rupted view, I was astonished at their appear- market. One trapper caught and delivered 2,000 
ance. They were flying with great steadiness dozen Pigeons in ten days, or about 2,500 birds a 

and rapidity, at a height beyond gunshot, in sev- day. Another caught 1,332 birds in a single throw 
eral strata deep, and so close together, that could of the net while a third was known to have taken 
a shot have reached them, one discharge could in one net during a single day 5,000 birds. Not 
not have failed of bringing down several indi- alone were Passenger Pigeons hunted as adults, 
viduals. From right to left as far as the eye but the breeding grounds were invaded and the 

could reach, the breadth of this vast procession young torn from their nests providing such a 
extended, seeming everywhere equally crowded scene as that described in 1879 by one eye witness. 
** * Tt was then half past one. I sat for more “Scarcely a tree could be seen but contained from 

than an hour, but instead of diminution of this 5 to 50 nests, according to its size and branches. 
prodigious procession, it seemed rather to increase Directed by the noise of chopping and of falling 
both in numbers and rapidity; and, anxious to trees, we followed on, and soon came upon the 
reach Frankfort before night, I rose and went on. scene of action. Here was a large force of Indians 
About four o’clock in the afternoon I crossed the and boys at work, slashing down the timber and 
Kentucky river, at the town of Frankfort, at seizing the young birds as they fluttered from the 
which time the living torrent above my head nest. As soon as caught, the heads were jerked 
seemed as numerous and as extensive as ever. off from the tender bodies with the hand, and 
Long after this I observed them, in large bodies the dead birds tossed into heaps. Others knocked 
that continued to pass for six or eight minutes, the young fledglings out of the nests with long 
and these again were followed by other detached poles.” These beautiful birds were actually 
bodies, all moving in the same south-east direc- shipped by the hundreds of barrels to the Chicago 
tion, till after six in the evening.” stock yards to be fed to hogs. 

Our own Audubon with his characteristic skill The above three examples happen to concern 
thus writes of the flocks returning from the feed- birds and have been chosen simply to illustrate 
ing grounds to their roosts: “The noise which in an emphatic manner how great can be the ef- 
they made, though yet distant, reminded me of a fect of man upon wild life and other natural re- 
hard gale at sea, passing through the rigging of sources. It is of no personal concern to many of 
a close-reefed vessel. As the birds arrived and the readers of this Review that the American 
passed over me, I felt a current of air that sur- Golden Plover approached extinction, that the 
prised me * * *. The pigeons, arriving by thou- Eskimo Curlew is probably extinct or that the 
sands, alighted everywhere, one above another, Passenger Pigeon has forever disappeared from 
until solid masses were formed on the branches the world of living things. It is, however, of 
all round. Here and there the perches gave way deepest importance to everyone, whether realized 
under the weight with a crash, and, falling to the or not, that unobserved by most of us the natural 
ground, destroyed hundreds of birds beneath, resources of the State whether bird life or forest 
forcing down the dense group with which every life or other sort, are subject to grave dangers 
stick was loaded.” in the face of influences of man. Such wild life 

Today, as far as is known, there is not a single and other natural resources are not to be esti- 
living Passenger Pigeon in the whole world. Too (Continued on Page 40)
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Washington Monument, has been called the “TAKE” OF FUR SEAL BEST IN 44 YEARS 

“Washington Monument Rock.” Se 
Pribilof Herd Has Multiplied Tenfold Under 

SUBMARINE VOLCANO Bureau of Fisheries Since 1911 
In addition to many spectacular volcanoes on —— 

land, Alaska has a submarine volcano. This is Fur seals in the Pribilof Islands herd have in- 

known as Bogoslof and is located in Bering Sea creased nearly 10-fold since the Bureau of Fish- 

about 60 miles west of the village of Unalaska eries took over supervision of this valuable asset 

and approximately 25 miles north of Umnak Is- in 1911. The take of fur seal skins this season 

land. It is out of line of traffic and is visited was the greatest in 44 years. 
only by an occasional cutter on patrol duty. This year 54,550 skins were taken, as compared 

Bogoslof rises up from depths of nearly 6,000 with 49,336 skins last season. Under the terms 

feet. It throws up islands and then blasts them of the treaty whereby the United States Govern- 
away with terrific explosions. Nearly every year ment assumed control of the Pribilof herd, both 

there are great differences in the appearance of Japan and Canada are entitled to 15 per cent of 

the island. It is so seldom visited that it is pos- the skins secured. 
sible many of the eruptions have gone unrecorded, In past years, according to the Bureau of Fish- 

believes Mr. Lukens. Records are available of eet, gee eneae t of 
eruptions in 1796, 1888, 1906, and 1910. eee dene tee te ber eeae gy 

The eruption of 1910 was witnessed by the offi- the net proceeds after the sale of the finished 

cers of the “Tahoma,” who reported a column of skins, but this year Canada has indicated an in- 

steam and ashes many thousands of feet high. Of tention to take 15 per cent of the unfinished skins. 

recent years great changes in the topography of When the Bureau took over supervision and 

pet ie been net, but no violent erup- regulation of the seal herd it numbered but 135,- 

Pon Sen eed Recor 000 animals. Notwithstanding that more than 
See gag 500,000 seals have been killed from the surplus of 

CONSERVATION ALONE CAN PREVENT 38-year-old males since 1910, the herd has in- 

“LAST POST” FOR WILD LIFE creased to a total of about 1,300,000 animals, the 

Bureau reports. The prohibition against killing 

(Continued from Page 20) seals on the high seas has contributed materially 

mated merely in aesthetic terms for they have toward the increase, according to the Bureau. 

tremendous practical value. a gees ee rene aT aa 

The manifold activities of the Department of upon the problem of saving the wonderful wild 
Conservation of the State of Louisiana have been life of our State, every available and beneficial 
energetically pursued so that there may converge influence. 

ee eee 
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File Longevity folder 
Bandtail folder ~~ 

CROSS REVERENCE 
From p. 42, The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, Jamary, 1934, 

AN AGED BAND-TAILED PIGEON,--Several years ago, there was given to me a male 
Band=tailed Pigeon (Columba fasciata) that Joseph Wales had received in 1925, and 
which some time previous to this had belonged to a hunter, Sxeept for a crippled 
wing the bird remained in excellent health and appearance mtil 1932, when it became 
sluggish, unkempt, and in time disheveled, Due to its loss of interest in life and 
its untidy appearance, it was chloroformed late in 1932. ‘This male Band-tail would 
seem to be, to quote Mr. Wales, "at least eight years old and probably nearer ten," 
~-Roland Case Ross, City Schools, les Angeles, California, September 15, 1933.



Passenger Pigeon 

Mr, Frank (?--the old gentleman) Tillotson, who was brought up on a 

farm near "The Summit" west of Lake Wingra, says he killed the last passenger 

pigeon on his farm in 1889.
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By Hl. lie BETTEN 

IRD of the primitive forest, wild, belly, grayish white; feet, yellow; tail, instinct powerfully developed, it is not 

free, itinerant, a symbol of the Far slate color merging into ashy gray at the evidenced as strongly as it was by the 

West, reminder of that vast pigeon end with a black band between. The extinct passenger pigeon. Nests are scat- 

host whose migratory flights once markings of the female are quite similar, tered widely, although when not caring 

darkened the sun for days on end—this but more subdued in color. for eggs or squabs adults gather in small 

description fits Columba fasciata, com- Some years ago the bandtail appeared flocks to feed. Of course, early in spring 

monly known as band-tailed pigeon. to be doomed to meet the fate of the and again late in summer, pigeons con- 

Here is one upland game bird un- passenger pigeon. But rigid protection in gregate in large bands preparatory to 

trammeled by local ties, with an insati- the nick of time and certain favorable migratory flights. Even so, these masses 

able desire to travel, whose wild nature nesting characteristics brought about re- are loosely constituted, and often sepa- 

revels in rugged mountain surroundings storation of its numbers to the extent rate temporarily into smaller flocks while 

and whose restless habits lead to tem- that a short open season is now permitted foraging. Individuals are inclined to flush 

porary occupation of a hundred abodes in several Western States. Thus this singly and to search independently for 

along the line of migratory flight. A grand beautiful bird, tenacious of life and with food. 

game bird, this gregarious fellow whose tricks and individuality arousing the ad- When pigeons migrate, it is customary 

kind travel in companies and battalions, miration of gunners and riflemen alike, for a single scout, or a detachment, to 

like pilgrims making yearly rounds of is again a source of sport. reconnoiter grounds in advance of a 

religious shrines; a feathered wanderer flock movement. If the coast is clear, the 

which, in spite of wide-flung vagabond- Bows essentially forest birds, band- main body is led to old stamping grounds, 

age, has a strong homing instinct and tails usually seek lofty and secluded which the birds inspect with evidences 

revisits old scenes each year as long as_ nesting places in the big timber, there- of great satisfaction. There is something 

he lives. fore their breeding and family habits are quite human about them; they often re- 

Bandtails normally range from south- not well known ‘to ornithologists and mind me of Flathead Indians as they 

western British Columbia to Mexico others. Some scientists assert that the rove from camp to camp, intent on 

along the coast. They are quite common hen lays and hatches but one egg per visiting old haunts along tribal lines of 

in western Washington, particularly year, a statement that seems far fetched. migration. 

along the shores of Puget Sound and on Were this a fact, the species must have A sportsman well acquainted with the 

the innumerable islands in that region. been exterminated years ago over most habits of non-migratory game, and aided 

Many come to the Sound country each of its range. To the contrary, some close by the keen nose of a finished gun dog, 

spring, remaining throughout the breed- observers claim that the hen pigeon, like usually has no difficulty in making a rea- 

ing season and departing for warmer the mourning dove and domesticated sonable bag on strange grounds if birds 

climes only when killing frosts have pigeons, often lays a clutch of two eggs are present. However, to pursue the elu- 

painted forest growths russet and gold before incubation and rears several sive bandtail successfully, he should have 

and the chill of winter is in the air. Other broods each year. This is borne out by knowledge not only of inherent traits 

battalions confine their range to Cali- the knowledge that squabs mature rapid- and feeding habits, but of the particular 

fornia. A closely allied sub-species ranges ly, being able to shift for themselves a local haunts these birds favor, some of 

from northern Utah and central Colo- few weeks after having been hatched, and which have peculiarly attracted countless 

rado south through southwestern United that immature birds are in evidence as generations of pigeons. Even so, there will 

States and Mexico to tropical Nicaragua. late as September. still remain a strong element of chance. 

Thus it is evident that the bandtail is Although bandtails have the flocking In the words of a Dutchman who at- 

the greatest migrant 
tempted to describe 

among strictly upland Shooting from a pit at fast, high-overhead birds their uncertain move- 

American game birds. a Ee gies ments, “Dose crazy 

Although the spe- y eS ee birds, dey are here to- 

cies has often been : re soe rs * day und gone yister- 

confounded with the ae ee Pe day—und tomorrow 

passenger pigeon, there : Siiensilboord Cac’ tag. dey are somewheres 

is a marked dissimi- eee ae aS a else again.” 

larity. The bandtail gg Ba 

has a square tail, like oo i a N& VERTHE- 

the domestic or stock - = 5 a LESS, in the ab- 

pigeon. However, it is aed sence of personal ex- 

considerably _ larger, . perience or reliable 

often weighing a full 3 information — relative 

sixteen ounces, and is 2 to their local haunts, 

more symmetrical. ae Ses a j a general knowledge 

The coloration of = % Pe Me. of the habitats and 

the male is beautiful. ae MOOT cies 3 inclinations of pigeons 

The bill is yellow; oo : has a value. 

breast and head, pink- We : Fy : Prior to the ad- 

ish red, with base of §& ae A : Pe Ras 5 vance of civilization 

head marked bya nar- fia at | er mee PR ee) ae in the West, bandtails 

row transverse band; 7a Ri 4 De ee, = eee spent most of their 

upper part of neck, hy ee a4 er Vinee fC RP reo ae : time in the woods. 

a blend of iridescent [ag a ad Pte aot a ene ag] §=— However, the clearing 

violet and green; back jpggw MMe. °Se uel ale ee gemiaeces Riis as Mee and cultivation of 

and wings, slate color ; TS a ees Me SES ae eee = lands added many new 
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Band-tailed pigeons follow regular flyways, and they are just as crafty as a drake mallard 

items to their menu; so now they are heavy attractions to the feathered tour- and toughness of fiber that he is hard to 

often found in the fields gleaning waste ists. There they revel in bright winter bring to bag. Like the wild goose and_ . 

cereals and sometimes staging raids on days when hardly a breath of air disturbs the pheasant, he is game to the core, 

the farmers’ crops or newly strewn the feathery crests of forest giants, re- carries a lot of lead without wavering 

grain, Even so, their food consists mainly gions almost as primitive as in that re- and, unless a wing is broken, keeps aloft 

of acorns and wild seeds, fruits and ber- mote year when Sir Francis Drake as long as his stout heart pumps blood. 

ries, In this list are the seeds of wild landed on our Western strand. There, Only when he falls prey to greediness or 

oats, of panic, brome, giant rye, timothy too, millions of acres of adjacent hill to a rare lapse of vigilance is it easy to 

and Western blue-grasses; also of poison-. lands, clad with chaparral, oaks and outwit him. 

oak and thistles. They fancy such fruits berry-bearing trees and shrubs, afford When in his natural environment, the 

as thorn-apples, wild cherries and plums; convenient feeding grounds, not to men- big timber, the seasoned bandtail is 

also salal, madrofia, toyon, manzanita, tion countless small valleys and clear- ordinarily a harder bird to circumvent 

mountain-ash, elder, coffee and choke- ings where berries, seeds and cultivated than a canny, educated grouse. He 

berries. crops offer tasty desserts. often employs a similar bag of tricks in 

Being arboreal feeders by choice, they evading and outwitting the sportsman. 

crave elder and toyon berries in particu- ye a target for the scatter-gun the In addition, he has some artifices pecu- 

lar, and are unusually fond of the acorns bandtail is outstanding; its flight liarly his own. 

of white, live, red and water oaks. In represents the poetry of aerial motion, so No game bird is more clever in putting 

fact, so marked is their appetite for these graceful and apparently so effortless that cover between himself and the gun, or 

astringent nuts that they swallow them, it seems there is always a great reserve more adept at dodging in the open. Un- 

shells and all, until full to the bill, after of power in those muscular wings. Some- like the grouse, he does not swerve ma- 

which they wing away with their cargoes times, when wing-beats are slow, pigeons jestically out of harm’s way in response 

ina labored manner, like overloaded ships. seem to float in the air. But when one of toa course directed by a fan-like rudder, 

Although bandtails invade open fields, them hasan urgent engagement elsewhere, but combines the tactics of that sly bird, 

they are seldom found more than a few it makes the atmosphere fairly smoke as_ the jack-snipe, and the dove as he breaks 

hundred yards distant from heavy woods. it sizzles past and vanishes in a twinkling. into sudden, twisting flight bewildering 

Even when migrating, they adhere to Its trim body, long slender neck and gen- to the gunner. Besides, he usually flushes 

lines of flight directly over or in proxim- eral air of grace all indicate class. As it at a considerable distance from a perch 

ity to timbered hills which extend with flashes by, it brings to mind a symme- high up in some great conifer. 

scarcely a break from British Columbia trical standard-bred trotting horse at the 

to the Tehachapi Mountains in Cali- top of his stride. And I never watch these pe the blue grouse, he employs the 

fornia. They follow both the Coast fine game birds without admiring the trick of lying flat on a limb where he’ 

Range and the Cascades, of which the ease and lightning-like rapidity with is not seen until, with a loud clapping of 

Sierra Nevadas are a continuation. which they dodge in and out among trees wings, he bolts from his hiding place. So 

The main line of flight, however, is and their wonderful ability suddenly to sudden and forceful is the spring of this 

adjacent to the coast. This applies change the direction of flight and to ac- pigeon that when a half dozen or more 

particularly south of the Oregon line celerate speed when danger threatens. flush simultaneously, quite often the 

where the wide, continuous belt of grand Under no circumstance is the Western small limb on which they stand is broken 

redwoods (Sequoia sempervirens) ex- wild pigeon an easy mark. Even when in by the combined thrust of muscular legs. 

tends to Monterey County, offering the open, he has such speed, wariness The initial speed (Continued on page 68) 
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68 Field & Stream—A pril, 1935 

A in’ lickety-split, usin’ up a lot of juice, Assuming he is within range, four times 
(e L A a) my | a) (e S runnin’ nice and smooth, but not tyin’ in out of five you must snap-shoot as he ap- 

with any other gears. See what I mean? pears momentarily in a clear, between the 
“Now, there ain’t any reason why these branches. That will likely be your sole 

gears shouldn’t be meshed. It’s just sensi- chance to connect, for instantly he dodges 
eu} &3) ble that they should be. I hear that two behind protective cover. 

of ’em are commencin’ to get together fine The most practical plan when still-hunt- 
ee a ee and are about ready to do what should ing in the forest is for two gunners to hunt 

ili <a «A a he ly have been done long ago. The Forest together. Strategical circling by one or 
‘aie od a! Service and Biological Survey, I’m told, the other is apt to place a gun where it 
ran in. <a are gettin’ along fine. They’re goin’ onto can do execution as the sly bird attempts 

| | Cs cS each other’s projects and make studies to vamoose. But the shooter must remain 
| ar apie . and practice their specialties there. The out of sight as he circles the bird’s posi- 

L | SALINE a Survey, for instance, will lay out game tion, Otherwise it will cleverly resort to 
a bs! PS programs for all the National Forests, a safer line of retreat. 

| 4 bit: SARS Une ES while the Forest Service will look into There will be instances, too, when pig- 
4 mW EX & Ps all the new refuges and game preserves eons which have been marked down ac- 

fb SJ ic the Survey gets and draw up a practical curately will hide in leafy jungles 150 

| Oe = forestry program for ’em. feet or more above the ground and refuse 
| £4 , | “That’s the way it should be. Maybe a to flush. They are hard to locate under 
Yo —E= «COS little polite but vigorous question-askin’ 

Sree here and there would help it along in 
WE NS other departments. Maybe you two boys 

can ask some questions of old man Peters, You bass fishermen, take no- 
ga who is interested only in puttin’ men to tice “DANCE OF THE 

NA OU GH work and who maybe can’t quite tell a WEED BEDS,” by Major 
mosquito from a widgeon; and you might Charles E. Cox, Jr., in the May q 

There are fly lines—and fly lines, but | ask questions in Washington about the issue, is a delightful story of sport ' 
there is only one "Saline." | have seen | Same thing. It’s kind of like yeast, under- with black bass. Don’t miss it. 
many inbwiideastand!many new. finihes stand. I mean, droppin’ pee aues rote which 

ooo. Goth: foraiqn-andilahtestic are well thought up will act like yeast 
come GNC R9e1 one "c, | right often, They’ll change the nature of F 
but year after year my list of fishing | the whole mixture, once they really get the circumstances, and in this and other 
companions steadily increases. workin’. connections good binoculars will prove 

“No, boys, it ain't likely what’s hap- invaluable. Moreover, a close-shooting 
What does the fly-caster need that | pened eee today will er anywhere gun and a stiff load of No, 7’s is the right 

don't offer better than any other fly line? | in the country again, One outfit gettin’ kind of prescription with which to fold 
FLEXIBILITY? — Just try me once. | ready to restore a marsh and another fixin’ them up. These tough-fibered and stout- 
TOUGHNESS? — | originated the tough |to drain one in the same township. It’s hearted birds can certainly take punish- 

enamel finish, ACCURACY? — I'll make end of publanetshy te Nay) it happened. eo Bad ited! Sith 
. * o ut it’s an example of what’s gone on xperienced gunners, acquainted with 

et ue ne = eee: here and there aplenty, I’m afraid. And it’s _ the local habitats of pigeons, usually prefer 
. — When you pick me, | 4n indication of how bad things might to take a stand either along a known fly- 

you've got an all-season fishing companion. get unless somebody starts askin’ ques- pe or in proxizaity toa secding area or 
oA ites tions. lookout station. In any instance, they make 

seme waste slime te eG oe “Tt’s comin’ dark,” he said, “and it’s it a point to be thoroughly hidden in con- 
man, Wt you want a good dependable tly | soin’ to be cool. I guess I’ll start on so’s venient natural cover, or to construct a 
line, pick one that all the big shots use— | you boys won't be delayed any longer. blind which matches surroundings perfect- 
ask your dealer for Gladding's "Saline" | But,” he said, “if you think up a real good ly. Well they know that the craftiest mal- 
and then go out and enjoy yourself. question that might be put to somebody lard drake o cu sprig will not inspect a 

; : who is maybe, perhaps, possibly speedin’ prospective landing place with a more 
Ttte tade te 7 stses—12 to 42 Ub test. an idling ee up fae eee blow critical eye than does the average band- 

your horn, and I'll stop and listen to it.” tail. 
Famous l Possibly because they are employed so: 

| \ reo OLD BANDTAIL seldom, decoys are often effective in at- 

Fishing \ (Continued from page: 25) tracting bandtails to a stand. The fact that ; 
\ nes | Write us for catalog 9 they are strongly inclined to gather on leaf- { 
\ Line \\ illustrating and describing | at which they leave their perches is as less trees makes these a logical location 

© + wel Gladding’s Famous Lines great as that of quail or grouse on the for stools, with the added advantage that \ 
rps) Ren rise, and the flight is more disconcerting. pigeons spot the caricatures at a great 

ra Nees Among other peculiarities, bandtails distance. Sometimes decoys wield a kind / 
3 7 GLA DDING te ( (one often drop from great heights like a of hypnotic influence over these ordinarily 4 
SOUTH OTSELIC, N.Y. plummet, with wings drawn close to the wary birds and cause them to relax all \ 

body in order to accelerate speed. Then, vigilance. 
F45 3 ry when it appears certain they will be dash- Usually stuffed pigeons are preferred as 

; 1 Little Me ed to pieces on the ground far ‘below, out decoys, but occasionally they are carved 
BAIT he yy) go the wings in the very nick of time, and from wood. A wire with counterweight is 

fee ne MR | with a few jerky flaps to break the fall attached at the feet, a loop or hook being 
CIMT DN e es) \ | they alight as softly as thistle-down. formed at the upper end to engage hori- 
BIG FISH e/ Wf Pigeons often plunge from the highest zontal limbs. A long jointed pole with a 

LG] cliffs in Yosemite and King’s River Cafi- hook at the end is used to place stools in 
saan tell Lai on, and this was a common occurrence position, either from the ground or after 

Heddeon’s Sensational Fish-Getter now | from the high stratified clay cliffs along the gunner has climbed some distance up ( 
sweeping the country..... | the shores of Puget Sound. i i a Ee oe They can alee be used to 

i “ps. ” In hunting pigeons in the timber with a good advantage on elderberry bushes and / 
River-Runt-SPOOK shotgun, a close approach is cee Par on oat or Wet shocks. Four or five 

re 7 sible, particularly when they perch high decoys are ‘sufficient. \ 
ee ee up in dead trees, They occupy these as No other upland game bird provides 5 

also in two pee Vioating ‘models— “Regular” $1.00, | !ookout and loafing stations and, with eyes more diversified shooting than the band- { 
and “Jointed” $1.25. Length, 234 in. Weight, 54 oz. | sharp as a hawk’s, see practically, Sven tail. The ey of angles ae speeds af- } 

rr -Mii 7, , thing within a radius of one hundred yards forded under divergent conditions certain- _{ 
ek New & shore Minnow’ Finishes or more, Your best bet is to follow birds ly will surprise those who enter this field | jilver-shiner’’, and “Iridescent Green’? —exclu- . : : . : 44.8, : . * 
sively Heddon, Amazingly life-like, duplicating ap- | Which alight in heavily foliaged trees, of sport. Equally astonishing is their rapid 4 
pearance of those transparent little shore-minnows. | making the stalk stealthily as possible be- acceleration of pace and those wild flurries, \ 
Bi att geass Rt at a hind intervening growths. twists and zooms ee ea at. ; 

Ce leddon’s New Catalog with lat- The bandtail’s hearing is very acute, Some come in sky-high, dropping like 

ee Pee tin Grd Ween and he seems to know intuitively when feathered meteors; others drift in at a 

(oa When and How. Send for it. «29 | your eye is actually on him, He that case lazy gait; Pee carne at ten ere low 

Saabs Secret U he stops not on the order of his going, down, as they warily circle a favore 

pai ae ee ae a, Perercily from the lee side of a horizontal feeding spot. When shot at, these fast 

branch and with a loud clapping of wings. ones often dodge down and hug the ground 

(The article ends on the same page containine part of the



Passenger Pigeon ~ 
Disease 

: Extract from review of "The Passenger Pigeon in Ontario", Canadian Field= 
Naturalist, April, 1936, p. 69. By P. A, Taverner. 

"The subject, however, brings to mind a mggestion incidentally thrown out 
years ago, I believe by Dr. Vaughn of the University of Michig.n Medical College. 
He called attention to the fact that ‘fever and ague} almost universal 
in the early days of settlement of the middle west, disappeared almost 
coincidently with the passing of the vast pigeon flocks. Wo definite connection 
was postulated but the more we learn of the transmission of parasitic disease 
by carPiers, the more significant the coincidence becomes."
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i ALABAMA COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH STATION* 

Progress Report For The Period October 28, 1935 to September 30, 1936 

By ¢ jw wr 

Harold S. Peters, Associate Biologist and Pro ject Leader wen se 

Auburn, Alabama yw" De 

(wt 
(Not For Publication) C R 

INTRODUCTION 

The Alabama project was actively initiated on October 28, 1935, when the pro- 

ject leader arrived in Alabama to assume charge of the project. The projects for 

intensive work were selected during several conferences between officials of the 

various cooperating agencies. Some time was necessarily spent by the project leader 

in becoming acquainted with the state, its problems, and various persons interested 

and willing to assist in the wrk. Initiation of the project was somewhat delayed 

due to the lack of sufficiently trained and interested students available at the 

Alabama Polytechnic Institute. Numerous colleges were contacted in an effort to 

locate well trained students for assistance on the projects. Three graduate scholar= 

ships in wildlife research have now been granted amd seven temporary student assist 

ants were employed during the summer. Headquarters for the project have been es~ 

tablished in a new two-room cottage furnished by the College at Auburn. One room is 

used as office and library while the other is used as a laboratory and for desks for 

the graduate students. 

The following is a report of the work conducted on our several projects: 

DOVE PROJECT. ; 

The dove project, designed to embrace a complete study of the Mourning Dove, 

was initiated by prepsring a nesting record card for distribution to persons in the 

state who might observe dove nests and be willing to report them to us throughout 

the nesting season. Approximately 25,000 of these were distributed in February and 

*Hstablished by Alabana Department of Conservation, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 

American Wildlife Institute, and Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department of 

Agriculture cooperatinge .
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March, through the assistance of the state extension workers, game wardens, high 
school biology teachers, boy and girl scout leaders, and a few interested sportsmen. 

About 600 of these have been returned with information concerning dove nests in all 
parts of the state. We consider this a very good return since the dove nesting 

study questionnaire was considered as being partially. educational and designed to 
interest as many persons as possible in the Mourning Dove. A summary of the cards 

from all parts of the state showed the average height of nests to be 10.8 feet. 
Forty-three per cent of the nests were built in evergreen trees, fifty-one per cent 

were built in deciduous trees, and six per cent were built on the grounds 

These records should be compared with an intensive study made of dove nests 
within a radius of five miles of Auburn during the entire nesting season. Of the 

seventy nests found, it is interesting to note that eighty-six per cent were built 

in pine trees (short leaf and loblolly) at an average height of 26.2 feet, with 
the lowest nest being 5-1/2 feet and the highest 66 feet. Only twenty-eight, or 

forty per cent, of these seventy nests had a successful conclusions 

Observations were made on several nests to determine the time spent in incuba~ 
tion and the frequency of feeding the young birds. The female dove incubates the 

eggs during the entire night and until about 8:50 in the morning, when the male 

relieves her and incubates until about 4:30 in the afternoon when the female arrives 
for the night. The eggs are never left uncovered for more than a second or two 

since the bird coming to relieve the incubating bird always approaches closely be- 

fore the incubatimg bird leaves the neste In case the male or female bird has been 

killed or is not present to assist in incubation, the nest is left uncovered while 
the remaining bird obtains the necessary food and exercise. All nests found in 

which one parent was missing were destroyed before reaching a successful hatch, 

showing that predators are easily attracted to the eggs in the uncovered nests, 
Partial evidence on the destruction of eggs by predators was obtained which showed 

flying squirrels and blue jays to be by far the worste ; 

When the eggs hatch the adult doves continue to sit on the nest and feod the 

young birds frequently by regurgitating the "dove milk" made from food obtained 
during the period when they are away from the nest. During the time of feeding 

the young birds the adult doves have & double shift, in that the female tekes a 
turn during the middle of the day sittin g on the nest with the young birds besides 

sitting on the nest all night. 

Insufficient data has been gathered to determine definitely the period of in- 
cubetion and the period spent in the nest by the young birds aftor hatching. This 

latter period averaged 12.7 days, with extremes of 10 to 17 days. After the youmg 

birds are able to fly they remain in the near vicinity of the nost for one or two 

weeks, being attended rather closely by the adult birds and fed by them during most 

of that period. 

No definite data has becn gathered to detcrmine the frequency which certain 

pairs of birds will nest during the summer, but our observations indicate that five 
or six broods were raised during the breeding season in the vicinity of Auburn, 

In order to obtain information concerning the migration nd movement of doves 

some attention has been given to trapping and banding birds during the summer: 
Considerable difficulty has been experienced in «ttracting the birds to the traps 

due to the abundance of naturel food availble. We have found th-t modified 
two-celled Potter traps, constructed of leinch mesh poultry netting, have worked
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best. Whole wheat was the best bait during the summer period. Two hundred and 
three doves have been trapped and banded in fields and fifty-two heve been banded 
just before they were large enough to fly from the nest. We are planning to con~ 

tinue this trapping and banding in several parts of the state throughout the entire 

year in an effort to determine the movement of our breeding birds and of those wine 

tering in Alabama. 

About 185 doves have been collected at various times in widely separated parts 
of the state in an effort to determine the food they were using, as well as to 
secure information on size, weight, internel and external parasites, general con- 

dition, etc. To aid in this stomach content study, some collection of plants 

hes been started in September ot various places in the state. 

Some information. has been gathered concerning the daily movement of doves, 

their flyeways from nest to feeding grounds, and their roosts, This is ail. 

scattered information preliminary for more work next year. We have been greatly 

handicapped by a lack of a suitable map of the area around Auburn so. we contacted 
tho Army Air Corps at Maxwell Field, Montgomery, and they very kindly made us an 

aerial photograph of en area approximately ten miles square with Auburn at the 

center, all at no charge to our project. Five acres. of land were leased from a. 
farmer neer Auburn where we did most of our earlier banding . One of the temporary 

summer students prepared a map of an area one mile square centering on this leased 

banding area which was used in studying the movements of doves. 

During September a special effort has been made to secure information con= 

cerning the late nesting of doves in the northern half of the state which was 

opened to dove hunting from September 1 to 30. The state extension workers and 

game wardens assisted very much in gathering this information. We have found a 

very good percentage of doves still nesting during this pa@iod and indications are 
that they will continue into October. Considerable information was gathered cou~ 

cerning the late nesting by observing doves shot by hunterse We were able to find 

numerous specimens containing well developed eggs or with their crops containing 
"dove milk. Very little movement has been noted up to the end of September of 

doves going to the southeastern part of the state where peanuts are being harvested. 

At the suggestion of the Biological Survey, the project leader visited the 

nursery of the Soil Conservation Service near Atmore severel times during the 

spring to advise control meesures for protecting pine seeds and seedlings against 

depredations of Mourning Doves. Artificial baiting was recommended outside of tue 

nursery area and satisfactory control wes obtained as long as the suggestions were 

followed correctly. Considerable dam.ge was done to this nursery by doves before 

the problem wes brought to our attention. 

Since the dove has been selected as our major project, the major effort has 

been put on this work during the first year and more temporary summer assistents 

have been employed to essist in this work then have been used om other projectso 

QUAIL PROJECT 

The quail project is mostly a land management one so no attentiom has been 

given to the life history to date. Our preliminary work has indicated that there 

is sufficient seed stock of quail throughout most of the state and if this seed 

stock is given sufficient protection, food, «nd cover, it should increase to suffi~
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cient numbers to provide good hunting for sportsmen. By protection we mean pro- 

tection against over-shooting by men, as well as protection from various bird and 

animal predators and the uncontrolled fires which generally sweep over most of the 

state somo time during the dormant season of plant growths 

One of the predators of quail is the fire ant (genus Solenopsis). The gradrate 

student has made a survey of the fire ant distribution throughout the southern half 

of Alabama and has found them present in practically every locality. They seom to 

be tmch less abundant on the "Black Belt" type of soil. This is fortuncte for the 

quail since most of the large quail preserves and the heaviest populations of 

birds are on this same soil. We originally hoped to find an erea with heavy quail 

population and also a hesvy population of fire ants in order that we might cariy 

on some obsorvations and experiments to determine the amount of damage caused by 

fire ants in Alabama to nesting quail. In parts of southern Georgia and northern 

Florida, Mr. Stoddard and his quail study association have found the fire ant to 

be the worst single enemy to nesting quail. The U. S. Bureau of Entomolesy degam 

a study of this problem in an effort to control the fire ants during last sumer 

in the Tallahassee, Florida ~ Thomasville, Georgia section. The leader of this 

project was assigned that problem since he was a member of the staff of the Burecu 

of Entomology at that time, leaving the Bureau of Entomology and trensferring to 

the Burceu of Biological Survey to assume active leadership of the Wildlife Research 

Project in Alabama. Mr. Be Ve Travis of the Bureau of Entomology was assigned the 

fire ant problem beginn ing about April 1 of this year, and is stetioned near 

Tallahassee, Florida. The project leader has contaéted Mr, Travis three times 

during this year and is keeping in close touch with the work being carried on by 

him for possible assistance in connection with our work in Alabamae We heve found 

that the fire ant commonly present over most of Alabama is a separate specics from 

that in the Thomasville-Tallahassee region and no work has previously been done on 

its effect on wildlife. Continued attention will be given to this phase of the 

problem and more surveys in the northern half of the state will be conducted during 

the coming yeer. Close contact has been maintaimed with Mr. Stoddardts work ‘on 

quail for information and help in connection with the Alabama project. Mre Stoddard 

has been of immense assistance and has offered his records and information freely 

at all times so his cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

Since nothing has previously been done to any extent on the quail food plamis 

in connectiom with the soil types of Alabema, triel plantings wore mado through 

the cooperetion of the Agronomy Department on three Experiment stetion farms 

during the sprimg. These are being checked and observed by the Experiment Station 

staff for information of value to the quail projecto 

Considerable time has boen spent by the graduate student, the project leader, 

and several gamo wardens to locate a suitable area for quail management experiments 

in cooperation with land ovmers and situated withim casy driving distance of Auburns 

No area has beon definitely selected in this section, but a similnr cooperative 

experimental area has becn established near Brundidge, in Pike County. The graduate 

student. has spent some time in mapping and surveying this area, with assistence from 

the Department of Horticulture. The main Experiment Station grounds at Auburn have 

been surveyed carefully in an effort to establish some trial planting and demonstra- 

tion areas in unused parts of this tract. The Departments of Horticulture and 

Forestry, Botany, and Agronomy have essisted in this work. 

A collection of possible quail food plants has been made during late Septem 

ber by the graduate student and will be continueds A fow quail heve been cclliceted 

at various points for a determination of their stomach contents and for information 

concerning parasites and discasese ;
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| Wildlife Research Station Reports on Four Game Projects 
By HAROLD S. PETERS 

7 Project Leader, Alabama Cooperative Wildlife Research Station 

4 (Editor’s Note: This ge covers LL eae 

4 activities of the Alabama Cooperative eT. ,rt—“a‘O—COC=*#eRSCE®s a 

H Wildlife Research Station at Alabama 7 e oor - 

Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, for the SS “oe 6 6 OC OO - gr ee 
Oh period beginning Oct. 28, 1935 and end- soa 3 a es " he a 
ia ing Sept. 30, 1936. This project is spon- —— etl “ Pees ue 
a sored jointly by the State Conservation _— oe a Re. 

y Department, Alabama Polytechnic In- cae ou : fete oe et Ft . : 

a stitute, U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey LC ee neal a ¥ . ho 
| and the American Wildlife Institute.) oh ya - AA | ul. 7 2 

=S=)HE Alabama project 3 Pe a AN 2 |. 
Oa @]Q| was actively initiated 2 i uy ce ae 

yl Ae on Oct. 28, 1935, when ‘ is, : : ~~ 
i Cs 4y| the project leader ar- x j —_—~ ea 

%: ees] rived in eee. : / : << i os < 
nae +=) sume charge o e . “ . 

bee project. The projects for in- ; BY Ps we : y 
Mt S| tensive work were selected dur- — oe . 04 of = oe 
‘ ing several conferences between = % oN ™~ of re: >» 
3 officials of the various cooper- ie es Py. Fae 2 

ating agencies. Some time was Gy 4 rs -~ Ma ie _* ~ 
‘ necessarily spent by the project 4 ip a FH; pw oN . ae \. 2 

leader in becoming acquainted eae ae eo ted a LN SEO 
fl j with the State, its problems, and 7 f LO yi Sa f hot - Ao Oe 

various persons interested and E- lf, om er * VR i ro. y x ¥ > oe . 
: : willing to assist in the work. Eo ao, ON 5 3 - eu eS 

i Initiation of the project was pe y He Oe : ce A 
i somewhat delayed due to the ree a) ee — ; 
"lack of sufficiently trained and = |. H a a | = 

Z interested students available at P ‘ poe | . 
fl the Alabama Polytechnic Insti- , Po a 
4 tute. Numerous colleges were — ~_ 

: contacted in an effort to locate | ioe we _—e 
a well trained students for assis- | | . . < 

; tance on the projects. Three 3 4 = SN » oa] 
; graduate scholarships in wild- >. 8 , ss . 

4 life research have now been d oS yr 4 y > ——lctlCUmMhCt 
ii granted and seven temporary oe a 

% student assistants CECI ey Fines imposed by Justice of Peace E. E. Sheehan of Hayneville (center), as a 
r ployed during the summer.  tesuit of the confiscation of these 59 doves by Wardens Mack Watson (left) and 
' Headquarters for the project Bill Glover (right) totaled $160. The fines were naid by eight hunters who were 

“ah | have been established in a new _ arrested by the wardens in Lowndes county on Nov. 15. 

ih J two-room cottage furnished by port them to us throughout the est as many persons as possible 
: Al the College at Auburn. One esting season. Approximately in the mourning dove. A sum- 
a room is used as office and li- 95 900 of these were distributed mary of the cards from all parts 

{ brary while the other is used as jn February and March, through of the State showed the average 
\ / a laboratory and for desks for the assistance of the State ex- height of nests to be 10.8 feet. 

; the graduate students. tension workers, game wardens, Forty-three per cent of the nests 
if The following is a report of high school biology teachers, were built in evergreen trees, 
i the work conducted on our sev- poy and girl scout leaders, and 51 per cent were built in de- 

| eral projects: interested sportsmen. About ciduous trees, and six per cent 
| Dove Project 600 of these have been returned were built on the ground. 

The dove project, designed to with information concerning These records should be com- 
embrace a complete study of dove nests in all parts of the pared with an intensive study 
the mourning dove, was initiat- State. We consider this a very made of dove nests within a 

7 ed by preparing a nesting record good return since the dove nest- radius of five miles of Auburn 
| card for distribution to persons ing study questionnaire wascon- during the entire nesting sea- 

! in the State who might observe sidered as being partially edu- son. Of the 70 nests found, it 
dove nests and be willing to re- cational and designed to inter- is interesting to note that 86 per
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cent were built in pine trees ~——M——__ were raised during the breeding 

(short leaf and loblolly) at an BELIEVE IT OR NOT season in the vicinity of Auburn. : 

average height of 26.2 feet, (Apologies to Mr. Ripley) In order to obtain informa- 

with the lowest nest being 514 By Dr. J. P. McQueen tion concerning the migration 

See oy _ eS te Pein eee and movement of doves some 

nly 28, or per cent, 0: ese ; attention has been given to trap- 

70 nests had a successful con- |. Goiendl EF. Allison's Pre | Ping and banding birds during 
clusion. serve, I called up three turkey} the summer. Considerable dit- 

Observations were made on bephlers and just as these gobblers ficulty has been experienced in 

several nests to determine the | came within gun range I heard a attracting the birds to the traps 

time spent in incubation and the | rise on my left. Turning my eyes I due to the abundance of natural 

frequency of feeding the young saw a large buck and eight does food available. We have found 

birds. The female dove incu- Handing within 12 “yards, of ane, that modified two-celled Potter 

bates the eggs during the entire broad-side, looking away from me. It traps, constructed of one-inch 

night and until about 8:30 in would have been an easy matter to mesh poultry: netting, have 

the morning, when the male re- | have taken this beautiful buck, but worked best. Whole wheat was 

lieves her and incubates until |1 took a gobbler. the best bait during the sum- 

about 4:30 in the afternoon _| ‘The next morning while on a stand | Met period. Two hundred and 

when the female arrives for the |r saw two bucks about three years | three doves have been trapped 

night. The eggs are never left | old meet about 80 yards from me,| @nd banded in fields and 52 
uncovered for more than a sec- | and fight it out. They fought by have been banded just before 

ond or two since the bird com- | locking horns and pushing each| they were large enough to fly 

ing to relieve the incubating | other about until one got an opening from the nest. We are planning 

pird always approaches closely | and gave the other a hard jab in| 0 continue this trapping and 
before the incubating bird | the side, and the fight was over as banding in several parts of the 

leaves the nest. In case the | this buck ran off. I was so absorbed State throughout the entire year 

male or female bird has been | in watching the fight I forgot Ihad| im an effort to determine the 
Killed or is not present to assist |a gun and placed my bet on the| ™ovement of our breeding birds 
in incubation, the nest is left wrong buck. It would have been an and of those wintering in Ala- 

uncovered while the remaining | easy matter to have walked up on} bama. 
bird obtains the necessary food | these deer for it was a real fight. About 185 doves have been 
and exercise. All nests found A little later two large does with | collected at various times in 

in which one parent was missing a very small fawn came up within] widely separated parts of the 

were destroyed before reaching | about 75 yards and stopped near a} State in an effort to determine 

a successful hatch, showing that big gum log. The fawn jumped up the food they were using, as 

predators are easily attracted to on the log and cut all kinds of mon- well as to secure information on 

the eggs in the uncovered nests. key shines up and down this log. size, weight, internal and ex- 

Partial evidence on the destruc- Then to make out a perfect display | ternal parasites, general condi- 

tion of eggs by predators was of wildlife, I saw the most beautiful, tion, etc. To aid in this stomach 

obtained which showed flying | and largest buck I ever hope to see,} content study, collection of 

squirrels and blue jays to be by |a perfect specimen, weighing about plants was started in September 

far the worst. 300 pounds, with the largest spread} at various places in the State. 

When the eggs hatch the | antlers I have ever seen on a deer, Some information has been 
adult doves continue to sit on six or seven points on each antler. gathered concerning the daily 

the nest and feed the young (No, I was not drunk with strong movement of doves, their fly- 
birds frequently by regurgitat- | drink, but thoroughly intoxicated | ways from nest to feeding 

ing the “dove milk” made from _ | with the wonderful display of wild- | grounds, and their roosts. This 

food obtained during the period life in its natural habitat as I had] is all scattered information pre- 

when they are away from the seen a hundred deer in two days.) liminary to more work next 

nest. During the time of feed- ——_._ year. We were greatly 

ing the young birds the adult cee handicapped by a lack of a 
doves have a double shift, in ays. After the young birds are suitable map of the area around 
that the female takes a turn 2ble to fly they remain in the Auburn so we contacted the 
during the middle of the day sit- "ear vicinity of the nest for one Army Air Corps at Maxwell 
ting on the nest with the young 0! two weeks, being attended Field, Montgomery, and they 
birds besides sitting on the nest ather closely by the adult birds very kindly made us an aerial 
all night. and fed by them during most photograph of an area approxi- 

Insufficient data has been of that period. mately 10 miles square with 

gathered to determine definite- No definite data has been Auburn at the center, all at no 
ly the period of incubation and gathered to determine the fre- Charge to our project. Five acres 
the period spent in the nest by quency with which certain pairs Of land were leased from a 
the young birds after hatching. of birds will nest during the farmer near Auburn where we 
This latter period averaged 12.7 summer, but our observations in- ‘id most of our earlier banding. 
days, with extremes of 10 to 17 dicate that five or six broods (Continued on Page 13)
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Selma Civic Leaders Initiate Effort to Protect Game 
ma | NDORSING efforts of half of the State which was mean protection against over- 

3] the State Conservation opened to dove hunting from shooting by man, as well as pro- 

9 Department to set up a September 1 to 30. The State tection from various bird and 

eg constructive well-organ- extension workers and game animal predators and the un- 
»> GF . i. . . : . . 

we ¢ | ized game and fish pro- wardens assisted in gathering controlled fires which generally 
@*&) gram, the Selma Cham- this information. We found a sweep over most of the State 

ber of Commerce has under- very good percentage of doves some time during the dormant 
taken an energetic campaign to still nesting during this period season of plant growth. 
protect and restore forests and and indications were they would One of the predators of quail 
wildlife in Dallas county. continue into October. Consider- i, the fire ant (genus Solenop- 

The recommended objectives able information was gathered i.) The graduate student has 
of the organization, as an- Concerning the late nesting by made a survey of the fire ant 
nounced by its Forest and Game observing doves shot by hunters. Gictribution throughout —_ the 
Conservation Committee, in- We were able to find numerous <oithern half of Alabama and 
clude reforestation and forest SPecimens containing well de- 1... sound them present in prac- 
conservation, reclamation of Veloped eggs or with their crops {ieaily every locality. They 
marginal lands, game conserva- containing “dove milk”. Very <.em'to be much less abundant 
tion and replenishing, and fish little event was noted ae to on the “Black Belt’ type of soil. 

conservation. the end of September of doves This is fortunate for the quail 
The first embraces an educa- %0N& to the southeastern part since most of the Jarcomauail 

tional campaign to prevent for- of the leben pean ere preserves and the heaviest popu- 
est fires and the second an ef- being harvested. | 4 lations of birds are on this same 
fort to interest Dallas county At the suggestion of the Bio- <0) “We originally hoped to 
landowners in replanting bar- logical Survey, the project lead- ¢:09 an area with heavy quail 
ren, eroded and cut-over land. er visited the nursery — of the population and also a heavy 

Nert tie body intends to in- Soil Conservation Service near oo uiation of fire ants in order 
vestigate the feasibility of rais- Atmore several times during the i154 we might carry on some 

ing game domestically, particu. spring to advise control oh cervations and experiments to 
larly Bobwhites, with the idea measures for protecting pine goatermine the amount of dam- 

of restocking depleted areas. It Seeds and seedlings against de- age caused by fire ants in Ala- 

hopes to persuade the farmers predations of mourning doves. bama to nesting quail. In parts 

toleave suitable coverand food Attificiall baiting was-recom” (FC uihem . Georsiaemiand 
for game, encourage farmers to mended outside of the nursery northern Florida, Herbertale 

raise game, rent hunting rights area and satisfactory control ci oddard and his quail study as- 
and oversee the shooting. This Was obtained as long as the -ooiation have found the fire ant 
phase of the program also in- suggestions were followed cor- 1. }0 the worst single enemy to 
cludes a campaign against such Tectly. Considerable damage nesting quail. The U. S. Bu- 

predators as cats, crows and Was done to this nursery by Joon of Entomology began a 
hawks. Cooperation with the doves before the problem was study of this problem in an ef- 

game warden will be stressed. brought tovour ee fort to control the fire ants dur- 

The Chamber of Commerce is Fe eal leper ben ing last summer in the Tallahas- 

taking a bold step in its fish lected as our major project, the 20 “Fa-Thomasville, Ga., sec- 
conservation work. First, it ad- major effort has been put on {4:07 ~ he leader of this project 

vocates a State fishing license, this work during the first year was assigned that problem since 
encourages the restocking of de- and more temporary summer as- he was a member of the staff of 

pleted streams, the building of sistants have been employed to jy. Bureau of Entomology at 

fish ponds and expresses stkong assist in this work than have that time, leaving the Bureau of 
opposition to stream pollytion been used on other projects. Entomology and transferring to 

and unnecessary draingge Quail Eroject the Bureau of Biological Survey 
projects. The quail project is mostly a {4 assume active leadership of 

/ ree \land management one so no at- the Wildlife Research Project in 
/ (Continued from Page 5) > eo has been given to the iapama 

I One of the temporary summer life history to date. Our pre- i . 

students prepared a map of an limimary work has_ indicated B. V. Travis of the Bureau of 

J area one mile square centering that there is sufficient seed Entomology was assigned the 

on this leased banding area stock of quail throughout most fire ant problem beginning 

which was used in studying the of the State and if this seed about April 1 of this year, and 

movements of doves. stock is given sufficient protec- is stationed near Tallahassee, 

During September a special tion, food, and cover, it should Fla. The project leader has con- 

_ effort was made to secure in- increase to sufficient numbers tacted Mr. Travis three times 

formation concerning the late to provide good hunting for during this year and is keeping 

nesting of doves in the northern sportsmen. By protection we (Continued on Next Page)
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in Close touch with the work DC 7 a 
ing carried on by him for possi- . Net hea a CS ieee | 

ble assistance in connection with am ne “ bal v0 ee ah ae ff 
. ™ Sah ee ee . me 

our work in Alabama. We have : a . . ? aa. - 
found that the fire ant oo ; ee esas, (ae a ‘ 
ly present over most of Alaba- ——— TY. Zee * wa 

ma is a separate species from a ale A {s » y <—— 
that in the Thomasville-Talla- | im YO) Pa ie 
hassee region and no work has r. Aw i Con € ha 
previously been done on its ef- | a. ys “4 y dy a : 
fect on wildlife. Continued at-  |ga oO We we! he A scent = 
tention will be given to this a” il = = . ee | 
phase of the problem and more ——  F fee... ee Pea. ee 
surveys in the northern half of A bse, VA ‘ahi 4 ya a ee 
the State will be conducted dur- |»5 > fa SR Ga yf ee LN Pal. , Ghee 
ing the coming year. Close “jo ee , feed & So Se 
ores - been maintained |. "a PAS ene zr. SS a Bo” J) Seeaces 3 S> oi vi] 
with Mr. Stoddard’s work on |¢-g.-Oi7 QMO) gta, te Tay ee ie 
quail for information and help | ser ee wae at A mts ee = ee, | 
in connection with the Alabama 9 = — 
project. Mr. Stoddard has been Dan Robertson of Waverly, prominent Lee county farmer and sportsman who 
of immense assistance and has_ recently was elected president of the Southeast Alabama Fox Hunters Association, 

* * is shown here with some of his prize July hounds. The many details connected 

offered his records and infor- with running a 1,500-acre plantation do not prevent Mr. Robertson’s continued 

mation freely at all times, so his  jnterest in fox hunting, a sport he has enjoyed for many "years, 

ee is greatly appre- tonts and for information con- deer which may be applied in 
ciate s : : cerning parasites and diseases. other sections of the State fa- 

Since nothing has previously Deer Project vorable for deer. The graduate 
been done to any extent on the The deer project has been es- student has settled upon the Al- 
quail food plants in connection tablished on the lands of the lison Lumber Company lands 
with the soil types of Alabama, Allison Lumber Company in and will devote a full year to 
trial plantings were made gymter county. This tract of intensive field work. He is lay- 
through the cooperation of the approximately 112,000 acres of ing out certain plots for future 
Agronomy Department on three jand has been handled primari- intensive observations, especial- 
Experiment Station farms dur- Jy for timber production during ly of the vegetation, and has es- 
ing the spring. These are being the past 30 to 35 years. In tablished posts for observing 

checked and observed by the ¢onnection with timber produc- deer during their feeding and 

Experiment Station staff for in- tion, Colonel Allison has pro- other movements. Foundation 
formation of value to the quail tected the deer to such an ex- work has been laid for complete 
project. tent that they have increased to study of deer foods in this area. 

Considerable time has been extremely heavy concentrations, During the deer season of No- 
spent by the graduate student, being much more common in vember and December, 1935, a 
the project leader, and several this tract than in any other sec- temporary assistant was em- 

game wardens to locate a suit- tion of the State. ployed to secure as much in- 
able area for quail management The graduate student is study- formation as possible concern- 

experiments in cooperation with ing the food of deer in this area ing the deer shot on the lands of 

landowners and situated within and is attempting to determine the Allison Lumber Company. 
easy driving distance of Auburn. other factors influencing the in- He secured records on 357 deer 

The ieee? Experiment Station crease and maintenance of the shot during the two-months sea- 

groundseau: Auburn, have been: (eam cass ae an co 2 rpc ge 
surveyed carefully in an effort 
to establish some trial planting F 
and demonstration areas in un- ae 3 v wv 
used parts of this tract. The | BR NUZLe @ 
Departments of Horticulture Co 
and Forestry, Botany, and be Vi PF 
Agronomy have assisted in this oe tee 
work. 

A collection of possible quail BATTLE CREEK HEALTH 
food he seretiles made fuse 
late September by the graduate 
student and will be continued. D O G F O O D S 
A few quail have been collcet- Go three times as far as fresh or canned meat 

ed at various points for deter- SCHLOSS & KAHN, SOUTHERN DISTRIBUTORS, MONTGOMERY, ALA. 
mination of their stomach con-
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son. Half of these deer were Park in southern Baldwin coun- Miss., have cooperated in pro- 
weighed and found to average ty. This park is located just be- viding planes for flights over 
13814 pounds. The points of hind the dunes along the Gulf this and other areas of the Flori- 
the antlers, size, external para- Coast and includes three so- da, Alabama and Mississippi 
sites, and general condition called “fresh water’ lakes. The coast in connection with this 
were noted, as well as the lo- largest lake is composed of ap- study, all at no cost to this 
cality in which the deer were proximately 640 acres of water project. The Naval Air Station 
taken. This preliminary work surface. Since the Department also made a mosaic aerial pho- 
will serve as a basis for future of Conservation has set this area tograph of the State Park area 
work during successive hunting aside as a wildlife sanctuary, for our use. 
seasons. they have asked us to determine In January a visit was made 

The project leader visited the the availability of waterfowl to southern Alabama with Pro- 
Alabama National Forest dur- food in the area which may at- fessor F. E. Guyton of the Zoolo- 
ing the special three-day deer tract numbers of ducks and gy Department to determine the 
season in November, 1935. Deer other waterfowl to over-winter. effect of the C. W. A. mosquito 

had been entirely killed out in With the cooperation of the control work of 1934 on the 

this section of the State a num- Botany Department and the waterfowl and other wildlife of 

ber of years ago and in 1926 the Food Habits Section of the Bio- the coastal region. It was found 
Department of Conservation re- logical Survey, the project lead- that the mosquito control 
stocked the area and limited er is studying this area and rec- ditches were holding up _ re- 
hunting has been allowed dur- ommendations will soon be sub- markably well and had not low- 
ing the past several years. Last mitted to the Department of ered the water level sufficient- 
November there were approxi- Conservation concerning the ly to cause noticeable harm to 
mately 900 hunters in the area needs of this park area. either the flora or fauna. 

during the three days and 26 Laas ———————— 

deer were killed. Station at Pen- oT 
Waterfowl Food Project sacola, Fla.,and CA ee? 

ing developed by the National the U-8. Coast mea \ | 
Park Service and the State For- Guard Air Sta- I QD bra. 
estry Department as Gulf State tion at Biloxi, | MK yoo 
Be Area hoe See en et ZA: Ye sinieek 

——— Oy fe 
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BS Expert Fur Craft DOG FOOD 
Keep your hunting dogs in trim with this PROVEN 

Fox Chockers and Neck Pieces a Specialty Water i uaa hen veveds Tite ake Jas Doe 
‘4 ood costs yqu less 

Prices and Satisfaction Guaranteed We 
Cosby-Hodges Milling Co. 

e BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 

Com ROBERSON, Erie | ———_—_————— 
West Highlands, Bessemer, Alabama + kl Dinkler Hotels 

Dispensers of True Southern Hospitality 

(Pies c sr | The Ansley Andrew Jackson 

Welcome Fishermen and Atlanta Nashville 
Jefferson Davis The Savannah 

H unters Montgomery Savannah 

To The St. Charles The Tutwiler 
New Orleans Birmingham 

THE C AWTHON HOTEI 2,600 Rooms in Southern Hotels 

Mobile, Alabama “Rooted in the South—for the South” 

Free Parking Adjoining Hotel Direction 
Rates Reasonable Coffee Shop and Dining Room DINKLER HOTELS CO., INC. 

J. H. Pippen, Manager Carling Dinkler, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
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ELTON S. KARRMANN 
BAYLEY BLOCK 

PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN ig 

qu” \ Q we \ f ¢ ; 

Ho 
June 21, 1957, Vv 

a yi \ v 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Qld Eaton Bldg., 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 

In compliance with your request after your lecture last 

Friday, I transcribed the section relating to interferr- 

ing with nets set for pigeons. The section reads as 

follows:- 

"Section 122. Whoever wilfully kills pigeons upon, or 

frightens them from beds which have been made for the 

purpose of taking them in nets, by firing guns, or by 

any other method, within one hundred rods of the same, 

except on land lawfully occupied by himself, shall be 

punished by imprisonment for not more than thirty days 

or by fine of not more than twenty dollars; and shall 

also be liable for the actual damages to the owner or 

occupant of such beds." Ch. 208 Revised Laws of Massuchu- 

setts, 1902, Vol. II, Page 1768. 

You will note that this section remained in the Massuchu- 

setts laws down to and including the revision of 1902. 

I did not examine the latest statutes. 

Yours truly, 

EEB:ME E. E. Burns
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The Last Passenger Pigeon (Eetopistes migratoria) Killed in pw 
Wisconsin, -- It would be difficult to find more contradictory 

and indefinite statements than those regarding the last 

Passenger Pigeon, supposedly, killed in Wisconsin. W. B. Mershon, 

"The Passenger Pigeon", (1907), p. 154, cites a letter from 

Neal Brown, dated May 20, 1904, in whieh the latter says: 

"It was, I think, three or four years ago, in hunting with 

Mr. Emerson Hough near Babcock in this State in September, 

we killed an unmistakable wild pigeon." On p. 223, however, 

appears the categorical statement: "In 1900 Neal Brown of 

Wausau, Wis., killed one near Babcock, Wis. in September.” 

In an unsigned article in the Saturday Evening Post (October 15, 

1910, p. 30), Hough states that "about ten years ago” while 

hunting with two friends at Babcock, Wisconsin, one of the 

party killed a Passenger Pigeon. 

In the "Passenger Pigeon in Pennsylvania", (1919), 

by John GC. French there is a note on p. 189 by Henry W. 

Shoemaker stating that he was told by Emerson Hough “that the | 

last Passenger Pigeon which he saw was killed by a retired 

railroad conductor, in Wisconsin, the first week in 

September, 1897. The conductor while journeying along a 

railroad out, saw a large bird perched on a tree among a



Be 

band of mourning doves". More recently (Aldo Leopold, Trans. 

~> Wis. Academy 30 (1937) p.72) it is said: "The record ends 

with a single bird killed by Emerson Hough at Babeock about 

1900," 

Recalling that, at the time, Hough had a weekly 

column, "Chicago and the West", in Forest and Stream, it 

seened probable that more exact information was available. 

In fact, the details of the incident are given gn Vol. 53 

(Sept. 25, 1899) p. 148 of this publication. The bird was 

shot by the guide Varney, of Babcock, from a group of 

Mourning Doves sitting in a tree, while the party was hunting 

Prairie Chickens. It was recognized as a young Passenger 

Pigeon by Neal Brown. Hough states further: "The bird was 

about two-thirds grown and the plumage was pale and devoid 

of the fine luster of the adult bird. The tail feathers were 

pulled out in the pocket of Varney's hunting coat, but I got 

them and have them now, with the skin of the bird, which I 

secured." The bird was shot between September 9 and 15, 

1899. 

-- A.W. Schorger, 168 N. Prospect Ave., Madison, Wis.
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Rare Relics in M 1938 are INeLICS IN IVLUSEUM ... 

Journal Special Correspondence [yer eas transportation costs and profits to 

Madison, Wis.—In 1871 Wisconsin eS my M. ue the commission man and retailer, 

had more passenger pigeons than a Wyse cS iid, ant itis doubtful if the trapper or hunter 

magician could pull out of a hat in Veo = es et received on the average more than 

a lifetime. ee Sass oor 18¢ a dozen.” 

It was the greatest nesting of the (aS z EZ a Se At ‘Pludisea Sivarin: Aaba 

birds ever known, said Dr. A. W. SS a Fe A me ny Th ao with, 
Schorger, Madison, who recently Sie SO Gy Sh git es i ih ; REDEEM The bitag en 

co Sx j s s 
completed several eae of ee fp SSS png ~N i Gpebatars A single dealer in Saye 
The nesting of the wild pigeons at Hy << c= we AN Ss s i 

Petoskey, Mich. in 1878 had previ- | Bawa -~y <5 ie handled 16 tons of shot with the 

ously been considered the largest in He ai « Garo 6 eae Sena a powder— 
history. ~ 2 a) ron enough for , rounds, — 

It was characteristic of the, passen- | Ue ea... Charles B. Cory, writing in 1909, 
ger pigeons, now extinct, to fly and Aue 7) ew eam | Said that the wild pigeons were still 

nest en masse. The greatest winter | uaa 7) \ “i , Pe abundant in Wisconsin in 1882, but 

roosts were in Missouri and south- | Kwa SAR Sith ae we eee were rare birds. 
to Texas, but in the spring the Pp eee ate 4 . eS arc ces eae ey can Serna ae 

{ ve wipeatas nOrenS y) . The “fall” of the wild: pigeons ported seen in 1897 in the Lake Win- 

“In the spring of 1871, the pigeons | nests or 10 birds, there would be 250 Haile aHeae TiGiiecee eames 
appear to have migrated into Wis- pigeons to an acre,” Dr. Schorger atutted Gaweii nicoes 

ey re ee Se eae said. “The nesting area of 850 square a 
of the state,” Dr. Schorger said, © | miles, or 544,000 acres, would bring 
Mississippi and Rock river valleys | the total of birds to 136,000,000. This 
were two main funnels by which the | number seems huge, but it is scarce- | 

sa tan eer pu ines eas ilson and Audubon to have been | 
Beloit, Monroe, Janesville, Stough- seas by them in a single flight.” | 
ton, Madison, Jefferson, Watertown, Describing the morning flight of 
Baraboo and Kilbourn. The Missis- | the pigeons in quest of fedd, one 
sippi columns passed over La Crosse, | Wisconsin hunter said: 
swinging northeast to Black River “Imagine 1,000 threshing ma- 

Falls, Sparta and Tomah. chines running under full headway, 
Covered 350 Square Miles accompanied by as many steamboats 

The entire area covered by the SrOanine off steam, with ep equal 
ROSH Gee SHIEH EI CAV) ehnbee quota of railroad trains passing 

a BOO Ped, | through covered bridges—imagine 
the base of the “V” extending to the | these massed into a single flock and 
Wisconsin Dells region. One arm | you possibly have a faint conception 
stretched to Black River Falls, an| of the terrific roar following the 
area about 75 miles long and aver- | monstrous black cloud of pigeons as 

aging six miles wide. The other arm | they passed in rapid flight a few feet 
lay chiefly in Adams county, meas- before our faces.” | 

uring 50 miles in length and eight in Killed f | 

width. The nesting covered about The killi me es 
850 square miles, This was in addi- e killing of the birds for mar- 
tion to several isolated nestings, four ne een soon as they entered 
of which occurred at Berlin, Bloom- | the Rock River valley in March and 
er, Prescott and Durand. Since | 1@8ted until June, Dr. Schorger said. 
BeORAR were the principal food of He believed that more than 1,200,000 

the pigeons in Wisconsin, the birds pigeons were killed. 

sought the oak forests of the sandy | One hundred to 200 barrels were | 
central region. shipped daily through Milwaukee. 

Dr. Schorger said that eye-wit- Each barrel contained 25 dozen 

nesses reported 1 to 50 nests in a ings: 2 ? 
tree. Many trees fell to the ground Pigeons appeared in the Milwau- | 
from the weight of the nests. kee market Mar. 20,” Dr. Schorger 

said. “The first quotation—85c a 
Birds Total 136,000,000 dozen—was on Apr. 27. The price 

“Assuming that the area would | declined to 45c a dozen for undressed 
average 25 trees to an acre and that | pigeons and 65¢ for dressed 
each tree contained an average of 5| birds. Allowing for packing and 

CD p 4 
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File: Passenger Pigeon 
Buffalo Co. 

From Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 9, September, 1938, Bi Bb: 

The Extinct Pigeon ; 

Forest Area Supervisor H. T. J. Cramer forwards an interview with Charles 
Ringrose, Alma Center, in which the latter tells of secing the last passenger 

pigeon flight in April, 1882. 

"I was just a kid then," Mr. Ringrose says. "There were thousands and 
thousands of them. They actually darkened the sun. Flying west they were. 
We lads didn't think mich of trying to shoot them on the wing. If they were 
flying low enough we might let go at them but we really couldn't afford to © 
waste a load of powder and shot on one or two birds. The pigeons liked to 
rest in the temarack swamps. There we would sneak up on them with our muzzle 
loaders. We wouldn't pull the trigger unless we were sure of several birds to 
fall. We were not flush with money in those days and had to be careful. 
Once I got five pigeons with one shot, but Ted Wheaton did better than that. 

He blew seven out of a tree with one blast." 

2



September, 1939 

NORTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

THE MOURNING THE mourning dove, commonly called 

the turtle dove in the South, is one 

DOVE of our finest migratory game birds. 

e ; In many northern states, due proba- 

bly to its plaintive long-drawn call, 

BENEFICIAL As A WEED this bird is on the protected bird list 
k Seep DestroYeR AND A as a songster. 

t FINE GAME BIRD Ranging from central Canada, all 

over the United States and south of Central America and the 

; West Indies, the breeding range of the mourning dove covers 

nearly all of the above ter- : 

ritory except the upper e ae 

limits of Canada, Central . 

America and the West In- , So - 
dies. Doves are generally 3 

distributed throughout §Q ae 4 , - 
North Carolina at all sea- Pe te — 
sons of the year and are 1 eS y 
here in large numbers in = >. 

; ae : we 
autumn, particularly dur- rhs xe fs 

ing the fall migrations ee 4% 
from the North. 5 ee — + S ie 

These birds are gregari- # PF my a ee 
ous in the fall and winter, | aoe) , 

breaking up into smaller : a 

groups in the spring and “@&y 4 x ia i 

later pairing off for the gee “2 /fe ie 
mating season, at a ratio of CN / *, ; 
one to one. As nests have P 

been found in different sec- - = x 
tions of North Carolina . ~~ re 

‘ from early May until Octo- na, | \ 
ber, many observers are of ~~... 7 

{ the opinion that doves may .. ; 
; raise two or even three _ 

broods in one year. How- nis nest of a mourning dove in Cleveland 
ever, the number of times Cownty was located in an oak tree fifteen 

that doves may nest in this Ayey above, te 0ieuny, 

State is not as yet definitely determined. Nests are found in a 

variety of locations, but are generally found near the edge of 

woodlands, in hedgerows, or in orchards. Doves will build a nest 

5



NORTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

on almost any object that affords a level surface. Of the twenty- 

two found this year by the writer, no particular site seems to 

be preferred. Nests were found in the forks of trees, on the 

limbs of trees, on stumps, and one nest was found on the ground. 

The nests found in trees were built mainly of sticks with a 

grass lining, and in several instances those found on stumps 

and on the ground were made of old lespedeza stalks. The nest, ; 

a mere skeleton, is built with just enough depression to keep the i 

eggs from rolling out. The male bird usually carries the nesting 

material to the site where it is formed into a nest by the female 

bird. This process is carried on in a leisurely fashion, usually 

in the early morning. Later in the day, the doves may be found 

grouped together or in pairs sitting on power or telephone lines. 

Most commonly, the dove will lay two eggs, but there have 

been a few records of three and even four eggs being laid. Occa- 

sionally when an incubating bird is startled from its nest, the 

eggs will be knocked from their precarious platform. One 

farmer in Cleveland County reported that he had replaced as 

many as four eggs in one season and saw several more that had 

been broken by their fall. The incubation period lasts about 

fifteen days and the brooding period for the young takes about 

the same length of time. Both the male and female bird may 

help in the incubation of the eggs, and the brooding of the 

young. 

Doves seem to be especially attracted to dirt roads and the 

shoulders of highways. In such places they can pick up gravel 

and dust themselves free from external parasites. 

Unlike quail, however, they are dependent to large degree 

upon water from branches and watering holes. 

The writer observed a female dove resort to a broken wing 

ruse and give about as good a demonstration as the ruffed 

grouse. She ran for about thirty feet on the ground, dragging 

her wing before flying off. The young were already hatched \ 

and one could approach the nest very closely before she would \ 

fly. ! 

The young birds are fed principally on regurgitated “pigeon 

milk” which is supplied by both parents. As they grow, this 

diet is replaced by one of insects and seeds until at the end of 

the brooding period, their food consists of nearly all solid ma- 

terial. The old birds, generally thought of as gleaners, com- 

monly inhabit wheat, oat and rye stubble fields. Frequently, 

6
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a se ~~. _ _ Q : | 

i - oe ‘2 - _ - 

: . \ ie je. + 

U. S. Biological Survey Photo. 

The number of times the mourning dove may nest each year in North 

Carolina is not definitely known. 

they may be found in unharvested lespedeza and pea fields. The 

main bulk of dove food, however, is made up of weed seeds, 

which tends to make them a valuable species. Of the forty- 

seven dove crops examined in 1937 by the writer, fifty-two per- 

cent of the food was crabgrass, foxtail and other wild grass 

seeds; thirty-one percent sweetgum; sixteen percent corn and 

rye, and one percent insect life. 

As a game bird doves are highly prized for their sporting 

qualities. Early in the open season a good many young birds are 

shot but later the older birds form a very difficult target for the 

4 average sportsman. When shot over a stubble field, doves will 

circle around and come back for the shooter, traveling at a high 

! rate of speed. Seldom presenting the type of straight-away 

i shot that is usually associated with upland game bird shooting, 

mourning doves, especially on windy days, offer a variety of 

difficult, high, wide, and angular shots surpassed by few game 

birds. When alarmed on a feeding ground, instead of moving 

off in a covey, they tend to break up and fly off singularly or in 

pairs. 

Twenty-five to thirty farmers in the upper Piedmont section 
(Continued on page 13) 
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NORTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

THE NEW 1939-40 HUNTING LICENSES 

THE 1939-40 licenses which went on sale August 1 are quite dif- 

ferent from any licenses issued previously by the State of 

North Carolina. The principal change is in the elimination of 

the button which has heretofore accompanied every license. In 

f the past, buttons have caused confusion in the minds of some 

: hunters in that they were under the impression that the button 

) was all-important and that the license itself could be left at 

‘ home. This, of course, was incorrect since the license card giv- 

ing the description of the licensee, the date of issuance, etc., is 

the important item. This year an applicant for a hunting license 

will receive only a card on which will appear his name, address, 

color, height, weight, hair and eye coloration, age, and a very 

important feature, his signature. THIS CARD SHOULD BE 

CARRIED AT ALL TIMES WHILE HUNTING. 
Each type of license is printed on a different color heavy index 

paper; this means that the licenses will be more durable and 

easier to handle and can either be kept in a bill fold along with 

other identification cards or pinned inside the pocket of a hunt- 

ing coat. Just as in the past, glassine envelopes, which give 

added protection, will accompany each license issued. 

a Ai Mali Si he ea 3s 

THE MOURNING DOVE 
(Continued from page 7) 

of North Carolina reported kills of from four hundred to six 

hundred birds on their farms last year. Also it is interesting 

to note that flocks of doves seem to use only one or two fields 

on the farms where these kills were reported. 

crete ie OM AIR So 

\ SQUIRREL FOOD 
; It takes slightly more than 100 pounds of food to support a 

{ squirrel for a year . . . but, contrary to general opinion, little 

the gray squirrel attempts to eat is lost . . . for he has no waste- 

ful habits and is both dainty and thrifty . . . he has a habit of 

burying all food he cannot consume at the moment . . . some- 

times he digs it up later, but more often he forgets about it... 

and millions of forest trees have sprung up from nuts squirrels 

have planted in the ground in this manner.—American Wildlife 

Institute. 
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Constance Rourke, The roots of American culture and other essays. 1942, 

: The rise of theatricals. VI. The elder Booth. 

page 152, 

Booth was religious in his way. He could deliver the Lord's Prayer 
in such fashion as to move his listeners to tears and perhaps to make them 
shudder, but his convictions were set against ‘formal religion and its ex- 
ponents. His mournful burial of wild pigeons om one of his Western journeys 
was partly an expression of natural philosophy, partly a bit of macabre 
humor and partly a prank on a minister. The slaughter of these birds had 

. been ruthless and great flocks were brought to earth within a few hours. 
Booth called a minister to his room in a small Western tavern, saying that 
he wished to discuss the burial of a friend. While the minister respectfully 

listened, Booth talked of the purity and worth of his dead friend, then, 
turning, drew back a sheet on his bed and disclosed a heap of slaughtered 
pigeons, and eerily declaimed The Ancient Mariner. The minister, who 
recognized the meaning of this ceremony, departed feeling like the wedding 
guest. Booth then bought a lot in the cemetery and buried the pigeons with 

a public service, at which he declaimed poetry whose theme was nature, 

(This occurred in the 1830's or 1840's.)



| Fae jo prgboe 

Mendota Beach Heights,Madison, Wis. 
September 25, 1942 

Professor Aldo leopold 
424 ™niversity Yarm Place 
Madison, Wiscongin 

NeareProf. Teopold: 

Because I cannot afford to keep them myself at this time, I am 

enclosing herewith e photograph of a pair of Passenger Pigeons, now 

in my possession, which I am offering for sale at $150.00 cash to the 

rss to Tend Lore of a list of ten people to whom this letter 

8 being sent. As is my desire thet these birds remain in 
Wisconsin if at all possible, this offer is being mede only to 

Wisconsin people who have a deep interest in birds and wildlife and 

who may be in a position to exhibit these specimens in their office, 

den or local museum. 

fo far as I have been able to determine, these are two of about 

70 Pessenger Pigeon specimens (including unmounted skins) in Wisconsin 

of which about 40 ere in public museums and libraries. The remaining 

birds in private hands are usually offered for sale at from $75 to 
$1,000 esch and most people will not name a price. Specimens selling 
for leas (and they are few) are usually in very poor plumage or shape. 

The lest Passenger Pigeon killed in Wisconsin was teken in 1699 neer 

Babcock, while some mey heve been seen in the wild up until 1907. 
The lest bird of this species in the world died in the Cincinnati Zoo 
in 1914. 

The pair of birds shown in this photograph were killed neer 

Le Crosse, Wisconsin, in 1870, by Mr. E. A. Beach of that city and 

mounted by him in a glase covered case with other birds. I purchased 

this exhibit from his son at Sparta about 1939 and had the Pigeons 
retouched, cleaned and pleced in a new exhibit case by Mr. Karl Kahmann 

of Haywerd about thet date. They are placed in an appropriete back- 
ground and =: among the finest specimens I have ever seen. The case 

is 272" x 198" x 5a" deep with an oek frame end the case tightly sealed, 
although it can be opened by removing screws if desirable. 

I would like to complete arrangements on this sale by October 1, 
end will hold the specimens on order for delivery about that date. 
I will attempt to meke celivery personally to prevent damage in trensit. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lone. SS. 
W. E. Scott 

Ene.
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IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

: i UNITED STATES : 3 S ey 
(be — ye rew 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Y \ 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 25, De. C. 

August 29, 1945. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
. 42, University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sorry that I can give you no information regarding the banded 
pigeon reported in your letter of August 21, 

It was not registered by any of the national pigeon associations 
known to me. The two big racing pigeon organizations are the American 
Racing Pigeon Union, whose bands carry initials A. U., sometimes in mono= 
gram style (so they look like A.J.), and the International Federation of 
Homing Pigeon Fanciers, whose bands carry the initials I. F. The National 
Pigeon Association is concerned chiefly with fancy, show birds. It issues 

; bands with the initials N. P. A. 

Why fanciers will mark birds with unregistered bands is a mystery to 
me, but every year we receive reports of quite a few. I know of no way in 
which to trace them. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, i 

F. C. Lincoln, In Charge, 
Distribution and Migration of Birds, 

Division of Wildlife Research.
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Grouse and Grouse Moors 
ar be : a 

& Malcolm & Maxwell ,1910 py un sa 

pe 

Red grouse found only in British Isles. 

Plumage of male measures about 16 inches. 

"Forest" originally a large tract of woodland and meadow for the 
exclusive use of the king and controlled by his edicts. "Chase" a smaller 
tract of woodland and meadow governed by common law. 

Not till lete in first quarter of 19th century that letting of shootings 
for hire could be traced. Up to middle of century rents were insignificant. 

Popularity of shooting grew with advent of R.R. 

Came to realize value of moors and began to practice management. 

Good letting season depends on whether or not Parliament ceases in time 
for the grouse shoots. 1909 bad from this point. 

Early rents as low as 100 pounds and 200 pounds and even less. Have 
since increased more than tenfold and in some cases 30 times original rent. i 

Get better value now. More sport, closer protection, more accomodations, ; 
more accessibility, more luxury and service. Moor or deer forests on elabor- 
ate and expensive scale. 

. Estimated 3,354 shootings in Scotland regularly let or shot over by 
owners; of these 315 are grouse and general shootings and 197 deer forests which 
contain grouse and other game. 

If average rental of Scottish grouse moor andother shootings exclusive of 
deer forests be taken at 250 pounds the cumlo annual rental will be 789,250 
pounds. Estimated other expenses that each brace of grouse cost one pound. 
This on foregoing calculation of rent would mean kill of 1,578,500 grouse per 
season. Fallacious reckoning at best, probably hich, uniform kill, etc. 

Better method to take expenses equal to rents = 789,250 pounds. 

Deer forests estimated average 800 pounds or total of 157,600 pounds for 
rent plus another 157,600 for expenses. 

9,419 game licenses - 19,963 gun licenses - 411 game dealers licenses - 
total, 1908-09 - 34,166 pounds. ‘Total of ordinary direct expenditures - 
1,927,929 pounds to Scotland. 

Many grouse moors have salmon fisheries attached. Income from salmon 
fisheries in Scotland estimated at 200,000 pounds. 

Sport supports most of Highland parishes. : 

Grouse co-exist with sheep.



Increase in knowledge of game management and results of application 
almost as great as in domain of agriculture. 

Standardization has taken the place of empiricism in moor management. 

Must have alert, intelligent, industrious head keeper to show dis- 
crimination and care in heather burning, supplementary sources of food 

supply, destruction of vermin, prevention of poaching; constancy of water 
supply; supplies of grit where not natural, removal of decomposing carcasses, 
ete. 

Food most important item and consists mostly of heather known as bing 
(calluna vulgaris). Supplemented by blaeberries and bilberries. 

in case of frost and snow on heather disengaged by dragging rope through 
heather. 

Abundsence of any form of animal life brings abundance of predators. 

Secretary of State may be order vary or extend closed seasons under 
Wild Birds Protection Acts. 

Western part of Scotland too mich water, central and eastern sections 
have to have moors irrigated at times. 

Sheep drains a danger to young birds falling in - can't get out. 

Supplies of grit are brought and laid out where it is not found. Is 
very necessary. Believed by some a factor in prevention of grouse disease. 

Moors without sheep generally believed to be better for grouse. Others 
believe sheep help heather and keep down injurious bracken. SBeonomic side 
favors moderate grazing of sheep. 

Growing competition for large bags. Record was on place of Mr. 
Rimington Wilson, Broomhead in 1904, when S guns killed 137] 1/2 brace in one 
day. Large bags obtained only by driving. 

Heather does best on peaty tracts overlying sand, and well open to sun- 
shine. 9,000,000 acres of moor in Scotland, Heather had no economic use 
before 1770 then discovered could be used for grazing,was burned a little, 
later managed for grouse. Heather burning legalized and regulated by act of 
Parliament, must take place between Nov. 1 and April 11 or by special per- 
mission to April 25. Age not always a good criterion as to when to burn heather, 
should be judged by condition and economic benefit to subject. 

Weather generally grows better and retains its freshness and succulency 
longer on eastern than on western slopes. Also believed to be favorably in- 
fluenced by proximity to sea. 

General rule to burn 1/10 of all aged and decayed heather per year. Should 
burn in rotation. Patch burning considered best. Best time to burn is between 

March 10 
10 and April 11, Best to burn against the wind,



Bracken is gradualiy creeping in and strangling heather, causing 
lot of losses. 

First outbreak of grouse disease variously put at 1838, 1843, 1546. 
; Probable reason for no previous mention of disease is that no one previous 

to 1838 paid much attention to grouse. 

1908 and 1909 grouse disease years. Notice varying virulence. Grouse 

disease due to strongylus pergracilis. 

Well managed moor weeds out weaklings, 014 cocks and keeps wintering 
stock down. Disease or predisposition to desease might be caused by lack 
of food, poor frost bitten heather, or absence of proper grit. Serious 
outbreaks, 1855-6, 1866-7, 1872-3, all followed stinted and unhealthy con- 
dition of heather. When heather not so good moors should be more heavily 
shot. Disease theory is atmospheric conditions. 

Grouse suffer from more than one disease, but strongylosis and coccidiosis, 
both parasites,are main ones. 

Grouse coumittee have recorded 8 different species of insects or mites 
living among the feathers or on the skin of the bird or in other ways associated 
closely with the grouse,and 15 animal parasites living in alimentary canal, 
lungs or other organs. Very often have caeca full of tope worms. 

It is on the food of the grouse that the co-efficient of resistance 
against the ever-present hurtful entozoa chifly depends. Liability to disease 
does not vary directly with the number of birds to the acre, but directly with 
the food supply of the individual bird. 

Grouse committee have found cycle to run "the good year, the very good 
year, the record year, the bad disease year, the recovery, the average, and 
the good average," - a regular sequence of events, culminating in an over- 
stocking and consequent shortage of food. 

Grouse flourish most on the highest ground in the south and prefer 
lower altitude farther north. 

1837 only 8 moors rented in Scotland at nominal rent. 

First recorded drive, 1805. Popular objection to large kills at first. 

Increase in grouse due to better management perhaps; seems to be a question 
as to the advantage of driving to the stock. 

Blackeock fly 2 miles. P. 252. 

Kills of blackcock on one estate (now rapidly disappearing): 

1861 - 1586) 
ime - 1530) 
1869 - 1508) Best day 247 to 8 guns 

V 1870 - 186) 
1871 - 1429) ‘



Broomhead Moor of 4,000 acres averaged 900 brace over period of 17 ' 
years. 1872 excellent year. Seems to have been high water mark since moors 
have held their own but can make no further advance. Saturation point? 

Seems to be a limit to what a moor will produce, a limit not regulated 
by food supply alone and varying to a marked degree in different sections. 

On exceptionally favored moors a bird per acre may be killed in good 
years, others under best management yield only average one bird per of 5 
acres. Gannocky driven on averace of 6 time per year for 12 years, average 
176 1/4 brace per day. 

Statistics (p. 277). 7,000 acres 

Season No. Grouse Killed 

1898 787 
1899 2364 
1900 O16 
1901 6682 
1902 po 
19 
1908 ar 
x m2 i 
1907 
1908 aa 

Moor at Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire. 

Season No. Grouse Killed Season = Ho. Killed = season No. Killed 

1 135910 1500 35002900285 
1860 1377 1881 2136 1901 440 
1861 1286 1882 3316 1902 3660 
1862 TT2 188 1 ne 3043 
186 gi2 ssh 1668 19 3140 
18h 1998 1885 3285 1905 toto 
1865 3618 1886 1906 _ 
1866 5gu2 1887 #39 19 4627 
1867 208 1888 shy 1908 ba 
1866 336 1889 1974 1909 al 
1869 1049 1890 4057 
1870 2107 1891 3174 

= Oe 
i] 170 ise 038 
187 o2 1895 908 
1875 1 1896 6745 
1876 3382 1897 1368 
1877 3060 1898 2983 

1878 1740 1899 3701
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Summary of Chapman's References to Red Grouse 

¢ : by F. J, W. Schmidt 

(Chapman, Abel. 1928. Retrospect, Gurney and Jackson, London) f 

pp. 20-21, Grouse Disease. "The problem of grouse-disease (or what is popularly 
understood by that term) appears to be unfathomable. Almost it may : 
be questioned whether, during the last forty years, we have advanced 

one practical step forward in our knowledge of the blight--a step, 

that is, towards its effective treatment and remedy, True, we have 

the carefully elaborated Report of the Parliamentary Grouse Committee 
of 1905-1911, which essays to diagnose its multiple causes; but that 
work, while a triumph of skilled and patient research, appears to 
be rather of scientific interest than of practical utility. On the 
Borders, at any rate, there are today whole hill-ranges where the 

status of grouse is worse than ever before," 

"In general, the genesis of grouse-disease may safely be summarised 
as ‘the price we have to pay for maintaining a stock of moor-game at 

' a higher level than nature designed.'" 

"Forty years ago I essayed to set out in the Field, in the terms just 
cited (since incorporated in both editions of Bird-life of the Borders) 
my views and experiences to that date; and the long interval has 

neither added to nor materially altered the conclusions then reached, 

Whether there exist cryptic causes, as yet undiscovered and unsuspected, 
that conduce to grouse-disease, or otherwise, at least (as above 

suggested) the most obvious explenation lies in human greediness," 

Dewees The Twelfth of August, 1927. “Already a month before the Twelfth, 
the young were as big and strong as their parents. Though in actual 
mumbers a mere fraction of their pre-war abundance, yet these great 
pelting broods at least promised a revival of joys already well-nigh | 
forgotten," i 

p. 23 (footnote). 
1922. Young grouse died end of July. 
1918 fs u " u a a June. ; 

1924, a " i aoe. tt 

1919. i" " it ah Pe May. 

Old grouse not affected, 

De me Grouse feed on birch and alder and hawthorn when snow is deep. 

Pp. 1882, Blackcocks and greyhens (Tetraotetrix) crowded birches and 
alders in big snowstorm December 9, 1882, 

Psi 5ee Red grouse burrow under snow for purpose of feeding. Have a sentry 
at mouth of burrow. Black game roost in trees or under snow. Snow ' 
burrow is used for sleeping only, 

Pp. Bower Moors. Hexhamshire, Northumberland, October 29, 1812. Colonel 
Hawker shot one grouse. A bungler could kill eight brace in a day 
in August. f 

i 
1827. Chapman's grandfather shot 23 brace in a day, August 12, 4 

1872. August 12. Thirty hunters with dogs shot 1099 brace. d



European Methods of Management 

(yo American Consular Service Rod 

AMERICAN CONSULATE gow” 

E@inburgh, Seotland, July 1, 1930 

Mr. F. F. Bowman 

Cedarwood Fam, R. D, 2 2 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Sirs 

‘the receipt is acknowledged of your letter dated June 16, 
1930, respecting the conditions of grouse shooting in Seotland. You 

understand thet when grouse lands are leased it is usual for the lessee 
to undertake to shoot a minimm mmber of birds which prevents the too 
rapid miltiplieation of grouse end thereby lessens the chances of “grouse 
disease." If this fact is true you believe that it is important in con- 
nection with the problem of game preservation in the United States. 

; 4 commission wae set up some years ago in Scotland to stuly 
grouse disease and while the commission found many itens of interest 
regarding grouse the cause of the disease was never discovered. It was 
learned that the disease occurs more often in flocks of large size but on 
the other hand it has occurred in small coveys and thus it cannot be said 
that the size of the flock causes the disease. 3 

Grouse shooting in Scotland 1s of two kinds: (a) by grouse 
driving, and (b) “over the gun." ‘The former method lessens the chances 
of the disease occurring because by flushing many coveys the birds inter- 

mingle and inbreeding is prevented. Inbreeding, which is thought to be 
a contributing factor to grouse disease, of course weakens the birds and 
makes them more susceptible to the disease. Uxperienced crouse hunters 
ain to shoot off the old birds, partiolarly the coaks, and when this is 
not done by a lessee through ignorance, the omer generally instructs the 
gamekeepers to shoot off the cocks in order to "round out" the coveys. 

In addition to the above it has been foun! that grouse disease 
is less apt to ocour when the heather on the moor is, in a sense, rotated. 
That is to say, the omer burns off the heather in small patches every 
year. Tims in a anal] area there will be a heather growth of several 
different years. 

The Consulate has been advised that a lessee never uniertakes 
to shoot a minimum mumber of birds but a maximm figure is usually fixed. 
However, in a spirit of fair play ani for the preservation of game the 
lessee will not shoot the maximm mimber if the land is not as well stocked 
as caloulated. 

Very respectfully yours, 

Harold 2. Finley 
American Consul
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Aldo Leopold 

} 
Mareh 16, 1931 

Digest of 
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pe & Distinetion between a "forest" (royal) and a “chase” 

Fae uta wy 0 subiest)- *¥orests" date from the Conqueror. 

Forest laws ameliorate? vy Wenry #17 in 122! and progressively 

by other later acts. (First come laws, p- 166). 

ps 30 Scotch Shootings. 
Aweraze rent of 3157 grouse and general 

shootings at 250 pounis each. . - - - - + + + +789,250 pounds 

Average expenses of 3157 grouse and general ~ 

shootings at 250 pounts each... + + + + + + +789e250 * 

: Average rent of 197 deer forests at 

$00 pound -. - + seers eee rerere 157,600 * 

Averaze expenses of 197 deer forests 
; 

at 600 pounis eat oes ce eee ee es 15H “ 

T8930" 

5 Ada saount of excise revenue in year 1908-9 

for game, gun, and game-dealing licenses 2 ah 229 “ 

ccopsdlumeapsacestdine Saeed mm 4 

Total of ordinary expend. 

pe M4 Burirommepial Controls: (+) Smeets Tommtn control, (2) winter 
feeding, ee (p.60), (4) vermin control, (5) water 

supply (p- 59), (6) brushing wires (p. 61), (7) reduction of old 

cocks (p. 120, ($) heather burning (p- 86). 

p- 47 Yenain killed in Glengarry 1837-1840. Area? (policy, p- 54) 

p. 63 Sheep. Help to prevent spread of bracken. Rumning sheep on heather 

began about 1800 (p. 84). 

p- 67 Maximum Daily Bagge Mo areas. 

pe 83 Area of moor ani mountain in Scotlan’, 9,000,000 acres. 

: t sometimes replaced by bracken. Rotation of 

10 years advised (p- 97)- Patehes should never exceed 10 acres 

(p. 101). Yire laws since 1908 hold railways responsible for 

for runaway fires (p. 103). Spring buraiig preferred as fall 

p- 106 Bracken is spreading badly (p. 106).



p. 119 Disease. Lightly stocked or isolated moors not exempt. : 

Pp» 133 “They (Grouse Committee) have examined records over a period of 
60 years on many widely different estates, and have found the 
cycle to comprise the good yeur, the very good year, the record 
year, the bad disease year, the recovery, the average, ani the 
good average." 

p. 1% Digtribution by counties. 

p- 146 Poaghing prevents practice of management in Ireland. 

Pp. 151 Driving. On the west coast and islands grouse lie close all the 
year so that driving is iwpossible. VFirst drive at Cannon Hall 
in 1805. Driving has not increased grouse in the Highlands; 
no more now than 60 years ago (p- 759). On the lowlands and in 
Sngland 300-800 per cent increase due to driving. In mountains 
the old birds on high tops canmet be reached--possibly this 
accounts for the difference (p. 160). 

p- 163 “But driving helps a moor most by removing the old birds, which 
never fali to the gun by any other method. A pair of old grouse 
will require a far larger stretch of ground for nesting operations 
than younger birds. They actively resent any intrusion on the 
territory they have settled on for their own, and eventually rear 
a seall brood where two pair of younger birds might have foun’ range 
ani food for their stronger and more mmerous families. Still less 
desirable are the old cocks of bachelor habits. They razk with 
the worst of vermin, and the large mmabers of them which fall to 
the gun by driving form the most sensible influence in the improve- 

ment of the moor." 

Butts average 60 yards apart. 

p- 195 Topographic driving diagrams. 

Pe 273 ee ee ee ee ee tet 
° saw 3,000 in one pack. On decrease since 1873 (p-275). 

De Bo ey re rents not rendavet tr set to what a moor 
» & limit not regulated by food-supply alone, and 

varying to a marked degree in different districts. Be the reason 
what it my, the fact remains that while on some exceptionally f 

favored moors a bird to an acre may be killed in good years, others 
under the best management and most favourable conditions seem 
unable to yield a better average than one bird to every four or 
five acres." 

P. 277 Ei) at Ruabon Mountains, Wales, 7,000 sores. 

a — Season Wo. Killed 
1 1 2189 

1899 236% 1908 4206 1908 Wig 
1900 nOL6 1 
1901 Gg 1306 | 
1902 47ho 1907 ; ; ae
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| pe 278 Hill at Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire, 26,000 acres. 

-— ; i500 2 & op 
= = 
ed , ise 16h 

186 seis ise rp 

ii a 7 208 1888 7h 
1868 ee 1889 19 
1869 1 1890 ae 
1870 2107 1891 31 
187l 4370 1892 3904 
1872 073 1895 5048 2: 8 & 
a me 
1877 3060 1898 2983 
1878 1740 iene nat 

= 3 a8 
ee 
1909 on 

Pe 233 Auge 12 season too early; cocks still moul ting. 

Pp. 236 Best onhigh moors ‘but winter on corn. 

p. 247 Hens never shot on some estater. . 

Pe 258 Species decreasing all over Englend. 

p- 259 Kill st Drumlaing Costle, Dumfriesshire. 

s © 
1 10 Bhok Game 
1870 1 
1871 1h29
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476 GAME AND GUN AND THE COUNTRY ESTATE—October, 1930 

The reason is the same as that which explains why The worst of these “‘non-rusting”’ caps is that they lack 
“after corrosion ” was not known in black powder days, the sensitiveness provided by the presence of potassium 
and is due to the fact that all British shotgun powders chlorate, as well as the high temperature which this 
are made to give an alkaline residue. The residue left ingredient gives, and so the temperature of the flame 
by black powder was alkaline, as was that of the early is low. The efficiency of a cap from the point of view 
forms of smokeless shotgun powders, such as Schultze. of igniting the powder charge depends on the temperature 
The presence in the barrel of alkaline products of powder and pressure under which the jet of burning gas is forced 
combustion renders the potassium chloride innocuous. against the powder charge, and pressure as well as 

This fact not only explains why British shooters are temperature is always reduced when the potassium 
not seriously troubled by “‘ after rusting,’ in spite of chlorate is not an ingredient. 
the naturally humid atmosphere of the British Isles, but It will, accordingly, be realised that there are disad- 
also why it was that “after rusting’? at once became vantages accompanying the change from an ordinary 
evident when powders such as cordite, which do not give “Three Element ” cap to a non-rusting one, and that 
alkaline residues first came into use. And it further these disadvantages can prove more serious than the 
explains why the smokeless powders were blamed, since original drawback of the ‘Three Element” cap which 
the only change was the powder. prompted the desire for a change. | 

This change, however, can be brought about in a more 
NON-CHLORATE CAPS. satisfactory and altogether efficient manner by attending 

Before this truth was generally realised manufacturers to the powder rather than to the cap ; and if smokeless 
developed non-chlorate, or “‘non-rusting,” caps; and powders had never been invented and we were still 
such caps are still used largely on the Continent, where using black powder, there would never have been any 
they are advantageous, as Continental powders such suggestion as to the necessity for a change in the cap 
as the German Rottweil, the French T, and the composition. Nor need there be now, provided only the 
Belgian Cooppal No. 2, do not give alkaline residues powder manufacturers would all follow the British lead 
on combustion. and make their powders so that they gave alkaline 

As has already been explained, Schultze gave an ample residues. 
alkaline residue; but Smokeless Diamond originally 
did not have a sufficiently alkaline residue, and this is FURUNCULOSIS AND GROUSE DISEASE. 
why many shooters used to complain of “ after rusting ” For thirty years I have enjoyed the Fishing Gazette, 
when they used this powder. In those days a ‘“ non- and give place to no one in my respect and liking for 
rusting ” cap would have been an advantage in the case this excellent periodical. I mention these facts in case 
of Smokeless Diamond, but the British powder makers what I am about to say may appear as criticism of that 
took the view that their powder might be loaded in paper. And criticism it may be; but even so it is 
cases which were not capped with special “ non-rusting ” intended in an entirely friendly spirit, and I hope that 
caps, and so they improved the composition of their the Editors of the Fishing Gazette will accept it in the 
powder so that it gave a sufficiently alkaline residue, spirit in which it is offered. 
when it could be used safely with any type of cap. The only reason which prompts me to refer again to 
There can be no two opinions that this is the proper plan the Interim Report of the Furunculosis Committee, 
to adopt, but some powder makers will not take the with which I dealt last month, is an editorial article in 
trouble to put their powder right and then make a merit the Fishing Gazette of August 30th on the subject of 
of their necessity in having to use a “‘non-rusting ” cap. this report, which, I fear, is somewhat misleading. 
The result is that shooters may think that the British Very briefly the whole point of this article is that 
powder which they have been accustomed to use must furunculosis is in reality a “‘ conditional’ disease ; and 
have a “‘non-rusting” cap in order to prevent something that, therefore, trout farms cannot be regarded as 
which does not happen. sources of infection. 

Since, however, non-chlorate, or “non-rusting”’ caps By a “ conditional” disease is meant a disease which 
have been in use on the Continent for a number of years, is brought about by certain conditions of surroundings 
it may be as well to record their general composition, and weather which may be prevalent, and which favour 
which is :— the spreading of the disease. When these particular 

Mercury fulminate .. a -- 30 to 50 per cent. | conditions are not present there is no outbreak of disease. 
Stibnite or Lead sulphocyanide ..10t0 20 ,, | A parallel is actually drawn between furunculosis and 
Potassium Chlorate ae .. nil to 5 55 | strongylosis, or grouse disease. 
Barium nitrate i old -.25t0 40 ,, | Now strongylosis is certainly a conditional disease. 
Lead Peroxide = te esl bo Pos | As is generally known, it is due to the presence of a 
Powdered glass or silicide .. oo bo ORE certain type of strongyle worm which is found in the 
It will be seen that in some cases the potassium | caeca of almost every adult grouse, healthy and un- 

chlorate is not entirely eliminated. This is because the healthy. Normally, the bird’s powers of resistance are 
presence of this substance adds to the sensitiveness of sufficient to combat successfully any harm caused by 
the cap, but when it exists only in very small quantities this worm. When, however, the bird’s powers of re- 
the chances of ‘after rusting” are reduced, because there sistance are lowered appreciably by any cause, such as 
is not so much potassium chloride deposited which can lack of food, the worms get the upper hand and the 
start electrolytic action. grouse dies. The conditions which favour the spread of 

It should not be forgotten that steel will rust in a strongylosis are, therefore, primarily those which affect 
humid atmosphere without there being any potassium food supply ; that is, lack of heather and overcrowding. 

é chloride present at all. This is a fact which the advocates Certain conditions, however, are more favourable than 
of the “non-rusting” cap either ignore or forget. others to the propagation of these particular strongyle 
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- | worms; and such conditions are cold and damp. The organisms of the disease, however, must be present. 
Consequently, when the heather has bloomed badly, Had B. Salmonicida been indigenous in our rivers, 
birds are numerous, and the weather is cold and damp, furunculosis would have also been indigenous. The 
an outbreak of disease is almost inevitable. Fishing Gazette quotes various conditions which have 

| The root cause of the disease is present all the time, favoured outbreaks, such as salmon being crowded 
but it only breaks out when certain conditions occur ; in together awaiting a spate, but surely there is nothing 
other words it is a conditional disease. new in this? If this is a condition which brings on 

There is one most important factor, however, which furunculosis, how is it that furunculosis has only recently 
the Fishing Gazette and the gentlemen whom it quotes appeared in Scotland ? Four years ago it was practically 
in support of this theory would appear to be overlooking, unknown north of the Tweed, and now there are more 
and this is the fact that the presence of the strongyle worms than a dozen infected areas. That the spread of the 
is the most essential condition of all. If there were no disease is favoured by certain conditions, such as 
strongyle worms in healthy grouse there would be no temperature of the water, crowding together of fish, etc., 
outbreak of the disease, irrespective of other conditions is well known; but none of these conditions can cause an 
which might favour its spread. outbreak unless the bacillus is present. 

Now furunculosis is caused by a micro-organism It is only in recent years that the bacillus has become 
known as Bacillus Salmonicida. Unless this particular present in different rivers, and it is this fact which the 
microbe is present in a fish, no other conditions can Fishing Gazette appears to have overlooked; a fact which 
possibly bring on furunculosis. Consequently, the sug- is really the crux of the whole problem. 
gestion that furunculosis is merely a conditional disease I will not pursue the subject further, because it has 
is based on the assumption that the B. Salmonicida is been dealt with so fully and so faithfully in the Interim 
always present. Report of the Furunculosis Committee, but if anyone 

But is B. Salmonicida always present ? The answer interested in the management of a fishery is still wonder- 
is certainly “No.” Furunculosis is a comparatively new ing how the bacillus of furunuclosis can appear suddenly 
disease in the British Isles, the first outbreaks occurring in some river in which it has never been known before, 
a few years before the war, and if B. Salmonicida had they have only to study this report. The conclusions 
always been present there would have been outbreaks of are so conclusive that it is difficult to understand how 
furunculosis since history began. anyone whose examination of the subject is more than 

It is waste of both space and time to write or talk of entirely superficial can fail to realise that the greatest 
furunculosis being a conditional disease. Of course it is. danger is derived from the transportation of fish from 
All diseases are conditional in a way in that their spread an infected area to one in which the disease has hitherto 
is favoured by certain conditions and hindered by others. been unknown. ARGUS. 
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GAME POPULATION DENSITIES 
Acres 

Species Place Size of wait Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres a1 MacLean,1930, Foothill range 

Wis. 600 acres 5 Univ Arboretua, vinter 1933-34 

ilo. 6 sqemi. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 

$. Iowa Inhabited farms en) Most frequent density, 2-8 

Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 

Moe 260 acres 1.3  Fhil i. Smith fem, 1923 

w i it Bel " " w " 4 1929 

“ld ile Sats Sg aN eS NM I sre en eae 

Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

? He +e q " winter 

Datzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, spring 

NW. Tova Inhabited range anal Most frequent density, 1931-32 

/) Aen eC IR ee eee ee eee ere erat eect reat epee ee 

yy Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres y Leopold & Ball, spring 

t it tt Ci 105 " t Wo) Bell 

Minn, (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 
Boe ee ements ase ees ieee teers eh somerset etnias tetera Ree Tere 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxvell, spring 

Partridge RY Iowa Inhabited range S12 Most frequent density, 1931-32 

Te Co ie ni eaten a eine te 

Rabbit Pa. 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England Z 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 

Idaho (Jack) 5,000 acres a Rabbit drive, winter 

q n 64uo 8 0.5 | High of eycle , 

Ariz, (Jack) 5,100 " 168 April, 1925, drive 

" 1,280 " 1.0 «May, 1923, drive 
. 2,560 " 2.1 Nov,, 1920, drive 

T. Mex. 6uo 4.0 dune, 1927, drive 
LE eae ee ee a eet 

Ducks Ohio 1,500 acres 0.1 Fall density,locals (Day) 

Minn, 8 lakes 1.0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

Re ee eee 

Deer Net. 750 acres 7e5 Enclosure 

Minn, 390 sq mi. ge Itasca Pari, 1920 

Mich. 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 

Ind. 16 Morgan County, 1820 

Fay 12.5 Present density of deer range 

. 25 Est,capacity of deer range 

France(Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 

Bohemia(Red) i 100 Common * ved. 4 

Cal te, 1,142 sqemi. 30. Stanislaus 1.F., 1921-23 

Ne Le 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacls, 1929 
(Tormsend & Smith) 

Ce ot eee eee ee peepee emcee 

Antelope .Mex. 4,650 sqeini. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

Lee eee eee ee eee eee eee 

Elk Yellowstone 3, 400 sq ilies 100 Yearlong range, 1927 

Park



MOOR LESSEE WINS GROUSE SUIT | 
5 » 

; ( Lonpon. jan offer of £1,500 for the lodge and 
u MERICANS who rent Scottish | the shooting on condition that the 

‘ A grouse moors will be inter-| grouse had not suffered from a 
' ested in a recent judgment of | snowfall in May. : 

the Edinburgh courts, which award- Critchley assured Anderson that | 

3 ed £950 damages to a Scottish | tne grouse had not been seriously 
* » sportsman because he did not get | arfected and sent him a favorable 

; as many grouse as he expected. leaneee which both he and Captain 
Captain A, M. Talbot Fletcher of | Fletcher took to be independent tes- 

Saltoun Hall, East Lothian, who|timony from the head gamekeeper 
. rented the Clune estate for the 1934\at Clune. It turned out, however, 
j shooting season, alleged that the| that the keeper had not written the 

agent of Captain C. G. Reid-Walk-|report—nor even seen it. - | 
4S er, owner of Clune Lodge, Tomatin,| The judge, Lord Mackay, held | 
x Inverness-shire, had misrepresented | that the May snowstorms had done | 

, the prospective grouse yield. grave damage to the moor and made | 
The bags had so disappointed the |it incapable of yielding the Lh 

.) tenant and his guests that they quit | brace which Captain Fletcher had 
“) ~ shooting. Captain Reid-Walker|had the right to expect, and that | 

brought counter-charges of bad|Critchley had therefore been guilty 
“management, which were not sub-|of ‘untruthful exaggerations.” 

\ stantiated. ere emer 

: Before taking the moor, Captain z 

Fletcher had received a letter from 9 

a Perth real estate agent, Mr. An- & ‘4 

derson, stating that the yield should Op &, 

normally be 3,000 grouse. This fig- <i ce . L 7 
ure was originally supplied by Cap- oO {pandas Raadiotis ly 
tain Reid-Walker's agent, Mr. | g OSes - | 
eney : Lin for Sample EC POWERS CO. toon an 
Captain Fletcher had then made 

i Fed 

Cage a 
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~ 
/ S32 ot heen / Red Grouse as Pets es oe 

/ YY Pk 
/ é Lae che Ange 

' and Colonists we Be | Liga L J. D. U. WARD a ine)7. 
° 

Native 
HE red grouse (Lagopus scoti- When well grown, they were put on 

| cus), in whose honor a few board ship for New Zealand. ‘They BOBWHITE QUAIL 
wealthy Americans have once more survived the voyage, were released in (Mexican Imported) 

crossed and re-crossed the Atlantic, are the North Island and have multiplied. Game birds can develop hardy vigor : : 2 : 5 : and keen alertness only on free renge 
so important economically to Great So now a species of bird naturally as nature demands. 

Britain that their ornithological inter- peculiar to the small group of the Brit- One yale tea peed rus late thus quale ; : : pitas ified to succeed in your cover. Their 
est is apt to be overlooked. course, ish Isles is to be found wild in the game qualities are not impaired or de- t is apt to b looked. Of ‘ h Isl to be found wild th qualities are not impaired or 

if birds weighing 1% 1b. to 2 1b. each  Antipodes. : preinee damenlecathey are game Firas, 
will persist in giving supremely good It would be interesting to know Live delivery guaranteed. Reservations 

! ae : ca teal ela 4b now! November to March delivery. sport, and tasting delicious upon the what chance there really is of success- Thee rope 
table, then it is only natural that their fully introducing red grouse into the 
other claims to attention should be States. Many Americans know well Susan TRE REDY BAIS) (Conu i eeua hy 

5 Insurance Bldg. (D) San Antonio, Texas 
neglected. already that these birds have unsur- 

Who, for instance, will care that passed sporting and culinary qualities 
Lagopus scoticus is the only bird which but it should also be recognized that oCUnueKsS ; 
is peculiar to the British Isles? Or ae because of their wild nature, ae carly and ioeae. them” in permanent 

cee A ae ‘ > 5 i a sa S quarters, ur pamphlet gives full instruc- 
that it is the only Lagopus in the world much less inclined than pheasants or | | Wee seuuing and vearkeee Free with one 
which does not change into white partridges to damage cultivated crops. ders. Good supply 1935 and 1936 breeders 

5 es . > Thee i * reasonably priced. feathers during the winter? Yet the Their tastes extend rather to wild ROLE ORTER 
red grouse have these additional claims fruits of the mountain cranberry type. Shirley Hills, Macon, Georgia. 
to distinction and the day may come Moreover, heather (Calluna vulgaris), | ——————__ 
when they seem much less remote for their chief natural food, has already [ee ee ee 

it is quite conceivable that L. scoticus been acclimatized in various places NORTH VERON ONE ty 
might be established in America. from Newfoundland to New Jersey. We wich to take this eerie oe 

Although pheasants have been very ee aa Lune tes 
largely reared by hand, and some ex- A FINAL point of interest about Ringneck Pheasants until our 1937 hatch. 
periments with Hungarian partridges red grouse may be noted. Pheas- Bieeais Gale tow California Valley Onl 
have been promising, yet little has been ants and partridges do not migrate, nor or alee AUee eth ye Gerais 
done in this way with red grouse. Red do they wander very much, flights of eggs and birds wanted in 1937. es 

grouse in a state of nature live mainly over a mile being exceptional. But not creer Jr, BO ey : i Member AGB. 
upon heather and the difficulty of feed- red grouse are rather different: they a 
ing chicks correctly has been a dis- are nearer to prairie chicken in their 

couragement. Nevertheless, a few nature. Flights of one, two or three CANADA GEESE 
broods have been reared by hand and miles are common; ten mile “hops” are Excellent pairs at reasonable price for early 
the practice is now increasing; experi- not very rare and flights of thirty miles | | °°" Also 

3 ee sinh Mallard Ducks ments made last year on Lord Lecon- have been known, si Ringneck, Golden and Mongolian Pheasants 
field’s moors in Cumberland were suc- Some red grouse evidently have a Bobwhite and Valley Quail 

te a epee uineas and Silkie Bantams 
cessful. strong homing instinct. Three of four Ed Smalling Johnson City, Tennessee 

Actually, hand-reared red grouse years ago an interesting childhood 
have made history in the field of interna- reminiscence of the Marchioness of 
tional ornithology within recent years. Aberdeen and Temair was quoted, in 
One or two New Zealanders had at- relation to this point, in the London 
tempted to introduce red grouse to ‘“Times.” 8 R A l L S 

their islands, where there is much “My grandfather, Mr. Edward 
heather. The method tried was that MJarjoribanks, the senior partner at Don’t take any chances on losing 

of netting adult wild birds and sending Coutts, owned Greenlands, near Hen- gue « Dude ates _the hard work of 
them by ship—the same scheme by Jey, now belonging to the Hambledens. hese eieacs ga anttiate over and! just 

| which red grouse have been success- He took a great fancy to a tame cock eens ewig a ke : i i Brailing is the scientific way of check- 
ully introduced into Belgium, north- grouse which we children had as a pet, ing the loss of full-winged birds. 

ern Germany and southern Scan- and, with many inward searchings of The brails are made of genuine calf 
. dinavia. But the voyage to New Zea- heart, we decided to present the bird skin which contains a sufficient amount vag 3 
‘ land proved too long and the grouse a him, and he took it south to Green- oe ae oil to protect it against all ; bs : 4 f . 

died on the way for lack of the heather lands. Within a fortnight it reap- Pease ig 
te which they were accustomed. Then, peared at Guisachan, in Invernesshire, @ 
six or seven years ago, the Countess to our huge delight.” Send 7 aay 
of Liverpool had two small batches of Guisachan is nearly 500 miles from eee ie Gee anes ees 
red grouse reared by hand. Gradually | Henley so Lady Aberdeen’s pet grouse REC Iar DiI CEs | Ol GROTH as 
the. young birds were weaned from put up a very fine performance for an Game Breeders Supply Co. 
their natural diet of heather and untrained bird of a species which com- 512 - 5th Ave., Rm. 603, N. Y. City 
taught to eat and enjoy a mixture of paratively seldom strays more than 25 Tel CHick 4-3340 
split maize, wheat and sorrel seed. miles from its native heath! 
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The Grouse Disease in North America 

HE RUFFED GROUSE is almost the report. In order to determine the prev- 

"[ ssiversay conceded to be the finest alence of the parasite in the wild birds, the 

of our North American game birds. It New York State Conservation Commission 

is found in suitable localities throughout the directed its game protectors to send Dr. 

northern United States and Canada and, Allen stomachs of grouse shot in all parts 

where the forests have not become too re- of New York State. About 100 stomachs 

stricted, still occurs in considerable num- were examined in 1923 from 19 different 

bers. Owing to the difficulties in hunting localities and stomachs from ten localities 

it and its skill in evading the hunter, it is were found to be infected. In 1924, 75 

able to maintain itself even in much hunted stomachs were examined from 39 localities 

areas. It has many natural enemies and in and 11 from nine localities were found in- 

addition to these, unfortunately, it is sub- fected. The important discovery this year 

ject periodically to the ravages of some was that in each of the localities where the 

mysterious disease. A similar disease of the parasites were found in 1923, the birds were 

European Red Grouse was investigated for uniformly scarce in 1924, strengthening Dr. 

eight years between 1904 and 1911 by a Allen’s contention that the parasite is the 

Committee of the British Board of Agricul- direct cause of the Grouse Disease and the 

ture and Fisheries but until recently no disappearance of the grouse from the 

scientific investigation of the diseases of our coverts. In addition to those from New 

native ruffed grouse has ever been at- York State, stomachs of birds from Con- 

tempted. necticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, 

and Massachusetts were examined and the 

Investigation Under Way parasite found in Connecticut and Massachu- 

At. the tenth National Game Conference setts; Prof. A. O. Gross likewise reported it 

of The American Game Protective Asso- from Maine. Several dozen stomachs from 

ciation, Professor A. A. Allen of Cornell Pennsylvania were examined without find- 

University presented the results of his five. ing the parasite although . other parasites 

years of experimentation in the artificial were discovered. ; 

propagation of the ruffed grouse resulting The parasite discovered by Dr, Allen has 

in the discovery of a parasite which he be- thus far been called Dispharagus. A review 

lieves to be the cause .of the so-called of the literature and a study of the mor- 

“Grouse Disease.” His report was published phology of the worm by Miss Elizabeth L. 

in the Burzerrn of the American Game Keyes, however, indicates that it should be 

Protective Association for January, 1924. called Acuaria spiralis Mol. unless it is a 

Briefly summarized, the discovery was of a new species. Its complete life history is 

small round worm which lives in the pro- not known as thus far only the adult worms 

ventriculus or glandular part of the stomach and their eggs have been found. It may be 

burrowing into the mucosa and secreting that one cycle of its life history is passed in 

some toxic substance which causes the death an intermediate host but this has not yet 

of the bird. Photographs of the parasites been determined. Investigations of this kind 

and of infected stomachs-were published in are particularly difficult because of the value 

CC ————————— 
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of the birds, the scarcity of the material maldehyde for a few hours before shipping 
with which one has to work, and the lack it.” 

of funds for carrying on an extensive in- It is very likely that other parasites and 

Yestigarion, diseases are of equal importance with Dis- 

pharagus and an effort should be made to 

Grouse Committee Created learn all of the diseases and parasites to 
At the recent National Game Conference Which the species is heir. This can be done 

a resolution was passed calling for an inten- by a careful examination of a large number 
sive study of the Grouse Disease over a 0! birds when freshly killed but even better 

three year period. It seems appropriate at by keeping a large number in captivity and 
this time to mention some of the problems watching them closely for indications of 
that such an investigation should attempt the various diseases as they appear. The 
to solve. In the first place, inasmuch as diseases of the young birds can best be 
such a start has been made in the study studied by raising them in captivity likewise 

of cause and effect of the parasite Disphara- and having them under complete control. 

gus, an effort should be made to learn its This requires a considerable outlay for 
complete life history. Control Measures stock, enclosures, and care. 

can scarcely be worked out until this is 

known. Its status throughout the range of = 2 F 

the grouse should be learned by an examina- ER Ee ON 
tion of stomachs from all over northern In addition to a study of the diseases of 
United States and Canada, and its effect the grouse there are a number of facts in its 

upon the numbers of the birds in the coverts life history that have a bearing upon the 
determined. This can be done only through abundance of the birds that ought to be 
the cooperation of a large number of sports- studied in a comprehensive investigation. 

men who will agree to keep an accurate The exact nature of the food of the grouse 

record of all birds flushed in their favorite throughout the different seasons and under 
coverts each time they go afield, so that it varying conditions should be known; the 
will be known exactly when an increase food of the young as well as that of the 

or decrease occurs, and who will preserve the adults. Experiments should be made in food 
crops and stomachs of all birds shot. preferences, We should know the feeding 

Dr. Allen gives the following directions. ‘@"g¢ of the covies of young birds and the 
for preparing specimens. “A quart fruit daily and seasonal range of the old birds; 

jar containing a pint of five per cent for- and the meaning of the erratic migrations or 

maldehyde should be included in the equip- wanderings in which some birds indulge. 

ment of every sportsman, and the crops and. We should have a complete knowledge of the 
stomachs, tied together with a label bearing life history and activities of the bird from 
the date, time, and place of capture, should the time at hatches from the egg until its 
be dropped into it when the birds are offspring begin the new cycle, for no one 

dressed. Ad thie: close-of the season these 02 ~ foretell what little fact will prove 

specimens should be removed from the most important in working out the life his- 

fluid, drained, and mailed to us together ''Y of a parasite or the control of a 
with the notes on the number of birds in  ‘isease. be 
the coverts. All birds found dead in the eR ¢ ae 
field should be mailed to us at once for ex- Institutions Will Cooperate - 
amination, unless they have already spoiled. The National Game Conference has sug- 

If the weather is warm, however, it would gested that the investigation of the Grouse 

be better to drop the entire alimentary tract, Disease be carried on jointly by Cornell Uni- 

including the liver and spleen into the for- versity, Syracuse University, and the U.S. 

———————— 
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Biological Survey but its success will de- > 000. to be paid in three annual installments, 

pend entirely upon the cooperation of all to defray the expenses of this investigation 

sportsmen and the Conservation Commis- and a committee of five sportsmen and 

sions of the various states and Canada where — scientists was appointed to have charge of 

the. grouse is found. Scientists of other this work. About $2,500 was subscribed at 

institutions of the United States and Canada, the time, and other subscriptions have since 

within the range of the ruffed grouse, are been received. . 

invited ie Sena Se aie s The New York Conservation Commission 

those, who Bey Bee ing See aC Has given assurance that it will co-operate. 
correspond with the Chairman of the Com- 

mittee. Opportunity for Sportsmen 

A start has been made, a good race can This is the first time an opportunity of 

be eel Pees etre of oats can . this kind has been presented to do some- 

Tearued. weil depen Upon! che thterest 1c thing constructive and worth while for the 
those who are best able to help—the sports- 4 : z 
en preservation of the partridge. It is very 

: y desirable to have the full amount needed 
Modern conservation methods must em- soa. sone 

eae : sf for this investigation pledged at once so 
ploy the help of the scientist. The investi- : 

: a $ that plans can be made for a definite cam- 
gation of the grouse disease will tend to as- ; x eer 

semble facts which may make it possible to Pareniscoverings the tance vests: 

eliminate or avoid these epidemics and All sportsmen interested should be will- 

thus render the grouse supply more per- ing to assist in this campaign. Those who 

manent and dependable and improve shoot- are, should immediately send their pledges 

ing opportunities. It is incumbent upon to Mr. John B. Burnham, Chairman, 2273 

sportsmen to make it possible to carry on this Woolworth Building, New York City, nam- 

investigation. ing a specific sum to be contributed for 

Subscriptions Coming In 1925, 1926 and 1927, and, if possible, to ac- 

A resolution was passed at the Confer- company pledge with payment for the first 

ence providing for raising the sum of $15,- year. 

Mail pledges at once. It is important that work be organized now 

for 1925 season. 

Dr. A. A. ALLEN Dr. C. C. ApAMs 

Frepertc C. WaLcotT Wm. B. MersHon 

Joun B. Burnuam, Chairman 

2273 WootwortH Burtpinc, New York City. 
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TABLE 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits* ¥ 

Number 

Orbids: Kinds of bird: mi dl ble to attract that x ai of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
ornoe marae og Pe cimiine pate Coomata are most fond of the fruit 

eat the | 
fruit? | . 

Tuniper; redeedar_____| Juniperus.___- 39 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar wax- 
wing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Greenbrier_.--...-__-_] Smilax.______.-- 39 | Cardinal, mocking bird, brown thrasher, catbird, 
hermit thrush, robin, 

Bayberry..........---|, Myrica__..-----. 73 | Bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
eastern phoebe, European starling, meadow lark, 
chewink, tree swallow, white-eyed vireo, myrtle 
warbler, brown thrasher, catbird, Carolina wren, 
peers chickadee, hermit thrush, eastern 
bluebird. 

‘Hackherry......_---..)) Celtis. ...._-2 40 | Yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, star- 
ling, cardinal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Mulberry. $22.51] Morus ios. 52 | Yellow-billed cuckoo, red-headed woodpecker, red- 
bellied woodpecker, downy woodpecker, kingbird, 
starling, Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, cardinal, 

purple finch, scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking bird, catbird, 
wood thrush, robin. 

Pokeberry__.-..-...--| Phytolacea_.-_-_| 49 | Mourning dove, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, star- 
ling, cardinal, mocking bird, catbird, hermit thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, olive-backed thrush, robin, 
eastern bluebird. 

Spicebush__--....-.--) Benzoin___.. .--- 17 | Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, wood thrush, veery. 
Sassafras______________| Sassafras__..____ 18 Bao Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, catbird, veery, 

robin. 
Strawberry...........| Fragaria_..___- 46 | Chewink, catbird, brown thrasher, wood thrush, 

Raspberry; -black- | Rubus...._|__118 Rie rouse popwhite red-headed woodpecker, 
berry. yerlow-shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, 

Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, pine grosbeak, song 
sparrow, fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow, che- 
wink, California towhee, Spurred towhee, cardinal, 
rose-breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, 
cedar waxwing, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, brown thrasher, tufted titmouse, wren tit, 
olive-backed thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird 

ihe te scar} BOG pesos 5 Bie prosepshory-tata grouse, prairie chicken, 
bobwhite. 

Mountain-ash___--___| Sorbus______-_-- 14 | Red-headed woodpecker, Baltimore oriole, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, cedar waxwing, Bohemian 
waxwing, catbird, brown thrasher, robin. 

Chokeberry....-.-.--] Aronia._...___-_ 13 | Meadow lark, brown thrasher. 
Hawthorn, orredhaw_| Cratacgus_.____- 33 pine grosbeak, purple finch, robin, 
Dwarf apples_.__.----| Malus______._-- (0) <Ruffed grouse, ringneck pheasant, red crossbill, pine 

grosbeak; purple finch, cedar waxwing, mocking 
bird, robin. 

Shadblow, or Junc- | Amelanchier__-- 40 | Yellow-shafted flicker, Baltimore oriole, cedar wax- 
berry. wing,catbird, hermit thrush, veery, robin. 
Wild cherry. .........] Prunus__....-.-- 7” bobwhite, mourning dove, red-headed 

woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, Euro- 
pean starling, Bullock’s oriole, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, evening grosbeak, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, Louisi- 
ana tanager, red-eyed vireo, cedar waxwing, mock- 
ing bird, catbird, brown ‘thrasher, olive-backed 
hrush,.wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Bamoc se. theo ehiete. nes 93 bobwhite, valley quail, downy wood- 
2 bellied superbe Far, red-shafted flicker, 

yellow-shafted flicker, phoebe, European starling, 
goldfinch, golden-crowned sparrow, chewink, white- 
eyed vireo, Audubon’s warbler, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, California thrasher, brown thrasher, Carolina 
wren, black-capped chickadee, Carolina chickadee, 
wren tit, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

1 Barberries (Berberis), buckthorn (Rhamnus), and gooseberries and currants (Ribes) are omitted be- 
cause they serve as alternate hosts of rusts attacking wheat, oats, and white pine, respectively. 

+ When 10 or more. 
‘Included on the basis of field observation or because fruit was found in 10 or more stomachs. 
£ nary sane kinds of birds are known to feed on apples of various sorts, but it is not known just how 

many seek the small-fruited flowering apples, which are the best to plant for birds, 
6 Only nonpoisonous species of sumac are considered.
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Tas_e 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits—Continued 

| Number | 

sepia Kinds of bird: th di ble to attract that fant of birds | Kinds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
Common name Scientific name known a are most fond of the fruit 

eat the 
fruit 

eet Sottinasue—¢4 11 | Cedar waxwing, phainopepla, hermit thrush, varied 
| hrush, robin, 

BONY) EPL Od |nies: DIO | 45 |(Ruffed grousephobwhite, valley quail, yellow-bellied 
i. | | Sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, cedar waxwing, 

| mocking bird, eatbird, brown ‘thrasher, hermit 
| thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Supplejack...........| Berchemia.._...| 13 | Mocking bird, robin. 
Wild grape. 222 -2<-42.| Witisel2)-3_3224) 77 \(Ruffed grouse) bobwhite, pileated woodpecker, red- 

bellied “woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, yellow- 
. shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, cardi- 

nal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird. i 

Virginia creeper_-_.....| Parthenocissus.- 39 | Red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, purple finch, 
scarlet tanager, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, tufted titmouse, herinit thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Buffaloberry__-..-..| Lepargyrea___. 16 | Sharp-tailed grouse, pine grosbeak. 
Silverberry, Russian- | Elaeagnus-__-.._- @), Sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, cedar waxwing, 

olive, ete. eatbird, robin. 
Wild-sarsaparilla ___..| Aralia___.-----_. 14 | Bobwhite, robin. 5 
Dogwood..22.82). 22.) Corns... 25--2. 86 | Rufled. grouse) bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yel- 

low-shafted flicker, red-shafted flicker, kingbird, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, pine gros- 
beak, purple finch, white-throated sparrow, song 
sparrow, cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling ‘vireo, 
Wesyed vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, hermit thrush, olive-backed thrush, gray- 
ened thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern blue- 

ird. 
Tupelo, or sour gum__| Nyssa..-.------- 36 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, purple 

- finch, cedar waxwing, gray-cheeked thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, robin. 

Crowberry__.....-..-] Empetrum_._..- 16 | Pine grosheak, snowflake. 
Bearberry--___..-....| Aretostaphylos__ 16 | Ruffed grouse}dusky grouse, valley quail, mountain 

qtrail; fOxX’sparrow, wren tit. 
Hucekleberry__.......-] Gaylussacia___.- 35 | Pine grosbeak, chewink, robin. ‘ 
Blueberry --.....----| Vaccinium. -___.- 67 | Ruffed grouseg valley quail, kingbird, orchard oriole, 

pine OSbeak, chewink, cedar waxwing, catbird, 
own thrasher, black-capped chickadee, tufted tit- 

mouse, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 
Beautyberry, or Mexi-| Callicarpa______- 10 | Mocking bird, brown thrasher. 

can mulberry. 
Partridgeberry_____.. Mitchella_______ 10 
Blder2t 62 -)_..-._| Bambucns: ... +. 106 | Valley quail, red-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 

flicker, eastern kingbird, Arkansas kingbird, black 
phoebe, European starling, California towhee, 
white-crowned sparrow, rose-breasted grosbeak, 
black-headed_grosbeak, eaimopenls red-eyed 
vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
California thrasher, wren tit, olive-backed thrush, 
robin, western bluebird, eastern bluebird. 

Snowberry ---....-.--| Symphoricarpos. 25 Bhary tulegerouse, evening grosbeak, pine grosbeak, 

Blackhaw_-----.--.--| Viburnum_____. 28 yellow-billed cuckoo, yellow-shafted 
| flicker, European starling, purple finch, rose- 

breasted grosbeak, cedar waxwing, catbird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Honeysuckie. __.--.-.] Lonicera___-_-.: 15 | Bobwhite, pine grosbeak, white-throated sparrow, 
| catbird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, robin. 

® Data given are based entirely on field observations; total number of birds eating the various species of 
Elaeagnus unknown. 

MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PICNIC AND FAIR GROUNDS 

Picnic grounds, fairgrounds, and parks may be improved as 
places of public gatherings, recreation, and education by increasing 
their bird population. Moreover, the alterations that improve a 
park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be made to add
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| Ruffed Grouse and Fruit Trees | 
By MOTT L. BARTLETT, Fish and Game Commissioner of New Hampshire 

N order to understand the grouse damage one of their levers being that through the While it may seem to have been bad policy 

I] situation in New Hampshire, it is necessary influence of these societies all owners of or- to use the president of the State Horticultural 

first to go back to the recodification of our chards which sustained any grouse budding Society in this work, I want to say for him 

Game and Fish Laws at the 1915 session of whatever could secure reimbursement from the that throughout that season he displayed a 

the legislature. State. spirit of fairness which was a credit to him, 

At that time the agricultural element in the New Hampshire, always a good grouse coun- and I believe held the claims down to as low 

legislature objected to the restrictions upon try, has for three successive years had excel- 2 point as possible. It should be explained 

deer on the ground that they were doing great lent breeding seasons, beginning with the here that under the law at that time our alter- 

damage to their crops. For fear that this spring of 1921. In September, 1921, I person- native, if we could not agree upon a settlement, 

element might prevent the new code being ally saw several broods of young birds which Was to accept as final an appraisal of the 

adopted, some one suggested that out of the I supposed were second broods for the hen damage made by the selectmen of the town in 

fish and game funds, which accrue entirely grouse that year. The spring of 1922 was an which it occurred. 

from license fees, fines and forfeitures, the equally good breeding year, and the spring of At the 1923 session of the legislature at- 

farmers should be reimbursed for damage to 1923 almost as good, there being some sec- tempts were made to change this law. Attempts 

: were also made by the Farm Bureau and 

Horticultural interests to secure either a per- 

petual open season on grouse, or a season so 

GE, é e extended that it would practically exterminate 

+ aR Si L-é  . them, The defeat of these bills appeared to 

ee At i= : hy : 2 m open up quite a breach between these societies 

= eke - es eat ae : and the sporting interests. 
Pig “i AY Pe re Joa: x : ee 

gee a has, Se Sam too ¥ BUS ne x a 3 ea = - Law Changed 

Bi ides gf be 6 Ga" aa et vy yaa “ae SE tex 2 A law was passed which took the settlement 

ei ea Hy, Seite os a et Fi % cf Stee og Pe sy es out of the hands of the town selectmen and 

weg St Pa Oo See PPR aES nN : he ay oe e Sid Beir os 2 a)” 5 put the appraisal of damage into the hands 

SRN oe is RS ee ox ae foe) % ng La! of the Fish and Game Commissioner, the dam- 

“ee 2 ie P 2 " oat fie aged parties having a right of appeal to a 

eee Sere Fate BEI e 5 ba ‘ PES o board consisting of the Governor, the Fish and 

iS ie ote. tree : REE S FAVRE CAT, Gr Game Commissioner, and the Agricultural 

7 Lg A wee af eS a Commissioner. This was not by any means 

ag a He eee ape aes ad 5 ae what the sportsmen wanted, but seemed to 

Oe Siar re ; EOS NA a A, be the best that could be had. 

or EEE i BE. er a Se Before the winter was half over, claims for 

Slew ati , . Aang : woe S 1 grouse damage began to come in, and before 

7” ne =e ¢ ceed the matter was closed we had received over 

3 ae ea . four hundred such claims. On November 30, 

* oH "4 ‘ Leese, we paid two hundred and fifty-seven claims, 

i a iS oe aggregating slightly under $19,000. We still 

Photograph by Mott L. Bartlett have before us about forty claims, the amounts 

An Apple Tree Damaged (?) by Grouse. Note the Entire Absence of Apples on of which are in dispute, leaving practically 

the Top Branches of the Tree. The Lower Branches, However, Are Loaded With one hundred which have been turned down 

Fine Fruit—Perhaps an Equal Bulk and Better Quality Due to the Grouse. with no settlement. 

: The best estimate I can give of the total 

crops by deer. The section providing for this tions, however, where a rainy spell caught the amount we will be required to pay this year 

damage was so carelessly worded that it re- young chicks in June. is $25,000, and this comes out of a total fund 

sulted in our having a statute which requires There were a few complaints of grouse of about $110,000, and at a time when our 

us to pay for any damage to “annual crops or budding in 1921, but comparatively few claims. estimate of regular running expenses for the 

fruit trees by game birds or game quadrupeds In 1922, claims became so insistent and so year, without any improvements or new work, 

protected by law.” ee as to make us realize that we must was $90,000. In order to be sure of having 

_ ave some methodical way of handling the money to , it, we have been obli ae 

Game Hrotection aaa ee ; situation, There were at the time whispered jhe et ae eee oe a 

For a few yea this statute, which particti- accusations of unfairness on the part of the Several employes wlomt we would) have pre” 

larly, in so far as it refers to birds, is without Fish and Game Department. In order to over- Forreders teen 

rhyme or reason, was not known about or come any appearance of unfairness, the De- 7 

taken advantage of by a sufficient number of partment secured the services of the president Thorough Inspection Made 

people so as to become a handicap to game of the State Horticultural Society, who is a . : ; 

protection. Scattered claims were made for large apple. grower, to represent it in estimat- Ego Juspercus ete iad. urine ce o 

damage to apple crops through the budding of ing damage. At our invitation, in almost every nS years 1922 and 1923. At the first inspec- 

grouse. With one exception, however, they case the County Agricultural Agent accom- tion, made early in the summer, we attempted 

were each very small and made no particular panied him on his investigations. Inspecting to secure information which showed: Num- 

inroads into our money until last year, At that orchards in this manner and settling at the ber of trees in the orchard, number to which 

time the heads of the Farm Bureau Federation figures agreed upon by these men, we paid one damage had been done, age of the trees, aver- 

and the State Horticultural Society appear to hundred and twenty-four claims, totaling about age growth for three years past, the condition 

have started a campaign to gain membership. $8,000. of the trees as to care and health, an estimate
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of the proportion of buds taken from affected large and tender. The grouse has never been should not bear just as well as any others in 

trees, and the owners’ estimate of the damage. considered a foolish bird. While he probably his orchard. The soil was equally good, care 

At the second inspection, made at about apple- lacks what we human beings consider ambi- and fertilization equal, and location equal, ex- _ 

picking time, we verified this earlier data, ob- tion to better his conditions in life, he has cept for the bird cover. 

tained information on the care given the trees sense enough to know good food when he In the spring the broken ends of limbs and 

in 1923, and attempted to reach an agreement tastes it and to get his food where he can get white spots where buds had been taken were 

with the owner as to the cash value of the it easiest. A very large proportion of our 9 numerous that the trees looked white as 
damage sustained, based on the value of the orchards are situated adjacent to or very near yoy approached this section of the orchard. 

fruit on the trees, eliminating the cost of grouse cover. As you came nearer, casual observation would 

picking, packing and marketing. For three years past we have had exceed- almost make you believe that no fruit would 

r ingly hard winters, even for New England, set, and that very few leaves would appear. 

Grouse Like Apple Buds culminating in 1923 with a year which for At blossom time, flowers were few and scat- 

Until a few years ago the sportsmen of New depth of snow over a long period of time ex- tered. At fruit-picking time, these trees had 
Hampshire, in company with those of many ceeded anything in my memory. During those apples of very good quality, but not 50 per 
other states, I presume, had never given the same three years, as I have pointed out earlier, cent, of the amount of fruit in bushels borne 

effect of budding of trees by grouse any par- we have had exceedingly good breeding years by the other sections of the orchard which had 
ticular thought. We knew, of course, that for birds, so that what I believe to be the high not been budded. The owner set the shortage 

grouse ate buds. In my early days, when I peak in grouse population was approached and of fruit at two hundred barrels, and I think 

was an even poorer wing-shot that I am now, reached during a succession of years when could have sustained his claim under our 
I knew three particular places to which I birds must have been at almost their wits’ end present statute. We were able to settle with 

could go in the late autumn and rearly always to secure food. It was a very natural thing him, however, at an amount considerably under 

secure one or two birds as they flushed from that. 
apple trees along the border of the wooded SS SIV /TLA c : In quite a good many instances, limbs were 

area. As I remember it, these apple trees bore * < é Shp J ef L- ea) stripped almost entirely from the tree to very 
very nearly every year, but bore an indifferent a iy 77 | Pi ey ; near the tips. The claim is that through this 
quality of fruit. My impression is that they “ ey r Ay Co ay budding, especially where the end of the fruit 
came nearer to bearing annually than trees Gas: iL y ies spur is broken off, it takes from two to five 

farther from the forest which may have been | (Es ‘| f Ae 4 | years for the trees to recover. We know that 
given better care. Uae FRY lt AS ait this is not always true. We know that, in 

Originally my idea was that the grouse do i, by fog KAS aK something like 25 per cent. of the cases at 

no appreciable damage. This idea is still held | #¥ a Vif least, new buds are put out on the side of the 
by a great many people in New Hampshire. i SH fs f ONS spur which will bear fruit the following sea- 

I was told, and I am even now being told, that wo i! A SY, iS Se NO son. In some cases this is true, and whether 

what should have been done was to deny that i 7 ie Lc F De Fess ree there are cases in which continued budding for 

any damage could be attributed to grouse and q yz 5 <r es ct several years may destroy the value of a limb 

to refuse absolutely to pay any claims. If the H { of At he ae ss or even an entire tree is a question that is 
welfare of the state as a whole were to be / fy a) SNE SOG concerning us greatly. 
considered, I do not think this attitude is far 4a Pe ee we . 
wrong; but, having a statute which compelled A Lo Sh SISO Three Classes of Claimants 
us to take into consideration individual or- WY ‘ if arim Soh he In handling these claims for damage we 

chards, the experiences which we have been a have been impressed by the fact that human 
2 Photograph by Melville C. Rosch é. 

through have compelled us to admit that grouse ( nature is the same the world over. For con- 

do, in instances, cause a loss of fruit which ip Sheets) A by ane one venience, I divide the claimants into three 

is very real and which eats into the pocket- Grouse Eat oe pao poe ucs classes. We have one class who have a real 

book of the owner. Entirely During the Periods of Heavy damage, who are fair-minded in considering 

Grouse, as a rule, confine their work to the See it, and ap are willing to settle for a very 
tops and centers of : ° : ‘ reasonable amount, We have a second class 

ae also, that NE besirteeicea ec) pa , oe - ten ee hes oe ee ee who have just as real a damage, but who are 
fieoushiihe tops andveentere Eavevony miescides app! cy ards, a ea aving oa e eit wearing spectacles that make them see it at 
and lower branches fruit of better size and a mera ae acs ne © 80 about three or four times its real value; and 

quality than trees which are not budded. This, ; Tse eens es we have another class who own old run-out 
ingore ences iecen aivantiece fhercrch de During the last season New Hampshire has orchards or orchards: which, through lack of 

ita eaten ocean nad the largest growth of apples in recent care are not in condition to bear, and who see 

3 years. This, at first thought, leads to the con- in the existing statute an opportunity to collect 

Apple Growing a New Industry clusion that grouse did not do any considerable something from the state. 

Apple growing as an industry is practically Nie ee pe as So far I have considered this mart purely 

new to New Hampshire. Our orchards, on increased the grouse ese. Tt ae illustrate oles oe eee Se 

the neveleee, do Be Spina ae the: great very easily. A man who for several years has cos the matter ee in a little diferent manner. 
orchards of the West. However, in place of heen president of the State Horticultural So- Our State Fish and Game Department is 
= —) oe to ae a —<— a ciety, owns a fine orchard in the town of self-supporting. The license fees cannot, I 

BOS ee tence evi et ene Hopkinton. Up until 1922, he had suffered no believe, be considered as a tax, but must be 

many orchards where there is an annual considerable damage from grouse, and the  Jooked upon more as a voluntary contribution 
growth of from eight or ten inches to two amount in that year was not so large as to on the part of the lovers of wild life and 

feet. These orchards are well pruned, well cause him to make a claim. sportsmen. Even. if considered as a tax, its 

fertilized, sprayed from two to six or seven burden is borne entirely by those who are 
times per season, and are producing a quality Real Damage willing to pay. 

of fruit which compares favorably with that The past season his orchards have all borne Wild life of almost any sort, and certainly 

produced in any other section and which is a very heavy crop. It has been very uniform, the grouse, must be considered an economic 
finding a ready market. except in one block of trees located nearest benefit to the state as a whole. From moult- 

The buds and terminals of the trees which to grouse cover, So far as any one could ing time until autumn they feed their young 

have this extra growth are correspondingly judge, there was no reason why these trees (Continued on page 19)
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but we want a law with “teeth” in it. We plan can be kept out of a conservation program in RUFFED GROUSE AND FRUIT TREES 

to carry on an educational campaign which ny state. It will take an organization of (Continued from page 16) 

will awaken the general public to the necessity _ fighting sportsmen to keep political greed from very largely upon insects. Recently I secured 

for fish and game conservation and reforesta- upsetting the conservation program of any the: craw of a grouse which contained about 
tion, and to interest the public in the more commonwealth. I have been through it from Eu eh Wy -Ave omen Peeieseort which we 

sportsmanlike methods of taking fish and game. all sides—as a private citizen, as a game pro- believedistor be tree borers Elece’ ace now 
We want to do something for the “one-gallus” tector in the field, as a newspaper man, as in the hands of the Massachusetts Agricul- 
man. We want more game refuges and pub-  assistant-chief of the Fish and Game Depart- iral Colles tom identineion: 

lic shooting grounds in Ohio. The League ment, as a member of a sportsmen’s organiza- ‘ 

is 100 per cent solid and unanimous for the tion, and as an editor. If your state has no The food of the tuffed BrCUSe during the 

Game Refuge-Public Shooting Ground Bill, sportsmen’s league, I implore you to take steps ey when the ground is covered with Se 

now before Congress. to organize one at once. If you already have consists to a large extent of the buds ot birch 

an organization of that kind, build it bigger ert neplar tees: ~ deunderstand “1, birch 
Polities Must Come Out and better, Make it militant. Politicians think "4 Poplar are considered by foresters to be 

This is all a part of the League program in terms of votes. The professional politician the weeds of the forest. In etait cen 
and we are going to fight it through. It is weighs your program by the votes it represents. where pulp wood is being raised, poplar is of 
the test as to whether or not a sportman’s or- If the politicians of a state insist upon “play- considerable value, but I ore told that there 

ganization can take politics out of fish and ing football” with the sportsmen’s program, 1s no fear ‘of 2 Oe sever being reached when 
game affairs and keep it out. Ohio sports- there should be some means of holding them to these EROE Decies of trees ae not fruit and 
men are determined that it must be done. The “strict accountability.” That is what we are al sufieiently for reproduction purposes, and 
League now represents 140 fish and game pro- going to do in Ohio. eases ee eee ue Due aby tHe rome ae 
tective associations, branch organizations that If you have not already had a clash with £9. a o choking, oi siete oan of 

speak for over 150,000 sportsmen of Ohio. partisan politics in your state, you will have it fie oe ene uae aga =e 
I say to you that politicians instead of fish sooner or later. Be prepared, cies ob nudeeand cee ae es ae 

— ee ee es ek a bie 5 This caponly Be done through) atterestiea> inal-bud tends to stimulate wood growth and 
relinquish their grip until legislation and the = mpaiee tbe meee eee ee ee much faster: 
influence of the sportsmen and game conserva- 2 2, aie |B ge ae pease tus He considered, Detours, 
tionists force the issue. Politicians are willing Badr 4 | J a Oe ok Zz valuable part of our. ‘agriculture, god a 
to have “plumbers and bakers and candlestick e yy Se AE wa agriculture must be fostered, or at least given 
makers” run your conservation departments _ A HORE do — 3S fair show. The controversy over grouse is agdlong as you willl peninitae ‘ CIM 4 aa ee eaveen the sportsmen and the or- 

Since neither the eagle nor the rooster is ~ ey It ee No other branch of agriculture is 

recognized as a song bird in Ohio, the League . , 3 rv oi ay ped: Uacspayment of dapese pa ot 
has declared an open season on both from J. ; ‘ sb eicns as wy now stand in my state means : ee 4 mao y that the Fish and Game Department will be January 1st to December 31st, both dates in- P ~. av ( tee 7 e enon Ss : clisive. LS if = iN. 7 M7 seriously handicapped, if not crippled, in order 

Another gubernatorial election is coming. lf. { = sa the orchardist may get the full value from 
Before that are the state-wide primaries. <— | poe 
There is to be another General Assembly. a . " Reimbursement from General Fund 
The various branch organizations of the po ie ty " The orchardist is already receiving help 

é League will be prepared to ask all candidates , from the general funds of the state. Leaving 
where they stand on the sportmen’s program. “s this fact out of our consideration, we have i ee ae Pisiogaph by Ren re oe re in New Hampshire, each of which 

P . admitted to be of economic value to the men’s program, the eagle and the rooster will Wild Turkey Hen on the Nest in Scioto state; and in classing the Fish and G 
be ignored at the polls. The candidate’s County, Ohio. Through the Sportsmen Sere a eee eee ae ae BS 
politics will have no consideration in the This Splendid American Game Bird Is A 5 ar. enehtyel ain nat in 
League program. Again Wild in Ohio. pe Re ee es 
_ = oo ee: tion bi enpuet sid eateonesenough to anean “ees standpoint, we have two interests, 

8 great value, but which in some in- 
by their acts and deeds show that they are something. If the sportsmen of 2 Sete cae stances work a hardship upon each oth T. 
for it. There will be no attempt to “boss” or "ot willing to support such an organization and eat eo _ other. ‘0 

“ey Dae ace ; give just a little time and money to carry on |” ler one to bear the burden of the other’s coerce” either officials or candidates. The & j z 3 H loss seems to me to be an injustice 
program will be placed before them for their such a program in their own qeterests, then Th tat 5 - 
consideration. The cards will be laid on the they do not deserve any more than just what 1 © ieee oe boiaye mand sto, allow 
table. Ohio sportsmen have never asked any- the politicians are willing to. give them. anne es ae oe qncticds peneo: 
thing unreasonable or unfair. They will not se ave aoe res oe jean tine tor do 
ask the legislature to give them any special hk Id es de, : eae Zo eae Saeed favors or privileges; they want to pay the which : Soe ae ss ah ee acl 
entire cost of their program out of their own f ce Lge ’ eporchardisty should= come 
pockets. : Have you written your Congress- oe general unds of the state, so that 

its burden will be borne proportionately by all 
Sportsmen to Know No Party Lines man to vote for H. R. 745—the citizens, and that it is unfair to charge it up 

To quote IS. Myers, president of the Game Refuge Bill? Send us at to the fund raised by the sportsmen, which 
League, “Politicians have no claim upon us as once a copy of reply received so would not have been raised but for their 
sportsmen. We have been ‘doublecrossed’ that we may keep our records up efforts and must be admitted to be a direct 
from time to time by both parties alike. It is y benefit to any state, especially so to any one 
time for the sportsmen to quit voting for ‘birds’ to date. of the Northern New England States where 
and vote for men who stand for something.” so many outsiders are attracted to spend their 

It is only through a state organization of time and money because we have a rea- 
sportsmen, functioning properly, that politics sonable supply of wild life for them to enjoy.
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The Grouse Disease | 
By DR. ARTHUR A. ALLEN, Cornell University 

ETWEEN the years 1904 and 1911, there wholesale destruction of the grouse in 1907 in years later the farm perished from want of 

B was conducted by a Committee of the the order of their importance were: financial support from the Legislature. So far 

British Board of Agriculture and Fish- 1st: The unusual number of foxes and gos- as the limited space about my own home has 

eries an inquiry into thé causes of the disease hawks during the winter of 1906-07. allowed, however, I have continued my studies. 

of the European red grouse. This investiga- 2nd: The extreme cold, wet, and late spring This has given me an excellent opportunity for 

tion was carried on at the instigation of repre- of 1907. familiarizing myself with the various diseases 

sentative moor owners because of the periodic 3rd: An epidemic of some disease. to which this bird is subject.* 

high mortality which occurred among the red The questionnaire of 1917 reported the prin- 

grouse following periods of maximum abun- cipal causes as: foxes, bad nesting season, and Captive and Wild Birds 

dance. The report of this committee was pub- hawks. Disease was placed last on a list of ten The familiarity gained from the birds in 

lished in the autumn of 1911 in the Proceedings causes, and in Mr. Stoddart’s words, “There captivity has made me more observant of the 

of the London Zoological Society. A subse- is nothing in Mr. Woodruff’s report that is birds in the field, and has enabled me to dis- 

quent popular edition of the report appeared conclusive on this subject.” cover what I believe to be one of the causes, 

in 1912. Both of these reports were, naturally, not the if not the main cause, for the periodic disap- 

According to this report, the main cause of result of scientific investigation, but the opin- pearance of the grouse from the coverts. 

the European grouse disease is a parasitic 

worm which lives in the blind gut or ceca. Its = 

diameter is less than that of a hair, and it ji “ 

has a maximum length of % inch. There are My 

sometimes as many as 18,000 in a single bird, i 

which seriously interfere with digestion, caus- ‘ , . ) 

ing a disease known as “ Strongylosis.’” The 

worm itself is classified as Trichostrongylus : a 

pergracilis, : i a 

European Grouse Disease le Ey . ae 

The infected birds become emaciated and —> zh x ele 

the greatest number die during April and May -e ea e ed : 

during the stress of the reproductive season. A ; J Bal ——=> Ff a . 
Other parasites. of the grouse were discovered, GE eee t = 4 i 

other causes of disease, and numerous cases far a? feo ERE a = ‘ aah - 
of death from other causes than disease or Cg Oa F a F a J é 

parasites, but, this one little parasitic worm was fe my a Se wy me a ks xs 

held responsible for the greatest number of F LF 3 * »* 

deaths of mature grouse. S Cd ie eo, . 

The disease most fatal to young grouse was 3 : "] 
found to be the same disease prevalent in . cer" be 

domestic poultry, turkeys, pigeons and cana- ‘ 

ries, called Coccidiosis, due to a minute proto- 

zoan parasite of the intestinal tract. 

Both of these parasites or diseases are most : 

prevalent following periods of greatest abun- Photograph by Dr. Arthur A. Allen 

dance of the grouse, for at such times the Healthy and Diseased Stomachs. The One at the Left Is Normal; That in the 

moors become infected much more heavily Middle Slightly Infested, and That at the Right Heavily Infested With Dispharagus. 

from the droppings of the birds, and the dis- Note the Swelling of the Proventriculus. 

eases spread much more rapidly. 

In America the ruffed grouse is subject ions of sportsmen and game wardens who spent Summarizing briefly my experience with 

periodically to times of maximum and mini- a good deal of time in the field and were in ruffed grouse bred in captivity, 177 have died 

mum abundance even as is the European red a position to observe natural conditions as they in five years. Of these, 120 died from Coc- 

grouse, but no extensive scientific investigation affected their favorite game bird. These men  cidiosis before they were two weeks old, 24 

of the causes has yet been made so far as I am_ did not know that their observations were of died of “black head” when from six to eight 

aware, although many theories have always any particular importance when made, nor that weeks old and 10 died when from two to eight 

been advanced following each period of subsequently they would be asked for an opin- months old from the effect of a parasitic 

scarcity. ion based upon memory; therefore, such obser- worm, Dispharagus, which may be called the 

These periods of scarcity appear to occur vations are largely casual. It is, however, no “stomach worm.” 

approximately ten years apart. In 1907, and reflection upon the power of observation of Coccidiosis and black head may be due to the 

again in 1917, Mr. A. M. Stoddart, Rod and any one if it should be discovered that para- same organism, a minute protozoan parasite of 

Gun Editor of the New York Sun, conducted sites or disease have played a very important the digestive tract, which in captive birds is 

a questionnaire through the New York State part in the periodic disappearance of the grouse, easily traceable to the foster-mother. Both dis- 

Conservation Commission and summarized the even should such a cause be found more im- eases are primarily diseases of the young 

opinions of. all interested game wardens and _ portant than all of the other factors combined. birds, as indicated by the above figures, and 

sportsmen accounting for the disappearance of Five years ago, when an experimental game are fatal to young chickens as well as grouse 

the birds in each of these periods. farm was established at Cornell University, I and turkeys. Domestic poultry, however, de- 

Mr. Edward S. Woodruff, who secured the began some investigations of the artificial ——— z : . fe e - The continuance of these investigations has been 
information from the New York game war- propagation of the ruffed grouse. My ex- made possible by a grant from the Heckscher Found- 

dens in 1907, concluded that the causes for the periments were getting a fair start when two Tee See ene nae Ot Gare in
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yelops an immunity to both diseases, though same trouble. Both birds had their crops full I sent specimens of the worms to Dr. B. H. 

they carry the germs in large numbers and at the time of death, and their intestines had Ransom, Chief of the Zoological Division of 

thus spread the diseases very rapidly. the usual amount of food material, indicating the United States Bureau of Animal Industry, 

In the wild state there is little chance of in- that they had maintained their appetites to to learn if he had any information about them. 

fected birds spreading the disease until they the last. Dr. Ransom reported that the life history of 

become very abundant and range over the same On the last day of the open season of 1921 this parasite was unknown, and he did not want 

ground day after day. Some seasons very few I flushed thirty birds in an hour’s walk along to give it a specific name, though, of course, 

young are reared in many of the coverts, and it one side of the Michigan Hollow Swamp. On _ he recognized it as a species of Dispharynx or 

well may be this disease that is to blame. It is the first day of October, 1922, I again visited Dispharagus, whichever is the preferred name. 

not this comparatively well-known disease of the swamp, spent the whole day tramping I likewise wrote to Mr. H. Hammond Smith, 

young birds, however, that I wish to discuss through it, afd the total number of birds the British authority on the parasites and dis- 

at this time, but the parasite, Dispharagus, that flushed was twelve. And this was the largest eases of game birds, and learned from him and 

carries off the grouse after they are fully number found at any time during the fall of from Dr. H. A. Baylis, in charge of Helmin- 

grown. 1922, Others reported flushing only two or thology at the British Museum, that nothing 

: a three birds as the result of a morning’s hunt. was known of it in England. A very similar 

Disappearance Explained In the spring of 1923, in conversing with a worm, however, is a fairly well known, though 

It has been the experience of many sports- farmer who had been lumbering in Michigan unimportant, parasite of poultry, particularly 

men, including myself, to leave an abundance Hollow during the winter of 1921-22, I learned _ in Italy. 

of birds in the coverts at the close of the hunt- that he had picked up a number of dead grouse At about this time I received a letter from 

ing season and to look forward to unusual on the snow with apparently nothing the mat- a taxidermist in Buffalo, Mr. Michael Huppuch, 

numbers’ the following fall. The next season ter with them. stating that all of the grouse which had been 

comes, and there are fewer birds than were I am constrained to wonder if the so-called brought in to him from western New York for 

left the preceding season, even though some cases of apoplexy that are reported with cap- mounting seemed to be afflicted with disease 

young had apparently been raised. Such cases tive grouse are not likewise due to these worms, of some sort. He sent me a specimen of the 

of scarcity are generally recorded as due to for such of my hand-reared birds as have died grouse and I discovered that it was very heav- 

unusual numbers of foxes, hawks and other from Dispharagus have appeared to be in fine ily infested with this same stomach parasite 

species of vermin. These I now wish to ex- health up to the day they died, though they and had nothing else the matter with it, except 

plain on the theory of the stomach worm, sometimes lost their appetites the day before. that it had become quite emaciated, as is usually 

Dispharagus. This is not noticeable, however, for many times the case if a bird lives through the initial stages 

The experience of the sportsmen in central the grouse lose appetite for a day or two at a_ of the disease. 

New York State probably parallels that of time, without any subsequent symptoms. 

sportsmen elsewhere. Following the great dis- The scarcity of grouse in 1922 was rather State-Wide Investigation 

aster of 1917, the grouse recuperated rather local, even in central New York, and many of Accordingly, in the fall of 1923, I thought 

slowly at first and then more rapidly until the coverts contained their normal number of it worth while to learn, if possible, how gener- 

1921, when in most of the coverts they were birds, though Michigan Hollow was not alone ally over the state the parasite is distributed, 

nearly as abundant as in 1916. In some places, in its scarcity of birds. and I wrote to the Conservation Commission 

where they had not been so diminished, they Two birds taken from Michigan Hollow in asking to have the various game wardens send 

recovered by 1919. 1922 showed no signs of the parasites, and I me grouse stomachs. The response was quite 

In 1921, I confined my hunting to one area began to think I was dealing with a local and gratifying, though many of the specimens were 

of perhaps 1,000 acres, locally known as Michi- rather unimportant disease, though I found not usable, owing to a misunderstanding of 

gan Hollow Swamp, where birds were un- the worms in two birds from rather remote just where the parasites occur. 

usually abundant. I secured ten birds from parts of the county. Nineteen game wardens sent in 65 stomachs, 

this area and friends contributed several 
others for examination. Of the thirteen birds ie, eR 
examined for parasites, seven were found to 
contain the stomach worms in varying num- \\ 

bers. The stomachs were examined and pre- AN 

served in the field so that the tissues would .\ z 
be properly fixed for future study. yn ve 

On December 28, 1921, I again visited the area on) ee ¢ 
when there was snow on the ground. I did aie: was ° f i Ce mE 

not succeed in flushing as many birds, but ae, A ae $8 ay HL 4 9, 54 P , 

grouse tracks were numerous throughout the Se a - . Pg a : Pe a e 
woodland. The most important discovery, how- cS pe os ie ei eM Oe 
ever, was that of a grouse apparently asleep ib ces y Cr ad = 5 : ‘ LP as 

under the end of a lumber pile. Closer inspec- phn us .~ r my ee Ss 

tion showed that it was frozen solid in this : al bs - hes PP Fi. i a”? or 

position with its feathers all fluffed out in a ff tian 4 times , 
perfectly normal pose. 4 oy , 4 ree ad 

Parasite Discovered FA , 7 : 

A very careful autopsy of the bird was made yi I / 

later in the laboratory after it had thawed 3 j s 

out. Not a shot hole or wound of any kind f ; . 

could be found. It was normal in every re- oe 

spect, except that its stomach showed a very 4 € 

abnormal condition evident for the whole pro- 4, 

ventriculus had been pulled down inside the 

gizzard. The proventriculus was heavily in- 
fested with the stomach worm, Dispharagus, Photograph by Dr. Arthur A. Allen 

which I believe to be entirely responsible for The Same Stomachs as Shown on the Opposite Page, Opened Up. Note the Lining 

the condition. A little later in the winter I lost of the Proventriculus in Each Case. Three of the Worms Are Visible on the 

one of my hand-reared birds with exactly the Surface of That on the Right.
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of which 14 from ten different regions of the terdam Hill country, which is a very difficult Upon opening a normal grouse stomach one 

state contained parasites. In addition, 35 stom- place to get in and hunt.” The facts speak for finds the proventriculus evenly coated with 

achs of birds from the vicinity of Ithaca were themselves. mucus, and when this is scraped off the 

examined, five of which contained the worms, The single specimen sent by Mr. E. L. Wick- openings of the gastric glands appear as tiny 

making eleven localities infested. No stomachs ham, of Watkins, New York, was rather heav- tubercles scattered evenly over its pink surface. 

were received from the western part of the ily infested with Dispharagus. Replying to The slightest infestation is indicated by a speck 

state where the infestation was apparently my inquiry about the relative abundance of the of blood on the surface of the mucosa, even if 

heavy in 1922. grouse, Mr. Wickham reports a very alarming the worms themselves are overlooked. They 

From most localities only one or two stom- scarcity of these birds in both of the coverts may readily be, for they are not much thicker 

achs were received, so that unless the in- under his jurisdiction. And thus the story than a hair, less than half an inch long, and 

festation was general, the chances of the ones goes on. ‘ bury themselves in the mucus. 

sent being infested were slight. Where two As yet there has been no recurrence of the As soon as they have lived long enough in 

discouraging times of 1907 and 1917, when the the stomach, however, they cause the destruc- 

sudden decrease in birds occurred all over tion of the surface tissue and an outgrowth of 

eastern United States. Another ten years are the underlying connective tissue which takes 

not up yet. But let us not wait until after the the form of one or more excrescences the size 

birds are gone to begin investigating. We may of a small pea on the surface of the mucosa 

> es ¢ not be able to do anything to keep it from hap- and projecting through the general layer of 

Py pening, certainly not until we know more about mucus, though these excrescences are them- 

ry ee * it than we do at present. selves covered with mucus. As the infesta- 

my = > a : tion increases the number of these ex- 

°°” se ee) Help Make a Complete Report in 1924 crescences increases, or they grow in size until 
a i % It is one of those problems where many they completely fill the lumen of the proven- 

. | hands make light work. If each one of us will  triculus, even though its body has now swelled 

9 GD ae . keep track of the birds in his vicinity, we can to many times the original size. 

Rs , at least prophesy when the scarcity is going The worms apparently do not burrow deep 

PS ® } to happen a year in advance, provided it is into the glandular tissue, but lie at the surface, 

alone due to this parasite. And the only way usually with one end projecting. They cause 

S we can find out whether it is due entirely to a great distortion of the superficial tissue and 

this parasite is to keep track of it. apparently a derangement of the deeper glands. 

Perhaps the American Game Protective As- Captive birds naturally do not have the re- 

Stomach Worms, Dispharagus, Natural sociation will be willing to keep track of the sistance of their wild, free-ranging brethren, 

Size. The Larger Worm Is a Species data, or I will be willing to make an annual and many die, often while the excrescences in 

of Ascaris, Much Less Important, Found report on all stomachs received or data sub- the proventriculus are no larger than a pea and 
in the Intestine or Body Cavity. mitted which touch the occurrence of the para- when the birds are from eight weeks to eight 

site. I should like to see the investigation months old. It is the most discouraging dis- 
out of three or three out of four contained carried on, not in New York State alone, but ease that the grouse farmer has to contend 

the worms, however, there was—doubtless a throughout the grouse coverts of eastern with, because it kills his birds just when they 

heavy infestation in the region from which United States. are looking their best and just when he is 
they were sent. Three out of four from the We have at Cornell a specialist working on congratulating himself on having reared them 
town of Scriba, received from E. W. Brown, the morphology of the parasite and hope even- 

of Oswego, were infested; two out of five tually to be able to tell its entire life history: apg te bp ere 

from the town of Marathon, sent in by W. D. how it gets from one grouse to another and by Balak fe 

Cloyes, of Cortland, contained the worms; what means it causes the death of the grouse. noe ie - fe | oe 
while both of the stomachs of the two speci- But for the present we will have to be satis- S rely See ey \ 

mens sent in by C. W. Merrifield from Phil- fied with knowing the general appearance of Pomel ue | | 
mont, Columbia County, were infested. the worm and its immediate effect on the tot toes, Le tte Same ee | 

I have endeavored in each case to learn the grouse, so that we may recognize the disease fi ks t ot 4 em ey + 

relative abundance of the grouse in the differ- when we see it. ete. (bas ay i [et) i eee 
ent localities from which parasitized stomachs I will not at this time report on what little | } Bea Sea (4% At e 

were sent, but apparently game wardens are we have thus far learned, but merely call at- AScuc 1335 i ¥ | eee 

poor correspondents, and I have yet to hear tention to the general appearance of the worm eee re — oa et 

from most of them. Replies which I have re- and of infected stomachs, inside and out. — 7 . 

ceived, however, have been most interesting, The proventriculus of a normal grouse ap- Black Spots Indicate the Presence of the 

indicating, as they do, that some unknown pears as an obovate swelling at the lower end Disease. Crosses Indicate Areas Whith 

force has suddenly decimated the grouse in of the cesophagus before it enters the gizzard. Examination Showed Free from Disease. 

their respective regions. The swelling is abruptly constricted into the 

Mr. E. D. Brown writes, “The grouse in form of a very short neck between it and the successfully. I have grave fears that until we 

Oswego County did not do as well this season gizzard, and varies but slightly in greatest have learned how to combat it we will never 
as expected in regards to increasing in num- diameter from 7/16 to 9/16 of an inch. successfully propagate the grouse in captivity. 

bers, as we had a very favorable nesting season In view of the much larger percentage of my 

in this section, and there was a nice lot of Examine Stomachs of All Birds Killed captive birds that have died from Coccidiosis 

birds that wintered through in fine shape.” The first evidence of an infected stomach is and “blackhead,’ it may seem strange to 

Three specimens were received from Mr. L. a slight swelling of this glandular proven- classify the Dispharagus as much more danger- 

J. Murphy, of Schenectady, two from the Rot-  triculus, in the lining mucosa of which the ous. The former, however, are referable to 

terdam Hills and one from near North Glen- parasites lie. As the number of worms in- the foster mother and are thus far practically 

ville, along the Saratoga County line. One of creases, the swelling becomes greater, the neck unknown in the wild state. The latter, how- 

the two from the Rotterdam Hills was in- disappears, and the proventriculus may grow ever, we cannot connect with domestic poultry, 

fested. Mr. Murphy writes: “The grouse in half as big as the gizzard. Apparently, at though a closely allied species of worm does 

Schenectady County this year, while plentiful certain times, and for some unknown reason, infest the gizzard of the fowl. It is primarily 

in some places, are on the decline in others. before the swelling gets to this stage, the giz- a disorder of the wild grouse and destroys 

This falling off in numbers, we believed, was  zard is stimulated to draw the proventriculus them after they are fully grown—a most in- 

due to the great number of foxes in the Rot- clear down within its walls. sidious enemy.
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Th : e Grouse Disease in 1924 
A. A. ALLEN, Ph.D., Cornell University 

N 1923, at the Annual Conference of the of the birds were infected. This year this Parasite Causes Scarcity 

] American Game Protective Association, it area seems to have largely cleared itself and, If there is any doubt in the minds of those 

was my privilege to announce the discovery while the birds are reported rather uniformly present as to the effect of the parasite on the 

of what I thought to be the origin of the so- scarce in this region, the only signs of infec- number of birds in the coverts, let me quote 
called “Grouse Disease,” the cause of the peri- tion were two birds out of sixteen from the excerpts from a few of the reports of 

odic disappearance of the grouse from the vicinity of Ithaca. The other center of in- Rindetet wHomecut mine Ghiectedieror che tact 

coverts. Most of you will recall that I de- fection last year was in the eastern part of year. They will show quite conclusively, I 

scribed a small round worm from the proven- the State in Columbia, Rensselaer and Schenec- think, that wherever the parasite occurred last 

triculus or glandular portion of the stomach tady counties. Stomachs examined from this year, the birds are uniformily scare this fall. 

which was identified as a species of Dis- region indicate that in spite of the fact that 

pharynx (Acuaria sp.) and which we had _ the birds are much scarcer this year than last, Columbia County—Cassius A. Johnston In- 
found to cause the death of the bird. The the percentage of infection has kept up, six  spector. 

discovery was the result of five years of ex- “I am afraid I will be convinced of what ts 

perimenting in the artificial propagation of the |" ee oe as you said in your letter to me last fall, that 

grouse together with extensive field observa- | = 4 = aap as there would be a scarcity of Grouse in the 
tions of the local birds. thes ——— §| Town of Berlin, when you discovered Dis- 

7 ii a a. pharagus in the birds I sent you, Nov. 1923. 
Specimens) Collected 3 ms eee Oe ee Conditions seem to point that way * * * On 

In 1923, to determine whether this parasite a fox - a . October 15th. I patrolled with Protector Nel- 

was of mere local importance or not, Mr. at es Ho a. Ss son for six or seven miles on the mountains 

Llewellyn Legge, chief game protector of the Tt i ey ae in the Town of Berlin (Rens. Co.) and we 

State Conservation Commission, very kindly “4 te aoe put up only 4 or 5 birds during the day. The 

requested all of his game wardens to send me , = ee a following day I patrolled about six or seven 

specimens of grouse stomachs from all parts t “ee Ss St Seg ay’ i miles on the mountains in Petersburg and 

of the State. Eighteen wardens responded, |. 4 Ce iis ee flushed only two old birds.” 
sending me 65 stomachs, of which 13 from 9 ee. ACN eS ee are a : 

different regions of the state were parasitized. - - Orange  County—Thomas Briggs, Same 

In addition 35 stomachs were examined from Photograph by Dr. A. A. Allen, Cornell University. keeper on Arden Estate, from which a bird 
the vicinity of Ithaca, five of which contained A Healthy Two-day Chick With Bright killed by Dispharagus was sent to me. 
worms, making at least ten different localities Eyes and Wings in Place “ “I am sorry to say we have a very poor 

infected. The parasite may have occurred in Sub otek isen\ heme tected: Tonhelnortniin crop of Grouse this year and am worrying 
other places from which only one or two stom- Washineaaconnies ihe parasite ae Ne about the future.” 
achs were received, for one rarely finds 100 Scan diitr eee Sr eer emar nee Schenectady County—Charles D. Freer Pro- 

Be ae Sea Sa cee ects ported in noel numbers, and with no para-__ tector. 

bese ae iss Gat, BOWES oe our X= sites in the stomachs examined. To the south, “I have found that the Ruffed Grouse is 
aminations, that the parasite was widespread in i 2 : Z in the. eine o Car. 
New Varcece ee aiinen (imate socem however, in San and Orange counties, a very scarce this year in the vicinity o ¢ ar 

last: year inl cuficiene aimpers taheause any new center of infection seems to have ap- man, town of Rotterdam. I have found but 

5 peared as the first two stomachs received were one bird, where we used to see ten or fifteen, 
alarming disappearance of the grouse except : i 
inlnetehe Thealition, both infected. (Four out of fifteen received years before. 

This year we have attempted again to learn ixewise bean infected) Prof, ACO, Grose, of qCiw®s®, County. D. Brows, Protector 
the distribution of the parasite and through the Bowdoine College whorhias becomeuintercsted (Four out of six birds were parasitized last 

co-operation of Mr. Legge and his corps of in this study, writes me that he found one ey) 
efficient game wardens, have examined 59 “These birds are very scarce in this section 

stomachs from 38 localities in addition to 16 = = this fall.” 

from the vicinity of Ithaca. I have likewise f Es he E x In spite of their scarcity, Mr. Brown man- 

been in correspondence with the wardens in * oe i aged to secure six stomachs from different 

localities where the parasite occurred last year J : yee parts of the County again this year, not one 

in order to discover its effect upon the abun- 7 3 a Cs of which was infested. This is what we would 

dance of the birds in each place. "it normally expect, for when the birds are at their 

a lowest ebb, they are so far apart that there is 
Results of Investigation 4 Ps Wa) little danger of their transmitting the parasite 

Briefly summarized, the results of our in- ||¢ ne il tee to others. The birds in Oswego County should 

vestigations this fall (1924) are as follows: : ee E begin to pick up next season while in Colum- . 
Of the 75 stomachs from New York State ex- . Ni he io bia, Renssalaer and Schenectady Counties they 

amined, eleven, from nine localities, were found |) 7 a will doubtless be still scarcer, for stomachs 
to contain the parasite. Superficially this is on re a from these counties were found infested again 

looks like a very slight decrease from last : : a - this fall. 

year but should we compare the infected spots Photograph by Dr. A. A. Allen, Cornell University. Difficultics Involved 

for the two years we would find a considerable A Two-day Chick Dying From Coccidiosis, E n 
falling off. Last year there was a large area With Sleepy Eyes and Drooping Wings Before drawing any general conclusions, 

in Central New York from Oswego to Che- however, may I be allowed to make a few 
mung and Tioga counties where a percentage infected stomach in Dutchess County and one statements as to the difficulties involved. This 

= oe Pveaeston Paint iClis titicalt eles ien in Westchester County during November. One is true not only in the study of bird Parasites 

was in part supported by a yrant from the Heckscher Out of two stomachs sent me from Delaware and diseases but even in getting reliable in- 

Beep Fer eee iwancement. of Research, estab- County was likewise infected. formation in the field as to the relative abund-
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ance of birds and the effect the disease has had they have been almost exterminated would in- been examined) were parasitized, but it almost 

on their numbers. dicate that the soil does not remain long in- seems as though these erratic flights might 

In the first place most of us base our esti- fected as would probably be the case if there be due entirely to the disturbing influence of 

mates of the relative abundance of birds upon Was an intermediate host. the parasite. It will be of more than ordinary 

the number of birds flushed in the same area How thoroughly a single infected bird can interest to examine all such birds that are 

hunted year after year. If we flush 20 birds impregnate the soil is indicated by the fact that picked up in the future and i hope that any 

along the edge of a certain tract of woods one all of my trouble with captive birds dates from persons who may hear of such birds will find 

year and the next year find only one—we as- the arrival of a single wild bird that came some way of securing them and sending them 

sume that something has killed the birds, for from no one knows where and accepted my to me. 

grouse are very persistent in haunting the same _ hospitality and the company of my hand-reared If we claim to have found the cause of the 

areas year after year. In most places when the birds. Later in the winter it died from the “Grouse Disease” in this small parasitic round 

hunting season opens, the first of October, the ¢ffects of the stomach worms, as did also the worm of the proventriculus, it must not be 

majority of grouse have gathered about areas hand-reared bird later on, and so has every- thought that we have overlooked other diseases 

of wild grapes or thorn apples and unless their one of the birds that I have been able to rear or parasites or causes that might explain the 

fruit supply has failed, one can reasonably ex- to maturity each year since the parasitized bird disappearance of the Grouse. We have quite 

pect to find the birds there, if anywhere. This came. a list of diseases and parasites external and 

year there was apparently an abundance of I have said that the bird that started my internal that the Grouse is heir to and that 

fruit everywhere, but in a great many places trouble came from nowhere. It was one of at times take on a more or less serious nature, 

there were very few grouse to be found in their those erratic birds that just appear in the fall but none that can compare with this small 

accustomed thorn apple areas. Personally I of the year, coming from a distance and no worm in its insidiousness. This year for ex- 

flushed but three birds in covering a series of ample we have received reports and speci- 

thorn apples where I usually hunt and ordinarily = mens of a “blue louse” that is sucking the 
find between twenty and thirty birds—that in “ blood of the Grouse in many localities and is 

spite of the fact that the bushes were laden with g very abundant. An examination of the speci- 

fruit. On the last day of the season, Novem- mens submitted show them to be a species of 

ber 15, however, I decided to cover the same } Hippoboscid fly (Olfersia Americana), well 
ground again, and this time I flushed 22. My as i known from Hawks, Owls and Herons but 

friends had similar experience and I have - ¢ Fig ee also living on the Grouse and a number of 

letters from other hunters in other parts of this : Gj other birds. It is a blood sucking insect like 

State and Massachusetts claiming to have had eroe- a a a mosquito and if the Grouse has any blood 
the same experience of finding more birds at 4 “a parasites it may help to transmit them from 

the close than at the beginning of the season. 4 sean 5 one to another but in itself it is harmless. 
How shall we account for it? a PR: We have also recently, received from Penn- 

When we began examining the stomachs q t sylvania, Grouse specimens containing cecal 

sent to us by the game wardens and others for P worms similar to those which are always asso- 

parasites, we immediately_noticed_that_the-con- ae ee tie 3 eres ciated with coccidiosis in the common fowl, and 

tents of their crops was different from that PrevewreuNes iM we know that coccidiosis and black lead are 
which we ordinarily find during October. A (Banger zone) og very important diseases of the Grouse in 

few contained thorn apples or other berries, ‘ captivity. i 

but the vast majority were loaded with beech 4 " ¥ Then there ae other parasites which live 
nuts. In 1923, for example, nearly 40 per cent re a in the crop and in the intestine, the latter some- 

of the birds examined during the entire season i Grtzard -. & a times two inches in length and quite alarming 

contained thorn apples and none contained i in appearance when they have escaped from 
beech nuts. This year it was nearly reversed — the intestine into the body cavity and are found 

and 75 per cent of the stomachs contained floating free when the bird is opened. No one 

beech nuts. Beech nuts, moreover, were found Eich cD eC ae: of these parasites ss iowa to cause the death 

in large quantities, while thorn apples, though x of the bird, however, as does the stomach 
n Infected Stomach 7 

frequently present, were represented by tew sie ee KQED: 

fruits. The reason for not finding the birds phe full crop indicates that the bird’s appe- Conclusions 
z has not been affected. The proventricu- ene 

early in the season was then obvious. They ‘lus is swollen with the stomach worms, In conclusion if I may be allowed to venture 

were scattered through the woods feeding on Acuaria (Dispharagus) prophesy on such limited studies as I have 
beech nuts (of which there was an unusual been able to make, or at least to express my 

crop) instead of being concentrated in the particular direction. Nearly everyone has had expectations for the Grouse situation in the 
thorn apple areas. Incidentally this is the best the experience of having a Grouse fly into a next few years to come, I am inclined to be- 
thing that can happen to the Grouse for, not window or the side of the house, or appear lieve that next year will see the Grouse in most 
only are fewer killed, but parasites and diseases __in a city street, where Grouse have never been atts of New York State in unusual abund- 
are not easily transmitted unless the birds are before. This unusual erratic moving about of ance, excepting perhaps in parts of Columbia, 

concentrated. It is for this reason that periods the Grouse has been variously explained as a Rensselaer, and Schenectady Counties where 
of greatest scarcity follow periods of greatest partial migration, nature’s way of disseminat- they will continue scarce. In 1926 there will 

abundance. The eggs of the parasite pass out ing the species by causing the covies to scatter, be a great falling off, followed in 1927 by 

with the droppings and fall upon the green etc. This fall (1924) I received another of another “plague” when the Grouse will seem 

leaves or the thorn apples or the wintergreen these erratic birds from Mr. George McNeill. once more nearly extinct. My reason for be- 

berries, that are later eaten by other birds. It had flown against a house in Cold Spring, lieving that the Grouse in many places will be 

If there are many birds frequenting the same Putnam Co. The bird lived but a few days abundant next year in New York is that in 
: area the chances of transmittal are great while after I received it and an autopsy revealed most places there seems to be a normal num- 

if birds are scarce there is but little chance of that it was heavily infested with the stomach ber of birds left after the hunting season, food 

the eggs being picked up. With many of the worm. Professor Gross informs me that he, is abundant, and the birds are scattered with 

round worms an intermediate host is thought likewise, has examined two of these erratic ess chance of transmitting the parasites even 
necessary for the transmittal of the parasite, Grouse, one in April and the other in October where they do occur. Next year food will 

but in the case of this stomach worm I am_ of this year, and that both of his specimens Probably be less abundant, the numerous birds 
now inclined to believe that it is transmitted were likewise infected with the stomach worm. Will be concentrated, and the parasites will be 

directly as described. The fact that the Grouse It may be mere coincidence that all four speci- rapidly transmitted from one to another. Many 

recuperate their numbers in so few years after mens of erratic Grouse (all that have ever (Continued on page 20)
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THE GROUSE DISEASE IN 1924 TEN NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN GAME These are the ten big developments in 

(Continued from page 12) - MONA GEE American game management as I see them. 

Fie lee ea nee iene tenia (Continued from page 8) Compared with zero they reflect notable 

e @ ‘ A progress. Compar vi he Ss e 
spring of 1926 and of those that live, enough See erany is usually not so well adapted aa ee eee 5 shape cae 

will be infected to finish the job by trans- to upland fa : picture. 

mitting the parasites to their offsprings of As | for big game, the future will oe 3 WI fe hestundaniental ide: 

1926. When the season of 1927 comes around cane eae pubes phocine Ground 1 na a q eh na me 4 ae ie cuenaria: 
there will: beubub dew birds lett) just enough and Club principles. The national and state ay ea Se Se oeriee. n hee eee 

to propagate the species and, in the course sree te a already, Bupha SnCguuE esounds ane ae = ee a s a. a Hee ae 

of a few years, to bring them once more to tron ea o Hendy oud eae gee st ea a Ph oe au ae 

the peak of abundance and ready for the Uheit eatee must mast ee es ie ae an ae eee ee ae 
parasite to get in its deadly work. next decade in order to provide the country Proe een : aa 1S ae put it _ at tel 

, s ee: with timber, All they need is to develop and — the whole story. Why are we substituting 

Laatn satcidel See bit ees On increase the game by proper management. production for prohibition ? 

the COntEAYY I am quite hopeful. For, if my This monopoly question has been treated in I think it is because experience has taught 
theories are correct, we may be able to control a ‘3 ie ee enh ‘ ar : 

= : i . considerable detail, because it is just now in us that we cannot produce game by main 

the Grouse disease by the simple expedient of " é phe aed eae a ‘ Rgeee $ 
Z s such a muddle that detail is necessary to make strength and awkwardness—or by a sheer 

Braver ine He Wek peooe concen- ‘the underlying principle clear. he principle shower of dollars. We may roll off the ciphers 

trated in small areas. We will see to it that j. simply this: Regulated monopoly is the in millions of fry or pheasants we have put 
our favorite coverts have not one or two patches ee Oe e ines Sw aa eS he Be una yoe 

only possible future basis for game manage- out, or license receipts we have taken in, and 

of thorn apples, but dozens of them, not one ment on privately owned lands. Public the result looks big when it is all gathered 

tangle of wild grapes but a hundred, ao oe shooting grounds are obviously the future into one lump for a whole state. But when 

patch of buckwheat, but dozens of little patches basis for game management on publicly-owned _ we take a single forty acres and try to measure 

wherever there is suitable ground. or leased lands and water, and public owner-- the game we have put on it by such methods 

Mr. Thomas Smyth, my assistant, is making ship must be increased to the extent necessary we often cannot find any result at all. Ac- 

an intensive study of the food of the birds t prevent monopoly on private lands from cordingly we are being forced to examine in 

throughout the year, young and old alike, so }ecoming undemocratic. There is the whole more detail the wonderful mechanism of na- 

oe will ee vi — aoe to be thing in a nutshell. ture. to learn the inter-relation of its parts. 
supplied in abundance to keep them from con- 

centrating. He is likewise determining the ex——©<_ —= AAA i i 

tent of the country over which a single covey s 4 

normally roams during the year so that we Th H P d 

will know whether it is possible to keep the c ungarlan artr ge 

covies apart. When we have all of the infor- By TOM NASH 

mation before us, then we may be able to dis- 

courage everything that tends to keep the birds ae itn ‘ ’ " 
in large covies and encourage everything that HE European Partridge is not particular years” experience I never knew them to do so. 

tends to make them scatter. Then when one as to climate if it has feed and proper I may be a crank on Partridge, but I do cer- 

bird gets infected it will stand little chance of cover for protection. The ideal place to tainly think it could be the greatest sporting 

spreading its disease to all the others. hold Partridges is where there are hedges and bird we could have. What is greater sport 

i Be eee e rough ground with plenty of scrub oak and than to take out your bird dogs into open 

5 pecan Lone Ce oe evergreens, such as spruce and laurels or sim- fields where you can see them work on Par- 

parasite in other parts of the East I have very ilar cover as protection in stormy weather. tridge or Quail? 

little to ceDOnG Thad hoped opter cca In summer and autumn they will always be There is no doubt about Ruffed Grouse be- 

TED Sc, number of stomachs from each found out in the stubble and in the oats, ing a great bird, but he is not in the same 

of the New England States but thus far [ have wheat and barley fields, and where buckwheat class as Partridge, adaptable to any country or’ 

received but 33 stomachs from Pennsylvania ;, grown you will always find them; they are conditions. It would also be difficult to get 

and five from Massachusetts. The Pennsyl- also very fond of rape, turnips, clover and foundation stock of Grouse and to keep them 

Vania: stomachs have shown no signs of infec-  ajfatfa. They consume a large amount of green from being inbred. With Partridge it is an 

nee with the stomach worm though they have feed. The first thing to do to be successful easy matter as they can be obtained in large 

yielded both cecal worms and intestinal worms. ith Partridge is to first destroy all vermin quantities. I would advise not purchasing be- 

Of the five Massachusetts stomachs, one from possible or it is useless to spend a lot of money fore April Ist to liberate in northern. states. 

Lynnfield was infected. I have already men- jy importing them. For a season before re- If for stock and to be kept penned to produce 

tioned the two birds from Brunswick, Maine  jeasing, a trapper should be continually de- eggs, I would purchase not later than October. 

reported by Prof. Gross as infected and I might stroying vermin. Keep plenty of pole traps at One half the birds that arrive are not fit to re- 

mention one other examined by Prof. Gross work and get the boys of the district inter- lease in this counrty. They should not be 

from the State of Connecticut sent to him by ested in their summer vacation. Pay them so released under any circumstances for at least 

Mr. Titcomb, the bird having been found dead. much per héad for vermin. 10 to 14 days after arrival. They should have 

It likewise was infected. These scattered ex- By purchasing stock from a reliable dealer a large pen and be fed and watered and given 

aminations are too few upon which to base a there is no reason why Partridge should not plenty of grit until they have recovered from 

general statement but they certainly indicate je, on the whole, the greatest sporting bird in their journey and then early in morning open 

that the parasite and the disease are not con- America. He is not difficult to propagate and door of pens before it is light and scatter 

fined to New York State. will stand almost any weather so long as he plenty of feed around and they will always 

It would be of especial interest to examine can find feed, It is no use to liberate in stay around unless they are disturbed at night 

the stomachs of Grouse that are being im- hilly ground. He is not a woodland or valley by vermin or chased by dogs. 

ported from the northwest for restocking pur- bird. Rolling and cultivated land is his nat- Plant plenty of corn, rape, buckwheat and 

poses to determine if the disease is prevalent ural habitation. Corn fields with the fodder millet and keep down the vermin, otherwise it 

among those birds—particularly birds that left would be fine for them as they would is a waste of money to try Partridge. Kaffir 

arrive in a dying condition. shelter around corn shocks and could easily corn should not be planted before June Ist and 

And particularly should I like to receive be fed there. Plots of buckwheat and millet millet and buckwheat from June 20th to July 

stomachs of birds from localities where they could be planted for them and left in sheltered Ist in the latitude of New York. 

are abundant and more or less concentrated places. The Partridge is a great sporting bird. You 

for it is from such places, if my theory is It is nonsense to say that Partridge drive can work the dogs on them and they fly like 

correct, that the disease spreads. quail and other birds away. In my forty “greased lightning.”
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On the drumming log. All ready— With head stretched up, he begins— Down come the bowed wings— 

WHITE setter staunch and im- 
mobile in the brush, tense in every 
muscle, right paw close to beat- 0 
ing heart, nostrils a-quiver with 

the warm, hypnotic body scent—waiting 
for the guns to come up. 

“Steady, boy—whoa!” 
A whir-r-r of strong wings in furious, 

explosive beat—a feathered gray-brown 
body shooting upward and away. 

“Mark! Mark right!” 
Bang! Bang! 
Not a feather drifts behind as the elon- 

cht- ' s ; z ER 
Bee igty ae oe oa T HIS is one of the series of practical articles appearing in 
extended, feet tucked close, shoots through Field and Stream. The author knows ruffed grouse 

the forest like a speeding shell, the short and how to hunt them 
wings beating so fast they are but an in- 
distinct blur to the eye. Dodging and well-feathered legs and a rounding, fan- has passed and his back is turned. Then 
twisting in and out among the trees, shaped tail when spread. It is a hand- they will raise with a noisy thunder of 
through the interlaced branches, with in- some bird, though without the beautiful wings that is startling, to say the least. 
credible boldness and accuracy, it vanishes plumage of the pheasants, its most distin- Powerful leg muscles hurl the bird high 
over the hill with terrific speed. guishing marks being a small crest on the in the air, and the short, broad wings, 

This is, without question, our most diffi- intelligent head, dark tufts above the ears, driven by a veritable high-speed engine of 
cult bird shooting. The hunting of quail and big black ornamental ruffs on either muscle, roaring like the propeller of an 
over good dogs in fairly open cover, the side of the lower neck. aeroplane, rocket the feathered body 
killing of hard-flying ducks in the open above the brush and literally hurl it head 
air, requires no such skill, no such accu- EX dress the ruffed grouse varies much first through the woods at a speed of 
racy and quickness as bagging the ruffed in coloring, although the general pattern more than sixty miles an hour. But when 
grouse in the alder thickets and the leafy of the feathers remains the same. Some not in such a hurry this bird can raise 
tangle of second-growth brush. This bird, are a bright rufous red or a brickish more quietly. If standing on a fence, or 
in the right kind of cover, will test the brown, others a dull gray. The feathers a stump, they can get away «without the 
skill of the best wing shots in the country. of the back are darker, beautifully eyed, noisy tell-tale whir. Many a bird flies 

It does not seem possible that so wild fading out to a very light mottled gray away in this quiet manner after it has 
and tricky a bird was once called “fool beneath and on the thighs. The tail is been “marked down,” and the hunter won- 
hen” and deemed a stupid thing. But so edged with a broad dark band and a nar- ders where it is hiding. 
it was, for in the days before the white row gray border. Because the wings are Unlike the woodcock, grouse do not 
man came with his fowling-piece, it was short and broad (else how could it raise have an accepted method of rising. Often 
not hunted. Only the Indian boys, armed in thick cover?) the flight muscles are as not, they will scoot away close to the 
with blunt arrows, knocked it over occa- large and powerful, giving the bird the ground. At the end of the flight, which 
sionally for the pot. But a few genera- appearance of being all breast. is usually but a few hundred yards, they 
tions of powder and shot, and this bird Next to the wild turkey, the ruffed sail on outstretched wings for a consid- 

learned fear. It acquired an education grouse is the hardest to find, and it offers erable distance, turning and doubling, and 
and was no longer stupid and foolish. It the most difficult shots of all our game when their feet strike the ground they 
was soon able to take care of itself against birds. It has become, of necessity, ex- run into the nearest thick cover. 

the new enemy, and this knowledge has tremely wary and difficult to approach 
kept pace with the development of the by either man or dog. When the leaves Nie may not agree with me, but I 

shotgun until now the ruffed grouse is are on, it is hard even to see this bird, | believe that when flying they inten- 
one of the shiest, wildest, trickiest birds and only the loud, booming whir when |/ tionally get behind trees and brush so as to 
we have. No longer do they sit in low flushed warns the hunter that one is} baffle the hunter. After all, this is but a 
trees to be knocked over with sticks, but a-wing. natural development of the inherent pro- 
raise at the first alarming footstep, flying When feeding, grouse walk very slowly, tective instinct of any hawk-harried bird 

fast and far, hiding, skulking, taking ref- keeping beneath the thickest cover, ever and easily adapted to escape from man 
uge in the thickest cover. on the alert, watching the air above and and his strange engine of death. If flushed 

the ground about. At the first alarm they two or three times, so they understand 

U requires considerable .intelligence for skulk and hide, stooping low to the ground that they are being pursued, grouse will 

the ruffed grouse to keep hidden, for it and running with considerable speed hide away in the tops of tall evergreen 

is a large bird, weighing up to two pounds, through the brush. If surprised, they trees or they will leave the woods entirely 

although a pound and a half is a good stand perfectly still, upright like an old for another piece of cover often a mile 

average. It stands above a foot in height, stick, not looking the least like a bird. away. 

being very erect in carriage, with strong, Often they will stand so until the hunter Bump! Bump! Bump! Bummmpppppp! 
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Faster and faster they beat— Until they are merely a blur A head-on view of our performer 

: they are certain to flush. But some days 

BR D Cc S a wi “set!? peas than others: 
ood grouse dogs are mighty scarce; 

yy. ON AMERON HAFER so the accepted method of hunting grouse 
: is to walk them up. Because the bird 

4 makes such a loud noise when it flushes, 
it can be hunted successfully by this 
method. The roar of the bird’s wings 
when it starts from the ground gives the 
hunter warning for a shot—provided any 
shot is at all possible. The only handicap 
to this method is that one is certain to 

pass many hiding birds that a dog would 
, ind, unless you are very wise to their 

THESE: photographs were taken and copyrighted by SoA ent eal Ree Rowerceraill 

; rederick K. Vreeland, and are the most remarkable comb a woods very well by this method. 

pictures of a drumming grouse ever taken When dogs are used, the hunter picks 
the easy hunting and lets the dogs do the 

It echoes from the wooded hillsides ex- food consists of insects, wild fruit or all hard work. When you walk ’em up, you 
_ actly like the muffled beat of a small kinds, especially wild apples, berries and 40 this yourself. In this latter method 

drum. A stranger to this sound would grapes, beech hua COS STEER one walks slowly through the cover, gun 
never guess that it was produced by a bird. Cand they wil ete the edges of ready for a quick shot, and hopes one will 
It is, nevertheless, the “drumming” of a grain fields where they can. In the win- get up. They usually get up when you 
cock grouse, more frequent, in the mating Se horattome food is under the snow, least expect them—when you are in a 
season of the early summer, but they drum this bird has learned to feed upon the fence, climbing a windfall, or balanced on 
at all times during the year. The grouse tender and, nourishing buds of trees. a log. 
has a voice, but a weak one and seldom Ruff, aside from his budding habits, is Grouse hunting is always hard hunting, 

used. A mother grouse will make a moth- especially adapted to our cold winters. lots of walking and climbing, forcing a 

erly clucking much like a hen, and the He is heavily feathered, right down to his Way through thick cover. And the most 

young birds voice a plaintive “Peet-peet- toes. In mild winter weather he roosts common mistake is to start off wearing 

peet” when lost or alarmed. Older birds in the protective branches of thick ever- too many clothes. It is a great tempta- 

seldem make a vocal sound. green trees, and when it becomes too cold, tion on a chilly fall morning to wear the 

if there is a heavy fall of soft snow, he big sweater under the hunting coat. Don’t! 

pee female grouse nests on the ground, will burrow in this snow and sleep warm Start cool; you'll warm up if you follow 

under a protective brush, beside an old and comfortable. I have seen these sleep- these old birds. 

stump or a tree. The nest is hardly more ing places, where the bird evidently wan- 
than a slight hollow, lined with a few dead dered about beneath the snow for quite pry special attention to the feet—water- 

| leaves and containing from ten to twenty a distance before popping out. proof non-slipping voots, for grouse 

creamy white eggs slightly oval in shape. Whether or not, as some naturalists like wet places, swamps especially. And 

Usually the hen bird will whisk a cover- claim, the bird actually dives head first they like windfalls with slippery logs, rocky 

ing of dead leaves over her nest when into the snow, so as to leave no track, I tavines, and creek banks. In mountain- 
forced to leave it. cannot say. It is a good story, but rather US, hilly country you will have to climb 

As soon as the chicks are hatched they a foolish practice for such a wise bird, as UP and down steep places. Oh, they know 

follow the hen about through the cover, there might be a neck-breaking crust on Where to fly. > 

looking for all the world like little brown the snow or an upright stick just beneath Whether you prefer the twelve, sixteen 

leghorn chickens. They are active and the surface. Besides, exactly the same re- OF twenty matters little, but take my ad- 

full of knowledge, even at this tender age. sults would be accomplished if the bird vice and pick a light gun always and don’t 

And the mother grouse has all sorts of lighted in the snow and then burrowed in. overload it, for most of your ‘shots are at 
tricks to protect them. She will fly into short range. Number 8 or 7% shot are 

the very face of danger, anything to give oes are two ways to hunt ruffed the right size, and I like them chilled. 

the chicks a brief instant to hide. When grouse: with specially trained grouse Your right barrel should be improved cyl- 

a few days old, the chicks can fly a con- dogs and by “walking ’em up.” inder and the left full choke, in order that 

siderable distance, scattering through the Dogs that range fast and wide are of you may be able to reach out and get the 

wood, and they will hide under the leaves, little service in hunting grouse. They will occasional long shot that is offered. 

beside sticks and stones, still as death either lose themselves on point far afield When two or more are grouse hunting 

until the mother’s call bids them come or put all the birds into the trees before together, line up and keep in line. This 

out again. the hunter is even in sight. A good grouse is the only safe method for such shooting 

\ Only one family is raised ina season, dog must be slow and careful, keeping in thick cover. Know always where the 

and the young mature in the early fall near the guns and pointing at the first other hunters are; call out every now and 

but will continue in family flocks until body scent. These birds do not lie well then; don’t lag behind or hurry ahead. 

scattered by dogs and hunters. Their to the dog, and if the dog draws too near (Continued on page 74) 
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other, vital reasons. House cats have mul- LA 
tiplied in the last few years until there — aoe me a 
are millions of them inthis state alone, a mide prieldics Moo ort low TR 
many of them running wild in the woods | \ a OWGatiOM || (Siiaseren | st i COR Ly ate : BSpNaC{Catine SN Pt | Mii Yor | i LY 
all summer long. Anyone raising chickens RES ae ae | OR 2g * knows what the crows will do to baby NE oe pa age 3 Li q 
chicks. Lately the little gray fox has i EOE ear = ) ies = j 
worked northward into our best grouse ey ee , <e : 4 
cover, killing much of the small game. ee oo e Reng 
This killer lives in the bramble patches € yal en ae mee 
and swamps, where the grouse make their fa et a, a] ™_ nt 
home, and the result is apparent. bee yi ear i Cae 

But, perhaps more than through any ig sy | Soe an ren i 
other cause, our grouse have suffered Fen \ oN ote eee ieee ae . 
from the destruction of their natural asd ene pe a a 
cover and food supply. Without the pro- Sone er SS So Se Re tye 
tection of thickets and heavy cover this Opasatika De - Ree ero ~ acl ae 
bird cannot survive. Cut down this cover 
and add a family of gray foxes for neigh- 3 
bors, and grouse are soon scarce. When 
the farmers began to go into the milk busi-_ 
ness with large herds, grouse began to dis- 
appear. This is because the cows were ese ree or a 0 e 
turned into the woods where they tram- 
pled down or ate up the young growth, 
destroying the cover and cleaning up the Fs 5 
grouse food supply. Cows also trample eee ? ear for Only $5! 
Cae the ruffed grouse has pet 5 

been shot out in any section, not in the z . 
sense that they were destroyed by Buns, ee The three best outdoor publications, 
were the buffalo. Plenty were left when the ° 
market hunters hung up their guns. And FIELD & STREAM, Outdoor Life and 
there were more grouse hunters, more . : 
bird dogs, actually more people in this Outdoor Recreation, will be sent for one 
county thirty years ago than now. Why, there are not @ dozen good bird dogs in year for only $5, all three to one address 
the whole county any more, and scarcely ° thet eae Rusts ene acini ce or each to separate address, as desired. 
day to grouse hunting! i - , 

Man can kill his grouse, and still there Twelve issues of each magazine—36 copies in 
will be plenty if he will only destroy the 7 
vermin. For, as certain as night follows all, worth at newsstand prices $8.40—for only $5, a 
day, if not another grouse were shot and + 
the vermin remain uncontrolled, the ruffed saving of $3.40. 
grouse would soon be extinct. a 

Now, if we want grouse shooting we Over 3,000 pages of valuable and enjoyable mate- 
can have it, and for hundreds of years . . . 5 SacaaRON ENA HRS age rial covering every phase of hunting, fishing and 
periment, for English sportsmen have camping, worth i 
been doing it for centuries. They shoot PD 8 h on dollars and cents to you a great 
more uplaud game birds to the square many times this bargain price. 
mile in Great Britain than we do any- f I 
where in America, and they have been A most pleasing gift for one, two or three friends shooting over there since the first gun ates i, = 

. was invented and the first bird dog bred. —divide the trlo as you like. 
They do it simply by taking care of their i 
game and their cover. Se If already a subscriber for one or more of these 

We do pretty well by our wild life so : rai : 
facpas} eghtimanubuntse any aamerned magazines, your subscription will be extended for a 
but we do hardly anything at all to keep : 5 : dot ie othe tlt Te fees full twelve months from its present expiration date. 
valuable, the skunks, weasels martens, 
foxes, etc., would have killed all the birds 
long ago. The time is near when it will be ecenary forthe state Co enoy es USE THIS COUPON, PLEASE! 
lar gamekeepers, the same as they do on . 
large game preserves in England, to pa- (This order may not be placed through any agent.) 
trol the countryside and look after self- 
hunting dogs and cats, hawks and crows "a oe ed 
and owls, weasels and foxes. Then there | 
will be plenty of bird shooting. FIELD & STREAM, 45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 

HE abandoned farm has been the For th losed *$5 (extend inti « 
greatest life-saver to the grouse family i . : a a = ( enter) mY ae poe EEE Ey here ithe Bast The very fact that these Recreation” and “Outdoor Life” for one year to. at dons samed on attiched ect): 

birds are on the increase of late is due 
to so much abandoned farm land growing 
up to brush and brambles. re ore arcncensscecccereteneenentesnnnreivesesensseseecunerstnmunsssssssereceeeeConsnisnnnonuestasteeeeeeessssesdecbsnusssssstisie 

Strange as it may seem, it is the gun di Sees toe Can: : 
clubs, the people who shoot the small re Bei eh eee ee a ee 
game, who have done the most to con- oret ae supeceiptions, 
serve it. These clubs are buying up old LAS a co A AE UD a re ed Ween LL farms as game refuges, destroying preda- F.& S. Dec. ’24 : een 
tory pete ae pres restocking the { 
cover. May the work of American sports- i i pienkcontinuelsontiat oumbereiearaeaae (This order must be sent direct to FIELD & STREAM) 
bird can always thrive and prosper. 
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a ee : ee | 

> a. Lh oe ba 2s 
toes oe 

ee 
Se ee yen ft. 

i us 3 . | 
og oe Po. : ~ ee ai 

ge Yee “| 

ee . | Periodically, ruffed grouse are almost ex- 
[ 4 4 terminated over their entire range. Man 

} eee knows this, but he does not know what 
Se ee em ge factors are responsible. Is it vermin or a ee: es * * > . bette «iene disease? Overshooting is not guilty, for 

| a the birds disappear where no shooting 
7) oO takes place 
ae boo al aa : me | a co By Reara Van Houren 
Ee ee is _ cee = ee Photographs by Dr. ARTHUR A. ALLEN and Dr. ALBERT O. Gross 

| c more. In other 1 whispered to my dog: ‘Never mind, ol’ girl, ff eee years he could have they can’t scare us. We'll get an early ee ye ¥ . ete 2 84 : CS knocked ’em over start and get some birds, won’t we?” peed fd with a stick, he The next morning we left the cabin in time rn ee . Says. The same to reach the cover I hunt as early as the Flashlight Ubejoerapis pi you septs Bred aL OUse, taken after condition exists in birds start moving. 
SET  eepone Cares Alberta, a fellow I It was good cover. The dog knew it, for 

know told me— the year before we had secured our limit the HERE isn’t much difference in the Saskatchewan too, and also Manitoba.” first day without leaving the wood road quality of excitement which pervades Every member of the crowd had some- that led past an old apple orchard, past a a crowd of youngsters the night thing to offer on the subject. sandy spot which the grouse had used for a : before Christmas and that in a “Might be sumpin’ in that. ten-year dusting place, and eventually to the door of gathering of hunters the night before the thing! Why, I remember that a scarcity an abandoned farm. 2 bird season opens. Being a woman, I was occurred all over the grouse range of the “Tt is good cover, ol’ girl; so let’s us go mind-years older than my age-years older United States in 1907, and we all know get us a patridge!”’ male companions, and so could sit in the how hard they were to find in 17. Don’t Daisy, being a New England-born setter, corner hugging my dog and listen with an you remember, Bill, that we got only four understood the colloquialism,: but neither indulgent smile to the talk of the men that birds in those three weeks we spent in she nor I understood why we did not October evening. After each had told his northwestern Quebec that year? And it succeed in getting a bird. best story and every fellow had admired wasn’t because the other fellow got to ’em “Grouse is scarce this year. Wet hatch- the other’s gun, the talk got around to the- first either, for we didn’t mect up with a ing season,’ old-timers said, with wise periodic scarcity of grouse, soul in that wilderness the whole time. looks and portentous wagging of the head. “Ever since any records have been kept, Remember?” “Very few birds this year, mark my words!” these periods of scarcity have occurred Bill nodded; so did I, from the warmth So I attempted to look as wise and wag every ten years,”’ one man quoted from the of the room and the smoke of many pipes. my head as sagely as I repeated the remark, letter of the editor of for I like to be taken an outdoor magazine. Blind constructed near nesting grouse so that observer could remain over night to {or an old-timer. “Wet I read an article in study early morning habits of the birds hatching season. Not a game bulletin that ee ee a oe aS ae many grouse this year.’ linked up a relation. —— = oe LL == is * But the head I ship between the scar- 2 ee . et ae A wagged isn’t really city of hares through- a eo tee Ee s the right shape to allow out Canada and North- ae > ee ye ie oe ae me to take the other ern United States with emg . aie A, we ag c... Sas keen = fellow’s word without a that of ruffed grouse,” | $7", age to aE aeae 2 See ome . m few inquiries of my contributed “the boss.” Rie wil. = bs Ss 8 | ie me 4 ee own. And so I came “But I think the point ee el Be | 4 © i 7 to knowledge of the to which the greatest ee i Rea ae a Fj iM Ruffed Grouse Inves- attention should be ee eo oe HA e tigation which is spon- given is that the birds zi Bal sf ee ih bi | fe sored by the American are practically gone in ff po ae LR rR i P £ Game Protective Asso- sections where a year eet pid ke [4 pee ee | ° ae ciation, or so ago they were |Rapag me he aes Pe eee | | Exe eS overabundant and that ee plby de he Berea: Eas | “if heard sumpin’ over these sections are so De a wee ae ‘5, | ie eee 20a the radio ‘bout remote that the gun of ta cece ce a { jie | pods them growing a worm the hunter cannot be le eee ee i} ip Be) { in their stomachs,”’said held responsible.” ‘. \ foie Lie | ges ie ie me , a farmer’s boy, “T know aman who qe Si cl See ete | a ae L “And I’ve seen a just got back from § ay “ae ae \ fee die oe ee ie leech sucking the blood British Columbia. He  agaaaN Oe ep) pe eg ee of one.” (From an old hunts big game and in ee Res ee a eee Pee oe | Bee I ie ee cuide.) former years has de- PN ae ees i J ee 2  SC(WWeett weather, worms pended on grouse for geen eee ete Si et BO Ee Soe ee = 74 in ’em, worms on’em food. Well, he didn’t geass aes ee Re ee ae —anyway, no grouse! kill but one the entire gute Sw Pees he ee el eee ae Well, why? trip—didn’t see any Ee lan tS Bae Sy PR go PEM, ee a ptt After “ getting in 
16



What’s Eatin’ Your 

touch with Arthur A. Allen, Ph.D., of [gggguamemem : 

Cornell University, who has charge of the i j 

work in New York and Pennsylvania and a com] i “he Oa _ 

other states included in the range of the a lees S ay “ 

ruffed grouse, with the exception of New = <4 eo oe A . : 7 

England, I found that the farmer’s boy was ita ar 7 ri CUE : 

right about the stomach worm. ee ite 2 it - | ‘ : 

IX 1923, after five years’ experimentation | |] Sh @ <a TA. a 

in the artificial piopaseon chee and | a4 F ea be r 

field observations of local birds, Doctor j(ege—2e no Eo ke ae : | 

Allen announced the discovery of a small fam es Gia Be oe : , i 

round worm in the glandular portion of the en ae ig te a . e J 

stomach. This worm, identified as a gis Br eS. He Sy ta — Bs 

species of the dispharynx, was thought to be = Rp ea Nr — - i 

the origin of the so-called grouse disease. Ro Sh NR i ee he ee 

However, an examination of over nine a PR RN, “Was > oe et 

hundred specimens has shown that no one DS Met RN | ba y “el 

parasite or disease is responsible for the ke re 5 se en ~ LS | 

scarcity of grouse in certain years. \ eigoeee sO ig Mihot S| 

A summary of parasites and diseased jammy Vitae. eee, Oe iy <= — s 

_ conditions found from September, 1925, to “st | ee EN oD ene = =e 

—» September, 1926, gives crop worms, round foe & Ca ge gs, elk Be _— * ee 

worms, stomach, gizzard and _ intestinal pee fs ot eee ME Ne, - 

worms, trauma (old gunshot wounds), en- OP ag td es Ee an”. 

largement of the spleen, bird pox, on down p ve hae ‘4 ate od (ae 

to external parasites like the blood suctane \ Bie ee ee e ro 

Hippoboscid fly. Now, any one of these . 3 ; a : 

might prove to be the real reason for the Be dae i ore pe we Lee “ ees 

trouble if it were of general distribution, but : fe cee oe euls contain’ Jood taker 

most of them are local conditions. 5 es ‘om crops and stomachs of ruffed grouse 

Said an old-timer with whom I was dis- 

cussing the information I had received: It’s surprising to me—maybe it will sur- 

“Now suppose they do find the trouble. ? prise you—to learn of the quantity taken 

S’pose ‘twas one of them worms with the — in as one meal, even if you are familiar 

long name. How they gonna keep the 4 J with the food eaten. 

birds from eatin’ of ’em or bein’ et by ‘em? > oo . > As the ruffed grouse is first of all a berry 

Tell me that! Can’t put no signs up a- a > es > eater, more than one-fourth its yearly 

sayin’, ‘Poison! Danger! Don’t eat here; aed i > oe food being fruit, the list begins with: 

: ue y med ane t . Rose hips, poison ivy and sumac, grapes 

Healthy and diseased grouse stomachs. 62 Pm es cu : (the wild! grapes with small berries are : 

The one at the left is normal, that in the et aes ogee especially liked and thirty to forty grapes 

middle slightly infested and that at the ° “ - may be swallowed at a meal), partridge 

right heavily infested with dispharagus. = berry, thorn apples as well as cultivated 

Note the swelling of the affected parts, apples, the berries of the mountain ash and 
s _ wintergreen, bayberries, blue berries, rasp- 

p= berries, wild,-black and red cherries, elder 
and black haw, high-bush cranberry, bitter- 

4 sweet. 

a 4 The taste for rose hips, seedy and husky, 

: ‘ sometimes with tiny bristles that irritate 

3 the human skin which one might think 

4 dangerous to the internal tissues of the bird, 

a a is as queer as the cuckoo’s liking for the 

Se a : caterpillars which are so bristly that its 

— _ stomach becomes felted and sometimes 

: et, ed —d i _ } \ pierced by the hairs. 

ee. : ae : i \ - 

rey a\ lo ny A | : Coe eat insects. They feed on them 

eM Ply wee ’ to a large extent in the breeding season. 

i ve SS ‘a iP 4 -. | The black beetle is a favorite morsel and 

es _ Mi * . \ also the caterpillar’s family, like cutworms 

i eee ne ed aia RO : eV \ and army worms. Cotton worms and apple 

ae iL ia s* ee — worms are well liked. 

i Be : wa 5 = . : The vegetable food of the grouse consists 

ee = : oe ee ie ‘ VI of buds and leaves and seeds. Acorns are 

« a — “ ‘\! often swallowed whole and it is not un- 

aS "Paces : * common to find twenty to sixty whole 

i 7 _ @ sbeechnuts in the crop. 

| = a 4 a ‘ It has been said that when in deep snows 

ee ‘ z aa : s the grouse has recourse to the tender buds 

Scientists working on the grouse investigation m a field laboratory in northern Maine of the highly poisonous laurel, their flesh 

becomes dangerous to eat, partaking of the 

try the next cover.’ Can they now?” selves; and as a result of this overdose, poisonous qualities of the plant. 

So I told him of a similar investigation in tremendous numbers being taken into the Doctor Allen and Doctor A. O. Gross of 

England several years ago which was suc- intestinal tract, death resulted. A few Bowdoin College, the latter being in charge 

cessful in saving the grouse in the British hundreds of these organisms would have of the New England Division of the In- 

Isles. The study was along the lines our been harmless, but when eaten by the vestigation, have made extensive studies of 

own scientists are using, the different thousands and hundreds of thousands they the birds sent them by hunters and they are 

organisms and parasites found in the grouse were fatal. breeding grouse in captivity. Doctor Allen 

being carefully studied. There wasn't a The remedy for this was quite simple. wrote this spring that after seven years’ 

secret in the life history of the least of the It being the custom in England to burn the work he thought he knew quite a little 

organisms that was not known to the heather for the purpose of renewing the about grouse but was finding out things 

English scientists. Eventually the trouble sheep feed, it was merely necessary to burn that he had not “dreamed of before.” 

was found where least expected—in one tiny it at the time of year when this organism In connection with the Laboratory of 

organism which had seemed innocuous. swarmed the heather shoots. In this way Ornithology at Cornell University, he has 

It seems that at one time of the year the the grouse were saved. a large enclosure of ideal grouse country 

grouse fed almost entirely on heather tips, The old-timer and I tried to make a list with plenty of natural food. Here he has 

and at one time in its life cycle this particular of what we knew grouse fed upon. To it proved that the dreaded blackhead, a fatal 

organism ascended the heather shoots in I have added some things we left out, infectious disease, can be transmitted to the 

countless numbers. Paying no attentionto taking the additions from a report made by adult bird from impregnated soil. This 

diet regulations, the grouse gorged them- the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey. disease is one which commonly affects 

1)
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young chickens and turkeys. I found, in isn’t just a scientist. Listen to what he England, with Dr. Alfred O. Gross of 
my attempt to raise grouse in with poultry, writes here. Bowdoin College in charge, reports that Dr. 
that the latter develops an immunity to this “Tt has been the experience of many E. E. Tyzzer of the Harvard Medical 
disease, while the grouse will die of it at sportsmen, including myself, to leave an School had diagnosed twenty-four cases of 
about six weeks old. Scientists say that abundance of birds in the coverts at the stomach worm in the 417 specimens sent 
the domestic poultry often carry the germs close of the season and to look forward to in during the year 1925. 
in large numbers although immune. unusual numbers next fall. The next Much field work was done in connection 

season comes and there are fewer birds than with this investigation, life-history studies 
@= year all my grouse eggs were hatched were left the preceding season, even though _ of the grouse having been carried on through- 

under one hen, because she was such some young have apparently been raised. out the year, with special emphasis placed 
a good mother. But the lady must have This scarcity I wish to explain on the upon the nesting season and in following 
been a carrier of the disease—a sort of theory of the stomach worm (dispharynx). up the broods after the hatching period. 
“Typhoid Mary’’—for the grouse chicks all ““*The experience of hunters in central Eight nests were under observation, four 
died. Another year I lost all but two grouse New York State probably parallels that of of them having wire fencing around a large 
and most of my young turkeys because of sportsmen everywhere. In 1921 I confined natural area where the young were retained 
dampness, though the state of Montana is my hunting to one area of perhaps a thou-- until able to fly. In connection with this 
high and dry (except perhaps at the Cana- sand acres, known locally as Michigan wire enclosure, it was observed that the 
dian border). Hollow Swamp. Of thirteen birdsexamined mother bird led her young from the nest 

I have never been able to have a grouse from this area, seven were found to contain and attempted to coax them through the 
hen that would lay. Indeed, they seemed the stomach worm in varying numbers.’” fence. It has always been claimed that the 
to be disinclined for any of the domestic In December, that same year, Doctor old bird follows the young, but perhaps 
duties, one old biddy being so lazy that I Allen again visited the area and made an_ grouse are different in modern times and 
had to feed her by hand. She had got used important discovery. Coming upon a mother is stepping out, as with humans. 
to a wire enclosure, and when the wire was grouse apparently asleep at the end of a 
removed she still kept within the boundary lumber pile, he found on closer inspection ee it be understood that the writer of 
it had marked. She would not scratch for that it was frozen solid in this position, its this article is deeply grateful to those 
food nor lay, not even notice a cock, but feathers fluffed out in a perfectly normal in charge of the investigation, who so kindly 
went around the yard making a queer noise pose. placed at her disposal the original field and 
like a grumble in her throat. We called her A careful autopsy of the bird, made inthe laboratory notes. The work being done by 
“Carrie Nation,” but it wasn’t the bird laboratory after it had thawed out, showed men like Doctor Allen and Doctor Gross, 
who finally wielded the ax. no shot hole or wound of any kind. It was with the assistance of Doctor Tyzzer and 

Coccidiosis. is another disease which normal in every respect, except that its Doctor Allen Pope of the Columbia Medical 
affects grouse reared in captivity. In a stomach showed a very abnormal condition. School, is wide in its scope and deep in its 
brief summary of five years’ work with the The whole proventriculus had been pulled searching, and its value cannot be too 
birds, Doctor Allen states that of 177 down inside the gizzard and was heavily — greatly estimated. 
grouse, 129 died of coccidiosis before they infested with stomach worms, which In the field notes one finds evidences that 
were two weeks old. Quoting him; ‘‘Coc- Doctor Allen believes to be wholly re- among the men acting as observers there are 
cidiosis and blackhead may be due to the sponsible for that condition. Later in the poets. Take this description of a grouse 
same organism, a minute protozoan parasite winter one of his captive birds died with drumming: 

‘ of the digestive tract, which in the captive exactly the same disease. Both birds “T was awakened at four A.M. by drum- 
birds is easily traceable to the foster had their crops full at the time of death, ming}just outside the blind. I crawled to 
mother. In the wild state there is little showing that their appetites were not the opening. The bird was on a boulder 
chance of infected birds spreading the discouraged by their troubles. about four feet from the ground. For 
disease until they become very abundant background a hanging hemlock branch; 
and range over the same ground day after | PaBe scarcity of grouse in 1922 was gray face of the boulder covered with 
day. Some seasons very few bird young are rather local. Although Doctor Allen lichens and with moss; straight brown 
raised in many of the coverts and it may well found the same condition in birds picked up trunk of the hemlock tree and the green 
be that this disease is to blame.” dead in the winter of 1921-22, he began to foliage of the branch, and at the very edge 

“Don’t take no thought, does he, that think he might be dealing with a rather the cock grouse. Erect he stood with light 
the hawks and foxes are mighty fond of unimportant and purely local condition, gray breast thrown out, a challenge in the 
grouse?” interrupted the old-timer. ‘These even though he had found the stomach turning of his head from side to side. This 
men with more initials after their names worms in two birds from rather remote picture lighted by the round golden moon. 
than I know the meaning of always find a parts of the country. However, through “T waited breathless, trembling for the 
germ for everything. Come on, dog! a state-wide investigation made in ’23, repetition of the sound that awakened me. 
If this here woman ‘ud rather read, all fourteen stomachs of sixty-five sent in for Lowering his head a trifle as if preparing to 
right, but you and me is going hunting.” investigation contained the parasites. In fly, the bird suddenly extended his wings, 

“Wait a minute!” I cried. ‘Wait a all, eleven localities were infected. turning them so that the inside was partly 
minute! This man’s a hunter too. He The investigating committee for New forward,then flashed (Continued on page 61) 

Nesting hen grouse under observation Young captive-bred ruffed grouse 
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Ruffed Grouse Investigation Season of 1925-1926 
By A. A. ALLEN, Ph.D., Cornell University, and A. O. GROSS, Ph.D., Bowdoin College. Photographs by A. A. Allen 

T SEEMS desirable at this time to give a The Committee is likewise indebted to Dr. Grouse from Alberta for breeding experiments 

] brief report of the progress made during the H. D. Reed, Head of the Department of and studies in the transmission of diseases in 

past season in the study of the Ruffed Grouse Zoology at Cornell University, for the facilities captivity. Several pairs were liberated in a 

Diseases although no definite conclusions or of his laboratory, apparatus, stains, etc., to large enclosure and others in small enclosures 

recommendations can yet be advanced. Superintendent Titcomb of Connecticut and to with interesting results. Valuable information 

5 Owing to the splendid co-operation of sports- Commissioners Baird, Gould, MacDonald, was secured by him on the transmission of 
men throughout the country in contributing Adams, Parsons, Walling, Sheldon, Bartlett Blackhead both to old and to young Grouse 

funds and sending in specimens to the Com- and Walcott for their hearty co-operation in and progress was made in the life history 

mittee, it has been possible to greatly enlarge the Investigation. studies of the parasites of the Grouse. 
the scope of the investigation and the results Dr. Gross who has charge of the Investiga- During May eggs were secured from the 

thus far obtained we believe have more than tion in New England, in addition to supervis- nests of six wild Grouse to continue the rear- 

justified the effort. The active participation ing the work of his associates, made interesting ing experiments that Dr. Allen has been carry- 
of Mr. Frederic Walcott, Mr. Wil- ing on for seven years. The incuba- 

liam Mershon and Mr. John Burn- = aaa tor-brooder method was tried this 

ham of the General Committee has i si a —— year for the first time with very sat- 

been a great help to the investigators. ; ik : a isfactory results until the birds were 
Nearly 900 specimens, either entire -_ joe about eight weeks old when, during a 

Grouse or viscera, were received by = i Pe in i ee pe 4 week of extreme heat and humidity, 

the Committee and with the funds ait | a _ *| an epidemic started which killed all 
contributed it was possible to secure Pa | eo a oA ‘J a but four of the thirty-three young 
equipment and labor to greatly facil- id : ‘ + ] || Grouse. This epidemic killed not only 

itate the work of the active investi- ia a : i ~| the brooder birds but those with a 
gators. The territory to be covered . .. a aes ui cnet eal |)| bantam as well. The appearance of 
was so great that it was found advis- a Pe 1 i x7. ar yo ‘ a | the epidemic was very similar to that 

able to form a subsidiary committee Fo ae : ea i ae a : described as “Quail disease” with 
in New England fostered by the Mass- pe : ae characteristic necrotic areas all 

achusetts Fish and Game Protective ling -- a a = a through the intestines. The only 

Association, with Dr. John C. Phillips eo ati irene ora organism that has thus far been re- 

as chairman, Dr. Thomas Barbour of | Meum ae) = pr = ee overed is a fungus, Aspergillus fum- 
the Museum of Comparative Zoology an 4 a ld | igatus. 

in Cambridge, Mass., and Mr. Thorn- I y, j A series of blood smears from the 
ton W. Burgess of Springfield, Mass. " Bi wa ° 4 living birds and from freshly shot 

We feel especially indebted to Mr. % ‘ J birds were likewise secured for future 

Burgess who has contributed a great ae? , study. A blood parasite, not yet iden- 

service to the Investigation by broad- y if tified, was found in one bird. 
casting our need of specimens and 

information from the radio station fc i oa) = Numbers of Birds Received 

WBZ at Springfield. He reached ee fi oo The distribution of the specimens 
many, persons who could not have 4 } i teceived was as follows: New York, 

been reached through any other chan- eo] cs Michigan and Massachusetts taking 
nels. Po Pd the lead; New York 180, Michigan 

Dr. E. E. Tyzzer of the Department 3 ea an 176, Massachusetts 141, New Hamp- 

of Pathology, Harvard Medical Bi ie Ree oe — shire 71, Connecticut 68, Maine 61, 
School, had charge of all the work con- gs a —— e a se aa Rhode Island 46, Pennsylvania 32, 

cerning the diagnosis of the diseases iy 4 < 4 Vermont 23, Wisconsin 16, Minnesota 
of birds secured in New England. ; 14, New Jersey 8, Nova Scotia 2, Vir- 

Dr. E. L. Brunett of the New York Young Ruffed Grouse on Roost at Night (Flashlight). These ginia 1, Maryland 1, unknown source 

State Veterinary College at Cornell Birds Were Hatched in an Incubator and Raised in Brooder. 7. In addition 21 adult and 55 young 

University rendered similar assistance Are from Five to Six Weeks Old birds in captivity were examined, 
to the General Committee in all doubt- making a total of 923 birds examined 

ful cases and Drs. Hall and Cram of the Bureau observations on eight different Grouse nests at this season for parasites and disease, 

of Animal Industry kindly identified all para- five of which he had observation blinds. Around Most of the specimens received consisted 

sites submitted to them and made valuable four of the nests a fine mesh woven wire fence of the viscera or parts of the viscera of 

suggestions to Mrs. E. K. Burckmyer in her was built for the purpose of enclosing large apparently healthy birds shot by sportsmen 

studies of the life histories of the parasites. natural areas where the young could be re- and it is to be expected that, large numbers of 
Mr. Ralph E. Kearstead, a graduate student tained until able to fly and their feeding habits such will have to be examined before the ac- 

at Bowdoin College, and Mr. P. A. LaFrance, and behavior studied under conditions approach- tive disease organisms can be located. Such 

a senior, rendered valuable service in the labor- ing their natural habitat. During the latter specimens, properly labeled, are wanted by the 

atory and field to the New England Committee part of the summer Dr. Gross made a trip Committees in increased numbers, but entire 
and Dr. D. J. Leffingwell and Mr. D. Beyea into northern Maine, where the Grouse have specimens will help the work the most, and 

rendered similar assistance to the General Com- been seriously depleted in numbers, to study anyone willing to contribute an entire bird 

mittee. the local conditions. from his season’s bag will render a valuable 

Mr. Charles C. Sperry of the Biological Sur- Dr. A. A. Allen who is in charge of the in- Service to the Investigation. 

vey co-operated by identifying the food con- vestigations of the General Committee received Mr. J. F. Gould, Game and Fish Commis- 

tents of the crops and stomachs of birds sent the specimens from all but the New England sioner of Minnesota, directed his deputies to 

to him by the New England Committee. States. He likewise secured ten pairs of live collect entire birds especially for the investi-
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The common be- tured gizzard probably punctured from jihia vy P 
lief is that there is within, 1 case. _ s eee ; one disease respon. (dd, ieee punctured by Hawk, 

z y kal a oe & . 2 ae “ 
a Pe aes x ze sie sible for the dis- (e) Imbedded twigs, several cases in breast 

wen " mee: ear as pcp aeae appearance of the muscles, one in peritoneum behind stomach 

eth ies Aimer (aR a ote Grouse. The in- completely healed, 
Rt ea aes AR econ SS SS wesGpation th is (£) Broken necks caused by impact with 

#s = pase tO NEES AO 52 a Re a Se . wires or buildings, etc., 8 cases. 
Pa BOO eon OR ia Se reece) MO kell year uncovered no _ ats 2 
PERS II gear eae oe ara DY Eh aa idee 5. Infectious Diseases. 
i Sp ge gh ee Rabe ae Rees eta ed ee ae evidence to support PC eS RBS ESS OA can le ana nar ian rsa Sea ag (a) Enlargement of the spleen, 3 cases. 

fae ot Cees oe ae Ter OG rr ee ag Bt - the belief. On the = oo 
Py Soe hace OES OS Cee ese I Ns ESI ed ge ae a 4 (b) Enteritis of unknown etiology, 4 cases. 
OE Bae SSG Pa RS TS MRR Oop erat oe pare ee (c) Hepatitis (diseased liver) of unknown a TERE re aire! Wegmann Oy i ones = ce twenty different etiology, T case. 

Pt De ee Brass Cee Bewte ge! oe iy Sa ee - parasites and dis- (d) Enterohepatitis (Blackhead), seven cap- 

3 is ee Ne OI So OCR og tae Nae ad ee ae eases were found, tive birds. 
SP 2 ERR ot REA SNE Nae ate aod . z Poe ee: PSE COMET OG ee wes : any one of which (e) Bird Pox, 2 cases. 
= NOEs eC ee EBS OE OCS aR may prove to be (£) Aspergillosus’ (mold in air sacs) three 

Bee ee cha Se Bae Ree NORET EA OAS Gree Re eS ie Ponfonantiat dil adult birds in captivity, six young and 
Be 2 el a ey Soh MA ASR NG OTR See ieee res ena ae ad portant in differ- Shee : : 

SES es LOD Ges REAR at eb eae eer am ae possibly 23 others. 
wi. Sg ERS CE eh ea VN Se ore atin aa ee oe ent localities. Some (g) Pneumonia, one case. 
bo Sa ag SN ECS aye NOC ae are abundant and i : . 
FAR and Ero epe ates Ba Sha of general distribu. © External Parasites. 
bv OE RR CE a ana eee tion, others seem... (#), Blood-sucking Hippoboscid fly, Olfersia 
Bee Lo ee Ta eeu ee ee NS . ao (Ornithoponus) americana Leach, reported 

OG MST TSS OM A to be of only local. rather generally distributed but few speci- 
™ coe EL RACER Oran 2 importance as yet. mens sent: in. 

* Oe rates ‘ ay In this report of (b) Bird Lice, several birds received by Dr. 
EG eas Ue progress only a Gross, during winter and early spring. 

: hoy ile nett oe) £ (c) Ticks, Haemaphysalis cinnabarina Kock. 
- eat One specimen was taken from a bird by 
thé reports by Drs. W. F. Vandenberge of Cherry Valley, 

COCCIDIOSIS : Tyzzer and Bru- pare oo eS ght out of een 
3 ae . : as i 5 fs. srouse taken by Dr. Gross in northern 

The oval bodies are Coccidia of the Eimeria aviumi, Causing the ne tt and Mrs Maine were heavily infested with these 
dreaded Coccidiosis Burekmyer can be ticks. They were likewise reported on 

given, full discus- birds in Alberta, Canada, 

gation and, since there was a closed season on sion being reserved until the conclusion of the pi crribution and Tnporcuncesot thee Risnciran 
Grouse in 1926 in Minnesota, the only speci- Investigation. Parasites and Diseases 

me eee iron Minnesota pee from Summary of Parasites and Diseased Conditions The Stomach Worm (Dispharynx spiralis 
them. Commissioner John Baird of Michigan Found from Sept., 1925 to Sets. 1925. mol). 

directed his deputies each to select a member 1, Nematodes. (Round Se 

of the local sportsmen’s association to ac- worms). 
company and assist him in the taking of eight (a) Crop ee es 

s J suck s mx annu ata), cases. Grouse during the open season, a — (b) Stomach Worm, Dis- 
not to be counted in the season’s bag imit. pharynx (Acuaria) : 3 

This accounted for the large number received spiralis, 52 cases. ' 

from Michigan by the Committee. Chief (3) Gizzard Worms, bce a 

Legge of New York State and Mr. Seth Gor- Oe species, 115 | oe 
don of Pennsylvania likewise directed their (d) Intestinal’ Wows . is ee 

game wardens to send specimens to the Com- (Ascaridea lineata), 270 @ ig a 
mittee and a large percentage of the specimens cases; Contracaecum coe se a 

i oe eee a received from each state came through them, SE a: sa oa 

If Commissioner Gould’s or Commissioner foeees ecessd ee ‘ a ed 
+a, e ie a . S, Se ior pe 

Baird’s plan of having specimens collected es. 2 Cestoden (Tape Worms = 4 See 
pecially for the Investigation, such specimens (a) Tapeworm, Davainea ‘ io 

not to be counted in the season’s bag limit, tetragena, 3 cases; Dav- é - 

could be followed in each state, the Committee ainea species, 2 cases. ba 

would undoubtedly receive plently of speci- 3. Protozoa. , £ 7 

mens ‘to work with and the Investigation 2) ee a ae : 4 
: = species. - e€ y 

would be much more successful. case), : fF 

(b) Trichomonas, species. ae a , 
Diseases and Parasites (Occasionally found in en a ee 

a ad a 4 x 
Reports of a great scarcity of Grouse were a. by Dr. el 2S Bag “ ‘ 

received from scattered Points throughout (c) Flagellates, new spe- ge 4 : A & 
northern Maine, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, cies. (Found in large poe a / es e 

Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and proportion of Grouse ex- Pagan Bs ‘ 4 ig Soa i 
Alberta; northern Minnesota, Wisconsin, the amined by Dr. Tyzzer). bes pe me os i, 

5 ee Piaclches : = ge eS Me 
northern peninsula of Michigan, the Hudson (d) Bee fs 2 3 
Valley of New York State as far as Albany, nee eee ee j 
Sulli County. P d Cc : captive birds died from F 
at ivan County, Pa., an western Cosnecticut, this disease). = — 

Elsewhere and at some points within the fore" 4 Peauma (Wounds). 

going territory, Grouse were reported in nor- (a) Old gun shot wounds, ; 
mal or increased numbers. The number of numerous. 
reports, however, from most areas was too (b)_Peritonitis associated 3 : 

few to be at all conclusive and it is to be with obstruction of in- The ins and outs of Aspergillosus 
hoped that this year every Grouse hunter will testine or anastromoses (a) The inside of the body cavity of the young Grouse on 
teport to the (Conmites dhe seine oF the nicds of intestinal loops (sev- the opposite page, showing a large circular white lesion of 

Pe Beta h 2 aa eral cases). Aspergillus fumigatus in the thoracic air sac. Smaller white 
in his vicinity whether or not there is a scarcity. (c) Ventriculitis, a rup- nodules in the peritoneum are also due to Aspergillus
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The nature and importance of this parasite mens found infect- anna ea 
has been discussed in previous numbers of the ed with Dispharynx F- dl ree 
Bulletin (Jan., 1924 and July, 1925). The by Dr. Gross had i - gtiN 
parasite is a small whitish Nematode, less been picked up ess : 
than half an inch in length. It is found in dead. a RS 

the proventriculus or glandular part of the The stomach 3 3 
stomach in front of the gizzard, occasionally worm seems to be “a 
lying free on the inner surface of the organ, confined to New 4 y z i 
but more often attached by the head end to the York, New Jersey, ae as 
mucous and epithelial cells. Infested proventri- and southern New 3% 
culi are swollen in proportion to the degree of _ England as_ indi- S olaatae oo . y 
infestation. Two hundred and twenty-eight cated by the fol- E oes : b 
parasites were taken in one case this year from lowing records this ._ a oe. 
a single proventriculus. From three or four year: New York, z - - ae 
up to a dozen was the number most frequently 27; New Jersey, 1; Tate Lay i ee 
found. Maine, 2; Rhode PE Bed ae Pe - 

The presence of one of these parasites within Island, 1; Massa- Po t | 
the proventriculus is accompanied by a small, chusetts, 8; Cons . ay : j i 
bloody lesion of the epithelium. In cases where MECHENS, 10; ot cr oe 5 gens 4 Loe 
several of the worms are present the entire oa none. Where- HF rd o sa ae | 
mucous surface is redder than normal and the tact 55 Aegean pes x ee 5a ae | BV 
lumen of the proventriculus somewhat reduced stmt ea Me can : & ay ee ee yo es ve 
in size due to the swelling of the tissues. The Ue trom the re- oe ya) : a” ae | eared if 
most marked pathological changes in the tis- Ports Sent 2 tO 8) 4 Caen a a 
sues take place in the superficial epithelium ‘t 'S followed Pe J co a ie ae 
and tunica propria. The latter is frequently ‘S&S, shortage i ee, ae See a cee Pry = fee? a 
found swollen to twice its normal size. In the Grouse SUBEDS: ~% oe ee ieee Lae ie ae 
exeremely severe cases of infection the para- The — Intestinal ~ aie ; oes e 4 
sites get down into the deep gastric glands ound Worms = ae Bt 
and the general appearance of the proventri- (scaridea lineata r*% 
culus when opened is that the whole interior Schneider.) 2 
of the organ has been macerated and reduced This large round a 
to shreds. The tissue layers are indistinguish- worm of the in- 
able and the parasites are found on the surface testine is of more 
and hidden between and underneath the prolif- general distribution 
erated tissues. Such infestations are always than any of the Viscera of Grouse which died from Blackhead 
accompanied by an abnormal secretion of other parasites and i 7 ‘ 

mucous. because of its Note liver with “water mark” (a). Ceca filled with cheesy 

The presence of the worms, especially in large size is most material (b). Note also twig embedded in peritoneum be- 

large number, is accompanied by marked emaci- often reported by hind stomach (c). 
ation of the birds, but in only four cases this Sportsmen, — speci- 
year was the proventriculus so swollen as to mens varying from 
entirely occlude the opening and prevent the two to four inches ss ‘ z z . 
passage of food. The specific nature of the length. The largest number found ii any one Minnesota. “The few birds examined from 
toxic substances produced by the worms has Bid woe ee but the usual infestation is from Alberta seemed free from them. 

not been determined but in a number of the ON¢ to fiteen. Ty ix 5 ; : 
birds examined death was due to the presence The opinion is held by most parasitologists the Ciera lois GCheslospinGra sp.) 
of these worms. Eight of the twenty-four speci- that these worms are confined to the ali- The Gizzard worms discovered by Stafseth 

mentary tract where they ®nd Kotlan in birds from Michigan in 1925 
- a a = do little harm except as are very slender whitish worms found in the 

RS | REP RS a ae eee i aici ries: Be et . lining of the gizzard. They vary in length aes ee ee ee | they absorb more or less 4 Ss 8 Bee ya gt 
ee gee Oe ue | | nourishment. The fact tha: from three-quarters of an inch to an inch and 
eo ee — Bras a tag fs pee a Grouse containing 180 @ half and are generally found with the body 

ges Kr BR a ea —- _| worms showed no evidence contracted into many twists and turns so that 
ee ee S| (of disease, except for being the depression left in the gizzard lining after 

ao fae Ee “heey somewhat stunted in growth, the removal of the worms is a very wavy, 

a 5 | scems to substantiate this tortuous line. 5 és 
as Pe view. On the other hand in The number of worms found in a single giz- 

a a 59 of the 270 Grouse which 2Td_ varied up to 40, an average infestation be- 
Se were found to contain As- ing from 12 to 16. They seemed to cause very 

wie =. | carids, the worms were either ie damage 2 the HORE and only aben present va ap mie) A : Lee once in large numbers did the muscular wall of the 
ee : a ee) hody a ne gizzard show abnormal thickening. The life 

y eo A h oath Se Z te history of this parasite is as yet unknown, 
— : ae lesh of the breast or the a5 no larvae have been found. 
: Fes || region behind the lungs or This parasite was most abundant in the birds 

“gs the kidneys. The theory has from Michigan where 42 per cent of the giz- 
‘ 5 | been advanced that these ards examined were infected. It also oc- 

Pos worms have escaped from curred, however, in birds from Minnesota (21 
ae - || the intestine through shot per cent), Wisconsin (19 per cent), New York 

es en gl wounds but the circum- (14 per cent), Pennsylvania (22 per cent), and 
# - 2 = | stances surrounding the dis- New Jersey where three of the eight birds ex- 

Poa rs =| covery of some of these amined were infected. 
a ‘~ worms in the body cavity = 
aie “8 r i yo . make this improbable and it Caecal Worms (Heterakis sp.) 

ae ayes v4 — a F is more likely that they find | This parasite which is less than half an inch 
y - <a nm 4 some other method of escape in length is found in the blind gut or caeca, 

# Y o- ee ae a that is as yet unknown. It two diverticula of considerable length opening 
2 | re Se = co «te is likewise possible that if into the intestine at the juncture of the large 

* 3 a ‘ oo these worms are capable of and small intestines. The eggs of the common 
4 he i lt penetrating fo other oreans, caecal worm of poultry carry for Jong periods 

x : a ee * h the disease known as “blackhead. 
‘fs * py™, | they may be of serious path- In discussing this parasite Dr. Gross in the 

oT lh ve i te i Ota. m ological importance. report of the New Paelana Committee ave 
4 aie = pigs ap, 4. ae ae = ty Ascarids were found in “Furthermore the introduction of the pheasants << mes gi aad lS — from one-fourth to one- was regarded with suspicion because they com- 

7 5 ee 3 Pe Bs, ae & 2 me ~ third of all the birds exam- monly harbor great numbers of caecal worms. 
% Po vag aa t igs —- ge es Prone noe ew Eur The seins oe Naeee in ee 

be Pa GF Fa” hie SP" _ 2 and, New York, Pennsyl- may be due either to artificial rearing in lim- 
—— — vania, Maryland, Virginia, ited. runs or to its habit of frequenting the 

(b) An eight weeks old Grouse sick with Aspergillosus Michigan, Wisconsin, and vicinity of poultry. A series of experiments 

ae
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carried out by Dr. Tyzzer show conclusively year to year and spread from one yard to Apparently, therefore, the symptoms that we that the pheasants are not carriers of ‘black- another by worms or insects or sparrows. have always laid to Bacillus pullorum in the head’ and the caecal worm in the pheasant Domestic poultry are practically immune to it young Grouse may be due to malnutrition or 
has in no instance been found to harbor the but apparently are able to transmit the disease some other cause, just what we do not yet know. 
‘blackhead’ germ.” to Grouse or Turkeys without themselves giving Beas : : ns a 

Dr. Tyzzer found but two cases of infection evidence of it. An experience at the Cornell Coccidiosis, Eimeria (Coccidium) avium 
with caecal worms among the 417 Grouse ex- Laboratory is interesting in this connection. This protozoan parasite causes another form 
amined by him, one from Rhode Island and In 1925 six young Grouse were being raised of “white diarrhea” which usually affects the 
one from Nova Scotia. Among the 500 birds with a bantam foster-mother in an enclosure chicks at a somewhat later stage, two to six 
examined at the Cornell Laboratory there were 15 x 30 feet and grew exceptionally well until weeks, though the general symptoms are much 
no cases of infection with the common caecal they were about six weeks old when all six as in the infection with B. pullorum. The 
worm but 50 per cent of the birds received died from typical “blackhead” within a week. species which infects the Grouse is also capable 
from Pennsylvania and 10 per cent of the birds The bantam was then given seven bantam eggs of infecting fowls, pigeons, turkeys, pheasants, 
from New York (all from the southern part which she proceeded to hatch and raise in this sparrows, and canaries. In the investigation of 
of the State) were infected with a closely same enclosure without their ever giving evi- the British Grouse Disease it was found to allied species which Dr. Cram will describe as dence of disease of any kind. When they be one of the main factors causing mortality of 
a new species known only from these Grouse. were from six to twelve weeks of age, one was the young. Domestic fowls develop an im- Apparently caecal worms are not necessary killed and examined each week for evidence munity to it and act as carriers infecting the for the transmission of “blackhead” for none of “blackhead” or coccidia or other disease ground wherever they are kept. On game 
of the Grouse that died of “blackhead” this and all were found to be without disease of any farms large numbers of the young pheasants 
year contained any of the worms. kind. Nor could any evidence of “blackhead” often acquire the disease from apparently 

NG * organisms be secured from the foster-mother. healthy foster mothers. It is possible, however, Crop Worms (Thominx annulata Molin). The pen was allowed to stand empty from by examining the droppings of the hens from 
These are extremely slender worms found October, 1925, until April of 1926, when three day to day to eliminate the carriers. 

beneath the epithelial lining of the crop and adult Grouse were introduced. One of these In previous years a certain percentage of 
esophagus or gullet, from two to three inches died in twenty days from “blackhead” and the Grouse chicks being reared in captivitv have 
long but less than the diameter of a hair. The another lived for nearly four months before always been lost through coccidiosis and through 
walls of the crop and esophagus are very much it succumbed to “blackhead” while the third “blackhead” which some believe is merely a 
thickened and woe into folds and ridges by died after two months from a severe infesta- form of coccidiosis. This year the droppings 
the presence of the parasites. tion of the Crop Worm without showing evi- of the setting hens were examined and one 

An examination of the blood of a captive dence of “blackhead.” was selected to mother the young Grouse which 
bird that died soon after from a severe infec- In another enclosure 15 feet square an adult showed no oocysts. Most of the young Grouse 

. tion with T. annulata showed that it was suf- male Grouse was penned with a captivity-raised were raised in a brooder where no contamina- 
fering severly from anemia, a count averaging female that was thought to be a carrier of tion from a foster mother was possible. Both 
1,960,000 per c. mm. red cells and 23,600 white “blackhead” and that later showed “blackhead” of these methods resulted in carrying the young 
cells being obtained. A similar count of an when she died from pneumonia. The male died Grouse through the coccidiosis age without a 
apparently healthy bird gave 2,730,000 red in thirteen days with a well advanced case of single infection and it was an entirely dif- 
cells and 32,400 white cells per c. mm. “blackhead.” This female was with the male for ferent epizootic which carried them off at eight 

Fortunately these are apparently compara- only about a week when she was removed to weeks of age. 
tively rare parasites, only five wild birds, all another enclosure and a second female was How important coccidiosis is with the young 
from southern New England and Columbia given to this male. This second female died of Grouse in the coverts, we do not yet know as 
County, New York, were found with them. typical “blackhead” just 26 days after her intro- practically no specimens of young birds, except 
How T. annulata became established in the duction to this enclosure. A golden pheasant those raised in captivity, have been available 
Grouse enclosures at Cornell University is not was next placed in this same enclosure and has for study. It is very difficult to find the young 
as yet known. shown no evidence of disease-te-this-day-———=Grouse-aftersthey-areva few days old and it Smee 

g When the epidemic struck the brooder house would be practically impossible to find dead 
Tape Worms (Davainea tetragena) the birds that were not immediately killed were ones in the field. This is a very important gap 

The tapeworms found in the Grouse are transferred to small coops (three by six feet) in our knowledge and every sportsman should 
almost microscopic but apparently occur some- on the lawn. One of these coops had to be send to the Committee every young bird that 
times in great numbers causing a serious in- placed on a strip of lawn that had been pre- happens to fall into his hands. 
flammation of the duodenum. The three cases viously used by a hen with young Wood Ducks. r 
found by Dr. Tyzzer in New England were The hen had given no evidence of disease but Bird Pox 
referred to the species tetragena, the two cases of the two Grouse that were placed in this Bird Pox was found in two cases by Dr. 
from New York State remain unidentified. coop, one died of “blackhead,” 21 days and the Gross in birds from Hudson, Mass., and Law- 

Inasmuch as the worms themselves are so other 70 days after being placed on this lawn. rence, Mass. In reporting upon them he states, 
small it is likely that many were overlooked As yet no wild birds submitted for examina- “This disease manifested itself in two specimens 
for unless the infestation was fairly heavy, tion have been found suffering from “blackhead.” as warty growths about the head and in one 
little inflammation would occur, and they would If one can judge the rapidity of its action from case involved the mouth and tongue. The 
escape a macroscopic examination. It seems, these captive birds, however, it is little won- extension of the disease to the mouth interferes 
however, to be a comparatively unimportant der, for the Grouse would probably not last with the feeding and by a gradual weakening 

parasite, long on infected ground, and any ground over of the bird through malnutrition, may make 
an which poultry or turkeys have been allowed to the bird an easy prey for its enemies or of 

Blackhead, Enterohepatitis roam is likely to be infected whether or not itself eventually cause death. The disease may 
This is essentially a disease of turkeys, these birds have shown signs of the disease. also affect the eyes causing impairment or loss 

primarily of domestic turkeys, though a wild Dr. Tyzzer_reports on one specimen from of vision. The infection is self limited and 
turkey from Pennsylvania sent to the Cornell Southington, Conn. “The liver was large and in case the involvement is not extensive enough 
Laboratory for examination had died from the replaced to a large extent by inflammatory to incapacitate the bird, recovery follows. A 
disease. It is caused by a protozoan which be- tissue. On superficial examination the appear- badly diseased female Grouse kept at Bowdoin 
comes established first in the caeca and later ance of the tissue suggested tuberculosis but College during the past winter showed complete 
in the liver, living in the connective tissue and no acid fast bacilli were found. Further study recovery.” 
causing disentegration. The organism itself is of this material shows a destruction of liver ‘ : (M > 
difficult to isolate except at certain stages of the substance similar to that which occurs in chronic ____ Aspergillosus: (Mycosis) c 
disease and in perfectly fresh material and “blackhead” in Grouse. It would not, however, This disease is caused by a fungus, Aspergil- 
there is some doubt as to its exact relation- be possible to establish the diagnosis in so late us fumigatus, which becomes established in the 
ships. Its effect on the host is, however, quite a stage of the disease.” air sacs and apparently spreads to other organs. 
characteristic. One or both caeca gradually ; c It is possible also that it may get established 
become filled with cheesy necrotic material White Diarrhea: Bacillus pullorum directly in the alimentary canal. It is primarily 
which is more or less blood shot. Sometimes In raising young Grouse in captivity a num- a disease of captive birds, although Dr. Tyzzer 
the young Grouse and occasionally the old birds ber are always lost during the first week or found it in two specimens of wild Grouse sent 
die at this stage before the typical lesions two with all the symptoms of white diarrhea to him from the coverts in 1925. 
appear on the liver. These lesions on the liver in chickens. The vent becomes pasted, the The spores of this mold are found almost 
appear as dark depressed areas with a central intestine blood-shot, and liver pale yellowish. everywhere in the soil and in dust from agri- 
light area and an outer light fringe, at first This year was no exception and the first set- cultural products as well as moldy straw, etc., 
appearing as water-marks but later the white ting of eggs hatched in an incubator were weak and the exact conditions necessary for its path- 
areas grow until the dark portion is entirely from the start and showed all the character- ogenic growth are not well understood though 
obliterated. There is usually also a thick istic symptoms. All tests made by Dr. Brunett heat and humidity seem to be most favorable. 
straw-colored fluid in the loose tissue about for B. pullorum, however, were negative. The In the shipment of twenty Grouse from Alberta, 
the heart and sometimes in the peritoneum young that hatched from the eggs laid by three died within a week and three more 
covering the viscera. the captive bird that died shortly afterwards within a month, all probably from Aspergil- 

This is a very serious disease of the Grouse from a severe infection with Crop Worm  fosus although the growth was typical in only 
in captivity and one that is very difficult to appeared the same and again the tests were one. 
combat as it is carried over in the soil from negative. : (Continued on page 86)
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which are now available for the purposes of to realize the need of restriction; that he was some cases considerable pus had formed but 
propagation and protection. the first to volunteer to undertake the work; the vast majority were free from infection and 

In Vermont, in 1865, deer were practically and that he comprises, to date, the only group the birds were suffering more from starvation 
extinct. The original stocks had been killed of Americans willing to finance the expensive or mechanical inconvenience. One captive bird 
off by “crusting’—hunting on deep snow—by game protective project. We must realize, too, which died of “blackhead” was found to have 
dogging, and by any and all of a dozen mur- that the sportsman has accomplished much, and a twig fully an inch long imbedded in the 
derous methods now illegal. In that year the that he has done this in the comparatively short peritoneum behind the stomach, entirely healed 
sportsmen subscribed sufficient money from space of threescore years, for it is only within in with no sign of infection. (See photograph, 
their own pockets to purchase a small herd that time that his agencies and influence have page 83). Grouse, like other birds, seldom 
of less than twenty animals, and these were been at all adequate and effective. Consider suffer from streptococcus infection. 
released in the mountains and carefully guarded that, for two and a half centuries little was Oucsionnaire 
by protective measures for which the sports- done to save our game, but, on the contrary, " Ra § 2 ‘ cei In order to determine when and where the epidemics men themselves were responsible. In time the everything was done to exterminate it. The guldny Grouse “aud Ratbitemilys Dated el ant tas Ghent 
herd had increased so that a short open sea- sportsman had to do his work under the dead of these epidemics, the Grouse Investigation Committee of 
son for the taking of bucks only could be weight of public apathy and against the active the American Game Protective Association needs the fol- 
permitted. During the past twenty years, from and powerful influence of the pot hunter and hue eee aoe Sete eis S : country. is equally impo ‘o send the 500 to 4,000 deer have annually been taken market shooter leagued with the strong legis- oe crenut en uideniothastheen nodeeds) Reply 10 
by legal methods. So long as present laws are lative cliques which form around any project the following questions and mail to John B. Burnham, 
maintained there is no reason why 2,500 “legal” relating to the exploitation of a national re- Chairman of the Grouse Committee, 233 Broadway, N. Y. 
buck deer can not be taken in Vermont every source. Excluding epizootic diseases, bad Cy, 
year. Aside from the value of these animals breeding seasons, invasions by predatory ani- csi Sie a 
in food and sport, and considering the matter mals, and such similar local disasters and 
only from the idealist’s viewpoint, we actually troubles, our game is holding its own, and, 4. iocality ‘fo which report iw given. FUL out separ 
have a herd of 15,000 deer where sixty years in many instances, actually showing an increase report for each locality with which you have become 
ago there were none; the result of a project over a period of ten years—a condition that familiar. 
which has been conceived, executed, and sup- must be credited to the influence of the in- aie Coun oe oes ani 
ported by sportsmen. telligent sportsmen of America. winiel : —— Let us consider how the plan would have ee Toe Brovincercsausueuwsacasa sap Digbicts cas. cwagrasuss sce 
operated had there ee no promise < : RUFFED GROUSE INVESTIGATION Re i eee ee 
open Season to attract ae sportsmen. n the SEASON OF 1925-1926 

first place, it is very unlikely that funds would aa an PR lee ae rary ase eens as 
have been forthcoming for the purchase of Cred orn page ) 
the “seed” herd, and even if this were done, Among the young Grouse in the brooder SAREE i a i aoa ia sf q fi $15,000 to $50,000 z house four of the thirty-three died before they 
amounts ranging from ’ te tee? “ were two weeks old from the formation of a slate 9 Sis es, Ae sk. 
year would then need to be raised in order tiny cheesy plug in the lower end of the trachea. : ‘ Ng 
to enforce the protective laws, a financial trans--—Upon— microscopic examination this material sme ps — = ae _— ae = = = aed p e é ie 3 : ocality whether it has been ab: ° action probably quite impossible by any means a8 found to contain mycelial strands and when bers, normal, below normal, or far below normal. then tonite shoot d Rehine tie 1 plated produced a pure growth of Aspergillus i 
Stet aaa ae oucenne and asuiieslbeise laws fumigatus. One other produced typical frut- 
already referred to. The herd would have ing lesions in the thoracic air sacs and another Be Muon i Goaiae ict bias siisi ac: 
increased to a point disastrous to farm prop- hard white spots in the lungs which showed no te a 
erty and at that state be wholly or partially ™ycelium under the microscope but which de- pie eter ae Mami a S72 Sia tht, 

: s veloped Aspergillus when plated. s destroyed by the landowners in defense of their = s 4 o> Pilar loaves aseaeaateat (earniititasia te cicees it idtiave bean eeaduatieen When the epidemic started among these 
PORE es e ei grouse the first of August a couple of them 4. Bloc Gronse et ee een 
terminated by poachers able to operate under  Geyeloped typical Aspergillus lesions in the air 
ineffectual prohibitive legislation. sacs but the majority developed small ulcers 8, Sharp-tailed Grouse .....scececeueeeeeeersnee® 

At present, the sportsmen pay the warden throughout the intestinal tract. These showed 
bills; personally assist in the actual enforce- iMternally as dark necrotic spots and on the eggsbeeiste » Chicken. isches syst -aeyaigaa aa f p % age, ade Serene outside of the intestine as dark areas bordered 
ment 0: ng: game y » IFO by light, to which the peritoneum adhered. WAGE GLOSS De ricaraonc anes ee cine nese egnwer 

pockets, reimburse the farmer whose crops are Dr. Brunett was unable to culture any organism : 
occasionally injured by these wild wards of from the necrotic areas but stained sections BP ep es arose ennatineirnec chee 
the State. through these areas may show mycelial threads. i. Jacke RAuR eee eee 

Sportsmen’s thought, sportsmen’s interest, and ae ae not yet ready when this report ioe RAR ee 
sportsmen’s money have restored wild life inthe 'S oe ae nee ae 46 Tocco peti 

* th fn emort was made to He te Sou 5. Have you any evidence of a migration of Grouse or 
pie ms Peete 9 Li % ies that the Aspergillus infection and it was probably Rabbits in your region? it is one of the appy wonders of the con-  Jocated in the semi-solid buttermilk which was eieriave yaw any. evidence lofi (rsevio M@anneet aren voue 
servationist’s world. Similar instances might given to the birds during the first two weeks. BEGET: Guts dee ah coe eee 
be quoted to fill a small volume, but enough This buttermilk is an admirable medium for the 7 ave you found any sick or dead Grouse in the woods 
has been said to show that, beyond any doubt, growth of molds, including Aspergillus, and eclelvewhers?! (State circumstances 

the sportsman has seldom touched the wild as ae effort was oe He cone 8 Have yon found any dead or sick Rabbits? State 
life conservation problem without bringing Here Seae a cate ep ie adeno circumstances. 

i j : z é . Goshawks or Great Horned Owls been ab : marked benefits which he does not enjoy alone. scattered into the straw when the birda wiped | se) joshawks or pies Ore} aie ove nor. 

In the light of the accomplishments of the their bills, or shook their heads according fo 4). tas she ecw an increase ov decrease of mageoher 
past twenty years it is amazing that anyone their custom. The straw in the brooder house Sagan? 

familiar with the history of conservation in Was qnenget only ae S Bee and a a : a ; 
America should challenge the attitude of the pee 5 Peer eee teh Sate Write for additional blanks if needed. 

sportsman a Lie Statemetly os sportsman is secured later, is doubtless a much more satis- Specimens ate needed sey continie the Inves- 
the best conservationist,” is an axiom and no factory product. tigation and instructions will be furnished on 
longer in need of demonstration, and the pro- T Grounds) request for preparing same for shipment. 
fessional conservationist who doubts this, or jee ee Sane, z Additional funds are also imperative if the 
who fails to employ the ready assistance of | The Tee of the “sick pide Which were inquiry is to be carried to completion. Sub- 
the sportsmen, is rapidly “riding to a fall.” Berit fo pile ora saie ora eee = scriptions should be sent to the Grouse Inves- 

: - : : from unhealed gunshot wounds or wounds ‘%C"!P! B hi Chai 
A fair review of the whole question requires caused by hawks or predaceous animals, or tigation Committee, John B. Burn! vam, Chair- 

us to admit that the sportsman was the first from flying into wires or sharp branches, In man, 233 Broadway, New York City.
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Ruffed Grouse Investigation Season of 1925-1926 
By A. A. ALLEN, Ph.D., Cornell University, and A. O. GROSS, Ph.D., Bowdoin College. Photographs by A. A. Allen 

T SEEMS desirable at this time to give a The Committee is likewise indebted to Dr. Grouse from Alberta for breeding experiments 

| brief report of the progress made during the H. D. Reed, Head of the Department of and studies in the transmission of diseases in 

past season in the study of the Ruffed Grouse Zoology at Cornell University, for the facilities captivity. Several pairs were liberated in a 

Diseases although no definite conclusions or of his laboratory, apparatus, stains, etc., to large enclosure and others in small enclosures 

recommendations can yet be advanced. Superintendent Titcomb of Connecticut and to with interesting results. Valuable information 

Owing to the splendid co-operation of sports- Commissioners Baird, Gould, MacDonald, was secured by him on the transmission of 
men throughout the country in contributing Adams, Parsons, Walling, Sheldon, Bartlett Blackhead both to old and to young Grouse 

funds and sending in specimens to the Com- and Walcott for their hearty co-operation in and progress was made in the life history 
mittee, it has been possible to greatly enlarge the Investigation. studies of the parasites of the Grouse. 
the scope of the investigation and the results Dr. Gross who has charge of the Investiga- During May eggs were secured from the 

thus far obtained we believe have more than tion in New England, in addition to supervis- nests of six wild Grouse to continue the rear- 

justified the effort. The active participation ing the work of his associates, made interesting ing experiments that Dr. Allen has been carry- 

of Mr. Frederic Walcott, Mr. Wil- ing on for seven years. The incuba- 

liam Mershon and Mr. John Burn- 7 a tor-brooder method was tried this 
ham of the General Committee has ‘ ka a : year for the first time with very sat- 

been a great help to the investigators. : Ls x Came isfactory results until the birds were 

Nearly 900 specimens, either entire 4 | ae ‘ Pee about eight weeks old when, during a 

Grouse or viscera, were received by ‘SAT ats ao FP) week of extreme heat and humidity, 
the Committee and with the funds re ' a. ae ve 7} | an epidemic started which killed all 
contributed it was possible to secure ay te a a “eS { || but four of the thirty-three young 
equipment and labor to greatly facil- 4 - r . | _ | Grouse. This epidemic killed not only 
itate the work of the active investi- com a x he i ©| the brooder birds but those with a 

gators. The territory to be covered = i rome Sea | | bantam as well. The appearance of 
. 4 > wT GS epee ae $ eral Bae 

was so great that it was found advis- = 3 ei he ce | | the epidemic was very similar to that 
able to form a subsidiary committee ae F | 4 i a }| described as “Quail disease” with 

in New England fostered by the Mass- i i characteristic necrotic areas all 

achusetts Fish and Game Protective a ae tan Oe ae through the intestines. The only 

Association, with Dr. John C. Phillips Pa #7: 7 un ae as tt organism that has thus far been re- 
as chairman, Dr. Thomas Barbour of ees ee ay . ine covered is a fungus, Aspergilius fum- 

the Museum of Comparative Zoology a | : | igatus. 

in Cambridge, Mass., and Mr. Thorn- ae Re Be b A series of blood smears from the 

ton W. Burgess of Springfield, Mass. = as e ot 7 living birds and from freshly shot 
We feel especially indebted to Mr. birds were likewise secured for future 

Burgess who has contributed a great . ? ? study. A blood parasite, not yet iden- 
service to the Investigation by broad- é i tified, was found in one bird. 
casting our need of specimens and 

information from the radio station Numbers of Birds Received 
WBZ at Springfield. He reached é The distribution of the specimens 

many persons who could not have t received was as follows: New York, 

been reached through any other chan- i Michigan and Massachusetts taking 
nels. the lead; New York 180, Michigan 

Dr. E. E. Tyzzer of the Department 176, Massachusetts 141, New Hamp- 

of Pathology, Harvard Medical | Pe a : “= shire 71, Connecticut 68, Maine 61, 
School, had charge of all the work con- ase = c el Rhode Island 46, Pennsylvania 32, 
cerning the diagnosis of the diseases 5 dl ‘Vermont 23, Wisconsin 16, Minnesota 

of birds secured in New England. = 14, New Jersey 8, Nova Scotia 2, Vir- 
Dr. E. L. Brunett of the New York Young Ruffed Grouse on Roost at Night (Flashlight). These ginia 1, Maryland 1, unknown source 

State Veterinary College at Cornell Birds Were Hatched in an Incubator and Raised in Brooder. 7. In addition 21 adult and 55 young 
University rendered similar assistance Are from Five to Six Weeks Old birds in captivity were examined, 
to the General Committee in all doubt- making a total of 923 birds examined 
ful cases and Drs. Hall and Cram of the Bureau observations on eight different Grouse nests at this season for parasites and disease. 
of Animal Industry kindly identified all para- five of which he had observation blinds. Around Most of the specimens received consisted 
sites submitted to them and made valuable four of the nests a fine mesh woven wire fence of the viscera or parts of the viscera of 
suggestions to Mrs. E. K. Burckmyer in her was built for the purpose of enclosing large apparently healthy birds shot by sportsmen 
studies of the life histories of the parasites. natural areas where the young could be re- and it is to be expected that large numbers of 

Mr. Ralph E. Kearstead, a graduate student tained until able to fly and their feeding habits such will have to be examined before the ac- 
at Bowdoin College, and Mr. P. A. LaFrance, and behavior studied under conditions approach- tive disease organisms can be located. Such 
a senior, rendered valuable service in the labor- ing their natural habitat. During the latter specimens, properly labeled, are wanted by the 
atory and field to the New England Committee part of the summer Dr. Gross made a trip Committees in increased numbers, but entire 
and Dr. D. J. Leffingwell and Mr. D. Beyea jinto northern Maine, where the Grouse have specimens will help the work the most, and 
rendered similar assistance to the General Com- sn seriously depleted in numbers, to study anyone willing to contribute an entire bird 
mittee. the local conditions. from his season’s bag will render a valuable 

Mr. Charles C. Sperry of the Biological Sur- Dr. A. A. Allen who is in charge of the in- Service to the Investigation. 
vey co-operated by identifying the food con- vestigations of the General Committee received Mr. J. F. Gould, Game and Fish Commis- 
tents of the crops and stomachs of birds sent the specimens from all but the New England sioner of Minnesota, directed his deputies to 
to him by the New England Committee. States. He likewise secured ten pairs of live collect entire birds especially for the investi- 

_ y Eloy 

Qs es e
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The common be- tured gizzard probably punctured from 

lief is that there is within, 1 case. + 

cee Feces (d) Ruptured carotid, punctured by Hawk, 
ee oS er ‘ one disease respon- or twig, 1 case. 

Re So ea 1 BP sie sible for the dis- (e) Imbedded twigs, several cases in breast 

Re oe a 6 ieee appearance of the muscles, one in peritoneum behind stomach 

or eRe - isa Ge: By pepe as 4 Grouse. The in- ae eS b sth 

reat Siar aR UL ds Ee vestigation t his ( ) Promen “tees caused by impact with 

eae 6 SR RI Nd Oath i hac ad AO ee wires or buildings, etc., 8 cases. 

x: ee Pt a nee OS SS Rls year uncovered no _ F 3 

CLUES PE ees cee Goro oui eat ary ied OR Aa i 5. Infectious Diseases. 

+E Cie RSE ES 50 ee Ee aa a Be evidence to support 

CY pS RP OST Os seer a ee ony ac nra ears aed the belie (On the (a) Enlargement of the spleen, 3 cases. 

ps ened Ree Nace CE eS Bae eno ka (b) Enteritis of unknown etiology, 4 cases. 

ef SERS oR cp ie SS Mae ee esti nor pa conan Oe (c) Hepatitis (diseased liver) of unknown 

seed Oe ito ose sat eee Beans Rae hte Peck twenty different etiology, T case. 
Sp SES SRI aes O ay a ON od a ocr gen ee es ; 7, ‘Hn 
=P Bae ae ase EOE Cae > Ee - parasites and dis- (d) Enterohepatitis (Blackhead), seven cap- 

bp os A ao SORRY Can NE Ra RO hae eases were found, tive birds. 
OPS (OF ESE RE EAC Neh its oa aoe . e) Bi 7 
aS Ge Sh EEE RS EC nee en : any one of which (e) Bird Pox, 2 cases. 

an es CO ee Ego bh LT one may prove to be (£) Aspergillosus (mold in air sacs) three 

i GEO 5 © ERASE EE aor OD eee to a aR AE a Meee 3 ; ; AGTIGTT. Lei i a 

on af Sig ORR ea Re a important in differ- Ba cm ep as tae and 

SOAR SE GLE O NS AD OS CESARE RY . ent localities. Some See 4 sete tak 
fa OES ES TE eee ee ie i at (g) Pneumonia, one case. 

ote ios Jr ins Ss EATEN SIU? BER Ces 5 fA are abundant and : ‘i 

fA oe Se eg PETA Sane mee Rn ee of general distribu- 6. External Parasites. 
po Tides ET RIA Se Ryo Nea 2338 ee a (a) Blood-sucking Hippoboscid fly, Olfersia 

oo LR CBE Re CRS me OR IN RRS tion, others seem . a ae ae 
Dy pee cara a Ke SS (Ornithoponus) americana Leach, reported 

| Oe Leu tg se oe tbe tn rete to be of only local rather generally distributed but few speci- 

every SOS ay i) Poy Pek importance as yet. mens sent in. 

ko OR LO SE iw In this report of (b) Bird Lice, several birds received by Dr. 

ont Eee Cae jt eae progress only a Gross during winter and early spring. 

igs) gaa hort a r se (c) Ticks, Haemaphysalis cinnabarina Kock. 

Snore Suamary )o One specimen was taken from a bird by 

the reports by Drs. W. F. Vandenberge of Cherry Valley, 

cocciD10sis at a ee ee 5 mar A J a : i Nes! rouse en by Dr. Gros no! 

The oval bodies are Coccidia of the Eimeria avium, causing the nett and rs, Maine were heavily infested with these 

dreaded Coccidiosis Burckmyer can be ticks. They were likewise reported on 
given, full discus- birds in Alberta, Canada. 

gation and, since there was a closed season on sion being reserved until the conclusion of the  pjctribution and Importance of the Principal 

Grouse in 1926 in Minnesota, the only speci- Investigation. Parasites and Diseases 

are meecines oe Boenesce Se From Summary of Parasites and Diseased Conditions The Stomach Worm (Dispharynx spiralis 

them. Commissioner John Baird of Michigan Eound from. Sept.1925 to Sept., 1925. mol). 

directed his deputies each to select a member 1. Nematodes (Round 

of the local sportsmen’s association to ac- worms). 

company and assist him in the taking of eight (a) Crop eee (Thom- 
5 Fi . x lata), 5 cases. 

Grouse daee the ne aoe a. __ (cea Worm, a 

not to be counted in the season’s bag imit. pharynx (Acuaria) 

This accounted for the large number received spiralis, 52 cases. 

from Michigan by the Committee. Chief (c) Gizzard Worms, Chei- e 

Legge of New York State and Mr. Seth Gor- ee species, 115 ye a 

don of Pennsylvania likewise directed their (d) Intestinal Worms Po a 

game wardens to send specimens to the Com- (Ascaridea lineata), 270 & f r 

mittee and a large percentage of the specimens cases; Contracaecum Bepeee oe 

received from each state came through them, species, 1 case. ee Je ae 

If Commissioner Gould’s or Commissioner (e) Cecal Worms Heter- — 4 ee 

Baird's pl ee havi * 11 1 akis n. species, 34 cases. -. 4 pa og 
ai ee 2 a ee 

ain = pI an of Le Sn ee co. ore es: 2. Cestodes (Tape Worms). 7 aa 

pecially for the Investigation, such specimens (a) Tapeworm, Davainea Pa cas 

not to be counted in the season’s bag limit, tetragena, 3 cases; Dav- 3 4 

could be followed in each state, the Committee ainea species, 2 cases. 3 

would undoubtedly receive plently of speci- 3. Protozoa. . i , 

mens ‘to work with and the Investigation (a) ae 4 é 

az i : species. in yi 
would be much more successful. case). ee 

(b) Trichomonas, species. aL 2 aay 

Diseases and Parasites (Occasionally found in Leen a 

Reports of a great scarcity of Grouse were eee bye "Fe Be 4 

received from scattered Doints throughout (c) Flagellates, new spe- ee « ee Pe Ly 

northern Maine, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, cies. (Found in large Lo ee : a} a 

Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and proportion of Grouse ex- 2 2g oa a 

Alberta; northern Minnesota, Wisconsin, the amined by Dr. Tyzzer). oe oie 2 PS “ Teta ‘ 
' ai en Bia ciches fe ee ¥ a 

northern peninsula of Michigan, the Hudson (dy pice Aes = Pa . oo 

Valley of New York State as far as Albany, Das meleagri¢ ae ] ae 
eats z captive birds died from a 4 

Sullivan County, Pa., and western Connecticut. this disease) nae A 

Elsewhere and at some points within the fore: Aut rama (Wounds). on ‘ : 

going territory, Grouse were reported in nor- (a) Old gun shot wounds, Ps 

mal or increased numbers. The number of numerous. 

reports, however, from most areas was too (b) Peritonitis associated 5; : 

few to be at all conclusive and it is to be with obstruction of in- __ The ins and outs of Aspergillosus 
hoped that this year every Grouse hunter will are oe aera The inside of ae body eave oe yonne or ous Oe 

report to the Committee the status of the birds intestinal loops (se e opposite page, showing a large circular white lesion o 

eyes oe ett herei our eral cases). Aspergillus fumigatus in the thoracic air sac. Smaller white 

in his vicinity whether or not there is a scarcity. (c) Ventriculitis, a rup- nodules in the peritoneum are also due to Aspergillus
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The nature and importance of this parasite mens found infect- ST am x 
has been discussed in previous numbers of the ed with Dispharynx ater J a 
Bulletin (Jan., 1924 and July, 1925). The by Dr. Gross had ae a 
parasite is a small whitish Nematode, less been picked up ee j 
than half an inch in length. It is found in dead. i K). 
the proventriculus or glandular part of the The stomach c te 2 stomach in front of the gizzard, occasionally worm seems to be aah s 
lying free on the inner surface of the organ, confined to New 4 ne 4 
but more often attached by the head end to the York, New Jersey, phy 4 4 9 
mucous and epithelial cells. Infested proventri- and southern New —" 4 " % 
culi are swollen in proportion to the degree of England as_ indi- a ‘ y infestation. Two hundred and twenty-eight cated by the fol- y ee a 2 
parasites were taken in one case this year from lowing records this * ta ow 
a single proventriculus. From three or four year: New York, " ol a es Pe sf 
up to a dozen was the number most frequently 27; New Jersey, 1; Boe <i ae ie eles ag found. Maine, 2; Rhode sai bse Sac pe _-— ‘ 

The presence of one of these parasites within Island, 1; Massa- Ye | the proventriculus is accompanied by a small, chusetts, 8; Con, ,.; ‘ < 
bloody lesion of the epithelium. In cases where 2eCticut, 10; ot! a a 3 <> a | oe several of the worms are present the entire slates BONE: W here- 0 ee ‘4 ale 2 te Bt mucous surface is redder than normal and the ae at Sees ae ae] % at ‘ae * rs EY- 
lumen of the proventriculus somewhat reduced ae tie en i & seg r =e | et = Pl Ve in size due to the swelling of the tissues. The Judge Dem sae i ard Pan ee Fig most marked pathological changes in the tis- Ports sent ie a Use " 4 % m | ae a y 
sues’ take place in the superficial epithelium  't 18 sollewed by a 3 A [ee gt Be and tunica propria. The latter is frequently aoa aEOigee es . Ea ip vr eee: 4 Po] 4 
found swollen to twice its normal size. In the APORSE SUDDIY: Te ie es Pe a exeremely severe cases of infection the para- The Intestinal » me “ Pe Bad 4 4 sites get down into the deep gastric glands ound Worms ad saat fe i and the general appearance of the proventri- (Ascaridea lineata rs : : 
culus when opened is that the whole interior Schneider.) > i of the organ has been macerated and reduced This large round a 
to shreds. The tissue layers are indistinguish- worm of the in- 
able and the parasites are found on the surface testine is of more 
and hidden between and underneath the prolif- general distribution 
erated tissues. Such infestations are always than any of the Viscera of Grouse which died from Blackhead 

companied by an abnormal secretion of of sites and nese 5 : one ia of its Note liver with “water mark” (a). Ceca filled with cheesy 
The presence of the worms, especially in large size is most material (b). Note also twig embedded in peritoneum be- 

large number, is accompanied by marked emaci- often reported by hind stomach (c). 
ation of the birds, but in only four cases this Sportsmen, — speci- 
year was the proventriculus so swollen as to ™ens varying from ‘ entirely occlude the opening and prevent the two to four inches . is : passage of food. The specific nature of the im length. The largest number found in any one Minnesota. The few birds examined from toxic substances produced by the worms has itd was 180 but the usual infestation is from Alberta seemed free from them. 
not been determined but in a number of the one to fifteen. The Gizzard Worm: (Cheilospi 
birds examined death was due to the presence The opinion is held by most parasitologists i e ae a i eilospirura sp.) of these worms. Fight of the twenty-four speci- that these worms are .confined to the ali- The Gizzard worms discovered by Stafseth mentary tract where they @nd Kotlan in birds from Michigan in 1925 aT mmee,| © little harm except as ane very, lender Wath worms found in the 

ee | ee S| they absorb more or less lining e the gizzard. hey vary in length Bee ga ao eee see (= | nourishment. The fact that ee hree-quarters of an inch to an inch and es ae ee : ee a Grouse containing 180 @ hali cod are generally found with the body 
ee i aaa 5 ae _| worms showed no evidence ee aD, pees ane) turns so that oe ge Pe = | of disease, except for being the depression left in the gizzard lining after ie ee ee somewhat stunted in growth, the removal of the worms is a very wavy, 
ee ‘ oe b= ~~ | seems to substantiate this tortuous line. ‘ = Pe ce view. On the other hand in The number of worms found in a single giz- 

, we 59 of the 270 Grouse which 24d varied up to 40, an average infestation be- 
iS in As- ing from 12 to 16. They seemed to cause very were found to contain As- little d h ean 3 

ee a te orate ae de 
all K free in the body oy oF gizzard show abnormal thickening. The life 

oer abe eae burrowing into the history of this parasite is as yet unknown, " % esh of the breast or the 25 no larvae have been found. 
a 2 region behind the lungs or This parasite was most abundant in the birds 

the kidneys. The theory has from Michigan where 42 per cent of the giz- “ E mB | been advanced that these ards examined were infected. It also oc- 
¥ worms have escaped from curred, however, in birds from Minnesota (21 ae : . || the intestine through shot per cent), Wisconsin (19 per cent), New York , oo wounds but the circum- (14 per cent), Pennsylvania (22 per cent), and Ea - ae Ss 3 stances surrounding the dis- New Jersey where three of the eight birds ex- 

oa P | covery of pour of these amined were infected. 
eave i worms in the body cavity . 
ad A 7 be make this improbable and it : Caecal Worms (Heterakis sp.) hee pg Yi gt a is more likely that they find | This parasite which is less than half an inch f ar ——<- - ‘ Sea | some other method of escape in length is found in the blind gut or caeca, 

# e a ae .* * that is as yet unknown. It two diverticula of considerable length opening ri Pe 2. lt > bs ae is likewise possible that if into the intestine at the juncture of the large s ‘ a... ‘ a these worms are capable of and small intestines. The eggs of the common the ae > Denetrating to clues oreans, aa worn at Bou aE fot long periods 

oe “ é Cee they may be of serious path- te eG adeae this timetite DE Craw in the 1 vol: ae ys ities! - * - a — ia es a4 report of the New England Committee says: s mail Mae Co MK ob ae Sn aA ed Scarids were found in Furthermore the introduction of the pheasants a. pet: Re gr ia mg acy opi from one-fourth to one- was regarded with suspicion because they com- Pats re VE et rs ~ 8 — third of all the birds exam- monly harbor great numbers of caecal worms. ve Po mgs pegs t he < ined throughout New Eng- The prevalence of caecal worms in pheasants 
4 i GT — . ee aor land, New York, Pennsyl- may be due either to artificial rearing in lim- 

= . vania, Maryland, Virginia, ited runs or to its habit of frequenting the 
(b) An eight weeks old Grouse sick with Aspergillosus Michigan, Wisconsin, and vicinity of poultry. A series of experiments
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carried out by Dr. Tyzzer show conclusively year to year and spread from one yard to Apparently, therefore, the symptoms that we 
that the pheasants are not carriers of ‘black- another by worms or insects or sparrows. have always laid to Bacillus pullorum in the 
head’ and the caecal worm in the pheasant Domestic poultry are practically immune to it young Grouse may be due to malnutrition or 
has in no instance been found to harbor the but apparently are able to transmit the disease some other cause, just what we do not yet know. 
‘blackhead’ germ.” to Grouse or Turkeys without themselves giving Abe eee gay Se 7 A ‘ 

Dr. Tyzzer found but two cases of infection evidence of it. An experience at the Cornell Coccidiosis, Eimeria (Coccidium) avium 
with caecal worms among the 417 Grouse ex- Laboratory is interesting in this connection. This protozoan parasite causes another form 
amined by him, one from Rhode Island and In 1925 six young Grouse were being raised of “white diarrhea” which usually affects the 
one from Nova Scotia. Among the 500 birds with a bantam foster-mother in an enclosure chicks at a somewhat later stage, two to six 
examined at the Cornell Laboratory there were 15 x 30 feet and grew exceptionally well until weeks, though the general symptoms are much 
no cases of infection with the common caecal they were about six weeks old when all six as in the infection with B. pullorum. The 
worm but 50 per cent of the birds received died from typical “blackhead” within a week. species which infects the Grouse is also capable 
from Pennsylvania and 10 per cent of the birds The bantam was then given seven bantam eggs of infecting fowls, pigeons, turkeys, pheasants, 
from New York (all from the southern part which she proceeded to hatch and raise in this sparrows, and canaries. In the investigation of 
of the State) were infected with a closely same enclosure without their ever giving evi- the British Grouse Disease it was found to 
allied species which Dr. Cram will describe as dence of disease of any kind. When they be one of the main factors causing mortality of 
a new species known only from these Grouse. were from six to twelve weeks of age, one was _ the young. Domestic fowls develop an im- 

Apparently caecal worms are not necessary killed and examined each week for evidence munity to it and act as carriers infecting the 
for the transmission of “blackhead” for none of “blackhead” or coccidia or other disease ground wherever they are kept. On game 
of the Grouse that died of “blackhead” this and all were found to be without disease of any farms large numbers of the young pheasants 
year contained any of the worms. kind. Nor could any evidence of “blackhead” often acquire the disease from apparently 

i j organisms be secured from the foster-mother. healthy foster mothers. It is possible, however, 
Crop Worms (Thominx annulata Molin). The pen was allowed to stand empty from by examining the droppings of the hens from 
These are extremely slender worms found October, 1925, until April of 1926, when three day to day to eliminate the carriers. 

beneath the epithelial lining of the crop and adult Grouse were introduced. One of these In previous years a certain percentage of 
esophagus or gullet, from two to three inches died in twenty days from “blackhead” and the Grouse chicks being reared in captivity have 
long but less than the diameter of a hair. The another lived for nearly four months before always been lost through coccidiosis and through 
walls of the crop and esophagus are very much it succumbed to “blackhead” while the third “blackhead” which some believe is merely a 
thickened and thrown into folds and ridges by died after two months from a severe infesta- form of coccidiosis. This year the droppings 
the presence of the parasites. tion of the Crop Worm without showing evi- of the setting hens were examined and one 

An examination of the blood of a captive dence of “blackhead.” was selected to mother the young Grouse which 
bird that died soon after from a severe infec- In another enclosure 15 feet square an adult showed no oocysts. Most of the young Grouse 
tion with T. annulata showed that it was suf- male Grouse was penned with a captivity-raised were raised in a brooder where no contamina- 
fering severly from anemia, a count averaging female that was thought to be a carrier of tion from a foster mother was possible. Both 
1,960,000 per c. mm. red cells and 23,600 white “blackhead” and that later showed “blackhead” of these methods resulted in carrying the young 
cells: being obtained. A similar count of an when she died from pneumonia. The male died Grouse through the coccidiosis age without a 
apparently healthy bird gave 2,730,000 red in thirteen days with a well advanced case of single infection and it was an entirely dif- 
cells’ and 32,400 white cells per c. mm. “blackhead.” This female was with the male for ferent epizootic which carried them off at eight 

Fortunately these are apparently compara- only about a week when she was removed to weeks of age. 
tively rare parasites, only five wild birds, all another enclosure and a second female was How important coccidiosis is with the young 
from southern New England and Columbia given to this male. This second female died of | Grouse in the coverts, we do not yet know as 
County, New York, were found with them. typical “blackhead” just 26 days after her intro- practically no specimens of young birds, except 
How T. annulata became established in the duction to this enclosure. A golden pheasant those raised in captivity, have been available 
Grouse enclosures at Cornell University is not was next placed in this same enclosure and has for study. It is very difficult to find the young 
as yet known. = __________shown_no evidence of disease to this day... Grouse_after they are a few days_old_and_it 

= When the epidemic struck the brooder house would be practically impossible to find dead 
Tape Worms (Davainea tetragena) the birds that were not immediately killed were ones in the field. This is a very important gap 

The tapeworms found in the Grouse are transferred to small coops (three by six feet) in our knowledge and every sportsman should 
almost microscopic but apparently occur some- on the lawn. One of these coops had to be send to the Committee every young bird that 

Hi times in great numbers causing a serious in- placed on a strip of lawn that had been pre- happens to fall into his hands. 
flammation of the duodenum. The three cases viously used by a hen with young Wood Ducks. S 
found by Dr. Tyzzer in New England were The hen had given no evidence of disease but Bird Pox 
referred to the species tetragena, the two cases of the two Grouse that were placed in this Bird Pox was found in two cases by Dr. 
from New York State remain unidentified. coop, one died of “blackhead,” 21 days and the Gross in birds from Hudson, Mass., and Law- 

Inasmuch as the worms themselves are so. other 70 days after being placed on this lawn. rence, Mass. In reporting upon them he states, 
small it is likely that many were overlooked As yet no wild birds submitted for examina- “This disease manifested itself in two specimens 
for unless the infestation was fairly heavy, tion have been found suffering from “blackhead.” as warty growths about the head and in one 
little inflammation would occur, and they would _If one can judge the rapidity of its action from case involved the mouth and tongue. The 
escape a macroscopic examination. It seems, these captive birds, however, it is little won- extension of the disease to the mouth interferes 
however, to be a comparatively unimportant der, for the Grouse would probably not last with the feeding and by a gradual weakening 

parasite. long on infected ground, and any ground over of the bird through malnutrition, may make 
ane which poultry or turkeys have been allowed to the bird an easy prey for its enemies or of 

Blackhead, Enterohepatitis roam is likely to be infected whether or not itself eventually cause death. The disease may 
This is essentially a disease of turkeys, these birds have shown signs of the disease. also affect the eyes causing impairment or loss 

primarily of domestic turkeys, though a wild Dr. Tyzzer reports on one specimen from of vision. The infection is self limited and 
turkey from Pennsylvania sent to the Cornell Southington, Conn. “The liver was large and in case the involvement is not extensive enough 
Laboratory for examination had died from the replaced to a large extent by inflammatory to incapacitate the bird, recovery follows. A 
disease. It is caused by a protozoan which be- tissue. On superficial examination the appear- badly diseased female Grouse kept at Bowdoin 
comes established first in the caeca and later ance of the tissue suggested tuberculosis but College during the past winter showed complete 
in the liver, living in the connective tissue and no acid fast bacilli were found. Further study recovery.” 
causing disentegration. The organism itself is of this material shows a destruction of liver c a 5 
difficult to isolate except at certain stages of the substance similar to that which occurs in chronic See Aspergillosus: (Mycosis) : 
disease and in perfectly fresh material and “blackhead” in Grouse. It would not, however, This disease is caused by a fungus, Aspergil- 
there is some doubt as to its exact relation- be possible to establish the diagnosis in so late lus fumigatus, which becomes established in the 
ships. Its effect on the host is, however, quite a stage of the disease.” air sacs and apparently spreads to other organs. 
characteristic. One or both caeca gradually : 7 7 It is possible also that it may get established 

\- become filled with cheesy necrotic material White Diarrhea: Bacillus pullorum directly in the alimentary canal. It is primarily 
which is more or less blood shot. Sometimes In raising young Grouse in captivity a num- a disease of captive birds, although Dr. Tyzzer 
the young Grouse and occasionally the old birds ber are always lost during the first week or found it in two specimens of wild Grouse sent 
die at this stage before the typical lesions two with all the symptoms of white diarrhea to him from the coverts in 1925. 
appear on the liver. These lesions on the liver in chickens. The vent becomes pasted, the The spores of this mold are found almost 
appear as dark depressed areas with a central intestine blood-shot, and liver pale yellowish. everywhere in the soil and in dust from agri- 
light area and an outer light fringe, at first This year was no exception and the first set- cultural products as well as moldy straw, etc., 
appearing as water-marks but later the white ting of eggs hatched in an incubator were weak and the exact conditions necessary for its path- 
areas grow until the dark portion is entirely from the start and showed all the character- ogenic growth are not well understood though 
obliterated. There is usually also a thick istic symptoms. All tests made by Dr. Brunett heat and humidity seem to be most favorable. 
straw-colored fluid in the loose tissue about for B. pullorum, however, were negative. The In the shipment of twenty Grouse from Alberta, 
the heart and sometimes in the peritoneum young that hatched from the eggs laid by three died within a week and three more 
covering the viscera. the captive bird that died shortly afterwards within a month, all probably from Aspergil- 

This is a very serious disease of the Grouse from a severe infection with Crop Worm  losus although the growth was typical in only 
in captivity and one that is very difficult to appeared the same and again the tests were one. 
combat as it is carried over in the soil from negative. i (Continued on page 86)
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which are now available for the purposes of to realize the need of restriction; that he was some cases considerable pus had formed but 

propagation and protection. the first to volunteer to undertake the work; the vast majority were free from infection and 

In Vermont, in 1865, deer were practically and that he comprises, to date, the only group the birds were suffering more from starvation 

extinct. The original stocks had been killed of Americans willing to finance the expensive or mechanical inconvenience. One captive bird 

off by “crusting’—hunting on deep snow—by game protective project. We must realize, too, which died of “blackhead” was found to have 

dogging, and by any and all of a dozen mur- that the sportsman has accomplished much, and a twig fully an inch long imbedded in the 

derous methods now illegal. In that year the that he has done this in the comparatively short peritoneum behind the stomach, entirely healed 

sportsmen subscribed sufficient money from space of threescore years, for it is only within in with no sign of infection. (See photograph, 
their own pockets to purchase a small herd that time that his agencies and influence have Page 83). Grouse, like other birds, seldom 
of less than twenty animals, and these were been at all adequate and effective. Consider suffer from streptococcus infection. 

released in the mountains and carefully guarded that, for two and a half- centuries little was : : 
: 3 Questionnaire 

by protective measures for which the sports- done to save our game, but, on the contrary, "i ea h fy lea Dee Reni a fe oe it. Th In order to determine when and where the epidemics 
men t! emise ives were responsible. in time the everything was done to exterminate it. © among Grouse and Rabbits have occurred and the extent 

herd had increased so that a short open sea- sportsman had to do his work under the dead of these epidemics, the Grouse Investigation Committee of 

son for the taking of bucks only could be weight of public apathy and against the active the American Game Protective Association needs the fol- 

permitted. During the past twenty years, from and powerful influence of the pot hunter and 10Wité imformation from all sportsmen throughout the 
500 4000 d ae lly b fae Sk Maan nee country, It is equally important to send the information 
onto <9) eer Have annually been taken marxet shooter leagued with the strong legis- whether or not an epidemic has been noticed. Reply to 
by legal methods. So long as present laws are lative cliques which form around any project the following questions and mail to John B. Burnham, iq y proj q 
maintained there is no reason why 2,500 “legal” relating to the exploitation of a national re- ere et Ora Get eons 

buck deer can not be taken in Vermont every source. Excluding epizootic diseases, bad COR 

year. Aside from the value of these animals breeding seasons, invasions by predatory ani- eae ae 
in food and sport, and considering the matter mals, and such similar local disasters and 

only from the idealist’s viewpoint, we actually troubles, our game is holding its own, and, 1. Locality for which report is given, Fill out separate 
have a herd of 15,000 deer where sixty years in many instances, actually showing an increase report for each locality with which you have become 
ago there were none; the result of a project over a period of ten years—a condition that caer 
which has been conceived, executed, and sup- must be credited to the influence of the in- eae Conny Town Gt 
ported by sportsmen. telligent sportsmen of America. ; Q 

Let us consider how the plan would have Provingarr cae scsnpcadanda ye DISSE: Noaic ans anentiesce 

operated had there been no promise of an RUFFED GROUSE INVESTIGATION aie ge ee Bio 

open season to attract the sportsmen. In the SEASON OF 1925-1926 s 

first place, it is very unlikely that funds would sais 3. Name and address of person making report .......... 
have been forthcoming for the purchase of (Continued from page 84) 
the “seed” herd, and even if this were done, ; Arnone ie youne oe in the. prods Bete nant ease Te ee ON Te ame erat 

2 S C house four of the thirty-three died before they amounts ranging from $15,000 to $50,000 a were two weeks old from the formation of a igre iii eel bi nies, «alin: Ato 

year would then need to be raised in order tiny cheesy plug in the lower end of the trachea, ; ‘ é 
to enforce the protective laws, a financial trans- Upon microscopic examination this material * Stee ar oe pierre ben Y fei i 

: ete : : 5 locality whether it has been above normal ii - action probably quite impossible by any means Was found to contain mycelial strands and when ee eae Sonat SEP ee ls 
stHee Gan AE SROOE aineine ad ee plated produced a pure growth of Aspergillus i 
Ee Ce ae rh accuse fumigatus. One other produced typical frut- 
already referred to. The herd would have ing lesions in the thoracic air sacs and another See eres aire nar sane i 
increased to a point disastrous to farm prop- hard white spots in the lungs which showed no pie c 
erty and at that state be wholly or partially mycelium under the microscope but which de- Si aaa Sonar aeraates ONE CIE OTIS 

‘ veloped Aspergillus when plated. 
destroyed by the landowners in defense of their = 2 3) SPlacmiganitic gatas oven onnbeaeepy re pase 

roperty, or it would have been gradually ex- When the epidemic started among these 
proper: a 8 7 grouse the first of August a couple of them WTOC Gis en ee ee 
terminated by poachers able to operate under developed typical Aspergillus lesions in the air 
ineffectual prohibitive legislation. sacs but the majority developed small ulcers 5. Sharp-tailed Grouse ....2.--.eeeeceereceeeeees 

At present, the sportsmen pay the warden throughout the intestinal tract. These showed 
bills; personally assist in the actual enforce- internally as dark necrotic spots and on the G> Praicie.. Chicken: 1525j0s case sesaesiecsseederess 

- mi Gt eee ase Cee eee, outside of the intestine as dark areas bordered 
fe ne gi y , dl by light, to which the peritoneum adhered. J. Sage Grouse ....2.0.-cseeseeseseeeveersorres 

pockets, reimburse the farmer w lose crops are Dr, Brunett was unable to culture any organism . 
occasionally injured by these wild wards of from the necrotic areas but stained sections Ss (Gottontalli. (ase. sn ash asst ces eren cians ecnsers 

the State. through these areas may show mycelial threads. 2 s 9, Jack Rabbi 
Sportsmen’s thought, sportsmen’s interest, and he sections are not yet ready when this report i Q 

; Be ere is being written. TQ Witte MABBit ea ctanen cnecsc dee testis occu 
sportsmen’s money have restored wild life in the orl 
State of Pennsylvania to such a degree that An effort was made to locate the source of 5, Have you any evidence of a migration of Grouse or 
cee othe bh a fh the Aspergillus infection and it was probably Rabbite in your region? 

Dene e. c pey, None Gee, located in the semissolid buttermille which was (6. tisys you any evidence of vene]?, Crosse) in\zour 
servationist’s world. Similar instances might given to the birds during the first two weeks. Socsidy? State line Gf gee a.) ebenmmarnese: 

be quoted to fill a small volume, but enough This buttermilk is an admirable medium for the 7, Have you found any sick ox dead (Creuselini the woods 
has been said to show that, beyond any doubt, growth of molds, including Aspergillus, and ‘ot elsewhere? State cirowmetances: 

the sportsman has seldom touched the wild although every effort was made to remove all 5 Have you found any dead or sick Rabbite? State 
life conservation problem without bringing the buttermilk not consumed and to prohibit circumstances. 
marked benefits which he does not enjoy alone. ish Dwelisne. init (sercc on it was deus: 9, Have Goshawks or Great Herned Owls been above nor- 

oy * scattered into the straw when the birds wiped mal in numbers in your locality this year? 
In the light of the accomplishments of the their bills, or shook their heads according to 19 jay there been an increase or decrease of any other 

past twenty years it is amazing that anyone their custom. The straw in the brooder house teanda? 

familiar with the history of conservation in Was changed only once a week and at such ' 

America should challenge the attitude of the oe the Hee ee Perey sprayed with Write for additional blanks if needed. 
.. _ creolin. dried buttermilk, which was : . 

sportsman. The statement, “The sportsman is  <ocured later, is doubtless a much more satis- _ Specimens are needed to continue the Inves- 
the best conservationist,” is an axiom and no factory product. tigation and instructions will be furnished on 

longer in need of demonstration, and the pro- T (Grounds) request for preparing same for shipment. 
hs é nds ile 

fessional conservationist who doubts this, or Bias foes ee anes x Additional funds are also imperative if the 

who fails to employ the ready assistance of ane Teas of ue oe oh inquiry is to be carried to completion. Sub- 
hi ae Gar Medi fall.” sent to the Committee pro’ AG ke 

the spotsmey, is rapidly “riding fo a fal i from! antealed gunshot’ wourdssor wounds  <ctptons should be sent to the Grouse Inves 

A fair review of the whole question requires caused by hawks or predaceous animals, or tigation Committee, John B. Burnham, Chair- 

us to admit that the sportsman was the first from flying into wires or sharp branches. In man, 233 Broadway, New York City. 
‘
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Di f the Ruffed Grouse 
By A. A. ALLEN, Ph.D., Cornell University 

3 E HAVE now entered on the third placed in southern Wisconsin, northern Min- 

W year of the ruffed grouse investiga- A nesota, northwestern Wyoming and Western 

tion sponsored by the American Game » r Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. 

Protection Association. It has been my privi- he “a As the map shows, however, a very serious 

lege to report for the committee at the past two Fe] _ shortage has occurred over practically the en- 

meetings of the National Game Conference Fix * m4 Lae 4 tire range of the bird. ; 

what progress we have made. I wish that we 74 + During the past season the three committees 

could show more progress or that we could re- Poe . € have received specimens as follows: : 

port a complete solution of the problem, but 7h r' ec ele Massachusetts 222, New Hampshire 165, 

it is a difficult one. If it weren’t the associa- se a Bs Maine 145, Connecticut 44, Rhode Island 41, 

tion never ‘would have undertaken it. It would a Fiat - é eS Vermont 24, New York ot, New Jersey, 4, Nova 

have been settled many years ago. ~ ~~ , = 4 + Scotia 2, Quebec 22, Michigan 79, British Co- 

The New England Sub-Committee, with ee ss a lumbia 4, Washington 3, and Pennsylvania 3, 

Dr. Phillips as chairman, which was formed to a . a ra making a total of 847. We reported previously 

carry on the work in New England, has already My _ i on 923 specimens which had been received, mak- 

published its report. We have recently organ- : — . ing a total of 1,770. grouse or viscera of birds 

ized a Western Sub-Committee with Dr. D. J. ae ; bo b , which have been examined by the three commit- 

Leffingwell as chairman. He was associated + eS tees up to date. The New England Commit- 

with the General Committee for a year and has, % o > ‘A tee has received somewhat more than the Gen- 

the past year, gone to the State College at Pull- P| a” Ve “ te eral Committee, having received and examined 

man, Washington. He will endeavor to get in- * 3 4 about 1,054. : Ea el 

formation on the Western birds which has y OW tet RS The plan developed in the State of Michigan 

been lacking heretofore. “ Bs are . ah through the efforts of Mr. Mershon, former 

The experiments of Dr. R. R. Parker of the Y ed . ah i h mn Commissioner Baird, and Mr. Lovejoy, should 

Spotted Fever Laboratory at Hamilton, Mon- een at *) be mentioned in particular, because of their 

tana, on the relation of Tularaemia to Grouse ee eee: successful effort in securing specimens for the 
have been seriously handicapped for want of : 5 investigation. First a hunter was employed to 

live birds for his experiments. He has discov- Mother Grouse watchiis, soeacogr oe go into the coverts and secure birds through- 
ered that the tick which is largely responsible EF out the range of the grouse in Michigan. Later, 

for ‘the transmission of the disease from one throughout the Arctic regions, migrating ®% this, though efficient, was slow, orders were 

rabbit to another is also found on the grouse. southeasterly until it had practically covered issued to the game wardens to collect speci- 
He has likewise discovered that he could in- the present range of the ruffed grouse in East- ™ens and they secured for us a large number 

fect Blue Grouse artificially with the disease. ern United States as far south as Maryland ©! entire birds, so that we probably have a bet- 

As he has been unable to secure specimens of and Virginia, but concentrating along the At- tet idea ot the normal percentage of parasitism 

Ruffed Grouse for his experiments we have {antic seaboard. He didn’t find, however, from "4 disease in Michigan than elsewhere. 
felt justified in using some of the funds con- an analysis of the stomach contents, that the The percentage of parasitism in general was 

tributed for this investigation to purchase owl had been very destructive to the grouse. about what we have found it before. We re- 

birds for him. Tularaemia is such a wide Along with the snowy owl, however, came con- ceived only one specimen showing the crop worm; 

spread and such a contagious diseasa of rabbits siderable numbers of goshawks. The informa- 35 with the stomach worm (which we believe 

that no one can doubt the necessity for deter- tion secured as to its migration and its food to be the worst parasite of the grouse) ; 78 in- 

mining once and for all whether it is a possible has not yet been fully tabulated but it has fected with the gizzard worm; 258 with the 

disease of the grouse. shown, as might be expected, that it was very large Ascarid, the large round worm, which 

During this past season of ‘26 and ’27 we destructive to the grouse. most are familiar with. It is the most conspicu- 

have endeavored to ascertain the status of the As to the status of the grouse, I have pre- ous parasite, but we have no evidence as yet 

grouse throughout the coverts so that we could pared a tentative map which appears herewith. to show that it is destructive to the bird. Only 

present a general picture of the situation. It It shows by diagonal lines the scarcity of grouse 11 specimens were found with caecal worms, 

has been difficult because of getting so many as reported throughout its range, with the ex- probably owing to the fact that we did not re- 

confusing reports. We sent out something ception of a few places where it has either ceive many specimens this year from Pennsyl- 
over 1,000 questionnaires and received only held its own or is gradually coming back. vania which seems to be the center of infec- 

some 150 replies and those that we did get Places where grouse were reported normal tion for that particular parasite. 

were somewhat conflicting. or above are shown by dots. Apparently the We went on with our study of the life his- 

The questionnaire, in addition to calling for] grouse did not disappear at the same time tory of these parasites; and through the funds 

the status of the grouse, called for certain other | throughout the coverts but disappearance be- contributed, we were able to continue the em- 

information. It asked, likewise, for informa- | gan in 1923 and ’24 in Minnesota and in Al- ployment of a parasitologist, Mrs. E. K. 
tion as to the migration of goshawks and] berta in '24 and ’25, while in Ontario and Que- Burckmyer, who spent her time trying to work 

horned owls. It didn’t call for information as} bec and in parts of New England and the out the life history cycles, particularly that of 

to the migration of snowy owls as we hadn’t | Middle Atlantic States, no great shortage was the stomach worm. Those who are not familiar 

anticipated their coming. However, we got observed until 1926 or even 1927. In parts of with the technique involved will not appreciate 

considerable information concerning it as well the East, particularly Virginia and West Vir- perhaps the difficulties encountered, particularly 

as the grouse and the goshawk. Prof. Gross of | ginia, and parts of Pennsylvania and a few where one cannot have an abundance of ma- 

the New England Committee has tabulated al! places in central and northeastern New York, terial. It is very difficult, to work out the life 
the information regarding the Snowy Owl and the grouse are still apparently in normal num- history of any parasite, even the poultry para- 

published it in the October number of “The bers, that is to say, about the same as they sites where one has any quantity of material. 

Auk”, the official organ of the American Orni- have been in the past ten years. Where one is of necessity limited as to the 

thologists Union. He shows in this paper the In the northern half of the southern penin- number of birds to experiment with, as in this 

extent of the migration of the snowy owl; how  sula of Michigan the grouse are reported as investigation, it makes the problem much more 

it came down from its breeding grounds coming back as is likewise the case in a few difficult. Mrs. Burckmyer apparently has
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worked out the intermediate host of the stomach of the first bird that it had a severe infection A specimen sent to me this fall by Mr. Burn- 
worm, as I think I reported before, in a little with the crop worm which I discussed in my ham, which his dog had caught in an emaciated 
sowbug and certain of its allies, crustaceans last report. We found that this parasite af- condition, was found to be suffering from an 
that live in stagnant pools. They will hatch the fects, apparently the haemoglobin of the blood advanced case of Aspergillosus, the fungous 
eggs of the worm which gpparently will not which is responsible for the elimination of disease of the air sacs. This bird, likewise, 
hatch under any other circumstances. But as wastes. The pigment in the bird’s feathers, the had large areas of black feathers replacing the 

normal gray and brown. It had apparently 
iPS B Cc. D> contracted the disease before or during the molt 

jets * ie 5 and it had so affected the haemoglobin as to 
PS rs = G : cause the excess development of melanin or 

i A a ae black pigment in the new feathers. Another 
an aes aS is a bird that had been killed by stomach worms, 

4 cei fii i likewise, showed an excess of melanin. 
at Ds y ae " iF a . ee One should not infer from these observations. 

“ z Sad ii ae ‘ } . ‘ag aly oy, ae that every case of the development of an ex- 
tS) ea \ uN / eI An % of ye cess of pigment is due to disease, or that dis- 

bd ak ci i gr Pity pn OS 7 \ A eG ease always produces an excess of pigment. 
met ig WR r { t 4 . wees NY oe More often than not, diseases prove fatal to 

t Pa ij tf Nl hae iy dal ¢ TN ity gr i the birds during the strain of the moult if not 
Mite rain ee by iy oe " ‘! 3 ae Y eae before, and no opportunity is given the bird to 
ER / ) ray) iA ew ae 4 fi = develop the black feathers. The disease must 
Oe 4 Fi? ] ied oe ri ; ew it .f Si y a be in its early stages during the moult to pro- 
ye) Nerina Fy en p ee oe | duce the result described. 
y yo ; yo ie aes Fe a Lg We continued this year our experiments in 

a ee ua, 4 HH} ~ yf aM tA & ys . trying to raise grouse in captivity. Last year 
a rom ERS 4 re pn ge 4? r ye 5 I discussed the various methods that we have 
OM | h es thus far attempted. We have experimented 

a Pay K . | with some eight or nine different methods, and 
ae ; eg % - LS Me have finally come to the brooder house as be- 4 | ) ; 
ag z 4 ay ing the best way of eliminating all of the dis- 

| eases like coccidiosis and blackhead which come 
4 from the foster mother. 

Pn ae ee Last year, it will be recalled, we raised some 
Do Grouse get black from disease? A, died from on ee three dozen birds until they were eight weeks. 
died from stomach worms. C, died from blackhead. D, normal bird of age and then lost the entire lot, all but four, with usual amount of black in plumage. All females. from a form of enteritis very similar to the 

so-called _quail_disease. The only organism 
yet she hasn’t been able to infect other birds black and brown, is melanin, which is a waste which we could isolate from the lesions, which 
with the larvae. We have not had live grouse product of metabolism. Apparently when the appear as small ulcers in the intestine, was the 
to experiment with, and of necessity we have 
had to use chickens and adult fowls and more a PE - 23 - ro ym >< a Ria E a ae 
recently pigeons and they all seem to be im- " BA fae i 7 nd 8 a 
mune or resistant to it. We have now secured <a sy aie 4 a oN 3m — 
a few live grouse from Alberta and we hope or oa £ Fa Ar a = s 
for better results. - f eae o I Soe S I a . 
We have likewise been making a study of the a a f Sa Si TP.” 4 Ys 

normal blood and the blood during diseases in Gj = & _ r oi 7 Lar F> 

the hope that it may show us something. We ae ag (fe veal Se Ss 
have also been examining blood smears for the Te : ES a ke le 
presence of any blood parasites which are a SSS < a. res a CAP ax Br 
known to be destructive to certain forms of Y a Md Psa ei = 7 aceay S 
bird life. The blood smears of a large number iy 2 ’ a some & SN Dt, geo > 
of grouse taken in the field, however, have is? es ‘ SS Lae > aed > ae 
as yet yielded nothing, | os wee. SS a me Ne 2 rN pages 

We likewise made blood counts of certain ee & = 7 Fn i. Taner EF yh 
birds, normal and otherwise, and while we have = Tag hw Sp SE Say es] ds 
found nothing of practical importance as yet, } ( s Sein. =, og = ey 
we ‘have found some things of considerable in- 4 Or) ae e . We OAL 5 2 rah geen (gone tat Pr eh terest. For example, note the skins of birds g De att j a as | 
shown in the accompanying illustration. All ee SSS | Pe Se eo Sst 
are familiar with the various color phases that yy ee pact Oo ees afi & 
occur in grouse, anything from a gray to a S ee) ek? aes eee? Cine AP 
yellow brown preponderant color, and occa- Ae se i ey DC ane ere ee SoH Ye 
sionally one secures a bird that is spotted with E iS ve 7 . ig eee OE a Gents CS a ae Fs 
black. The specimen on the left is a female eS Ve AOE Fi NaA Wade Talal i <i 
that I had in captivity. The cock birds, 

handled it rather roughly; pulling out all the Be 
feathers on the back and head and many on the Mother Grouse and two of her chicks. 
breast. New feathers immediately started to 
grow in again. When they unfolded they ap- bird becomes anemic and the haemoglobin is ordinary colon bacillus which is found in the 
peared an almost solid uniform black. The below par, more melanin is deposited in the intestine of practically every healthy bird. 
bird marked C died of blackhead but passsed feathers and the feathers come out very much Last year the epidemic started after a period 
through the molt before dying, and developed blacker or entirely black where they should of extremely hot weather when the thermometer 
the large black spots. We found in the case have been brown. stood at over 90 degrees for several days. This
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year we repeated the experiment with the in- bantam in a small enclosure, and they de- but it was like trying to find a needle in a 
cubator and brooder to see if we would have veloped the same trouble at the same time. haystack, If there were three dead birds in 
the same trouble and to learn how to elimi- One might have thought, as we did last year an enclosure of perhaps three-fourths of an 
nate it. i ; that Possibly the disease had come from the acre and I went over it carefully, knowing they 

Last year we had slight trouble with Asper- fly larvae or from some other food, but this were somewhere in it, and yet couldn't find 
gillosus, a fungus disease, but we managed ts year in addition to the two groups of bird. ‘ ra 3 é _ : them, what chance have we of finding the 
eliminate it entirely this year. Last year we mentioned, I had one mother grouse which I - AMG ds? Thi f 

fed the young birds on fly larvae, semi-solid had raised the previous year and which laid Aone opus Cee te oer us left 
buttermilk and pheasant meal, gradually getting eggs in captivity, in an enclosure of about ie mother os but six young, and these 

them over onto a regular mash. We found three-quarters of an acre of natural grouse she raised until they were three weeks old 
that the insect food was necessary. The infec- cover, I had no mate for this bird, for though When two more disappeared. Those two were 
tion from the fungus, Aspergillosus, we laid to I secured a wild wing-tipped male bird, she large enough so that they may have been taken 
the semi-solid buttermilk and by eliminating would not accept him as a mate. Her eggs were by some hawk. There was no evidence of it, 
it and using dried buttermilk and using shay- infertile, but I removed them and gave her some ut they disappeared, and once again I could 
ings instead of straw in the brooder we did wild eggs to hatch so that she would be able not find them in the enclosure. This left her 
away with the fungus entirely this year. But to rear some young of her own under natural with only four young. She kept these until 

when the birds were a month old, and we had conditions. These nine young were given no they were between seven and eight weeks of 
at that time forty in the brooder house, they maggots and no buttermilk, and no artificial age. Then one of them disappeared and two 

contracted the same form of enteritis that they food of any kind until they were over three others looked unhealthy, so I took them out 
had the previous year, and it occurred under weeks of age. There were plenty of insects in Of the enclosure, and put them in a small cage 
exactly the same conditions when the temper- this enclosure and other food, plenty of vege- on the lawn. One of them died the next. day 
ature had risen to over 90 degrees for two , tation and flowers. (They seemed to be very and the second the day following and both had 
days. We were unable to find any organism Veena of the s of blueberries). exactly the same trouble as the brooder-house 
of importance other than the colon bacillus and At the age of seven days we had three days birds. Moreover, their death followed a period 
this leads us to think that perhaps this bacillus of precipitation. The mother bird got very when the temperature hwas again over 90 de- 
can become toxic under certain conditions of wet, although she did manage to keep the grees and had been for two days. It is very 
heat and humidity. young dry, but three of the young disappeared. possible that the two that disappeared when 

In addition to those in the brooder I kept a What became of them, I do not know. TI they were three weeks old may have died from 
check by raising one brood of grouse with a searched the enclosure as carefully as I could (Continued on page 36) 
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THE RUFFED GROUSE INVESTIGATION: PROGRESS 

REPORT FOR 1928 

By A. A. AtLEn, Pu.D. 

Cornell University 

Any study of disease and especially a study of epidemics can be carried 

on most expeditiously where there is a great concentration of individuals. 

We would not get very far if we attempted to study small-pox or diph- 

theria or influenza in the North Woods. Neither do we get very far 

when we attempt a study of Grouse diseases where or when there are 

not any Grouse. 

The year 1928 has been characterized by a great shortage of Grouse 

almost throughout its entire range. All of the provinces of Canada 

except Quebec and the Yukon declared a closed season as did also nine 

of the northern United States where Grouse shooting is ordinarily 

enjoyed. In most of the other Grouse states the birds were reported 

as below normal and in some unsuccessful efforts to close the season were 

made. Because of this shortage of birds, no effort was made this year 

to gather specimens for the investigation, it being felt that the few birds 

remaining in the coverts were doubtless healthy and needed protec- 

tion. Nevertheless several things of importance developed this year 

which makes it seem advisable to make a report of progress at this time. 

TULAREMIA 

Perhaps no feature of the general Grouse investigation received more 

publicity this year than the disease called “Tularemia” or “rabbit fever.” 

This disease, which has been shown to be the cause of widespread epi- 

demics among rabbits, it has been thought might also he the origin of 

the so-called “Grouse Disease.” 

Two years ago Dr. R. R. Parker of the Spotted Fever Laboratory at 

Hamilton, Montana showed that he could artificially infect Blue Grouse 

with the disease and that while it produced death in a few days it pro- 

duced no visible lesions. He likewise discovered what might be a 

natural means of transmission of the disease in the common rabbit 

tick which is also found on the Grouse. These discoveries of Dr. 

Parker we considered so important that your Committee purchased some 

83,
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live Ruffed Grouse for Dr. Parker so that he could continue his experi- 
ments. Up to the present time, however, Dr. Parker has been unable 
to infect Grouse with Tularemia by means of the rabbit ticks. 

Dr. Green and Miss Wade of the University of Minnesota Medical 
School have repeated and extended the work of Dr. Parker including 
some experiments on Pheasants and Hungarian Partridges and they 
contributed a very interesting report on their experiments to American 
Game for August and September, 1928. It will be recalled that they 
found the Hungarian Partridge equally susceptible with the Grouse in 
experimental infection with Tularemia but the Pheasant they found 
quite resistant. 

Experimental tests must not be confused with actual field discoveries, 
nor artificial infection with natural infection. I do not minimize the 
importance of the discoveries of Drs. Parker, Green and Wade when I 
call attention to the fact that, as yet, there is not a single known case of 
Tularemia in birds contracted by natural means, even in captivity. 

Furthermore the problem of identifying a case of Tularemia in birds 
is made increasingly difficult by their discoveries that the birds under 
experimental infection died showing no visible lesions or means of 
identifying the disease. The only way it could be identified was to 
reinject healthy guinea pigs with serum from the dead birds producing 
typical lesions on these animals. 

Dr. Parker is continuing his experiments in transmission of Tularemia 
by means of infected ticks and also plans to experiment with infected 
maggots, at the suggestion of Mr. G. H. Corsan. He is handicapped, 
however, by a shortage of live Grouse to experiment with since the last 
lot we sent him had high mortality in shipment and we have been unable 
to locate another source of supply. 

‘ GROUSE MIGRATION 

In an interesting article contributed to the August-September 
American Game, Mr. George Sutton brings up the matter of the possi- 
bility of a migration of the Grouse in Pennsylvania. This is one feature 
of the life history of the Grouse to which your Committee has given 
study and upon which it would like more information. Up to the pres- 
ent time we have been unable to get any definite information proving 
that there is ever a definite migration of the Ruffed Grouse. On the 
other hand there are plenty of facts to prove that there is ordinarily no 
migration. 

There is never an appearance of the northern races of the Ruffed
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Grouse further south in winter. Covies, when not “shot up,” frequently 

remain together all through the winter. Replacement of birds when > 

the breeding stock is all “shot out” is very slow. Old birds are found 

in the same place throughout the year and in successive years. No 

“fights” of Grouse have been recorded other than birds similar to the 

ones reported by Audubon as flying across the Ohio river to get into | 

better feeding grounds on the other side. 

Of course there is the problem of the so-called “crazy grouse” which 

some consider as a form of migration. The evidence collected by your 

Committee thus far indicates that these birds have made the unusual 

flights largely through fright occasioned by one of several causes. 

Some that we have examined have apparently been struck by Hawks or é 

Owls; a considerable percentage have been parasitized with the stomach 

worm ; and a number have been picked up after high wind storms during 

the night. In a few cases the birds have been apparently normal and 

have flown into windows during the day and here the cause of fright was 

indeterminable. 

REPORT OF THE NEW ENGLAND COMMITTEE 

On September first the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective 

Association published a progress report of the New England Grouse 

Investigation Committee in which Professor A. O. Gross of Bowdoin 

College, who is in charge of the investigation, gives a very interesting 

summary of the food studies of 455 Grouse made by Mr. Sperry of the 

Biological Survey. He likewise gives a summary of the weights and 

measurements of 100 male and 100 female Grouse. 

AUTOPSY OF SPECIMENS 

Owing to the scarcity of Grouse no general call was made for specimens 

but scattering birds found dead in the woods were sent in from various 

quarters and these were all carefully studied. 

The Conservation Commission of the State of Wisconsin issued orders 

to its game wardens to collect specimens throughout the State for the 

investigation and through the active interest of Mr. W. B. Grange we 

received about 75 specimens from parts of the Grouse range from which 

we previously had no specimens. By a study of these specimens we 

were able to extend the known range of a number of the parasites in- 

cluding that of the stomach worm not previously recorded west of New 

York State.
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The general Committee has now examined nearly 1,300 specimens and 
"the New England Committee over 1,200 making over 2,500 specimens 

altogether which have been carefully autopsied. 

LIFE HISTORY OF PARASITES 

The work on the life history of the parasites of the Ruffed Grouse was 
discontinued this year for want of fresh material. The work was so 
handicapped last year because of a shortage of live parasites from which 
to get eggs that it was thought useless to attempt anything this year 
with the Grouse season closed in New York State and no source of 
supply in sight. Instead some rather extensive studies of the blood of 

7 the Grouse were made by Mrs. W. K. Burkmyer, our parasitologist. 

BLOOD STUDIES 

During previous hunting seasons slides were taken into the field and 
blood smears made from all Grouse killed. These were preserved, 
stained and examined for blood parasites, none of which was found. 

Blood smears were also made from all captive Grouse both hand- 
reared and wild-trapped, healthy and diseased, young and old. Blood 
counts were likewise made and the various types of corpuscles figured 
as well as counted in both healthy and diseased birds. 

The significance of these studies is not yet well understood owing to’ 
the lack of comparable material but they should become increasingly 
valuable as our studies progress. 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION 

No new experiments in artificial propagation were attempted this 
year. One hand-reared female, with no mate, that laid eggs and wanted 
to set was given a setting of wild eggs in place of her own infertile ones. 
She hatched nine and raised two to maturity in spite of very inclement 
weather with only four days of sunshine during June. A second setting, 
given to a bantam as a check, all died within two weeks. 

GROUSE COVERTS 

From the very start of this Grouse investigation it has seemed desir- 
able to have an area of Grouse cover that could be studied intensively 
and observed carefully from one year to the next. An area upon which 
all of the Grouse could be discovered and where a record could be kept 
of what became of them; an area where all of the food plants and feeding
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areas could be charted and a record of the movements of the Grouse and 

particularly the young Grouse could be preserved. 

This year Mr. Gardiner Bump completed such a survey of what is 

known as the Connecticut Hill Area about 13,000 acres of hill land 17 

miles southwest of Ithaca, N. Y. Within this area the New York State 

Conservation Commission has decided to develop a Game Refuge and 

Demonstration Forest and already options have been taken on about 

4,000 acres. 

Within this Connecticut Hill region we selected an area of about 1,200 

acres and Mr. Bump prepared a detailed map of all the vegetation on 

the tract and located especially all of the Grouse food plants. We then 

made a special effort to locate all the Grouse on this tract at the begin- 

ning of the hunting season and decided there were 22 Grouse on the area. 

This was in a region open to public hunting though because of its 

relative remoteness there seemed to be few hunters present on any of 

the days when Mr. Bump was there. At the close of the hunting season 

when there was snow on the ground and the Grouse were relatively easy 

to find, another census was made and the largest number of Grouse 

that could be found was four. A careful check was then made of all 

the sportsmen who were likely to have hunted within the area and 

though no hunter killed more than three Grouse, the killing of 20 Grouse 

from this area was established. The killing of two more during the 

winter by an Owl and a Fox left the area with but two Grouse for the 

following season. Here the cause for the “Grouse Epidemic” was 

obviously over shooting. This area will be followed from year to year 

and an attempt made to determine the method of “come-back”’ if 

one is staged. 

STATUS OF THE “GROUSE DISEASE” 

One common belief regarding the “Grouse Disease” is that not only 

is it due to one organism but that it occurs periodically and more or 

less uniformly all over the country. If the present depression is typical 

of all previous ones, and there is no reason for believing that it is not, 

it has not come suddenly nor is it in the same stage in the various parts 

of the birds’ range. In a few places undoubtedly the Grouse are at 

present at their lowest ebb; in others they are still on the downward 

path; while in still others the low point has been passed and the pendu- 

lum is on the upward swing. Take it the country over, however, the 

year 1928 marks a very low point in the history of Grouse abundance.
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That we may understand how gradually the ebb tide has come, how- 
ever, consider for a moment that parts of New York State began report- 
ing a serious shortage as early as 1922; Alberta reported an epidemic in 
1923, Minnesota in 1924, Michigan in 1925, Massachusetts and most of 
New England and Labrador in 1926, while New York State reports its 
greatest shortage in 1927 and Pennsylvania reports Grouse still numer- 
ous in 1928 though on the downward path. 

In spite of all this variation, however, because of the continuance of 
shortages in some places or the slow recovery in others, the year 1927 
or 1928 will be set down as one of the epidemic years. 

No new diseases or parasites were uncovered this year but from what 
has already been reported upon (see American Game, October, 1926), it 
can be understood that probably no one parasite or disease is responsible 
for any widespread epidemic. The ones that have been discovered thus 
far will explain a great many local epidemics which, added to a failure of 
the mouse and rabbit supply of the north country with resulting in- 
vasions of predaceous species to the south, may be sufficient to explain 
all the “epidemics” that have thus far been recorded. 

Following this report a reel of motion pictures showing the life history 
of the Ruffed Grouse was shown: the drumming male, the nesting female, 
the hatching of the egg and the growth of the young and the mother 
Grouse with her young. It likewise showed young Grouse being reared . 
in a brooder.
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Frederick K. Vreeland 
31 Nassau Street 

New York, N.Y. 

September 21, 1917, 

Mr. John B. Burnhan, 

Woolworth Building, , 

New York City. 

My dear John: 

I thank you for sending me a copy of your letter 

to Dr. Hewitt on the rabbit question. This is a subject 

which interests me also very greatly and I am very glad to 

have the new Light that you throw on it, 

An interesting point in the Northwest in the rela- 

tion of the rabbits to the lynx and other carnivora that prey ‘ 

upon it - indeed one can trace the cycle of the rabbits fairly 

accurately by studying the catch of furs at a given point, 

To illustrate, I enclose herewith a record, plotted in ; ' 

the form of a curve, of the catch of lynx at Fort McLeod, B.C., a 

near the foot of McLeod lake, Parsnip River country. The data y 

were taken from the records of the Hudson Bay post. 

You will note that the maxima and minima of the curve e 

@o not coincide with thoseefor the rabbits - there seems to be ‘ 

a lag of the lynx behind the rabbits, as one might naturally 

expect from the law of cause and effect. : 

It would be very interesting, I think, to get similar 

reports from other posts, and in this way we perhaps could get 

an answer to the very interesting question that you propound, 

With best regards, I am | 

Very sincerely yours, 
Fred'k, Vreeland 

> >»
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a Raffed Grouse and Rabbit Shortages uy ¥ 

Digest of Articles in “American Game" Rov 

"Woy Grouse are Scarce” John 3, Burnham, Jan. 1916. 

p. 4. “Alarming decrease of ruffed grouse all over the greuse belt of the 
United States & Canada". 

4, Forester Woodruff of N. Y. Commission "investigated cause of scarcity 
at that time", (See p. 6) Found possible intestinal disease, and a 
larger number of reports of tick-infested grouse. Ticks also reported 
by Bradshaw of Saskatchewan. 

4, "LOLE saw greatest scarcity of rabbits throughout the nerthlend". 

5. 1908 Burnham saw "remarkable migration of goshanks in I. W. Quebec, 
That was a year of partridge scarcity". 6 men in 3 weeks saw 3 
partridge; in a later year killed 90 for food in same territory. 

5. 1916 & 1917 broucht coshawk migrations in Norther U. 8. 

5. 1917-8 rabbits were scarce in North N. Y, resulting in large eathh of 
: horned owls on game farm, (also 1916; see p. 5) 

5. Gilman of Minn. called attention in fall of 1918 to partridge shortages 
on large game refuges in Mim. & Ontario. 

5. "the entire north has been stricken in the present instance in the same 
year by the plague" (rabbit). 

5. Capps of U.S.G.S. says in Mt McKinley N.P., Alaska, rabbits very scarce 
in 1916, Arch deacon Stuck (Yukon) quote: "Lhe year when this is 
written (1917) there are no rabbits in the country", 

5. Moore, Scotch Lake, New Brunswick: "In the early spring of 1916 they 
(hares) were very plenty. —- lest winter tracks were very scarce. I 
can remember a few times in the last 50 years that they disappeared 
about the sane tine” (Meaning "simultaneously" or "in summer" 7 A.L.) 

5. Treblay, la Tugue, Quebec; "for the last two years the rabbits have 
nearly entirely disappeared” (Dated Jan. 8) 

5 Macarthur, Southmag, Ontario, Jan. 12: "in my rambles so far this 
winter I have seen scarcely a rabbit track." 

5. ¥. X, Vreeland says catch of lynx at Ft. McLeod, B.C., shows heavy 
catches of lynx in 1895 and 1904-5-6. Burnham infers these were periods 
of rabbit scarcity, the lynx lagging behind the rabbit curve.
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p- 6 2, W. Nelson on London fur sales show "largest number of lynx skins 
were collected during the winters of 1837~S, 1848-9, 1857-8, 1867-8, 

1877-8, 1886-7. The number of hare skins collected and sold by the company 
(Hudson Bey) reached its maximm in the one or two years. iumediately 

Teoes gocteds of iesenianss "oF tate es toa Pollowing each of 
these periods of abundance of hares and 1; $ came corresponding 
riods of decreases in the numbers of skins of both these animals", 

Gretson refers to a graph which is doubtless in U.S.3.S, file), 

pe 6 Hewitt (consulting goologist, Canada); "there is little doubt that 
the mortality among vabbits is due to disease and that they a44 largely 
during the summer months", Says in Labrador mice play same role as 
rabbits. 

p- 6 Burnham concludes from graphs since 1836 cycle is 10 instead of 7 years. 

p- 6. Last preceeding grouse shortage in N. Y. was in 1907, at which time 
EB. ¥. Woodreff studied the evidence and wrete "The Scarcity of Raffed 
Grouse in 1907" printed as part of the Commissions report in 1908. 

Pp 7. Burnham on cottontails; "We have been unable to ascertain whether or 
not cottontail rabbits are similarly affected by disease over their 
range." 

Pe 7. Woodruff & Deane agfee to heavy flight coshawks in N. B, winter of 
1906-7. Also 1916-17, 1917-18, : . 

RESes OG: 26 Vame Vonrerence. pris ei rt 

(Discussion of Burnham's paper in January 1918 issue). 

P. 12. Hewitt (consulting Zoologist, Canada) :" I do not know if my own 
investigations would allow me to go quite sé far as Mr. Burnham has 
gone and to say that the plague occurs during the same year throughout 
the whole of the northern territory. - I rather doubt that. - — I 

would say that the plague occurs within about two years, and at the 
most, three years", 

pe 12, BH, W. Nelson: Correspondent from upper Quebec River, west of Mt. McKinley 
say for 2 yrs. following the last abundance of rabbits (1916-7) there 
Was a sWarm of goshawks and horned owls into the wooded region of that 
area. “They practically cleaned up the ptarmigan, Spruce grouse, and 
raffed grouse, When the grouse became very scarce, the haves and owls 
suddenly disappeared". 

Pp. 12, Jefferys (ligr. U.S. Expt. Fur Farm): Rabbits plenty in ¥. W. Ontario 
1912-13, also owls,



Grouse Scarcity Follows Rabbit Disease (Jan. 1919 Iasus.) 

pe 9. Governor Riggs of Alaska: "About 2 years ago ptarmigan and grouse 

disappeared almost entirely over a considerable pert of Alaska, 

"The most probable cause seems to be that at this time occured the 

periodic dying off of rabbits and hares, and in consequence the 

predatory animals - - were forced to prey on game birds". 

jean ¢ 

p. Sl, Epidemic which killed Allens artificially reared grouse at 8 weeks 

resembled "quail disease"; Killed Bantam as well. (No blood smears 

or guinea pig tests?) 

p. 81. Blood smears taken from living and freshly shot birds. 1 bird had a 

plood parasite not yet identified, 

p. Sl. No birds exemined: N.Y. 180, Mich, 176, Mess, 141, N. H. 71, Conn. 68, 

Maine 61, Rhode Island 46, Penn, 32, Vermont 23, Wis, 16, Minn. 14, 
N. J. 8, Nova Scotia 2, Virginia 1, Maryland 1, uimom 7, Also 21 

adult and 55 young in captivity. Total 923. 

pe 82. Searcity in 1926 reported in N. Maine, Nova Scotia, N. Brunswick, 
Quebeso, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatechewan, Alberta, N. Minn., Wisconsin, 

N. P. of Mich,, Hudson Valley of N. Y. up to Albany, Sullivan Co., Pa, 
W. Conn. “Elsewhere, and at some points within the foregoing 

territory, Grouse were reported in normal or incregsed numbers." 

p. 82. Wo evidence of the one disease theory, "On the contrary over 20 
different parasites and diseases were found" etc. 

p. 86, Meny of "sick" birds were cripples, One had a 1" twig behind the 
stomach, healed, no infection.



"Diseases of The Buffed Grouse" 4.4, Allen, March 1925. 

p. 29. Tularemia, Refers to Parker but not Green. 

p. 29. Showing Owl & Goshawk migration in 1927. Owls get few grouse, 
; Goshawk many. 

p- 29. Status Map, Scarce in 1927 throughout its range except: 

1, large spot in B.C, & W. Oregon & Wash, 
2. Small spot in N. W. Wyoming. ‘ 

ess Saee 3s: Saters N. W. Duluth. 
. & PF. h, and below Green Bay, Wis. 

5. Small spots N. & 8. of lake Brie at Buffalo. 
6. Large spot in Penn. & W. Va. 

. 7. 3 emall spots in (N. Brunswick?) 

Beginning date ‘Of 1927 Shortage was: 
a) Minnesota ine & h, 

Alberta 1924 @ 5. ‘ 
¢) Ontario, Quebec, New England, & Middle Atlantic 1926 or even 7. 

Virginia, W. Va., parts of Penn., & few places in central & 
H.W. N.Y. not hit yet. 

Pp 29. Mo.specimens received 1927 by 3 regional committees: 

Mass. 222; N. H. 165, Maine 145, Conn. 44, BZ. U1, Vermont 2%, 
N.Y. 91, N. ¥. 4, Nova Scotia 2, Quebec, 22, Mich. 79, B.C, 4, 
Wash, 3, Penn. 3, Total S47. Total 1926 was 923. Total to date 1770, 
Of these the New England Committee got 1054. 

De 30. Blood smears of "large number of grouse taken in field" as yet yielded 
nothing. 

p» 30. Color. Thin birds full of parasites develop dark feathers due to 
excess of melanin, i.e, if they molt before @ping. 

p. 31. Artificial Rearing: Both Bantam & brooder birds died of enteritis | 
with the onset of hot humid weather, Also remnant of brood raised by 
a@ hen grouse in pen.
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* Recent Developments zz Grouse Studies tee 
x rh A Progress Report of the Ruffed Grouse Investigation for 1928 

¥ v 
BY A. A. ALLEN, Ph.D., Cornell University 

NY study of disease and especially a study importance of the discoveries of Drs. Parker, 

m4 of epidemics can be carried on most ex- Green and Wade when I call attention to the 

peditiously where there is 2 great con- he / , fact that, as yet, there is not a single known 

centration of individuals. We would not get ‘ a case of Tularemia in birds contracted by natural 

very far if we attempted to study smallpox . ie al ewes . means even in captivity. 

or diphtheria or influenza in the North Woods. eet y ~~ ee ny Furthermore the problem of identifying a case 

Neither do we get very far when we attempt . = “ of Tularemia in birds is made increasingly 

a study of grouse diseases where or when there 4 ae ae, i difficult by their discoveries that the birds under 

are not any grouse. i> Fi . # of > experimental infection died showing no visible 

The year 1928 has been characterized by a ae J eo M ‘ lesions or means of identifying the disease. The 

great shortage of grouse almost throughout its f E> i bees se os hed only way it could be identified was to reinject 

entire range. All of the provinces of Canada Bea Ss Te Tila ys! healthy Guinea Pigs with serum from the dead 

except Quebec and the Yukon declared a closed pS oe 4 eS bee wot birds producing typical lesions on these animals. 

season as did also nine of the northern United a Sys: at aa eee Dr. Parker is continuing his experiments in 

States where grouse shooting is ordinarily en- eh: > oe : Fs <3 Foss transmission of Tularemia by means of infected 

joyed. In most of the other grouse states the ood eS SS p , < ticks and also plans to experiment with infected 

birds were reported as below normal and in > ay ot bi Lae S i Za maggots, at the suggestion of Mr. G. H. Cor- 

some unsuccessful efforts to close the season Pee aes Bef Fred oe san. He is handicapped, however, by a shortage 

were made. Because of this shortage of birds, a Kok ei one eA Fee ar, of live grouse to experiment with since the last 

no effort was made this year to gather speci- SR A ie ee Pw a ae lot we sent him had high mortality in ship- 

mens for the investigation, it being felt that ment and we have been unable to locate another 

the few birds remaining in the coverts were source of supply. 

doubtless healthy and needed protection. Never- Grouse Migration 

theless several things of importance developed oo . In an interesting article contributed to the 
this year which makes it seem advisable to August-September AMERICAN GAME, Mr. 

make a report of progress at this time. George Sutton brings up the matter of the pos- 
Tularemia eR By - ~ sibility of a migration of the grouse in Penn- 

Perhaps no feature of the general grouse in- ig? “= ~ sylvania. This is one feature of the life his- 

Sail __vestigation received more publicity this year ___ cs 5 . tory of the grouse which your Committee has. mz 
than the disease called “Tularemia” or “rabbit € Zz, an Pe given study and upon which it would like more 

fever”. This disease, which has been shown to a ai Ea 2 . ES : information. Up to the present time we have 

be the cause of widespread epidemics among i 7a be been unable to get any definite information 

rabbits, has been thought might also be the | PA \ proving that there is ever a definite migration 
origin of the so-called “Grouse Disease”. a a \ of the Ruffed Grouse. On the other hand there 

Two years ago Dr. R. R. Parker of the Lee ‘ are plenty of facts to prove that there is ordi- 

Spotted Fever Laboratory at Hamilton, Mon- narily no migration. 

tana showed that he could artificially infect pe co i There is never an appearance of the northern 

Blue Grouse with the disease and that while it ed races of the Ruffed Grouse further south in 

produced death in a few days it produced no winter. Covies, when not “shot up,” frequently 

visible lesions. He likewise discovered what remain together all through the winter. Re- 

might be a natural means of transmission of the placement of birds when the breeding stock is 

disease in the common rabbit tick which is also all “shot out” is very slow. Old birds are found 

found on the grouse. These discoveries of Dr. ; pe in the same place throughout the year and in 

Parker we considered so important that your cc successive years. No “flights” of grouse have 

Committee purchased some live Ruffed Grouse = Sot a ee er ~~ been recorded other than birds similar to the 

for Dr. Parker so that he could continue his ieclial es Se; ones reported by Audubon as flying across the 

experiments. Up to the present time, however, F a “ pooch Ohio river to get into better feeding grounds 

Dr. Parker has been unable to infect grouse b Mia | on the other side. 

with Tularemia by means of the rabbit ticks. af Aue Of course there is the problem of the so- 

Dr. R. G. Green and Miss Wade of the Uni- Fa called “crazy grouse” which some consider as a 

versity of Minnesota Medical School have re- ~ ie form of migration. The evidence collected by 

peated and extended the work of Dr. Parker em Vee eta your Committee thus far indicates that these 
including some experiments on pheasants and Pie se [PRES = birds have made the unusual flights largely 

Hungarian Partridges and they contributed a ae ‘ ee Heri atin menastaned iu nel of ceveral 

very interesting report on their experiments to VES 2 a vores a ee 
American Game for August-September 1928. = bee? a causes. Some that we have examined have ap- 

It will be recalled that they found the ee parently been struck by hawks or owls; a 

Hungarian Partridge equally susceptible with fal siderable percentage have been parasitized with 

the grouse in experimental infection with the stomach worm; and a number have been 

Tularemia but the pheasant they found quite Photos. by Dr, sarthuncd- Allen: picked up after high wind storms during the 

resistant. ; : night. In a few cases the birds have been ap- 

Experimental tests must not be confused with (Above) An Anxious Mother Grouse parently normal and have flown into windows 

actual field discoveries, nor artificial infection (Center) Newly Hatched Ruffed Grouse during the day and here the cause of fright 

with natural infection. I do not minimize the (Lower) Young Ruffed Grouse 11 Days Old W@S indeterminable.
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Report of the New England Committee = Disease” is that not only is it due to one or- 

On September first the Massachusetts Fish Pigs ganism but that it occurs periodically and more 

and Game Protective Association published a Fi ar py or less uniformly all over the country. If the 

progress report of the New England Grouse par al present depression is typical of all previous 

Investigation Committee in which Professor A. He WE ones, and there is no reason for believing that it 

O. Gross of Bowdoin College, who is in charge nag 2 is not, it has not come suddenly nor is it in the 

of the investigation, gives a very interesting y Ae s y same stage in the various parts of the birds’ 

summary of the food studies of 455 grouse Ea: by range. In a few places undoubtedly the grouse 

made by Mr. Sperry of the Biological Survey. 25 ‘ are at present at their lowest ebb; in others 

He likewise gives a summary of the weights et C1 lo they are still on the downward path; while in 

and measurements of 100 male and 100 female lot le a. 4 still others the low point has been passed and 

grouse. ly P eo the pendulum is on the upward swing. Take it 
Autopsy of Specimens a? the country over, however, the year 1928 marks 

Owing to the scarcity of grouse no general v 3 a very low point in the history of grouse 

call was made for specimens but scattering ‘ abundance. 

birds found dead in the woods were sent in av See ° That we may understand how gradually the 

from various quarters and these were all care- Po & me C ani. ebb tide has come, however, consider for a mo- 

fully studied. s ee z = us ment that parts of New York State began re- 

The Conservation Commission of the State of Phora ty De Aniiur A Alon. porting a serious shortage as early as 1922; 

Wisconsin issued orders to its game wardens Young Ruffed Grouse 23 Days Old Alberta reported an epidemic in 1923, Minne- 
to collect specimens throughout the state for sota in 1924, Michigan in 1925, Massachusetts 

the investigation and through the active interest 4 bantam as a check, all died within two weeks. and anost: of) New. England and ‘Labrador in 
of Mr. W. B. Grange we received about 75 1926, while New York State reports its greatest 

specimens from parts of the grouse range from Grouse Coverts é shortage in 1927 and Pennsylvania reports 
which we previously had no specimens. By a _ From the very ne of this grouse investiga- grouse still numerous in 1928 though on the 

: tion it has seemed desirable to have an area of 
study of these specimens we were able to ex- eg ‘i downward path. 

grouse cover that could be studied intensively 3 x aS 
tend the known range of a number of the and observed carefully from one year to the In spite of all this variation, however, because 

parasites including that of the stomach worm eae of the continuance of shortages in some places 
not previously recorded west of New York nee nee upon, witch allot Hel es ouse or the slow recovery in others, the year 1927 

| could be discovered and where a record could 1928 will b y ; Tae x 

e é a be kept of what became of them; an area where we will be set down as one of the epidemic 
The general Committee has now examined 2 years. 

: all of the food plants and feeding areas could be 

De tee eee ne and fueeNew oeand charted and a record of the movements of the No new diseases or parasites were uncovered 

Commiiecqayer Oe over, 2500 speci- grouse and particularly the young grouse could this year but from what has already been re- 
mens altogether which have been carefully bene ee ported upon (see American GAME October 

autopsied. This year Mr. Gardiner Bump completed 1926), it can be understood that probably no 
Life History of Parasites such a survey of what is known as the Connecti- me parasite or disease is responsible for any 

The work on the life history of the parasites cut Hill Area about 13,000 acres of hill land 17 Widespread epidemic. The ones that have been 

of the Ruffed Grouse was discontinued this  mijes southwest of Ithaca, N. Y. Within this discovered thus far will explain a great many 
year for want of fresh material. The work was area the New York State Conservation Com-  |ocal epidemics which, added to a failure of the 
so handicapped last year because of a shortage mission has decided to develop a Game Refuge ™ouse and rabbit supply of the north country 

of live parasites from which to get eggs that it and Demonstration Forest and already options With resulting invasions of predaceous species 

was thought useless to attempt anything this pave been taken on about 4000 acres. to the south, may be sufficient to explain all the 
year with the grouse season closed in New Within this Connecticut Hill region we se- “epidemics” that have thus far been recorded. 

York State and no source of supply in sight. fected an area of about 1200 acres and Mr. pot ee 
Instead some rather extensive studies of the Bump prepared a detailed map of all the vegeta- 

blood of the grouse were made by Mrs. W. K. tion on the tract and located especially all of the WHITNEY LEAVES MICHIGAN 

Burkmyer, our parasitologist. grouse food plants. We then made a special Assistant Professor Alvin G. Whitney who 
Blood Studies effort to locate all the grouse on this tract at has been a member of the Forest Zoology staff 

During previous hunting seasons slides were the beginning of the hunting season and decided of the Schoal of Forestry and Conservation at i the University of Michigan since its establish- 
taken into the field and blood smears made from there were 22 grouse on the area. ment in 1927, has resigned to accept the position 

all grouse killed. These were preserved, This was in a region open to public hunting of Assistant Director and Secretary of the New 

stained and examined for blood parasites, none though because of its relative remoteness there YOrk State Museum at Albany, N. Y. 
of which was found. seemed to be few hunters present on any of the ae prea op cee yc meg i ore 

Blood smears were also made from all cap- days when Mr. Bump was there. At the close nized as a new and promising field in the ree 
tive grouse both hand-reared and wild-trapped, of the hunting season when there was snow on _ fession of forestry, A number of wild life 
healthy and diseased, young and old. Blood the ground and the grouse were relatively easy investigations have been undertaken by mem- 

counts were likewise made and the various to find, another census was made and the largest bers of a school ee it thet sate, snclading 
types of corpuscles figured as well as counted in number of grouse that could be found was fee eae cprivatay Oya ee we ee 

both healthy and diseased birds. four. A careful check was then made of all the An investigation of the beaver in relation to the 

The significance of these studies is not yet sportsmen who were likely to have hunted with- forests of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan 

well understood owing to the lack of comparable in the area and though no hunter killed more i as ue has reenice in EE ae 

material but they should become increasingly than three grouse, the killing of 20 grouse ae Peheca SE ee eee a 
valuable as our studies progress. from this area was established. The killing of Before coming to the University of Michigan 

Artificial Propagation two more during the winter by an owl and a Professor Whitney was connected with the New 

No new experiments in artificial propagation 1 it the area oe but ile grouse a — a ree ce Hoes oe Rr tesso7 

were attempted this year. One hand-reared fo'owing__scason. ere the cause Tor te the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment 
female, with no mate, that laid eggs and wanted “Grouse Epidemic” was obviously over shoot- Station, 

to set was given a setting of wild eggs in place ing. This area will be followed from year to 

of her own infertile ones. She hatched nine and year and an attempt made to determine the 
raised two to maturity in spite of very in- method of “come-back” if one is staged. A few copies of the Transactions of the 15th 

clement weather with only four days of sun- Status of the “Grouse Disease” National Game Conference are still available 

shine during June. A second setting given to One common belief regarding the “Grouse at 50 cents each.
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PROGRESS REPORT OF THE NEW ENGLAND RUFFED 

GROUSE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE 

"The New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation continues to be sponsored 

by the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association. We wish to take this op- 

portunity to thank the many sportsmen and interested persons who have con- 

tributed funds and specimens to make this work possible. We solicit your 

continued interest in the Investigation which we think should be continued 

through another complete cycle of abundance and depletion of numbers of the 

Ruffed Grouse. 

We have made progress in our study of the biology of the Ruffed Grouse 

and have developed a technique which we hope will enable us the better to 

cope with various conditions as they arise in the future. 

The chief diseases and parasites to which Ruffed Grouse are suscepti- 

ble have been determined and we have been able to plot their distribution 

in New England with considerable accuracy. No one disease can account 

fully for the periodic fluctuations in the numbers of the Ruffed Grouse, 

but it is certain that diseases and parasites are contributing factors. 

We have made detailed studies of the life history of Ruffed Grouse 

but more remains to be done in following up the young after they leave the 

nest. From comparative studies in poultry it is apparent that diseases and 

parasites are most destructive to young birds and this supposition we hope 

may be verified for Ruffed Grouse living under natural conditions. 

During the past year much time has been devoted to caring for ma- 

terial in the laboratory and in tabulating the immense number of records 

that have thus far been accumulated. In this work I am greatly indebted 

to Mr. Harold S. Fish and Mr. John Leutritz whose services have teen most 

helpful. 

REPORTED NUMBERS OF BIRDS 

The Ruffed Grouse though still reported to be scarce in many parts 

of the country has apparently passed the extreme low level in nuanbers 

reached two years ago. In certain sections especially in Northern New 

England it is rapidly regaining its lost ground. 

The reports received this summer seem to point to a successful breed- 

ing season for 1928 and we have cause to believe that there will be a further 

increase in the numbers of birds in most parts of New England.
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PARASITES AND DISEASE 

The New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation has received 1211 specimens 

of Ruffed Grouse fron all parts of New England, which have been used fri- 

marily for the study of diseases and parasites. Of this number more than 

300 were entire birds whicn provided excellent material for study of the 

plunages, comparative weights and measurements and other details of interest. 

In the examination of this great mass of material Dr. E. E. Tyzzer of 

the Harvard Medical School has found many diseases and parasites of varying 

importance. 

The two parasites, Dispharynx and Ascaridia, as indicated in a foraer 

report, continue to be the most important from the standpoint of pathology 

and the large number of infections. 

Dispharynx or the stomach worm is more prevalent in southern New 

England where a large percentage of the birds found dead were infected with 

this parasite. Dr. A. A. Allen has also found this parasite of great im- 

fortance in New York State. Very few cases of Dispharynx have cone fron 

northern New England and the center of distribution seems to be in’ 

Massachusetts and Connecticut. 

Tne large intestinal round worm Ascaridia lineata is by far the most 

prevalent of all parasites, our records showing that about 35 per cent of 

all the specimens of Ruffed Grouse examined are infected with this wora. 

It is of general and widespread distribution, being found in Ruffed Grouse 

received from all parts of New England. The adult Ascaridia are of little 

pathological importance when confined to the alimentary tract, but when the 

worms penetrate the organs outside of the intestine serious conditions are 

developed. Dr. James Ackert of the Kansas State Agriculture College who 

has been conducting investigations of Ascaridia lineata in relation to roul- 

try, finds that the larval stages of this parasite are very destructive, 

especially to young birds. 

It is therefore apparent that Ascaridia, which is found more often in 

the Ruffed Grouse than all other diseases and parasites combined, is of 

prime importance in the biology of this bird. 

TULAREMIA 

There is at present a widespread interest in Tularemia stimulated by 

the various reports, especially fron western states, of the transaission 

of this disease to man fron various rodents such as rabbits, squirrels and 

mice. Contrary to certain runors, this disease has not as yet been found 

in Ruffed Grouse. Experiments conducted by R. G. Green and E. M. Wade of 

the University of Minnesota, however, show that the bird succuabs to an 

experimental infection with Bacterium tularense with the same regularity as 

the guinea pig and the rabbit. There is then a possibility of a natural 

infection of Ruffed Grouse. Furthermore, the tick Haemophysalis leporis- 

palustris which is a common external parasite of rabbits and grouse has 

been demonstrated to be a carrier of Tularemia, thus fully justifying a 

continued search for Tularemia in grouse dying from disease. 

acs
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FOOD OF RUFFED GROUSE 

The food of all specimens of Ruffed Grouse received at the laboratory 

have been carefully preserved. We are indebted to Charles C. Sperry of the 

United States Biological Survey who has thus far completed the determina- 

tion or 455 of the specimens. A statement concerning the general results 

of the first 65 food samples was made in a previous report. The following 

tables are based on the examination of 390 samples recently determined. 

There is a total of 123 plants represented in the food eaten by these birds 

which comprises 99.34% of the total amount of food eaten. The remaining 

.66% is animal food, chiefly insects. Though animal life is incidental in 

tne food eaten by the Ruffed Grouse there are 115 species of insects, several 

species of spiders and 1 snail Polygyra represented. Tnere was animal food 

in 134 of the 390 stomachs, of which 39 contained more than 1 per cent and 

the remaining 95 merely a trace of animal food. 

It is interesting to note that the first 8 foods listed in this table con- 

prise more than half of all the food eaten and the list of 28 plants conprise 

nearly 85 per cent of the total amount eaten by the 390 birds. 

Percentage of Percentage of 

Total Food Eaten Total Food Eaten 

Name of Food by all Birds Name of Food by all Birds 

1 Oak (chiefly acorns)..... 14.16 15 Choke berry (Aronia).... 105 

(Quercus) 

2 Thorn apple (Crataegus).. 9.63 16 Blackberry (Rubus)...... 1.70 

S=Grape (Vitis sos. cscs - 9.39 17 Wintergreen (Pyrola).... 1255 

& Apple (Waius). 2.65.42; 5.63 18 Skunk Cabbage........... 1.34 

(Symplocarpus foetidus) 

5 Arrow-wood (Viburnum).... 4.08 19 Witch-hazel........0.... 1.22 

(Hamamelis virginiana) 

6 Maianthemum (canadense).. 4.00 20 Barberry (Berberis)..... 3212 

7 Dogwood (Cornus)......... S50 Zi Rose (ROA) s66 viene a ene 1.06 

6 Sumach (Rw) ic cc ca. oe 3.24 Pe BAY DOLLY sic oc vss siciesaise 1.04 

(Myrica carolinensis) 

9 Birch (Betula)... ..0.... 3.01 23 Green briar (Smilax).... 1.00 

10 Poplar (Populus) ...6c5.05 2.99 24 Fern (Dryopteris)....... 0.99 

ll Wild Cherry (Prunus)... 2.49 25 Clover (Trifoliua)....... 0.98 

12 Partridge berry.......... 2.00 2G BOO CH siose acc act ace 010 erelnis wir ere 0.96 

(Mitchella repens) (Fagus grandifolia) 

13 Blueberry (Vacciniun).... i387 27 Hazel nut (Corylus)..... 0.94 

14 Sheep Sorrel... .... see. e 1.86 20 Strawberry oa s010 66s oc 0.94 

(Rumex acetosella) wero \(Fragaria) ----- 

Total approk....s..s<0'es 84.70 

sn ee



24. 

WEIGHTS OF HEAVIEST AND LIGHTEST ADULT 

MALE AND FEMALE RUFFED GROUSE 

MALE FEMALE 

Heaviest Lightest Heaviest Lightest 

grams ounces grams ounces grams ounces grams ounces 
T27 25.64 393 14.21 672 23.73 339.9 11.98 

Average Weights of Males Average Weights of Females 

10 Heaviest 10 Lightest 10 Heaviest 10 Lightest 

grams ounces grams ounces . grams ounces grams ounces 

102.2 24.76 418.9 14.77 + 653.1 22.37 375.24 “33.25
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Ruffed grouse folder 

Detailed reports on the status of various species of game 
in Saskatchewan, compiled by Commissioner Bradshaw, indicate a slight 
increase in wild ducks, but a decrease in all other species of game 
birds except the Hungarian partridge, which, it appears, has spread 
easterly from Alberta until it has reached the borders of Manitoba 
and occupies the entire southern portion of Saskatchewan. The advance- 
ment of this species of its own volition over such a vast area in a 
short space of time is a remarkable circumstance. Myr. Bradshaw also 
discounts the claim made by some that the Hungarian exerts any hara- 
ful influence on native species, such as the prairis chicken. 

4 comparative statement of game birds killed in Saskatchewan 
is herein quoted in part from Mr. Bradshow's report: 

Game Birds Killed. Ai2t. 122] 

DUES 2 tcc ete we en ss SS 530, 716 4 
OE eee ew oe a Re 7.996 
Prairie chicken ....++++ + 180,000 70,132 
Ruffed grouse(partridge). ..... 54,000 13,828 
Mangarvien partridge... 2.210 ss te ee 10,948 
Number of returns made. ...... 5, 200 4,100 
Estimated number of shooters. . .. 20,800 16, 400 
Estimated total season bag of all 

birds per shooter. ....... ke 38



ee : File Ruffed Grouse 

Extract from Fourth Biennial Report, 1927-28, Michigan Conservation Dept., p. aul. 

"Several quarts of late-hanging haws (Crategus), and a like amount 
of Manchurian bittersweet (Celastrus) which appears to be equally hardy and more 
prolific than the native variety, were collected in the early spring of 1926, 

: and put out in the Keeper's garden of the Midland Refuge, but were poorly tended 

: and came to nothing. Since ruffed grouse on the Iosco Refuge have been found 

: feeding on bittersweet berries during the deep snow periods, this plant will 

Ete quite certainly prove useful. Stomach analysis of the partridge sent to the 

Cornell laboratories in connection with the disease investigation of 1926-27, 

= proved that during the deep snows these birds do not confine themselves to buds 

9 and that they hunt out and take a great variety of late-hanging seeds and fruits. 

ee It seems probable that in winter, with gravel out of reach, they need these as 

‘mach for the hard seeds, to serve in place of grit, as for food. On the Iosco 

Refuge rooted bittersweet plants are now being propagated by layering, and ex- 

ent periments of this sort will be carried on even though it is not probable that 

3 the need is urgent." ao ; :



For Ruffed Grouse folder 

Excerpt from the. 

FOURTH BIENNIAL REPORT 

of the 

MICHIGAN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
= 1927-1928 

Page 240. 

Experiments with Game Feeding: Birds. 

No progress was made with the propagation of bush and vine plants 

the fruits of which might usefully supplement the native winter feeds 

of partridge. Several quarts of late-hanging haws (Crategus), and a like 
amount of Manchurian bittersweet (Celastrus) which appears to be equally 
hardy and more prolific than the native variety, were collected in the 

early spring of 1926, and put out in the Keeper's garden of the Midland 
refuge, but were poorly tended and came to nothing. Since ruffed grouse 
on the Iosco Refuge have been found feeding on bittersweet berries during 

the deep snow periods, this plant will quite certainly prove useful. Stom- 
ach analysis of the partridge sent to the Cornell laboratories in connec- 
tion with the disease investigation of 1926-27, proved that during the 
deep snows these birds do not confine themselves to buds and that they hunt 
out and take a great variety of late-hanging seeds and fruits. It seems 

probable that in winter, with gravel out of reach, they need these as much 

for the hard seeds, to serve in place of grit, as for food. On the Iosco 

Refuge rooted bittersweet plants are now being propagated by layering, and 

experiments of this sort will be carried on even though it is not probable 

that the need is urgent. 

a
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REPORTED NUMBERS OF RUFFED GROUSE 

Season of 1927 

Maine Noobs Vt. Mass. Conn. R. I. Canada 

Searce 13 ol 4 74 34 3 - 

Normal 
or 20 8 KR 31 8 2 - 

Plentiful 

Season of 1928 

Scarce 10 26 4 33 26 2 xy 

Normal 8 5 3 16 5 Ee 0 

Plentiful 24 8 o 21 9 & o 

Season of 1929 

Scarce 5 4 3 20 z 0 1 

Normal 3 5 3 a za i 1 

Plentiful 43 po 4 V7 a7 3 2 

SUMMARY FOR NEW ENGLAND 

LO27 1928 1929 

Scarce 159 102 34 

Normal or 
More Plentiful 70 116 206 

Total Reports £29 218 240
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F October 12, 1929 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

From "Science" of the issue of October 4, 1929, 

I quote the following for your information: 

"Pylaremia, newly discovered disease of rabbits, rodents, 

and men, may also affect cats, muskrats, pigeons, ring-necked 

pheasants, grouse and quail, it appears from studies reported to 

the American Public Health Avsociation by Dr. R. G. Green and 

B. M. Wade, of the University of Minnesota and the State Depart- 

ment of Health. ‘This new disease which has caused much concern 

in public health circles, is acquired by men who handle infected 

animals. The fact that many more kinds of animals may have the 

disease greatly increases the danger to human beings by increas- 

ing the possible sources of infection.* 

LWT. WALIER; JR.
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J \ —=| | Washington, D. C.), and in ue requir-/ \ | es ae gallos tans » S300 examiner, R \ ervice Commission, | a year; S | senior ‘clesk, departmental” str¥lc, oud ; NEW IDEAS AND DISCOVERIES \ 
year; examining clerk, ‘ivil rvice ‘om- % \ mission, $1,800 a year; assistant examining Sow Bug — to Be aoe ae of Ruffed \ al clerk, Civil Service Commission, $1,620 a oreme Vanes \ year; and also other junior professional and \ technical positions in ‘the eer oe sery- \ rey ice, at similar entrance salaries. | Higher- In the fall of 1929, the Zoological Division | salaried positions are filled through promo- | of the Bureau of Animal Industry undertook, \ x 4, | tion. The duties are to perform’ technical | in cooperation with an association known as fur- | 8nd scientific work under oper .In the | the New England Ruffed Grouse Investigation, hich | Civil Service Commission the duties include | 4 study of the parasites affecting the ruffed tax | the preparation of examination questions and grouse. Earlier findings of the New England the | the rating of examination papers. | Competi- | Workers indicated that a small roundworm } iona, | tors will be rated on a general information (Denar ee, spiralis) occurred frequently in owa, | test, and on an optional subject, The optional | the glandular stomach of the birds, at times sota, | Subjects are (1) economics, (2) editing, (3) | in such numbers and causing such ies liza- | education, (4) history, (5) library science, | that they were considered the cause of the New | (6) mathematics, (7) social need and (8) | death of many birds. ‘enn- | Statistics. 1 This parasite—which has also been reported 

ash- | Pui information about these ewaminations | #¢ aecting the chicken, mre one ated | Mavsbecobtatees (nom .the [United Sigtes Civil | roundworms which has an indirect life cycle the Wk EAE. See a te ee éivn | (ie, one which necessitates an intermedi. the | [rom the secretary of the United States Civil | ot. Sost tor the development of the stage only Boeing noes oh ana atthe yoat office | which js infective for birds. As far asi bot | fe nSMenom house th andsettn, } known, the identity of this intermediate host tate : had not been discovered in this country until 
the present investigation, but attempts’ to de- 2 or velop the parasite in snails, slugs. earthworms, 

for SPECIAL LECTURE COURSE | millipeds, ground beetles, crickets, grasshop- out- , zp id 2 Le and sow bugs gave positive results in the ipu- Leading authorities speak on subjects of i por ast instance, in the case of the sow bug (Por- A tance in relation to advancement of research in cellio scaber}. Infection of ruffed grouse and re agriculture. of bobwhite quail was produced subsequently 
tate by the feeding of sow bugs in which the infec- for ig nego oes ee parasite had been ex- % in Vehain | Derimental leveloped. 
eh The lecturers are leaders in their In europe, on the basis of comparative mor- . tifi- | fields, and they speak to the Department pooietcal: oecee ices eee tee been ‘he | of Agriculture people under the auspices | M¢rminated in this connection, but the pres- fc r ent experiments are, it is believed, the first to 4 | of the Department of Agriculture Gradu- furnish conclusive evidence on the subject of 4 ate School. What they will have to say | the identity of the intermediate host of this 

‘vill be of special importance to those ‘of Ler es Sore ee “ment interested in the advance- | — Susat Aiea a D B ff corudballttiie, cee iwision, Bureau of Animal Industry. 
“hn eran
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ASSACHUSETTS FisH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
41 MOUNT VERNON STREET coe 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

February 26, 1980 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have a copy of your letter to Mr. Harkin in re- 
gard to the cycles of Ruffed Grouse and rabbits. We must 
be sure that there is no crossing of wires on this work. We 
are planning some laboratory work on the north shore of the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence am on the Matamek River where there are 
some houses owned by Mr. Copley Amory, who has offered us fac- 
ilities. 

There is no doubt that work should be attempted in 
several different places because the problems and conditions 
will be very different in different places in Canada no doubt. 

Did I tell you that Miss Cram of the Bureau of Animal 
Industry who was working on the Dispharynx parasite of grouse 
for us at Bowdoin this fall, apparently hit on the intermediate 
host of this parasite. It appgarsythat the sexual cycle of 
the worm goes through a common a) and is again taken in by 
the grouse by swallowing the bug. t least this is the way 
it worked out as a laboratory experiment, although we had not 
enough live grouse material to try it out on a large scale. 

: It is very interesting to find that the grouse at Mata- 
mek and the north shore of the Gulf are absolutely free from 
the common parasites which infest them in central New England. 
We also believe that the grouse of the northern Maine woods are 
free from these parasites, so there is no reason to think that 
we have hit on any solution of the cycle problem as yet. 

=a yours, 2 

President. 
JCP/DCG 

, Lor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Lite ;
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, THE NEED FOR RESEARCH IN GAME CONSERVATION 

; RADIO TALK BY A. A. ALLEN, Ph. D., CORNELL UNIVERSITY, OVER STATION 

: , WEAF, NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, APRIL 29, 1930. 

There was a time in the history of this country when the chief wild 

life problem was how to get rid of some of the too numerous wild animals to 

make room for domestic breeds - how to get rid of the forests to make room for 

the cornfields - but that day has long since passed. The pitiful remnants of 

our once vast hordes of Bison, Elk and Antelope now depend on tiny sactuaries 

to keep them from complete extinction. The wild pigeon that formerly darkened 

the sky for hours at a time is gone forever. The waterfowl that rose like 2 ce 

thunder from the waters of the Chesapeake and Currituck sound are dwindling 

rapidly. Periodically the grouse and the prairie chicken suffer great epidemics 

and who knows but that they will shortly follow the wild turkey into extinction 

over most of their range. 

In some areas and in some cases, the causes of the disappearance or 

the near-extinction of game birds and, animals is obviously the hand of man. The 

modern firearms, the good roads, the automobile and the ever-increasing number 

of hunters is a disease whose potency is easily understood, but one for which 

there is always a cure. i 

We are all familiar with the miracles which have been wrought by the 

National Association of Audubon Societies for the protection of wild birds and 

animals. Through its sanctuaries and through its educational campaign, resulting ] 

in legal pretection, it has brought back the gulls and terns and skimmers to 

our Atlantic seaboard and the egrets to our southern swamps. The destructive 

hand of man has been stayed and the reproductive capacity of these non-game species 

is gradually bringing them back to a portion of their former abundance. But can 

we depend on sanctuaries and restrictive laws, alone, to bring back our game species? 

I am reminded of a story of the City Fathers of one of our largest cities 

which on some of its artificiel laxes maintains pleasure boats, some of which are in
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the form of Venetian gondolas. The city, likewise, helps maintain an extensive 

Zoological Garden. ‘When the Park Commissioner presented a request for the pur- 

‘ chase of a dozen gondolas - one of the Aldermen who was apparently greatly im- 

‘ pressed with the reproductive capacity of wild life and whose lmowledge of the 

animals kept in the Zoo was somewhat limited - arose with the suggestion that 

the city purchase only one pair of gondolas and let nature a its course. 

It is perfectly true that the majority of wild species have a re- 

markable capacity for reproduction and, when conditions are just right, are able 

to stage a remarkable ea back. But time and again, complete protection and : 7 

all possible human effort has been wmavailing in preserving a vanishing species. 

No better example need-be mentioned than that of the Heath Hen. Formerly such 

a common game bird all along the Atlantic seaboard that the law forbade feeding 

them to the servants more than three times a week, today there is but a single 

bird left. When on its downward path it had been exterminated from throughout 

its range excéot on the Island of Martha's Vineyard, the State of Massachusetts 

made determined and expensive efforts to preserve the remnant. Complete pro- 

tection and warden care were given the Heath Hen for nearly 20 years and, during 

that time, while the state expended over 50,000 dollars in their protection, 

the 800 birds that were mown to be alive in 1916 gradually dwindled until, for 

the past year, there has been but a single bird left. The last of the Pasteniine 2 

Pigeons were not killed by man. In the untamed wilderness of northern Canada, 

where hunters seldom tread, and in sanctuaries, where guns are never fired, fre- 

quently the grouse and the rabbits and other forms of wild life disappear. What A 

is it that carries them away? Do the biologic conditions which they find neces- 

sary for life change - or 1s it some far reaching plague or epidemic such as wipes 

out thousands of our own species in congested portions of the world. 

For the past six years I have been assisting the American Game Protective 

Association in its research program by a nation wide study of the Ruffed Grouse 

; or partridge, as it is often called, to determine, if possible, the ‘cause of
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periodic fluctuations in their numbers by which they become decimated almost 

to the point of extinction, even where guns are never fired. This infestigation, 

with the assistance of sportsmen and game commissioners throughout the country 

in gathering specimens, has exposed some two dozen parasites and diseases to 

which the Grouse is subject, almost anyone of which under suitable conditions 

might cause the death of the birds or even wide-spread epidemics. 

For nearly two hundred years efforts have been made to rear the 

Ruffed Grouse in captivity and the most successful of these efforts have raised 

but a few birds which soon died. 

With encouragement from the American Game Protective Association, for 

ten years I have been studying the experimenting with this problem also, and, 

after eliminating one disease after another, I finally discover that in close 

quarters, the birds become pathogenic to one another without the intervention .- 

of any known disease organism. Here the problem rests awaiting the coming of 

a specialist in this particular field who can devote his time and best effort to 

solving this one puzzle. Perhaps it holds the key to the whole Grouse problem. 

Compared with such human troubles as cancer and influenza, "Grouse " 5 

disease" sinks into ‘insignificance but it is not until such wild-life problems 

as this one of "Grouse disease" attract trained minds that we can solve our wild-- 

life problems. In this particular case - all of the preliminary work has been 

* done -- the vatient has been under observation for a long time -- all of his 

major troubles have been diagnosed -- he has had a complete physical examination 

= he is upon the operating table. Where is the surgeon who will volunteer to 

perform the operation? 

: The majority of our wild-life problems are still clothed in mystery. 

In many cases we do not even know whether a real vroblem exists -- whether it is 

a disease -- a lack of nourishment -- a biological maladjustment or just what. 3 

There is need of much preliminary work before the patient is ready for the oper- 

ation -- and if we delay the investigation too long, we may discover, as in 

; the case of the Heath Hen, the doctor has arrived too late.
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During the vast year we have all been alarmed by the publicity given 

: to "Psittacosis, or "Parrot fever", until even the League of Nations recommends 3 

a ban, not only upon poor Polly, but even upon Polly's feathers. The year be- J 

fore it was "Tularemia", or Rabbit fever, that gained prominence and before that, 

it was Spotted Fever, and still earlier, Bubonic Plague. The mystery enshrouding 

these animal diseases, which are transmitted to man, and the publicity they 

are getting, is likely to ensnare all wild life, if we are not sensible and 

lead an impressionable public away from voting ill-advised measures of control. 

Now is the time, however, while these various diseases of apparently 

wild animal origin are before us, that we should undertake a thorough program 

of biological research which will give us a kmowledge of the interrelations of 

animals one to another and to their environment so that we can understand can 

and where these diseases originate -- how they may be transferred from one animal 

to another and finally to man. The key to some of these problems may hinge on 

such an insignificant peint as the specific identification of a flea. or a tick 

or a mosquito or a fly that acts as a carrier. When it is understood that only 

certain species of mosquitoes are carriers of malaria or yellow fever, that only 

certain species of ticks transmit Spotted Fever, that current bushes alone are , 

responsible for the transfer of Blister rust of Pine, that only the American : 

Barberry is responsible for the rust on wheat, the butterfly net of the entomdlo- 

‘gist and the vasculum of the botanist take on a new significance. 

‘ Today, however, our biological kmowledge is so intricate that a scientist ; 

2 working in one field knows almost nothing of the problems of his nearest colleague 

in an allied field. 

A specialist has been defined as one who kmows more and more about less 

and less - and this is of necessity true. The bacteriologist may know little of 

parasitology, and the parasitologist little of ornithology or ichthyology. What 

is needed therefore -- in the present state of knowledge of game éonditions is a 

; group of scientists representing the various special fields or research, yet ton
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terested in wild life, with others broadly trained who can unravel the tangled : 

: "eases assign the various Imots to the respective avian and then bring 

together the warp into one harmonious whole. $ 

Out in the University of Minnesota a brilliant young doctor by the 

name of Green has consecrated the next few years of his life to a study of Tule- 

remia, or Rabbit Fever. He has undertaken this study with the broadest biologi- 

cal background by selecting an area of several square miles of forest and open lend 

-- the natural home of rabbits and Grouse -- which he can have completely under 

his control. Here he will carry om intensive observations of all the wild life 

of the area and its periodic fluctuations in numbers, as well.as laboratory ex- 

periments with control animals, in an effort to learn, not only about the natural - 

transmission of Tularemia from rabbit to rabbit and thence to man - but all the 

other interrelations of wild life, vegetation, weather, etc., until he has a com- 

plete understanding of this area and the vart Tularemia plays in the picture. Let 

us all hove that he himself will be spared and that he will receive sufficient 

encouragement, financially and otherwise, to finish the study upon which he has 

set his heart and for which he risks his life. 

: Allied with the same institution is a young man named King who, at 

considerable financial sacrifice, has agreed to carry on a somewhat similar study 

of the Ruffed Grouse and, for the next three wees at least, devote his entire 

time to the study of this fine game bird, on another controlled area, in an effort 

to learn just what becomes of them in a state of nature. The New York State Con- 

savation Commission is undertaking a similar investigation with a young man by 

the name of Gardiner Bump in charge, Michigan has a young ornithologist named 

Dr. Pirnie who is dedicating his life to game problems, and Bowdoin College, Maine, : 

boasts of Dr. Alfred Gross, who has completed a monographic study of the Heath 

Hen and is now undertaking a similar study of the Prairie Chicken for the State ~ 

of Wisconsin. 

It is often customary in discussions of this sort to overlook or take 

for granted the work of our Federal Bureaus of Animal Industry and Biological
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Survey but so outstanding have been the discoveries of Dr. Bloise Cram in the 

Field of Parasitology and so satisfying the studies of the Quail by the modest and 

unassuming Herbert Stoddard that they really should head the list of those de- : 

voting their lives to the study of the problems of Conservation. Fortunately the 

. Biological Survey has now assigned Mr. Stoddard to supervise and co-operate with ) 

a number of Wild-life studies being made at different universities through the 

aid of scholarshivs provided by the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers! 

Institute. : 

Perhaps no fact in the history of wild-life conservation is more sug- 

gestive of the need for research and more encouraging for the ultimate solving : 

of the problems before us than this cooperation between the Federal Government, 

the Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers and the Universities. The time has long 

since arrived when every large industry emoloys its research workers to stop the 

leaks, or to get more power out of less fuel, or to make two potatoes grow where 

only one grew before. It is a hopeful and encouraging sign that wild life, and 

game in particular, is now to have the thorough pliysical examination which it 

deserves. : 

We have passed through the age of exploitation of wild life -- we are : 

/ living in the age of restrictions, education, and the beginnings of artificial 

propagation. What the future holds in store depends largely on what these research 

workers learn for us as to the actual conditions which govern the perpetuation 

and increase of our game species. ? 

: ‘Copies of this talk can be secured by anyone interested by addressing 

the American Game Protective Association, 2%% Broadway, New York City. ,
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| HEN, last June, I started on a ten- R ff d CS hours she entertained me there, scarcely ever an 

if Yi week lecture tour with a view to Ne u ce rouse arm’s length away, and sometimes perching on my 

Wy teaching people how to extend hospi- : hand or shoulder. I have never seen a bird which 

Pe it tality to wild birds, I little thought we H so very plainly craved the companionship of human 

[sel that before I returned I should enjoy S a ostess beings. We picked some wild raspberries for her 

the hospitality of a bird—much less of so shy a bird By ERNEST HAROLD HAYNES and she took them readily from my fingers, but 
as aruffed grouse. But it happened, and this is how: (Copyrighted) that was neither why she came nor why she stayed. 

The reader may remember In some way she got pleasure or 

that about two years ago there; ; comfort from our society. 

appeared in the BULLETIN an 
account of a campaign which No Stroking Allowed 

the present writer had recently 
made in the interest of wild bird But, friendly and fearless as 

conservation. The campaign she was, she swiftly resented any 
was conducted under the au- attempt to lay a hand on her. 

spices of the Redpath Chautau- As the hand approached, she 

qua System, whose farsighted would draw her head back out 

managers did everything which : of reach, and if the attempt to 
money and brains could to help eee stroke her was persisted in, she 

the cause. The result was un- Es would rush at the offending 

qualified success, for we organ- x hand, pecking it violently and 

ized, chiefly in the southern : i “tf sometimes striking with her feet 
states, 114 new bird clubs, whose . 1 » . as well. Sometimes, in her 

chief object was to do active ‘ ml eagerness to avenge the at- 

work for the birds. .y . tempted liberty, she would leap 
right into my lap, with feathers 

Federation of Bird Clubs . ‘ ruffled like those of an angry 
, hen. I never realized before 

Ever since, it has been my \ the strength of a grouse’s bill. 
dream that eventually there shall ) \ ‘ : ste When she got a fair grip on one’s 

be a great network of similar skin she usually drew blood and 

clubs stretched over the United { q sometimes nipped a piece right. 

States, and that these clubs iW ¥. out. She showed a preference for 

shall form a powerful federation ) -} \ the loose skin of the knuckles. 

which can make its voice heard >" e The notes she emitted at such 
and heeded when it speaks in 4 : times were shriller and seemed 

the interest of wild birds. With sd Ni ae ? el to express excitement—possibly 

a view to bringing the realization a,” 4 P Mt anger. They were quite differ- 

of that dream a- little nearer, I . eat ent from the elucking, crooning. 
e Copyright by Ernest Harold Baynes s 7 

conducted another campaign 5 4 notes she made when all was 
last summer, Again under the “‘Wild” Partridge Perched On Mr. Baynes’ Hat peaceful. Sometimes after an 

auspices of the Redpath Chau- attack on my hand she would 

tauquas, I visited sixty towns and cities in New tion by the Burroughs Club, I was shown framed walk away for a few moments as though to recover 

York and New England and organized a bird portraits of the bird “by the best artists,’ and I her. dignity and self-possession, and then back she 

club in almost every one. The tour was a was offered numerous “cards of introduction.’’ would come, calm and unruffled as ever. 

delightful one in every way, and full of interest- Mr. George Wohlleben, a prominent attorney, who Of course I was charmed with this delightful and 

ing experiences. The one which I think will have always referred to her in a most familiar way as unique experience, and I wished to prolong it as 

peculiar interest for readers of the BULLETIN “Biddy,” assured me that she thought more of him much as possible. I had to lecture in Oneonta that 

occurred at Oneonta, New York, where I arrived than of any one else in town, and as proof of the evening, and I had another engagement at Cobles- 

on July 24. For two or three days I had been terms they were on, showed me photographs of kill the following night, so I could not stay indefi- 

hearing a story of a ruffed grouse which lived in or _ her sitting on his knee. That certainly looked con- _ nitely. But on consulting a timetable I found that 

near Oneonta and which had lost all fear of man. vincing, and I was more eager than ever to see the I could leave Oneonta as late as four o’clock next 

Three different people even showed me photographs lady. So, when Mr. Marcus Hemstreet informed day and still reach Cobleskill in time. I decided to 

of the bird. The story was always the same. me that she lived in a wood on his own farm, and stay over and spend another day with “Biddy”; 

i kindly offered to drive me over, I gladly accepted. I knew her well enough now to call her by her first 

The Grouse Makes His Entry After a seven-mile ride over mountain roads we name. Again Mr. Hemstreet generously placed 

A farmer chopping in the woods last winter had arrived at the old farm-house about 3 o’clock, and his car at my disposal, and Mr. Wohlleben kindly 

noticed a “partridge” slowly circling about him with two boy friends I passed through growing helped me to find a photographer willing to forget 

at a distance. The next day it came a little nearer, corn and across a grassy valley toward a wooded that he had enough work to do in his own studio. 

and the next day nearer still, until at the end of — slope where lived the famous grouse. As to whether : 

about two weeks she came up to him where he sat Mr. Hemstreet had telephoned to her in advance, “Biddy” Shares the Lunch 

on a log and shared his lunch. Ever since she had or whether she had simply heard our voices, the When I arrived at “Biddy’s Wood,” Biddy was 

shown absolute confidence in every human being reader must decide for himself; all I can say is nowhere to be seen. But I imitated the drumming 

she had seen. Since then I have met the farmer, that when I got within fifty yards of that wood, I of a grouse I believe that any other noise would 

Will Ackley, at his home in Franklin, N. Y., saw a modest little brown-clad figure advancing have done as well), and presently I saw her gliding 

and verified that story. But to go on with my own: — over the ground to meet me. Nothing of the snob coyly toward me at the foot of an old rail fence. 

Naturally, I was keenly interested, and when I about her; she came, as it were, with her hands out- . We had a delightful time, that grouse and I, and 

reached Oneonta, the first thing I did was to ask stretched in greeting. It was “Biddy,” and when at noon we ate lunch together under a tree. I had 

for an introduction to that grouse. It was evident we were near enough I put out my hand. But one brought her a basket of raspberries from a fruit 

at once that there would be no difficulty about that. | mustn’t attempt to “shake hands” with a queen. _ store, and she sat on my knee and fed from my hand. 

Everybody of any consequence knew her or Gracefully, and without the least show of resent- But she was an exacting mistress, and when for 

claimed to know her (for it really was a lady grouse), ment, she ignored the outstretched hand, but any reason I tried to walk away from her she showed 

everybody was proud of knowing her, and a few crooned a friendly weleome and I sat down on the marked displeasure. She would rush at me and 

seemed even a little snobby about it. At a recep- ground beside her. She was delightful. For two peck savagely at the bottom of my trousers. Once
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I ran away from her to see what she’d do. She DIED ON THE FIELD OF HONOR or lungs or heart hit, and the deer will not go far. 
soon showed me. Gathering up her skirts, or so it Readers of the BULLETIN undoubtedly recall The heart shot is a very difficult one, and unless 
seemed, she tore after me as hard as she could Tun, two very interesting letters published within the the bullet falls within a highly restricted area the 
and then finding that she was being outstripped, past few months’ from Private Oswald Wardrop, deer can run for such a long distance that even if it 
she took to her wings and became a self-propelled 75th Canadian Volunteers, regarding game condi- Teceives a mortal wound the careass may not be 
cannon ball aimed straight at me. She struck me tions at the front in France. A letter just received found before the meat is spoiled. The tendency 
in the ribs below the right arm, with such force that contains the announcement that Mr. Wardrop has trying for the heart shot is to shoot high or too 
it hurt me. Of course she dropped at my feet and made the supreme sacrifice. The end came August far back. The sighting point on the shoulder ob- 
I thought that she must have broken her neck. 9, in connection with the capture of the town of  Viates this, and in one deer park at least has re- 
Not a bit of it. She picked herself up, and, with Le Quesnel, and the body was laid to rest in the sulted in saving much venison that prior to adopting 

feathers ruffled and anger in her voice, marched military cemetery at that place. Mr. Wardrop’s this shot was lost. } : : 
along behind me, as much as to say, “Well, you seceeant, in giving by letter the news of his death, An old-time hunter, with years of experience in 
won’t try that again in a hurry, will you?” wrote ihepat would bara comfort to know that the ‘the West, to whom the above was submitted 

end came almost instantly. He spoke of him as a pouchsated be jcommen ts Me very ol se peer 
She Sits For Her Photograph good comrade and brave soldier, who had met his mend the shoulder shot to people in the East, 

deci asia aneeoriient where game is scarce and wild, and where most 
Along in the afternoon the photographer arrived, Private Wardrop will go down in the history of people do not know how to shoot, but the old-time 

and with him some young friends from Oneonta. American sport as the first American gamekeeper hunter would have felt himself deeply insulted if 
W e had a jolly time, and “Biddy” entered into the to loge his life in the great war, he had been advised not to shoot at the heart of 
spirit of the occasion and was very much in evi- a deer, but at its shoulder. So times change. 
dence. Once, when she spied my straw hat lying SHOOTING PARK DEER FOR MEAT After reading what has been said above, Mr. 
on the ground, she boldly stepped onto the crown Burnham added that, employing the shoulder shot, 
of it. I stooped, very gently, raised the hat without John B. Burnham, an experienced deer farmer, seventeen deer had been killed on his farm this 
tipping it, and placed it on my head, “Biddy” and _ states that venison from an undressed deer which has _ season without the loss of a single one, whereas the 
all. The photographer did his worst, and I helped lain in one spot for only four or five hours is usually record of previous years, when the heart shot was 
him to do it by becoming tense with the fear that unfit for food; that is, that portion of the carcass tried, resulted in losing nearly half the deer shot at. 
“Biddy” might not wait. The resulting “picture” which has been in contact with the earth. The car- He thinks his experience has demonstrated that 
shows “Biddy” looking natural enough and me cass of a deer placed on a rock will not spoil, pro- a deer struck in the lungs will drop quicker than a 
looking as if I were under the influence of a powerful vided there is a sufficient circulation of air between _ victim of the heart shot. 
galvanic battery. the earth and the carcass. When the deer faces the hunter, the shot is 

Later on we had tea, on the edge of the woods Mr. Burnham states that the shoulder shot is the obviously at the center of the chest; when the rear 
and, this time, “Biddy” was the guest of honor. most effective one for deer and particularly advises _ is the only part of the anatomy exposed, the animal 
She was literally the center of attraction and sat against aiming at the heart. The shoulder shot should be allowed to go unscathed unless a good 
in the middle of the tablecloth we had spread on affords a target of approximately twelve inches in shot at the head or upper neck is presented. 
the ground, eating raspberries out of a dish placed diameter, almost any portion’ of which, if struck, Mr. Burnham states that he has never known a 
there on purpose for her. will incapacitate the deer from running. The fox to touch a dressed deer, the human scent prob- 

When at last it was time to leave, I don’t know chances are that either the shoulder will be broken ably preventing this. 
which of us regretted it 
most, “Biddy” or I. As we 7 
walked away she followed a 
us into the open, sticking 
as close to the cover of 

bushes and tussocks of 
grass as she could. But rE 
at last she stopped and 

as we walked on I looked 
back at her standing there, _ SS i 
and perhaps only imagin- = : =| ~ =f s 
ed that I saw a wistful ex- % a ; . 
pression on her face. A q ar 
moment later I looked 2 
back again and she was oe a 
gone, and I was left with 4 ms —_ 
the memory of one of the - Kp’ as. f 
happiest days I have ever i ms % eens Q F 2S “ : 
spent. , xe on ras an b Migos Rs st ke GC. 4 

ae Bee a ee ; ae a 
Hang a copy of the a Ce) Eee ee fide % ‘ Yl : DY Gieaua A: fe pa . ‘ » j/ 2 Sportsman’s Creed in + ae eet 5 " ~ a at - 

your office and your home. Y ey. Rye , j ~ ae be? e a 
The price is 10 cents, less A os — _ aeaeil i a ‘ } ~ po m 
than cost. i ie oo ~\ —~ B Ce ~~ = / ‘ be Loe, 

arate % Ln 2 ci, Ney oN 2 ae . 7 ‘ 

Your son should have are Oe ow Kin — _ / ¥ Es 
a copy of the Sportsman’s ‘ae Ag = Gwe ‘ . ~% 4 i 
Creed hung in his bed- shal ea > i aah A oe Vs “~ et) Aa ee 
room. Ten cents the cw a) ‘ye ft ee ae "fee et fe Pita i Wise 4 dy ee 
copy. ih mal > Se: resol ea WY ny 4A iat a epee 

ae. SE pe A A es Nimes Tee 
Additional copies of go v 5 Aue res me if ee Mees ie Ae paar 6) aah ee i SA ese 

this issue may be had for ces ee wat ai Se aa re ; Che AeS aes ge EBLE ERE Se oe noe 
twenty-five cents. Stamps Copyright by Ernest Harold Baynes 

accepted. “Biddy ” Is Hostess at Luncheon
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Huntsdale, Pa. 
July 10, 1930 f 

va 
‘ Mr. Adolph Leopold, In charge oe on. 

; Game Refuge Investigation ve pu /) 
431 Chemistry Building, j ee 
Madison, Wisconsin. ye” 

Dear Mr. Leopold: . 

This past week end I was honored by a visit 
from Mr. Gardiner Bump, Superintendent of The New York State 

: Ruffed Grouse Survey who drove down here to discuss matters 
pertaining to the Ruffed Grouse situation and to see our birds 
which we have been holding in very close confinement for 
nearly two years. This Spring nearly every hen layed and one 
layed twenty-five eggs in twenty-seven days. A reasonable 
proportion of the eggs proved fertile and while we did not 
hatch out so great a number of chicks we did hatch out suffi- 
cient to complete our experiments. We are endeavering to work 
out a system by which the grouse misht be handled and bred 
as economically as the pheasant. I have reason to believe a 
that these birds might possibly be induced to lay a reason- 
able number of eges and-have already found a diet on which 
the chicks can be reared very cheaply. I am also endeaver- 

ing to control the various disases of the birds noted by 

Dr. Allen. I have in the past twelve years reared grouse 

from eggs taken in the woods on several occasions, in all 
not so very many birds, yet enough to convience me that the 
thing is quite possible. I have a few young birds on hand 
which have already been exposed to several of the worst 
diseases of poultry which avparently has not affectedcthem 
and am planning on gaving them the final test when thefr bi 
are eight to ten weeks old by exposing them to some disease 
of the lungs found by Dr. Allen to be very fatal providing 

: I can get a culture of same from Dr. Allen, personally I am 

not familiar with it. In the event that they stand this test 

and pull though I believe we can economically produce grouse 

in captivity. But this is getting away from my purpose in 
writting you. ; 

Mr. Bump has-.advised me that he understands 
that you still have an opening or so for capable men on your 
staff and suggested that I get in touch with you. I have been 

in contact with conservationists and refuges practically all 
my life and have devoted the greater part of my time to this 
work. I am particularly interested in our native game birds 

and for the past ten years have been conduct ng a series of 

experiments with Bob-white, grouse and wild turkeys and have 

some rather encourageing results. while still in scholl I 

had access to my fathers large estate in Maryland which has 

been protected as a game and fish refuge as long as I can r 

> remember. I have since spent several years in the services 1 : ;
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

of the Bureau of Fisheries in charge of Co-operative hatcher- 
ies in Pennsylvania and have also been employed by the State 
of Florida as Fisheries Supervisor and by the state of North 
Carolina as Hatchery Suverintendent. A year ago while in the 
field studying grouse I chanced upon this place I have at 

: Huntsdale and was so deeply impressed by its possibilities 
that I immediately purchased the place and proceeded to de- 
velop it as an experimental nature laboratory. It seems as 
though the purchase of the property has taken too much of 
my ready cash and since business could hardly be expected to 
amount to much this year, I have become deplorably short of 
finiances and since I have a family to support have decided 
that it will be advisable to secure outside employment for 
a few years until I can get a little cash ahead again. I am 
very interested in your procram and sincerely hope that you 
might be in a position to make use of my services and if you 
have a possible opening I would be glad to have details of 
same. I can of course furnish very best of references from 
all my former official employers as well as Conservation 
fiemmisssioners of several states. 

My present experiments Will be completed within 
a short time, so in case you can offer me something,my ser- 
vices will be available within the very near future. 

Thanking you for your kind consideration and 
hoping to receive an early and favorable reply, I beg to remain 

Tgp yours AY ZZ 

0. E. Malamphy, ‘ : 
Cornucopia Nature Laboratory, 
Huntsdale, Pa. 

>
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Dr. A. O. Gross 
% Wis. Conservation Dept. 
Capitol 
Madison, te 

Dear Dr. Gross: 

Are there any ruffed grouse at present on Marth's 
| 

Vineyard? I have come across an early record of artificial 

plantings of this species made there, and would like to know 

whether any wild grouse now exist on the island. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Cketv Le cpolel 
erator tot ee 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

CS, Duet 2 nrttte Cnenter bebo, 

My dear Leopold:- 
There are Ruffed Grouse in the 

wooded western section of the island but whether these birds represent 
native stock or introduced birds I am unable to say. I have seen several 
of the birds myself and have been told of others, I have received three 
birds from the Island wh'ch were killed by accident and |were examined in 
connection with our Investigation, 

Schmidt is going to Madison tomorrow'|to look uo some 
things for me in the library and I expect to be there myself about Monday 
or possibly Sunday, I had a mighty fine visit with King at Saint Paul 
and I was greatly impressed with the region at Greig's place. It is very 
unfortunate that place is to be flooded by the power project. 

Sincerely yours ) 

hy ae O Cte 
AlfyYed 0.. GrosSe
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MASON AND PRIESTLEY oN ? 

Tag VROMAN MASON ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS t Su Qy 

| TM. PRIESTLEY 609 State Bank oF Wisconsin Bip. yw? 
RICHARD RYNDERS Manpison, WISCONSIN yw 

July 29, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Ohemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your let- 
ter of July 24. 

Howard was a little mistaken in telling you 
that I owned an island in Lake Superior. I belo to 
the Espanore Island Olub which owns an island of 
couplé of hundred acres in Lake Huron about for miles 

&ue{ of Mackinac seven miles from the mouth of St. Mary's 
River and about one-half mile south of Drummond Island. 

I have never seen any grouse on Espanore, 
but my recollection is that we have often heard of their 
being lots of grouse on Drummond. I remember that many 
years ago we tried to stock the island with some kind 
of pheasant, but nothing developed. 

It so happens that I am taking my family up 
to Espanore for a couple of weeks, leaving here about 
August first. While there I will make further inouiries 
and if I can find out anything that seems to be of in- 
terest to you, I shall be more than happy to pass it on 
to you. 

Very truly yours,, 

7 laa 
TMP: LSO



: Pauly 31,1930 

ir. f. Me Priestley 
609 State Bank of Wisconsin Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Thenics for your interesting information on Mspanore 
Island. 

At your convenience I would like to know whether 
Reneriee Leeet 1eiy Mth Ser Telhek weenae, I will also 
await your final wrd as to whether there are any at present. 

In sizing up Drumnond Island care should be taken to 
distinguish between ruffed grouse and spruce hen. I kmow fairly 
certainly that there are spruce hen there. 

Hoping to hear the final result of your inquiries on 
the ground and thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

4 . 
\ : 

-?



4 Tear-up copy NY i 
, 

me teh ba «a 
Menagement Flan « Pizgsh ™, Gynt 

OLinten G, Saith, 1928 ! 

m 5. Legh and Mosts Disease (Black Tongue) said to have occurred i 

"hetween 1908 and 1912," (BA I doubts this) 

Geneus Yhodes figured 10 deer on renge to 1 seen by rangers, . 

Pe 6. Bild 250 bucks reconneaded out of (supposed) 4100 deer, Ratio 1360. 

: (700 wy outside elubs, ratio iiy6) 
Pp 8 Predasers, Bobcat, Red Fox, dogs. 

P 9 Burkey deereasing, , 
Buffea Grouse “wore reported as innumerable in 1920, The follow 
ing year there were said to be ‘many’ of them. In 1923 the estim- 

ate was given as 290 and in 1926 thie number wae reyoated, In 1927 . 

the report shows 600." 

i Uh Bie Saeeis odes property, 0 acres, held at $5800 a few years ago, 
tow refusing $35,000 cash. Enhanced value mostly by reason of game, 

Pe 15. Foods : 
‘Rye patches (epring). Also new grasa on olé fields, 

Rhododendron petioles (inter). ‘ 

Oak sprouts. | 

Population. Alleged 1 per 25 acres, | 

Pe 16. Eawng 30 picked up in June and bottle-raised to restock Ogark and | 
Cherokee ¥.7. 's, | 

| | |



© Gengus Date On Urlend Gane Birds sows 

Bird Lores 29th Christmas Census (Dec, 25, 1928). wrt 

(Limited to a country 15 miles in diameter) 

; Compiled by John S. Main 

Humber of stations reporting in the U. 8. and east of the Mississippi, 159 
(Includes Minn. and Iowa) 

Buffed Grouse 

Stations reporting 22 

: Individuals seen 43 

av. No, seen 2 

14 out of the 22 reported only 1 seen and it is likely 
that many, if not more, of the others were seen singly. 

If the New England States are excepted there are only 

; 10 stations reporting and only 20 birds seen. 

Prairie Chicken 

Fone reported) 

Bob White. 

Stations reporting 60 
Individuals seen 1180 

Av. No. seen 19~2/3 < 

: ae are specially mentioned as seen. These comprised 

pirds, an average of 12-2/3 to a covey. Assuming that in 

gome cases coveys have combined, it is never the less probable 

that the average family was from 10 to 11 birds, seemingly a 

large number of young to grow to maturity. 

Question: Why then is the increase not greater? 

Ave the decimating factors more effective after maturity than 

pefore? One would expect quite the reverse, except for shooting. 

Ringneck Pheasants. 

Stations reporting 47 
Individuals seen 227 
Av. No. seen 5



27 stations reported 2 or less indicating quite a general 
dispersal. 

By far the larger number reported were from the eastern 
states.



PROTECTION OF PARTRIDGE 

legislation on Subject in Province of New Brunswick Dates Back to 1814, when 
Drastic Law "for the Preservation of Partridges" was Enacted--Long Standing 
Fears that Ruffed Grouse would Become Extinct in New Brunswick Unfounded-~ 
May be Open Season in 1929. 

Legislation for the protection of the partridge, or ruffed grouse, 

in the Province of New Brunswick, Canada, dates back to 1814 and would indicate 

that fears that the bird would become extinct are of long standing, even if 

unfounded, 

"One hears often reiterated the fear that the partridge will 

become extinct," writes a correspondent to the Saint John Times-Glove. "It is 

interesting to find that the seme fear existed 114 years ago," adds the corres- 
pondent, who appends the first legislation passed in News Brunswick on the sub- 

ject, as follows: i 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

An Act for the Preservation of Partridges 
Passed the 7th of March, 1314 

WHEREAS it is necessary to prevent the killing partridges during 
the time of their breeding; for the preservation of that species of game, be it 
enacted by the President, Council and Assembly, that from and after the passing of this act, every person who shall take, kill or destory, or who shall sell or 
expose for sale, or who shall buy or cause to be bought between the first day 
of March and the first day of September in any year, any partridge, shall for 
every partridge so taken, killed, destroyed, sold or exposed for sale, or found 
dead in his or her possession, forfeit the sum of ten shillings to the use of 
the person or persons who shall prosecute or sue for the same, to be recovered 
before any one of His Majesty's justices of the peace for the county where the 
offence may be committed, on the oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses, 
or by confession of the party offending, and levied on the goods and chattels of 
the offender; and for the want of goods and chattels of such offender whereon 
to levy the same, it shall and may be lawful for such justice to commit the 
offender to the common gaol of the county, for the space of two days, or until 
the fine, together with the costs of prosecution and Commitment, shall be paid, 

There is not this year and has not been for several years an 

open season for partridce shooting in New Brunswick and, published sugeestions



that there may be a short open season during the month of November are not 

possible of fruition inasmuch as existing legislation provides that in order 

for there to be an open season for partridge shooting in New Brunswick in } 

any year same must be proclaimed by order of the Lieutenant Governor in 

Council before August lst. 

There is, however, some likelihood of an open season for 

partridge hunting in New Brunswick in 1929 as a result of reports of the 

increasing number of the birds and in this connection Hon. Charles D. Richards, 

Minister of lends & Mines, is making some personal investigations on his present 

trip of inspection in the northern counties of the Province, which includes a 

canoe trip of more than 100 miles up the Tobique river and dow the Nepisiguit. 

mmeeineminne FO mnt mingeinee 

From: Bureau of Provincial Information 

somrtes Travel 

Fredericton, N. B., Canada. 

: 
(Received from Dr. Wm. Bruette) 

Copies for: Mr. King i 
Ruffed Grouse folder \“ 
New Brunswick 4 
Cycle Chart * 

' Gyele Chart data (desk)



; Aldo Leopold 
Fuly 10,1930 

Partial Digest of 

” 
ey yy 5 

Dre P. Le Hatoh 

Publ. by Geol. 4 Nat. Hint. Survey-dune, 1892 

Pell "following up the progress of agriculture steadily, bat * ude pe ee After o series of mild winters it has several 
times. . . greatly inereased . .to be again decimated by an exception- 
ally vigorous one." 

Baxhioat nesting, May 5. 

(ies — Pe dingy ag TOR vam er is « tere wee were no e* 
the atuy officials on different ceensions,’s Want ef feet. ¢ preventel 
their material increase . . until the advent of general fanning." 

Now (1902) seen at Red Lake Falls 4 latitude of Ottertadl. 

1 "Was diseppointed in not meeting with it at Mille Lacs. 
, re sere ie ok Soh aE 

Spruce Partridce was quite common about the ** 
they seen to have been exterminated in that locality, 

pol60 EEE POE, ites Simaant in those portions of the state that are 
eeoup Grouse" according to F. lL. Washburn's "Red River 
Volley, Thief River, 4 Mille lees Report." (King: look up this report?) 

“Gade of irommod (Ostrya virginica) . . constitute almost their 
exelusive food in winter here.” 

p62 "Then the white man first came to Minnesota these birds 
were by no means common. Rev. E.G. Gear. . (Fort Suelling & Fort 
Ripley) . « stated that prairie hens were seldom geen at firet mt 
after (settlevent) increased . . from year to year. Blackfoot Grouse 
(Sharptail) were the dominant grouse . . but were never found on the 
open ueultivated prairies. * 

Ta Gan’. v cietaoe weltn aecae re, cae + + withdraws before agriculture . . Dr. Gowes . « 
oo Spe ththense te Geeks Minis of Oe ante, 
be aycle evidence in Coues "Birds of the Northwest" pp. 9)6 

TER BIREL, (33 years sg (about 18651) . . not a rare bird in H.W, 
&.¥. Minn. . . Seen as late as 1871 in Minn. Mow (1891) 

totally (4asppeared.* 

4 = 

Copies! King, Minnesota, Bobwhite, Ruffed Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Desk Book



: File ruffed grouse 

Ruffed Grouse on Islands 

*hrea Mi. from Any 

Name of Island State  (sqsmi.) VW Shore Grouse? Remarks 

ialy_pangriae Mich, 125, 15 No (Dice?) ‘ 
Pie Island Ont. 20 7 
Edward Island Ont. 10 3? 
Slate Islands Ont. 20 28 
Michipicoten Ont. 50 5 
Caribou Ont. 4 yo 
Isle Parisienne Ont. 7 9 
Grand Island Mich. 30 ‘ 
Apostle Islands Wis. 1-10 1-10 

Fa Mich. 10 3 
Beaver Island Mich. 50 20 - 
Manitou Island Mich, 30 g 
Washington Island Wis. 5 3 None till planted in 1900 

(Phillips) 
Chambers Island Wis. 2 6 None now, maybe never. 

, Prairie chicken seen there 
‘ 1927. Used for fox farming. 

(Leopold) 
Rock Island Wis. None now (Grange). Many deer. 

Bois Blane Mich. 50 4 
Drummond Mich. 100 a None. Probably spruce hens. 

(Lovejoy) 
Cockburn Ont. 60 16 
Duck Ont. 10. 
Manitoulin Ont. large 
Les Cheneaux Mich. 10 1 Yes. (Leopold) 

ee Pncent Mass. Yes (Gross) mut apparently 
absent in 1859, when a 
plant was made (Shields). 

* Very rough. Est. from map.



: R. ‘ f fe ZL Dee 

Digest of 

| MYL Life of Lake Superior” 

: by Geo. Shiras 3rd 

National Geographic, August, 1921 

p- 114. Brown Water.. "Hemlocks, the roots of which turn the streams 

into a deep wine color.” 

p. 119. “In the early days there were neither moose nor deer and very 

few caribou, compelling the aborigines to live largely on fish... 

from the Sault Ste. Mabie River.” 

p. 120. “Trout, grouse and pigeons were abundant and many deer tracks," : 

at mouth of Huron River, 1869. 

p. 127. Salt Lick. Near Chocolay River, 1871. "Several natural salt 

: licks were located beneath each bank forming the central points 

of century-old gathering places of a11 the deer within a radius 

f of 10 or 15 miles.” 

p. 130. “The whitetail, while now quite abundant, was unknown on the 

north shore . . in 1870." "98,000 deer were killed each year 

of 1879, 1880, 1981, and most of these were within 10 miles of 

Iake Superior." 

p- 132. Market Hunting. Usual bag, 150 decr per season near Whitefish 

lake. 

p. 133. Migration. "On the south shore of lake Superior, including all 
_ of northern Michigan and Wisconsin, there once existed spring and 

fall movement of deer which possessed all the characteristics of 

a true migration . . . This habit was abandoned more than 35 

years ago." Does arrived in May, bucks by early June. Does and 

s young 1eft/Mgust 15, bucks gone by October. “These migrating 

deer always travelled with the wind, never against it, and always 

: in the daytime, usually between 7 and 4 o'clock. . Caribou in 

Newfoundland .. travel . . against the wind, except during 

severe weather." 

p. 145. Phenology. “Does bear their fawns on the higher ground between 

May 25 and June 25 or 7 months after the rut.” 

s p. 150. Grouse and Water. “In the main forests and in localities where 

water was distant more than a quarter of a mile scareely a grouse 

was seen.” ; 

Cycle. “The grouse of upper Michigan declined to a point where 

extinetion was imminent and appeared certain when two cold, wet 

springs occurred, and hardly a yousg bird survived. In 1917 the 

Legislature closed the season for tw. years and the result exceeded 

oat all expectations. ‘he ensuing year showed . . scattered covies. — 

The next they more than doubled, while in (192__)the birds were 

: found in mumbers never known before in history. . They were brought in.



. . by tens of thousands, exceeding a total of 100,000." (Area?) 

"In Minnesota in 1920 . . the kill was unparalleled, with the ‘ 

total exceeding 500,000 grouse." 

p. 152. Has seen grouse dive into and emerge from snow." 

p. 186. Shift of Moose. “About 1585 a steady movement of moose westerly 

from Quebec was observed, and a slower easterly migration from 

northern Minnesota. Eventually these animals commingled and took . 

possession of the entire shore, later extending into the interior 

until they reached the waters flowing into Hudson Bay. Following 

the moose came the whitetail deer and many timber wolves, when 

the caribou began yielding the possession of centuries." ; 

p. 191. Deer Foods. "In the order of choice, and somewhat determined by 

py the rate of growth, came the carrot and beet tops, lettuce, i 

and new shoots of domestic raspberries, white clover, peas, 
Brussels sprouts, and white and red cabbage, the last mentioned, 

by reason of its sweetness, preferred above all else. 

"None ever touched the leaves or products of the potato 

plant, tomatoes, squash, rhubarb, corn, cucumbers, asparagus, 

onions, or parsnips, and the escape of the latter was inexplicable. 

Some.seasons their attention was almost entirely devoted to the 

strawberry plants, and then the next year not a leaf or a tender 

runner would be touched." 

{



fn R e 

; KAbh ee 
Digest of *Raffed Grouse in New York State" == 

A. M. Stoddart, 1918, 

p. 5. Questionnaire sent out late in 1917 answered by 148 protectors 

made since August 1915. 

p-. 6 Rutent of decrease. Only 6 out of 270 reported no decrease, Those 
ee Sap re eee Sey Majority over 

yp 6. Gausese (1) foxes (2) bed nesting seasons, (3) Hawks. 

p-. 5. Weather: Cold and wet May & June in both 1916 and 1917. Weather 
Bureeu rainfell “in mony instances" twice the normal amount. 

p- 9. Rabbits. Quotes Burshan's A.@.P.A. Bull. Article Jan. 1918. “The 
last of these periods of scarcity preceeding the present one was in 

p. 12. Closed season reconmended.
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Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" ; ¥ 

; by Edward H. Forbush "i : f ; ; ‘ 

(Published by Massachusetts Board of Agriculture) ie 
1913. a 

(From Chapter, Birds of Field & Garden, page 3344.) & 

“One man is reported to have seen a Pheasant kill a Partridge. I Me 

_ Watched the Quail and Pheasant feeding together at Wareham, and one day . . i 

saw a Pheasant strike a Quail on the head with its beak, exactly as a hen 4 oi 
, ‘Le ae 

will sometimes strike and kill a strange chicken. In this case, however, ‘eat 

~ the Quail emcaped, but gave the Pheasant a "wide berth" thereafter. One 8 

observer reports that a lady was feeding Quail in winter, and that a cock i ed i 

Pheasant habitually dorve the Quail awey and ate the grain." Aue oY 
( : ‘ ; a Aa mi 

eae i { oa a , 
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USp Extract from the book "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 4 
4 . Massachusetts and Adjacent States" i 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. } 

Pee S78 

, ir, Edward FP. Staples of Tauton states (1908) states that he has hunted i 

‘ for forty-seven years, and that the last "real good" year was about twenty— 

five years ago. In the old days, he says, about a thousand birds were killed 

in a season on about “twenty thousand acres over which he ranged," 

i ‘ ; 
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Noa f Extract from the book, "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 4 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States." 4 : 

by Baward Howe Forbush, 1916, 

(Chapter "Birds Hunted For Food Or Sport", page 381+383.) ; 

"During the winter of 1906407 a great flight of Goshawks appeared in the 
northern and eastern States, They usually winter farther north, and may have 
been driven south by an unusual scarcity of hares or Ptarmigan, on which they 
feed in the fur countries. Finding Gfouse plentiful here, they lived largely 
upon them, Twenty-eight out of forty-eight of these Hawks, dissected by 

Angell & Cash, the Providence, R.I., taxidermists, were found to have the flesh 
of Ruffed Grouse in their stomachs. Mr. C,. A. Clark of lynn, Mass., states that 
he saw a.pair of Goshawks near his place one of which had a Grouse in its claws, 

and from the feathers and signs on the snow he read the story of the destruction 
' of thirteen Grouse by Goshawks in his neighborhood. Many observers in other 

, - States saw these Hawks and found them killing Grouse during that season, from 
late October to March, These Hawks must have destroyed a very large number of 
Grouse, all of which were full-grown birds, most of which probably would have 
bred the succeeding spring had they lived and found mates. Such a flight of 
Goshawks is very unusual in this region; and, so far as I can learn, this is 
the greatest flight of these birds on record. 

Following this disaster to the Grouse, came a very cold, backward spring 
with cold rains and late frosts. The weather onditions in New England in 

April were more like those that usually prevail in March, May was very cold ~ 
and backward, with snow in the country about Boston on the llth. New York had 

" the coldest April since the climatological service was established; in New 
England and in Pennsylvania the average April temperature was the lowest for 
eighteen years; in New Jersey it was the lowest for thirty-one years, and in 

Michigan it was the lowest since 1874, Exceptionally coold weather in May was 
followed by unseasonable weather during the first half of June, with killing 
frosts in many localities. . 

X1l poultrymen kmow that a hard winter with much snow, so that fowls cannot 
get the usual amount of exercise, followed by a cold backward spring, with its 

lack of insect life and green food, will render the stock less vigorous. There 
will be fewer fertile eggs and more weak chickens than after a mild winter; 

and many chickens will be too weak to withstand such adverse conditions» 

In the spring of 1907 Grouse were in a similar condition, Bxhausted by 
the hard winter, they found the season late and cold, and much of their usual 
insect and vegetable food wanting. If the females left their nests long enough 
to get a liberal supply of food the eggs probably were chilled. If they remained 
constamtly on the nests they died from exhaustion, starvation and cold or 
disease, as sitting hens often do. Very many deserted nests were found with the 
eges unhatched, -- some addled, others frozen, --and some female birds were 
found dead on their nests. In many cases some of the eges hatched; but the 

young disappeared latef.* Probably mseny of these birds were weak when hatched, 

and like feeble chickens they soon succumbed to wet, cold, disease or the 

attacks of insects. Wood ticks were noted as prevalent in many localities. These 

Rei ie icant IA iaiiaoticinedibal aie ie Me i ee ts ey 
| *In Rhéde Island many broods were late in hatching, and the young ‘ 

weather during phe latter part of June: but cssinemee mails eut Ce le



ticks bury themselves in the heads of the young birds and weaken or kill them, 
Foxes were reported as unjsually numerous, and many hunters believed that they 
caught the young birds; a few claim to have seen the fox in the act. 

When the shooting season opened, it was discovered that nearly all the 
birds killed by hunters were adults, and that most of them were males, This 
was the case throughout most of the region affected. Dr. F. H. Saunders of 
Westfield writes me that in 1906, when the birds were plentiful, ninety per 
cent of those killed in his region were old cocks, and that in 1907 about 
seventy-five per cent. were cocks, but that in 1903 the sexes were about 
equail. 

I have not heard of such a disparity of the sexes elsewhere in 1906, but 
it was commonly noted in 1907. This may be accounted for by the fact that 
in this species the male does not assist the female in nest building, incufation, 
or the care of the young, hence he is care-free and can take food at any time, 
seek shelter during storms and keep in better condition than the female, who 

; is exposed to storms and is deprived of sufficient food," 

. as 

i 
| 
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Ruffed Grouse 

Quinn says common throughout North Alabama before Civil War. 

Now about a dozen left in N.W. Alabama. 

Pearson says also occurred in Piedmont of N. C. Saw one 

killed there about 1894.
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Extract from letter from Andrew Brooks, Doniphan, Mo., Aug. 2, 1930 

"I know it will interest you when I tell you I flushed three grouse 

on the benk of Current river two weeks ago. ‘They were sbout siz miles 

down the river from Doniphan. ‘They are the first I have ever seen in 

that neighborhood snd I am hoping there are other in that neighborhood.. 
The weather is umsval hot and dry dow here and I am of the opinion they 
were driven out of the hills in search of water." 

Filet Missourt 
Ruffed Grouse



! Exgerpt from “Gane an? Gun ar? the Contry Estate* (Saglish Macnzine), “i 
October, 1930, page 476. I 

‘my a conditional’ @ivease ig meant a disease which fe brought 
about by certain conditions of surrountines an? weather which my be a 
prevalent, and which favour the spreading of the dinesse. hen these par ee 
tieular conditions are not present there is no outbreak of disense. ie 

“A parallel is netually ¢ram between furmeulosis ant a 
atroneylosia, or grouse disease. . 

‘Now gtronzylosig is certainly a comlition:) disease. 3 a 

"Ae ig generally known, it is due to the presence of a certain a 
ee re ne.” creckee ee oe ee ae 

g@rouce, healthy an’ unhealthy. Joreally, the ‘s powers of resistance a 
are sufficient to combat cuccessfully any harm caused by thie worm. When, = 
however, the bird's powers of resistance are lovered sopreciebly by ang e 
@ouse, ouch as lack of food, the worms cet the upper hand ani the ermee ae 
dies. the eonfitions which favour the erent of strontylosie are,therefore, = 
primarily thove whieh affect food guprly; that 4s, leek of heather ani overe =~ 
erowling. Certain conlitions, however, are more favourable than others to ‘ae 
the propagation of these partieular otroncyle worus; amt mich ecomlitions ay 
are cold and damp. Conseqmiently, when the hesther han bloomed ba‘ly, Br, 
birde are mmoroas, an! the weather is cold and damp, snd outvroak of 4 
disease is almost inevitable. a 

“Zhe root cause of the disease ie present all the time, bat it B 
only breaks out when certain conditions occur: in other words it is a * 
conditions disease." & 

= 

Gopies fort Grance Og 
King a 

Srringtoa a 
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vO _ Praued—- Library of Yatinre VI age ye, Neowi /930 

"t-THINGS TO THINK ABOUT 
i : ahd -— 
fon SS = hd 

‘ oe ; j A PAGE DEVOTED TO CONSERVATION Uk ade ta 
pda : rf 3 FROM VARYING ANGLES fe of 

of the grouse undertaken by the Bergen 
S Wo: SEASONS ON RUFFED GROUSE y setts and Istihag Society. We quote 

N NE rr Y TORN 
FES NSE E777) Wp In the fluctuations in the stock of willow 
is Ny Y sf Uy grouse until the ‘nineties, the intervals be- 

aN \\ a ee ey L333 duration—a few years only—but the last 
TW | | Hy et bad period has extended from the year 1912- 

Ear 13 to the year 1925-26, which suggests that 
a | thn = ieee, some new factor is exerting an influence. 

=. Ry Prof. Brinkmann considers this new factor 

XQ SS HTL to be the heavy toll which has been taken of 
FAS SSS s, the Norwegian birds of prey. He regards as 

Q re proved that birds of prey have a favourable 
> effect on the stock of ‘birds, as they take 

em No OPEN SEASON aa wees SA? more of the sick than of the healthy birds. 
FREES 5 TO 15 DAYS One result of the decimation of birds of 
== 6G WEEKS TO 2 MONTHS prey was an enormous increase in the stock 
Ws ee of willow grouse which culminated in 1911. 
= LOCAL (COUNTY) SEASONS But as no attempt was made to preserve the 
WZ 1 Montu (APPROX) : ‘ stock by having gamekeepers to collect sick 

Mio weeng and dead game and to cleanse infected areas 
Nae tin by burning the heather—which would have 

fr been impossible under Norwegian condi- 

fn : ‘ 4 4 in _-: tions—-the result was a complete collapse 

/ Him Raita Aronia: EY \ Be ee one Linon be of the stock. This was due to a violent epi- 

\ The ruffed grouse is) 4 bird so beautiful yaintained a short open season for several zootic (coccidiosis) which, because the cov- 
that it is well occasionally to take stock of years, closing in 1927 and 1928, and this eys lay very close together in the. summer, 

its condition. Note on the map above the year in the Upper Peninsula. In North had exceptionally favourable conditions for 

Tine that marks its approximate southern fs ota grouse are local only. Montana has development. The See has continued 
limit in the United States. Close to this line cy good grouse country but we are in- year after year, and it was not checked un- 

Bs has never been really abundant but over formed on good authority that the birds are til the stock had become much reduced. The 

che whole or a part of about forty states it | coming rare. In Idaho and Washington  coveys then lay so far apart during the 
was originally B COMMON: SPECics: the counties provide such open season as breeding season that the risk of infection | 

SOE Cee ieeaestates Chat igs for sea justified. Oregon has different seasons WS considerably diminished. i 

bid the killing of ruffed grouse, North cas and west. In the eastern states generally, Coccidiosis appears to be endemic almost 
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Kansas, (Ne relatively long season is allowed; in Vir- wherever grouse are found; Prof. Brinkmann 

braska and South Dakota have relatively ginia, a poor grouse state, there is a ten- states he has proved its occurrence in Ice- 

little suitable territory and never had many — veek season, with local exceptions. land and Spitsbergen. Vervey's view that 
grouse. Vermont, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, What shall we gather from the facts stat- coccidiosis in different kinds of birds is gue 

MWiscousiti) Minnesota ate among the shetes ed, and the map? May we not conclude that © @ Series of phenotypes of the same paray 

where iY wes originally abundant. The fact in most of our states where grouse still site, Eimeria avium, which can be transferre/ 

that in these states its kalling:is forbidden occur the seasons are arranged to suit the from one species of bird to another, is / 

Proves that its status there is precarious; iN unter, rather than the needs of the bird? accord with the Norwegian observatio| 
some of these it is almost extirpated from In many quarters, indeed, the impending that there was coccidiosis simultaneous} 
over-shooting. _ passing of the ruffed grouse is admitted. among willow grouse, ptarmigan, black 

In the remainder of the states the grouse This bird is typically North American, game, and capercailzie, and that at the time 

has an open season varying from a few days beautiful in plumage, harmless in habits, when the epizootic was at its height the 
to three months. These states fall into sev- ang interesting in many ways. Like all our small birds also disappeared in various 

eral groups as is indicated by the symbols. — }:,4¢ it has its natural enemies and diseases. Places. On these grounds, Prof. Brinkmann 

In a few cases the seasons as given repre. j, plainly cannot stand the persecution that concludes that it would be impossible to 
sent only the approximate Peliod)}: Of .5)1). ceershacitro Nedek Lolone whouloves it exterminate Eimeria avium. He recommends 
there are county exceptions. Wo wreptesent jive in the woods, strutting or drumming, less destruction of the birds of prey so as 
each season in precise terms would make 4, guarding its young, it seems to deserve to endeavour to return to the conditions be- 
the map too complicated. a better fate than extermination by the gun. fore the nineties, when, though there were 

Now a few words as to these seasons. To jj, goes, will the fleeting gratification of fluctuations in the stock of willow grouse 
anyone even resonable rete ah ins killing the last few pay us for the loss of 9 great as they are now, the bad periods 

Geel ees ae cadens of deareity| te $0 Peart ase a eee referred to our 

open seasons do not necessarily mean abun- _ sportsmen’s organizations. It confirms con- 

dance. They merely show that there are still clusions reached by reputable sportsmen- 
some ruffed grouse in that state, and that, Predatory Birds and Game naturalists in America, findings that have 
the sportsmen having assumed the right to been widely disseminated for forty years. 
say what shall be done with the birds, the Close students of hawks and owls have Nevertheless our hawks and owls have 
legislators allow a season that will in a long insisted that the effect of these birds steadily declined under relentless pursuit. 
measure satisfy those who have bought hunt- on game was not altogether destructive. Ad- It is not too late for us to profit by a lesson 
ing licenses. So many factors affect legisla- ditional proof in support of this view ap- learned by an older country. 
tion that it may almost be termed a matter pears in Nature (London) for October 15, Shall we in our treatment of our wild life, 
of accident. Thus, New Hampshire, where 1927, pp. 567-568, in a review of a memoir avail ourselves of scientific research, or 
the grouse is now by no means abundant, on coccidiosis in the willow grouse (Lagopus shall we continue in our senseless course of 
allows its shooting during October and No- lagopus) by Prof. August Brinkmann. The destroying as “vermin”’ all flesh-eating birds, 
vember, while of the states on either side, memoir forms Communication No. 16 of a in the belief that we are thereby practicing 
where conditions are closely similar, one | comprehensive investigation of the biology conservation? EAL Pe
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 £' By GARDINER BUMP Qo” 
Hatching out OK 

INTRODUCTION The work was done by H. L. Stoddard from the state, the Committee agreed to 
under the supervision of the United States finance the work until such time as the 

ERIODICALLY ruffed grouse Bureau of Biological Survey. state could take it over. At a subsequent 

disappear. It has ever been so, at This investigation, extending over a meeting, Mr. Llewellyn Legge, Chief 

least since records have been kept. period of years, gave the conservationists Game Protector of New York State, who 

What happens to them? No one facts, whereas before they had had fancies. can always be depended upon to work for 

knows for certain. The only established Now we know much of Bob’s home life; the sportsmen’s interest, announced that 

fact is that they go and that up until the we know his friends and his enemies. Con- he was prepared to spend $10,000 a year 
present time they have always for five years to carry on this 
come back. Bis Os Q g , most important work, 

= Some gunners will tell you that a. iy ies: : o Gardiner Bump was employed ] 

the birds are scarce every seven _. P ee oe by the New York Conservation 
years. The scientific investigator 3 s f a Commission, and he started work 
contends that the peak in the ee... _ early last spring. At the Twenty- 

scarcity of grouse comes every 3 ra f _— fourth Convention of the Inter- 
ten or eleven years. 4 : — national Association_of Game, Fish 

The big question that has baf- > 2 a 7 and Conservation Commissioners 
fled the sportsmen for years is, ee a ig at Toronto, Canada, Mr. Bump | 
what kills the grouse? Is it over- : read the following paper on his \ 
shooting, vermin or disease? Or is aes. findings to date: } 
it the result of several poor nest- = “ If 4 
ing seasons? No one can truly an- * ‘ ey in the year 1791 the Legislature 
swer this question. as ™ on of the state of New York 

One thing is known. Shooting a a passed a law providing for what 
has nothing to do with the periodic » ay aN “ I believe to be the first closed sea- 
depletion of grouse. During atime [4 ‘ ie a son on ruffed grouse on the Amer- 
of scarcity it is just as hard to * on Ny f= ican continent."'Prophetic was the 
kick up a bird on a sanctuary hs ae 
where a gun has not been fired for . st a wie ae 

years as it is to find one in the . ee % <4 
heaviest shot-over cover. < oi Cl ll — — 2 

Some students of the problem om, = a a 2 Sal Ge, 

point out that rabbits and mice es = Se pene f Se " Ze , 
die every ten years or so from ee me " Ge A 3 
disease and that, with this source 8 . - <a aeamiaas - ies 

of food gone, vermin, fighting Young bird reaching for an insect Pd a 
starvation, turn on the grouse and mana ba 
wipe them out. This sounds reasonable. sequently we are better able to protect him jus ‘ ~ 2 x 

Then along comes another group of men and help him prosper. _ line oo . 
who contend that if the rabbits die of dis- George A. Lawyer, a member of ‘ 
ease, why not the birds? Scientists have the Frerp & Srream Conservation Coun- es e 
already isolated enough different germs in cil and former Chief United States ~ el 
the grouse to deplete the species several Game Warden, decided that such an inves- _— = 4 
times over if they were all on the job. tigation might help solve the grouse prob- ad : ‘_. 

Some claim that the trouble is all due lem. A meeting of prominent conservation- ee ii ae ee 
to several bad nesting seasons. One Cana- ists was called by Mr. Lawyer at Albany Fg = egg LP 
dian naturalist contends that the number on October 8, 1929, and the Ruffed Grouse (“ eO™ “ce 
of grouse fluctuates with the grasshopper Investigation Committee was elected: John 
crop. Furthermore, this man has prepared B. Burnham, representing the American Ruffed grouse nest 
charts to prove it. Game Protective Association; Robert L. 
We are just now recovering froma very Brewer, New York State Fish, Game and text in spirit if not in wording, for from 

severe grouse shortage. It has been con- Forest League; Leon C. Allyn, New York that year to this few upland game birds 
tinent-wide. Birds have been as scarce in State Division, Izaak Walton League; have been the subject of more regulation 
the far reaches of northern Canada, where John J. Farrell, New York State Conser- and experimentation than has the ruffed 
hunters seldom go, as in the hardwoods vation Commission, and Ray P. Holland, grouse. Yet in all fairness to the 
directly north of New York City. Editor of Frerp & Srream. bird it is scarcely stretching a point to say 

Several years ago some wealthy men It was decided to start immediately an that it probably owes its uncertain lease of 
interested in quail shooting financed a field investigation and study of the life cycle life throughout the greater part of its wide 
investigation of the life cycle of bob-white. of the grouse. As no funds were available range not so much to the welcome protection 

Ruffed grouse country. Opposite, this same picture is divided to show different types of grouse cover 
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The Grouse Problem 

.fforded it by law as to its own ability to its maximum number of ruffed grouse. food, shelter and the periods of scarcity 
meet and overcome the shifting, often That is the basis for the whole plan. A_ is like hunting in the haystack for the 
unfavorable conditions of its environment. farmer plants his land so that it produces needle. 

There is neither time nor place here to a maximum of paying crops. We have a Obviously, then, if the plan is to operate 
start a discussion of the relative merits of refuge. If we are to utilize it for grouse, successfully, every phase of the life of the 
closed seasons as against other less ob- let us plan it so that it will produce the grouse, private and public—for the hunter 
vious methods of assuring continued game maximum number of grouse. We would must also be considered—must be carefully 
production. Closed seasons have been tried eliminate poor or unproductive areas by .gone into. Any working plan we draw up 
more or less sporadically for the last 140 scientific cuttings or by plantings with the with the information at hand must be 
years, apparently without the de- tentative and subject to periodic 
velopment of lasting satisfactory revision as our knowledge in- 
results. It is interesting to note . ‘ creases. The plan I have presented 
that over sixty years ago the state for your consideration is the re- 
of Washington had a closed sea- : . 2 { sult of four years of intensive 
son on ruffed grouse—that is, the . oa ro though somewhat interrupted 
Western ruffed grouse, or Oregon Pa work with the advice and help 
grouse. J F . w =6oof Dr. Arthur A. Allen of Cornell 

: , i University, and nearly a year’s 
Hee in hand with, and ’ a work with the New York Con- 

doubtless stimulated by, the eae servation Commission. Under the 
failure of regulatory measures to : Fe " ” p leadership of Chief Llewellyn 
produce any real abundance of | : ’ 7 . Legge, the Commission is plan- 
ruffed grouse, experimenters, care- 4 ! % ning to make a five-year intensive 
less or careful, have tried their ‘ * i s study of the ruffed grouse in a 
hand at raising grouse in captiy- ee a definite attempt to answer the 
ity. The uniformity of the results a. question whether it is economically 
has been astonishing. In the past F a Ps | a possible to bring back to the state 
thirty years many people at dif- ve - e a. of New York ruffed grouse in any 
ferent times have reared a few Bd a ee ] ts considerable quantity. If the prob- 
birds to maturity, but as far as I v ys ot lem is solved, it should affect 
can find out none have reared Vi, a GS 4 every state in which the ruffed 
many. While success is always hy ae aR S grouse is a game bird. 
just “next season” away, the num- ee a 
ber of major difficulties tobe over- ff ‘eS eed f Coe of the methods of con- 
come in raising grouse in num- (ge | } neo er ducting this investigation and 
bers year after year indicates ts < e the results of the four years of 
clearly that there are still dis- _* Te \ 2 a preliminary work might interest 
couragements to be endured. a . P ‘oe Lie you. They will also give you a 

What, then, is the nature of the “a i x picture of the basis on which the 
new solution I am so bold as to os 4 | c ral working plan here presented was 
suggest to you, and what are the . 2 Pe a he drawn up. 
possibilities of-its success? Right a , F First of all, we are faced with 
here I must make a confession. He ad "ey the problem of finding out what 
The idea on which the plan I am [ae # —e > ” food, what shelter, what cover the 
offering is based has been known eS = grouse likes best, and what are its 
to and utilized with success by EA = enemies. The food of the grouse 
foresters for over two hundred \ and its enemies, including the 
years. Parts of it have even been ‘ se mapa J ser diseases by which it is attacked, 
haphazardly applied in the man- a “~~ em Yarra i are perhaps the two questions on 
agement of game refuges and — 9 @ a ia ra hee which we have the most accurate 
sanctuaries for years. To many of | * wi ~~ ee and reliable information. In the 
you, possibly, the general prin- i a“ pas . matter of cover, any hunter can 
ciple is not even new, but rather J 4 _ = wos give suggestions, but I have yet 
just one of those things you have 7 to find one who can tell me how 
had in the back of your head to = much of the time a grouse will 
try out some day. The lady of the manor at home spend in one place, in one type of 

In brief, the plan includes the cover, and how much in another. 
purchase of a number of areas unsuited for right trees or shrubs. Surrounding these In the painting reproduced at the bot- 
agriculture but potentially good grouse areas would be carefully planned public tom of page 24, I have tried to picture an 
cover, these refuges to be from one to four shooting grounds, through which the birds average piece of wood lot as we might 
thousand acres in extent. After a survey unquestionably will spread. find it in the state of New York and other 
of these areas a map will be made, showing There seem to be many good points grouse states. This shows a piece of land 
the various types of cover, these types to in favor of this plan and not a few running by the normal laws of succession 
be recognized entirely in relation to the difficulties to be overcome. There is a lack through open high land, through brushy 
needs of the grouse. The map would then of reliable information regarding the pasture, through a second growth of small 
be used as one basis for the drawing up changes that may take place as cut-over hardwoods, through a second growth of 
of a permanent working plan for each land grows up into mature timber. The large hardwoods, and, as man came in and 
refuge. Its purpose would be to assure the continued elimination of vermin from an cut it off commercially, into a slashing that 
building up and permanent continuation area teeming with grouse means constant grows up. Then the cycle is repeated. In 
of ideal conditions of food and shelter for warfare. place of hardwoods reforesting the slash 
grouse within each refuge. This plan The greatest difficulty lies in the meager- you might have pine coming in and mak- 
would serve as a permanent guide by fol- ness of accurate life-history information. ing a heavy cover. 
lowing which any caretaker, with a min- True, there is a wealth of carefully re- Now let us consider this as types of 
imum of head-work and effort, could keep corded observations, but they are for the ruffed grouse cover. We will divide the 
physical conditions within the refuge so most part unrelated and difficult to in- picture into separate sections. Figure 1 
nearly ideal that year after year every terpret. To separate from them the essen- shows open land. It is a curious thing that ' 
acre of such areas would be supporting tial facts governing grouse distribution, about 98 per (Continued on page 60) 

1-Open fields 2-Brush pasture 3-Small2d growth  4-Heavy woods 5-Slashing 6-Large 2d growth 7-Conifers 
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60 Field and Stream—December, 1930 : 
and chatted, or munched at our sand- wilderment. Reluctantly we shooed them must contain approximately two acres of 
wiches. Sometimes we nodded dozingly, away with our paddles. : all the necessary types of cover, shelter 
only to start into wakefulness at some “Til pick up the callers,” Chick added, and food which the grouse needs if it is 
manifestation of the life around us. Coots rolling up his waders. j to be kept alive and propagated. 
fluttered in the mazes of the rice, or swam When I reached my objective, I saw the So much for the working plan. Before 
into the clearings. Once a heron flapped duck had vanished. The presence of two we can arrive at satisfactory conclusions 
down to a mud bar and stood statuesquely, men on the dredge bank gave a plausible and work them out, we must have a great 
its dagger bill poised above the water. clue to its whereabouts. One was a stocky deal of data. What percentage of the eggs 
Another time our visitors were shovelers, fellow with a hard-bitten look, whose face hatch? How many are reared? Where do 
which plowed a furrow across the hole seemed familiar. The other was tall and the broods of young grouse go? 
in their eagerness to light. As if conscious thin, and averted his eyes while speaking. Of the eleven nests that we found and 
of their inferiority, they sat apart from “We'll clean up, all right,” promised the watched, eight were broken up. Of the 
the decoys, their long bills lending them a first man. As I obtained a better view of eight, three were destroyed by a farmer's 
sanctimonious aspect. his features I remembered him as a re- dog or dogs; one, by a crow; one, a 

Blacks came off the bay in increasing cent defendant in a poaching action, “Easy mother grouse broke up herself, and the 
numbers. Many were travelers bound for _ pickin’s.” rest I am not sure about. I think this is a 
the sloughs and flooded fields, and in no “I hope so,” his comrade hastened. high percentage for nests destroyed; but 
mood to tarry along their route. The ma- “Things ain’t been goin’ so good lately.” I have watched nests for four years, and 
jority, however, were hunting a quiet “We'll cop that holeas soon as those two I have no hesitation in saying that in the 
place in the bog. Bumped by the air cur- hunters leave,” the stocky man declared. areas on which I have worked 50 per cent 
rents, they lumbered over the cane or “Sleep on it nights, so nobody can beat of the first nests are broken up every year. , 
down the channel from the dredge bank. our time. Use double the decoys the law , , Usually it is not difficult to tell what 
As the hole widened beneath them they. allows.” He smacked his lips in anticipa- bird or animal destroys a nest, A dog will 
tilted their square breasts into the wind tion. “Eachofuswithacoupleofguns. And ¢at the eggs in their entirety and leave no 

and hovered. Sometimes they were so when the ducks light, we'll murder ’em.” shell. On the area where these observa- 
close that we could see the flash of. their “How about the wardens?” was the pos were epned coochicee Twcte avery few 

-bars. if . 
oa wea Gan look for us here. They there that would eat the eggs and leave no 
Spee mallards were quickly dis- think we’re in our usual territory.” His sign of the shells. I know that one nest was 

patched. A drake pintail slithered life- quick laugh dismissed the subject. “Any- destroyed by a crow, because there was a 
lessly into the lily-pads. Two black ducks, how, the chance is worth it. The hotel telltale feather lying near the nest and 
cruising into range as the dog started man wants two hundred mallards for a the eggs were broken by being punctured 
across the hole, made a belated dash for banquet, and it’s up to us to supply ’em. by 4 sharp instrument from the outside. 
safety. The higher spun down like a That’ll be soft, ‘cause she’s gonna blow I felt reasonably sure that te ET enSe had 
shuttlecock, stone-dead but apparently mighty hard for a couple days and the broken up her nest in the other bans be- 
without a shot mark on its body. The birds’il come in for shelter. And when Cause the eggs Wee pntoueted VEO 
performance of its consort was even they do, they’ll find us waitin’ for ’em.” ©8S was ea’ in ti eee en ie they 
stranger. Half-way to tha earth, the duck = When I repeated the conversation to nae oe it a little Le a e ae 
recovered itself and, serenely indifferent Chick, his jaw tightened grimly. “Market the eine e. r were just broken, and the 

: to our shooting, flew toward the lake. gunners, eh?” oa pas ves i eaten, : 2 
Far behind us, where the marsh merged — Without further comment he strapped Thi en there + a eee a Wisathiesy 

with swamp lands, a hundred or more on his skis and started for the cane. h eeorde ct A B20! Bee tet aC 4 
dabblers had gathered in a drainage ditch. When he returned, his smile was signifi- D4V¢ React ph +e Hane ne s a ae 
On several occasions we watched singles cant. I knew what he had done. He had @ eee _ ume; bot a ae nese e- 
and small bunches drop in among the wil- uncovered the four posts, so that they See tae oe ay ee Dee 
lows. Beyond were cornfields, dotted with would assume motion with the shifting 2 Peer ce fe a He ase ee f the 
many puddles, where others preened of the vegetation, and the rags would nee eht By of ane Welds See 4 
among the shocks. Their rest, fortunately flap and crackle in the wind. Once more De "Allen's velodde show thak the 4oruE: 

Frere en tee ot ttc ig aes eee Ie pv GL ave ea ee OUOO MI ty ia usally. very high in the ree cinta accord they bounded above the trees when at ee nee ae ibe Seeond clash 
a farmer loomed at the head of the lane. THE GROUSE PROBLEM liable 76 dupe considerable WHER EITC 

We burrowed into the skiffs when the (Continued f age 25) birds re-nest, the eggs are liable to be only decoys lifted their voices. With muscles Cnr ted oe page 0S 70 qerteent tertle! 
aching, I watched the patch of sky above cent of the records on ruffed grouse— Here areviny cecorlst based pon twee 

the hole. Like a flurry of leaves, a flock and this classification is based upon over ty-three broods, for this year only and 
of gadwalls floated across it, their wing 1,500 actual records brought in by myself upon one particular refuge. I am not try- tips just clearing the grasses. Three col- or my associates—show that grouse do ine toaoplatie seculta tore country, at 

lapsed at the fusillade we directed into need-some open land in the vicinity of the large; perhaps three years from now I 
theing tankeyand 42 foures pousciewe area which they frequent. shall be able to deal with the matter more 
Oper raven ae Pap ace He cel menicel ge They. necdaiso. some bruslt (pasture broadly, The bidada\l watched lost in the 
jerked backward when I fired, and a hurt- and (Fig. 2). Here is the place where first two weeks about 30 per cent of their 
ling object crashed through the brittle you would go to hunt ruffed grouse— youngsters, The spring of 1930 was an 
stalks of the rice. . hawthorns, dogwoods, old orchards and ayerage season. This loss was mainly on 
When the sun sank behind a cloud bank, other fruit-bearing trees and shrubs. account of unfavorable weather condi- 

the air became chilled, Conscious of ap- Next there is an area of second-growth tions, something that we can have no con- 
proaching dusk, the blackbirds clung to hardwoods, which represent the spring trol over. From then on, until about the 
the tops of the cane, or fluttered among nesting ground (Fig. 3). My records show eighth week, although the birds were well the tussocks. The moist breath of the wind that about 80 per cent of the grouse nested feathered, we found no signs of young 
hinted of rain or storm. Roaring over jn this type of cover. In the summer the grouse being killed by predatory animals. 
the shallows, the waves redoubled their mother grouse leads her birds from the G 
attack on the bog, leveling the vegetation spring nesting grounds either into a slash- I AM not saying that in this period the 
and filling the runways with foam. Like jing (Fig. 5), where they get insect food, grouse are not subject to predatory ani- 
advancing troops the mallards deployed or else into a brush pasture, where insects mals or birds. Here is the way I figure it 
above the lake, postponing as long as pos- and also berries are abundant. During the out; perhaps I am all wrong. The grouse 
sible the gauntlet of the guns. fall the grouse congregate in these brush is usually a pretty good mother. Until the 

It was fast shooting, and our gun bar- pastures. young birds are about six or eight weeks 
rels grew uncomfortably hot. Covered ~ As winter comes, being a budding spe- old they follow closely the directions of 
with mud, the spaniel floundered to the cies—they do not need any great amount their parent. After that they begin to 
far reaches of the hole, his gallant heart of other food, although it is frankly de- branch out somewhat and are not so re- 

. denying the rest his body craved. The sirable—you find them seeking the deep, sponsive to the calls of the mother as they 
pile of slain was dangerously near the rather dense woodlands for shelter (Fig. have been, whereupon the mortality im- 
limit, One duck had not been retrieved, 4), The conifers, or evergreens (Fig. 7), mediately goes up. This means that only 
a widgeon that fell in a pool near the also represent winter shelter, as do the 70 per cent of the birds survived, and the 
dredge bank. | : deep first-growth or large second-growth first two weeks only 50 per cent of the 

“Go get it,” my companion asked woodlands (Fig. 6). These tentatively birds in the particular area that we were 
through his parched lips. represent the types of cover on which we working on were alive on August 15th. 

As he stretched his limbs a knot of ring- believe we can base a refuge plan. Scarcely a day passes now (August 25th) 
bills swished down from the zenith. In If we are to make a refuge produce a without our going into the field and find- 
another moment they were sitting among maximum number of grouse, we must put ing dead grouse in the coverts.’And re- 
the stool, their necks upraised, regarding as many of these different types of cover member, the shooting season is still sev- 
us with a mixture of curiosity and be- into as many areas as we can. Each area eral months away. 

».
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Now let me give you a little idea of 

where the adults go. On about 2,500 acres Sea i.) 
I have a record of exactly 40 dead grouse Re bs, Ni 
since the first of January: When I say B oo. ies Wty 
“40 dead grouse,” I do not mean that we ae ie 
have included everything that might be ag your share of . mh 

ee Unless we is both me wing KS \ 
feathers and the tail feathers of a bird, 2 “he KG 
we do not consider that the bird has been foot comfort with a ’ “ibe te) 
killed. Forty dead birds may not mean ae > 
much, but in this case they represent about HoopD HUNTING BOOTS? — = Lh 't72. 
33 per cent of the mature grouse on that = iy 74 iy F 
2,500 acres. In other words, about one- i Fit ey, 
third of the adult birds have been killed " st a= 
off this year, and we had no unusual flight : See i uv ry En 1 
of snowy owls or goshawks or any other Rohs f hs = ¥ 
concentration of vermin. : wees 

Let us refer again for a moment to the be. af > wy Hl bd aks Ae 
matter of the cover which grouse like. =e WA HES lp fae nate is 
I have ees you a brief synopsis of our 
findings to date, which are tentative only, 3 ‘i ‘ 
of the cover that adults like. Can we tell W vc Pe ae a sip 
what cover the broods like? Yes. We / Pee de hae cern cee yc coon 
found that in June and July the birds head . you cen forget your feet in a pair of Hood 
for the slashings. In the month of August - Hunting Boots. 
ae are eeu ae Seana Bu HOt, in The HOOD SPORTSMAN OVER with soft 
as larg is etting ion : of see aris ote aeedualy building ra The HOOD DEERFOOT. Made in leather top and the all rubber HOOD DEER- 
a basis of fact on which we can plan a moccasin type of heavy black rubber with FOOT are ideal all-around hunting boots— 
refuge involving a maximum production estes Reavy rey rubber sole. Warm —_ made in favored styles, and absolutely water- 
on a minimum number of acres. Se proof. They mean sure footing, comfortable 

raaarroraraas oe : footing, and complete protection under severest 
AX plan of this kind must involve a fs ee tramping conditions. 

knowledge of the territory over which | : * grouse range. Do you know anybody who ‘ : Ask your local dealer to show you his assort- 

can tell you whether a grouse covers 100 ‘ ment of Hood Hunting Boots, pe ae, fo acres or 50 acres or 10 acres or 1,000 : Hood Rubber Company, Inc., Watertown, 
acres? I don’t. I have not been able to : Mass., for free descriptive booklet, “Rubber 
get definite information on this point, but N, Footwear for Sports.” 
we have some experiments under way o % Si 
that are going to Bie it. ee ee HOOD RUBBER COMPANY, INC. 

Adjacent to the refuge on which we a Watertown, Massachusetts 
are working there is a farmer who has : “henson 
some of the wildest white leghorn hens I ee : —— a 
have ever run into. If you went up there, HOOD SPORTSMAN OVER. Rug- a =~HeeDb— 

you would see a queer sight. The white ged, waterproof red rubber vamp. Fine m8] 
leghorn hens have brown or gray feathers quality, flexible leather tops. Moccasin ett 
tied to their tail feathers, and on their legs style. Tough grey soles, with rolled edges = DEALERS: Send for new HOOD Sport- 
are fastened some little bells. Every time to prevent snagging. Low heel. “Sy ing Goods Pamphlet shown at the left. 

those hens walk or fly, the bells ring and 
the tail feathers are easily noticed. sea arene SR he ee ee ola Bas When next spring comes around, we are | HOOD MAKES CANVASSHORS- RUDDER FOOTWEAR. TIRES. RUBDER SOLES AND HEELS. RUDDER FLOOR TILING 
going to have a way of marking the grouse 
on each ae that we are working ea) So 4) i i 1 Utica-Duxbak Hunting Coat 
and so will have a bell of this tone; an- a 6c . aS 2” 
other will have a bell of that tone; some a Sheds water like a duck’s back 
of them will have different colored tail Pakbak Coat 4 2a Style 
feathers—a fine looking lot they will be. "THE worse the weather the better you like the Style 02 SS 2 AZ 70 
But next year I hope I shall be able to Pakbak Coat. Genuine Duxbak cloth and Patented — ¢ Vy 
come to you and give more definite infor- | tailoring—thoroughly rainproof, windproof and IS. UZ Sy 
mation with regard to how far grouse | rugged. Real pivot sleeves, giving shirt-sleeve free- «SK YN VAG —— 
range and matters of that nature. dom for shooting, no matter what the weight of ’ y RK FF A WV x7 4 

I hope we shall also have definite infor- | game and ammunition in pockets. Especially, the ths 747 BARGE 4) 
mation about disease. Statements have | Pakbak’s patented and exclusive expanding back [7/7 | ZX ie 17 | 
been made .to the effect that disease is | game pocket: Carries easier, holds more, and no PJ a | 2 Vc ig LA Al 
primarily responsible for taking the grouse | matter how full, still easily lets you keep the coat [| 177 i NG aN V Ru a 
out of their coverts. I know of no proof | buttoned down the front. Abundant other pockets, fi i ® cI Va Noe \ 
of this; all we have is the opinion of very | cut and placed just right. America’s most im- ///fl iic 4 7 71 \x Co 
good authorities—by which I mean that | proved hunting coat. Duxbak Breeches or Long ‘ Li, Ze \ \ up T do not believe they have definite proof, | Pants, Shell Vest, Hat-cap and Leggings to match. [Jef 1 i 7 pee 

As I have said, we found some 40 dead Ask your dealer or write us. Style Book FREE ff) Yi7 Vy Aa y Ce eet 
grouse this year. We are making a definite 2 Noyes Street | 7 (eee y ye SS effort this fall to clean off as much of the Muxb a y' MG 7 yy ae STS 
eae es we can. u net year we have . Utica, N.Y. A ee & (ss | 
OUL Or tive On ten deadjetouse.ahd they,|\ ae PE ORS, ESET Gee a 
ae found in tbe eee instead pr ust the Oh Man, What a Xmas Gift! 
eathers, we will have reasonably’ good ii r 

proof we WHEEL of not disease was the A SEDGLEY s6 We 
cause. If, on the other hand, we find that 2 
the elimination of most of the vermin re- SPRINGFIELD ; 
sults in our finding almost no dead grouse SPORTER RIFLE = Used by Mastamen ana 
in the woods, or very few, then I think I _ eee Pieleamte Hunters ihe world 
can state that disease is not a factor which |] COMPLETE x at ' pve ma abe come ee Siena) 

i vith same deadly certainty as a 
we are going to have to worry about. Te i deer. calibre 30-08. 24" Barcel) Gano; magaditie, fall 

This grouse survey is to continue for ‘ CO sporting stock, pistol grip, handsomely checkered, sling 
at least another four years. I am con- en swivels, Lyman No. 48 rear sight. Gold bead front sight, 
inced that before the end of that time, Cal mounted on matted ramp with removable guard. 

~vill have learned much of the life 30-08, At your Dealer or Manutastiven 
* the ruffed grouse, and with this Mepatinoy nents Ee: SEDGLEY, ING. established 1897 

we will be able to work intel- 
shalf of this great game bird. 308 N. 16th St. Phila., Pa
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Raising Ruffed Grouse “yw! « 
Male Wh \ 

BY LEO A. LUTTRINGER, JR. 

ae is a fortune Heartbreaking disappointment is the result of most at- The second week, if 

in store for the per- tempts of the pioneer in ruffed grouse propagation, yet flies were added to 

son who achieves suc- several have recently achieved some measure of success. their menu. A vermin \ 

cess in propagating This article is an account of Mr. Donald Turrill’s work to pole close by the grouse } 

Ruffed Grouse on a date with these birds on the Rolling Rock Game Preserve. run, on which were / 

large scale. Scientists, 
nailed all the hawks { 

conservationists and sportsmen prick of one as it crawled from under her. and crows caught, furnished a good j 

up their ears when they learn of any However, she finally claimed them as_ supply of flies. The third week a little i 

one who has succeeded in rearing even her own. No. 12 Spratt’s pheasant meal, scalded, 

a few of these splendid birds. Dr. The coop was kept closed for forty- with the yolk of a hard boiled egg 

Arthur A. Allen of Cornell University eight hours, so the young grouse would mixed with it, was added. 

has unquestionably made a more thor- stay under the hen and not get chilled. The birds were given water every { 

ough study of the problem morning and evening, by 

of propagating America’s ee Pee tay, pe) Ps cocsc wes Be sprinkling the grass in chet 

finest game bird than any- i pis 5 i EC teciad ile hs a with a water can, as this 

one else in the country, and ae pene rag Tilscrie ee method seemed more natur- 
. ee ee ok OS Se Pra ; = : 

he has brought to light jaauamees ae, “pe = aA 3 al. They liked to peck the 

many of the diseases to pe SOA PSs se ita et drops off the grass, getting \ 

which it is susceptible. He heen a eG aA Tay Hie ae er their heads underneath and 

has successfully reared fs ee Maes is ae | , ‘ pecking up. | 

more grouse in captivity ee na Eee Y eS F; * s During the fourth week, 

than anyone else, so far as eos ssa era i i S Pe & caterpillars were given, 

the writer can determine. a ie TASS ape See os and, quoting Mr. Turrill, 

There are others, too, who ee ae aS s: : " Baas, ce ee ¥y “the birds sure seemed to 

have tried to raise the birds, eras 7 Oe i a ei grow faster, when they got 

some with varied degrees of feta SONS ; Be ae Pie these. Quite a large ant-hill 

success, others with fail- fo aoe TNS e yee =e : within the run also fur- 
daa. a SET i 

ure. ot ieee ee f Eve a tcieas ie nished a supply of food, and 

However, it is only Be a ee al eee the grouse ate several of ; 

through amassing much = Tag ie cae Sess = the ants every day.” { 

data concerning the activi- ucaadedin aul Ss) ty ore ee At five weeks of age they i 

ties of those who have tried, bt Ni S we | Re were put on oe feeds a Y 

and are still trying, to arti- ey Te % day—6:00 A. M., 12:00 noon, 

ficially propagate the Ruffed heto7 py Se MeMaiie We INa7ens F8 angi 6100'-B, Ms The white 
Grouse, that someone may Ruffed Grouse nest on pheasant ranch of Windber Sportsmen’s of an egg, and No. 5 pheas- 4 

hope, eventually, to hit up- Association. Grouse do not eee to nest among Ringnecks ant meal was given for the 

on the right method. It is es evening feed. At six weeks, 

with this thought in mind that the They were in darkness all this time, the a little dry intermediate scratch was 

writer brings to the attention of those front of the coop being covered with added to the evening meal. Lettuce 

interested the grouse-propagating acti- thick burlap. and clover were given every day. 

vities of Mr. Donald Turrill, Superin- Mr, Turrill hoped the young grouse At nine weeks the elderberries were 

tendent of the Rolling Rock Game Pre- would begin to understand their foster getting ripe, so a number of these were 

serve, a privately owned hunting mother’s language within a day or two, given; then, however, the birds would 

ground near Laughlintown, Westmore- but was disappointed, for on the morn- pot eat the biscuit meal. Also, they 

land County, Pa. I have visited Mr. ing of the 2ist, when he opened the would not eat the berries on the ground, 

Turrill’s plant, have seen his grouse, coop, they ran out into the small run-  pyt when hung on a string six inches 

have taken many motion pictures of way in front of the coop, and would not from the ground, a whole bunch would 

them, and have talked with him at go back to the hen. be eaten before the grouse would leave 

some length about his trials and trib- In an effort to get the birds to eat, he them. After ten weeks, berries and 

ulations, and his hopes. He is deter- chopped up some clover leaves and scratch feed were all they cared to 

mined to raise grouse and that is all held them on his finger, letting each eat, but when the first frosts came, 

there is to it. bird have three or four pieces. It was they would eat chicken grapes, apples, 

Mr. Turrill’s first activities began on several minutes before they would eat, and beef suet when hung on strings for 

April 26th, 1929, when one of the club’s but once started, they went right after them. 

foresters found a grouse nest contain- it. Each bird was also given three ant The following remarks concerning 

ing nine eggs, while planting seedlings. eggs at this time. The ant eggs were this first hatch are interesting: 

The nest was disclosed while clearing found under small rocks, on top of the (a) On the tenth day, the young 

certain areas of brush. Realizing that ground. Such was the birds’ menu for grouse that the hen pecked on the head, 

some predator would soon locate and the first week, given four times a day, died. It did not eat like the others 

destroy the nest thus exposed, Mr. Tur- excepting that chopped lettuce was and, as Mr. Turrill puts it “just pined 

rill gathered the eggs and set them added to the clover leaves. After feed- away.” 

under a bantam hen. ing, the young chicks were put in the (b) On the morning of July 11th all 

On May 19, all the eggs hatched. At coop with the hen and closed in, until of the grouse were fine, but that night 

first, mother bantam did not like the the fifth day, when they began going one of them was found dead. Upon 

looks of her brood and pecked the head _ back themselves. opening it, a piece of chewing tobacco 
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was found in its craw, which Mr. Tur- use. They would drink lots of water, year electric brooders were being used, 

rill thinks caused its death. At this seemed to be very feverish, but would and on May 30th some trouble with the 
time, an enclosure for the grouse was not eat. On that day one of them died, power line caused the current to be 

being built, and it was learned that one and on the following day, the other. shut off for about four hours during 

of the workmen had thrown tobacco Upon examining them, they showed which time a hard frost killed thirty 

in to the grouse. every sign of Blackhead. two-weeks’-old grouse in the brooders, 

(c) Almost every night Mr. Turrill During January, 1930, the Game Com- which had been hatched from eggs col- 

would have to hunt in the woods for mission, co-operating with Mr. Turrill lected from wild birds. According to 
the bantam and her brood, as they in his experiments, furnished two wild Mr. Turrill there was one bird still 

would roost up in the trees. They hen grouse which were put in a pen Warm when he looked in at five-thirty 

would not follow her, but she would with one of the hand-reared cocks. One that morning. This bird was put in an 
follow them. Mr. Turrill states “I of these laid eleven eggs, but they were oven and eventually came around all 
could climb the tree and lift each one all infertile; the other laid three eggs, ight. After such an experience the 
off the branches, and they would not and then died of coccidiosis. Examina- brooders were discontinued and old 
fly away. I was very thankful when I tion of the latter showed her to be in mother hen again resorted to. How- 
had them safe inside the wire enclos- fine condition, except that her intestines ever, when trouble comes it usually 

ure.” were all inflamed. She had between Comes by the carload, and in less than 
(d) On August 24th one of the grouse forty and fifty small eggs in her. two weeks Blackhead wiped out three 

was apparently hit by a hailstone, and In February, 1930, by special author- Nice clutches of ten each, also from 
the following day it died. Examination ity from the Game Commission, Mr. Wild eggs. 
showed its neck to be bruised and full Turrill and his agents caught three Mr. Turrill’s next step was to treat 

of blood. The blame was placed the bantam hens for both worms 

on the hail, although the bird eas =. a 2 E and Blackhead. In treating the 
might have become scared and oe ; . oe : bantams for worms Mr. Turrill 
flown against the wire. = SS 4 4 uses liquid sulphur in their water 

(e) Inside the pen constructed - . 2 (Hig ro ok a4 = during first week they set. For 
for the grouse are several trees ee, bc na a | es I Blackhead he uses Ray-zem which 
and enough brush to make the -— ga AS oo) he has found to be about 100 per 
interior appear perfectly natural, koa | a Co ™ ek \ a” cent prevention of Blackhead in 

and the grouse seem to enjoy ig we 4 Fs oO 7 turkeys. This produced good re- 
their surroundings. The enclos- a ¥ = if) ee sults apparently, for as of July 9 

ure is covered with wire mesh i j two of the bantams had.three six- 

over the top as well as on all » 5 weeks’-old grouse each, all second 

sides, and made as vermin-proof 3 : Fm 7. a a eee generation birds, since they were 

as possible. It is 75'x100', sub- as ie : : ho hatched from eggs laid by the 

divided, I believe, into 3 or 4 fg oS iis ag 4 oo s birds reared the previous year. 

smaller pens. The droppings un- i: ry a Sf However, all of these were not to 

der the roost are picked up every “ s - . * survive: Two of the young grouse 

other day to avoid disease. Six Photo by Ross I. Lefler ith one of the bantams flew over 
grouse were successfully reared Year-old Ruffed Grouse—one of the first setting their fence into the dog run and 

from the first setting—four hens met a violent death. The remaining 

and two cocks, all of which are alive at wild cock grouse to mate with their bird was placed inside a permanent hold- 

this writing. So much for the first hens. The cocks were placed with the ing pen. This second generation grouse 
setting of eggs—now to come to the hens but had to be taken out immediate- is not as tame as those reared the pre- 

second. ly as the hens would have killed them; ceding year, as it was permitted to run 

On May 31st, six.eggs were taken out 8 it was, they nearly killed one, and  wi1q with the bantam all summer. 
of a nest of fourteen found on a wooded had it about plucked before it could be Two of the young grouse with the 
hill near the club-house. Mr. Turrill 80tten out. other bantam disappeared when about 
used a long handled spoon to take the Placing one hen in with each cock eight weeks old; they may have joined 
eggs out of the nest so that the mother was also tried, but this would not work other wild grouse in the forest lands 
grouse would not smell the human out, as the hens fretted and would not surrounding the club. The remaining 
scent. The eight remaining eggs eat. They were always trying to get grouse is a fine large bird, probably a 
hatched. Of the six eggs removed, all out of the pen. In the end, the four coca 
hatched, and the young grouse were fed hand-reared hens and one hand-reared The grouse now on hand at Mr. Tur- 
exactly the same food es the others, cock were left together and a chance rill’s plant are the six hand-reared 
and had the same attention. When two taken on the egg fertility. This proved . 

3 birds from last year; 2 wild hens fur- 
weeks old all six had a yellow coating to be very poor, but it revealed that 5 
form inside their mouth, which made it grouse are polygamous, as eggs from all plsbed by tite Game Commminelon, and 2 
very hard for them to swallow. Four four hens, if only a small percentage, apace tS erent 

-died before Mr. Turrill could find a were fertile. In April the three wild 4 'eport from Mr. Turrill says: “Dr. 
remedy for this. He washed the two cocks died with Blackhead. Allen of Cornell University was. quite 
remaining birds’ mouths with a mild On May 38rd the Game Commission right when he said that it takes lots of 
solution of iodine and this apparently shipped another hen grouse. Mr. Tur- Patience, with very little encourage- 
cured them as they began to eat nor- rill stated in this connection that “there ™ent when you see your birds dying like 
mally again. He thought the birds died was an egg in the crate when we took flies, after doing everything for them 
of diphtheric roup. The remaining two her out, and she laid seven more eggs You possibly could. But Rome was not 
birds grew and were doing fine, ap- afterwards, but all were infertile.” built in a day, and we cannot expect to 
parently, until August 9, when they Later in May, Mr. Turrill experienced rear grouse successfully until we have i 
stopped eating. Every conceivable a setback that would tax the determina- found a way to fight the diseases, or 
dainty morsel was tried but it was no tion and enthusiasm of any man. This (Continued on page 61) 
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their mother when they wanted 

warmth. Lea aT 
BOB WHITE QUAIL : : puc : ce | 

‘ During the breeding season, it is  ?pP H E x S A N TS] 

America’s Largest Producer really necessary to “live with the -— Rin ke | 
Big, beara, pacive soutne chicks,” for one’s whole attention must - iad S _ INgGnecks | 
Mexican bob white. Free be given to them. The man or woman = oe j Goldens eae 

ai - eae a Sak 
wocdae or es aleed who-has no patience for fiddling little ee Silvers on 

a breeding — pur- bits of jobs should not undertake bird Eee Reeves | 

Delivery only, December breeding of any kind. If you don’t care 2 Osa Lady 7 
to Aa dactualye: about trapping or shooting all kinds of Li. ‘Amhersts = ‘| 

oben predators, from house sparrows to great [| BeBe 
M. E. BOGLE horned owls, from mice to foxes, or oe decialist > Construction of Aviaries 

San Antonio TEXAS having it done for you, don’t breed up- ff —— FRANKLIN E. EVERSON” 2. 
land game birds and wild waterfowl. | Box 395 - + Scarsdale, NY 

But once you start the work, you won’t Sa ee cee 

want to leave it. 

NOW OFFERING FAIGLEY’S 

100 early 1930 hatched Ringneck K A M Al A 
Pheasant Hens, large, well-developed 

birds, from our high producing laying RAISING RUFFED GROUSE NICOTI N E 

strain, Silkie Bantam Cocks, Mus- (Continued from page 39) 
; : : COMBINATION 

covy Ducks and White Tailed Deer : 

Prices reasonable. Live arrival guar- better still, to eliminate them alto- WORM TABLETS 
anteed. gether.” Ri 

or 
It will be interesting to note the egg- CHICKENS and TURKEYS 

SCARBORO GAME FARM laying record of the four hen grouse _Each tablet contains Kamala and Nico- 
Scarboro Beach, Maine which were hand-reared the preceding ine, that kill Tape and Round Worms 

i Ty. 

year: Millions used by large breeders of 
No. 1 laid 22 eggs in twenty-four days. MNO waste gt muesswork, Does not 

SS ; F make birds sick. f acorn April 11 to May b She rested 50 tablets, $1.00; 100, $1.75; 200, $3.00; 
or six days and then lai re 500, $6.75; 1,000, $12.00. The Best in Pheasants = (085 oe a ean a Beean eighteen days—38 eggs. No. 2 laid 10 Dee nn eo eee. a 

rices Per Pair: i 
zi eggs in twenty days, rested a week and 

Mer S800, Reeves $2000" Are | 814 8 more ees in ten days—23 enes. | a ee ee eran 
herst $20.00, Golden $10.00, Mongo- No. 3 laid 10 eggs in ten days, rested PueNUsS TEs, 0: 

lian $12.00, Mongolian - Ringneck four days and laid 14 more eggs—24 

cross vane ui ouch any, Vetsieoloy eggs. No. 4 laid 9 eggs in twelve days, 
Roce at $5.00, Br Be UME rested four days and laid 12 more eggs 9 

Order at once and avoid disappointment in eighteen days—21 eggs. This made a RICH § BLUE PEAFOWL 
3, of ich mber 48 

JOSEPH FLORES tom of es Sere Mee The very best in Blue Peafowl, 1930 
RFD 935 First Avenue ere crore) hatch and 1929 cocks, 

; ior breedin 
San Leandro, Calif. The egg-laying record of the three Special:——1930 hens and 1929 cocks, unt 

wild hens is as follows: No. 1 laid 7 ee and ated ace Peeping, only, 623 . is makes an ideal mating at a 
eggs in fourteen days; No. 2 laid 9 eggs pecaieed ote Pairs paea up "Pf, 1930 

freenu ny aca seacuemi egies pete eee Tiaeea hes ie irds, é 
FOR SALE—Pheasants and Eggs. Eng- | in eighteen days; No. 3 laid 7 eggs in geturn ordece for 28 pairs, coming after 

hens, also igen aethese ete oe aa fourteen days. Total, 23 eggs. All these Z Me oct: Order now while I have 

healthy birds. ‘Also young, birds ene eggs turned out to be infertile. D. W. RICH 
rom im rt tock. ing orders now. . . 

| Write for prices, oar? Iu addition, four wild grouse nests, Route 1, Box 880G 3 : 

oe SeMnae neckiE with an average of nine eggs to the ean Cabrel atte California 
Hillsdale NEW YORK nest, were found. All these eggs were 

fertile and all hatched, only to perish 

in the brooder, as was mentioned pre- 

‘ viously. RINGNECK PHEASANTS, 

Ringneck Pheasants At least two very important things EGGS IN SEASON 

NORTHERN VALLEY were gleaned from Mr. Turrill’s exper- 

Ei ‘AR! iences—first, that grouse are polygam- aa RINGNECK FARM 
anager es ere eo ous; second, that yas nets ae a SUMMIT GAME FARM 

destroyed early in the spring, they wi Box 97 WESTHAMPTON, L. 1. 

lay a second clutch of eggs. 

e SSS SS SSL It was also learned that grouse eggs iter EET kL 

a Ee 1 "] im 2 hatch just as well in an incubator as 
= = they do under bantams, and are just ee Se enero Doce 

° s, Ammunition 

Marvel Electric Brooder Heater 8 **vone- impr hoger eh bc ana 
Can be used in any box or brooder. Will care With regard to feeding young grouse Hasal bool pata ebay re meio 

tare’ free heater devised.” Price $2.00 Post it was determined that they thrive well Jj Sym TeeriangAc Paci Topnstiel Rewcced 
paid, C. 0. D. Agents wanted. on sour milk, chopped lettuce, eggs Sr = 2 . A + , A.F.S SGER. Inc. NEWY <.N.Y. Marvel Mfg. Co., 651 Larkin St., San Francisco, Calif. Banherr on andicidernerrtent yee ALS eaves N.Y 
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Rutied Grouse from ‘the * 
Breeder's. Angle 

r~\ HE Ruffed Grouse (tetrao umbel- By GEORGE E. MALAMPHY I have in past years shot grouse of 

4 lus) sometimes miscalled rough entirely different coloration from what 

grouse, ruffled grouse, etc., known Part L I was positive was the same covey, and 
as a partridge in the north and as a this summer reared three birds that I 

pheasant in the south is, regardless of low, and with different-colored mark- am certain were hatched from eggs laid 

what he is called, a true grouse and the ings. Sometimes these colors even ap- by the same hen mated with a single 

undisputed King of Game Birds. His pear in combinations, though of course cock bird. These were of three distinct 

range extends from the Atlantic coast the general plan of arrangement is the colors. Yet why should this be con- 

far into the west and from Georgia and same. The ruff is generally accepted to sidered strange? I know of a couple 

some of the other southern states far be a glossy black with glints of green that have a flock of children, nine or 

into northern Canada. He is ten I think, and there are a 

probably more widely distrib-  |iNemmeaNG ONE: ee eCi‘éCcorpilee ‘oof red heads, a couple of 
uted than any of our other game [ff = | 47 — . —~——C#rruneettes, and a ‘trio of blondes 
birds, more appreciated by the eek . : ae _-—~—~—s not to mention one that has 
gunner than most, and gener- a ial oe hair almost a true black. 
ously praised for his unexcelled ne 3 ee — : a Getting back to grouse, I find 
qualities for our table. a ee ge a | that the color and markings will 

The ruffed grouse is a true me fe th yo eee o ' vary in all grouse regardless of 

grouse possessing a crest on the : o aa 4 i oe the section they come from. A 

head and distinctive plumage in oe : a 4 ~~ ~~ specimen from North Carolina 
the form of a ruff about the hae ae ar baa) See |. ._—— is just as apt to resemble a bird 

neck, this being generally far co PA as ee from northern Alberta or New 
more pronounced in the male a a eee a " A * Le Se : Brunswick as it is one from the 
bird, the other feathering being ie Nae} a: same particular locality, 

5 similar in both sexes. Shanks or § ie. ES Pe YY ro ue ao, Most of this has been regard- 

legs are well feathered down to =~ <s NI Ed 4. =| s ing color. Markings, however, 
the feet, the toes being edged by Rapes. seer oe a7 "js are just as different. For in- 
a sort of peculiar growth some- Reset he 2 oI ~ 4 ca stance, take the tail or fan. I 

what resembling the legs of a ~d 3 * A we » \ fitment,  bave here, before me, ten fans 

centipede or starfish. This is a ‘ ; all decidedly different, yet all 
shed in the spring and returns en Se : es la aes from birds from the same-see- 

in the fall. It is moulted in the pao isn e rears ns 4 a f : tion. The first is a mellow buff 

same manner as feathers. It is Sete sic Spee we re flecked with black from the quill 
presumed that it is provided to [sags ee aS eet age ou or roots out to the first horizon- 
assist the birds in walking over seieass sea ote ey ae od tal band of whitish gray, nearly 
snow. It appears upon the young | = 2g gma = pate 7 A i cman a a half inch wide. Then appears 
birds when they reach maturity at we e nye As se a Sy a black band about the same 

or at about the same time the [3g Saeeey. = Pa. eo! eg VR eae width and a whitish gray tip. 
ruff appears. Shaan: Se | a | tony Number two is grayish flecked 

In general appearance, the ty Abie eae fs bt A oe with black out to the first bar, 
ruffed grouse resembles the quail en i} Ee Loe sf bi oy . then black out to the end, lack- 
and partridge more than the gk i: a ‘eh sete RR - nae ing the light tip. Number three 

pheasant. It is about half again le aaadeaae foun be ae is a similar-colored tail, except 
the size of a European Gray  (eapaiA Mees) ooo %, oy ESR that in the place of tne black 
partridge, but not quite so large [iaaaaieatiany. 3 eee ee se : bar appears one of a distinct 

as a ringneck pheasant hen. Sree . J re oe eg rufus-red. Then we have one 

Both sexes are identical in in Rais CN a Naar Pa that has a gray and black gen- 

plumage with the exception of a p cS e Hedi WY BESS eral color, with the usual whit- 

more pronounced ruff on the Two of Mr. Malamphy’s Hand-reared Grouse ish band followed by a black 

male, being of such a color and band, and then another whitish 

marked so as to best fit in with their or purplish sheen, yet I have several band, forming the tip. Several others 

general background. Their protective birds that sport a gaudy ruff of a bril- are combinations of the above. All 

coloration is every bit as perfect as in liant rufus-red, tinged on the outer edge measure about six inches from begin- 

our woodcock. However, I find that with a glossy sheen. These same birds ning of feathering out to the tip and 

they vary greatly both in size and color, usually carry this rufus coloring possess a distinct horizontal cross bar, 

as well as markings. In fact, I doubt throughout, even to the tail band and very narrow, every half inch or so for 

if two birds in a hundred could readily tip, but I have one bird, I should say the length of the feather on out to the 

be found that would be enough alike so had, since it died shortly after arrival, wide whitish band. 

that they could not be easily distin- though I still have the skin, that sports Tails or fans consist of eighteen 

guished by even a casual observer. a rufus ruff, and distinctly red tail tip feathers, and in all the above instances 

Ruffed grouse will range in color lacking the whitish gray bars. The bal- the two central feathers are the same 

from a black foundation to gray, to ance of the color is carried out in black, from quill to tip and entirely lack the 

brown, to rufus, to buff and almost yel- gray, and grayish white. (Continued on page 122) 
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tif rather difficult for him to AcCceDt “fs. eee a ES 
ene invitation and refuse another. At- 

RINGNECK tendance means an expenditure of per- FOR SALE 

senal funds, an expenditure that is not 

PHEASANT reimbursed; it also calls for a day from Pheasant Eggs 
his business or profession—a trip of con- inaceacon 

E; siderable distance at his own expense. a 

For the good of the service it must be Bee ieee po omners 
done. Lineated; Blue, Black Shouldered and White 

f Peafowl, also Bronze and White Holland 
rom In no manner may these personal Turkey Eggs. 

QUALITY sacrifices be referred to as a means of 

self-adyancement or for ulterior mo- LINDA VISTA FARM 

Stock tives. No personal gain or profit is to Holliston Massachusetts 

be made except to acquire new friends 

PTs or to renew old acquaintances. It is 

ifvi ic y of We are now booking for this summer’s 
See eee Og Cec ae rearing of the following birds—Prices per 

N book: Fi our sportsmen remember us, regardless pair—Age and health guaranteed. 
ow booking orders ee s ae iti Mandarin $25.00; Falcated $20.00; Com- s of where or under what conditions we mone Weal aro cui) Roes Billed achacdl 

fon Spring delivery meet. The sportsmen of Pennsylvania woe Greve Geer $25.00; Moccia 
. 5: 35.00; ute Swans $25.00; as well as 

are just that in every sense of the word, some ‘thirty other varieties ‘of waterfowl. 
and we feel proud to represent them. 2 J. C. LAIDLAY 

The experiences we have had and those eve ee mecuaze 
PETER STUDER still due us, are leaving a lasting im- 

pression, and seem to urge us on to February, 1931, Copies of 
y , fforts. We can no longer call Clinton tt New Jerse eicaterae 

J ib our time our own, and yet, should we THE GAME BREEDER 

Es =e so unfortunate as to drop out of the Wanted 

ee Ce, We Would miss the bustle and Our increased press a ee 

hustle. This time, of course, must come, Geaae gaye eenecr ee 
as it will surely come to any who for that issue. 

accept membership in any commission, ing us ¢ bebe eooy al Breeder and: 

and unless you are ready to comply ae ee months. 4 ; 

with some of the requirements outlined, iitreased asG6 rib cae doe aed ee, 

ArT’S do not seek our places. culation. 

THE GAME BREEDER 
205 E. 42nd St. New York, N. Y. 

Turkey and RUFFED GROUSE FROM ee 

Game Bird Feeds THE BREEDER’S ANGLE 

Need no supplements such as (Continued from page 101) ; i 

milk, eggs, cod liver oil, cus- whitish band, the black band, and the Ss! : 
tards, ete. ee are complete tip. Then I have one fan that is gray- 

Peg uIsen CHER RO RAE tine ish and black all the way to and in- _2 Sets of 

time in history, rations in cluding the space where the white bar 
which all of these factors have should be, then rufus-red right out to E H E A S A N 1 S 

heen an Aited ordore aud the tip where the white is also lacking. Their Lives and Homes 
aeoie havinoniods whole. This marking includes the two central By WILLIAM BEEBE 

Secieoir Lanes | feathers as well. mi 2 ~ Bohan es 
ave just succeeded in locating 

dealer or write The balance of the plumage presents Wand Buechasine oe a the ee 
+ Pe ee sati eee lae ition and 1 set of the Regular Edition 

The Larrowe Milling Co. just as wide a variation, so nothing is GEC aiGs. Geondestulle Worle Sy William 

Detroit, Michi really definite, and color or markings Hecke ond node Be ieee nats 
‘onl ichigan s. = ie t, si should make absolutely no difference to ately with the habits and, surroundings 

; Seas ie early 100 species. Eight years o! 
us when selecting breeding stock. study and travel were necessary for the 

There is almost as much difference moceeniaton ct ee beet 

sia 2 _ in size, some being quite large, very These magnificent 2-volume sets contain 
rr pli) ad of 4 surprising weight, while eae eee eee eae’ pene eed 

others, brought down with the gun in ieee colon pistes oe paintings by 6 

the same locality, will be unbelievably aanige) are halftones of MARS tOBTaGhEeby 
E F | small and weigh very little — really the author, ranging in scene from the 
Sgs or a ]@ Z snowy Himalayas to Java’s tropical 

bantams or dwarfs. I shot a grouse in shores. anes a 

Booking orders now for Ringneck, North Carolina once that was little Subject, oat 

RE and Japanese larger than a nice bobwhite quail, a ty Seem Resale dion 
Paes bird fully matured, quite plump, and Price $25.00 

also apparently in excellent health, yet it 1 Set—De Luxe Autographed 

DAY OLD CHICKS weighed less than eleven ounces. I re- Edition 

Prise Winnine Stock cently received a bird from Canada that Price $50.00 

ee eee aaa was not a great deal larger. Then I The Game Conservation So- 

MISSOURI PHEASANTRY saw a brace of grouse mounted as dead ciety, Inc. 

Windsor Wissone game, a short time ago, that were also 205 E. 42nd St. New York, N. Y. 
unusually small. 
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On the other hand, I have seen, shot, 

and had in my possession alive, numer- 

ous birds of unusually large size from 

widely distributed locations. Size should The SMALLE ST FARMS 

play an important part jn the selection 

of our brood stock; the little bantams ——[—$—$_$—_—_—_——————_—_ 
eawa@a&@a&&_ 

or dwarfs should be culled out and only 

the better specimens used. It is only The LARGE ST FARMS 

natural that a two-year-old bird will be 

Jarger than a youngster and a cock 
EEE 

bird larger than a hen, but it is found 

that a southern bird is no larger than Crown is equipped to meet all fencing and enclosure requirements of game 

S the northern, or vice-versa. I must ad- breeders. Whether your problem is the building of a small game bird pen 

mit that I could not separate a flock ‘ . ‘ 

containing a number of birds from dif- or the construction of a complete breeding and rearing farm, Crown’s spe- 

ferent sources. To me, they are all one cialized pen materials offer you the most prac- 

and the same bird. I select only by size —_— 2 = tical and efficient solution at the lowest cost. 

and apparent vigor and health. It ake dey OQ Crown deals always directly with the breeder. 

makes little difference where oe binds Passe \ | Wire fabrics of all sizes and kinds are sold to 

may be from, although I do believe that bases (| es E 

a smaller percentage of chronic ailers 1 BS w Your at wolesale DECeS 

will be found in the north woods than He CROWN | gyi ae es ee eee eae 

will be found in our southern and east- i Be | ee aon 
ot 

ern tracts. 
We C | 

Oo. 

Breeding stock may be sometimes ob- fi) BNCLOSURES | St Grapes Bldg., New York City ! 

tained by locating the nest of a wild Ji) CROWN IRON WORKS COMPANY ler St NH, Minneapolis Miami | 

7 
Bit MINNEAPOLIS, MENMESETA, } (Address to nearest office) 

grouse in the woods and securing 4 I Bia j Please send me your latest catalogue in- 

permit from your state game depart- LS cae a ee i dicating sections applying to requirements | 

ment to take it for experimental pur- eet 4 ] for game breeders. 
| 

poses. This is all far easier said than a 1 
I 

done, since grouse nests are no longer I Dice eye ocacects ys ievenereiere suniwn\e/tsiainieleieccnee/ oie) | 

exactly plentiful. Still, in many sec- ais ae I is I 

tions, a man might be fortunate enough nee | IGE ESS) ec oie interes oy wie nivel ls (vise Sreieimielerereeieie | 

to find two or tiizee nests ee a single nearest office 1 Ging oh ee Sate 
| 

afternoon. Again, a party might search 
a [= 

| 

a month and not find a single egg. An- Sia SS Se SE 

E other way is to buy some wild-trapped 
: e 

birds from someone, or trap them your- La Great Missenden, Bucks, England 

self, which is illegal unless a permit is LE a 

granted by a siale or provincial game fj TRAE PHEASANTS 

department in which they are to be tannin” Guaranteed 1929, 1930 Pheasants, mostly Ringnecks for stock 

taken. 
UR MRIDGE or turning down, $200 for 50, $3,750 for 1,000, C.I.F. New York, 

There is one party whom I have ye AME live atrivall/guazantse’, 

found a very reliable man to deal with Me way i PHEASANTS’ EGGS ‘i 

located in Alberta. He breeds grouse in € AR A, er ee pine teeeueais ecto crey ia price anit 

a ee oe inside large oe 7 Se ere eeye Gane Farm, within ten days of 

which are thickly grown up with wil- 

lows, alders and other forage, not to 
E FANCY PHEASANTS e 

f 
aia Golden, Silver, Lady Amherst, Reeves, Pure Versicolor, Hors- 

mention numerous other natural food. Shipping to U. See field, Borneo-Fireback, Soemmering, Peacock-Pheasants, Im- 

‘The breeders are released into these Se Aen -  peyan, White Pheasants, Melanotte, etc., etc. 

pens with their wings banded or brailed, Re ee ee : HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES 

Nee en tien coved ty taxe tis |] Se Ne a net ue tee pean ae ELE Ser vars 
course, except that predatory birds and erences can be made Live arrival guaranteed. 

animals are kept under control. This fecaeent ene ORNAMENTAL WATERFOWL PEA-FOWL 

man usually succeeds in rearing a nice Society, New York. all varieties Four varieties : 

flock of grouse every year. I have been 

buying from him for several years. I 

believe that I would as soon do busi- 
> 

ness with him as any man I know of, Meadow Brook Game Farm 

and that is saying a lot, as I am ac- NAZARETH Phone 120 PENNA. 

quainted with quite a few good, reliable 

breeders, most of whom advertise in the RINGNECK AMHERST SILVER GOLDEN REEVES 

Game Breeper. This party can supply VERSICOLOR MELANOTUS SWINHOE 

a limited number of grouse from his 
and 

pens which are, as a rule, very choice WHITE FALLOW DEER FOR SALE 

birds, as good as can be found. They 
e i 

range in price from twenty to thirty Thousands of eggs for sale in season, from strong, vigorous and 

dollars per pair, as a rule f. 0. b. Can- 
hardy birds. 

ada, and duty might possibly be avoided PLACE ORDERS EARLY. ‘i 

now without a great deal of trouble. 
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Considering the expressage, duty, the 

cost of the birds, and the losses gener- 
FOR SALE: ally experienced, they will cost you FOR APRIL 
Only a few Merriam Turkeys left. about fifty dollars per pair before you Because we do not wish to disturb 
These are the wild turkeys of the get them in a breeding pen. ton, rete ae followin or wien 
Southwest—$25.00 a pair. The main trouble is that the birds to We bay ceas surplus: 
wbter sluvevite tien ien ate come south and east must be on the PW iipeote: onda siaetas, Perovsan 
These are the true Northern wild road from seven to ten days, or at least White Gane oueks eta turkeys —$25.00 ee five or six, and they are naturally a bit GEESE—Bemicle, White-fronted, Bean, 

groggy after such a hard, long trip. Magellan, Pinkfoot. 
G. H. Corsan, Manager They have a rather delicate digestive [J SWANS, -Sqreral fine 3 and 4 year pairs THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY apparatus at best, and the importer too Swan eggs. ; : 

Augusta, Michigan often gives the wrong feeds. Often the aaleee Ne ee ee Z 
birds cannot be induced to eat at all. Cy eee Blue or Scaled, 
In most cases, the birds die af f ei es) he birds dis alter a. tay PEAFOWL —Northern reared Blues, days, and after a second or third trial Mt hites, Ro Bielwanaed: a 
at this, the breeder gives up and agrees Eee orecders and young bisds/ No is BES. | HAND-REARED BIRDS with his predecessors that it just simply 

TO OFFER can’t be done. But it can be, it has SUNNYFIELDS FARM 
In such varieties as been, and will be done better next year, Box G Wallingford, Conn. 

White: Blue! Ried) Blackwitteed! ead (Green barring mishaps. The question of suc- 
Java Peafowl, Tree Ducks, Upland Geese, cess or failure lies entirely, or almost 
Sheldrakes, Black and White Swan and | so, in the feed. | Se 
many other varieties of fancy rare Birds. 

Also hatching eggs from all varieties of Birds, when taken from the shipping PH EASANT EGGS 
Fancy Poultry. crate, should have both wings clipped . 

Let us know your wants quite short, and should be released, At Lower Than Market Prices 
x i ; i Cocks imported from England: ELM FARM preferably in a large room with a board 2 i Eng! ; 

rincrcrane ae MASS. floor covered deeply with leaves. Roosts Gaybird strain. We will accept a2 . : deliveries in any month at lower- should be provided a foot or two off than-market prices. 
the floor, no higher. In the center of 

fe eS) the toon the leaves shouldbe swept GEORGE M. TEMPLE 
EXCELLENT STOCK back. Here the birds are given their Manager 

first feed of lettuce, spinach, apples U; 2 y ? er Hollow Farm, PHEASANTS cabbage and cranberries, stewed raisins, Aca N. Y. 5 
Ringnecks Reeves and wild grapes if available. Sprouted OSes s' 
Golden Amherst grains should be on hand and fed © — OOOO 

QUAIL sparingly the first day; later they may 
Bob White Valley be increased until sprouts and apples i 

Blue Scale make up the bulk of the food. Other Ringneck Cocks and Hens \ 
Dapiedinia Delivery) desirable items are celery, endives, E "i é = dandelions and other green plants, xcellent prescine er for immediate 

FRANK A. JOSEPH melons, tomatoes, berries of most kinds, Seay 
4027 ‘Balch Aves Eesney cal beech nuts, Canada peas, buckwheat, Also booking orders for 

ea ey wheat, sunflower seed, hemp, barle: 5 N. Y. City Tel. Walker 1704 ; : By ue ne = corn and oats—all grains being prefer- Ringneck Eggs 
ably sprouted before feeding. We breed and ship only the best 

ip See a Se =A Grouse will eat very little grain un- Write for prices: 
Pheasants—Quail ead less it is sprouted, as they prefer green 

5 foods, fruit and berries. Remember that LEVANA GAME FARM s Partridges ae < their natural food consists of buds, Englishtown New Jersey rnamental ani uff Cochin an 
Game Ducks Silkie Bantanis browse, tender leaves, berries, etc., and 

Brecditg Hore Pee end not grain, except in very occasional in- 
supplies stances. They can subsist entirely on FOR SALE 

green feed and keep in excellent con- ec ce Peafowl, pair.....$190.00 
dition, whereas, if fed on nothing but Blue Pea Fowl, De ee eee Beto 

re grain, they will either starve to death Nepal Kaleege Pheasants, pair.....- 63.00 A e Ly uc s ie ' fom it =e Pheasants, each.............. 5.00 = i rom not eating enough, or, i ey eal xolden Pheasants, each............ 5.00 Food Is th a \\ = Sea 3 ea 2 YZ ‘Sent * @ ret NY enough, it will cause dietary trouble, Seethoe a Ree ceonae Joie LE a Sea A 5 RANCHO SESPE Fillmore, Calif. So eo ~/ \w and they will die from that. 
ie : a Here at Huntsdale, we have a never- 

HY vsive“ot Sour prop. agp ‘filing supply of greens in the torm of MPSp ately TERGE f ue ae Ha ea e a ] three or four varieties of aquatic plants Tn ee wu life. lant ‘avorite = e : v i ural foods for water-fowl: Wild ‘h of which the grouse are very fond, and Heads, animals, birds, ~. Hy an pace eee pon ce i on which they thrive. We have had pe ee Bae aes ie . t 35 years successful Cee Dee \ some grouse in captivity for nearly Se oe furs. Game heads, fur rugs, etc., for | planting information—-booklet. As \ ar ; sale. List. | about our personal investigation and three years, and they still were in fine All supplies for taxidermists, glass eyes, ete. planting service. Write now. shape at the time they were killed by a Cash paid for birds that die, as Peacock, i 
‘ Pheasant and others with bright colors. Skins TERRELL’S AQUATIC FARMS | stray dog. They were really acclimated from Tigers, Lion, etc., wanted. I a thi r M. J. HOFFMAN 230 P Bik Oshkosh, Wis. ind could eat anything, even dry 989 Gates Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Breeders: Angele 
HE ruffed grouse has, By GEORGE E, MALAMPHY The others died from black- 

| for many, many years = - head or enteritis contracted 
been considered as 1) 7 i from some quail recently re- 

impossible to breed and rear pre 3 . ceived from another breed- 
in captivity, at least in close ee fe A ty \ er, practically all of which 
confinement. It would seem ag mt . ; died from the same disease. 
as though this fine game A A i. * The quail died some weeks 
species were overshadowed ra am poe, id in advance of the grouse. 
by death in its various Be iw ae ‘Sees Later in the fall, a big Aire- 
forms. To the best of my Po oe ‘a ae dale dog broke into these 
knowledge, no one has ever se : " pens and killed all the old 
been sufficiently interested - a ote breeders and several young, 
in the propagation of our : besides some quail and 
grouse to preserve them, or, Se caer w pi pheasants. Some of these 
if sufficiently interested, " si ay ee breeders I had had with me 

they were not financially oud ue Ba in confinement for over two 
able to do so. Many sports- a smn me years, and were in perfect 
men and nature lovers have =~ 3 condition when killed, their 
attempted to rear this bird Baby Ruffed Grouse Hatched at Cornucopia Laboratories livers healthy, no worms, 
in captivity. For various and intestines nice and pink 

reasons, most have failed, though nu- Part II and tough. They were plump as you 

merous parties have, on different oc- please and had a good layer of fat. These 

casions, reared a few birds to maturity. able. Lettuce, alfalfa, clover, aquatic birds had only recently completed their 

The fact that some birds have been plants, apples, raisins, currants, etc., moult. 

actually reared to maturity and then re all relished and naturally will keep It will be interesting to note that the 

held in confinement for a considerable the birds in better condition. This is grouse that died of disease were the 

time, leads me to believe that they really true with quail, pheasants and even occupants of the pen adjoining the quail 

might be reared on a respectable scale, chickens. A little green food certainly — pen, and one bird in the second pen. 

once we realize the dangers, and once helps a lot. Even if you have to buy This and the fact that I have a large 

we realize them, to avoid them. The lettuce at fifteen cents a head, it is not flock of grouse in confinement at the 

game breeder who is in the business expensive. Cranberries can be purchased present time, seventeen of which are 

merely for profit naturally would shun as cheap as two dollars a bushel, and hand-reared birds and exceedingly tame, 

grouse, as they could hardly be con- they will go a long ways. and the others wild bred stock, and have 

sidered as promising money makers, Judging by the number of undeveloped been keeping them all in one lot since 

judging by past records. eggs in the ova or egg bags of birds last fall without losing a single bird 

Many breeders are under the impres- examined, it would be possible to in- with disease, should be ample proof 

sion that grouse, particularly the ruffed duce a grouse to lay as well as a bob- that they can be kept in confinement. 

grouse, cannot be kept in captivity on white quail, if we induce her to eat I, of course, realize that my luck may 

account of their extreme wildness, this sufficient of the right feed, which in change at any time and the whole lot 

being judged by the flight of the bird springtime should be green feed and _ die inside a week, but these birds are 

when flushed in the woods. While they lots of it. Cod liver oil, brewer’s yeast all in good healthy condition, and I am 

are, of course, very strong winged, they and a little poultry tonic might also in hope that disease may be kept out. 

are by no means a nervous bird. When help some. The highest number of eggs If I can carry these over until this time 

you get back in really wild unsettled we ever got froma single hen was forty- next year, I will feel like saying that 

country, they are not nearly so shy. three, nearly all of which were fertile. they can be readily kept. At present, in 

Wild-trapped birds can, in just a few Other females produced from ‘five to view of all the tough luck other breed- 

months’ time, be quieted down until they eighteen or twenty eggs, and the fertil- ers and conservationists have had, I am 

will pick up feed at their keeper’s very ity was very poor. Last season, we had inclined to believe that it might be pure- 

feet. Other conservationists seem to our grouse mated in trios and pairs in ly a matter of luck with us. 

think that they cannot be kept on ac- small pens four feet wide, sixteen feet However, I might also add that this 

count of their food habits, thinking it long, and twenty inches high. A nest year we lost but a single young grouse 

necessary that they be fed on buds and was provided in a corner and every egg from disease, and then it was not the 
browse, berries and the like. In reality, was deposited in the nest—not a single common disease, if it was a diseage at 

grouse are very simple to feed, as was one dropped on the ground. The eggs all. We had quite a few die from bad 

indicated in last month’s issue of this were removed daily and small bantam’ effects of some of our experiments, in 

magazine. A few Canada peas, a little eggs left as nest eggs. feeding, I mean. We had a couple die 

sunflower, buckwheat, wheat and other During the course of the summer, from chilling, one hung itself with a 

grain, soaked overnight in water, being only five breeders were lost out of blade of grass, another caught its head 

all that is necessary to keep them alive. twenty penned. One became frightened in a one-inch mesh wire. I clumsily 

However, an amount of green food equal by a mowing machine and flew against trampled two, a board fell on one, one 

to the amount of grain is very desir- the top of the cage and broke its neck. (Continued on page 139) 
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The GAME BREEDER for May, 1931 

RUFFED GROUSE FROM ! 

THE BREEDER’S ANGLE 

(Continued from page 139) 

of our desirable native American game 

birds to disappear before our very eyes, Pheasant Eggs 

while we are propagating foreign 

species of little value as game, except I have now for sale eggs for hatching of the following varieties: English 
eo feos Ringneck, Chinese Ringneck, Golden, Lady Amherst and Silver—all guaran- 

diast year’s results would indicate 5 5 § a 
aiatMlitiinderonccleteuarelGusteasneacy teed to be from strong, pure bred, non-related birds. Full instructions with 

to raise as quail or pheasants—every shipment how to set eggs and raise young successfully. 

bit! Just start them out on a little L 

curd from sour milk, egg custard, let- 

tuce, and grit four times daily for the 2) t 

first week, then add a little pheasant ] Uc OOS 

meal, and a few scalded small grains : 

se ee eae a ea ; I have now for sale Wild Mallard eggs, also the pure bred small tame 

seeds and cut down on curd and custard. variety of English Grey Call Duck eggs. These are the celebrated W. E. 

Give chopped apples, berries, etc. They decoys. Nearly every variety of wild duck responds to their soft, enticing call. 

are very fond of grasshoppers and in- Full instructions with shipment how to set eggs and raise young successfully. 
sects, but these are not necessary. Keep 

away from disease. Avoid it, rather 

than try to cure it. Se 

This season, we are carrying the flock 

of over fifty birds in a single pen in Established 1895 i 

hope of better fertility. Results of this 4 

season’s experiments will be found in ; 

the late summer issues of Tar Game Wallace Evans Game Farm 

Bregper, that is, providing our luck 

stays with us. I’m still rather inclined ST. CHARLES ILLINOIS 

to believe it’s largely luck, but I hope 

not, and if we are successful this sea- 

son, I hope to be able to give you a i 

formula for producing grouse similar 

to those we find in the cook books for - . ; 

making cake, or rather pie. I believe BUMPER CROP 193] 

I like pie better, even if the better half for a in 

S won’t allow me to eat it with a knife. USE 

Personally, I have laid my gun aside 

until game gets a little more plentiful, tC; F d 

and the only use it gets is to bump off 

an occasional hawk, owl, crow, king- ame OO S 

fisher, weasel or something of the order 4 : a 
not overlooking my neighbor's pussy- Scientifically balanced rations for 

. cats when they stray a bit too far from all ae and_ ornamental birds— 

home. When I can tramp through the : oo mae eae 

woods and flush a dozen grouse in less abc ae ieemeea nae. WEEE i eae 
than a day’s time, and can go into the of wet or dry feeding methods. hatever your methods you wi nd 

fields and flush three or four coveys of that 

quail in a few hours, then I won't feel m 2 

so badly about killing a few for sport; The Right Way 1s the Conc Way 

; but until that time comes, I’m afraid 

Ill have to be content with shooting 

crows. They, at least, seem plentiful. Send for free samples, price lists and rearing bulletin. We also carry a 
Let us hope that we shall have more full line of ingredients for breeders’ individual mixtures—Five pounds 

grouse, particularly ruffed grouse, when or a carload. 

we hope for more game birds in Amer- 

= BEYER GAME PRODUCTS CO ————— ° 

| NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Game. Breeder. Aclven tis 2) pS 
° 

face cian Aicee e Ringneck Pheasant Eggs 
Guaranteed eggs from selected non-related birds. 

wy Now booking orders for pheasants for fall delivery. 

DUNBAR GAME FARM et FREMONT, INDIANA 
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Digest of 

“Kearney in Towa" 

W. J. Petersen, The Palimpsest. State Hist. Soc. Aug. 1931 

1820 Expedition 

pe 300 Elk Imnted at Odebolt, 1820. 

p. 301. Buffalo bull killed onhead of Soldier R. between Sac and 

Ida counties, July 8, 1920. 

p. 302. 5,000 Buffalo seen July 11 south of Lost Island Lake. 

p. 303. 100 Buffalo seen near Emetsburg. 

p> 30. Erosion "the handsomest stream of water we have seen, since 
we left the Bowyer" (Cedar near Austin, Minn.) 

p. 307. Buffed Grouse: “They reached Redwings Village (Minn. ) 
up the Mississippi by sundown. During the day Kearny noted 

many pheasants, tne finst he had encounteres since cree 
the Allegeheny Mountainrs. res pro ¥ coverts 

in W. Iowa till settlements began.) 

1834 Expedition 

p. 329. Buffalo on head of Skunk in June, 183}. 

Buffalo 
Ruffed Grouse 
Iowa report 
Elk 

Parker



Spruce Hen 

" Extract from Geology of Wisconsin, 1873-79, p. 590: 

183. Canace Canadensis (Linn.), Bp. SPRUCE PARTRIDGE; CANADA GROUSE. 

Group I. Class c. 

A very common resident in the coniferous forests of Northern Wisconsin, 
where it is partial to the swamps. 

Food: Buds and cones of spruce and larch (De Kay). Buds, seeds and 
foliage of evergreens (Sammels). Berries, young twigs and blossoms of 
several species of plants and berries of the Solomon's Seal (Audubon).



tt wn Vr 
- Extract from The Canadian Field-Naturalist, May 1930, p. 120. 

SUNSPOTS IN RELATION TO FLUCTUATIONS INGRASSHOPPERS AND GROUSE AT AWEME, MANITOBA.— 

In the April, 1930, issue of The Canadian Field-Naturalist, (44:77), Mr. Norman 
Criddle presents records of the fluctuations in numbers of grasshoppers and grouse 
at Aweme, Manitoba. It is worthy of note that these fluctuations show a striking 
relationship to the variations in the spottednessof the sun. The grasshoppers, 
sharp-tailed grouse and ruffed grouse show maximum points in their curves of numbers, 
at or near the minima of sunspots (1901,1913,1923); and minimum points near maxima 
of sunspots (1905,1917,1928). Mean curves for the three eleven-year sunspot cycles, 
show shriking correlation and smooth variation: 

Maxima, 

Grasshopper... . . . at sunspot minimn, 
Sharp-tailed grouse . . at sunspot minimum & next 2 years, 
Ruffed grouse . . . . . at sunspot minimum & next 2 years. 

Minima 

Grasshopper... . . . one year before sunspot maximum, 
Sharptailed grouse . . .one year after sunspot maximum, 
Ruffed grouse... . . one year after sunspot maximum, ; 

It would seen that the lesser organism, the grasshopper, responds 
quickly to the sunspot influence, while the grouse lag a little, and may well 
reflect a grasshopper influence, as Criddle suggests. However--as has been 
demonstrated in the cases of tree-growth, number of varying hares, and dates of 
arrival of birds--all three, grasshopper, sharp-tailed grouse and ruffed grouse, 
do reflect the elven-year sunspot cycle, whatever be the mechanism (a problem 
in each case). Grasshoppers will probably be again at a maximum in 1934, at 
Aweme, and grouse in 193-6. 

At the Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, we have been investigating for 
some years the relationship of sunspot variations to living things and we 
should be happy to receive from any readers such valuable and faithfully kept 
records as these under discussim. Such records are especially desired in ? 
connection with the investigation of the change in phase for different parts 
of Canada, of the sunspot relationship to natural phenomena.—-Ralph BE. Delury, 
Ottawa. 

Grange 
King 

Ruffed Grouse -—~ 
Cycle Chart 
Manitoba :



q 
(From R. 7. King) : Filer. Ya | i 

R. Grouse “ 
af Cycle Chart : 

Cones, Dr. Elliott 1907 

The destruction of Birds by Telegraph Wires. The American 
Naturalist, Vol. 10, No. 12, Dec. 1876, pp. 73%~736. 

States “that many hundred thousand birds are yearly killed by 
the telegraph." Gives an account of a trip by horse-back from Denver to 
Cheyenne and observations on birds killed along the telegraph wires. ‘ 

Dadigman, A. J. (Morgantown, W. Va.) 1919 

Ruffed Grouse Scarce in West Virginia. Bird-lore, Vol. 21, No. 1, 
Jan.-Feb-s 1919, pe Te 

"But a few years ago the Ruffed Grouse was failry common throughout 
the hill region of West Virginia. Why it has become so very searce in the 
last year or two is a mystery, but, nevertheless, it is true.” 

"A party of 3, hunting squirrels for 3 days in the mountainous part 
, of Tucker County in September reports seeing but 2 grouse. Another party 

of 3, mmting in the mountains of Webster and Randolph counties, 6 days in 
November, reports seeing 31 grouse. In both places there is an abundance 
of wild grapes, gumlerries, beech mts and other food for the birds. A 
few years ago grouse were plentiful in these same areas. Some mnters 

killed a few gronse and it was noticed that all the birds killed were males. 
One hunter reported that he had killed his quota of grouse this year. Among 
Mottaod thee eee Saehe He had Imnted over several counties and 
noticed that there were very few birds this year, whereas he had found then 
plentiful last year. It was also noticed that practically all the birds 
killed were old birds. ‘There seems to be a possibility that a large mmber 
of grouse froze to death last winter. ‘The female birds might have perished 
in this way thusacounting for more males than females as well as the few 
young birds this year." 

Field, Dr. George W. 1907 

The Heath Hen ~ A Sketch of a Bird now on the Verge of Extinction. 
: Bird-lore, Vol. 9, No. 6, Nov.-Dee. 1907 pp. 29-255. 3 photos. 

"This Grouse (called SY, Ot eiteie) tae, een 5 watd tenes 
and characteristic bird of the island (Martha's Vineyard) as far back as 
memory or local tradition extends. Opinions are widely held that from time 
to time western Pinnated Grouse or Prairie Hens have been liberated on the 
island, Careful inquiries indicate that the facts are as follows: (1) 
in 1859 Dr. Fisher liberated Ruffed Grouse and Quail on the island, but no 
western prairie chickens; (2) In 1902 specimens of the Western Prairie



Chicken (Tyumanlatuns amercaitis) which had survived the sportemen's show at 
Boston, were ted on "s Vineyard, but no subsequent indications 
of their presence are known." 

"In 1877 foxes and coons were introduced for sport and later liber- 
ated from spite, but it is probable that these have now been exterminated . ."



File Prairie Chicken 
Ne Ruffed Grouse 

Quail Turkey 

Digest of 

A Ne von,1sth 

fe M11, Moved there "17 yeare age" or shout 
‘. that tine: 

Quail «"*vact members” 
Pinneted Grouse ~ "rather ovmoroust 
Deer and Turkey - “shounded* 

Sonn tatags rind w+ BOLL ot shew tome (7 a» ennvnnd untt 
S iful (i874) than before hedges planted, 

Su eie Relea Oe recent Ne Fears Sree Seem ware ctaven chews 
broaking up of prairis, i 

Emaria hieiean Memahion soon tt Keokuk, Ie., in November, flying east 
aGrgns iopd River into Tilineis. Bo not return by this route, 

qi ae aight ety ? opty oe Meapemeose dyer pple trem 
: Kalied in a dey. “They decrenaed at one time, bub 

4 recently have been getting mumerous agnine® (law 1870? 2) 

$e A teatilah.Geaae, Vroet 8 Vineshegs Seenp $9 stlee from Bikhart, 
r . 

‘Grey Tomes mumerous with us", 

; a ee ee ree ee San oot eee ee ae ; 
am most counties of Ghia, Indiena, Tllinots, Kentucky, Tews, Miesourl, 
Wipeonsin, and Minnessta, 

Sieh, “eters he Sieh esaaieh Aaattns be to We tad bs haan 
i? He, Deaidrs grouse, queil, wilerfonl, ete., the spertenen nay come 

upon wild turkeys and decor, ‘ 

p55 sotbee “Sone in Ohio, few in Wichigen aud Indiana, wat 
ph Towa, Minnevots, Keneas, Mebrugkn, and purte of 
Wissourt and Uisconsin, * 

T Samp %A erect deal of om reusing standing al. the winter in the 
‘Ho we 

p58 Jeoubstion of grouse. 21 days, 

66 Im 1872, 2 men kDLled 9 grouse in 10 days in Maclean Co,, 111, 

eS? “Where I live the grouse are nearly ae abundant in the latter part 
of the fall (migrants) as they were 17 yenwe age - + but wot anything like 
oe many young grouse «~~ in Aug. or Sept. ow there used to be," 

p99 Quad) euch more mumerous sow in Illinois and other prairie states 
than formerly," “Cultivation ~~ and oenge hedges have brought about the 
ineresse," "



90 Quad) bide in soft snow to escape haves, 

pelOl In about 1866 on Shonl Greek 50 mi, B. St.Josoph, Ma, on Miseourd 
River were “eunil, pinanted grease, sene ruffed grosses, turkeys and deer 
in lerge wunbers, 

Tibinada “oweh tho bost state for pinnated grouse" (thon Tow), 

Pe teed fell (i ) im Alaboma, Tou Missiles Tennessee “there 
oy pepe gf lee pap dpm cr Bot ave 

Buttes gezuse 

107 “fhe ruffed grows is extensively dletributed fron enet to we 
yo is eee Feed ts Ur GUA ea te gee 

as pinneted.* ae in B.Y. and 7, Mot in W.¥e., Sy. Ohio, 
Ind., T1., Mos, oo found, bot “most abundant in some porte 
of Wisconsin und %.% part of laF,, igh," 

poll} Munorous obout 1750 in bottoms et mouth of Gasp River, Hichigen, 

is ot Albany, WY. (aon. 6 por day) before 1457, 
wt BL con, 1b ce be fo Gots Fics hs 

See Tye, ive BERTON 9 FSD Se ere eee 

Eoodeney ; 

‘Yol29 A greet wany near igokport, 111." 

130 @earter in west than in Atlantic states, Many on bottoms and 
telonds of Misstesippl dom to St.Louis. 

Jeska ips 
133 Breede “on the Colwaet, ond some in the greet Yinnohage Swany, * 

R136 Wax, kil) 340 por dey. “Bag seldom o» emsll as 75 couple at 
” the vight time.* (Om Sangamon) 

136 “aipe ave wortly wore ebundent in the Yeet + ~ than in the Bast." 

p13? Yogered to ki21 100 snipe in 100 conseokbive ghote, Mo takera,



Digest 
- _  dadubon, John James, Ornithological Biography: Birds of the United States of 

we A Gs_Llon, Blogic, Bdinburgh, 18%. Vole te 

me Aadubon says CockLeburr perennial, Seed storage? i 
Pp. 136, Parakeet never Learned to eat Exterminated too early? 
Dp. 138. Pavioeks ont grit ant 1s mee” 

Sarkey : 
Pe 2 pa Young often fail to negotiate 1 mile in October shuffle, 
Pe 3. killed after flying across a stream, 

Sexes roost apart but near each other (Peb,), 

vy Hg, te he pe 5 test males after mating season are thin, weak, covered with ticks. 
eee ees Deserts more readily for makes than mon, 

3 hens on 42 eges) soon. 
De Te See out ant hilis to let arte pick parasites (7) 
Pe 8, Thinke migrate in winter out of 1,%, districts, (See Iowa notes.) 
De Is iT chee vrenain on roots 3 days. 
Pe 14, 2 mile river flown dally, 
Pe 15. average 9 lbe,, large 25-30 lbe,, barren hene in strawberry 

seasons up to 13 lbs., average mele 15-18 lbs,, max. male (Louisville 
market), 36 lbs. 

pe See Gea" iA, ‘the Pheasant, and the Grouse are also 
ebundant" (on the Iehigh). Heath hen? 

Re ie ahs, mothod of killing s swans 
Pe. Mating begins in December, immbation in Jamary, 
Pe 167, Yoods include possua and coon, 

a, ctmtten siuees the hits 
Pe B17. Moos not cover egrs, “a 
De 218. Ieurel~peisoning from eating grouse. 
P. M8, Advoeates their introduction to Mngland, which is "perfectly mited 

to their habits," i 

A, sttin sat tevegtion tn 11% 

Pe a. Titian sectah on talunen eeetits Several years 11 in Kentucky. 
Pe 323, Dally radius may be “hundreds of miles" (7), Miights to roost contimed 

$£11 midnight. 

Mad, 
Pe 388, Migration across the Ohio. | 

\ 4 :



a 
Summary of Data on Grouse éxemined by Re We Brink and P. Le 

Wright in Lincoln County, Montana September 22, 23, and 24. 

Total Ruffed Grouse 70 

"Blue % 19 . 

" Franklin's" 19 § 
0s ; 

Ruffed Grouse 

Adult males 18 Young Males 20 Total meles 38 

“ females 9 " Females 16 " females 25 

To##1 adults 27 Total young 36 

% males 6003 % adults 42.9 
% females 89% % young 5aok 

Average Wt. 16 Ad. males 567.1 gre 

% " 9 " females510.0 gre 

y " 20 Yge males 517.5 gre 
g 2 16 "females 495.1 gr. 

% < 63 birds oogre 

25 crops to examine 

Blue Grouse (Richardson's) 

Adult males 4 Average Wt; 2 Ade males 1143 gre 

" females 6 ” ¥ 6“ females 869 gre 

Young males 3 ¥ " 3 Yg. meles 928 gro 

females 6 ¥ " 5" femeles 796 gre 

Ave. Wt. 16 birds 390-8 

10 crops to examine 

Frantin's Grouse 

; Adult males 7 Average Wt. 7 Ad. males 479 gYro 

" females 5 " " 3" #£«females 472 gro 

Young males 3 s e 2Yg. males 440 gr. 

n females . 4 * " 4" females 454 a 

® " 16 birds ot, 

3 crops to examine
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a seoena WA orcs 
Ten RST NATIONAL BLDG. 

T. BRUCE RIDER ¢ \ iM [P § pre ANW ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

1 \ Ye 

N M1 March 3,1931 

Dear Leopold; a 

I thought you might be interpsted in our 1931 camp 
booklet, and sent a copy yesterday. Our Benior Canadian division, 
that I personally direct,is rather unique,and thé older boys get 
the real thing. I fancy that there is little chance that you will 
be interested in it for your own boys-- though they are almost 
the average age of this group-- but it is something new in the 

N way of camps,without being radical,and you may be interested in 
! the book, 

We were in Ontario from the first of June through the 
first week in November,this last season,and it is possible that you 

-~ would like a word as to the game, even though your work is logically 
more important on this side of the line. 

Our head guide,Lbyyd Melville of Rydal Bank, Onyario, 
| has been working in the Algoma District for thirty years,and has 

seen some interesting developments. The grouse situation is serious 
in much of Algoma. On St.Joseph Island, where our headquarters 
camp is located, there are a considerable number of grouse. The 
easiest way to see them was deiving along the road at sunset. In 
October,we often saw a dozen driving from camp to Hilton Beach-- 
a distance of 14 miles. Several coveys were raised within a mile 
of the camp. They will come back if they are not over hunted, There 
will probably be a short open season next year, and everyone will — 
head for St. Joe. 

On the main land,our whole party saw just two coveys 
of young birds in all summer,and no adults at all except the hens 
with these coveys. We saw just one adult spruce hen, and no young. 
Of course much of ouf travel was by canoe,but we were over the road 
from the Sault to Sudbury and Notth Bay, then up through the 
Temagami Reserve through Temagami to Cobalt and Hailybury. We were 
over other roads in the deep bush-- hundreds of miles of them-- and 
saw no birds. We were all over the Mississauga Valley, and the . 
headwaters of the White, just East of Mississauga water,besides 
an eleven day trip in Otter Town ship where birds should have been 
plentiful. The tuleremia-- or something-- has also almost extermin- 
atedk the rabbits. Of course they will come back. But no rabbits has 
made the predators rather rough on other stuff. There were plenty 
of rabbits too on St. Joe and the neighboring islands. 

ie VV a Considering the political conditions, Indians,and other 
factors, the big game is doin@ well enough. The wolves having no 

ar rabbits,have not helped the situation.



The wild fowl were just so-so. I picked up some twenty five ‘ 
ducks, leqving too many cripples,partly because I was using my 
magnum choke double Fox that is chambered for three inch shells, 

and I had trouble in getting the latter up there,and only had a 
few with me. I would have done better,I think,with the 26" brush 
barrels,with the short Dominion shells. But it was very desultory s 

shooting,when there was a chance from other duties. We had all 
the ducks we wanted-- blue bills, golden eyes,and blacks. I qo 
not count some mergansers. But I am not much of a shot at ducks-- 

or anything else for that matter-- so perhaps the ammunition was 
as good as I was. 

You will note from the camp book,that we are running a trip 
clear to James Bay next year. It will be down the Browning and. the 
Albany,and big trout will be a feature. Unfortunately, I cannot go, 
probably, before 19335,but Melville will be the guide,and we will 
have certain definite information on whatever game is seen. We. 
will get you some |dnformation on it,if you wish, I am worried a 
little over encroachment on the wild fowl breeding grounds in 
Ontario. That wild land is all that is saving them now. 

I was sorry to have been unable to go to the Washington ; 
meeting,and hear your discussion,but of coursé your very complete 
paper in the January Journal was most valuable, 

I am getting a little work along the same line,for Iam 
sitting in on two courses at the University here; Dearbwrns , 
course on the Biology and Management of Large Game, and Wights on 
the Biology and Management of Small Game. I have had most of the 
biological background, though the work I took with Adams and 
Johnson was more ecologival, none of their work was confined to 
either large or small game, and they made no apparent attempt at 
teaching the principles of management. These fellows are attempting 

to combine biological and ecological meterial into a background of 
management. With the political situation as it is,it ia hard to say 
what can be accomplished. I do not know to what an exfent I will. 
ever use this stuff professionally. Probably not at all except 
in connection with our camp teaching and leaders training,and possib- 
ly some general writing. f 

I recently, met-- rather casually-- your assistant who is work- 
ing on Hungarians. His name has slipped me,but he is a most 

; attractive chap. 

Since the sudden and unexpected demise of Camp Mishike,I 
have. not had great responsibility for promotion ‘in this new or- 
ganization,but your contacts are such that T would appreciate a 
good word for out camp when there is an opportunity. 

Very sincerely, 

&



March 17, 1931 

Mr. Albert Van 8. Pulling 
‘The Al-Gon-Quian Camps 
705 IMrst National Building j 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

‘Dear Mr. Pulling: 

I was very glai to get your interesting letter of March 3, 
: particularly your account of the earlier recovery of ruffed grouse 

on St. Joseph Island than in the Algoma District. ‘This is contrary 
to the usual case of grouse on islands, which according to my find~ 
ings in the Game Survey recover later in many tastanges. 

‘fhe report, by the way, will be off the press shortly, and 
I will see that you get a copy. 

I certainly envy you your prospective trip to Hudson Bay. 

I have always wants’ to make that trip, but never have. 

I will certainly keep your camp in mind 1f I encounter 
anyone who might interest youe One of my boys is probably going 

to teach archery in one of the Door County camps this sumer, bt 

I think he is drawing on a younger class of boys than you are. 
I will ask him also to keep your camp in mind for older boys whom 

he may mow about. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TZOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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CAMP MISSISSAUGA WINTER OFFICES 
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BUSINESS MANAGER ji ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

‘ March 25,1951. 

Dear Leopold: 

‘ I may have confused you a bit on the St.Joseph Islamd 

grouse, My impression is that they are not recovering faster’ than) on 

the main land,but thet,for a reason I have not tried to account for, 

| they did mot slump on St. Joe the way they did nn the main land. 
1 

Again,St. Jow is a bug island-- bigger than any in the Great Lakes 

region except Manitoulin and Isle Royale,and biological conditions 

} are soemwhat unique. There are no skunks,for example. That is def- 

Rinite enough. I know men who have been on the island for forty 
t 

years and’in the open all the time,and have not seen-- nor smelled-- 

; one. If a pair was brought in,of) course thiey would spread, I assume. 

Reech is thick on 8t.Joe, And not a specimen on the mainland. On 

the Ganadian main land, 2 mean,for there is some in the eastern end 

of the Upper peninsula. The deer are leaving St. Joe,due to hounding 

Does and svikers are getting killed. The bucks go to Michi pans 

usvally to'/Drummond Island. These are casual examples of unique 

conditions, 

I will be very glad to get your Report-- or any other 

you may be getting out. | 

7 eae



[Caffecl grow — 

Tucson, Arizona, 
June 29, 1931 

Mr. Harry F¥. Johnson, Manager, i 
Wisconsin State Game Farm, i 
Fish Creek, Wisconsin. i 

j 
i 

' 
Dear Harry: 4 

I was very mach interested and 
pleased to know that the setting of nine Ruffed 
@rouse eggs hatched one hundred per cent and that 
they are now apparently in good health at the age 

‘of ten days, during which period you have not fed 
them, or in any way disturbed the captive grouse hen. 
If you can raise one or more of these birds, it i 
will surely be a feat of great imortance, from an 
experimental standpoint. I am sending a cony of this 
letter to Ralph T. mane Ruffed Grouse Fellow, Uni- 
versity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn., who may wish to 
corresvond with you in reference to the methods used. 
I have told you before of Mr. King and his work, and i 
feel sure you will give him any information you can. 
I ean assure you he will give you due credit in any 
use he makes of the information sent. ‘ 

I am saxpetond that you have seven 5 
tons prairie chickens neorly two weeks of age. I will - 

even more surorésed if these birds pull through, with | 
ell of the hazards entailed in the use of a domestic oY 
chicken for foster mother, | 

T am very glad to hear of the progress 
being made with the cheanaee. I was immensely pleased 1 
with everything that I saw at Fish Oreck the Sunday I j 
Visited you want to say that of the several game j 
farms that I have seen this spring, none were ur to the i 4 
Wisconsin standard of sanitation and general handling. 

I hope Mrs. Johnson is feeling well ; 
now and that the children and yourself are also in good : 
health. Hazel joins in sending regards. 

Sincerely | 

WB. Grange, Co-operative Agent, B 
a o/e, do Leopold U. 8. Biological Survey. a 

Atten.Paul Kelleter & William F. Grimmer, —F



Officials of the More Game Birds in 

America Foundation are much encouraged 

over an attempt to propagate the ruffed 

grouse in captivity at Banner Elk in this 

; Be State. An eighty percent hatch in eggs and 

Qto a thrifty group of birds is reported from 

eggs set. So far efforts to propagate this 

game bird on a large scale in captivity 

have not been demonstrated as a success. 
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DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY d wy September 10 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

4ol University Ave. National Bank Building 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ! 

I am enclosing a covy of the weights on the forty-seven ruffed 

grouse specimens on which I have more or less complete data. Analysis 

of the food material taken from these specimens is not yet available. 

You will notice the tremendous variation in the weights of 

the crop and gizzard contents. Some of this is due to excess preserving 

fluid. All of these weizhts were taken from preserved material,air dried 

to about the stage the Survey considers standard. However, smaller quanti- 

ties dry out much more under these conditions than do larger ones. I have 
made arrangements now to take these weights from the freshly killed speci- 
mens hereafter whenever possible. ‘ 

The copy of Bailey's Forest and Stream Index came a few days ago. 
I will try to finish with it and get it on to you shortly. Haven't seen 

your Game Management text yet except for a minute or two in Dr. Green's 

office. I am returning your Carnegie Cycle Reports today. Thanks for 

the use of them and for Bailey also. 

Sincerely yours 

RIK-s Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Investigations 
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Specimen No. Date Taken Sex Ut. of Specimen Ht. of Grop Contents Wt. . eee 
—~—Gontents 

1 Oct. 2 u 5.30 11.20 

2 Sept. 21 0.10 9.70 

3 Sept. 23 
4 Sept. 4 

5 Sept. 25 1.60 7-75 
6 Nov. 4 350 4.40 8.00 

7 Nov. 1 58s 38.40 23.20 

8 Nov. 1 M 627 2.05 14.50 

9 Nov. 1 Mu 611 12.50 18.10 

10 Nov. 7 M Su 3.50 7-20 

11 Nov. 7 M 562 7.80 10.70 

12 Nov. 7 F 505 4.50 8.00 

13 Nov. 9 498 0.0 5.20 

Ww Nov. 16 Pr 513 1.60 7.30 
15 Nov. 16 P 491.5 2.30 13.30 

16 Nov. 16 Fr 522.7 0.95 9.05 

17 Nov, 16 by 514.2 0.10 11.20 
1g Fed. 10 710 

19 io. u 582 0.0 7.40 

20 Feb. 20 uM 593 0.90 8.40 

al Feb, 20 P 514 3.00 7.10 

22 Feb. 20 Mu 569 19.80 4.80 

23 March 8 F 534 20.40 5.80 

a4 March §& M 673 15.30 9.20 

25 March 8 Pr 619 31.60 11.20 

26 March 9 M 676 21.60 8.10 

27 March 12 r 488.5 10.10 8.20 

28 March 21 M 579 3.10 11.60 

29 March al M 564 0.0 8.90 

30 March 21 F 533 29.20 7.90 
31 March 29 M 582.5 0.0 7.80 

32 4pril 9 M 586 12.20 10.80 

33 April al P 555.5 0.85 6.75 

3 Spril 22 M 606 13.60 6.00 

35 April 28 M 624 0.05 11.30 

36 April 29 F 474 12.70 7-40 

37 4pril 30 F 564 8.80 10.10 
38 April 27 r 653 2.10 14.10



#2 

| Specimen No. Date Taken Sex Mt. of Snecimen Ut. of Crop Gontents Wt. of Gizzard 
—Sontents 

39 April 28 M 652 0.20 10.00 

ho May 4 F 5U6.5 6.20 7.70 

41 May 9 M 602 0.0 3420 

ye May 11 F 555 0.0 7.80 

43 ~ 9 Fe 571 0.10 4.25 
yy May 11 F 553 1.50 7.00 

45 May ; uM 5u5 2.10 5.90 

46 May 7 r 550.5 0.90 8.25 

47 May 7 P 585.5 10.20 11.55 

4g 

49 
50 

51 July 18 111 

52 March 7 1.60 

53 4pril 19 5.10 

54 Jaly 13 1.10
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| ~ Ruffed G E ot Rulte rouse I;xperiments 1n 

By HARRY A. TORREY 
Superintendent East Sandwich Game Farm 

S IN years past, some work with trees, and passing the day both on the with the hand-reared birds. It is rather 
A the ruffed grouse was under- ground and in the trees, difficult to get the required food for 

taken at this station in a small The five chicks left with the bantam crippled grouse, as they must have 
way in 1930, One setting of wild eggs hen are accounted for thus,—one died natural food for some time and be 

was delivered at this station on May on the tenth day, one on the twelfth worked gradually on to a more artificial 

fifth, having been sent by one of the day, and one on the fifteenth day, leav- food, and even then a certain amount 

wardens from Bridgewater where a new ing two birds which grew to maturity of their ration must consist of green 

road was being constructed. The and are apparently strong and healthy. food of a natural type. These foods 

thirteen eggs were taken from the nest The foster mother and the five young should include bayberries, barberries, 

about noon, and arrived about six P. M., chicks were placed in the same style of thorn apples, chokeberries, berries of 

and as the mother bird had been seen pen as the other lot and had the use of bull briars, rose pips, checkerberries, 

to have left the nest about ten A.M., it a setting box usually given to bantam and leaves, as well as leaves of the dye 

indicated that the eggs had been with- hens and chickens. All the conditions bush, laurels and numerous kinds of 

out heat for eight hours. As they were practically the same for both lots, buds. Any or all of these will be eaten 

hatched in twenty-one days, this showed except that at times it was noticed that readily by the wild grouse. 

that they had been incubated two days’ the hen did not always mother them as The feeding methods for both lots of 

when taken from the nest. This is promptly as the chicks seemed to wish. young grouse were the same, and closely 

considered remarkable, as it was a cold No attempt was made to discover the resembled the feeding of young pheas- 
spring day, and it seems the young cause of any of the deaths, except as ants, with the exception that every 

germs surely should have died from ex- noted above. The feeding methods were available insect was given them, rang- 
posure. The warden who brought them the same for both lots. For some time ing from grasshoppers, crickets, June 

had not attempted to keep them warm the two birds with the bantam appeared bugs and other beetles (these were 

in any way, as they were supposed not to be somewhat smaller than the others, broken up), flies, etc. A chick starting 
to have been incubated. but later it was found that these two mash was kept before them from the 

The eggs were placed under a bantam birds were both females, which general- beginning, no particular brand, some- 

hen, and on May 26 all the eggs had _ ly average smaller than the cock birds. times Larro, sometimes Purina, and 

hatched, and as soon as the chicks were other times Wirthmore Kernels, chang- 
well dried off they were divided into ©” JULY eighth the first change to ing on to growing mashes as the birds 
two lots thus—eight chicks were put fresh ground was made by placing became older, and continuing up to 
into a brooder box, heated with a kero- the birds in weasel-proof pens, and the date. Twice a day a moist mash con- 
sene heater, and the other five were second change to new ground was made isting of either of the above, mixed 
given to the bantam hen that hatched on September twelfth, where they have  fifty-fifty with hard-boiled eggs, was al- 
them. remained ever since. lowed them, which was supposed to be 

The brooder box with the eight chicks — At the time of the transfer of the birds eaten up in half an hour. The egg ap- 
was placed in a covered pen six by ten to new ground on September twelfth, eared to be their favorite meal. A 
feet and six feet high such as is used mentioned above, it was deemed ad- {fresh head of lettuce was given them 
for quail work. The young were con- yjsable to unite the two bantam-reared eVery day, but at the beginning, leaves 
fined in the brooder box for ten days, birds with the six brooder-reared birds, Of Same were cut fine and mixed with 
and then allowed the freedom of the but it proved a decided failure, as the the egg food, and also placed in their 
pen. During this time the cover was  prooder-reared birds chased and fought Water dish to keep from wilting. This 
lifted and kept wide open every fair the newcomers until they were removed. simple diet seemed to satisfy them, and 
day, so that all sunlight possible could This experience, besides the double they appeared to grow naturally and 
enter the rather close quarters, which handling, caused them to be very much feather out quickly. As soon as blue- 
measured thirteen inches by sixteen wilder than the others, As in previous berries were ripe, they were kept before 
inches exclusive of the heater. years, the brooder-reared birds became the birds at all times as long as they 

The young birds took readily to the very tame and would alight on the at- were in season. Strawberries some- 
brooder box when allowed to roam in  tendant and feed from the hand. what mashed were used as soon as the 
the pen and returned to the heat when The eight birds proved to be equally birds were a few days old. As the sea- 
they saw fit. On June first a gale of divided as to sex, four males and four son advanced, wild cherries were sub- 
wind blew the cover off its hinges, and females, and may be readily distin- stituted in place of the blueberries. 
two of the chicks were found pinned guished at maturity. Then chokeberries, viburnum, and bay- 
beneath it. One was dead and the other During the open season on grouse, berries and barberries took their place. 
Was somewhat stiff and used up, and as_ five birds were contributed which had Later, buds were enjoyed at times. The 
one was found dead two days later, it been crippled, ranging from a slight egg was discontinued at eight weeks, 
may be assumed that it was the injured wing tip to a one-legged bird that had although after maturity, they still en- 
one. The remaining six birds continued lost its foot in a steel trap; and three joyed a meal of it once in a while. 

to grow and thrive until maturity, and had their wings broken next to the body Spinach is used for a green food during 
to date are in perfect health, apparently (one of them had, in addition, been cold weather, but is not so well liked as 
enjoying themselves in the six by ten bitten by a dog). Three birds still sur- lettuce. A coarse, leafy growth seems 
pen, roosting at night in the white pine vive, and will be used to cross breed as good as a more tender one for mature 
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birds. Some years ago, in connection - si 5 - 

with experimental grouse work, a rs i » % ial 5 ad sS 

covered yard was built over a matted oe W as Se SS <P>, 

growth of trailing arbutus, with the ye, i Avan Mes 7, Sia ee RD 
result that they completely annihilated Ve, ‘ A 9 if é CZ Ee 

it, young and old leaves alike. As they iff rT is LI 8 se pve 4 Bs WP So SER > 

completed their growth, some buck- é vg 7 0 ii teen yan RN 

wheat, oats and whole corn was fed, as ip a f lS ag Lgl eg 4 Y Wii H ay A 
well as acorns in season, besides grapes, - Ve ye: 4 ee “ft KS iS Via fi i \ Wy 
both wild and cultivated. 1, My ae (Ai, A 4 f) itcass A WN 

The year closes with eight grouse Vy hid i { ( Ze Age Yu, Vd ae be Ly G A G 
reared from the egg, and three received \ \ wees 3 Yt ij ieee, Oye Ls fi o 

wounded, on hand. i \\ We eg, AAG rf / Lf yy . if 2, be 
\ NS <eN7 Z A Vf A “SS 

Past Experiences \ \e ee We Z Uy Jp is Wid ff & L=- 
Ne WE look back eigheen years to LUNG \FeY y/i N/// 47 H] ] gan SSaree Phe S?/ Hh 

our first attempt at rearing these » \ Wf VW 4] | , KR Sg 

noble birds during the summer of 1912, lye \ | | i es Mole | Yr ae RW | 
while with the American Game Protec- Cx / jf tha ef, GIGS 
tive Association at South Carver, Mass., TEP AY (ie dy \ 
it is realized that little progress has | 1 ah V 

been made during that period. True it 66 { [ q 

is that these experiments have not been e 

continuous, year after year, not from ie 

Jack of interest or material to work 1f S 

with, but mostly from want of time to 

carry on such work in connection with g9 

the other game bird rearing. Yi YY 

To resume, at the end of the seasons Gh @ ette 
of 1912 and 1913 when we left South 

eae sata cpio cele October, this year, finds a_host of matured pheasants, more 

fisheniestand (Game ton Massaunusetia, beautiful than ever in their bloom and size and sturdiness. 
there: remained nineteen handteared Game breeders that have used Chappel’s Pheasant Foods say 

grouse, some of which were of the their 1931 birds are better. 

second generation. Most of these birds Fesant-Meal and Fesant-Manna made almost wholly from 
had been raised from wild eggs taken: vitamin-carrying foods bring wonderful results in healthy 
from nests which we were able to find growth, size and bloom. And the fresh, lean meat which sup- 
after many hours of very diligent hunt- plies strengthening animal protein, makes these foods different 
ing, carried on in a systematic way and from all others. This meat is nutritious, red meat from our 
sometimes by the use of a setter dog. own freshly-dressed animals that have been inspected and 
Ce ee nest e purchased from an passed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
outside part uring the two seasons. 
Without ae too es em a Fesant-Meal is baked in thin cakes until the ground whole 
this time, it should be mentioned that cereals absorb the juices of the fresh raw meat. The cakes are 
the outstanding flock of six birds had dried and prepared in two sizes: fine, for chicks; medium, for 
as mascots and constant companions growing and adult birds. Fesant-Manna is 60% Fesant-Meal 
three black bantam chickens, until these and 40% of wheat germ, oat groats, barley kernel, rice, ete. 
were barred from the farm as possible The Manna is fine for poults over two months and all breeders. 
germ carriers.” Both Meal and Manna come in 25, 50’and 100-Ib. sacks—at your 

During the seascns of 1914, 1915 and dealer’s or direct from factory. 

1916 at East Sandwich, experiments Try these foods—you’ll see the difference. Samples and 
Were carried on with wild eggs fur- prices sent on request. Ask for booklet on Pheasant Rearing, 
nished by the wardens, with rather in- by Malcolm Dunn, Supt. of the New Jersey State Game Farm. 
different success. This work was dis- 

continued, and the seventeen hand- CHAPPEL BROS. INC. 
reared birds then on hand were ordered Cc HAP Pp E iy S 1114 Peoples Ave., Rockford, Il. 

to be released. 

From that time on, with the exception Q Rann 
ef 1917, 1918, 1919, 1923 and 1927, it ere IL ESANT- EAL 
happened that a clutch of eggs was VCHAPPEL?’ apy 8 & Fe 
forthcoming every season and set under ee b CHAPPELs ‘ ee 
a bantam, simply out of personal inter- Tt = FESANT MAN Ld ey 
est. 2 eee a AN a AN NA 

In 1920 one bird was reared to ma-  PHEALANE NEALSG NN ee oy y cane Al i 
turity from a clutch of eight eggs, to be opel Ron PHEASANT FOUDSURIN. Mags. = ee. 2 Ree 
killed by a fox gnawing through the OTT TORR ang ELBROG | See a ae PBK NN Ae 

wire pen in the winter. ho KFORDS \ on ee a reQ s et BI SSO wy DN td, 
In 1921 no eggs hatched from eleven KY 1 kbs Wet SEE ae SS ae 

deserted eggs found by a neighbor. Re S. . _ — 

(Continued on page 313) SS a COE 008 
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real or fancied objection to offer. This before them at all times, and in the ’ ole 
time it has come from a most unusual evening they had a ration of scratch “ , 
angle. It has been hinted by some of feed made up of buckwheat, hard red Bee an ! : io 3 the doubting ones that birds produced wheat and oat groats. oo ek 

artificially will not lay as well or make The high point in fertility reached | a =a 
as good mothers when released for 891g per cent, with a low mark of 70 - — a 

stocking purposes as the ones reared mer eon) Theysenoraleaveraces tot une oe “I s 

Ce ae Re Meneoren ito season was 84.3 per cent., and that is 

over the last three years, during which good enough for set Any, PUED ORO: Halt : Soe a 
time we have been producing birds elec- of these hens were in their second sea- mat tige « A“ Ba Ie 2 

trically, keeping some for breeding £02 as breeders and the other half were oe AD Bee we, 
stock and releasing the balance, there PUllets of the 1930 crop. The average . ay toy: ne fiai 
is no decrease in the size of the covies daily production per bird was 71.68 per tak a ge "4 
of young birds hatched in their natural Cent., with a high average of 77.64 per maf) 
state by these hens, and our records on Cent. at the peak of the season. a s 

egg production for the season of 1931, So far as the Bureau of Game Farms 

just a has the following informa- of California is concerned, the old faith- Big Healthy Ch icks 
tion to offer: Five hundred and seventy- ful domestic hen is in for a good long 708 hatched out of 805 eggs set. The 2400 
five Ringneck and forty Mongolian hens vacation chat she no doubt has well Hoot, eee ees roe 

produced 40,096 eggs between the first earned and is entitled to. And in say- and Partridge. 

of April and the first of July. These ing this, our conclusions are based upon 

birds were penned in 24-foot square pens three years’ work with artificial incu- peers Eee roars 
and mated in the proportion of one male bation and brooding of pheasants of all Game Tone aa anmcieite 
to six hens, They were fed wet mash kinds, Chukar partridges, Quail, Guinea- fimerican Incubators, ‘Inc., ‘i ! 
in the mornings, dry laying mash was fowl and Mexican Bronze Wild Turkeys. Gentlemen:—It ‘is a pleasure to inform you | that the results of hatching Pheasant eggs in | the American Electric is very satisfactory. J Results are in excess of 70% of total eggs | ica ia IRS set and 80% of fertile eggs. Chicks are very : good quality. (signed) L. G. Maen amars: 

Ruffed Grouse Experiments 
. Write us at once for i ic in Massachusetts Moe itt 

American Electric Incubator, Wishbone Electric (Continued from page 297) Battery Brooder, Am. Sectional Hotwater : : Portable iectste wee Sate. Breeden, Att In 1922 eight eggs were taken from a_ eighty feet, and the Director of the Feed Hopper, Brooder and Poultryhouse Vea nest, and bantam eggs stained brown Division purchased two cock birds from _ tilating System. 
were substituted. No young were reared, Alberta to mate with them. After six Address Dept. 18 
but most of the bantam eggs were days on the road they arrived in bad AMERICAN INCUBATORS, INC.. 
hatched by the mother partridge and shape, one dying the next day. The New Brunswick, N. J. 
the young cared for, as several were other braced up and lived until the early 
started near there in the early fall. fall of that season. On May second the |S ead rae oebehatsal CAC) 

In 1924, twelve eggs found after a first egg was laid, and thirty-five eggs F 4 
woods fire proved to be spoiled. were collected during the season. One 1 

In 1925, eight eggs found at a woods hen laid ten, another eleven, and the 
fire all hatched, but none were reared. third twelve eggs, and later, one laid a ee Mie Aaa 3 

In 1926, ten eggs received from a _ second litter of two eggs on which she me A ee ye , 
friend in Wareham, taken at a woods sat. The eggs were removed from two | a ve gad @ ie i; 
fire and placed at once under a hen, all of the birds, hoping that a good second ba ae Ue ame BES G ae 
hatched, and six were raised nearly to litter would result, but one of them laid i TN tmecsae oe! 
maturity, when a trouble resembling none, and the other only two as stated ery pe 

, Toup of the domestic fowl killed four. above. The remaining hen was allowed wa eee 
The eyes of these birds swelled to the to sit for some time to play with, as 7 ee ae ee 
extent that no food could be taken into she was very tame and interesting, but 
the mouth. The other two birds ma- later nine pheasant eggs were substi- 1,000 June hatched Ring- 1 hured and lived for two seasons, and tuted for her own eggs, and eight young necks for sale, offered in | died. These were both males. . pheasants were hatched. All ae the proportion 1 male and 2 

grouse eggs proved to be intertile as 
Dawe the extremely rainy June the cock bird from Alberta had not females at $2.50 each, My 

and July of 1928, out of nine eggs mated with the hens. As soon as the breeding hens crossed ; 
purchased, three females were reared grouse with the eight young pheasants with selected cocks 
by a black bantam hen; and from June began to move about the yard, the hen shipped direct from Eng- ; 
eighteenth of that year when hatched, that was sitting on two eggs immedi- land in Dec., 1930, 
to the following April twentieth, a ately left her nest and joined in with 
period of ten months, these three grouse _ her sister in caring for the young pheas- 
and the bantam hen occupied the same ants, so that it was impossible to know PLEASANT VIEW GAME 
area in a covered pen six by ten feet, which hatched them, and some were FARM 
and no droppings were ever cleaned out mothered by one and some by the other Woodmont . Connerceut 
or the ground spaded up. On April hen. Seven good birds were reared to 
twentieth the three females were re- maturity, and it was a very interesting ROBERT UM TREAT, | Prop: 
moved to a more roomy yard, twelve by sight to see this group of full grown 
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——<—<—<$<$$$$—$—$————————————————ees pheasants feeding from the same dish 1 —_— 

he grouse, and roosting on the trees, ! ! Wee che 
WIRE! WIRE! WIRE! oftentimes side by side with them. In 

_ Galvanized Nettings, wire cloth, fenc- February of 1929 a weasel (which was 

ae ial ne ee oe caught later) entered the pen through 

Bee sector be coneimer) a freight an abandoned rat hole and killed three. 
nm al ipments 0! 15.00 or : 

alowed on all shinments ‘of $1522. of |lf tn 1929 a setting of eleven eggs was Millbrook 
Have sold some of the best trade for purchased in May, and all hatched, but ro 

over a period of ten years. none were brought to maturity as all 

FRANK L. MIDGLEY died during the first two weeks. Our PHEASANT FARM 

(Steel and Wire Products) only alibi was lack of time to care for MILLBROOK NEW YORK 

Wholesale and Retail them properly. Phone, Millbrook 239 
Box 215 Westboro, Mass. 9 pears these eighteen years of Orders now being taken for 1931 

‘rather sad experience with the ruffed Pheasants from our strong Ring- 

grouse, quite a number of injured birds neck hens crossed with selected 

ET 
i i 

| have been forwarded here to keep, but oe oo ponies fom 

LOOK without exception they have all died, Taste See ee eae 

' A y having been hurt too badly to survive. : 
Pure Veriscolor selling for the price ‘ 

of ieee: Stock your game farms These do not include wing-tipped birds FIELD REARED FANCY 

bias bird thee wil eee eee ana shot by hunters, which under the best PI HEASANTS 

ea thrive where all other game birds conditions do survive. During the first enor ef erie a limited number 

I also have Melanotus, Silver, Golden, year some were trapped, and at one Bienes co blood. All 
mecree, Amherst, Mongolian and Ring- time a large, long-handled dip net was other surplus fancy pheasants sold 

Pa UR iorar Citnie Werauedene onelibel nina constructed for Warden William H. other than a few 1931 Reeves 

of game birds you want Leonard on a special occasion for him which may be offered at a later 

JOSEPH FLORES to dip a certain “very large and intelli- date. 

Bp Onoss wisciave, gent-eyed female” as he expressed it, 

SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. which was sitting on thirteen eggs over 

in Waquoit. He did the trick, ANG [C- eaSSSS 

turned with both the eggs and the hen 

grouse, and the next season she laid Wild T k 

We offer for fall delivery ee , eae also A by see 1 ur eys 

itter of two eggs. nly one of the eggs A We offer through Octob: fine Wild 
800 RINGNECK PHEASANTS was fertile. There seems no great diffi- Turkeys. We don’t faa ours the eee 

Our birds are large and healthy Boe teed wild crippled birds = aieitaee bred Bi ctpuey"Eapert vice 

‘ i ivi iven on car i tion ; 

Prices Upon Request eee ner ig ny each Supervision ‘given hy eppoinbnene” eBuy. 
v your birds early! Liberate them before 

SUMMIT GAME FARM grows a considerable amount of natural cold) wresthier (NY ouibvgu ly ucreen rich 

Box 97 WESTHAMPTON, L. I. leafy food in connection with the arti- a ' a 1 
. 'e also offer on ir 

ficial feed given them. of Fallow fawns Eee racath 

DE The greatest trouble is in getting the Wile fovsinfoviiati aael 

Letters on Health birds to mate, which is very strange ee 

when we know how easily the quail and WILLET RANDALL 

By pheasants choose their mates. We have That Ath arms andiZoo 

Specialist on Health and had two hen grouse (sisters) with a NORTH CREEK NEW YORK 

Hygienic Living cock bird in a pen for several months, ra ANS eager eT 

$2 h with the result that when the laying 

eac season arrived, while both hens laid in 

In writing, advise symptoms, give the same nest a total of nineteen eggs, FUR-FISH-GAME 

diet, including everything eaten none of them held a fertile germ. Two te a ne tinea ne oH 

a Give age, weight, other sisters mated with a cock bird in edited “by acne vier 

eight, occupation, laying in two separate nests, ten and Be oad wee 
G. H. CORSAN eleven eggs, respectively had fertile sporting fad It is. a 

Whittier California eggs so that some hatched from both ae 0.6 Pete 

lots of eggs. It seems safe to say that chucked full of, interest; 
‘ oe ing articles, illustrated 

over sixty per cent of grouse eggs layed 4 Se with actual photos on 

in captivity proved to be infertile. 4 Pe TARGA 

. % “ PING, etc. Each issue Be al A 

Field Reared ie summarizing, we would say that se ete eta aes 

Ri k Ph ruffed grouse can be reared success- Bore ti Henman 
i Cover—Actual photos T: 1 d C 3, Fish 

ingneck Pheasants | tutty in captivity, but as the number of (ice date! and Tackle “Wooderatt 
eggs are limited practically to one litter colors. The Fur Market; Trap- 

Now booking orders for of possibly ten eggs on an average, it price $2.00 year; 25 Hey merce Guten 

fall delivery can be readily seen that progress must cents copy Box. 

be slow because of a shortage of eggs Special Get peanainted Offer 

Write for prices with which to do business as compared ip this ad and oe Miah 606 cath, check or 

5 to the quail and pheasant breeding, money order to 
ANT! FUR-FISH- GAME 

MISSOURI PHEAS. RY where an average of forty or fifty eggs 171 E. Long St. ere Ohio 

Windsor Missouri per season may be obtained. And aS Name ........sssseeeeseeerereeeereneseceeeee 

there is much difficulty in getting the reas ‘On Sa a Nia 
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eggs fertilized properly, because of non- 

mating of the sexes, a further handicap 

is added to lessen the possibilities. 2 ° 

However, time and patience may work O W it e l lal 

out some way to overcome these draw- 
backs, which nature has provided to the 5 
erouee! tari yaa couthatatuture qexner|. We have 1500 healthy, well-developed, hand-reared Bobwhites 
menters will be rewarded. for immediate delivery 
Much time is required with the young 

birds as they are very backward in eat- R I N G N E Cc Kk P H E A Ss A N lh Ss 
ing, and take no notice of the call of ‘ 
the foster parent who loses her patience We also have 3500 Ringnecks of superior quality. All birds are 
at last, and swallows the choice insect A-1. Prices are moderate 

that was intended for the chick. After 
a couple of weeks this is overcome. 

Eggs from the wild birds taken under UPLAND GAME FARM 

natural conditions nearly all hatch, and A. M. Goodloe, Prop. Salem, Virginia . 
the young from these eggs appear to be 

much stronger and better able to live 
and thrive under artificial conditions... ool ——————————————____ 
We have never attempted to figure out 

the cause of any deaths other than by 3 UNUSUAL BU WY 8 
accidents and vermin, for the simple 
reason we do not know how. But, while 340 ACRES—2 SETS LARGE BUILDINGS—2 HOMES—$35,000 
we are fully a 2 fees ca 155 ACRES—NO BUILDINGS—$55.00 PER ACRE 
parasites as most carefully explained in 
ihelcnumeroleu treatises! aniipoulery, 130 ACRES COMPLETE SET BUILDINGS—$11,000 
magazines, etc., we yet believe there is TERMS 
more to it than simply these troubles. 
We have never attempted to utilize wire Excellent roads and transportation. 50 miles from New York 

cloth to rear them on, but will certainly CHARLES SQUIRE Ro 4) New) Brunswick Ny. 

do it when the occasion requires. But ‘ & i Write for appointment 
if I were a young grouse, with thou- 

sands of generations before me that had 

trod mother earth as nature had in- 
tended, I most certainly would rebel at 

the extent that death would be my Sturdy Vigorous Pheasants 

rane Lee ee ee ae of Selected—non-related—ideal for stocking or breeding. Hatches from this year’s 
hore newfangled wire vottome GOODE: eggs 85%. Now booking orders for fall delivery. 
And yet we use the most modern of this 

kind on which to raise quail. DUNBAR GAME FARM ad FREMONT, INDIANA 
In line with the above paragraph, 

mention was made previously of three 

grouse and their bantam hen being kept 

for ten months on a plot of ground six THE 

hy ten feet square, and no droppings 

removed nor the ground spaded up. A a A Al J Ir 

This was premeditated, to see if these A | N i I AN FIELD 
dreaded disease germs or intestinal 

parasites would rise in their might and A S ortsman’s ournal Oo Hi h Ii 

claim their victims, but as they did not P J of S deals 

do so, we must conclude that the black 7 
bantarmledvas mor specu nonion The AMERICAN FIELD, an illustrated weekly, stands 
that our Gane Cod air idcesmok encoun foremost as an advocate of sane conservation laws and has 
Bee thei snodtancoustsenecn i tennneunn been most influential in the protection and propagation of 
“apmints?? | In other aordeumer note game birds. Practical articles on “More Game and How to 
esti bellevelthauithe disease lana Rar Get It,” and subjects of deep interest to game breeders. Offi- 
site ueare ig carried tao tanh While at cial news of bird dog trials, Sample copy sent on request. Use 
timed’ wo thinw/ very) serloukiga andi tel the order form for convenience in subscribing. 

most discouraged, because of the pos- IE A Deel ene a lb 
Hid .. result oe ae THE AMERICAN FIELD, 

Bee esac ita eae, 1230 Monon Bldg., Chicago, Illinois 
from these troubles if they were as bad Find enclosed $......... for which enter the subscription of 

as we are led to believe, we are heart- Name Gued'by inte fast inet many or oly pleas: Serie steed pos 'sssa stores ealetayerreis1 (clas sa nie is asa at te meine eyere Ome reey oles al Got 

ant rearing yards and brooder houses OU AS cSMAC ARP BCR Ih ee eae ay RAVEN Al SO dle BEB 
have been used continuously for that Tow Ss 
work for eight or ten years, and yet OW Iliirarara nose raleta area oa 6l cieig Oe @ielsieisis nicer a 631s ]0 ae Rene ALE ciated oss Mererciakeemaicete = 

continue to produce first quality birds $5.00 per year $2.75 per six months $1.50 per three months 
and in goodly numbers. 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I was much interested to read your paper on grouse 
cycles, a reprint of which you sent me. It is a pity that 
we cannot run our cycles back further, and I dare say it 
might be possible from a very close study of the literature. 

( As perhaps you know, Miss May Sooke of the Biological Survey 
{ has been working on a bibliography of the species for me for 

several years. On account of ill health she has not com- 
A pleted the work as yet, although she has amassed an enormous 

number of references. It is possible that by going through 
these one could collect a number of references which would 
help to fill out the period back of 1900, 

By the way, let me give you in an abbreviated form 
my status records for southeastern New Hampshire and north- 
eastern Massachusetts, as far back as my own figures are 
really reliable. First, I think I wrote you of the tremendous 
abundance of grouse which ,I ran into in Ontario, north of the 
C.P.R. station of De Riviere, in September, 1895. This was 
about the theoretical top of the abundané? cycle. Now, with 
regard to this locality. 

The years before 1914 were about average good years, 
but my records are not absolutely complete and I have not made 
any notes of the number of birds started. Before 1912, 0 did ] 
very little intensive shooting in the woods, My, shooting was wt 
of such a sporadic nature that it was of no use bs far as mak- 
ing deductions from it goes, The first big slump which I 

Cua lum noticedtook place at Bred just west of Manchester,, between Ni- 
—_— December, 1914, and the beginning of the next shooting season, 
re 1915. Around Brand in the fall of 1914 occurred one of those 

Cw extraordinary concentrations of birds which you have no doubt 
Tun across. I remember hearing of one flock, about the time 
of the first snow fall, consisting of at least 75 birds, which 
is almost unprecedented in this region, In 1915 I shot almost
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aulum 
no grouse in the region around Brand where they were so 
plentiful the previous season, Nevertheless, the year 1915 
was a pretty good year in general all over southeastern 
New Hampshire and northeastern Massachusetts. There were 
plenty of grouse, but we did not think that young birds were 
as plenty as they had been the previous year. The season of 
1916 showed the first general drop in birds all over the 
region that I am interested in. 1917 was a very bad year 
with extraordinarily few grouse. I was in military service 
that fall, so could not hunt at all myself. I was also in 
service in 1918, but according to all the information which 
I had, those years were extremely bad, 1917 probably being 
the lower. I was in northern Maine in September, 1917, just 
before going into service, and grouse were then extremely 
scarce; and during that winter the trappers couldhardly find 

one or two grouse a week, or even the signs of grouse. 

In 1919 the grouse crop was still very poor. The 
season was closed in Massachusetts, and I hunted very little 
in New Hampshire. There were a few birds, but scarcely enough 
to warrant making trips of considerable distance to hunt them. 

1920.. There was a good comeback in some places, but 
birds were not evenly distributed. 1921 was a good year all 

“over the country in which I hunt. 1922 was of course a banner 
..\@ year, and in that year I made the biggest shooting record in 

niet this region I ever made, or probably ever will make. 1923 was 
yy —— a failure. I wes away that season and did almost no hunting. 

¥ 1924 was a poor year on the whole, although quite a few grouse 
showed up at the end of the season and late November. In 1925 
a fair crop of grouse showed up, and we began to make a pretty 
good annual bag again. 1926 was a good averege year, about 
two-thirds to three-fourths of the banner year in 1922, In 
1927 there came a bad slump in birds, especially in Massachu- ; 
setts, which resulted in a closure of the Massachusetts season 
the following year. I suppose theoretically we should not heave 
had this slump, but it was certainly a very marked event, and 
shows that our ten year cycle in this part of the world is com- 
plicated by many unknown factors, 1928 was also a poor year. 
The season was closedin Massachusetts and I did very little 
hunting myself. 1929 was a fairly good year again. I did a 
great deal of hunting, and for the two months open season in stan bong 
southeastern New Hampshire averaged,about 21 birds a day, on 

o~ one,ked 50 birds, on another 37, This year was not as good, 
however, as 1922, but I hunted harder. 

1930 was a good average year. I only hunted in Octo- 
ber for a short time,and so have no notes on the whole season, 
put would say it was about the same or a little better than 
1929, The present season, 1931, is not far enough advanced to 
make comments on, but I have seen more birds along the back 
woods roads than I have seen for many years.
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I suppose you are familiar with the little European 

hazel hen, which of course is quite closely related to our 

bird. You know also that this bird, breaking up into various 

races, extends from Scandinavia across to Japan. I have al- 

most no knowledge as to how this bird is handled by European 

‘game experts and as to whether it shows any cyclical behavior, 

I think it would be well worth while to start a corrsepondence 

with some of the European ornithologists and sportsmen, es- 

pecially in Scandinavia, who could give you some information 

along these lines. I dare say Dr. Palmer of the Biological 

Survey could put you on the track of some good men through his 

knowledge of ornithologists throughout the world. There has 

recently been published a list of the total game kill in Japan, 

which included the hazel hen. 1 am under the impression that 

this bird is not holding out well in numbers in northwest 

Europe, and possibly we might find someone who knew the reason 

for this. 

I hope you will be able to wade through this very 

long letter, and that some of it at least will be of interest. 

wae ‘ot ee see



Copy to King 

Nov. 13, 1931 

Dr. John C. Phillips 
Mase. Fish & Game Association ‘ 
41 Mt. Vernon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips: : 

I appreciate your taking the pains to put in letter form 
your observations on the grouse cycle in New England. I am taking 
the liberty of having a copy made for Ralph T. King, our ruffed grouse 
fellow at the University of Minnesota. 

I did not know that you were having a ruffed grouse bibliog- 
raphy made at the Biological Survey. King will be interested in this, 
since he has been trying to complete a bibliography of references 
having to do with cyclic phenomena, but only for Minnesota and the 
adjacent states. 

I did not kmow that the Buropean hazel hen was 30 similar to 
the ruffed grouse. ‘This being the case, somebody should certainly 
go after any Muropean records which exist. I am suggesting to King 
that probably Charles Bilton at Oxford, England, might have some infor- 
mation on the fluctuations in the hagel hen, I myself hardly have time - 
to run this matter dow. 

You say that it is a pity we cannot run our cycles farther 
back. King has already run them beck to 1870, and some farther yet. 
He has done this by exactly the method you suggest, namely a close 
study of the literature. His report will be finished before next 
duly. 

I hope you are feeling better and that I will have a chance 
to see you at the Game Conference. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charze, Game Survey



) University oF Minnesota orn 

DerartMENT oFf AGRICULTURE 

Unrvensrry Farm, St. Paut 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY April 4 1932 

Mr. H. D. Ruhl 
Assietant Superintendent of Game 
Department of Conservation 
Lansing Michigan 

Dear Yr. Ruhl: 

I have just returned from the field and find your vial April 4, 
along with the maps and departmental reports have been here for several days. 

The maps are most interesting and certain MLA be advisable to 
have any census work done carried out in these mapped ats ings being 

equal. Unfortunately we do not yet have such maps available to s state and 
we have had to do our type mapping as we took-Our—census¥s in md Ses. 

Of the ten arenas selected for census re have ompleted 
. @nd work on the other five well under way. \The yeas total) ,320 acres, 

or approximately 7 square miles for ch - Wne/f/these aress is our check 
area on which the census has bepr take each\montp’ fer the last 14 months. The 
figures so far obtained are a76t/interesting \and bfehly informative. 

I realize what a/trqmendous\job {t \is > carry out any extensive pro} 
gram of this sort and regret |very much that roFiations were so long delayed 
this spring. I nyt Sa ntenfied to thke phe Le“aatters up with all the parties 

concerned by Jay first of this year buf two factors operated to delay the 
work beyond th te. Firat, I\wanteg tg be absolutely sure that the method 

would give thef desired result, be sked anyone to devote time and energy 
to its trial. t at the t beGeame convinced of its practicability and 
accuracy seri liness in ened and caused another postponement of almost 
two months. then so/ jate in the season that I was tempted to postpone 
its applicatioy lar ale until next year and I would have agreed to such 
a postponement axe o he thing. This one factor that made it seem worthe 
while to unde: 2 Splication of this method on a number of areas in the 
Lake States is the opportunity now offered to obtain accurate information on 

the effect of shooting on retardation of the cycle or reduction of the serious- 
ness of the decimating factor. 

If only one or two areas in the lowcr peninsula of Michigan where 
you have had three open seasons could be censused once each year from now until 
after the next "low it would give us information of great value. The valve of 
figures thus obtained would be greatly enhanced if one or two more or less similar 

and nearby areas were censused at approximately the same tine, however, it is not 

essential that these last mentioned censuses he made. 

: fhe one great contribution that the Michigan department can make to 
our knqwledge of grouse cycles at this time is a measurement of the grouse popu- 

lations on these areas that have been shot over for the past three years. Such
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Measurements need be made only once each year until such time as the next “low® 
occurs in the grouse cycle. This low will very probably occur within three 
years, certainly within four. 

The situation as it now exists cannot recur again within less than 
‘ten years and very likely will never recur in exactly the same manner. Our cen- 

suses in Minnesota have been made on areas none of which have been open to shooting 
for seven years and some of which are permanently closed, certain of these areas 
will be shot over during any future open season, and on two of the largest areas 
a half of each will be open during any open season and the other half is permanent- 
ly eclesed. The five areas in Wisconsin include covers that have been open for one 
year, as well as covers that are permanently closed and some that will be opened 
in future seasons as the grouse population increases. 

When I first sugzested the application of this method my only thought 
Was that it would be applied in your state or five or six of those areas that had 
been open to shooting the longest, and that a census would be taken on these five 
or six areas, preferably just before the breeding season, once each year for three 
or four years, or until after the next "low" in the cycle. Of course, any addition- 
al work such as censuses during the summer months to determine number of broods and 
number of young per brood, or censuses in the fall to determine the annual increase 
in number of adults, or censuses taken before and after the hunting season to deter- 
mine the number of birds removed from the area, would supply interesting and valuable 
information but would take a tremendous amount of time and are not at all necessary 
for determining the one major point, namely, the effect of shooting on the cycle. 

Tf the census is to be taken only once each year and in the spring I be~ 
lieve that weather conditions should govern the choice of time. It, of course, would 
not be practicable to delay the work until the beginning of the laying season as there 
is then increased chances of error through missing a great many females while they are 
on the nest. In fact I do not believe it advisable to do the work after the drumming 
is well under way because of the great difference in flushing distance exhibited by 
the two sexes at this time and because of the very marked tendency on the part of the 3 
drummers to select log locations in particular cover types. This preference of the 
males for one or two types leade to a concentration of this sex in these types and 
as a result the principle of random sampling on which the census is based is rendered 
inoperative. If the census is taken in the fall it should, of course, be delayed un- - 
til after the completion of the August molt at which time the broods break up and 
all grouse can be counted as adults. In either case I believe that a leeway of thirty 
days can safely be allowed. I think that spring census can be taken any time between 
Mereh 15 and April 15, and the fall census between September 10 and October 10. ‘The 
work might be done at the beginning of this 30-day period one year and near its end. 
the next year and still the figures would be directly comparable. On our experimental 
area where the census has been taken every month for 14 months we have allowed ourselves 
ten days, that is, the work has been done between the 18 and 28 of each month, sometimes 
when a number of men were working it has been completed in two days, at other times with 
only one man available it has taken the full ten days. Some months it has been done on 
the 19 and 20, and at other times on the 26 and 27. 

I do not believe that reliable data can be obtained from an area lees than 
two square miles in extent, that is, 2560 acres, and in the usual type of grouse country 
the lines should be run across the area in both directions not farther than one-quarter 
of a mile apart. Such eriss-crossing will practically always provide a fair sample of 
the area and there is little danger of counting the same birds twice as they rarely, 
if ever, fly as mech as one-quarter of a mile when so flushed. such eriss-crossing of
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@ 2560 acre area requires the walking out of somewhere between 27 and 37 miles of 
line depending upon the shape of the area and whether or not the boundaries can 
be run as lines. ; , 

The amount of line a man can cover depends of course on a number of 
factors such as his experience in the woods, his familiarity with the ground, the 
forest types involved, their density, the time of year, the condition of the footing, 
the length of the individual lines, ete. We figure that the average man working in 
strange territory on an area not previously census¢d will average one mile per hour 
of working time. This allows for time needed in pacing out and marking boundaries 
end checking on corners, etc. The same wan working on familiar territory where 
this preliminary work has been done can practically double this, and can easily 
average one and a half miles per hour. 

Although it is best to complete the work on any given area as soon as 
possible after it is started there is no reason to believe that the results are : 
inascurate even though five or six days are required to finish the census. 

As for the selection of areas I would suggest that as long as our pri- 
mary consideration is the obtaining of figures on grouse populations on areas that 
differ in the degree of hunting for the past few years that the areas selected be 
those that will be open to shooting in the future. These areas need not be more 
than three miles from the closed areas as the influence of such closed areas is 
not effective over this distance as far as ruffed crouse are concerned, If it were | 
possitie to determine the mumber of birds removed from these censused areas during 
the hunting season such information would be very valuable, but it is not essential 
that such information be obtained. As for character and combinations of cover, I 
hesitate to make specific suggestions for regions with which I am not familiar. The 
best answer is to state simply that typical ruffed grouse cover for the region in 

question be selected, this should be not the best or the poorest but as near average 
as it is possible for one familiar with the region to choose. As for the size of 
the areas, I believe as stated above, that they should not be smaller than four - 
Square miles. If the lines are run in both directions one-quarter of a mile apart 
they will provide an excellent sample of all the important cover types. Observation 
of factors affecting abundance of grouse and other game can very easily be made at 
the same time the census is being taken and in no way lessen the value of the census, 
on the contrary, such additional data enhances by just so much the value of the work 
done. 

My suggestions as to probable choice of areas can be of very little value 
and can not be made very definite but after studying the maps I am inclined to favor 
the following listed locations: 

Otsego County near the refuge. 
Northeast Alpena County (on the extreme northern and eastern edge of the 

mapped area in grouse country). 
Two areas in Crawford County - one South of the game refuge and one some- 

_ where near the middle Of this exceptionally large 

refuge to provide 4 check. 
One in Roscommon County, probably just a few miles north of the refuge in 

Gladwin County, to supply data on the extreme 

southern part of the mapped area. 

If time and conditions permit one area south of the line of continuous ; 
grouse distribution in either open or closed territory to provide data on the birds 
in that discontinuous part of their range, Z



' ADR 

E am sorry I cannot offer more substantial assistance and I hope the 
information in this letter will be of some help. I assure you that we appreciate 
the time and effort you are giving to this problem and we will be glad to give 

any other help we can. 

Very truly yours ' 

0.4, de. 

Ries Instructor-Beonomic Zoology
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: incubation) ft 
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BOBWHITE QUAIL cE 
Stoddard (1931). . (8-24) 1h... Lorde... .. m+ +... nin Shee ai 2 >< oe - + - * 

ese ae 1+7 hrs. 
RUFFED GROUSE UAwalb., § 2 : Ming (wnpubh). = « (7-16) (24. adarstodel. . . 5 mara ie a “+ Af wee ee gl be 

be \ 

PINNATED GROUSE ms . ee 
Gross (1930) . - . (7-17) 11.5. . . .1-5-2.0... . sometimes... fT ~~ «4 © o(2l-28T) 23... mo ... dam&... 0 

: SG . evening 
ss, uuu tears ne ee ee 

Schmidt (unpubl. ) es = BE «aie ina es ae ek a a Saree os~ 

WILD TURKEY f 
 emiesat Le ee en ee ie ee ee Se eee ee ee 
Barrows (1912) . . (10-18) 127 

ee Oe) 5 - er 3 ee ee ere ae a 
Gntenets (1918) . UE 1G? we Bi ee wie FOS ks wee ee ae 

Maxwell. - . 1 + . (815). - 222-2 eee eee » sometimes... 1. 1 1 + ee OO...» rarely. . early morning & § P.u. 
ee ee er ae ae oO i i eee 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE ; 
Soaaie (2990) « «(SIM so ee ee MF e ee ee FO ses Pens he Meh... ew  ieveguler. . 7? 
Yea’ unpubl.) . eee eee oe eae se ewe oo ew eb oe ewe a i a % 
Mg ss AUS da cc ee ks Bie ce S&S 2 a 
Page (19MM) ee Be ee Fem oc. oe IT le Boe 

RED GROUSE : 
Grouse Report. . (6017) 7. +... -RO 2... . oft... 2. Tee e pus SQ . 2... mo... morning&... 7 

evening 

° Does not incubate, tat helps brood young. . 
* In captivity. 

1 Always left uncovered for one day between laying of last egg and beginning of inowbation. (First eggs may also be 
left uncowered. During incubation eggs not usually covered during rest periods. Sprake.) 

2 Daily after 7th or Sth éggv
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{ Yo" "Hunting an average of less than three days each, 265 "par- ‘ 
& tridge" hunters put up nearly 11,000 birds during the 1930 grouse 

season in the lower peninsula. However, they bagged only 1,248 

fee birds, or one out of every nine birds flushed. The average kill 

per hunter totaled five, or just half the season limit allowed each 
hunter. 

These figures, which have been obtained by the Game Division 

of the Conservation Department from tally cards sent in by bird 

hunters at the close of the hunting season show that in spite of 

the adverse weather conditions, many hunters enjoyed good sport 
with the grouse. 

( Bird hunters' "tally cards" have been distributed by the De- 
: partment during the past two bird seasons. In 1929, hunters sent 

in less than 300 reports, but these gave much information as to 

game bird conditions in numerous localities. 

The 144 hunters who reported their "partridge" hunting in 

1929, bagged 631 Ruffed Grouse, an average of about four birds for 
each hunter. 

In 1930, approximately twice as many hunters reported their 
success and observations; it was expected that several thousand 

reports should be sent in each year by the many hunters who want to 

cooperate with the Conservation Department in its efforts to obtain 

data as to the abundance of game species and other wild life. 

Local conservation officers and other department field men 

have observed a marked increase in the number of grouse in the past 

two years, and recent reports indicate that the 1931 breeding sea-— 

son starts off with grouse "drumming" in the bulk of Michigan's 

"partridge" cover." — Michigan Dept. of Conservation.



Table 2le: Hest Mortality Ale RO 

Species No. of No. Lost or Number 

Locality, Years Nests. Deserted _ Hatched Authority 

BOBWHITE 
Georgia, 1924-27 602 385 217 Stoddard, p. 184 

Wisconsin, 1930-31 

RUFFED GROUSE 
Minnesota, 1929-31 1a ! il King, unpubl. 
New York, 1930 14 9 5 Bump, 1930 

PINNATED GROUSE 
Wisconsin, 1929-30 4o 20 20 Gross, 1930 

RINGNSCK PHEASANT 
Michigan, 1928-30 52 Wight, 1930 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

Michigan, 1929-31 Yeatter, unpubl. 

GAMBEL QUAIL 

Arizona, 1931 Gorsuch, unpubl. 

SHARPTAIL GROUSE 
; 

Wisconsin, 1931 Schmidt, unpubl.
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THE SURVEY — January, 1952 

New Ranger Appointed for Upper Mississippi.--Homer C. Fort, of Lexington, 

Ill., was appointed to the position of reservation ranger on the Upper Mississippi 

Refuge, effective January 4. Mr. Fort will be assigned to a district which in- 

cludes the Winneshiek Bottoms and the adjacent Harpers Ferry Bottoms. 

Buckwheat Fields Attract Upland Game.~-Ranger Lundberg reports that tracts 

of buckwheat in the refuge area opposite Wabasha, Minn., planted last year and 

allowed to stand with the ripened grain, have provided a valuable source of food 

tor pheasants, ruffed grouse, and other upland game birds. Mr. Lundberg states 

oot jie there. is a notable increase over last year in the number of these species 

Oe in his district.
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Daan: 
Grouse reared were found much tamer than chickens Parr I 

Weather Condidons sons has been the study of grouse Table 4. Summary of the State-wide 

ECAUSE of the obvious difficulties predators. Data collected during this Grouse Nest Oheck-Up 

B involved in gathering exact data time has already disclosed some start- Total “Now Nests on. c coe eae see BBS 

on the effect of weather condi- ling facts, but more work must be done “ “ hatched in wild......... 127 

tions on grouse, progress is naturally before the problem can be solved. The a By ADEOHON SUD. saps sinsecnes CBO 

slow. Special studies were undertaken work has been divided into parts corre- a ** whose eggs were taken 
to determine the effect of rainfall in sponding to the three main periods in and hatched in captivity 32 

relation to young grouse during the first the life of the grouse, namely, the nest- s “with incomplete data.... 25 

three weeks after hatching. Evidence ing period, the brood period, and the DENBY 9 ai pr sinh eae Uae Teh 
obtained, however, was rather contra- adult period. Table 5. Details of Grouse Nests 
dictory. In one area studied a very large In determining the relation of the — nie EERE a ——<————— 
percentage of brood mortality occurring various predators to grouse, about 75 Total No. broken up............... 82 
in the first three weeks of life was stomachs of mammals, 175 stomachs of re ee a “by predators... 42 
ascribed to inclement weather condi- predatory birds, 100 fox droppings, 300 cH e s “by man ....... 11 
tions. On that area June 6th to 10th hawk and owl pellets, and the remains 5 “deserted naturally...... 1 
was a period of almost continuous rain. of 94 dead grouse have been examined 2 “causes unknown ........ 28 
One brood left the nest with only nine to date, besides many dens and nests. Upp Nee Detain, of OfnuEe EEE 
chicks out of 15 eggs. When found five 34 x 
days later, only two chicks were left of Grouse Nests HREM HE UU TEC OPS ie ieee 
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The GAME BREEDER for February, 1932 

a ae ee Adult Grouse 
Species Evidence P 

The mortality of adults is shown in the following table: 

Excellent Good Fair Table 7. Summary of Adult Grouse Kills—1930-1931 
_———————— 

Weasel .......2. 1 5 p Total Grouse Total Per cent 

Chow Foes are)? 0 A on Area Sept. 1 Adult Kills Mortality 
Red squirrel.... 1 1 1 —— — [> 

Horned owl..... 1 0 0 1930 1931 1930 1931 1930 1931 

WOR ee icine el 4 0 Connecticut Hill. 123 174 40 40 38% 23% 

Woodchuck ..... 0 1 0 Pharsalia ....... Not worked ? Not worked (? Notworked ? 

IWALGr cos caie el 0 0 Watskillic.s tae al oe a 21 iy be ic a a 33 1-3% 

Pheasant ....0.. 1 0 0 - 

Black snake..... 1 0 0 Table 8. Summary of Predators Responsible for Grouse Killed 

Adult Immature 

Grouse Broods Cause Excellent Good Fair Excellent Good Fair 
NDE Oe MAP| SSS eae pes As Re Be Cd fee SE EO SD ee oes 

The survey has found a surprising Great Horned Owl........5--s-. 8 11 4 0 0 0 

rate of mortality among grouse broods ROR ae Sines sae ane eae eee 1 5 0 Li Al 

as the following graph will show: GOSH A WK siete ns cs aoe ero eenunete te eeea 0 2 0 0 0 

Coopersrblawk i.e ccsqres eae t 0 se 0 0 

Sharp-shinned Hawk ........... 0 0 0 0 a 0 

Mortality Among Grouse Broods Bird Work (Hawk or Owl)..... 3 10 11 3 2 0 

1930—1931 Disease or Natural Death....... 3 2 0 0 0 0 

s HxposUnes coc cine sours Oa oes 0. 0 0 iz 0 0 

100% A GOIMONTAL as. «aati se seer aiexicisien id 0 0 0 0 0 

Unisiown (2. cea ecesnasteo On te a 4 a ne 

16% 
pit 

sya Surrey =, $3 %6— In connection with the determination separated from that of the other hawks 

Wise re ee of the bird or mammal responsible in and owls, except the snowy owl, by the 

nea AL mt each mortality record, the food habits greater distance between the two 

poe Oe of captive wild specimens of the fol- creases. The Cooper's hawk and the 

assy f lowing species have been studied: great sharp-shinned hawk often leave the 

if horned owl, barred owl, snowy owl, red- plucked feathers in’a small pile. The 

e tailed hawk, broad-winged hawk, gray sharp-shinned hawk, however, is 

oo Se ae Tae | fox, red fox, raccoon, skunk, weasel, scarcely powerful enough to take an 
squirrel, chipmunk. adult grouse except under unusual con- 

Besides observations, photographs ditions. The feather shafts are bitten 

Diseases and Parasites have been taken and specimens of the off in the work of some mammals. The 

Because of the extensive work al- Various types of remains preserved. It fox in particular regularly clips off a 

ready completed by Dr. A. A. Allen, Dr. has been found that the remains left large proportion of the feathers. As 

Eloise Cram and Dr. Alfred O. Gross, by a predatory bird are usually distin- regards the weasel, however, the large 

no additional studies of importance suishable from those left by a mammal. feathers of wing and tail are not usually 

were undertaken in this field during Unless badly weathered, they will tcuched. This animal customarily bites 

the past year. The part-time assistance usually show creases in the shaft and into the head, neck or upper breast. 

of a pathologist,-‘Dr. Earl C. Brunett, vein of the feather cut there by the The following chart shows the length 

was secured to examine all dead grouse edges of the bird’s pill. The work of of seasons during which various species 

sent in to the survey. Dr. Brunett also the horned owl may sometimes be are important. 

examined all grouse which died at the Table 9. Season of Importance of Various Grouse Predators 
two experimental stations at which 

vt oa es es 

tried out this year. All. Gr. Animals nest- nest- chicks Ddecome All Gr. 
; Adult Out ing ing -1n Broods adult Adults. 

Studies regarding the’ relation of man Deu acre cane P| EEE TT ll 

to the abundance of grouse were con- SKUNK -<-+--------- = 

ducted to determine the effectiveness of |b oe ea = =| ee ele elena 

man as a destroyer of grouse predators Be Se ee eee ble 

and as a hunter in relation to the de- BOBOAR ar aann aot SS 

creasing grouse supply. i Ll ——_—_aeeeee aaa 

ee) ee el 
SHARP-SHINNED HAWK- cde et as 

Braue corcet 2 a eae eee eee 
On nine of the 15 sections studied on Dien Gar eee | a oe Li 

the Connecticut Hill refuge this year, SNOWY OWL --4-----~ = ort car alas i 

predator control was practiced. One iacendl ; 

full-time work in addition to the resi- === __Destructive only occasionally and under favorable conditions. 

dent game refuge keeper. 4 (Continued on page 58) 
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SS a | NEW YORK’S RUFFED x = 

GROUSE SURVEY Lay: 

‘ontin: ‘om page 38 et (Continued fr page 38) ae PAGS, 

The following table illustrates graph- ane [Se 

: < i ically the species and numbers of pre- LEED eee : 

Ean AC Ane teh coon Esc ne dators removed from the area trapped. f eS y) : 

" “hee belong hehe aaailag” 3 

Be ae Gone: ones Table 10. Birds and Mammals Taken SEE tein aan 7 

Our pheasanta axe ‘eletieid: on Connecticut Hill, 1930-1931 i er eee ee ual 
amey, Ornate, Cres 

reared (not brooder reared) (SS a LE (also "called peacock partridge) ‘$40.00 ‘pet 

and are fine, strong-flying Birds 4vumber nore pomeater Be fancy Cutan 

- . Se ee roperly plant t , incr 

birds. Stock sold this past Great horned owl............... 34 “stay put” in any Climate in the U.S. Full 
season gave wonderful sport instructions for care and planting with each 

and satisfaction to all pur- Long-eared owl ........+.-:+.-+. U1 dato ace ordered now will nest and 

chasers. We specialize in Short-cared OW! iy sce eeces see ot QUAIL. HATCHERY. ota Wanpen 
quality and only ship the best. Gro Ome eat ohiae tne 5 LANE, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 

ee sae 22 ho Sureschs OW leks agaesinctsnaepeo le 

which we recommend for Barred, OW! ....-c22-s se eee eee oe iL 

breeders. SAW Wet OW) c.f deuerewaces ics op aeae: 
; < 

Resvesiandssilvors Red-tailed hawk ............./.. 24 Bobwhite Quail 
now offering ailimited num- Sharp-shinned hawk............. 5 

Ber of 1931 Reeves cocks and Marsh hawk ).c0<.< 2x: sissitone 14 —We Offer— 

ilver ks. Rough-1 Racca nateie se eenet : ei Mee 
1930 Silver cocks ough-legged hawk i Pure native Virginia hand- 
4 Sparrow. awk! Gcssnssenicccese ls. aoaB Nae ae 

Millbrook Pheasant Farm f Red-shouldered hawk ........... 4 tears : obwhite Quail for 

MILLBROOK NEW YORK Broad-winged hawk .-.......... 1 breeding purposes. 

Phone, Millbrook 239 oe MaWierts tench sesin sean he Birds raised under experi- 

Me ah Set See gy enced supervision, Can fur- 

Total .....seeeeeeeeee vereees 181 nish any references. 

For early fall delivery MEEe Se NID UPLAND GAME FARM 

aie fn rasan ley Ge ye ieee SALEM VIRGINIA 
ede fOKye sass sn else eee eee 

PURE MONGOLIANS GEAVLOxe feoy Rates care Mele ee 2 

RUT aise Mesa eien Weer ea lea meee 

And Small brown weasel............. 33 = 

A large variety of fancy pheasants. New ‘York! weaselijcc.csscer ses 2 The Best In Pheasants 

ETOUSO “CA LINS j natwyw er efere sare’ cig eietnie) ASS. All birds full plumaged 

C. M. KELEHER RAGCUON Wha wieaiic ace ennc ae sued, _ Per Pair Extra Hens 

3341 Tilden St. Phila., Pa. Woodehtick 3 cy ai sneeiaeanren aie Versicolor):........$16,00 9 ais Ae Reeves» ...-1+++. 20,00 12.50 
e Minteltans cihae Hees ace Med lanotus .......- 204 +50 ee E faced cdl is ages) s0.eo 

BUYERS OF TAY SQUITTCL et. 0.5 bo a cteiewinwes cms a Selene rage Teo 

Birds—Feed—Equipment Total .. veesseeee seers eee es V4 All birds guaranteed to be large and strong 
quip: eT eRe 

All Read THE GAME BREEDER Grad totals. sciseesegietye See Live arrival guaranteed 

hea ie ee ae JOSEPH FLORES 

i We offer for spring delivery Of the 40 adult grouse found killed SAN LEANDRO. CALIF, 

Ringneck Pheasant Eggs (positive cases only) during the sum- 

ae . mer of 1931, 23 were on the unt:apped 

rom strong, Healthy stipe areas and 17 on the trapped areas. ata eeateaeae at 

4 Thus the ratio of kills per area was | \ Sa 

SUMMIT GAME FARM 135 to 1.00 for the trapped areas. | | liam 

Box 97 WESTHAMPTON, L. I. Looking at this from a slightly differ- | | q | i | 

ent angle, 23 per cent of the total num- C | | \ ! | 

ber of grouse resident on the unfrapped are } 

sections were killed, whereas 16.7 per 7 eS SNe = ee cate Me 1. 
abe bed : SY RI J BAD Si 

BOB \V HITE cent resident on the trapped areas were & = eg a et EP) 

found dead. Thus there were 27.4 per Brooder $4.80 Complete 

| AIL cent less grouse taken by predators on Used on Many Game Farms 

the trapped sections than on the un- + You can make a better brooder than you can buy. 

: trapped. Either approach shows the N10 eee a ee only SB 
For Propagation definite effectiveness of this sort of con- per eoae aa Ce ee ting ihe Booed 

will send you plans for making the Brooder, 
trol (during the present period of the together with puta Brooder Heater for $4.75, 

SNAKE KIN¢ 5 grouse cycle) as one means of increas- “" Oe eee Sac 
ing the number of grouse on a given Try the brooder out and if you don’t say it’s 

Brownsville Texas area. the best brooder you ever used, return the Heater 
in 30 days and get your money back. Please 

“i ‘ mention your dealer’s name. 

i donimiae (ommage bt) I. PUTNAM, Route 285-G, ELMIRA, N.Y. 
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——————————————————————— spring rush will be the overhauling of i 

We have the empty nail kegs which some of rrr 

for immediate delivery them use for nests. The outlying ones, = 

the following where the water may be too deep for .  —oe 

wading, should have attention while the 4 erred 

PHE ASA NTS ice is solid; those on shore or in trees, : te. 
. e ae 

Argus, Malay Crested and Siamese or on the islets near the shallow shore . 

Crested Firebacks, Gray and | Ger- may be done a little later. Those kegs Tord , 
maine Peacock, Copper, Swinhoe, : eae ape . 

Nepal, Versicolor, Manchurian, El- that are too old to be used this year DP at Se cae ie 

liot, Amherst, Golden, Reeves, Sil- should be taken down and used for kind- oa ee er ane heey 

ver, Ringneck, Pure Mongolian. ling wood; others will need to be re- he ‘gh a 8 

See eee Ce secretly fastened more firmly to their moorings wo Sows nd fg 

Quail, Chukar Partridges, ‘and many so they will not blow away in a gale. ; cae o/ 

foreign Doves from our collection New ones, which should be spoken for t i ] i 

of 45 varieties. Will have many in sufficient time at the hardwar ¥ are stores, 
varieties of rare birds f i Y i i 
aclivey pea one where they may be had for a few cents Big Healthy Chicks 

Write for prices each, must be put out, and all must have 708 hatched out of 805 eggs set.. The 2400 
+ American Electric is almost automatic in opera- 

Leland Smith Game Far nesting material of straw or dead grass, tion—hatches Ducks, Poults, Pheasants, Quail 

a arm though even dead leaves may be used and Partridge. 
IR OAKS CALIFORNIA ee ev ee SPAR THIS LETTER’ 

Using small boards and dead branches Mey eae tO 3 ts 
; Game Conservation Institute 

ps from the trees overhead, good nesting Clinton, N. J. 

| sites for the wild ducks are easily made cuca eee Inc., 
hehe “ ew Brunswick, N. J. 

E. Ss For Sale in the shelter of old tree stumps on the Gentlemen:—It is a pleasure to inform you 

SS shore or along the hillside, with dead that the results of hatching Pheasant eggs in 

leaves and grass for a lining. Black Hie ueriea Electric is fee teres 

Ringnecks, Versicolor, Melanistics. . ig Bota Geran oo Pr detile chee. Chick rote very 

Goldens, Ambhersts, Reeves; Wild ducks are always interested in piles of goed qaniiee tamed: eamachlacares 

Turkey, Bob White Quail, Silkies, | brush for nesting sites and it is quite Instructor. 

Buff Cochin. amazing to find, later, how far in from is Py, ‘ B f 
ite us at once for information about any 0} 

Sha bark Lake Fur and the edge they have been able to make B : the following? f 

8 F h | their way, and lay their eggs, under American Electric Incubator, Wishbone Electric 
1 i Batt Br , Am. Sectional Hotwater 

eather Farm | at moo. ee af oe ae Brooder, Quail Brood, Am, Portable Hlectre 
D wigs. is equal surprisin. o dis- Fi Brooder, Ventilating Feed Hopper, Brooder 

River Road near Oakton | cover how many ane of Gs will and. Poultryhou: © Ventilating System, ee 

DESPLAINES, ILL. lay their eggs in those empty nail kegs Address Dents 18 

et” itt ut for, thet comvnfcncg and atal. | AMERIGAN INCUBATORS, INC. 
toe ew Brunswick, N. J. 

CUTS a eer me At 
STOP CANNIBALISM sbiterarhate btielg Meh ils 

WITH ANTIPICK NEW YORK’S RUFFED 

_ Tailpicking and all other forms of cannibal- GROUSE SURVEY iar . : i 
ism instantly stopped by this ointment. Packed j English Ringneck Pheasants 
in 13 ounce tin price $1.00. 6 ounce size, 50 (Continued from page 58) 1,000—1931 hatched cocks and hens 

cents. Manufactured by the makers of “COR- "Delivery Aug., Sept,, and Oct. 
RECT” Game Bird Rations. Man As A Hunter Of Grouse Also have some pee ee birds for im- 

BEYER GAME PRODUCTS COMPANY : mediate delivery 

Portage bt Wisconsin Ts CLOSE Day ecoUron ta aca Vi STACtOrY, Special prices on orders of 100 or more 
answer to the age-old question as to the LA BRANCHE ESTATE 

importance of hunters as a prime cause Hillsdale NEW YORK 

for the decrease of grouse, a definite 

attempt was made in the fall of 1930 

RINGN ECK HENS to check on the effects of the newly re- 1931 RINGNECKS 

opened hunting season. A series of Guaranteed strong, healthy and in 

For Sale eight check areas were established in full plumage. Will make price in- 

Tompkins County. Around these areas GaSe BREEDING stock. 

Eggs and Stocking Birds in season signs were erected asking the hunters’ Can give any number of velar. 

cooperation in reporting their success ences. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed as regards eo number of grouse killed Write at once to avoid 
on the areas included by the signs. The disappointment 

results were only moderately satisfac- 

N ee ae tory because of the small Tonibse of HENLOPEN GAME FARMS, Ine. 
ewar alley NEW YORK Bene ane nt ; HES oA W. M. FOORD, Pres. 

returns. Tabulated, they show at 9.7 RED., Milton ‘Delaware 

ae per cent of the grouse resident on the 

areas studied were killed by hunters. 

a NORWELL PHEASANT FARM w Later a more accurate and extensive Full Line 

check js to be made in the same county. ‘American & Imported Arms & Parts 

Box 13 Better results are expected, due to more p Largenstoct in Xmcrcar fine NewRiferAllMake Pistols 
Sa whee careful selection of areas and more [il New2int@un dub Expert Gonemthiner Rstckine 
Hardy New England field reared effective methods of hunter-cooperation Pore Repeltiag A Ree rar onesies Areas Catalog. 
Puneneck, Weer nose at TOUnE to be employed Baca 25¢ actos for this ila tecs cater 

able prices. A. F. STOEGER, INC. 

| Eee eee | (To be continued) 509 Fifth Avenue (at 42nd St.) New York, N. Y, 
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Mountain Laurel is apparently not poisonous to the Ruffed Grouse, for they eat great quantities of it wherever 
available. 

. . . ’ 

A challenging analysis of a Great Game Bird's struggle 
for existence and the possibilities of its return 

By GARDINER BUMP 

Supervisor of Bureau of Game, New York State Conservation Department 

(Illustrations by the author) 

NYONE who is familiar with the ruffed grouse, or America, partially because of a lack of economic pressure 
partridge, of our northern woods, must recognize and partially because we do not have the facts on which 
in him one of the finest game birds that has ever to base one. Urged by forces, the nature of which is scarcely 
grown feathers. Wary, alert, energetic, quick witted understood, the tide of grouse abundance has probably crept 

under gunfire, to shoot a partridge in full flight is to merit up and tumbled down times without number. Yet for the 
admiration and to know a tale worth telling at the end of most part we have contented ourselves with harvesting the 
day. accidental increase, and hoping for continued good luck, or 

In Scotland, where the red grouse is handled as a game better, next year. 
crop, the net rental for the privilege of killing game is over True, there has been no closed season on interest in the 
three hundred and thirty thousand pounds (one million five ruffed grouse since that memorable paper of George Ed- 
hundred and ninety-three thousand dollars). Under inten- wards in 1754, Less than forty years afterwards the Legis- 
sive management, good moors will average a little better lature of the State of New York passed a law providing for 
than a grouse to every two acres. Predators are mercilessly what was probably the first closed season on ruffed grouse 
exterminated. Strongylosis, the most serious disease, is con- on the American continent. From that remote day, up to 
trolled partially by burning the infected heather, partially the beginning of the recent period of careful searching, mil- 
by preventing a concentration of old breeding stock. Food, lions of grouse were shot, hundreds of thousands sold in 
water, and artificial grit are provided economically and in the open market. Years of abundance were followed by 
abundance. Shelter areas are carefully planned and devel- periods of scarcity, from which the species apparently al- 
oped. Full use is made of every environmental control ways recovered, though often not quite reaching its former 
known, to the end that each area may produce abundantly plenitude. Open seasons were shortened, a protection made 
of young, vigorous grouse. more inclusive. But the why of the decrease, and to a large 

No counterpart of this intensive system is to be found in measure the when, are secrets that may never be told, for 
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few records were ever kept of that great period, and few mist-blue and wringing wet, can measurably appreciate the 
memories in the October of life can be counted upon to in- difficulties to be overcome. But that is another tale. 
terpret April’s fresh impressions. 

So we come to the present, looking forward rather than The Story of the Grouse Survey 

backward. I like to think of the “present” as beginning on Introductory.—The summer of 1931 marked the first 
that raw day in late complete year of 

April of 1919, when 7 : : the New York State | 
Dr. Arthur A. Allen : oy : ~ Ruffed Grouse Inves- 
smoothed out a ban- Ws J ; he tigation, initiated and 
tam’s nest, placing _ es : ‘ 4 in backed by farsighted 
therein fifteen small, _ ity . eer / Ae sportsmen, and car- 

creamy eggs filched . ; aM tied out by their 

from the nest of a ra , F : a ( representatives in the 

wild grouse. There _ : Conservation Depart- 

beginsa story ofsmall j, — : 2 ment. It has for its 

progress and large Ja : purpose the develop- 

failures, of disap» |P * r ‘ ‘ Le ment of a workable 
pointments, andofthe | 7 | Zz ys : plan, which, when car- 

perseverance which |j7 3 @ oo A hee : ried out, will result in 

twelve years later was | ge Se fom oT aN giving the hunter 

to culminate in glori- — — : a o 2D wy more game of a kind, 

ous success. Others |i pau ea | bt a ile a ee calculated to test his 

might begin with |# 7 alesse eo > A v, 2 skill, and to furnish 

Hodge, or with the [jee ae Ny a) le sf. ee him with a trophy 

initial efforts of the | 3 fae. Pe ee mes hase worthy of the name. 

American Game Pro- | Shsaeainiegaties ree ee ee | Gaining momentum 

tective Association in |G Jaa Sauamieamenereres (00 oe aaterare Sean Z : rapidly, the Investiga- 

1912, under the lead- | jesus vores er Nee te tion is in a position to 

ership of the farsight- |g a oe +4 Ps report, as a result of 

ed John Burnham. po oe CA gs \ its first fifteen months’ 
By 1924, the prob- : fe OD ee oa work, the following 

lem of how to have Grouse—alert and cautious—wandering through the thicket in quest of food. concrete achieve- 
our partridge and eat ments: 

it too, had assumed 
such proportions that an international Grouse investigation 1. The recognition and study of some 231 factors affect- 

committee was organized by the American Game Associa- ing the abundance of the ruffed grouse, of which 81 seem 

tion. Because of the probability that some disease of cyclic to be important. 
virility was the immediate cause of the many marked grouse 2. The rearing of 101 ruffed grouse to maturity, in cap- 
shortages, Doctor Allen, in New York State, and Doctor tivity, from 349 eggs. - 

Gross, in New England, set to work to track down the in- 3. The trapping, banding, and liberating of over 40 wild 

sidious culprits. Over thirty separate diseases were de- grouse in connection with distribution studies. 

scribed, and many new facts on the life of this fine game 4. The gathering of indisputable evidence which tends to 

bird were uncovered. But Nature yields her secrets grudg- prove that Nature does not allow inbreeding to become a 

ingly, and much remained to be learned. serious cause of diminution of the grouse supply. 

The years of 1926-27 were disastrous for the grouse 5. The completion of a study of 266 wild grouse nests, 

throughout practically its whole range. In New York State 60.8 per cent of which hatched, and 39.2 per cent of which 

a group of sportsmen sincerely concerned over what threat- were destroyed from causes mentioned in a later paragraph. 

ened to be the extermination of a great game bird, urged 6. A reasonably accurate determination of the predators 

upon a forward-looking Conservation Department the ne- responsible for killing 80 per cent of the 99 adult and the 

cessity for action. 15 immature 

Thus was born the (i——— [ac oo. aa etpuan: the remains 
present investi- [9] | 7 =f Gg rtrtsseSCSSCi‘C‘ OC‘ ofr bh einawe he 
gation. le Ac le Rees] found by members 

Its purpose was er —=“‘E of the Survey. 

progress in solving ee , . =  -. 7. The discovery 

prehensive. Its |MR™, .9s 508 > ~~... | chicks in the 91 
plan was more in- s Ahh 2 . r e “4 = &. broods studied 

tensively organized Se ee ‘4 Ae more or less inten- 

than was that of | | 2 in 4 ne sively, were killed 

any of its pred- | Co ea . a or died naturally 

ecessor gure Of Oe S Sn MA Lj POT eg during the 3 sum- 

its productivity to |, getireee ee —— mer months follow- 

date, only those eg ee ea te ‘ ~ : ing hatching. 
who have dropped Fs Nate cn Hi By a The Plan.— 
a grouse in full ee fk SA £2 While some exten- 
flight to October’s © alee y > ££ sive work, such as 
colored carpet, will SMT A a, Or . wi! > the nest and pred- 
fully appreciate the [FH We uel ae. : y g oa { || ator studies, was 
importance of the |"gy/ gi Qi" MG tt 2 » 3 1 ee SG ae organized to cover 
facts uncovered. |BMjezage - 6 Ee ee Me wee ol i | New York State at 
And of the strug- | *@em@iZgee Ie ey 2 ee ee Ve Ae large, three widely 
gle necessary to dig |g] Tosh ow! Lees vee fee ee seh, Piet Bee - a s epa rated areas 

out these facts, |p ey eo “ae 3 _o ie a ge©4) were selected on 

only those who |iaes PAE ee Oe ee ee | which factors af - 

have stalked the |@ Ria oc - BOO Re ye ae > | or =. . fecting grouse 

partridge, drum- Se ai : bi AE te - aes ~ abundance were 

ming, t hrough Mr. Ruffed Grouse displaying his attractive plumage to his prospective mate. His studied intensively. 

April’s woods, mating performance is a perfect exhibition of dignity and of precision. One was a rolling 
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upland, typical of much of the southern and southwestern grouse which have been compiled. Yet none of them may 
portions of the State; another contained considerable up- be called complete. The records in the main were gathered 
land, hemlock-hardwood swamp, while the third was situated in cooperation with sportsmen, and therefore represent foods 
along the northeastern border of the Catskill mountains. By preferred principally during the fall months. Definite steps 
placing these diverse areas in widely separated sections of are being taken to fill in the gaps, so that a thoroughly repre- 
the State, it was intended to secure three separate pictures sentative list of grouse foods throughout the year for New 
of conditions. These, when checked one against another, York State may be compiled. The following table giving 
should produce an accurate cross section of the forces which _ major food preferences of ruffed grouse in New York State, 
are at work to decrease the number of our ruffed grouse, insofar as is at present known, may be of interest: 
not only in New York 

pie coat a oa enotien ODAY all thinking sportsmen are concerned about tomorrow. ae 1. Preliminary state as well, where sim- Eo s | : Foi List of Foods Most 
eco er er niducituatione esterday’s conservation program of constructive restriction has Cc ly Es 
: borne fruit scarcely sufficient for its own day, and certainly not in keep- ommonly Eaten by 
are to be found. | ing with the present demand. In this real emergency, when energetic Ruffed Grouse in South- 

At the beginning of the Leaders are thoughtfully feeling their way to more substantial ground, ern and Central New 
survey the work was di- the expression, “scientific game management,” is acquiring a new, and York State, Month by 
vided up in accordance encouraging, significance. With science guiding sentiment, and ex- Month: 
with the nine great fac- Bediency pins, ground ig efficiency, game management in the country \{onth— 

ic ete i 4s slow! ecoming a reality. 

rors med dereonine te Facts are the only pecan which an adequate plan of management January to March. 
abundance of any game for any game species may be based. Food and Parts Utilized— 
bird. Briefly, these factors Since man’s clock ticked one, all facts have had their basis in ex- Staghorn sumach, fruits; 
are: periences. Tuned is the heart of every true sportsman to their thrill. mountain laurel, leaves; 

The flickering firelight tinges many a tale worth telling. Wonderful apple, buds and fruits; 
1, Food and water. stories all, but not quite the type on which to base a sound plan of birch, buds; aspen, buds; 
2. Shelter. game perpetuation and increase. alder, buds; maple- 
3. General habits. leaved viburnum, fruits; 
4. Reproductive capacity. 8. Man. hop-hornbean, buds and fruits. 
5. Weather conditions. 9. Practicability of arti- 
6. Enemies (“vermin”). ficial propagation. Month— 
7. Disease and parasites. April and May. 

Food and Parts Utilized— 
A well known forester once said, “Conservation is too Aspen catkins, buds; fern leaves, especially Christmas, 

much conversation.” Realizing perfectly the force of this spiny wood, marginal shield, fronds; witch hazel, buds 
danger in a field in which a wealth of unrelated facts ex- and fruits; hop-hornbean, buds and fruits; staghorn 
ists, members of the Survey, like hounds in the chase, first sumach, fruits; wintergreen, leaves and fruits; bishop’s 
focused their attention on the ground. Spring and summer cap, leaves; insects. 
survey crews were organized to get the facts first hand by 
means of an intensive, carefully planned and executed study © Month— 
of each area. Tracts were divided: into sections, and each June. 
section was quartered regularly by field men working either Food and Parts Utilized— 
individually or in long lines. Each time a partridge was Insects; leaves; strawberries, fruits. 
flushed, over 40 separate points of interest concerning that 
flush were noted down. As many as possible of the dif- Month— 
ferent grouse broods on each section were carefully flushed, July. 
not once, but many times; their numbers counted. The car- Food and Parts Utilized— 
pet of leaves and herbs gave grudgingly to none but the Insects ; strawberries, fruits; raspberries, fruits; low-bush 
keenest eyed, an occasional scattering of tell-tale feathers blueberries, fruits. 
from which to eke out the story of the last struggle of some 
unfortunate grouse. In snow-time, over a hundred miles of | Month— 
trails were fol- August. 
lowed to alan the = Food and Parts 
story of the hungry — =“ - Utilized— 
oe Other pred- , ) yp Be Raspberries, 
ators were trapped, “oe fruits; blackber- 
that the secret of ries, fruits; low- 
their appetites’ de- bush blueberries, 
sires might become fruits; huckle- 
public property. berries, fruits; 

To find out the common elder- 
importance of each te berries, fruits; 
of the nine great ome, Se insects. 
factors is a job re- << og Se. Month— 
quiring both hard eee a September. 
work and enthusi- — See 4 Food and Parts 
asm. It is a task y Re : Utilized— 
which will prob- ee _ ~—/? = Fruits of choke 
ably never be en- i ee, y and of black 
tirely finished. But \ we 2 _ cherry, fruits; 
of the wealth of in- AY - aC ft common elder- 
formation already roe hCUwDUlU yy) . berries, fruits; 
gathered under aww. /-. £& {4 buckwheat, 
eachofthenine |i ae eM grains; false Sol- 
factors, a glance at 2 <a 8. omon’s seal, 
the following para- i fruits; Canada 
graphs will tell the | 0 4 mayflower, 
story. r.* _~ |} ‘ ; fruits and leaves; 

Food and Water. |i a « w a j eh insects. 
—Many are the e tha coe. o 5 hee, Month— 
lists covering foods = PRES 2 EU RRRE vty 0 ie October and No- 
preterred by A form of persecution new to most hunters. (A hand reared grouse.) vember. 
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Illustrations showing component types of grouse cover. 1. Small second growth hardwoods. 2. Large hardwoods and 
conifers. 3. Young slashing. 4. Old slashing. 5. Reforested area. 

Food and Parts Utilized— you would go to hunt ruffed grouse. Next, there is an area 
Thornapple, fruits; panicled dogwood, fruits; frost of small second growth hardwoods (Fig. 3) which repre- 
grapes, fruits; staghorn sumach, fruits; beechnuts, fruits; sents the spring nesting grounds. Our records indicate that 
witch hazel, fruits; false Solomon’s seal, fruits; Canada over 80 per cent of all nests were found either in or along 
mayflower, fruits; apple, fruits; acorns, especially those the edges of this type of growth. Areas of heavy woods 
of white oak, fruits. (Fig. 4) containing some evergreens, represent primarily 

winter shelter in the scheme of grouse desires. Slashings 
Month— (Fig. 5), as well as brush pasture and small second growth 

December. areas, furnish by far the most desirable feeding areas for 
Food and Parts Utilized— grouse broods because of the abundance of berries and in- 

Thornapples, fruits; apples, fruits and buds; panicled dog- sects to be found there. Areas of thick evergreens (Fig. 6) 
wood, fruits; frost grapes, fruits; staghorn sumach, serve mainly as winter shelter. Here, then, we have the 
fruits; witch hazel, fruits and buds; nannyberries, fruits; facts on which to base a plan of development for a refuge 
maple-leaved viburnum, fruits; partridge-berry, fruits; or other area, on which ruffed grouse is to be the chief 
wintergreen, fruits and leaves. game crop. 

General Habits—While an abundance of interesting and 
WE have no real information regarding the actual use- valuable information has been gathered and filed under this 

fulness of many of the foods above listed. Thus the heading, there is little of unusual significance. Of tremen- 
real significance of an experiment to determine the food dous interest to lovers of our wild life are the moving pic- 
value of buds, of staghorn sumach fruits, and the like, may tures which have been secured of grouse drumming and 
easily be appreciated. At one of the grouse experimental strutting, even though they do not help us to find an answer 
stations investigators are daily supplying captive grouse to our problem. Perhaps the most important information 
with an abundance of birch and aspen buds. Water, but no gathered under this heading concerns the habits of grouse 
additional food, is offered them, Every other day these birds as regards the likelihood of their renesting following the 
are carefully weighed, and the results tabulated. The same ‘ destruction of their first nest. 
experiment is being carried on with other foods as well. Records indicate that about 80 per cent of the female 
Soon we shall have some inkling of the real value of many grouse whose first nests are broken up, renest, if the trou- 
of the foods eaten by the grouse throughout the winter and ble occurs during the first three weeks after the first egg is 
early spring months. Then we shall be better able to say laid, while if it happens after that period the probability 
what species should be planted in game refuges devoted to rapidly diminishes. Four females which were marked and 
the natural propagation of upland game birds, in order that whose nests were broken up during the last week of incu- 
their food requirements may be adequately cared for. bation, were found later in the summer to be without broods. 
Shelter—During the past 15 months members of the The possibility of the nests being broken up during the first 

Survey have flushed over 6,000 adult grouse, contacted three weeks is approximately 50 per cent. It is, therefore, 
grouse broods 221 times, found 109 drumming logs, and apparent that in general there is about a 25 per cent possi- 
examined 280 nests, of which 266 were found this year. bility of a bird renesting whose first nest has been destroyed. 
When this data is finally compiled, it should give us an Reproductive Capacity—In considering the reasons why 
accurate and a complete picture of the shelter preferred by many game birds fail to increase at a rapid rate, sportsmen 
grouse in all types of cover, under varying conditions, dur- occasionally forget to take into consideration the inherent 
ing each month of the year. Already the fields and woodlots ability of the bird to reproduce. From 11 to 12 is the num- 
have been divided into seven different types, each of which ber of eggs to be found in the average nest of our eastern 
has been classified in accordance with the use grouse have _ruifed grouse. Nests as high as 16 have been recorded. If 
been found to make of it. Glancing at the accompanying illus- the number falls below 10, it is probable that you have 
tration, I am not certain just where open fields (Fig. 1) fit «stumbled upon a second nest which followed the destruc- 
into the picture, although our records seem to indicate that tion of the first. In exceptional cases grouse in captivity 
wherever possible, grouse prefer openings such as a field, have been known to lay as many as 38 eggs, and one hand- 
a slashing, a burn, or a beaver meadow, about which to con- reared female at our Catskill experiment grouse rearing sta- 
gregate to nest and to rear their broods. Brush pasture land ‘tion, laid 25. 
(Fig. 2) represents fall feeding ground—the place where Many facts similar to the above (Continued on page 32) 

_- ge Bias ae ee xy hrr——eSS 

, as : ee : i a . > oe i i oe A aa . ger es : 

Composite picture of woodlands and open field conditions typical of many farms throughout the range of the ruffed 
grouse in the northern states. 
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ancestry, which impel them to stalk a live hand. It was the greed and the wasteful 
Grandpa Rack Runs to Earth bird with all the zeal and cunning of their thoughtlessness of the people themselves 

(Continued-from page 17) forebears. that brought all this regional woe to Amer- 
ica when they began butchering the forests 

a big ’coon. eterna Bac and pel pad wholesale. | 
established contact down there at the bot- > . 

tom of the den. The Return of the Native ity’ Barlinevitabiy, that’ the forests 
5 But ie Angeters pete te yee for tte (Continued from page 11) * “Were part of the picture, that they were 

log and a quarter of an hour later, just as ? 
the gray moraing was breaking over the lave long been known to followers of the {1531 Valued possession, > Nothing cat take 
hills, she came out, a long claw cut over 8rouse. The Investigation, therefore, con- their place once they are destroyed. Even 
one eye testifying to what had transpired centrated rather on the obtaining of per- intensive reforesting, while admirably rem- 
a score of feet down in the earth. tinent facts regarding four_ little-known edying the fault to ‘a certain degree, cannot 
We had no thought to let her try such a problems. Considering the first of these, een lace dhe Gi iene el fart 

eel} - fens cating on eae = place the former pristine glory of a tree 
game as that again. “We'll run him an- BUTEA ESE OF Br Ouse In Ine ayerene BOYS that was needlessly sacrificed in its prime 
other night, Bell,” Gaylord promised her, rt, the following table illustrates graph-  1,games and firewood. 
as he dragged her away. 3 ; ically the results: 

Gaylord and George did run him again, shy: f 7 HE people have learned that forests are 
ie vey ee Tighe eee Bie ae ae Pe Ae wer Aye sees Dias for the equable, tempered 
with no better results. Jack and * couldn climate with which certain localities are 
igo that night—and when the time comes 3 Number Number Percent Percent fayored, and these regions, invariably, are 

for that wise old raccoon to make his last Area Studied Males Females Males Females tyiessed with forests. They have learned, 
pan the dogs, if it ever does, I want eee pence 4 55 32.2 47.8 too, that the lands where the elemental on- 
o be along. HAESALY Soc cen ow 8 9° 42. i ific i i i 
But it may interest you to know that “Isla 00a ad 355.483 Shere must bea reproach to those who sear hen Gaylord and George went back to the Thus it seems that the division of sexes Set ae . f 

Ww Y! 5 gi a Ne stadied 1 trees right and left, blazing gaunt trails 
badger hole, in the soft earth at the en- 0n the areas stucied was neary ver through virgin woodlands, baring the hills 
trance they found the fresh tracks of four Whether or not this proportion will hold and valleys to the searing winds and pour- 
’coons coming up out of the den. Doubt- during periods of grouse scarcity remains ing forreno with nol rooted eystem of des 

less it's a good thing for Bell that she tobe seen. 7 fense or protection. They have learned 
couldn’t get down any farther! The proportion of female grouse not first-hand the important part trees play in rearing broods, the second problem studied, she the f They hay th il 

can also best be shown in tabular form. Factilived Specs eed UE Tebitaute ot 

i the ground; they have watched the con- 
Pees Cis Me Woon aL °" tours of a land firmly fixed and held in 

Our Warbler Friends place against storm and flood, held in place 
hoagie $ ie 8 Hesaates ee hee by ae sche Ba pagers Of hidden 

ontinued from pay : roots that belong to trees to withstand the 
7 % 3 Conon ai Soe oe penne elements of destruction. They have felt 

of destructive native insects has been so Pharsalia ..........25 30 45.5 the winds tempered and softened, have 

greatly increased by importations from all Catskill’ ........... 2 & 25.0 watched the rains reservoired, the ground 
quarters of the globe. However, for the PAE Es op eat cokes Pe abe d i id luctiv, id they l mies € 8 f een The wide variation in the figures for the ™ade moist and productive, and they have 
preservation oO Sune ols we Boe aa three areas is probably due to the fact that Seen relentless erosion avoided. 
largely upon our birds, since the use Of 4 jarge part of the Connecticut Hill area All this has been the life work of a tree, 
sprays or fumigants over our vast wood- \ya¢ trapped intensively for predators, while a forest being that stands its ground 
land Hace would be too expensive, even the Pharsalia area was trapped less inten- valiantly in one place all its life, helpless 
ane they not Seat Be many sively, and the Catskill area not at all. The in the path of flames, but faithful in per- 

ee Fane. ee eee ee figure on the Catskill area was based on too formance to the very end. 

method toe ine practice of chemical ede small an; amount of data to be taken a at Where there are trees the air is pure and 
of control, It has enjoyed popularity and average case, though representative of what sweet. Where there are forests there are 
aviasecde nee ae eee certain sections probably occurs on many areas where shade and coolness and an abundance of 
at the ett neliece weather conditions predators are plentiful. ; ‘ water and wild life. Forests are places of 
ad topegiasiveal aciors Gave formed a The third factor, inbreeding, is among gladness. Consider the virgin aisles shad- 

4 aly deal backround ’for its 1186 the causes for the decreased number of owed by the towering Sequoia semper- 
etieecta ee ae munierous aadechere fg rouse most frequently cited by grouse virens, the Redwood, along the extreme 

PeauGALte BEKORaEHEE much henchtewould hunters. For this reason a special effort northern California coastline. Here the ' 
Pesalee weteonicane tipi hetpratentnGm!. | “ae made to determine the possibilities of life-giving fog is to these great maritime ' 

ber of their BRR eile eneiies the birds. inbreeding among grouse in disconnected cedars exactly what bread is to man. Con- 

The erection of bird boxes and shelters is COVerts- Areas typical of conditions over sider, too, the vast fir and spruce and hem- 
an easy way to increase the number ot cer- much of New York State outside of the lock forests of Oregon, of Washington and 
iain Somes Ge Hindeneach asthe Swallows Adirondack and Catskill regions, were of British Columbia. The extensive forests 
Hd Ciicadecs It is aatortunate that: with chosen. On part of only one of these areas and the resultant rainfall in these heavily 
fas Gaston) Gur Warblers do aot build was any hunting permitted. wooded regions have been a godsend since 

their nests in cavities, and hence cannot be (Tobe continued) the very Beginning of Things. 
induced to occupy bird boxes. Many of The April issue of Ourpoor AMERICA The people of America are banding to- 
them, however, nest in bushes, vines and will contain the story of the part played gether for common good. They would face 

shrubbery, and by planting clumps of these by partridge predators as well as a vivid the same situation as did these other coun- 
near houses something can be done toward description of the raising of 101 grouse to tries of the Far East if they did not band 
increasing the numbers of certain species, Ere tea poaca uel Ae together and immediately make and insist 
such as the Yellow Warbler and the Red- on the DEget ApS Te lave “a vitally 
start. ——_— necessary for the conservation of our re- 

Because our Warblers are chiefly in- maining watersheds that are and always 

sectivorous, their food habits bar them from e H will be the very foundations of prosperity 
the usual bird lunch-counter in times of What Price Fires in the land of the free and the home of the 
han storms and prow covered ground. (Continued from page 27) ae F ay ag 

uring migration, Warblers are pecu- e do not want these things to happen 
liarly exposed to the danger of prowling the sea and we blamed the moon for it. to America. As good Americans geen 
cats. Many species feed close to or even We began to think of sin spots on old Sol and must halt the devastating work that 
on the ground, and then they are so much and cogitated on the havoc these sun spots has been going on for years, and especially 
concerned with their own business that any wrought over our fair land. We saw old during the last century. We may drain 
“tabby,” however old and lazy, is equal to men squinting at the sun and foretelling our oil wells to the last drop, we may ex- 
catching one or more individuals daily. all sorts of storms that were to visit the haust our coal pits, we may work our metal 
The bird lover can do good service by sum- earth. Even the stars were looked upon mines until not a glint of ore is left to be 
marily disposing of vagrant cats, which with a certain degree of suspicion. Noone brought to the surface, but what matter 
during migration, work havoc in the ranks ever thought of trees and the important these in comparison to our woodlands? 
of our small birds. The pernicious activi- rdle they had played in making the land a Human ingenuity dotes on finding or creat- 
ties of pet cats should also be restrained, fair and safe place in which to live. They ing substitutes for all material needs. They 
for these, however well fed, are still sub- entirely overlooked the root of all these are the least of our worries. But there ts 
ject to the predatory instincts of their wild evils, because the cause lay too near at o substitute for a forest. 
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HAT the sportsman The sportsman’s toll proves to be of minor 200,000 acres, lies in the 

] should be classed as importance among factors governing grouse rolling hills and valleys typ- 

a species of “vermin” abundance in New York. ical of Gla section of cy 
along with the skunk and : state. Much of this farm 

the weasel, would undoubt- By FRANK C. EDMINSTER, JR. land has been abandoned 

edly be resented by this Reseirch TAvegices Ay Sipe Contaaiien Dere and the wooded ridges fur- 

gentleman. Nevertheless, esearch Investigator—wN. . ate onservalion ep . nish excellent cover for the 

from the point of view of EDITOR’S NOTE: native partridge. 

the grouse, it makes little difference The amount of hunting done on these : | 

whether he is grabbed in the neck by areas was checked in every conceivable JN the Fall of 1930 eight areas of typ- 

2 weasel or dropped with a load of 7/2’s way. While the grouse mortality here ical grouse coverts, averaging about 

from some hunter’s gun. Man in his attributed to hunters may be from 10 100 acres of cover each, were selected 

capacity as a hunter is a predator just to 25% low, even an error of 25% for the study. These areas were posted, 

as is any other animal out scouting for would not change the fact that the not against hunting, but with signs 

a partridge dinner. destruction of grouse by sportsmen is asking the sportsman’s help in this 

For years past game conservationists of minor importance as a factor gov- problem. The signs were placed so as 

have conjectured as to the importance — erning the abundance of these birds. not to be visible from a road. We did 

of man as a destroyer of grouse, all not want to attract hunters unduly or 

knowing that he is a definite factor of been passed and the birds are on the to keep them away. An analysis of nor- 

grouse abundance but none knowing to decline cannot now be stated. When mal conditions was desired. Shellacked 

how great an extent. Few game scien- that period of the current cycle is envelopes were nailed to the tree below 

tists have failed to recognize a definite reached, the factor will be studied and the poster and contained printed postal 

cycle in the abundance of the ruffed the answer learned. But we can now cards for the hunter’s report (no post- 

grouse. None have been able to prove say with certainty that the upward age required). The following questions 

any single cause for these cycles. That swing of the cycle in its increase phase were asked on this report: number of 

man might be a factor in causing these is not materially affected by man’s grouse flushed; number of grouse killed; 

cycles has long been 
number of men in 

recognized asevidenced » iy . party; number of 

by attempts to offset > a > A hours hunting on the 

the cycle by controll- ; ” Sie 4 ‘ : check-areas; num- 

ing man’s activities We pe, ; Bae. a kber of ae ue : 

through control of the Pee Dir ; ed oe her vee any; number of chec 

open | witag seasons. tae PARTRIDG a * = erry ' a a @== area; and name, ad- 

The New York State [ip MELP WANTED % - etbedbs dress and date. 

Conservation Depart- ¥ aN : \ a i ., eS Acircular letter was 

ment, in its survey to &. ~ ; Ned A Dinas 4 sent out to its mem- 

find the causes of and é : ; oe ee bers by the county 

remedies for these cy- S _— , y ey a7 IP sportsman club ask- 

cles, has attacked the \¢ . ad  aedlle ae GS /@, , ing that they cooper- 

problem from every {\A we é 2 é {ae AA) |. atein this work.News- 

conceivable angle. To agleNg \ T ; ag PEE / paper publicity was 

find the solution it is Lt bP a fy : bs 5 OY al en also obtained so that 

necessary to eliminate J A > e § ‘ g p AVM a most of the sportsmen. 

the secondary factors yeas } ay i) / were aware of the pro- 

in order to determine Nie 4 m E “ ae Bef ject. Of course the 

and then solve the pri- va ‘ Fd | 4} * locations of these 

mary ones. ee | { 4 | j/ |  check-areas were not 

Of the 80 vital PG: y, fe Vi NILA divulged to anyone. 

factors affecting the rT — Notices asking the 

abundanceof the Ruf- 7939 poster. Shellacked envelope 1931 poster, with blank lines at cooperation of the 

fed Grouse (out of contains no-postage-required card bottom for hunters’ names and SPOrtsmen in this 

nearly 300 factors be- for hunters’ reports. addresses. work and supplying 
ing studied in this report cards were 

survey) man as a hunter of grouse is hunting. Naturally, this conclusion placed in all of the sporting goods stores. 

one. It is with considerable pleasure to would not hold in some individual lo- Field research investigators from the 

investigators that this factor has been  calities, but they are the exceptions. Conservation Department canvassed 

found to be a secondary one in deter- The study of this factor was made these areas to get estimates of the 

mining grouse abundance, in-so-far as in Tompkins County in South-central grouse population on each one before 

the upgrade of the grouse cycle is con- New York State during the Fall hunt- the hunting season opened. Each area 

cerned. What effect hunting by man _ ing seasons of 1930 and 1931. Approx- was also covered several times during 

plays after the peak of the cycle has imately two-thirds of this county, or and after the season. to patrol and keep 
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track of the grouse on them. Two of Number grouse reported killed best of them bring them down only now 
the eight areas were discarded as unsat- by hunters 29 and then, and that the ruffed grouse is 
factory (there was no hunting on Percentage of grouse flushes truly the king of American game birds. 
them). killed by hunters 7.3% It is interesting to note also that 467% 

The results obtained on the other six Percentage of grouse on areas of the reporting hunters in 1931 used 
areas were moderately successful and killed by hunters 15.6% dogs in their grouse hunting. 
the desired information obtained in a As to the time during the season 
fairly accurate way. Based on the 20 At this period (Fall of 1931) the when the birds were killed, it has always 
valid reports received, the following grouse abundance cycle was about half been contended by logical reasoners 

data was summarized: way to its peak, there being nearly twice that most of the birds were taken after 

Average number man-hours hunting as many birds on an average as com- the leaves had fallen, that is, in the latter 

per check-area, 19; Number of grouse pared with the previous year. There was, part of the season. During the three 

flushes reported, 68; Estimated weeks of the 1931 season, the birds were 
number grouse on areas October eee taken as follows: 
Ist, 62; Number grouse reported a October 26-31 .....23% 
killed by hunters, 6; Percent- November 1- 7 .....31% 
age of grouse flushes killed by 14 November 8-15 .....46% 
hunters, 8.8%; and Percentage *\< uve into secono year which bears out this belief. 
of grouse on areas killed by hun- iE FROH Individually, these 13 check-areas 
ters, 9.7%. Swng 4l showed a range of mortality from hunt- 

And so, on these six check- Ca ae DIE IN THE Eco ing of from 0% to 50% of the grouse 
areas, during the six weeks of DIE AS ADULTS 2 SIDUE vo EREDATORS population. Thus in no case herein stud- 
the Fall hunting season of 1930 {| ove To Preoarors =A i ena ied did the hunters take a dangerously 
(October 1 - November 15), Be Seek wae ee We orre high proportion of the birds. Sufficient 
when the abundance of grouse seed for the ensuing year was left in 
was about 1/4 to 1/3 of the 33 causa every case. Table “A” gives the date 
cyclic peak of abundance, ap- DIE IN FIRST THREE MONTHS summarized for each of the 13 satisfac- 

proximately 10% of the grouse DUE TO PREDATORS, ADVERSE tory check-areas. 

population was taken by hunters. WEATHER, INHERENT WEAK: While the estimated figures for the 
NEE grouse population of each area are open 

JN the Fall of 1931, with a to some question, it is believed that the 

year’s experience behind us, errors are small and it may reasonably 
the problem was again attacked. be assumed that they balance each other 

This time 25 areas were select- : in the final results. The facts as found 
ed in the same county and pos- Fate of 100 average grouse eggs and birds  :. these cases no doubt would not apply 

ters placed around them as be- batched from those not destroyed. to all coverts of the State but they 

fore. Instead of supplying re- should represent a fair average of con- 

turn postal cards for the hunter’s re- no doubt, more grouse hunting done in ditions over the State at large. 

port, several blank lines were left at the the three weeks season of 1931 than in 
bottom of each poster and the hunter the six weeks season of 1930. The kill UPON determination that during this 
was asked to leave his name and address of 15.6% of the birds on these areas period of the grouse cycle man as a 
on one of these lines. A pencil was hung reflects this increase of hunting and of hunter takes a toll of about 15% of the 
with each poster in order to enable him birds over the previous year. Also, the adult grouse, the question immediately 
to carry out this request. increase from 19 to 28 of man-hours arises—How great an effect on the spe- 

These areas averaged around 100 acres hunting per area in 1931 over 1930 cies does this loss have?, or, Is this loss 
of normal grouse coverts, and the pos- shows that many more hunters were in sufficient to be a prime factor in caus- 
ters were all placed so that they could the field for grouse. ing cycles in grouse abundance? In or- 
not be seen from any road and would The figures of 7.3% for the percen- der to answer these questions it is neces- 
therefore not abnormally either attract tage of grouse killed of those flushed in sary to know the relative importance of 
or keep away hunters. After the hunt- 1931 and 8.8% in 1930 bear out what all other grouse-destroying agencies. The 
ing season was over (the season was all experienced partridge hunters know; sectoral diagram shown above visualizes 
three weeks that year, October 26 - that the wary old “pat” is a trophy these various divisions of grouse mor- 
November 15), the signs were collect- worthy of the best bird shots, that the (Please turn to page 109) 
ed and personal visits made to all those 
who had left their name and address. TABLE “A” 
There were 93 valid reports ( and 30 No. % 
more which proved either fictitious or Area No. No. No. Birds No.Birds  % Man-Hrs. Use of 
duplicates). Of these 93, 79 were from No. Reports Flushed Oct. 26 ‘Killed _ Killed Hunting Dogs 
i3 of the check-areas, the other 12 oS nee a 
areas having only 14 reports and none 5 11 92 30 9 30 45 36 
of them having over two reports. Using 6 6 24 12 4 39 25 67 
the reports from the 13 satisfactory iM 4 16 10 1 10 15 25 
areas, the following significant figures i | ie re i en ic ai 
were obtained: 17 13 117 30 4 13 93 69 

18 3 4 4 0 0 21 100 
19 5 20 12 0 0 21 60 

ate ne a 22 Gis agg Uitelya 1: ety 8s ee At ge 22 6 33 6 2 33 15 33 
Number grouse flushes report- 23 3 3 8 0 0 6 0 

ed by hunters 397 24 3 8 10 1 10 2 33 

ee ECU ae UD: Aa Totals 79 397 186 29 15.6% 359 46% 
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MALIEUT OUATD HATCHERY and shapeliness of form. A separate 
trough can be set aside for hatching Poorman Feather Brooder 

payer IN 9 =a these eggs, and the resulting fish as : 

California ? Vi Also fingerlings, yearlings and two year olds, Ae 5 

Valley oS non: carried through the processes of selec- ies RRWER AC? 

past boo ee tion as before eRe SND ge 
at ae Peacock . 2 2 5 Oh ROE ashe cr ag) 

Gamey ers Partridge With each succeeding generation, a Ak sy | 

Oaiate remarkable improvement will be shown LZ fen sal 7) 

! \ . in the type of fish being developed. LITER mf) 
$40 per dozen delivered, live arrival guaranteed. Th ‘il : 2 SSS Fe 
Properly planted will thrive, merease and “stay ey will spawn earlier; produce an _— ee (o/ 
put” in any climate in tl . S. Full instruc- : : —— 

put in any climate in the U.S of shipment, || increasing number of larger and better- = 
Shipments made in our especially designed || Colored eggs; and furnish a progeny of icc 
humane crates any month in the year. which the fish culturist may justifiably pay 

614 Walden Lane, Beverly Hills, Calif. be proud. Most Natural Way of Brooding 

Next Month—Spawntaking Operates in Room Temperature of 

| aaa 70 degrees 

ORNAMENTAL BIRDS MAN AS A PREDATOR 161 P. Brood 
and ANIMALS ON RUFFED GROUSE AREAS oorman Brooders on 
meee Oruisceciaiyy _ (Continued from page 87) State Game Farm 

For the Park, Estate or tality. Taking an average 100 grouse THE STATE OF QREGON IN THE PAST 
fd ; YEARS HAS PURCI 161 Feather 

Game Preserve. eggs laid in the Spring of the year (and Boards for brooding pheasants and_partridges 
JOHN H. THIELE during the upgrade phase of the grouse on their three State operated game farms. The 

Fort Chester New York cycle),-41 will fail to hatch. ‘This is | SU SUS voters eeperiment Seaton 
nat ‘ Miles City, Mont., is using them for turkeys. 

— a o A io licpoveans of : Many of th laren ame, turkey sn poulery 
nests natura redators ut other arms ar sing ther exclusively—they pre- 

PHEASANT EGGS fechaes yk ss ane Cake viously used ditect Heated sBroodera: ° 

penton $2:00 ber doz through accidents of farming, lumber- FULL INFORMATION AND Silve a > 
Golden iden poo so ing, etc.), fire, natural desertion of Se PRICES - 
Amherst 6.00 eee the nest by the mother bird, etc., take oa heitee as Tesi, See ablated 
Reeves’ 6.00 their toll. Game Farms are entitled to dealer proposition. 

[is Walter | Gi Heary, 7 Tenax, | Mass. Of those 59 eggs that hatch into JOHN G. POORMAN 
grouse chicks, 33 die as immature birds Box 8, Tinley Park, Ill. 
before reaching the age of three months. 

BOB WHITE QUAIL 75 esse mean OG ec eee 
Pen Raised “Indiana” Stock The causes for this heavy mortality of 

as the grouse broods is not accurately RINGNECK PHEASANTS 
GAME ORE ease Nis known, but natural predators, adverse Eggs in season from healthy vigorous 

Rae Te Soa weather conditions and inherent weak- breeders 
is in Season a 

PARAMOUNT GAME FARM ness of some young birds play a large NORTHERN ee RINGNECK 

Martinaville advan part. This leaves 26 of the original 100 on ee PiGpHi 
% : i a é ; prietor 

that live to reach maturity in the Fall. NORTHVALE NEW JERSEY 
ss ‘ i t ni - PHEASANT The. finest. quality ! i at ae cals nine months, be 

E available in both ore the birds complete one year of life, GULF BROOK FARMS 

E DUCK, QUAIL EGGS) & BIRDE vermin have destroyed eight more and Full plumaged Goldens ........ $12.00 pr. 

| Wild Turkey White Quail harem | the hunter has takn his toll of four. * ” Sele aS 
E oe: pen mated of pure = is I : : Tri eae naa ea acy Dia eas 

— Silkie Bantams unrelated stock. : This leaves but 14 that live into the rio of Reeves 25.00 
E i Acondiyese Booking one for hatching eggs. 
_ BRUFFS ISLA : ; ener 
E ees BAe LE The four grouse that are taken by | 28 Colony Rd. West Hartford, Conn. 
= Easton, Maryland John G. Alley, Manager = 5 Member: North American Game Breeders’ Associati 
5 e hunters in the Fall, out of every 100 oo PER OR are er 

—__________________._ eggs that are laid the previous Spring, 
is identical to the 15% of adult birds 

|_| Norwell Pheasant Farm fa taken as explained above. Thus, of the | J FRONTS ad Lid 
Field Reared Stock 86% mortality of grouse in the first AOR aaa 

EGGS—Ringneck, Mongolian crossed dani hi deigeah eT ANA RATRERnae Far a cae 
Melanistic Mutants, imported stock year (during the upgrade of the grouse d 
a oer leo aera coe cycle) man as a hunter is responsible for Vesa eee 

eee ee only 4%. It is apparent therefore that 
for sale. the hunter is a relatively unimportant TOSS ee 

| ASSINIFPI Box 13 MASS. bal factor in the determining of grouse ARE Ea lela Se IS 
abundance. ACh 

4 s ance to Secure 

ILXCO LEG BANDS Before closing, it should be noted Ringneck Eggs—From wild trapped 
that this discourse on man as a predator Nebraska, Phessants at xessonable 

5 i i ly one of several ways in Also Mongolian and Ornamental eggs 
VR) «© MBA Qual, Pheas- | ON rouse 1s on'y y Build up your breeders—stock your locality! 
eeeew Fe ant and other which man affects the abundance of ei NEV SON PUEAGANTRY 

CEB Lis) game birds. grouse. The destruction of grouse nests Te ones cae hate 

ee = by man due to his various activities of tay Neen 

SAMPLES 5) EPL OF CENS QD > farming, lumbering, camping, etc., is of « « Before Buying «« 
CATALOG Rae Me IL considerable significance. His causing Send.25 cents in stamps, 

of fires that destroy game and their Sire dea gies) cote 
= sais, ee. rp ing A} “ic id 

OTBELLIE Dem, Correct sizes for all | Nests, his killing of so-called “vermin” Serer eaa Bifles, Shot 
WV OMS UTZ . . . W/ GOS YY/2 varieties. and his partial control over the environ- eins, seasolvers, Cares 
Ya Cava Lie Pp ‘ Ammunition, Scones, Gun Accessories. Parts, Repairing. 

fest . Over 1» 1100 be 

ILLINOIS SUPPLY CO ment are - lod — for sy ie Thodelse When tn New York visit our new Gun’ Salesroom. 
= wors Cc 

BOX 81 AURORA, ILL. aa ce pene Ee Se ae et earn es 
ILE rouse, our greatest game DIrd. so7 FIFTH AVENUE (at 42nd STREET) NEW YORK, N. Y- 
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THE AMERICAN FIELD for the closing of entries. There isn’t a great Game ano Shootin x 
: . X 

SUAS deal of time left. Owners of Futurity pros- i g \ 

SSS ects must act promptly if their dogs are to SOTISE T WILLIAM F. BROWN, Manager pecu puy 8 HOW 2 
FRANK M. YOUNG, Editor eligible to compete for the generous $3,000/00 Beet ono ed cag lee \ 

oc ee J REED E  treaidene purse. Entry forms for this classic have Been ____ a,c, bY DE TOHN © PHILIPS \ 

Qne year, stein advances ev ovssseevsssseeesssscs $5.00 widely distributed. Any owner who has) not ae 3 i STN eee ee eee } 
». Stri ii UB idee enim wie eisie sh ReZo) ‘. The ral Ge Ww what success? t 

cease peataee. $1.50 jaaditiona. Single copies, 15 cents, received a blank may avail himself of the form ar ae ==) hunting for aan Baal ae 

PAH AMERICAN "PTELS’ aa? 27 ge*raulay"Sy Printed elsewhere in this issue. | Se Bae 3, nociteastorn ” Messoctianetts 
tif yi f their t to fh di 5 . if ia Mite, and southern N 

ni PINGGS oi BOS PERG Mone nae Atte owners and handlers will not dtlay MMMGA@ge” have tied to hoop accurate toe 
wig ae, to responsible for currenty Gemitance. seer longer. If prospective starters have not yet “4am ee ove ry ime numbers of birds 

— lied b; ‘Ameri : ‘: ‘i . \. Se Rex started a 
Co. and is branches, which supplied by, the amcicciies ta been nominated, they will mail entries \in Sitame 7 > every Hag eee eas oo 

ti tat ‘ aia MED Bee e 

aves SS rtd GSetRcas prez te ad in gyry Promptly, remitting the $10 entrance fee when “CUSpemey erly complete back to 1212, but be u S P rtisi ee : x SERS wer e 

Ter At Mr aP hadi ahoe'he tt” eisai forwarding the blank. Incidentally, the form ~CSSRECS:<° years. "No. doubt Jee oe. 
trial will amply Prove, For advertising rates see “Notice to prescribed is specially prepared, providing ‘ ie men have similar notes and I 

DEPARTMENTS.—The Departments, of THE AMERICAN we 2 think i : 
FIELD are Game. and, Shooting, Fish and Fishing, ‘Nataral space for the requisite details, and owners are erect both, in Sonne tear 
sporting breeds ‘on the. show bench, breeding and everything urged to give all particulars when entering five abundance of birds and the relative difficulty 

rta t ni interests); Fi tt ope . i late i ringin: em to i § 

Elioneenolimens and tarsfes, and ‘Anower w Cone: their promising young dogs. figures are for birds started and shot oach day DY 
CONTRIBUTIONS —Contributions from all who, are interested The conditions and rules governing the run- the ene who hunted with me (usually two or at 

ts tions, i i tt : . * . < mos' ree & 
elevation of sportsmanship fren froen’ personalities ‘re invited Ding of the American Field Futurity are widely etarelig cag! aoe show very plainly the good 

a x . 
THE ‘AMERICAN FIELD does, not assume, responsibility for known and have become more or less standard, years of 1918, 1914 and 1915, the poor years that 
views expressed by correspondents or statements made bY for the success enjoyed by this stake has im- joa9 vo 2nd, tne tainly good seasons that began 
MANUSCRIPT intended for publication should be written on d : : Shea en, aoevemao scow, the eyedual 
one, ida ORL the paper only, Esa intiste he accompanied, by the Presse other clubs with the fairness of the recovery after the great depression of 1924 up to 

Bite eile acess SF qa fake ‘No “manaeagt TeUlations. These rules are rigidly adhered “'Synat | ‘was especially interested in was to find ts 8 fat . = 
ALE CORRESPONDENCE, upon. any subject, or for any to. And it is known that closing dates are re- out just what proportion of grouse were brought to 
Oe eee uice eé ligiously enforced. Thus it is important that bax during the whole _ period oat a au those 

Pi ING . 5 ‘ i 8 f so, whether this varied much from year 
'440 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, ill. owners desirous of making their prospects eli- to year and from early in the season to late inet 

Foreten S A —I: tional News C 5 el i season. REION ee Interna aac calor gible to compete forward entries at once so Actawulation of any cecorda bri 
¢ iS, 5 y re ngs out the following 

Price per year, in advance, including postage, $6.50. that they may be acceptable. Only those en- points: 
——_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_————————————————— tries bearing a postmark prior to midnight, : wit une oe sou the anole marie ye gueeed 

4 a in ctober one out of every 0. rds started. af 

TWENTY-EIGHTH FUTURITY ENTRIES August 1, will be accepted. Entry fee is $10; November we baggeged one out of every 4.04 started. 

CLOSE MONDAY, AUGUST 1 the starting fee, $15, is payable at the time of There 18 ae as much aiferenge in the two months 
i Seen S A ‘ as I show ave suspected, but no doubt the Novem- 

It seems pertinent at this time to direct at- drawing, to be held on Sunday evening, No- ber records are more accurate because we were then 

tention of pointer and setter owners to the fact’ vember 13, in the Hotel Cobb, Vinita, Okla. Beene most eroune soe, ae ne pee ere 
= is aaihisintndieianeiaaainaa, also easier to see an ear. “Birds starte means 

that the date for closing of entries in the Twen- a ae the number of different birds moved each day. 
ty-Eighth American Field Futurity is rapidly A rapicaL departure in distributing pheasant eggs Going back over the different years I find that in 

‘i Midni 1 to sportsmen has been inaugurated by Conservation 1912, 1916 and 1922 we bagged one out of every 
nearing. Mi inight on onday, August 1, 1932, Commissioner Morgenthau of New York on lines three birds started, and in the years when hunting 

is the deadline. Futurity prospects must be suggested by research men connected with the Naar Be cee sone Of erety 
properly entered before that time in order to Bureau of Game, and has met with outstanding are inadequate, or little hunting was done, showed 
be eligible to start in the 1932 renewal of the ‘UCcess. Instead of shipping the eggs themselves ong ernie spread between birds started and birds 

* . . a EY Di 
great breeders’ stake. The running will begin about 3,000 day-old chicks have been sent out from a SE ee seats are: Ob ae rel significance. 

on Monda November 14. er the f: the department’s experimental stations. Reports in- a little better than one oboe oar ree Bavaria 

¥) ss r 1 OVER ie famous dicate that practically no birds were lost in ship- [| 2 : 5 
Se aaa Qlah.. fanmail a cannot see much correlation between poor years 

8 inita, ., Immediately preced- ment and that without exception each lot arrived and good years in the matter of the proportion of 

ing the popular program of the Southwestern in most satisfactory condition. After arrival, more birds bagged to those moved. One would naturally 
Field Trial Club. recent reports show, only normal loss is being ex- saree at ee gore a er 

There is no question that when the starting deg oo we ee Peer the chicks jess than in gocd years. But this does not. seem 
ay . 5 artificially. e number of day-old chicks shipped to be the case which brings up the question whether 

date rolls around, Vinita will be crowded with j1:. year is small in comparison to the number of Young grouse in November are really any easier to 
field trial celebrities. This little Southwestern eggs distributed to individuals and clubs, as the a ehanrolg Ted PRM nictie “covacelcw 

m j oy enue : ¥ .. s = m many covers ere 
com: unity always plays host to a large dele shipping of chicks is still experimental, while the hunted several times so that there were several trials 
gation of sportsmen, visitors from all parts of distribution of eggs has been for some years a with the same flock of birds. No doubt we started 

the country who travel long distances to wit- settled policy and was not halted by the new experi- poe eeute bods a good TIAN times on different days. 

on ‘ ‘ th woodcock naturally the story is very differ- 

ness the decision of the Futurity, to follow ment. It is anticipated that between 280,000 and + For the same period (1912-1932) the average is 
4 300,000 pheasant eggs will have been distributed i 

the performances of the highly bred setters and ; about (one oll: of every, EOnc LAs started 
= : : y during this year, most of them having been sent I daresay there are many sportsmen who have 

pointers which start in this annual event. The out already. Of these 100,000 have been sent to kept records over a much longer period and in bet- 

running of the Futurity is the culmination of 4H Cltb boys and girls and the remainder to sports- te" Brouse country thant Here here eo 
: i s : vers. 

a two-year journey, for that is the length of ™e®, conservation clubs and others interested in pe of coeldetable intereeean fudetie Podeetpopiiee 
time which elapses from the day monunation Se = oy ultimate liberation into the tions. x me eae an ue ereraee number of 

- 5 ts wilds. complete test is also being made at Middle grouse started per day in the different years runs i 
lists are opened to dams until the winners are teiang Game Farm of the practicability of the incu- or ele a Ses in peor years to about 

announced by a competent judiciary. bator-brooder method, using 500 pheasant chicks and Soe eee ee ime ties Ee Nos fae, \ 
It is little more than a week until the date 2,000 quail eggs. five and anything over forty was exceptional, :
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“Partridges Preferred” 
How Scientists Are Solving 200-Year-Old Riddle of Raising Ruffed Grouse 

° 
By Gardiner Bump 

Superintendent, Bureau of Game, New York State Conservation Department 

‘ST CAN’T be done,” they said. For the King back to many a covert in which he place were lost. Rats dug under the buried 

two centuries, based on experience, had been long a stranger. wire and weasels followed their trail. In 

game breeders have echoed this re- one night a Great-horned Owl beheaded 

frain. Failure to rear the King of Upland five female grouse through 2-inch poultry 

Game Birds, the Ruffed Grouse, proved netting. Lesson number one: hold your 

them right. an grouse over winter in vermin-proof cages 

Now, success, startlingly simple and com- ae and on wire. 

plete, proves them wrong. 4 ea vt ey = 

No Alladin’s Lamp, no matter how care- " » . Incuhotar and Bantams 

fully rubbed, could have toppled more pre- _ 

conceived notions as regards the raising of ae 7 Spring brought a host of surprises and 
the Ruffed Grouse than did a small group , : j lesson number two. At Ithaca, because of 

Sliees # . . 
of New York State’s scientific searchers by Fy rs y the prevalence of disease-infected ground, 
the results of their past twelve months’ | pm eer 7 om M all birds were held from the day of hatching 
ee : 4 ‘ seinen a ee _ on wire. All 57 grouse were wintered in a 

i s ick-witt under gunfire a. “ i . , ” g 

to ae pote full ‘fight is a merit a : Sa ee ST ee 

admiration and to know a tale worth telling ep (4 wire, 19 hand-reared females laid 171 

in the firelight. Men declared them diffi- A lll | eggs—an average of nine eggs each—about 
cult to tame. A glance at the accompany- - 7 60% of which were fertile. Unfortunately 

ing picture, showing Dr. A. A. Allen and a for a full understanding of the meaning of 
eleven of the hand-reared grouse raised by ‘ ern: the results, the eggs had to be started in an 

him at our Ithaca Experimental Station, Rig C7 - incubator and later transferred to bantams, 

may prove it otherwise. To open a grouse EG ] and there is a possibility that the care of 
pen door at the Catskill Station is to meet, Pt Chg the eggs during incubation may have been i 
face to face, a dozen or so hand-reared faulty, for but 30% of the fertile eggs —— 

adults, each curious and unafraid. If the Mr, Bump, the author, at work on grouse hatched and about 50% of those that did 

sight should perchance part your lips in an demonstration hatch were subnormal. 

appreciative smile, watch out. Your white The 19 second generation birds reared 
teeth attract their interest and they are“ p-oduction Problens to maturity seem the equal in every respect 
more than likely, with an inquisitive peck, of those hatched from wild eggs. 
to try to steal one right out of your mouth. Success, so long and ineffectively courted, Thus in the span of a few short weeks 

in producing Grouse artificially must come were answered in the affirmative such all- 

Will They Go Wild? through learning how to produce: important questions as those outlined 

A % above. 

Granted, then, that they are tame when ia abalraclty Vaumiee ar cees Almost equally noteworthy was the de- 

raised in captivity, it follows as a logical Pop: ianececdiumecne ations (ct ae of a DEN brooder pen, designed 
question—“Will they go wild again? wn. We een rey oeenne by Doctor oe in which he was able to 

wondered that ourselves, seeing how tame 2. Eggs—a large proportion of which ee a @o © fe Teen hatched 

they became. So five hand-reared birds are fertile. ee pe ee eee iE ee ae oe 

were liberated last December on a State 3. Eggs the hatchability of which is Siewert ere meee ues 
CG Rotice Out niece porte high. are most likely to occur, without the loss of 

ame LCNUE Ee: o SP 6 4. Chicks—the livability of which is a single bird, thus effectively demonstrating 
bags walked the grouse and began to feed. great He tisk 2 ‘ i ce 5 it the high degree of perfection to which he 
Some were scared of their strange surround- 5. Adults, comparable in condition has developed his method of brooding 

ings; none were afraid of us. Each bird and appearance with wild grouse. young grouse. Bi 
q F aie young ¢ . 

Piet gal ae a ae. — Long before the State of New York in- Thirteen solid years of trying, replete 
ssigned to obs S s : 3 vi 5 se oT 

experienced difficulty in approaching closer terested itself in the Grouse, game breeders, yah etl Sus ees and large failures, cul; 

than sixty feet to them. Over wi der na scientific or practical, had supplied pieces ating in glorious success —what a deter- 
bee ae ik eee oi ee ote of the puzzle that, when fitted together, was mined, inspiring record for those of us who 

inant S F A 4 Se > to spell success. But the jig-saw of experi- also fail, to follow. nies 

“ he oe dees Fae su ee ence had never outlined the key-pieces in History, too, was in the making in the 

Bee Ni ueun cle eclaiiers taal aveve Pet the clear and conclusive fashion of the Western Catskills. Here, in April, ten 
cent of the wild adults resident on this present experiment. Following the thought- female hand-reared grouse were placed in 
Refuge were killed by predators last year. provoking raising of 101 grouse last year, breeding pens of various sizes on the 

Answering this much debated question in 57 of which were raised by Doctor Allen ground. These birds had been raised the 

the affirmative certainly whetted our appe- at the Ithaca Experimental Station and 44 year before, partly on wire and partly on 

tite for more and better hand-reared grouse. by myself at the Catskill Experimental Sta- the ground, and were in fine condition. 
It opened limitless possibilities of bringing tion, nearly half the birds at the latter (Continued on page 79)
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Partridges Preferred the birds at Ithaca were held entirely on Pouisiana Reduces 
arte A the wire, whereas the birds at the Catskill a 

(Continued from page 72) Station were given access to the ground at Non-Resident Fee; 
Rotation Breeding six weeks of age, it_must be distinctly Adopts 4-Day Permit 

Believing thar the male erouse were likely understood that these figures do not tell the 

polygamous, one or two of them were placed Louisiana at its session of the legislature 
in each pen, in the company of from 1 to 3 so ; 
femaleels Wollewing the more advanced y a this last summer took a courageous step 

poultry practices, the males were rotated teen oil towards bringing about more uniform non- 

from pen to pen every three or four days. a > Pe f resident hunting and fishing license fees. 

Tremendously savage and a fighter during a Cf : \y ee The general non-resident hunting fee there 
the breeding season as we knew the cocks me - Bi E 
to be, the effectiveness of this measure in Le 4 ey oS was formerly $50 and $25 for game birds. 

securing fertile eggs may be judged by the Pi Lig PRESS has Pe It was reduced to a flat $15 for all kinds 
fact that 69% of the eggs laid proved tobe ff ee fs = ae es of game, with a new innovation, a special 
fertile. Not one bird was lost from fighting aR rer iia a NS : ’ $5 
or from being scalped. Between April 18, de ee ry ia Pre s license good for four days at a fee of $5.00. 

when the first egg was laid, and June 1, A “i - LY RS Louisiana’s experiment with the short 

when the last one was collected, ten females ee rey me i Kah Mas; term non-resident hunting license will be 

laid a total of 165 eggs. Some indication of Pad Sd RN LEB) pies Pi atched with interest. Several states al- 
the conditions of the birds and the suitable- peed we So if i iN : De ee cn i % f 
ness of the mating surroundings may be ed ? VG wx ak nee ys set ready haye a short duration license for 

gained from the fact that 59% of the eggs Aes iad ~ KZ anglers, and others are trying to have it 
hatched, 31% were infertile and 10% con- LP ¢ NS ae ae dovted, 
tained dead germs. From the 97 eggs that Le ae ce ae a es 4 
hatched, 51 second generation birds were ee: SY ie = a ss It is felt that where a reasonable fee is 
reared to September Ist. Comparing these charged there will be far less evasion of 
birds with those hatched from wild nests Dr. A. A. Allen, with grouse he has raised law by non-residents, 
and reared under the same circumstances, on wire 
they seem to be in feathering, in weight, and oh i Sg acti 
in vitality every bit as strong as are their entire story. Considerable difficulty in the =” 
wild cousins. incubation of eggs at the Ithaca Station wasp reaks,” Summarizing this year’s progress, 

Captives Less Successful — er mae ee large eee we find in it an apparent answer to many 

Less successful was the experiment with eccola gre duscrencenn the mumbencl “of the important and perplexing problems 

wild captive grouse. Thirty fine birds were ee Hee ang Ras nuns of second which have in the past thwarted our best 
secured from Nova Scotia. Twenty of these &°meTation birds waised: The lack of elec- efforts. From hand-reared grouse a large 
grouse, 12 of which were males, were lib- "icity at the Catskill Station likewise re- number of fertile, hatchable eggs have been 

erated in a two-acre enclosure containing sulted in discouragingly large losses among secured. The resulting birds seem in every 

an abundance of ideal grouse cover. Ten : 
females were placed in breeding pens of 
various sizes and were handled in the same | Ith E 

TBH GT ae eke the hand-reared birds. | rhental Stacia | Catskill Experimental Station 
In this wild enclosure, although the males makers ee inl ee eee ee eT 

were heard to drum, but one nest containing | 
six eggs, was found, five of which hatched Hand-reared | Hand-reared Wild 
and none of which were raised to maturity. ile See ees 

In the breeding pens ten captive wild a eee ena, ovr | ug) meat Pee olan Teen rT pe ee aah 
females produced 40 eggs, 26 of which were Number} Percent|Number| Percent|Number| Percent 
fertile and 21 of which hatched. Of these, Pimlico el Sa Saal Se a ee 
six grouse were raised to maturity. The Number female grouse.....) 19 Fonte 10 ane 10 ae 
chicks at the Catskill Station were carried Bawa laid eur nye. st ottvess vac oT Mec 165 ae 40 Bony 
for the first six weeks on wire following sore per bird; 0... .....| 100 tye | 16.5 aa oF 6 

* . OLUUC CL OSes es ie ele 5 1D. which they were shifted to large pens on Evae Sia dead perma 51 29:3 a 07 5 125 
the ground. Eggs hatched............. 49 98.7 97 58.3 21 52.5 

At both the Ithaca and the Catskill Ex- Birds raised from eggs 
perimental Stations, the method of feeding hatehed................. 19 39.0 51 53.6 6 28.5 
developed by Doctor Allen and published SS ee eee ees ee eee) 
in the transactions of the 17th Annual 

American Game Conference was largely 
followed. Noteworthy, however, is the fact the young chicks due to variations in tem- way the equal of their wild cousins. All 
that at both stations a number of birds were perature in the brooder cages. The fair credit and thanks to those pioneering spirits 
raised this year without the use of fly larvae, trial being given each method will be con- who have shown us the way, thanks to the 
thus giving rise to the hope that we may in _ tinued another year at least before an ac- American Game Association, who, in the 
the near future be able to drop this rather Curate picture of the advantages and dis- ies furnished fi ae : i 
disagreeable article of diet from their menu. @dvantages can be secured. Rape nee surmiene ; bs 2 pnd HOM tate Two years ago man’s chances of suc- of New York who is furnishing the where- 
Results of Experiments cessfully propagating this King of Upland Withal with which to seek and to find the 

The table shows graphically the results Game Birds still seemed remote. Last answer to one of America’s great game 
of the past year’s experiments. Although — year’s results might have been just “lucky — problems.
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Wild Life Gets Flushing Bar Saves Nesting Birds 
“Break” in U. S. 

Land-Use Plan 
so! 

Ga, A fj ‘ Sportsmen have received favorable recog- aes => & aye % Ate y AN nition of their plea to the National Land- Ss Aa a OUR ‘ Use Planning Committee and the National aa ‘ , Px tag is Sa | Advisory and Legislative Committee on ae As Rar ol HIN 
Land Use to utilize desirable areas of tax- ee NM Ay Ry ag Whaat reverted lands for natural propagation of Ce, Ty ) Lick rj ,) SQ |i wild life for public use. Both committees \} ANZ, 4 “uM A Sl /) Mi) operate under the U. S. Department of [ le pr eF ‘ Di te) NNN fy ia i Agriculture. Millions of acres are revert- ge ‘el OR WY ped Liab) ing because of unpaid taxes. A Wud Ms |} ae ae AAEM 7 These committees are trying to correlate Be tae J) 44 ah ‘i WH i er am LA the many phases entering into land uses to ee ee Hedy DT ay dd : promote the greatest good to the greatest harass SSS ED LY pes number, including the vast army of the i a a= 

A sub-committee on Forests, Parks, 16118" 
Recreation, and Wild Life Preservation B eVeans oc nee Sh ee inch ee ae 
Areas has been appointed; E. A. Sherman, WELDED To ONE END. HOLES ARE DRILLED TO BOLT BAR TO ore SAg Beet Associate Forester, Forest Service, U. S. Recess ounce Fare To wes cue ane RMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION . . . FPPROXIMATELY THE ABOVE FosITION WASHINGTON D.C. Department of Agriculture, is chairman. 

“The concept of efficient utilization in- i : cludes the concept of conservation of nat- A NEW Flushing Bar that will save an birds and also give the operator of the ural resources. The emphasis in land util 4 incalculable number of ground nest- mower a chance to lift the cutting knife ization is on the mode of use and essential ig birds and their nests has been devised and leave an island of cover around the adjustments involved; but the conservation by Frank Boyle, a eae warden of the nest. Most birds, it is said, will return to of soil fertility, timber, water, wild life, Minnesota Game and Fish Department. the nest if sufficient cover is left around it. recreational and scenic resources is a basic This bar, known as the Gopher Campfire A round iron bar, 5/16 of an inch thick consideration in the determination of effec. Club Flushing Bar,” has been tried out on and sixteen feet long was welded to a small tive present use,” an announcement of the the thickest of alfalfa and works perfectly. flat piece of iron through which two holes committee states. Several a pene see are were drilled. Two corresponding holes “In the long run the determination of i ae ie eames a aT en were bored through the tongue of the most effective use becomes a matter of re- + 1S Siete one ne. a ee mower and the bar fixed to the tongue back gional or local planning which will take one ae es = ees of the doubletree with bolts. The bar was account of important public considerations GEM Mana ey * so bent that it carried out from the tongue and necessary adjustments.” ‘Thousandeeke ae eae birds are at an angle that took it five feet ahead of There are any number of instances where idlled oe rained pee aden oy the cutting knife and to the outer edge of 
ae nee Bad Se, SANG year. Even greater minbers desert their it. Here the bar was bent again and taken ing and fishing to a community or a Se ee a reahe blade has cut the cover back towards the off horse and fastened to 
ne ie eee end en recced away—thus many thousands of birds are _ the harness just back of the collar. An eye agriculture. Because of this, sthtese ae destroyed and prevented from coming into was turned at this end of the bar, allowing communities, recognizing their mistakes, being. the bar to be securely tied to the harness nae out He eal Bosse To eliminate both of these conditions, with a cord. The motion of the horse not back to hunting a telnet ope Ce Mr. Boyle decided that a bar carried only dragged the bar through the upstand- FWoreporss Considered. trom te sangle B: through the upstanding hay well ahead of ing hay but thrashed it up and down, thus industry, have a yearly turnover of approxi- te Geet 1d flush: tt sting ting additional flushi liti 
mately $1,000,000,000. & blade would flush the nesting creating additional flushing qualities. 

ot ees ————————————————— ee 

lowa’s Good Investment Careless Man cent; and lightning 1 per cent. It is be- 
lieved that these figures with slight varia- The Pennsylvania Game Commission is Starts 94.% of tions will hold good in practically every one of the first to hold annual training con- Forest Fires state. 

ferences for its field officers. 
The carelessly tossed match after light- Not being satisfied with mass conferences, State Conservation, fish, game and for- ing a pipe or cigarette; the thoughtless the pee Chere eer oe ced estry departments are sending out ee flipping away of the cigarette or cigar butt, 

inaugurated a eo TOMI BG eae ies Bemnst carelessness in the use of Te and the knocking of pipe coals upon the enable its men “to deal still more intelli- in forests. Man is blamed for causing 99 : eas is ground—these account for more than one- gently with the public.” Groups of twenty- per cent of the forest fires! The specific fifth of the fice five officers were given an intensive course causes in a typical state, Wisconsin, are PRO te sOrestaites: 
for a week. given as follows: carelessness in land clear- BREAK that match! E The Iowa Fish and Game Commission has _ ing caused 34 per cent of the fires; smokers TAMP out that cigarette or cigar! planned a special school for its field officers 2] per cent; railroads 19 per cent; camp- STAMP out the pipe coals! in December. It will teach especially fires 12 per cent; incendiary 5 per cent; DROWN that Campfire! 
Iowa’s new game management program. logging 4 per cent; miscellaneous 4 per AND PREVENT FOREST FIRES.



PEG serewraeerpidfits"in this*country. © | the coat. Kepeat every other day fora [- No merely the preserve owner, al- 
Pitceudépende on at week and let it dry in. Besides getting though it has been eagerly consulted 

‘ B ‘Sou ne tid of the body vermin this will put a | by wealthy landowners, club oficers and 
or more ......... -00 eac a a other practical lovers of field sports since 

Single brooders unm 8.50 each fine coat on your dog in a short time, fuse it preacheditheidoctrine of castors: 
that is, provided he is clear of worms and Hon back sn 1912) 

Address Box 721, THE Game his stomach is in good order. : » # 
Breeper, 205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C. INGE just the game breeding hobbyist, 

Sa Ee or the aviculturist interested in fancy 
pheasants and other rare birds, although 

RUFFED GROUSE AUTOPSY it has been indispensable to this class 
REVEALS 177 EGGS since its inception. 

The Complet blete WoORD comes to us from Mr. Gardi- NOT solely state, national and other 
Dog Book Pen Gripe Ge rerinten iene ce? he conservation workers, although i has 

New York State Conservatio: De created a new line of thought in the field 
By DR. WM. A. BRUETTE ‘ = of wild life conservation, and has long 

partment’s Bureau of Game, that a post been the leading clearing house for last- 
The dogs of America, Great Bri- mortem at the new state Ruffed Grouse word game breeding and game manage- 

tain and other countries are fully farm near Albany, performed onaRuffed ment news and methods. 
described in this modern work, writ- Grouse hen reared in captivity, reveals N& only commercial shooting ground 
ten by an authority of international the presence of 177 partially developed operators and farmers, although they 
reputation. It is a book that presents eggs. While it is not known how many closely follow the advice given them by 
in an entertaining manner the history, of these eggs would have been laid had Spey ea ica cay ae ec ee ae vee : ue practice of paid shooting on well-stocked 
general characteristics, peculiarities the hen lived, it is likely that the num- eas 
and particular sphere of usefulness ber produced would have been consid- 
of all of these breeds recognized by erably in excess of eleven, the average Ne ae e ees ae ene ee 
the American Kennel Club. The clutch found in the wild, or even sev- they fae ae oe cen 
latest standards for judging each enteen, the average number produced by 
breed are given, the good points and hens in captivity at the Harvard ex- Wet have you to offer 
bad points are set forth clearly and periment station last year. Bob-white that these various groups 
are further elucidated by a number hens have, in captivity, produced more nee sped interestaiesn gly 
of beautiful photographs of famous than ten times the 15 eggs averaged in ALL for as Gale as $3 a col- 
specimens of the most important the wild. Indications are that scientific umn inch for one insertion or 

| breeds. feeding and management will tend to eA Te aac ee a 12-time 
5 ise the production of eggs by cap- Pee eae ner oe Denke 353 pp. illustrated. Cloth, $3.00. tee ee Boo cer your advertis : | ee ae tive-reared Ruffed grouse far above the Hi te aa 

The Game Breeder number produced by wild grouse, the THE GAME BREEDER 
| 205 E. 42nd Street, New York City same as it has with Bob-white quail 205 E. 42 St., New York, N. Y. 

| «and other game birds. 

% 17)
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/New York Grouse Breaks Egg 
Record 

Striking evidence that the egg producing 
capacity of ruffed grouse raised in cap- 
tivity may be increased has been announced 
by Gardiner Bump, Superintendent of the 

Bureau of Game of the New York Con- 
servation Department. This is only one of 
the many encouraging results being ob- 
tained at the department’s new game farm 
near Albany, its latest venture in game | 
breeding and the only farm of its kind in 
the world. 

Mr. Bump reveals that a post mortem 

examination of a first-year hand-reared 
grouse hen showed 177 developing eggs 
to be present in her body cavity. The 
hen died of pneumonia following a 125- 
mile trip to the new game farm. This 
large number of developing eggs is thought 
to be the largest on record. A former 
record of about 60 developing eggs was 
held by a hen grouse in Pennsylvania. | 

| Although no one could predict what per- | 

centage of eggs would have been laid had } 

the hen lived, the presence of so large al 
number holds forth a promise that game 
bird breeders have reason to expect hand- 
reared grouse to produce a higher average 
than the usual clutch of eleven eggs which 
is commonly found in the wild. 

The experience of New York State game 
bird breeders with bobwhite quail and 
pheasants also gives reason for Ee pedied| 

greater egg production by hand-reared 
ruffed grouse than for their wild cousins. 
Bobwhite hens have been known to lay 
more than 160 ggs in a single season, and 
pheasant hens lay a large number of eggs 
in captivity. The average number found 
in the wild is fifteen. If proper food and 
ideal rearing conditions are maintained for 
captive grouse, egg production may be im- 
measurably increased. 

Captive ruffed grouse last year aver- 

aged 17 eggs each at the experimental sta- 
tions conducted by the New York Con- 
servation Department under the supervision 
of Mr. Bump. One hen grouse laid 27 
eggs during the season. 

Tf the eggs in the first nest of a wild 
ruffed grouse are destroyed during the first 
two weeks of the nesting season, the birds 
frequently lay a second clutch of eggs. This 
second clutch has been found to average 
seven eggs, bringing the average number 
of ruffed grouse eggs found in the wild to 
be 18 eggs per hen under exceptional cir- 
cumstances.



| 

: 9/19/33 

Memo for Ruffed Grouse Folder: 

5 John Morland of Hayward shot and examined 20 ruffed 

grouse in 1932 and found that 5 of them were thin, while 11 con- 

tained worms, consisting mostly of “pinworms" but partly of "tapeworms. # 

He arrived at the mental estimate that 45% of all the local ruffed 

grouse had either eh or tapeworms. The prairie chickens and 

sharptails, however, were clean of parasites. ; 

This would indicate a parasitic infection in advance 

of the incidence of the next mortality period.



Y Ap j Cake Ruled 

ov | LINGOLN GOUNTY GROUSE STTUATION oer 
Syraeah? 

The gportsmenof Merrill, having asked by petition for 

a shorter grouse sesson, Mr. William F. Grimmer, superintendent 

of game, ordered a special investigation of Lineoln county to 

determine the number of grouse available for hunting, the damage . 

to game birds caused by forest fires and the motives of the 

spertemen who led the drive for a sharter grouse season. 

Grouse Cover 
The total atea of Lincoln county is 577,000 acres, of 

which 400,000 acres is grouse cover. It ie estimated that there ' 

are 45,000 ruffed grouse, 10,000 sherp~tailed grouse, and 500 

pinneted grouse in Lincoln county. ‘The ruffed grouse cover is 

divided by the Wisconsin river into two areas about equal in 

size. It is the area west of the Wisconsin river that has been 

ruined by forest fires. 

Rusted Grouse Population Density | 
tn the unburned orea a ceneus wee made along a river, | 

sround a swaap,sround a lake and on highgrownd to determine the 

number of birds in eaghof these different types of cover, 

Ruffed grouse were found in each type of cover, and the mwiber 

of birds was equal to the number in other northerncounties. 

There were not as many as in the beet Minnesota ruffed grouse 

country, but the open season there will be fox about three weeks. 

In the area west of the Wisconein river so much of the 

grouse cover has been burned that it is not possible to make an |



accurate census. It is possible to see mor birds in the burned 

thanin the unburned area as most of the birds in the burned ares 

are along the roads and fire lanes. 

Zire Demage to Grouse 

Not only were many grouse actually burned by the fire, | 
but most of the food and cover weat of the Wisconsin river war 

destroyed so that the grouse powulation there will be greatly 

reduced for a number of years, The number of grouse shot by 

hunters will have no wltimate effect on the grouse population in 
the burned area. The grouse will continue toadjust themselves te 

the food supply, the limited cover end the predetory animals until 

a belence is reached. They will then gradually inerease as food 

and gover conditions improved | 

Effects of the Oven Season 

As already atete, there are enough grouse in Lincoln county 

to withstand the effeets of an open season of two weeks if the 

grouse pomlation alone ie taken into consideration. It is possible 

that there way be other Gffebte of 2 long season which will meke 

& short season advisable. In the buraed over trea the grouse will 

soon be greatly ¢educed in numbers due to peor ecver and the ¢on~ 

oentration of grouse along the rozds, A concentration ef hunters 

would then xeeult in the upburned aren aid the fire hazerd wuld be 

inereased. Additional fires would be disastrous te the 1024 ruffed 

grouse crop as the county has already lost enough bover to out inext 4 

year's crop in half. 

Recommendations 

Since a short or a long season in Lincoln county will have 

about the same effect on the grouse, and since the sportsmen wil} 

gy



, be satisfied with a short season, I recommend that the season 

be reduced to five and one-half days. Such action will be in line 

with public opinion in Lincoln county and will tend to emphasize 

the importance of fire prevention. This was the opinion of Mr. 

W. B, Chilgon of the Merrill Daily Herald, It/yas also his opinion 

that the sportemen who have recommanded a short season would show 

their appreciation by co-operating in conservation activities in 

the future. | 

In order to restore the food supply in the burned area, I 

recommend thet the conservation department buy at least $200 worth 

of white clover seed for plenting in the burned area. It will grow | 

especially well where the soil has been plowed, Flowed furrows 

aré especially abundant in the northernpert of the burned area 

where a big inerease in grouse willresult es soon as food conditions 

become favorable. 

Symary, 
The conservation department, in any action it may take in | 

shortening the grouse season, may state that such action ie necessary 

due to the following facts: 

M+ soetbet ay faster xESTS Geeaie Mall'SeengTiNYZ OF Se on 
next year's grouse app. a“ | 

* tabanisPpsta"chme ceylclitinnt Sinai tases, 
— Glosing of the grouse season in Lineoln county in | 

| 
Pe de We Schmit | 
Sept. 20, 1933 

\
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1 Soils Building 
September 29, 1933 

Mr. Chas. L. Mann 

260 Wighland Avenue 
Upper Montelair, W. J. ' 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

Your letter of September 21 was forwarded to me by 
Seribner' s. 

I am intensely interested in your theory that the 
winter influx of foxes over the ice may account for the absence of ruffed 
grouse from islands in the Great Lakes, Your theory is ingenious and 
sounds to me very plausible except for one point, on which I wish you 
would enlighten me further: If foxes get so thick on these islands in 
winter, how is it that commercial trappers have not exploited them and 
thus kept them in check? 

Although this question remains unanswered in my mind, 
I am mich impressed by your idea. I am sending a copy of this letter 
to Mr. Ralph King, who is doing research on ruffed grouse at the 
University of Minnesota, and with whom I have previously discussed the 
problem of why grouse are not found on the islands. 

Thanks for your good word on the book, 

Hoping to hear from you further, 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



1 Soils Building 

September 29, 1933 

Mr. Chas. L. Mann 
260 Wighland Aveme 
Upper Montelair, N. J. 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

Your letter of September 21 was forwarded to me by 
Seribner's. 

I am intensely interested in your theory that the 
winter influx of foxes over the ice may account for the absence of 
ruffed grouse from islands in the Great Lakes. Your theory 1s ingenious 
and sounds to me very plausible except for one point, on which I wish 
you would enlighten me further: If foxes get so thick on these islands 
in winter, how is it that comercial trappers have not exploited them 
and thus kept them in check? 

Although this question remains unanswered in my mind, 
IT ammuch impressed by your idea. I am sending a copy of this letter 
to Mr. Ralph King, who is doing research on ruffed grouse at the 
University of Minnesota, and with whom I have previously discussed the 
problem of why grouse are not found on the islands. 

Thanks for your good word on the book, 

Hoping to hear from you further, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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TELEPHONE 4260 Z 214 THIRD STREET | 

Dr. HUGO O. SCHNEIDERS 

DENTIST 

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN 

October 4, 1933 Sb 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Collece of Agriculture iL in 

University of Wisconsin U4 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sirs ; 

Am sending a partridge ({ruffed grouse) that I think is 

afflicted with round worms. It looked sick so I shot it for 

examination. 

Please let me know the results of examination and if 

you want more suspected birds and how to ship. 

Very truly yours, 

HUS Ba Hi-ge ‘ 

y.
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Qetober 9, 1933 

Mr. William F, Grimmer 
Supt. of Game 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I know you will be interested in a report on ruffed grouse hunting 
in Door County for the season just ended, from Sept. S0th through October Oye 
We hed lots of birds, but the poorest grouse hunting I ever saw. 

I was out three times for a total of 11 hours. I flushed from 
40 to 45 birds, many of which were heard rather than seen, since they 
could get up within a rod without being in sight. I killed 2 birds, one 
each on two days. Both were "tree" shots. In fact, I had but one chance 
at a wing shot all season, and missed. 

A group of four hunters, together, spent two hours in the woods. They 
aot nothing. 

} Two other hunters spent an hour in the wods. ‘hey gt one shot. 

An Ephraim hunter got 2 grouse each day the first four days, but 
was "skunked" the last five, He apparently made grouse hunting hig : 
business for the seagon, 

Another iphraim hunter got 1 grouse, having been out three for four 
days. He reported plenty of birds, 

T would estimate that not over 1% of our grouse were shot this ‘ 
season in Door County. This possibly sounds exaggerated, but I think 
1% is stretching it to the limit. Hunting ws ver} light. Many hunters 
were afraid to go in the woods, because of dense cover, and at least one 
serious hunting accident occurred partly due to the diffioulty of seeing 
anything half a shot away. As you know, our cover is dense, umgually ; 
80 because of cedar thickets and dead brush over much of our grouse 
territory. Furthermore, our season may de considered as two weeks out of 

f line with country across Green Bay, due to our later fall, We have had 
no serious frost to date, This is not exceptional, since I remember many 
times driving out of bare wods from which the leaves had fallen in 
say Shawano County into the still green hardwoods of Door County. 

There were more grouse in the woods here than I have ever seen 
before in Door County. There were probably ay many as I saw during the 
last "high" up in Rusk and Sawyer counties, Our poor hunting was not 
due to lack of birds,



Mr, Grimmer “Ru 

My suggestions on future open eeasons here can best be made in 
writing at this time, If it ig possible to do go, I should like to 
have this information filed for congideration at the next hearing 
for a Door County grouse season, weather next year or several years 
from now. 

I would suggest the following: 

1. Our Dor County ruffed grouse season should be 
later in the fall, after the leaves are dropped. 
The last ton days in October, or during the first 
ten in November, would be acceptable. i 

Hunting would be less hazardous to humans; grouse 
are wilder «= many grouse this year were either 
young or not through molting; shots would afford 4 
some sport as against the present pot-shots at : 
sitting birds; more licenses would be taken out; 
the grouse would not be unduly decimated, 

In this latter respect, I believe the length of ; 
the season can be adjusted to supply. Better a 
two days season with real sport than a longer one 
early, in my own opinion, ' 

4 &. The 5 o'clock law seems uUnenecessary unless during 
years when careful conservation of grouse is of 
particular importance. This year we could have shot 
® dozen times as many grouse without hurting the 
supply. While I do not like hunters who "kick" about 
rensonable restrictions, I found that to get out early 
in the morning meant about the same things as wading 
through a lake, due to rain, dew and fog, (s11 normal 
here in fall), The mid-day periods were so hot as to 
make hunting laborious and ineffective, ‘the evening 
would have been the one time of day to get a few 
shots, but wis closed. It ‘was observed in this 
vicinity. On the “going up” phase of the cycle, 
I think 8 5 o'clock, or even 4 o'clock, restriction | would be fine, At the peak, however, I feel it ig 
Unenecessary. I think though that it was worth trying. 
My suggestion is in mo way a criticien, for the 5e2. 30m 
was better adjusted this year than eny I have seen 
previously, 

: 

I shall be interested to talk with you personally about the — here, but thought it might be well, also, to have this in the es. 

Very truly, 

Wallace Grange go 

\ i



Ruffed Grouse 

Pennsylvania Game News 
Vol. IV, No. 7, October, 1933, p. 2 

GROUSE CAUGHT IN STEEL 

TRAPS Ro 
Reports are coming in to the Game Com- 

mission of grouse caught in steel traps sup- 
posedly set for fox, weasel and other ani- 
mals. Two sportsmen on a recent hike 
through the forest found nine grouse dead 
in traps on one ridge, Ta ae 

The Game Commission warns those set- 
ting traps improperly that such cases will be 
prosecuted to the limit. Neither the Com- 
mission nor local sportsmen will stand for 
carelessness in setting traps so that they 
destroy game birds, and all Game Protectors 
and Deputies will henceforth be on the look- 
out for such criminal carelessness.



Library of ; 

Eldo Leopold 
Bi-1297 United States Department of Agriculture 

Oct. 133 Bureau of Biological Survey 

Washington, D.C. 

WINTER FOOD OF THE RUFFED GROUSE IN THE NORTHEAST 

Availablo information on wintcr food habits of the ruffed grouse is 

here furnished for use by the growing number of persons who are interested in 
encouraging the increase of these birds by improving the environment for 

them. 

The cight kinds of food consumed in greatest bulk in winter in the 
general northeastern range of the species aro listed in the following tabula- 
tion, which shows the average consumption of the various items by months, as 

well as for the whole winter: 

Period ‘December! January! February; March ! Winter 

Number of stomach contents analyzed; : BOs Fy ELS 3s bya a eke tua Hist ate eS 
SS 

Kind of food: : Percent: Percent! Percent Percent ‘ Percent 

Apple buds, fruiting spurs, and { 23 : 4.3 : 23.8 $ 27.2 | 14.4 
fruit. : : : : ‘ 

Cherry buds and twigs sseeseeseaees! DaSyiisye Bear js 0 MBC S hie ihe aH x 9.8 

Poplar and aspen buds and twigs .+«! Gh Vo /Beeuls jy leds Bid ill 8.8 
Birch buds, twigs, and catkins eeeet 5.3 3° 3.5 : Gadie HuTheO nw: aps) 

AGOTHE LENE Deis ee cocesenenasenesaewest DOeb $e fo Lea Bub: | G40 
BRGEG ENOL We aclitreerwaiepeawere ween Owe fei Tye Bg. ae 
Blueberry buds and twigs.........-+: bees) Beet Ot Ones au7 
BOG FO beth sae ee Saul bees rguaens BAO 4 One ot SoA to Oee 8 1.5 

According to present knowledge, the foods listed in the tabulation 

compose slightly more than half (51.6 percent) of the winter food of the 
ruffed grouse. Apple is definitely in the lead as a winter food producer, and 

damage is sometimes done locally by overbudding. Three groups of plants-- 

apple, poplar (including aspen), and cherry (entirely wild species, so far as 

available data indicate)--make wp more than a third of the winter dict. 

Besides the food items mentioned in the tobulation, the fruits of green~ 

brier, grape, bittersweet, waxamyrtle, Canada moyflower (Unifoliun) , winterberry, 

viburmum, od skunkeabbage; the buds of laurel, willow, maple, and hornbeam; 

and the leaves of blackberry, all have some importance (1 percent or more) in 

the winter diet of the ruffed grouse. Of items composing less than 1 percent 

each of the winter food, the following were taken most frequently: Fruits of 
hawthorn and partridgeberry; seeds of witch-hazel; twigs and buds of hazelmut 

and chokeberry; and leaves of strawberry, lambkill, sheepsorrel, goldenrod, 

wintergreen, and ferns.



The importance of mast asa winter food of the ruffed grouse is not 

thoroughly understood. The tabulation here presented gives evidence of the 

value of acorns. Surprisingly, beechnuts are not represented at all in the 
winter stomachs available for examination. he tree is common but does not 
produce seed every year. Chestnut, once abundant, is reported by some ob= 
servers to have been an important ruffed-grouse food producer. Perhaps 
blight-resist-nt Asiatic species can be used to restore chestnuts to the 

grouse larder. Hazelnuts, the produce of a common native shrub, it would 

scom, can readily be increascd in quantity. 

The information given here will serve as a basis for efforts to pre- 
serve and increase valuable winter foods of the ruffed grouse. It should not 

be forgotten, however, that various cultivated shrubs and trees (more casily 

obtainable from dealers, perhaps) can be used. This is particularly truc 
of fruit-bcaring species, since the ruffed grouse seoms to be attracted by a 
grent variety of these. Information on the bearing season of many native 

and introduced plants ond lists of species holding fruit until March in the’ 
vicinity of Boston, Mass., are contained in Farmers! Bulletin 621, How to 

Attract Birds. in Northeastern United States, which may be obtained from the 

Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., for 5 cents a copy (stomps 

not accepted). °. PSR aah 

Much can be done for the ruffed grouse also in the course of lumbering 

or thinning operations merely by sparing important food species. In planting, y 
. or in any case’so fer as that is concorned, it should be borne in mind that 

exposure to sunlight is . necessity for good food crops. Cover rapidly tends 
to become teo dense for the best intorests of grouse, and opening it up is one 

of the constant requirements of good manngement.



Spruce Hen Folder \ 

Soils Building > 
November 10, 1933 it 

Mr. Roy I. Case q 
1755 Main Street 
Racine, Wisconsin 

Dear Roy: “S cy 

The dark grouse of which you sent me feathers 3 i 
is the "Spruce Partridge," "Spruce Hen," or "Canada Grouse." 
It is rare in Wisconsin and I am much interested to get the qf 
record for my files. ‘That Marion killed it with a bow ‘ 
makes it all the wore remarkable. J | oo] | 

This bird 4s less rare in Ganado, tut 1s nowhere S| § 5 
common except once in a while at the “high" of the cycle. 1 
Some people have thought 1t extinct in this state, but I Ss es A 
had several records in my "Game Survey" (see pp, 150 and 158). 

I was in Racine Tuesday, but mowing you were at 3 
the cabin, I didn't calli a 

ae Yours as ever, ) 

Inel. 
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Wing 
New Hampshire : 
Ruffed Grouse ~~ 

John Paul Miller, MeSweeney-McNary man at » New Hampshire, 3 

told me at the A.O.U, meeting that ruffed grouse began to die in N.H, ~ 
in 1933 and were now in the trough of the cycle, His recent census showed 
& population of only 25 on several square miles, 

Aske



File Cycle folder 
: - Ruaffed Grouse 4 

Extract of llth Anmal Report, Conservation Department of Maryland, *1933, p. 83 

Ruffed Grouse 

The ruffed grouse, that renowned game bird, ofttimes termed "the King 
of Game Birds," inhabits the mountainous section of Maryland, from the Catoctin 
Range to the West Virginia-Pennsylvania Line, Scientists inform us that cycles 
of disease strike the ruffed grouse, and in 1925 this disease affected the supply 
of this bird over their habitat in the entire United States and Canada. However, 
grouse have staged a come-back in Maryland for the past two years, and general 
reports are to the effect that they are more plentiful than usual and seem to 
be spreading their habitat over territory east of Washington County where formerly 
they have been too scarce to be hunted for the past ten to fifteen years. 

*Filed in Maryland Box
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History—N 
Foe Grouse Headwork po | 

Y lam TAYLOR, assistant su- _ 
perintendent of Cook Forest State 

Park, Pennsylvania, found two ruffed 
grouse nests in close proximity to a 
road building jobs One nest was ten 
yards to one side of the road under up- 
lifted maple roots, the other on the op- 
posite side of the road under the end 
of a down log. Both nests were in view 
of the construction. 

The bird under the maple root stayed with- 
out flinching during the work. After a couple 
of days the other bird decided to move. 
Taylor saw her walk away from the nest with 
a peculiar, hunched, shuffling gait. She went 
abou twenty yards, sat down, and returned 
to her original nesting place. She repeated | 
the round trip several times. Taylor, curious, 
examined the old nest, found all the eggs 

Gq gone. She had removed them one at a time — 
_ to a safer location, carrying them under her’ 

' Wings.



Excerpt from letter from C. R. Townsend, Port Menier, Anticostic Island, 

Canada, March 15, 1934, 

sanetsiihsaaainnaseaiiiaaiitasiaeetnmnitanancestatetnssiontmsestetirnamenetintieipnmtstatmiasicinigmetttittit 

I have been groping for the light in a great many problems in con- 

nection with our game (I here include fox as a game enimal); for instance, 

our fox take shows enormous variation from year to year, varying from less 

than 500 to more than 1600, incidentally if you are interested, I would be 
glad to send you a graph of the take for the last 15 years. 

The following may prove of interest; balsam is the staple food for deer 

in the winter; our beaver live largely on conifers (we have but few broad 

leaved species) and the staple food in the winter is the bark of the spruce; 

while only 20 partridge were introduced here and we now find them all over 

the Island and mmbering thousands there is absolutely no sign of ill effects 

from inbreeding; ell breed infrequently, once in four years is probably 

correct. 

File: Deer : 
Ruffed Grouse “ 
Blk 
Food and Cover 
Beaver
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Hote for Subject Folder "Weichts of Game": The monthly reports of Dr, 
Green on "Minnesota Wild Life Disease Investigation" contain weights of 

grouse and rabbits examined, in grems, Where these are animals shot for 

sampling, the weights should be usable as normal weights. 

A.L, 

Copies for Ruffed Grouse ~~ 
Prairie Chicken 
Snowshoe 
Cottontail



File: Foods 
Ruffed Grouse ,~ 

: Excerpt from “The American Sportsman" by Elisha J. Lewis. Lippincott, 
1871. (See letter from C. M, Palmer, Jr., June 7, 1934, filed in 
Bobwhite folder). : ' 

"Doctor Shoemaker published, some time back, an account of two 
cases of poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant (ruffed grouse?) 

4 whose craw was stuffed with laurel leaves when shot. ‘The most 
prominent symptoms in these cases were intolerable nausea, partial 
blindness, severe pain in the head, difficult breathing, feeble pulse, . 
ete, Great relief was obtained for these unfortunate patients by the 
free exhibition of mstard and warm water, in qantities sufficient to 
provoke vigorous vomiting."



Extract from letter from C, R, Townsend, Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd., 

"I am enclosing an extract from my last anmal report which I hope 
may prove to be of some interest to you, in connection with this extract 
you will find a graph of our fox take from 1917 to 1934, and in connection 
with this I may say that we purchased the island only in 1926 and I am 
not sure of the statistics before that date, I an inclined to believe 
that up to the year 1923 poaching very seriously affected the take, also 
I believe that although 1925 was a comparatively poor year for fox trapping, 
the take of fox was affected by a poor trapping organization that year, 
We still have poaching on the island, but I believe that this does not 

affect our anmal take from one year to another, By this I mean to say 
that poachers take perhaps 10% ammally. Partridge seen to be still 
quite mmerous this year. I will be very pleased to give you information 
on our partridge population from time to time and we will watch it this 
year particularly. I recently had a questionnaire to fill in from Elton 
of Oxford and you may be interested to lmow that rabbits on the island f 
are apparently on the increase at the present time and probably near the 

‘ maximum, I do not believe that rabbit is such an important item in 
the food of fox here as in other parts of Canada, From somewhat limited 
analysis of contents of fox stomachs, we believe that fox feed pretty 
much on deer meat during the winter and early spring and from observation : 
we believe that in the sumer their diet is largely fish." 

File: Cycle 

Ruffed Grouse / 
Fox 
Snowshoe 

i 

‘



. Pile: Ruffed Grouse,~ 
Disease 

From Science, Vol, 80, No. 2071, Sept. 7, 1934, ». 228. 

: CAUSE OF MORTALITY OF YOUNG GROUSE 

_ Field studies in Alonquin Park, Ontario, during the present summer 
have shown the disappearance of young grouse (Bonasa umbellus togata) to be 
associated with a very high occurrence of a Leukocytozoon, of which the 
species has not yet been determined. Grouse in this area appear to be 
decreasing in numbers after having reached a peak of abundance last year. A 
mortality of at least 60 per cent among chicks had taken place to mid-July 
in the area under immediate observation, and in practically all specimens 

/ examined, adult and young, the Leukocytozoon was found to be present. In 
view of the fact that similar parasites are know to be lethal to ducks and 
turkeys, a connection between its occurrence in grouse and the high mortality 
observed is suspected. Field studies are still in progress. 

Cc. H. D. Clarke 
University of Toronto, :
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Wi ab « ygn 
Weights /and Crop Contents of Birds Kill on Pilot Q& \ 

Knob Marsh - Adams County 
. Sept. 29-30, 1934 

Bate Species (cut)aa se Sram Seon 
9/29 Pin, Gr, *Young _____? 802 Batirely empty. Killed 3 

poem, near clover & corn, 
weather sunny. 

Raf, Gr. Cock, gray 589 Entirely empty, Killed 4 
p.m, weather sunny. 

8 ’, gray 490 1 whole acorn, 2 shelled 
halves, several leaves, 

"4 Codk?, gray 600 1/2 acorn, 2 grass seed, 
several leaves, 

8 ? , brown 457 Bupty. 

aon Cook?, tail missing 547 - Mapty, 1 piece of leaf. 

. * 1? , brown Bus 2 squirrel-opened acorns, 
1 havel catkin, 6 whole 
pods of climbing buck- 
wheat, leaves. 

» 8 ? , brown 502 3 squirrel-opened acorns, 
1 aspen leaf, 1 bracken 
frond, other leaves. 

* 4s Cock, gray 623 2 fern fronds, 2 doz, seeds sp? 

4 Cock, brown 540 50 nenny-berry fruits, 
| 2 highbush fruits, 

_—-9f30 * 4 1, brown 507 «1 doz, seeds, sp? 

| , * Cock, brown 529 1 nanny-berry, 1 highbush fruit, 
| 1 fern frond. 

i .  # Cock, brown 543 Large bracken frond, fragnents 
k of mushroom? 

. % Cock, gray 605 iapty, Tick on neck, 
(ved raff) 

a ie ? , brown 529(7) Mmpty. 1 alder leaf, 

* Yellow legs, lightly feathered on front of tarsus, toes bare.



Ostober 13, 1934 

Meno for Wing ‘ 

Jag Harlow of Mikana, Barron County, givee the following 
report of the eyele statas, fall of 193% 

alfa fea Has seen only one bird all fall in territory where 
¢ould kill a mess in an hour, The few birds which 

have been killed by local hunters are reported to be all old and 
infested with "tapeworms." ‘the few young birds are weak ant have 

, their heads covered with “lice,” ‘The local bmmters aay that a 
gimilar die-off took place seven years ago (that is, about 1927). 

; It 49 Harlow's impression that the decrease is decidedly above 90%. 

Shamialds Het plentiful, Perhaps 75 ao many as last year, bat 
the has been umch less pronounced than in ruffed grouse, 

aeew Abundant, Radical increase during the past three years, 
there have been occasional pheasants for 20 years, ‘there 

is mo corn for then to winter on and it is his impression that they 
winter on acorns on the south hill sides, 

Rabbits: io distinct report. ; 

Ache : 

Pile Barron Co, 
i Cycle / 

Ruffed Grouse 
Sharptail
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(ot for publication) Game Management 118 
Aldo Leopold, 1934 

GAME POPULATION DENSITIES 
Acres 

Species Place Size of wait Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres i MacLean,1930, Foothill range 

Wis. 600 acres 5. Univ.Arboretun,vinter 1933-34 

Mo. 6 sqemi. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 

S. Iowa Inhabited farms en Most frequent density, 1931-2 

Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 

lo. 260 acres 1.3 Phil U. Smith fem, 1923 

oy " it Baw " wt " Woy 1929 

nee eee te ae pce nemo ieee ae oe 

Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

" tt tT Le " t yinter 

Daiiota 640 acres 2,6 Johnson, spring 

H.W. Iowa Inhabited range al Most frequent density, 1931-32 

ff sea enter atriteinemtpinetr met tanner eT TE TO { 

Vv Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 

ti i " " Ug5 C 0S pe, 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 

Le a eee erent ree RT | 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres yu Maxvell, spring 

Partridge qT. Iowa Inhabited ranse S12 ‘Most frequent deasity,1931-32 4 

Rabbit Pas 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England ? 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 

Idaho (Jack) 5,000 acres i Rabbit drive, winter 

0 " 640 8 0.5 . High of cycle 

Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 " 168 April, 1925, drive 

Md 1,260) 9 WO.) May, 1925, drive 

2,560 2,1 ov,, 1920, drive 

T. Mex. 64o 8 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

Cee a a a eae eae 

Ducks Ohio 1,500 acres 0.1 Fall density,locals (Daz) 

Minn, & lakes 1,0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

Meee eee ee a alate etcetera? 

Deer Wels 750 acres 7e5 Enclosure 

Minn. 390 sqemi. oe Itasca Pari, 1920 

Mich, 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 

Ind, 16 Morgan County, 1820 

Pa. 12.5 Present density of deer range 

. 25 Bst,capacity of deer range 

France(Roe) K4 25 Common density,roe deer 

Bohemia( Red) ? 100 Common " seed: 

Calif, 1,142 sami. 30 Stanislaus i.F., 1921-23 

Wa ¥e 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacks, 1929 

: 
(Tormsend & Smith) 

Antelope i.Mex. 4,650 sqeini. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

Ce eee esac 
ect errr 

Elk Yellowstone 3,400 Sqeilie 100 Yearlons range, 1927 

Park
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vo ‘Some Wisconsin Observations on the Ruffed Grouse 

by 

Wallace Grange 

Tae Grouse Pomlation 

While I was living on the family homestead in the cut-over, forested 

region twelve miles northwest of Ladysmith; in Rusk County, Wisconsin, I 

had an umsual opportunity to observe the Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa wmbellus 

togata, Iinnaceus), ‘the species was almost a dooryard bird with us. Grouse 

could frequently be seen budding in the trees about the buildings, 

For my own satisfaction rather than from any effort to accomplish a 

piece of research, I kept a written record of all species seen each day, with 

either an actual count or an estimate of the mumber of iniividuals of each, 

A compilation of these records for the Ruffed Grouse is of interest, in con- 

nection with the mmerical fluctuation of the grouse population now known 
as the cycle, 

The table summarizes the compiled records, ‘The chart shows the last 

four (lettered) columns of the table in graphic form, Curves A, B, and C 

all indicate a population peak about 1922 and a low about 1927, which 

corroborates the generalized Wisconsin Ruffed Grouse curve compiled by Leopold 

from reports of game observers (see Game Survey of the North Central States, 

p. 144). ‘the parallelism with Leopold's curve is even closer when allowance 

is made for the interpretive comments to be made later. 

(Insert table) 

f I showld summarize the above chart by saying that Ruffed Grouse were 

mumerous and probably increasing in 1919; that they were abundant in 1920, 

1921, 1922, and 1923; that they were possibly less mmerous in 1924 and very 
positively were scarce in late 1925 and early 1926; that they were extremely 
scarce, almost to local extinction, in 1927; that they were increasing in 1928.
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cameo ne agente ene ee eRe ENR NE te A A 

A a ae 
Wo, days on Ho. Average no. Most grouse Highest daily 
which grouse grouse grouse seen seen in one average in 

Year were seen goods per day month one month 

sosolasimiaaiiiaaiaaaaaeiciaeans isaiaeeeaanitinanemenesiainnesiibeiiibeemeniainnietanmneenpdinnnmetenaiiitattD 

ES 

1920 150 687 4.5 106 prone 793 yon 

(13 days (11 days 

1921, ua 812 5.7 120 (aor. 27.5 (Mov.) 
(20 days (2 days) 

1922 120 1050 8.7 240 (apr.) 14,1 fiom) 
(17 days) (17 days 

1923 51 384 7.5 R (apr.) 25.0 (July) 
10 days) (1 day) 

1924 21 120 5.7 47 (apr.) 15.6 (apr.) 
(3 days) (3 days) 

1925 6 28 4.7 28 (Dec.) 4,8 (Dee,) 
(6 days) (6 days) 

1926 17 54 3.2 24 (Feb.) 4.9 (Feb.) 
(5 days) (5 days) 

1927 

1928 1 3 3.0 3 (Oct.) 3.0 (Oct.) 
(1 day) (1 day) 

983- 

193 

ee A EE LAE LT 

The figures in the table should be considered as qualified by the follow- 

ing notes: 

BD 
1920-24, ‘he daily ional not reflect the actual abundance, since grouse 

were often seen in and from the yard, and such figures are averaged 
along with others on which ten or more miles were covered on foot 
through good country, If the averages pertained only to days of 
active field work, I believe the daily average would be above ten.



192526, The daily averages do not accurately reflect the soared, of grouse 
Y at that time, I travelled 600 miles by team and by foot (all within 

“ the limited area under diseussion), yet I recorded grouse only 82 
times, The days on which no grouse were seen are not averaged with 
the others. Had this been possible, I believe the daily average 

iG would be less than 1 grouse. 

# 1919, No written records, Drummers numerous, as many as 6 heard from one 
point by my father, in Mey, Several large broods seen in sumer. 

1920, Written records for entire year. 

1921. Written records for every month except August. 

1922, Written records for entire year. This season represents my most con- 
sistent field work for the period, 

1923. Written records for every month except December, Meld work mich 
reduced, 

1924, Written records to July 1. Wo field work last half of year, and field 
work first half reduced. Grouse were reported abundant that fall, 

Bags of five taken in a few hours in the open season, 

1925. No field work except for December. 

1926. Written records up to March 15. Wo field work during remainder of year. 

1927. No written records, Field work confined to a few days in December, 
My father, and all other residents with whom I talked, reported grouse 
extremely scarce, or virtually extinct. ——y 

1928. Pield work confined to 1 day in October. I covered 2) miles of good 

Clover~sodded forest roads and saw three birds, two of which were 
drumming, Inquiry indicated that there were a few more grouse this 
year than last, but still scarce, (It is also of interest that in 
covering several thousand miles of Wisconsin roads off this area, by 
auto, during the summer and fall, I noted less than a dozen grouse, 
In 1922, I should have seen as many in two miles of good road.) 

1929, Field work confined to two mornings a few miles east of the original 
territory. At that time (September), I had little difficulty in 
collecting four grouse. Residents reported grouse very definitely 
inereasing. 

1930, No field work in the vicinity. It was common knowledge among residents 
that grouse were again fairly mmerous, and apparently increasing 

rapidly. 

4,
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1929, and 1930 and by the fall of the last year had made substantial recovery. 

As to the mmerical abundance of grouse, I am able to make a fairly 

satisfactory estimate for our particular quarter-section (160 acres), ener 

pax$-3e Fateh mer—intimately-and -vietted-Srequentiy. “This tract was 

almost ideal grouse range. It contained a considerable acreage of 20-30 

year old aspen, birch and balsam; another higher woods of sugar maple, birch 

ironwood, basswood and balsam, with large elms along a wet weather "run"; 

a fine little blacc spruce swamp much used by grouse in winter; a typical 

hardwood "burn", grown up to raspberry and hazel, with the old birch, maple 

and balsam stubs still standing; a long, irregular marsh with many ams 

extending into the woods ani fringed by black alder thickets, ‘the balance 

of the tract was cut-over pasture, cultivated crops, and open grass marsh. 

There were approximately 100 acres of occupied grouse range in 1922, 

the year in which I did the most intensive field work, This is not necessarily 

the year of maximum abundance of grouse, In fact, I cannot say which of the 

four years, 1920 to 1923 inclusive, or possibly 1924, was the point of maximum 

abundance, but only that there were many grouse in each one of these years, I 

can mentally account for 45 "grouse spots" where I could be fairly certain of 

finding birds in the spring and summer season, and I believe that in 1922 there 

were 45 grouse on the 100 atres just prior to nesting. This is a density of 

2.2 acres per grouse, 

In winter I think there were, at times, in excess of 50 birds on the 100 

acres. I think there was an influx of outside birds coming in to the hardwood 

for budding and to the spruce ewamp for roosting. 

I have made no attempt to estimate the fall grouse population, because at 

this season it-te-ag-obsesration—thet grouse roam, combine in groups, and shift 

position locally. In the spring the grouse aré more bedentary, then—t—any 

/
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drummers an¢ hens alike being almost anchored to their breeding territories, 

But the fall population did not ever reach the total that one might have 

expected on the basis of the spring population. 

It is my opinion that in the spring of 1927 there were not more than 5 

grouse on the quarter-section, although this estimate is arrived at with less 

assurance than the figure of 4% birds for the spring of 1922. %o what extent, 

if any, local fires in the preceding years may account for this drop, I am 

uncertain, At the time I thought fires had some part in the reduction, but I 

now believe that they were « minor factor, 

Muuber of Predators and Rodentg, It is sometimes stated that predators, de~ 

prived of their normal rodent food expply, turn to game, Grouse scarcity 

in the past has even been mentioned as an effect of rodent scarcity, Also, 

in the discussions of population cycles, it 19 often considered that rabbits 

die first, that is, before Buffed Grouse, 

However, at Ladyasith, I noticed a very marked and very general scarcity 

of Buffed Grouse in the winter of 1925-1926, but during the same period I had 

no difficulty in trapping Snowshoe Hares (Lepus americams phaeonotus) for 

study purposes, and I was emazed at the prodigious mumbers of Red~backed Voles 

(Byotomys gapperi subsp.) in the spruce swamp, trapping dozens of them, several 

in a night. Deer mice (Peromyscus sp.) were also common in the woods, and 

Cottontail Rabbits (Sylyilacus floridams mearnsi) and Meadow Mice (Microtus p. 

pennsylvanicus) were present in mmbers, In short, grouse but not rodents 

had become scares during the winter of 1925-1926, In fact, under date of 

Deceuber 20, 1925, I recorded that Snowshoe Hares were “just as numerous,.... 

as I ever know anywhere," 

I believe that Snowshoe Hares were the most abundant on our land in 1919 

and 1920, at which time we often hunted them successfully during the lunch hour.



~he 

They were abundant, however, during the entire period recorded in the table, 

When I returned for o short visit in December, 1927, there were many runways 

in the spruce swemp, and I saw several of the animals, liven though a general 

scarcity of Snowshoe Hares was thought to exist at that time, high school boys 

at Ladysmith trapped several hares for me in 1927 and 1928, which is further 

evidence that hares were still present in some mmbers, But, relatively 

reduced or not, they were mich move sbundant than the Buffed Grouse, so the 

theory that predators turn to grouse through necessity would certainly not 

apply to the Ladysmith region during the period here under diseussion, 

I ata not see any evidence of abnormal predation on grouse, ‘The predators 

in the locality included coyotes, skunks and house cats (fairly numerous); timber 

wolves, bobeats (rare); weasels and min (in varying mambors); Cooper's hawks 

(common); red-tailed and red-shouldered hawks (fairly mmerous); goshawks and 

snowy owls (very rare), One goghawe was seen on Jamuary 12, and one each on 

February 13 and 14, 1926, Cooper's hawk kills of young grouse were quite commonly 

noted in July, August, and September, and were, apparently, of perfectly 

normal occurrence. } ; 

I am certain that hunting did not cause the scarcity of grouse because in 

Rusk County there are many sections so remote from roads, and so rarely visited 

by hunters, that the effect of such Imnting as does oceur is negligible, Tet 

grouse became scarce in the ushimted as well as in the hunted. areas. 

Coa 4 pe >
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General Observations 

Drumuing Records: Dates when drumming was first noted are: For 1920, March 26; 

for 1921, March 28; for 1922, April 9; for 1923, April 19; for 1924, april 13. 

Tie leter dates for 1922-1924 do not indicate actual lateness, but rather 

latenses of the field work or unfavorable weather conditions on the days when 

I was in the field. 

I heave Rusk County drumeing records for each of nine months of the year, 

the exceptions being Jamusry, February and July, Drumming aedinerti> reaches 

its peak there during the last few days of April ond the first ten of May, 

I have mmerous records of grouse drumaing im the moonlight, a comzon thing 

in spring and sumer, I think particularly in late August. : 

Interesting drumming records include: tngust 24, 1921; August 25, 1920; 

September 5, 1923; September 18, 1921; October 14, 1923; Novenber 13 and 25, 

1922; December 1, 1921 (ten to twelve inches of anow on the ground); Deceuber 1, 

1922; June 27, 1922; June 28, 1921, The period from June 26 to August 24 is 

certainly partly ceeupied by the moult so that no drumming would ve expected, 

Te a ee ae 
may eventually produce additional drumming records. 

Hest Recomis. Mesting dates include: uaty 7, 1922, 2 nests, one with 13 and 

one with 11 eges; May 10, 1922, 12 eggs; May 18, 1920; and May 19, 1920. I 

have two hatching dates, namely June 1 and 4, 1922. In one case 11 of 13 eggs 

' hatened and in the other, $ of 11, On this date one dead young was found at 

the nest, and a second bird had died without emerging from the shell, i 

although it had successfully pipped it, 

; Budding, It is well know that the Ruffed Grouse is a great eater of buds, 

ee oer 
Senders —etr-eb server cane ey. birds are not driven to it by necessity. 

f
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The budding of aspen, for exemple, is common in September when there is still 

mach other, and seemingly more desirable, food, I have three notes of Ruffed 

Grouse budding ironwod (Ostrya virginiana) in October, 1921 (on the 9th, 10th, 

and 29th), and a note on August 19, 1921, indicating that a grouse had eaten 

aspen leaves, 

Ruffed Grouse breakfast almost before dawn on the very cold, sharp 

mornings of mid-winter, and perhaps at other times, On Jamary 23, 1922, I 

observed 5 Ruffed Grouse busily at work budding in the tree teps vhere they 

could be seen silhouetted against the horizon while a few stars and the new 

moon were still bright. ‘the mercury stood at 31 degrees below zero. On 

Jamary 1, 1924, another grouse was budding in an aspen tree at dawn; the 

temperature was 30 degrees below zero. During the same cold snap, on January 7, 

the same habit was observed, and it has been frequently noted at other times, 

It would almost seen that the colder the morning, the earlier the brealfast 

of the Inffed Grouse. 

Roosting. eer ana Tak ten winter vesting abt oR 

cenater Guile dh ts ee. tn snow is 10 or more inches deep 

and is loose and fluffy, the grouse, as is well kmown, plunge under and into it, 

fhere, at the end of a short burrow (from 10 inches to 5 fect long) they sit 

quietly for long periods. ‘They may remain beneath the snow for as many as 

eighteen hours, as can be determined when one finds grouse still in burrows 

late in the morning although a fresh snow fell the evening previous. \ 

The burrow is sometimes straicht and sometimes curved or fish~hooked, If 

disturbed, the grouse leaves the burrow with a whir of wings and a barst of 

snow, bat if umolested, I believe they ordinarily emerge on foot. Sometimes 

@ grouse pokes its head up above the snow level without emerging, and 

occasionally openings thus made along one of their long partons show that the 

bird several times took a adh around.
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tn eixiad to foost under the anow, grouse often barely miss striking 

rocks, limbs, and logs which are covered up. I have often wondered why 

they do not wore frequently strike such objects, with fatal results. 

On sunny winter days the grouse sit in little groups ond preen in the 

shelter of fallen tree tops, especially if these still retain their leaves, 

They often sit up in the balsam trees where, no doubt, the dark background ' 

tends to increase warmth, 

When the snow is moist, thawing, or crusted, the grouse at Ladysmith 

were invariably to be found roosting either in the spruce swamp (4n which I 

think some birds roosted habitually irrespective of weather conditions), or 

in a dense grove of balesams in the hardwood tract, On January 21, 1921, 

following several warn days with freezing nights which crusted the snow, I 

watched a group of Ruffed Grouse go to roost in these palsam trees. 

Just before sundom I approached the grove and placed myself, back 

against a tree, under the thickest part of the grove. The trees were from 

15 to 50 feet in height, Under them the droppings had accumiated as if the 

spot were a chicken coop. 

Very shortly I heard the wings of a grouse as it flew in, and soon saw 

the bird budding in a large~tocthed aspen. It was some time before others 

appeared, but they finally case, one by one, flying short distances from tree 

to tree, wadding on each for a few moments. 

One grouse flew to the ground, others following almost imediately. The 

sun waa now down and the twilight advancing, Two of the birds walked toward 

me, their heads bobbing like pigeons’. They seemod to inspect me and each, 

after several mouthfuls of snow, flew on noisy wings into the balsans, settling 

down not more than 10 feet from me. I heard many soft and beatiful cooing 

notes for the first ‘ine, ta aed-eeoneton, ov ing never before appreciated
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the conversational vocabulary of these birds, The grouse squatted dom 

on branches about 2 feet above the ground and ebout 2 feet out from the ; 

tronks of the trees. I watched seversl of them go to roost in this mamer 

end noted that each one ate snow before flying into the trees, 

Ae
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Frost DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT STOCKING GAME SURVEYS 

ys a } 

/ Wallace Grange 
GAME BREEDER AND CONSULTANT 

Ephraim, Wisconsin 

Derember 11, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wis-onsin 
Madison, Wis-onsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending on a -opy of a paper on my Ladysmith Ruffed Grouse 
observations of some years ago. I have had this paper done for a rouple 1 
of years but have never quite had the -ourage to publish it, inasmuch as 
it does not seem to have much form, However, I do not have time to revise 
it and wonder if it should not be used, If you feel that it should, I 
thought perhaps you -ould send it on wherever you felt it ought to oo, 
and have it, of -ourse, be a eontribution from the University. I do 
not seem to have the original -opy, which I imagine was left in the files 
at Washington. However, it was not an offirial paper and was developed 
in spare time, 

If it is better to keep the paper where it -ancbe used but without 
publication, that is satisfa-tory to me. Use your own judgment. 

Yours as ever, 

aade<_ 

- . Wallace Grange 

COOPERATIVE GAME RESEARCH
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Some Wisconsin Observations on the Ruffed Grouse sian ah | 

Bonasa_umbel! togata, Linn: . | 

By | 
WalleceB. Grange i 

Sete 
The Grouse Population. | 

Hi ol, Wianimbteael | 

While I wes living on Micah eeanivem tiahles in | 

the eut-over, forested region twelve miles northwest of | 

Ladysmith, in Rusk County, Wisconsin, I had ng aru we tog ata)\ . 

opportunity to observe the rey which-wes-a | 

common-bi-1d-for-several-yaere. Hot-only-wene-these—grouse 

nearbyy—bat “fhe species was almost » dooryard bird with us. 

and rouse could frequently be seen budding in the trees 

about the wethhnaen For my own satisfaction rather than 

from any effort to accomplish a piece of research, I kept 

a written record of all hes seen each day, with either an 

"state actuel count or an estimate of the indivi s of each, 

 speedenemeon Se. A compilation of these records for 

the Ruffed Grouse is of interest, in connection with the 

pegr Kes erarrae 00 Oa cyl, 
numerical fluetuationy of the grouse population,” tn presentine- 
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Gi 
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Numbers: Singe the records were not made with this purpose 

in mind, they are not in the mo eouperable form. It is 

not possible, for ingtance, reduce the figures to 

& grouse De: mi rel ked in £r0 country basis. Yet, 

with the aid of explgriatary yemarks, a summary of the records 

quite well p: ; the situa tio! for Rusk County, the exact 

locality being“ the northern part of Shornapple end the 

southern pért of pails Townships. 

Ths Tafa ares mrcrngto he couaphcl uncerctny The, cheat 

Rhibwwes io fave tobi of, Uae (ab 2e an gre flue ferns 

Ke lun i 
To us ETc pte dew acleleel, Spar Poin poreou, 

yw Meieeamssatihin ea p. pe eet 

le Q Of eeptelinenner inet stnnnme acheaiantel are thee ots =



“ % rlisnce. b=) ju Licolme 4 Revhect Grouse mbatemy nee Ledyentt Wisconsint 
—=F 1 le : 

; Veltlan Thwantdilte omits Sorthanse Hubbenets Tr metafir 
LL nC nC tC tectonic tteentneetatnitaeee 

Year tae eee, ie of Noe Most est Deil 
On Seen in in. —— = = ae 

mel ) 
19 150 687 4.58 106 (Nov.) 9.3. (Dec.) 

ig (15 days) (11 dsys) 

1oai* an ale 5.79 120 (apr.) 275 (Nov.) 
ied) (20 days) (2 days) 

loae* 120 1050 8.79 240 (Apr.) 14.1 (apr.) 
I (17 days) (17 days) 

legst 51 584 7.5f 70 (Aprs) 2520 (July) 
(10 days) (1 day ) 

1ezat al 120 5.79 49 (apre) 15.6 (Apr.) 
I ( 5 days) (3 days) 
(8) i. 

o 6 28 4. 28 (Dee.) 4.8 (Dec.) 
: ( 6 days) {6 days) 

) Hie 
19 17 54 5.20 24 (Feb.) 4.9(Feb. )} 

( 5 days) (5 days) 
(Lo) 

19: 

(1) 
19: 1 3 520g 3 (Oct.) 3.0 (det) 

od) (1 day ) (1 day ) 

1 

(48) : 
I 

enn pregnant 

~*(1)-—-o0—this-thart-does-not-indicate s¢tusl..aumerieal~atundance,~but 

x 1920 -192¢% The daily averages iméseated-—fer—the-yoars1920~to..1924 do 
A not aeeamately reflect the actual abundance, since grouse were 

{ often seen in and from the yard,and such deys are averaged 
1 

. q Tow fegunre mnths [eB inher ddl Ge eunacelrrcel ar greakferel by. 

The fott owes notte:
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along with others on which ten or more miles were covered 

wa ~by foot through good country. If the averages pertained 

only to days of active field work, I believe the daily 

average would be ebove ten. 

1925-126 Me The daily averages inddeated-—for—the-yoars-1026-ent-t926 
do not accurately reflect the scarcity of grouse et that 
time. I travelled 600 miles by team and by foot (all 

within the limited area under diseussion), in-country 

which.1-heve..know~to-oppork_manygrouse-in-previ-ces 
yeoug, yet I recorded grouse only 82 times, some.cf—there 

unquestionebiy betne-repeeted-count.s-—of.the-same-indive 
iduehe. The days on which no grouse were seen exea.dn 
g004-gznuse..coumtry ore Boe averaged with the others. Hed 
this been possible, I eve the daily avereage would be 

less than 1 grouse. 

*(2)1719 No written records. Drummers numerous, as many as 6 heard 

from one point by my father, in May. Several large broods 
seen in summer. 

*)syl920 Written records for entire year. 

*l4}iq2) Written records for every month except August. 

*(S)iq2c Written records for entire year. This season represents 
i my most consistent field work for the period, that-is, 

the.fiel4d..ant...tervitory-~wered-was elightly.Larger-ther 

Lommarlzgon 

*(ey1923 Written records for every month except December. Field work 
much reduced, ané-twips.of.short..duration-ond-extant. 

*(py ity Written records to July 1, No field work last half of 
year, and field work first half reduced. Grouse were 
Eanonied abundant that fell, with Bags of five teken in a 

‘ew hours in the open season,comon, 

*(g)1925 No field work except for the-month-ef December, fox-uhieh 
uritten-recerdse-were—lapts 

*(9) i¢z, Written records up to March 15. No field work during 

remainder of year. 

*(10) 1n) No written records. Field work confined to a few days 
in December. My father, and all other residents with 

whom I talked, reported grouse extremly scarce ,te or 
virtually extinct.
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at 
3447 Pield work confined t 1 day in October, «-ratny-day-en 

which-t-eorered-10-w--15-miles-on-feoot-in-corntry T1m8 
hnes-+-6--suppert-ecores—of..guause;--and~on-whte I covered 8 
24 miles of good cloversodded forest roads at—e—time-*hen Tie Conta 
groase-should-—have-—heen.ovidents--Byo-of threes viris ela tee 
recoréaé wore drumming. Inquiry developedthe-tafomation which 4 

andurectiel hot tet there were a fow more grouse this year than last, 
but still scarce. Ap Vor ona 

(1 is also of tntoroet tof in covering several thousand 
miles of Wisconsin me by auto, during the summer and 
fell, I noted less then a Gozen grouse. In 1922, I should 

heve seen as many in two miles of good road, 
142q 
aay) Field wrk confined to two mornings a few miles east of 

the originel territory,covemd. At that time (September), 
I had little difficulty in collecting 4 grouse. Residents 
reported grouse very definitely increasing. 

30 
A432, No field work in the vicinity. It was camon knowledge 

eanong residents that grouse wexe again fairly numerous, 
and apparently increasing rap idiy. 

I should sumerize the above chart by saying thet Huffed Grouse 

were numerous and probably increasing in 1919; that they were abundant 

in 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1925; that they were possibly less numerous in 

1924 end very positively were seame in lete 1925 ami early 1926; that 

they were extremely scarce, almost to local extinetion, in 1927; that 

they were increasing in 1928, 1929 and 1930 and by the fall of the last 

year had made substantial recovery. ) 

As to the numerical abundance of grouse, I sm able to make ae 

: \ 
fairly satisfactory estimate for our particular quarter week every 

part of which I knew intimately ani visited frequently. This tract 

wae almost ideal grouse range. It contained a considerable screage of 

20-30 year old aspen, birch and balsam; another higher woods of sugar 

maple, birch iromwood, basswood end balsem, with lerge elms along a
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wet weather “run”; a fine little black spruce swamp thet-me 

much used by grouse in winter; a typical hardwood "burn", 

grown up to raspberry and hazel, with the old birch, mple 

and balsam stubs still standing; a long, irregular marsh with 

many ams, fringed by black alder thicketey extending into 
an ones 

the.macdag fhe balance of the tract im eut-over pasture, 

f cultivated crops, and open grass marsh, 

There were approximately 10° seres of eeeupied grouse 

range in 1922, the year in which I did the most intensive 

field work, This is not necessarily the year of maximum «. 

clviatiaagy ili aati In faet, I cannot say which of the 
ow 

four years, 1980 to 1923,\en@ possibly 1924, lus ive,) was 

the point of maximum sbundanee, but only that there were 

many grouse in each one of these years. I can mentelly 

account for 45 “grouse spots" where I could be fairly certain 

of finding birds in the spring and summer season, and I 
aan 14% To rane wrtrre 

believe that sn-eatimteot 45 grouse fee the 100 acres just 
The penetrate 

prior to nesting, om-e-setie of 2,2 seres per grouse, tr 

quite-scourate, ; ‘= 

bone Q Urbs Urns wre, OA Lrnsate , Renee winter populatims.of.grouse,.at..times, 

puobshiy in excess of 50 binis fom the 100 seres, I am Uh 

Taw were wre aarftoue 
imuiguetion of catside birds coming in to the hardwoody 

for bud ingy’ end to the spruce swamp for roosting. "Si¢)
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population, peaéhy because/it is my observation that grouse same 
Repalepiong- roam, combine in groups, end shift position locally, 
at this seagom, In the spring, it_seeme—te.me, the grouse are 
more sedentary than at any other time of year, drumers:and 
hens alike being almost anchored to their favorite losalities, 

Bethe he ee 
But the fall population did not, to my knowledge, ever reach 

the total that ome might have expected on the basis of the 

spring population. Q 

It is my opinion that in 1927 there were not more than 

5 to 10 grouse on the quarter section above mentioned. 

-(feki-estimite), based On 2" days*~cegual..tield..nork..and-or- 

the ohaertetione-of-my.éather, I believe a population of 

5 grouse for the spring of 1927 is 4 reasonable estimate, 

although it is arrived at with less assurance than the figure 

of 45 birds for the spring of 1922. ‘To what extent, if any, 

local fires in the several preceding years mey account for 

this drop, I am uncertain. At the time I thought fires had 

some part in the reduetion, but I now believe that Ch Ged 
a minor factor, altheugh~the.poins.was-not-cheekedby-—work,.on 

surrounding .uneburned serritory. 

Numbers of Predators and Rolents: It is somtimes stated that Bi 

predators, deprived of their normal rodent food supply, 

(granting that rodents am norml), turn to game and to less 

comonly eaten but more available food supplies. The grouse 

scareities of the past have even been mentioned as an effect of
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sueh on environmental combinatim. Also, in the discussions 

of numerical fluctuations of wild life, it is often considered 

that rabbits die first, that is, before Kuffed Grouse. 

However, at Ladysmith, I noticed a very marked and very 

general searcity of Ruffed Grouse in the winter of 1925-1926, 

-66-0utLinediathe-chart, i age Vy ome Ws had no 

difficulty in trapping Snowshoe Hares, (Lepus americanus 

phaconotus), for study purposes, and I was amazed at the 

prodigious numbers of Red Backed Voles, (Evotomys gapperi subsp.), 

in the spruce swamp, trapping dozens of them, several in a night. 

Deer mice, (Peromyscus sp.), were also common in the woods, 

and Cottontail Rebbits, (Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsi), and 

Meadow Mice, (Miesrotus p. pennsylvenicus), were present in 

nutibers so that, all in all, 1% could not be said that there 

| wes any scarcity of rodente $i tis winter of 1925-1026, In 

fect, under date of December 20, 1926, I recorded that over a 

considerable area Snowshoe Hares were “just as numerous --- »*" *:”* 

| as I ever knew anyvhere". 

I believe, however, that Snowshoe Hares were the most 

abundant on our lend in 1919 and 1920, at which time we often 

hunted them successfully during the lunch hour. They were 

abundent, however, all the time I was there regularly, and when 

I returned for a short visit in beéenb@r, 1927, there were 

many rutways in the spruce swamp end I saw several of the : 

animals. Even though a general scarcity of Snowshoe Hares
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was thought to exist at that time, Highschool boys at Ladyenith 

\ trapped several hares for me in 1927 and 1920, “furtter evidence 

that hares were still present in some numbers. But, relatively 

reduced or not, they were meh more abundant then the Ruf fed 

Grouse, so the theory that predators turned to grouse through 

necessity would certainly not apply to the Ladysmith region at dunw4 

Head bow recchan chyacertAernas 

prstation o> 
¥urthermore, I aid not see any abnormal evidence « ‘grouse 

destmetton, iafbpite @@ the fact that there was a considerable 

varioty oe, bitch naman the loeality, including: 

eoyotes, skunks and house cats( fairly numerous); timber wolves, 

vobeats, (rarg; weasels ond mink(in varying number; Cooper's 

a @ eomnos Rod failed snd Bod shouldered Hawks{ fairly 

nunerougs Goshawks nd Snowy Owls, very rare.*¢is} 

Gur. Goshawk savtike-ansyed-tadh-osem on Jemary 12, owe! ru tre 
February 15 end Eebrusmy 14, 1926, 

ioscan asiilanntinniueeniisinnttnatsy sb tninsemnaestmet 

Cooper's Hawk kills of young grouse were quite commonly noted 

in July, August and September of each year during whieh I was 

present, and were, apparently, of perfectly normel oceurfences 

I am certain that hunting ata not cause the scarcity of 

grouse because in Rusk County, shich-te-tengely-seount—growth 

neat oie are many sections so remote from roads,and so 

} rarely visited by hunters,that the effect of such partes pe 

does oecur is negligible. Yet, grouse beeame scarce in theee- 

teidhsnnlast on ind “Seas -Aeen |
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fhe above remarks predatérs hunting are merely 

made in passing in order t ‘itAe of record that those 

factors were considered ani the best judgement of the 

writer, do not satisfac ly accoutt for the grouse scarcity. 

= 

Generel Observations 
Drumming Recoris: Dates when drumming was first noted are: 

For 1920, March 26; for 1921, March 26; for 1922, April.9; 

for 1923, April 19; for 1924, April 13. The latér dates for 

1922-1924 do not indieate actual lateness, but rather Lateness 

of the field work or unfavorable weather eonditiams on the days 

when I was in the field. 

I have Rusk County drumming refords for each of nine 

months of the year, the exceptions being January, February 

and July. Drumming ordinsrily reaches its peak there during 

the last few days of April end the first ten of May. ~inéer- 

~daie—of-itry- 225" 29ity~d~noted..dhat.g rouse, Whils..stilb«= 

drumaing,.xare_nat.detag-no-ee-fvequentip-a-fomeriy. 1 

have numerous records of grouse drumming in the moonlight, 

a commoh thing in spring end sumer; I think particulerly in 

late August. 

Interesting drumming records include: August 24, 1921; 

August 26, 1920; September 5, 1923; September 18, 1921; 

October 14, 1923; November 15 ani 25, 1922; December 1, 1921, 

(ten to twelve inches of snow on the ground); December 1, 1922; 

June 27, 1922; June 28, 1921. The period from June 28 to 

waost a6 10 SG patty onesie by tho mot so tat



no drumming would be expected {ander ordinary circumstences, 

but the winter period, December to March, may eventually produce 

additional drumming records. 

Nest Records: Nesting date inelude: May 7, 1922, 2 neste, 

ons with 13 and one with 11 eggs; May 10, 1922, 12 eggs; 

May 18, 1920; and May 19, 1920, I have two hatehing dates, 

needy, June 1 and 4, 1922. Im one case 11 of 15 eggs 

a ak te enenten, 0 On this date ome dead 

young was found at the nest, and a second bird hed died without 

emerging from the shell, although it hed successfully pipped it, 

Budding: It is well known that the Ruffed Grouse is a great 

eater of buds. It does not seem to be so well known that mds 

are conswaed at mny times when, so far as an observer can 

judge, the birds are not driven to it by necessity. The 

pudding of aspen, for example, is counon in September hod 

there is still much other, and seemingly more desirable, food. 

I have three notes of Ruffed Grouse budding Ironwood, 

(Ostrya virginiana), in October, 1921, (on the 9th, 10th and 

29th), end a note on August 19, 1921, indicating that o grouse 

had eaten aspen leaves, 

Another~thing-of-considerabl-o-interest-ie-the Ruf fed 

rouse /f kbd ota oveaifton tage almost before dawn on the very 

cold, sharp mornings of mid-winter, and perhaps at other times. 

On January 23, 1928, I observed 5 Ruffed Grouse busily at fi 

work budding in the tree tops where they could be seen <> 

silhouetted against the horizon while » few stars and the
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- “Seed new moon wore still bright, endwith the mercury at 51 degrees ‘ 

below zero, 4 aiutLer-tmrbmee-nae-moteddgh Jonuary Sibbey itl 
S grouse, Suda ing in an aspen tree at dawn; the temperatureyyoar- 

30 degrees below zero. During the same cold snep, on January 7, 

the same habit was observed, and it has been frequently noted 

| at other times. It would almost seem that the eolder the 

"morning ythe earlier the breakfast of the Ruffed Grouse. 

Roosting: I had occasion to notice that the winter roosting 

; habits of Ruffed Grouse vary greatly with the weather, When 

the snow is 10 or more inehes deep and is loose and fluffy 

the grouse, as is wallimow, plunge under and into it. There, 

at the end-of a short burrow,{from 10 inches to 5 feet long), 

they sit quietly for long periods. There-io-ne-douds—hey 

“Thay nar semeis: temeese the snow for as many as eighteen 

hours, as ean be determined when one finds grouse still in 

burrows late in the morning although a fresh snow fell the 

evening previous. 

The burrow is somtimes straight and sometimes curved 

or fish-hocked, If distrubed, the grouse leaves the burrow 

with a whir of wings ond a burst of snow, but omdiuesily I 

believe they oe toot Ge wmcinstalS cemetine a 
grouse pokes its head up above the snow level without emerging, : 

and occasionally openings thus made along one of their long 
burrows show that the bird several times took a look around.
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In flying to roost under the snow, grouse often barely 

miss striking rocks, limbs, m@ loge which are covered up. 

I have often wondered why they do not more frequently strike 

such objects, with fatal results. 

On sumy winter days the grouse sit in little groups 

and preen in the shelter of fallen tree tops, especially if 

these still retain their leaves. ‘They often sit up in the 

Daleam trees where, no doubt, the dark background tends to 

increase warmth. ' 

When the snow is moist, thawing,or crusted; the crouse 

at Ladyamith were invariably to be found roosting é#ither in 

the spruce swamp, (in which I think some birds roosted 

hebitually irrespective of weather conditions), or in a 

dense grove of balsams in the hardwood tract. oa Jamery 

@l, 1921, following several warm days wth freezing nights 

whieh erusted the snow, I watehed a group of Ruffed Grouse go 

+o roost in these balsam trees. 

Just before sundown I approeched the grove and placed 

myself, back against a tree, under the thickest part of the 

grove. ‘he trees were fran 15 to SO feet in height. Under 

them the droppings had aceumulated as if the spot were tee 

insidew@f 9 chicken cop. 

Very shortly I heard the wings of a grouse as it flew 

in, and soon saw the bird budding in a Large-Toothed Aspen, 

It was some time before others appeared, but they finally ae
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came, one by one, flying short diatences fran tree to tree, 

' budding on each for a few moments. 

/ One grouse flew to the ground, others following elmost 

immediately. The sun was now down and the twilight advancing. 

Two of the birds walked toward me, their heads bobbing like 

each,after 

pigeons’. They seemed to inspset me and Afeé#ftaking 

several mouthfuls of snow, flew on noisy wings into the 

balsams, settling down not more then 10 fest from me. I 

heard meny soft and beautiful cooing notes for the first tim 

on thet occasion, having never before aleioeanies conversa~ 

tional vocabulary of these birds. The grouse squatted dow 

on branches shout 8 feet above the ground and about 2 fect 

out from the trunks of the trees. I watched several of them 

go to roost in this manner and noted that each one ate snow : 

vefore flying into the trees. ~~ nionegeSENNEtarrey . 

meer BG one e ene ;
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ae a oo ~~... How we take our grouse in western Wisconsin 

mea RY By RAYMOND J. ROARK 

HERE is no country like the try by dodging shot since they were novice, it will not wholly miss its pur- 

western uplands of Wisconsin, in pinfeathers. And I am talking of pose, and I will be satisfied. 
and no bird like the ruffed grouse. hunting these birds without a dog, so After three successive closed seasons, 

I say this neither brazenly nor that the flush comes without warning we had come to hunt again our favorite 

timidly, but calmly and with a convic- and one has only his own quickness of country, every foot of which we knew 

tion unshaken by the mental protests— eye and ear and hand on which to de- and every foot of which was associated 
amazed, indignant, derisive—of those pend for success. with pleasant memories of past years. It 
whose love is for New England hills or When you shoot under these condi- is a region cut by swift waters, with nar- 

Southern fields or Western prairies, for tions, every bird killed on a hunt, or row valleys that split and split again into 

woodcock, quail or wildfowl. I say it in even ina season, will stand out inmem- a multitude of little coulees lost among 
spite of golden days with almost every ory as representing a separate achieve- the bluffs. The lower hillsides are shaggy 
game bird worthy of the name; in spite ment, not merely because they will be with cover, and thickets choke the pock- 

of treasured memories of mountain, relatively few but rather because no two ets at the heads of the little draws, but 

marsh and forest from James Bay to successes will be quite alike. The ground, open sunlit groves of oak hold the sum- 
Pass a l’Outre, from Pamlico to the the cover, the circumstances under which mits and the lower valleys are like well- 
Skeena. the bird is found and the type of shot kept fairways. We had come by way of 

This is true, whether you believe it afforded will all be different, and it is an untraveled lane that follows a trout 
or not, but I am not going to argue about this charm of variety, not less than the stream into the very heart of the hills. 
it. If you are a lover of the gun, you will difficulty and frequently spectacular Leaving our car for the day at the last 
know that a day of autumn is worth a quality of the shooting, that makes the place where the narrow bank gave space 
month of any other season. If you have pursuit of the ruffed grouse the acme of for parking, we set up our guns, pocketed 
already given your heart to other coverts, shotgun work. our sandwiches, and turned expectantly 
I cannot make you believe that the bluffs Only last season a friend, a comrade to long-familiar coverts. 
and coulees of the Driftless Area are any of many trips afield, and I had together 
better. And if you have ever hunted the a day’s sport which may be worth re- No the partridge, like other game, 
ruffed grouse, you will not need to be counting, for it exemplified the best fea- should be sought where his food is. 
told that this is a bird matchless for tures of grouse shooting, and exemplified But that is not always a simple matter, 
beauty, speed and spirit—one that leads as well some of the mistakes one should for he is a bird of dainty and fickle ap- 
the hunter into the roughest country and not make and some of the tricks one petite, so that at one time it will seem 
most difficult cover, that tests alike his does well to know. It would take a magic that nothing tempts him except clover 
skill and strength and craft and either of words that is not mine rightly to tell leaves, and again only acorns, or it may 
breaks his heart or fills his soul with of such a day; but if my telling serves be thorn-apple seeds, or wild peas, or 
joy. in some measure to waken happy recol- partridge berries. But there is nothing 

Ace of the uplands, the grouse stands lections on the part of the initiated, he loves better than wild grapes. In a 
out among his kind just as do certain or convince the skeptic, or instruct the good grape season the birds haunt the 
other birds and beasts and fish which 
bear that indefinable hallmark of class There he lay, back up, wings and tail outspread 
which sets them apart. You cannot put a eas e j re ee PE. oY od 
name to this quality, but you can sense [hak rn, ~ oleate 8 keer wh) ae ve 
it. You sense it when, after hooking only Nae nos Sey ’ Ss ef ees Pe 
pike and pickerel, you feel your rod leap a | ete ee SW . 
like a live thing at the strike of a fight- ‘ [Ss at oO. vd oa ee Ly ~ 
ing muskalonge. You sense it when, after i oS ee. _—_ , be 
only mallards and bluebills and pintails - ny 5 Hig ly , a i. L - 
have been flying, a flock of canvasbacks J A 3 -_ i eT | aa * - 
rips past your blind like an arrow from ~ te eo , 
a full-drawn bow. And you sense it most Sa : is yet ee a3 . 
of all when, after two or three seasons of € = oa —— «~ i “Se a@* » 
lumbering prairie chicken and skulking i. if mee OE ee .*e 4 
pheasant, of wavering woodcock and | ji. a . ye Tad aie: a ee em er " 
even of swift and gallant little quail, you ee a”.DUlCUP NG i yee ~ 
again thrill to the electrifying roar of uf Oy ,  -¥ rs, 
wings that signals the lightning get-away .~ PU < ¢ . _ 
of a ruffed grouse. [ rag e " 

One will find, in remote wild country, i ‘; “s 69 ce | 
partridges that can be killed with a stick. be a ee 7 
I am not talking about these innocents . ~~ 3 .- # - v4 
of the wilderness. I am talking about ™ Ah Fos r iti: 
birds that know the gun; birds that have il AY 
hung on in a settled, hard-hunted coun- % , 
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The lower hillsides are shaggy with cover, and the valleys like well-kept fairways 

sunny slopes of the bluffs that face south outside, ready to take the almost in- had been hunting was scored by a series 
and west, where the vines, heavy with evitable falls on the left knee and hand. of short deep gulleys, and where these 
fruit, sprawl over the rocks or trail from We had not gone far when I heard a widened to meet the valley below they 
the low-spreading bur oaks, and every crash from above as my companion went were filled with a dense growth of brush. 
one taken will have its bill stained with down, and I made some jeering remark, We knew there were many thorn-apple 
the purple juice. This was a grape year, which is an unkind thing to do at any trees among these thickets, and that one 
as we knew from the wealth of them we time and a very unwise thing to do when could almost always be sure of flushing a 
had seen along the lane; so we decided hunting partridges. No sooner had I bird or two where the hard, sour little 
to start on the hillsides. spoken than there was a roar of wings apples lay rotting on the ground, for the 

The first bluff rose steeply from the from below as a bird shot out from be- seeds are a favorite food of the par- 
very edge of the lane. Slipping between hind a clump of juniper and, instead of tridge. But the shooting there is so diffi- 
the rusty strands of barbed-wire which, going up, turned and plunged like a bul- cult that one turns to it only as a last 
stapled to trees and an occasional rotting let down~and across the steep slope. resort. 
post, did duty as a fence, we started up Whirling clear to the right to get the The growth of chokecherry and iron- 
the slope. Well toward the top there was gun ahéad of him, I too slipped and fell wood, haw and thorn apple, wild grape 
a rugged outcrop of sandstone, and along and, sprawling on the ground, snapped a and woodbine is so thick as to be al- 
the upper edge of this grewa heavy stand hopeless. long-range shot at twinkling most impenetrable; briars rip and tear 
of vines, some overhanging the ledge and wings that vanished before the echo of at face and hands, and the keenest gun 
trailing their yellow leaves and purple the shot had died. is baffled by the broken light and the 
clusters on the ground below. There was maze of leaves and twigs and trailing 
little other cover except sumac and a AN least we were finding birds, and vines. But the ardent grouse hunter calls 
few stunted cedars, but we had known we felt that we had guessed rightly no cover impossible; so we decided to 
the birds to venture there often in quest in choosing the slopes; but after those have a try at it. 
of the fruit; so, climbing above and to first two, found within a few minutes As we dropped down to the first thick- 
one side of the ledge, we swung down after starting, we worked along the side- et through a crevice in a fifty-foot cliff 
toward it, ready for action. But in sparse hills for nearly an hour without putting of sandstone, slipping over the needles of 
cover birds are wary, and we were still up another. We could have had other pines that kept the gorge in twilight, we 
a hundred yards away when a big par- shooting. Rabbits popped out of the heard the quick beat of wings below, 
tridge rocketed out from under the matted grass in the sumac thickets, and ceasing almost as soon as heard, and 
tangled vines to spiral back up the hill now and again we would see a flash of knew that a partridge had lit in a tree. 
and disappear in the oaks along the crest. silver as a gray squirrel, graceful even in Going toward the spot where, as nearly 

There were no other birds there; but, frantic retreat, fled to the high trees. as we could tell, the bird had stopped, 
encouraged by the finding of the one, More than one covey of quail buzzed out we scanned carefully the branches of 
we separated some twenty yards and from among the grapevines, and once, pine after pine, following up the trunks 
worked forward along the side-hill, eager where a briar-grown thicket of aspen and out along the branches in painstak- 
and expectant. These bluffs are steep as made a splash of gold against the tawny ing search. Over and over again we scru- 
a house roof, slippery with dry leaves hillside, a brace of woodcock flushed tinized each of a dozen trees. It seemed 
and grass, covered with loose rock in with eerie whistle and wavering flight. incredible that an object as large as a 
places and netted with foot-entangling But there were no more grouse to be partridge could escape detection, yet we 
vines. Usually the birds fly uphill when found, and at last, discouraged, we de- knew from experience how very difficult 
flushed; so, when possible, one keeps the cided to try other ground. it is thus to find a bird that has not been 
up-slope to the left and the gun on the Near its base, the hill along which we closely marked. (Continued on page 65) 
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idently gone back to hunt alone where too, and had seen him first. It was a per- g 
we had recently hunted together. fect_ example of what an old Mississippi| § . ei 

So Jim sent two boys back down the quail hunter I once knew called “grab | ~ gNes (vil 
river in search of him, with a promise of shots,” a term that aptly describes many | = 7 a 3 a 
reward in addition to their pay if they of the shots one must take at ruffed]  ™% i Knife 
found him. Ena was on the verge of tears grouse. In such cases there is no time} “4 4 | 
at his desertion, and perhaps she was whatever to aim, even in the sense of hie s O 
right when she said: “I’m sure he re- pointing with both eyes open as practiced ae | a eeu y | 
members being chained for a month be- in ordinary field shooting. The whole thing BS oS % Ever Pt 
fore we left. After the life he has led lifting, pointing and shooting—must be = Carried Pace | 
lately, the thought of renewed confinement one instantaneous movement, guided whol- oe 6 tee 
must have terrified him.” ly by instinctive feel. A Pa ga 

But a month later the boys had not re- To the novice it seems incredible that a x . 
turned, and Venus had produced six queer- fast, half-seen target can ever be hit in| Keen as a razor— \% i * 
looking puppies. When Jim remarked that that way. Indeed, the great difficulty of shaped end tember \ 
they might possess Bandit’s skill and en- the beginner in covert shooting, even] modeled to fit the é 
durance, be more inclined to stay with though he may be a good performer in| handwithasure,easy (A 
men-folk, and less inclined to thieve, Ena the open, is to respond quickly enough to Sco rb ine ane yen Ne 
said: “However good they may be, I hope the stimulus of sight and sound to shoot | through underbrush, sharpen- C\ 
we shall see Bandit again, for I’m sure he at aur ne ee gues ten he ul belt slting bacon, et-NfarieW 208, 
loved us. And anyway, he proved a very clutching his gun and staring in bewilder- | crattNo. 49 Leather Handle, 474~ s 
honest thief.” yey > ment at the place where the bird disap- This Welle ia just one neat ae singandie 

But Bandit must have found good hunt- peared. But it is remarkable how many | S#mouslineot— 4 a 
ing, for we never saw him again. of these “grab shots” will be successful BLE OUTING ‘ 

Tur Enp when one has learned to try them. EQUIPMENT 
The rule to follow is to regard any bird “For Every Hour in the Open” 

ACE OF THE UPLANDS seen within range as offering a shot that a 
5 ie should be taken, and to consider failing s 1) 

(Continued from page 37) to soot e far po disgraceful than miss-| ¥ —y FREE! 
‘ ‘ ing. Get the gun off—somehow, anyhow— Rd | Xouwillwantourtree 

aie ne eed nee Pee and bit by bit speed and accuracy will be ; Matbies Queing 
little way apart, guns ready. Then, at the gained, until a surprising number of what aN Kilves, Axes Sights 
signal of a raised hand, my companion would once have been considered impossi- \\ eos 

imitated, by trilling with his tongue against ble shots begin to yield results. a ope | <a oF vnstul items ror 
the roof of his mouth, the whir of a flush- We retrieved our bird and went on to | fi “Write today? 

ing Pied Lae niga to the sam cae Ne voces daksl beyond: UB wos ae | | goat eee 
the partsiige shot down from a tree-op, climb. We were breathing hard when we| Mamtee Mister. | ¢, Marbiets 
curving round the shoulder of the cliff, ‘eached the top, and before going on into Hias ring for attaching to} Fastens to coat or sleeve. or belt. Keeps] Guaranteed accurate. No. 
us a ous pole as sae ang te dark matches slways ‘dry and aaa mesh onary Gel 
orm, hurtlin; tween the  shelterin: Kj Poin re ag 

boles, vanished behind the rocks, but e WEEN your February issue Tes eda ae oni dah tae 
deen mist of feathers and the thud of AMEDION oe Remi ae oo ee (A95) 
a falling body told us we had won. ARMS & MFG. COMPANY 

Eneoumeeel by this first success, we and start there, 525 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich., U.S. 
worked the thicket thoroughly and at ml: es ae Se ae So 
length. Back and forth we struggled, slip- 
ping on logs, tripped by vines, slapped by the covert that lay just below us my com- J or smen 
whipping branches and scratched on thigh panion sat down on a stump to rest a mo- 
and hand and face by clawing branches. ment, while I started to light a cigarette. Aves p) Game Heads, Rugs, 

It is along the edge of such cover that Both of us knew better. We knew that p AaSISe He , Robes, etc., make ideal 
one is most likely to have success—a state- before climbing a fence, or crossing a ie ve fC 
ment that holds true for almost any kind gulley, or lighting a pipe—before doing vs a IFTS 
of cover and almost any kind of game. anything that makes shooting temporarily Pe) Gl 
But when hunting a country of small and impossible—one should stop suddenly and Wee ‘| for Home, Office, Den 
scattered wood-lots and thickets, it is im- stand quite still for a moment. If there is ae | or Mountain Cabin 
portant to go clear through every good a bird near by, it will nearly always think | i 
pie of ere y a ie . it has been seen and will flush Otherwise, Sportsmen and nature Tovers recite with delight 

any a bird is passe yy because it it is sure to get up just when you are Sean oe ean 
doesn’t seem worth while to struggle.the thoroughly enenelat i barbed Fe or Shae ening ae A esta cana Re 
last few rods up some steep bank or fight have both hands busy guarding a match SRT eT arrays. a0 
through the remaining quarter acre of flame. Wri p fe d i : i 
some patch of brush that has been almost It was so on this occasion. No sooner T0e for BOTH Catslon ond Foller 
completely hunted over without result. were we off guard than there was a great a 
And so, when we had combed that thick- hubbub of rushing wings, and two par- 1021 IG Denver 
et from end to end without flushing an-  tridges that had come to this open space Broadway JO AS Colorado 
other bird and then noted that we had to sun themselves or look for acorns BROS. 
missed a narrow strip which ran steeply flashed up from the grass not twenty yards r= 
alse to the top yt the ridge, Aye as away and poled BOT EHEACOVENs Ni yp COM | eee 
straight up through it, in spite of the fact panion had no chance to get into action 
that it was all second-growth oak bush so at all. Though I managed to get my gun HARLEY’S SHOOTING and 
thick that we could not see each other up and fire one barrel before the rear- Driving Mitten 
when ten yards apart. most bird disappeared, it hardly required $ 50 | 

To avoid accident, we kept track of each the few minutes of perfunctory searching 3 z 
other’s whereabouts by means of crow we did as a matter of duty to assure me Sporting Goods Boeipald 
calls carried for the purpose. The noise of that I had missed. caelee PERE Will give plenty of warmth 
these, or of a cow bell or a whistle, does We went after the birds promptly, for |} 204 comfort Ha ata heen nee Shece lined 
not alarm the birds as does shouting, and a partridge rarely flies far in thick cover |] glove gives freedom of action to ‘the trigger finger. « 
something of the kind should always be and can nearly always be found again and Sues SUGEEST EE eetee yaentiaO-cD: 
carried if two are shooting together in. again by following up the line of flight. HARLEY WICKHAM CO., inc. "288,552 
heavy caver. But though we flushed these'several tires, | (xe 
We bed almost peaches eae en of the they were wild, getting ue too far ahead serine 

strip when we heard a bird flush on ahead, to be seen, and we finally left the thicket mea) 
and then another. Though we could not without having had a shot at them or at a EAL 
see them rise, one showed for an instant any others. P : 8 Makes old guns like new 
through an opening in the leaves above as We beat out one more thicket without NEW METHOD _ Will not. infure steel. 4 09 
he turned and sped back toward the result, and then, as this was too punishing UH nu Blau heating - Agippeat ery, 1 
depths of the thicket below. I snapped in a task to continue without reward, we de- = a, guns in ten minutes for.... 
a shot at him, but even as my finger pressed cided to change our ground again. If the _—_ phat Gremlins Say” 
the trigger I saw him crumple up, and birds were not on the side-hills among the snc New Method Gun Bluing Co. 
knew that my companion had seen him grapevines, nor in the thickets among the er Eainribce aia
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thorn apples, there was but one place and when flushed would go careening in the late afternoon sunlight. We were 

where they could be, and that was on the down the steep slopes through the trees, thoroughly tired and dirty. 

high ridges eating acorns or sunning them- offering targets fast and tricky enough to My companion had ripped his breeches 

selves in the little patches of sand that test our skill to the utmost. Once or twice from knee to pocket, and one cheek was 

form below the sandstone outcroppings so we followed the birds down and harried smeared with blood where a savage briar 

common in these hills. them out of the thick cover below, only had cut deep. One of my shins ached pain- 

We decided to have lunch before going to have them go blithely rocketing back fully where it had collided with a fallen 

on, however. For a pleasant hour we sat over the top and down the other side of tree, and I had lost a glove and suffered 

on the grassy bank of a spring and ate the ridge while we came painfully and a badly scratched hand in consequence. 

sandwiches and crisp sprigs from the beds profanely struggling after. But for the The empty spaces in our shell vests were 

of water cress that choked the spring. most part, we were content to stay on out of all proportion to the number of 

From where we sat we could see before top and let any bird that we missed go birds in our pockets. We still had some 

us the high ridge we meant to try next. unpursued. And we missed more than I miles to walk and many miles to drive. 

. Its west flank faced us, scored from sum- care to acknowledge here, but among the But we were, of course, utterly content. 

mit to base with brushy draws, dark here failures there stood out a few successes We had had a perfect day with the finest 

and there with the deep green of pines that that more than made up for the rest. bird that flies. 

clung about the ledges, white and gold One came when a bird I flushed drove 

whee the pile of birch and papier straight toward my somnpapion so that I SALMO CANADENSIS 

showed through their veil of foliage like could not shoot because of him, nor he . 

drifting smoke. because of me. Whirling as it whizzed (Continued from page 23) 

That hill had always been the best bit past his head, he saw it pass upward be- Newfoundland, bursting its way through 

of partridge ground in the whole region, hind a screen of low-hung branches, and steep mountain gorges directly into the 

and as we finished our after-luncheon dropping to his knees he whipped ina shot sea without a sign of inlet or bay to slow 

smoke and started the steep ascent it was that brought it down. down its tumultuous descent. The exit is 

with the hope that things had not changed. Later, following up a bird that had swift, narrow and deep, with a big cobble- 

The slope was all a tangle of rock and flushed far ahead, I came out on a jutting stone bar about a hundred yards out and 

brush, briers and down wood. Though we — shoulder of the hill where high oaks stood, a tremendous surf pounding and breaking 

took it slowly, the climb was a struggle, and above and behind me heard the thun- against the current and swirling into a 

ending with a clamber up a ledge where der of swift wings. I glimpsed a dark riot of white, churning foam. 

hands as well as feet were needed. shadow that pitched from a tree-top and One would think that no fish could pos- 

The top was like a park, From ten toa plunged toward the bottom of the gorge sibly inhabit such a maelstrom, and that 

hundred yards in width, the ridge ran helow. Fast at any time, a ruffed grouse if he did he certainly wouldn't be able to 

practically level for perhaps a mile. It in dropping flight, trying desperately to pick up a fly in it; but such is far from the 

was covered with an open grove of oaks— eat the gun, is almost too quick for the truth. The little flies are not much use 

short twisted bur oaks with wide-spread- here, to be sure; but when the run is on 

ing branches that almost swept the ground, ae the ae es flood, aaa wa ae 

stately white oaks, and here and there a z rom a No. 6 up to 2/0, and hit it right 

thicket, sprouted from stumps where fence A Navy Raber eee and in such a maner that it will stay hit. 

posts had been cut. There was enough mander Robert 1 arney, And the brighter and weirder the fly, the 

sunlight for grass, but by some miracle who was trained aces better. If you strike them—and this is 

of luck there had been no grazing—for gunnery, applies the principles to more or less on the laps of the gods—it 

which we were thankful, since sheep or duck shooting. Read | BETTER will not take you long to fill the camp 

cattle will ruin a grouse covert almost as PERCENTAGES in the next dinner-pail with big, lusty, pink-fleshed { 

effectually as the ax. : issue and improve your score. trout plus a liberal surplus which can be 

In a good mast year the ground on such returned to either of its native elements, r 

a ridge is littered with acorns, and forms salt or fresh, without apparently bothering 

a banquet board for squirrels, jays and eye to follow. My first shot was far be- the fish in the least. 

woodpeckers, as well as for partridges. A hind; the second, sent in as the gun was But the real cream of sea-trout fishing 

more pleasant place through which to jerked below the half-seen target, fol- is to be had, say from two or three to ten 

carry a gun than such a hilltop grove, lowed so quickly that the two sounded miles upstream, depending on the size of 

with its clean level ground and the superb almost as one. The bird vanished with the the river and the speed of the run. Here 

view it affords, would be hard to imagine. report, but I heard something strike the the fish are still fresh-run; but they have 

The only trouble is that in such open ground far below and, climbing down, taken on the habits, if not the habiliments, 

cover the birds are likely to flush when found a telltale feather, and farther down of the typical stream fish, and the angler } 

out of range, so that many get away with- another and yet another. At last I came must use the same arts and subtleties that 

out affording any opportunity for a shot. to where he lay, back up, tail and wings he would employ on the ordinary fresh- { 

outspread, at the very foot of the slope. water trout. Smaller flies and finer tackle { 

WV ENG abreast, we started along Just below the end of the ridge, where take the place of the rough-and-ready salt- 

the ridge, one near each edge so as_ it fell steeply away to open pasture, stood water gear, and the dry fly may be turned 

to command both slopes. We had scarcely a group of gnarled apple trees, all that to excellent account. 

gone a hundred paces when a partridge was left to show the site of a long-aban- I have found No. 8 the most all-round 

flushed, and then a second and a third, so doned farmstead. Though many consider killing size in the wet and No. 10 in the 

far ahead that we could only stand and such an old orchard an excellent place to dry. Nothing over No. 6 is necessary, and 

watch them speed away and wish that we look for grouse, I have seldom known anything under No. 12 is usually a waste 

had been thirty yards closer. There is a them to frequent such ground in this of time. Use 1X gut for the wet and 2X for 

temptation, after such an experience, to country except in winter, when they will the dry, unless there are salmon about, in 

adopt still-hunting tactics and sneak along sometimes come to seek the frozen fruit which case at least a size larger would 4 

from tree to tree, but little is to be gained that still clings to the branches. But be conservative. 

by such stealthiness. A free advance, rea- somehow no apples taste so good as those As in other trout fishing, everything de- 

sonably quiet, causes no more alarm than one finds by chance in lost orchards; so pends on conditions of water and weather. 

a cautious one; so we walked slowly but we filled our pockets with the fragrant Fine tackle is indicated on hot days and 

steadily on. fruit that hung low on the burdened low water, with the odds on the dry, and 

‘At a point where the ridge narrowed branches and strewed the ground. heavier gear is in order when the water is 

we found our way blocked by a windfall. We did not expect to see game, but one high and cold, in which case most reliance 

Skirting it to the left, I put up two birds mistake in a day is enough, and we were can be put on the wet. The actual fishing 

that burst out from under a sandstone ready when, with a roar of rushing wings, varies scarcely at all from the usual stream 

ledge with a great uproar and sped, one our last bird flashed up from the edge of tactics for purely fresh-water trout, with 

to the right, one to the left, down and the orchard. Dashing for cover as only a these possible exceptions: (1) the sea 

along the flank of the ridge. I saw the scared partridge can when caught in the trout is more apt to take and more apt 

first crumple up as I shot and, with visions open, he spiraled back over our heads. to take hard; (2) the big fellows are likely 

of a double, whirled to get in the left Even in the open it would have been easy to frequent the tails of the pools, like 

barrel at the other, but he faded into the to misjudge that rising curve; but my salmon, with whom they frequently lie 

distance unharmed, while ten feet in front companion, deadly on overhead work, held fin to fin; (3) as a rule, where there is 

of me a slender birch swayed and fell to right, and the bird whirled over and down, enough water sea trout are more apt to be 

the ground, its two-inch trunk cut through falling at the very edge of the cover he found just above a fall than just below 

by the charge of shot it had intercepted. had so recklessly left. one; and (4) the brighter flies, such as 

For two hours or more we hunted that Munching our apples, we trudged slow- the Silver Doctor and Parmacheene Belle, 

hill, and never have I known grouse to be ly back along the level floor of the valley. are a better bet than in brook-trout fishing, 

more numerous or to offer finer shooting. There was the fragrance of grass and although they are not always at the top 

They were always at or near the top, clover in the air, and the wooded hillsides of the list. 
under the ledges or among the acorns, to right and left were vivid with color T have also had excellent luck with such
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PROF. LUTHER BANTA 

WE SUBMIT herewith our Prog- this year enabled us to maintain better faithfully every other day to a new 
gress Report on the Artificial control of brooder temperatures than area. These birds developed very sat- 

Propagation of Ruffed Grouse for the previously. The two new Coleman isfactorily for nearly 5 weeks. On 
season of 1935. Perhaps first should brooders were also helpful. However, Aug. 25, 2 died suddenly, 2 on Aug. 
be mentioned our appreciation for the the metal hovers were uninsulated, 26, 3 on Aug. 27, and 1 on Sept. 1. 
very fine cooperation extended by which proved a real handicap, and this Autopsy showed the cause to be acute 
many individuals. Among these should improvement was effected. ulcerative enteritis or quail disease. 
be particularly enumerated the game The greatest single obstacle encoun- These cases were our first experience 
wardens and field representatives of tered was the inability to induce the with this well-known malady. From 
our division, and Mr. Fred Wood of baby chicks to eat. The greatest losses this experience we feel justified in our 
the Wilbraham State Game Farm; were experienced in the first few days belief that, for our present location at 
also Mr. Fred Taylor who was de- in the brooders. 65 chicks that died least, the college poultry plant, it is 
tailed to care for the grouse during in this period were, upon autopsy, essential to maintain our stock on wire 
the summer and Doctors Van Roekel found to have little or no feed in floors, continuously. When adequate 
and Bullis of our Department of Vet- either crops or gizzards. They would numbers of birds are available, it would 
erinary Science, who autopsied every walk or run right over and through _ be practically feasible to try deep gravel 
specimen that was lost. the great abundance and variety of sand or cinder runs. These have 

With one season of experimentation, food offered, including both dry and proven very successful in rearing tur- 
we were much better equipped with moist mash, cracked grains, green feed key poults. The analogous problem 
experience and facilities than in 1934. and liquid milk. Forced feeding was concerned in rearing turkeys is infec- 

det wild eggs were brought in as 14 resorted to but proved ineffectual. In tious hepatitis or blackhead disease. 
different lots, and from 16 different most instances, in former experiments We still have one surviving grouse 
nests. These nests, in cases where the elsewhere the use of live maggots has from the 1934 trial. This bird is ap- 
numbers of eggs were reported, held been resorted to. To reduce the chances parently normal, but has been contin- 
from 11 to 15 eggs each. 152 eggs of infection, we have thus far avoided uously on wire floors. 
were set in a Buffalo Electric Incu- this practice, but this method or some By employing strict sanitary pre- bator. 36 eggs were removed due to other device may be necessary to over- cautions, disinfecting all utensils, 
breakage, blood rings, dead in shell, come this real handicap at the very hands, etc., no quail disease was trans- 
etc., and 118 chicks were hatched or start. No difficulty of this nature was mitted to the other lot continued on 
77.6% of those set. A number of experienced in 1934 when feeding was wire, and these birds appear to be very 
embryo malpositions have been ob- begun in the incubator due to inability fine individuals in every way. One 
served and might well receive inten- to have the brooders ready on time. bird died Oct. 7 from blackhead. As 
sive study in the future. Upon ar- A very much improved ration was the birds grew, the leg bands were re- 
rival ali eggs were weighed individu- available this year, as developed by placed by wing bands at 45 to 57 days ally and scored for shape, texture and Dr. L. C. Norris of the Cornell Uni- of age. All birds have been weighed color. All eggs that had been held versity poultry staff. This ration car- weekly so that some data are now under domestic hens were disinfected ries substantial amounts of brewer’s available to determine normal growth 
before placing in the incubator. The yeast and liver meal, and supplies nu- curves. This information is very vital 

\ range of egg weights was from 15.5-  tritional essentials, particularly Vita- and useful from a number of stand- 
\ 21.5 grams inclusive. Each lot of eggs min “G”, which have been deficient points. 

was segregated so that its progress could in many diets fed to game birds in the Our progress is necessarily severely be followed subsequently. The chicks past. Due to the pioneer character of handicapped by having a supply of were weighed individually and leg this work, it is desirable to employ ra- eggs available at only one time of banded. The range of chick weights tions of known constitution, rather year. When we succeed in rearing was from 9-15.5 grams inclusive for than commercially available mixtures considerable numbers so that we may the 115 chicks moved to the brooders. involving secret formulae. No perosis maintain our own breeding colony, A study of the origin of our 5 live of slipped tendon were observed, we will be in a position to make staan birds on hand at present demonstrates feathering was smooth and abundant, rapid progress. With the inaugura- 
that they all came from a single wild and observation would suggest that tion of a 2-year wild life major in the nest. These eggs were the last lot every nutritive essential was provided. Stockbridge School at Massachusetts 
to be brought in and the first to hatch. When, if and as adequate numbers of State College this fall, it is hoped that These facts suggest great differences grouse can be successfully reared, mod- more adequate funds and personnel in the inherent vigor of stocks from ifications calculated to reduce the cost may be made available. We are different parents, and that a study of of this diet may well be inaugurated. greatly handicapped. in attempting to the body temperatures of wild grouse On July 22, our 15 birds then avail- offer adequate instruction in game bird and those of the embryos of wild eggs able were divided into 2 lots, 7 being propagation with only a few birds of a undergoing natural incubation should continued on wire, and 8 placed in a single species, and the necessity of be undertaken in 1936. portable run on what seemed to be prosecuting our experiments on a part- The master thermostat furnished clean lawn sod. The run was moved time basis. 
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North Carolina 
Ruffed Grouse 
Cycle 

Exeerpt from letter from Watson Hall, February 18, 1935: 

"T read another news item the other day to the effect that ‘ruffed 
grouse, which were almost extinct in North Carolina a few years ago, have 
greatly increased due to rigid protection afforded by the game laws,' 
This seems to fit in with the theory that southeastern cycles run about 
opposite the northwestern ones. And it seems that there is still some 
educational work to be done regarding the causes of grouse fluctuations."



: Ruffed Grouse. 
Grit 

Item in Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. 5, No. 10, January 1935, v. 9 

GROUSE SWALLOWS MARBLE 

Game Protector W. B. McClarin killed a grouse in the gizzard 
of which he found a large marble.
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Pa. Game News 

June (7), 1935 

__ GROUSE NEST 
Maurice Sherman, and District Protector 
Francis Jenkins found a grouse st with 

paced (ielueqeanderae eutite ty Her 
sixth egg when they disturbed her. There | 
were three inches of snow on the ground at | . 

the time. g aeas 

S : \ Ley



Field & Stream Ruffed Grouse folder 

duly, 1935, pe 73 

/ A BIG RUFFED GROUSE 

/ result of Bil! Schaldach’s article, 

‘Old Pa'tridge,” published last De- 

ident of the United States Steel Corpora 
tion. Among other things, he tells the | 

called to ada bit of information a friend 
once passed to me along with other data, 

three ounces on tested scales. It was the] 

é largest bird he ever saw eard of. (This | 
fr jend now retired t teen ell- | 

arned rest and is osily bedded down on 

( ap - ae H e ok eae Pe is a m,| 

check my memory on that grouse : : 

eileen Retand, Macolatithe head Gi 
cee 

f eeerty devoid of cover. There was a| ‘ 
particularly rank th rn-apple b ashisorue : ‘ 

soltting out in the open apd upwind transl 
‘all cover. When the dog was sent in, the | ; 

bird flushed out of a slight depression in| 
the gravel and swung to the right. My| 
friend made a clean kill and the bird pitch 
ed squarely into the thorn bush Sin e it 

e ene g capi th ide PE “ eae 
tle, for when it was taken out of the bush 
the skin down the back was badly torn. 

“ t that pe iod a “¢ was a gun com- 

pany in Worcester, the Forend Arms Com 
pany, whose President was named Sullivan 
‘orend, and he was then critically ill. The 

bird was given to Mr. Forend, who insisted 

that it be taken down to the store (or fac- 
tory) and weighed on the gun scales. Eve 
one regretted that the skin was so badly 

torn, otherwise, according to opinion, it 
sald ae e a sg Bae is that 

Let us hear from some of our friends : ‘ 

note published recently in this Department 

We get te oe er 
rom which we can do likewise, not only 

birds, including waterfowl, Such data is 
not only interesting and valuable, but is al- 
most always good for an argument 

#



Pat pd 10 PENNSYLVANIA GAME NEWS 
sama, OF January, 1936. Vol. VI, No. 10 gipte’? > s ov 

WO FOr ulred-Grouse Nesearc 
The Abundance of These Birds in Minnesota Appears to Fluctuate in Ten- Year Cycles 

with Surprising Regularity 

By HARRIET PREMACK 
‘ Me AQ gts ay i ; of Game and Fish Commissioners of Minnesota. These have given YY Fn vf -,e + 4 a. Professor King a knowledge of hunting conditions in that state, ott ‘ iP ie Se $ 8 ¥ with special reference to ruffed grouse, since 1814. The records up ; oe + “ew as Seal : q i to 1871 are scattered; since then there is an annual record. 

i | - AD ay ¢ > - oer : t / Up and Down 
ee a Sy es The significant fact disclosed is that the numbers of certain weg ts, wt » oe 4 23 ae i — = species of wild game fluctuate in ten-year cycles, rising slowly and t- - we 0 a , Ae dropping swiftly with surprising regularity. Neither weather, aes - aX _ i Fy 4. ie. drouth nor hail have any correlation with this condition. Nor do at x SA, A oe hunting restrictions make an appreciable difference, as Professor t ae | é Ys E Be a King reads the records. His own studies support these disclosures. 

r Le Cy, eo i a The data he has collected since 1930 coincide exactly with the 4 ane > i. P% —— ten-year cycle revealed in his studies of past conditions. In 1981 tf i Sf Pei pe there were 520 birds on the Cloquet project area. In 1932 there oe a A *e : ‘ were 700. The following year, 1938, there were 990, and in 1934 
ie » j the number fell to 520. This change occurred despite the fact that 

«rae % aes - there was no hunting on the area and that conditions changed very eS: -" ag Py oe A r little from one year to the next. 
ad oe ae * ee Two other facts of importance have been established by the 

ri eo o 4 ~ a study so far: First, ruffed grouse haye a definite cruising radius | 
] | > ie i of one-half mile. They will not, even if they starve to death, go 

a ad 4 yy. oe F any farther for food or for any other reason. They live and die ee adil ood’ é — within the same half-mile area. For this reason, their entire food . 2 am _— and cover requirements, which are as definite and as complicated 
4 ~— 2. as those of human beings, must be found in this area. 

% A La = Second, “carrying capacity of land”’—a new phrase in wild-life 
ie —" 7 terminology—has real significance. It refers concretely to the gi ae” tw . number of wild animals a given piece of land can support. For 

a wi Pe . example, Herbert L. Stoddard, Georgia quail expert, recently 
4% Jeo Bs , demonstrated clearly that the carrying capacity of land for quail 

ea: %§ 6 is one bird per acre. The owner of an island in the Mississippi Mi 2, i River asked Mr. Stoddard to increase the quail stoek for him, - a Mr. Stoddard worked the island quail population up to one bird P <a, DS per acre and declared that his work was finished. Not satisfied, r | ZA ae the owner purchased 2,000 birds and placed them on the island. ae he rl a a Within eighteen months the number of quail on the island was 
as ae | y back to the ratio of one quail to each acre. Professor King’s studies 
ys Pe : f show that ruffed grouse need even more elbow room, and that es Pe land with one bird to every four acres has reached its carrying 

a - F ia capacity. 
F Just how is the information secured that makes such conclusions 

Above—Professor King, right, and his assistant attaching to the possible? ae 
wing of a young ruffed grouse the little tag with a number to identify In 1928 ten sporting arms and ammunition companies organized the bird whenever it is recaptured. an institute designed to build up wild life in the United States. 

This institute established a group of full-time research fellowships. 
One of these, on the cyclic life of the ruffed grouse, was assigned “Closing the hunting season will not solve the problem of wild- to Professor King. Since that time, he has worked on the project life conservation,” says Ralph T. King, University of Minnesota almost continuously. 

zoologist, who, for the past six years, has devoted his time to an Hyery month, he and four or five assistants tramp the forty-two 
extended study of the habits of Minnesota’s ruffed grouse, or miles of strip on the Cloquet project, set aside for this work by partridge. the University of Minnesota. In the twelve-week spring session 
“Whether we shoot the birds or not, their numbers will fluctuate thirty-five or forty junior foresters and wild-life managers live according to a definite cycle, which human interference does not and study there. 

disturb,” he declares in contradicting the popular belief. “An in- Each man, equipped with a note-book and a map of the area, 
telligent attempt to give wild life a decent break, in the form of begins to walk an hour after sun-up, waiting until that time so 
scientific management, is the only way to stop the rapid diminu- that birds will be through feeding and will have returned to their tion of our wild game resources, normal distribution. Hach man notes the plant species he en- 

With this purpose in mind, to give wild life a decent break, Pro- counters, and every object that may have the slightest bearing 
fessor King has been at work. For fifty-nine consecutive months, 0D the life of the ruffed grouse. Most of all he watches for the 
he or his assistants have walked the forty-two miles of “strip” birds themselves. When ‘he Hlusties enon ie ore oes which cuts a 3,000-acre area near Cloquet, Minnesota, into quarter- ig direction. Then, he establishes his bearings and paces the dis- 
mile squares, in order to study in minute detail the foods, distri tance to the nearest intersection of the strip. In this way, he marks bution and nesting habits of the birds of the area, The work is the exact spot on which eee the bird. Every bird flushed 
still going on, but results that will greatly affect wild-game man- @4 every nest found is recorded both on the map and in the note- 
agement in the future, it is believed, are beginning to take shape. book, together with much other information. 

Besides studying the birds on this area he has made a study of Dyed Tail Feathers 
old letters, diaries, old shooting journals, express company shipping Confusion and duplication are carefully avoided by thorough 
records, sporting journals and the biennial reports of the Board methods of identifying the birds, After much experimentation,



possible to immediately determine what it ably due to a highly developed bump of of all phases of Nature. It sharpens the 
was, but by steadily gazing at the same spot curiosity. I mention this because not more senses and frequently stands one in good 
the outlines of a black squirrel became than a few seconds after the passing of the stead in helping find the game that he seeks. 

vaguely discernible. A slight twitch of his piney, I saw a gray, and a black up in the The presence of larger animals is often be- 

tail and I was positive. same beech attempting to reach nuts that trayed by watching the behavior of those 

Slowly raising my rifle to my shoulder I were hanging on the tips of branches no that are more readily observed. Many 

held for the upper part of the body and larger than a match in diameter. I watched otherwise good woodsmen fail to pay any 
pressed the trigger. As the shot resounded them for some little time or until it sud- attention to this phase of wooderaft for fear 

through the cathedral stillness of the great denly dawned on me that they were game. that they may be called “Nature bugs” by 
wood, the squirrel gave a spasmodic leap Selecting the largest (the black), I drew a some of their fellows. 

and came down on a forked limb in which bead and let him have it. At the sound of The excited chatter of a red squirrel ar- 

it became securely fastened. It meant the shot the gray bounced into the air, rested my attention, the little rascal, on the 

climbing the tree to dislodge it, and climb I grasped the branches of an adjoining tree, top of a stub, his thin body shaking with 

did; the fine, fat animal, a prime black, dashed for the trunk and was gone. From the frenzy that possessed him. In a little 

being well worth the effort. a clump of withered bracken at the foot of while I discovered the cause for his fury. 

While making my descent I saw another the tree there issued a terrified squeal, and Located in the crotch of a beech was a 
squirrel stealthily creeping down an adjoin- the gray tore back up into the tree that he bunch of leaves, apparently the red squir- 
ing hemlock. Then, as if he had been sud- had so recently quit. Close behind him was rel’s nest, and upon which was perched a 
denly warned that he had been detected, he the grinning, sinister mask of a weasel. I full grown gray complacently munching some 

literally fell the remaining distance and fired several shots at the comparatively tidbit. The red made no attempt to drive 

dashed off through the leaves. In my slow-moving but methodical weasel without the intruder away even tho’ I have heard it 

anxiety to get down I also fell a part of the slightest effect. The pursued and pur- said that the former is more than a match 
the way, but, unlike the squirrel, it was suer went on, the panic stricken squirrel for its big relative. Losing no time I bore 
wholly unintentional on my part. gaining on the weasel at every jump, the down on the gray, and scored number four, 

In the meanwhile, said squirrel continued former unwittingly postponing the fate that exclusive of the red. 
on, still in sight, making straight for a hem- was inevitable. It was now that hour of evening when 
lock located about a hundred feet down the After retrieving the black I crossed a Nature is at its most fascinating mood. The 
slope. When I reached terra firma and had small gully and placed myself in such a_ fading light of the setting sun had painted 

recovered sufficiently to aim a gun, the black position as to command a good view of a the treetops in evanescent hues. The faint 
had reached the first large limb on the tree fine old hemlock whose top had been broken twitterings of birds as they prepared to 
and stopped to reconnoiter, or perhaps be- off by the wind. At the point where the roost for the night, accentuated rather than 
cause of curiosity at the sudden cessation tree had shattered, the branches formed a disturbed the heavy silence. From the far 
of violent activity on my part. At any rate dense canopy and a likely retreat for the distances came the plaintive whistle of a lo- 
it was a fatal pause, for my gun reached  pushytails. For the better part of an hour comotive to violate the fastness of the an- 
out and nailed him, scoring a perfect neck I was tantalized by the continued move- cient wood. Just then a black jumped from 
shot. Pocketing squirrel number two I re- ments of the dense covert without detecting the trunk of the topped hemlock and began 
turned to my first stand and made myself what was the cause of the mysterious move- searching for something in the leaves. His 
comfortable, ments. search ended when my rifle shattered the 

In a few minutes I was again a part of During the long wait I was again amply silences and betokened the passing of squir- 
the landscape so far as the animals were entertained, for the opossum ventured forth rel number five. 
concerned. This time an old opossum came from his den in the beech and encountered The soft breeze that had arisen wafted 
trudging through the leaves, his button eyes a surly old porcupine. After a display of the fragrant odor of tobacco smoke to my 
fixed to the ground in that peculiar unseeing magnificent dentition, that the porcupine nostrils and heralded the approach of my 
stare so characteristic of the animal. A few haughtily ignored, the opossum shuffled on companions. Presently, they made their ap- 
feet from me he paused, turned to glance grumbling to himself. Then there were the pearance in the uncertain light of the forest 
ever his shoulder, and snarled silently. chickadees, bluejays, and woodpeckers in aisles. Like myself they had each bagged 
Slightly increasing his pace, he continued on addition to the chipmunks and pine squir- five bushytails, and called it a fitting sequel 
a few feet farther and then disappeared  rels; all contributing their bit in brightening to a great day. No hustle nor bustle; peace. 
into a hole at the base of a beech. If a that interim. rest and contentment—that’s squirrel hunt- 

predatory animal was on his trail, I'll never Without any implications I might add ing, whether you bushwhack your limit or 

know, for whatever it was undoubtedly took that all good woodsmen are keen observers not. 
alarm upon scenting me. My suspicions are 

that it was a grey fox. eae rye oo y oy yd fe oes 
As I sat there pondering on the opossum’s _ ye tL af a co 

_ possible pursuer, I was startled by a piece rs YN. 1 a ] J yn , rey i oy A i. 

of beechnut shell falling into my lap; in a ee. * NE we oe § yi . . - - 2 

second it was followed by another, and then eo. Yt. at ¢ | Yili i, . . | 

still another. Peering up into the tree at — § |. | =e PG AN se ie 
my back, I saw an exceptionally large pine of a oy By Deer, Os hae A oe 

squirrel perched on a limb thirty or more al fo aa? a in J ea . Poon 2 “Ae ah vs 

feet above me nonchalantly shelling the nut _ 2 ' \y oe Beil Bod * Soy one 

in question. It was an easy shot, so that { 4 we ; itm bo OE oe 
: ue ae a ee the piney was soon reposing in my pocket oe ; ei GIN a! es oh Bale bd 

along with the two blacks. The shot star- : — : fis a A); \ 4, } cabal’ 4 iy a3 

tled something high up in the branches of : nes |e me: —" OS a : 

a beech, but I was unable to determine what . Ye A ie! OU > 
: 2 f fy tO age 
it was. ; “ } : i | Be 2 : : 

It is certainly strange how quickly an ani- fo : : : “ak i co = ~ . 

mal usually forgets sounds or circumstances ae gh : poy - Be 

which at some previous time startled it. r yo a 2 i . ee _ 

This is a most pronounced characteristic in Of vs i Pity! oi) os i 
members of the squirrel family, and is prob- & & Se 4 Fo i Mi wet : | 

= ; 2 vik ‘dh x ee oo - yg 

Blackie comes down for a run -— ; ey 1% A fo ees >. |. 
around, but ends up in a stew. a, Fe Me aH ee ia _
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Cycle 

; SAN'S LIMITED ; 

302 Queen St. 
Sault Ste, Marie, Ont. 
Jan. 10, 1936 

Mr. Leonard W. Wing 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Wing: 

Let me thank you for your letter of January 7th. I appreciate the 

compliment of getting word from some one else interested in wild life, I 

write for the local paper on special occasions, and my letters reach only the 

people of the district. 

I have taken the stand that much is written end taken for grented 

that cannot be substantiated by facts. Too many people-grab a pen after one 

trip out and write a lot of bunk, I have written many letters on whe ther 

Deer or Moose can scent you in the manner that wolves or dogs do. My contention 

is that their hearing is so acute that their actions when they hear is mistaken 

for smell. I have never had a Deer smell me when I was hid and making no noise. 

That is against the opinion of every writer I have ever seen in print, although 

nothing is surer that they have no scent. 

Now abut the Partridge dying off at different periods, I find 

it very hard to come to a conclusion. One thing is certain, that there is no 

cycle of a period of given years. That is seven or any other number, that so 

many people tell about. In this district the greatest scarcity came in 1900 

to 1905. At that time we had grand Partridge dogs, raised end trained them, 

The birds were so scarce for those five years we ellowed our strain of dogs 

to die out. Deer became pkatiful, and we bred Fox hounds instead. 

In the following years they became very plentiful, from 1911 until 

1924 they were so numerous that we would wait until the day before Deer season 

closed and go out and get 50 birds to send to Old Ontario with the visiting 

hunters. Then in 1924 they died in the summer, and I did not notice it, until 

a Tinnish fellow said to me, Birds all gone, then when my attention was called 

to it I began to notice that he was correct. In the fall there was very few, 

yet they hatched, end for a time had large coveys. Since then we have had at 

least 3 killings by disease, in ll years. They have gotten fairly plentiful 

in the summer only to be scarce by Sept. Ist. 

As you are aware, it takes some time after they become scarce before 

you notice it. Usually in hunting season, and what disease has killed in the 

sumer, is mistaken for winter killing. If yu would write me stating what you 

would like to know, I would only be too pleased to tell, that is if I can do 

it correctly. 

Some blame it on a long worm that is in the intestines. I do not 

believe that is correct. I have never opened a bird that I did not examine, and 

find that every fall some of the birds had those worms. There was no depletion,



in the flocks in general. Just before they died off they were very plentiful 

in this part, I have had the Cocks attack me in the fall. 

I will write this experience. In the fall of 1923 I was hunting Deer 

and going up a hill that had been cut over, saw a Cock bird just ahead of me, 

and when it saw me it turned and ran straight for me, its Queen Anne collar 

turned over its head and its tail fanned out, In a moment Cock birds came from 

all directions, and they came within 6 feet of me, strutted around and showed 

anything but fright. They ran towards me, they retired a couple of feet and came 

on again, possibly 20 or more, Just then the hen birds that I had not noticed 

started to fly away, and as they disappeared the Cocks took flight one after 

the other. I told the boys in the camp, and they came out the next afternoon, 

and they repeated the performance while I had witnesses. 

Information on the exact time of these decreases is very hard to get. 

They may change their feeding grounds and seem scarce for a few days, then 

be seen again in numbers in another part of the bush. I believe that this 

acts like the flu did in 1918 on humans, that there is a thinning out every few 

years, then an epidemic and it about exterminates them some y¥ars. 

You will notice that when they are plentiful they are very tame, then in 

scarce years they are very wild, flying before you get within gun shot, 

Nature's way of balancing. 

Yours very truly, 

Dan McDonald



Ruffed Grouse —~ 
Virginia 
Cycle 

Seth Gordon tells me (Game Conference, 1936) of flushing 56 

ruffed grouse in one day near Hot Springs, Va. This was on November 16, 

1935. Game officials from Va. and N. Carolina also told me of a 

recent pick-up in Ruffed Grouse which would indicate a general high 

in the Appalachian range.



Ruffed Grouse 

Extract from mimeographed letter sent out by U. S. Forest Service, Allegheny 
Forest, Warren, Penna,, June 24, 1936, Filed Deer Foods, 

"In a few instances, grouse fed-upon grain scattered for deer or other 
species of smali game, but most of the distributed food was completely 
ignored by grouse. Some feeding was done, picking off the buds on limbs 

of the brush shelters constructed for small game. Except for prolonged 
sleet storms, grouse on the Forest seem to be able to find enough food in 
the form of buds, small twigs, and hanging fruit during the winter. The 
lack of food is not believed to be the major factor in grouse winter kill 
on the Forest,"
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Reprinted from Sctence, March 13, 1936, Vol. 83, No. 2150, page 268. 

LIGHT AND REPRODUCTION IN GAME weighing 313 milligrams, an increase of 1,740 per cent. 

BIRDS! Grouse: Hatched in spring, 1935. Single female 

Grovuss, quail and pheasants were irradiated in open control gave an ovary weighing 157 milligrams, and an 

“air cages for six hours after sunset from December experimental female gave an ovary of 263 milligrams, 

14, 1935, to January 16, 1936, at the Experimental 22 increase of 68 per cent. A single male control gave 

Game Farm of the New York State Conservation De- testes weighing 27 milligrams, while an experimental 

partment. A 50-watt Mazda lamp suspended over bird yielded testes weighing 600 milligrams, an 

each experimental cage gave an illumination of 10 increase of 2,080 per cent. 

foot-candles in the center of the floor. Although the number of experimental birds is small, 

Due to the cost of the birds, few could be sacrificed, the great differences between the size of the gonads in 

but the following results showed undoubted effects. control and irradiated pheasants, quail and grouse 

Pheasants: Hatched on August 8, 1935. In five Show that light has a profound stimulating effect upon 

control females weights of ovary varied from 72 to the reproductive organs. Sections of the testes of the 

160 milligrams. In the single experimental animal, irradiated males revealed fully formed sperm assocl- 

ovary weighed 176 milligrams, an inerease of 31 per ated with enlarged tubules, but not a single sperm or 

cent. over control average. In five male controls, spermatid was seen in the control testes. The females 

weights of testes were from 70 to 164 milligrams. In i? all cases did not respond to the same degree as the 

one experimental bird, the weight of the testes was 702 males. However, hormonie stimulation of the ovaries 

milligrams, an increase of 463 per cent. of the irradiated females was observed by the enor- 

Quail: Hatched in spring, 1935. In three female ™0US inerease in the size of the oviduets. 

controls, ovary weighed 48 to 57 milligrams, with an \ Lzonarp B. Cuark 
average of 52 milligrams. One experimental female Samurt L., Leonarp 
yielded an ovary weighing 210 milligrams, an increase DEPARTMENT oF BIoLocy, GarpINER Bump 
of 307 per cent. In three male controls, weights of Union Couuzae, 

testes were from 13 to 23 milligrams with an average AND 

of 18 milligrams. One experimental bird gave testes EXPERIMENTAL GAME Farm, 

1 Research supported in part by assistance of grant-in- A 
aid of the Society of Sigma Xi and the Rockefeller (DST EOS) AEN SE) 
Foundation. Detar, N. Y.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE RG 

FOREST SERVICE 

ALLEGHENY NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO fits 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO WARREN, PENNSYLVANIA 

6 June 18, 1936 

Fish 2 Game 
Grouse Nesting 2 Brood Survival 

Allegheny 

Dear Sir; 

I know you will be interested in the results obtained from 
an informal study of ruffed grouse nesting and brood survival on 

Allegheny Forest in 1935. 

This study began in early May, shortly after a full-time wild- 

life program was initiated on the Forest. Since the nesting season 

had already started, an extensive investigation could not be started. 
However, due to the importance of this work and the scarcity of local 

information on it, it was desirable that some preliminary study be at- 

tempted as soon as possible, ? 
at 

The information obtained was, of course, based on rather limited 

data, but it has already proved valuabYe in planning future studies in 
grouse management work. Observations/were taken upon a total of 35 
nests. The number of eggs present in the nest at the time of hatching 

varied from one to sixteen, the average being ten, Only one egg out of 

the clutches examined after hatching was found unhatched. While it is 
possible for unhatched eggs to be broken or eaten shortly after a brood 
has left the nest, a high percentage of egg fertility on the Forest is 
indicated. The study did not make it possible to determine the eggs 

lost from predators; however, the number of eggs present at the time of 
hatching and the percentage of fertility gives the increase for any 
given season, which is the significant figure in wild grouse management. 

The earliest nesting date was April 21, the majority of nests 
being started the last week in April, while the latest recorded hatch- 
ing date was June 10, This would make the nesting season about seven 

weeks in length, with the middle of May being the time when the maximum 

number brooded.



Gince the grouse is a ground nesting bird, nest depredations 

are frequent. Fifty percent of the nests observed were definitely known 

to be preyed upon, and nearly one half of this percentage vere completely 

destroyed. Predators usually returned to the nest until all the eggs in 

the nest were finished, if not destroyed at the first visit. It was 

found that repeated observations did not necessarily show the number of 

eggs laid, since if 14 were in the nest one day, another might be laid 

later in the day and stolen that night, but the total the next day would 

still be 14. The kind of predators responsible for egg losses were crows, 

skunks, and chipmunks. The latter have a peculiar habit of removing the 

eges unbroken from the nest and hiding them a short distance from the 

nest. 

Over 90% of the nests were found at the base of a tree (or stump) 

or on the underside of a log. Other sites included piled brush and hem- 

lock reproduction. It seems to be instinctive for the nesting bird to 

have some protection over her while sitting, yet it must be open enough 

to allow a quick get-away if danger threatens. This information on nest 

location, however, does not present a true picture because very little 

work was done by field men in slashings last spring. It is reasonable 

to believe that such areas are very good, because they combine the ad- 

vantage of piled brush for nest sites and open ground for feeding. 

The average survival of the seventeen broods, on which it was 

‘ possible to obtain continued observation, was 5.6 birds, with variations 

from one survivor to twelve. So far, no successful plan of artificial 

| vaising of grouse on a large scale has been perfected. We still must 

depend upon the fluctuating natural reproduction of these birds, and 

therefore, it certainly is to the advantage of all concerned to know 

more about the natural nesting and growth of broods. Annual observations 

are indicative of the trend of grouse population. Preliminary studies 

this year are not so encouraging for the hunting season this fall. In 

comparison to last year, if these studies are indicative, there will be 

relatively few birds this season. Some of our best nesting areas are 

producing but very few broods. One area which last year produced seven- 

teen broods, is not producing a single brood this year. 

Very sincerely yours, 

L. Se GROSS, ( 
Forest Supervisor 

sso
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MAKES GROUSE STUDY Summary HUMANE TRAP CONTEST 

L. S. Gross, Forest Supervisor of the The average survival of the seventeen World-wide search for devices that 

Allegheny National Forest, made an in- broods, on which it was possible to obtain minimize the cruelty of trapping is being 

teresting informal study of the nesting continued observation, was 5.6. birds, rewarded. In the last ten years more 

and breeding of the ruffed grouse in that with variations from one survivor to than $50,000 has been spent in this pur- 

area during 1935. twelve. So far, no successful plan of ar-  syit and in bettering conditions for wild 

The information obtained was based te tae ce Oe ee life in this country. : 

oo cate oa ene Te Anes pend upon the fluctuating natural repro- Thee ennual const of tis eragre 
moa ioati duction ‘of these birds, and therefore, it Ca" Humane Association, with ¢ 

Gross’ investigation got under way. s 5 awarded for the most humane traps, has 
Nevertheless, it has already proved valu- Certainly is to the advantage of all con- ot b idea [undredseon! 

; fe i cerned to know more about the natural Just been concluded. Hundreds o: new 
able in planning future study in grouse . 1 devices were submitted by trappers and 

management work. nesting ead aerow ty act Breeds, apple inventors for adjudication by three of th | 
é ‘ observations are indicative of the trend ‘vent ERI aGT ent y varce OL ne 

Thirty-five nests studied of grouse population. Preliminary studies nation’s foremost experts, emphasis being 

Observations were taken upon a total pis year are not so encouraging for the placed on traps that would take the ani- 

of 35 nests. The number of eggs present hunting season this fall. In comparison mal alive and uninjured. 

in the nest at the time of hatching varied {9 Jast year, if these studies are indica- The most important change was in 
from one to sixteen, the average being ive, there will be relatively few birds traps designed to supersede the common 
ten. Only one egg out of the clutches this season. Some of our best nesting steel trap with jaws operated by a power- 
examined after hatching was found un- areas are producing but very few broods. ful spring. Sixteen contestants submitted 

hatched. While it is possible for um- One area which last year produced seven- traps in which pliable chain grip was | 
hatched eggs to be broken or eaten een broods, is not producing a single substituted for the cruel steel jaws. The 

shortly after a brood has left the nest, a prood this year. judges found that they could place a 
high percentage of egg fertility on the finger in these traps and that the chain 
Forest is indicated. The study did not ] 7 grip would hold without pain. With this 
make it possible to determine the eggs pagemm | A eofzJ method it would be possible to take an 
lost from predators; however, the number = Waa A, animal alive and to release it unharmed 
of eggs present at the time of hatching as JZ rity zs if it happened to be a bird, a domestic 

and the percentage of fertility gives the ggs—e ys 4 — & prolhs animal or one that was not wanted. 
increase for any given season, which is aa Fey ee 3 i 

the significant figure in wild grouse P= Cart wt Dene ie Satie | 

management. aS “A 7. : Ns » WN. X., 

The earliest nesting date was April 21, 4 laa 4 | eee and awards of $50 each to D. A. Epp, 

the majority of nests being started the Loo ‘ ian a iss Henderson, Nebraska, Vernon Bailey, 

last week in April, while the latest re- [g@/f.” ga ip Washington, D. C., and Jess M. Hassinger, 

corded hatching date was June 10. This ,og pa SSO ‘ fe Reedsville, Pa. 

would make the nesting season about (yd eae Op See A For improved types of cage traps $75 

seven weeks in length, with the middle [Q7Ag = He Pe : aS | was awarded to E. M. Long, Cadiz, Ohio; 

of May being the time when the maxi- ria) es 5 iY t = = to ae McMullen of Number Four, 

mum number brooded. OP #3 . Y., and $40 to Rupert Merkl, Ossining, 

Predators F fy N. Y. For a trap designed to kill hu- 

Since the grouse is a ground nesting hee ee manely Richard J. Johnson, Langdon, 

bird, nest depredations are frequent. PW, a pathy. . SS Minn., won a prize of $85. 
Fifty percent of the nests observed were eS The Association states that this year’s 

definitely known to be preyed upon, and contest has brought it much nearer its 

nearly one half of this percentage were NOTES goal—furs without cruelty and that 13 

completely destroyed. Predators usually Dr. Charles Elton and G. Synnerton, in taps which have won prizes in the con- 
returned to the nest until all the eggs an article in the Canadian Field Natural- _ test have reached the stage of commercial 

in the nest were finished, if not destroyed ist, make some interesting reports on the Production. 
at the first visit. It was found that re- ffuctuations of the snowshoe hare in © ——————. 

eet a iid Finca if < cane ane qesults oF pricey ie The general purposes of the Soil Con- 
2 ne) wa marke . . 

were in the nest one day, another might sec pee a ithe rabbit SSeIeaaE: servation and Domestic Allotment Act, 
be laid later in the day and stolen that shared also by those of the red fox and namely, of keeping vegetative cover on 

night, but the total the next day would  jynx, the eee 4 Aig poe raeine agp 

still be 14. The kind of predators respon- cms, practices that will combat erosion, wou 

sible for egg losses were crows, skunks, F . seem to harmonize well with programs 

and chipmunks. The latter have a pecu- aoe eo erehalapeled for the benefit of wildlife. It was thought 

liar habit of removing the eggs unbroken jing question: “The expenditure in Vir- Hue = penrel reeren of food patch 
from the nest and hiding them a short ginia of $348,325 for the taking of 695,653 Planting might be fitted in but the regu 
distance from the nest. hawks, owls and crows, over the six year eta va er so considerably by anne 

Nesting Sites period, 1924-29, may have saved some t at ‘is es not proved practicab: e. The 

Over 90% of the nests were found at quail, but I am of the opinion that had jo") athok ake are not as extensive as 
the base of a tree (or stump) or on the the same amount of money been spent on ott es ut they do constitute a worth 

underside of a log. Other sites included espedeza seed for distribution more wy aa aati and recognition of the 

piled brush and hemlock reproduction. would have been accomplished. Further- right of wildlife to consideration. 
It seems to be instinctive for the nesting more, since the paying of bounties has One of the practices for which reim- 

bird to have some protection over her been stopped quail have continued to in- bursement to farmers may be made that 

while sitting, yet it must be open enough crease and are now more abundant than has adaptability to the needs of wild- 

ts allow ae aoe an oe at any time when bounties were paid.” He is the seeding of oy a Sy 
threatens. is information on nest lo- eo jeans, cowpeas, sweet clover, lespedeza, 

cation, however, does not present a true The Legislature of Mississippi recently and crotalaria when such crops are not 
picture because very little work was done adopted a conservation measure limiting grazed or pastured, or are not harvested 
by field men in slashing last spring. It the loading capacity of shotguns to three for hay or seed, and the entire growth 
is reasonable to believe that such areas shots. It applies only to quail and is allowed to remain on the land for 
are very good, because they combine the officials claim that the regulation will cover over the winter. Payment at va- 
advantage of piled brush for nest sites save the lives of many thousands of these ious rates can be made for this practice. 
and open ground for feeding. birds this season. (Continued on page 34)
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Red Grouse as Pets and Colonists (Ward) Dec. & 1936. eS 
Mass. 1935 Ruffed Grouse Report (Banta) June 

1936. 3 | 
The Interesting Sharp-tailed Grouse (Grange) | yy Apr. 1936. & 
A Resume of Grouse Breeding (Hart) Mar. ! 1936, | N.Y. State’s New Ruffed Grouse Farm (Steele) | May 1933, 
N.Y. Ruffed Grouse Survey (Bump) Jan., 

‘Feb., Mar. 1932. 
Food of Ruffed Grouse (Gross) Nov. 1928. , 
Diseases of Ruffed Grouse (Gross) Oct. 1928. 
Save Our Ruffed Grouse (Ott) Dec. 1931. 
Ruffed Grouse Experiment in Mass. (Torrey) 

Oct. 1931. 
Ruffed Grouse from the Breeders’ Angle 

(Malamphy) Apr., May 1931, 
The Scandinavian Wood Grouse (Ofstad) Aug. 

1932, 
Grouse and Grouse Shooting (Huntington) Jane | 

1930. | 
: Hand Rearing of Red Grouse (Tracker) Nov. | 

1928, 
The Sage Grouse (Huntington) Dec. 1927. 
Prairie Grouse (Huntington) Nov. 1927. 
Sharp-tailed Grouse (Bendick) Oct. 1928. 
Sharp-tailed Grouse (Huntington) Oct. 1927.
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Phillips, J, C, Man's Influence on Ruffed Grouse Populations. 

Cosmos Press Cambridge 1937 2Ypp. 

\Po5 "As far back as 1708 there was a closed season in New York, 

Sy and Massachusetts had its first closed se»son in 1818, which 

shows that colonial legislatures were concerned with cyclic 

seareity." 

ot | Pe "In some of our New England states, notably Massachusetts, 

gee the pheasant has almost vanished." 

p.13 Kills reported for N.H., Me., Mass., Pa., Vou BB. FFs 

p.15 Most grouse ever seen was in 1895, western Quebec,



_ NAME: BURNS CARTER row? 

RUFFED GROUSE guht* 

Book No. 2 

Observation No. 91 
Date: February 18, 1957 

Location: Jackson Co. T21N-RIE. Sec. 25 
Weather: Southeast wind. Clear. Temp. 36° 
Remarks; 

One ruffed grouse was flushed out of feeder No. 21. It had been 

roosting in the back part of feeder and did not flush till we 

were in front of feeder. Signs show that it had been eating from 

the hopper which had been filled with mill screenings of weed- 

seeds, buckwheat, Kaffir corn, millet and a few small grains. 

CR CRC LL NC CC erent TEED
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Aibrary of Ruffed Grouse folder General Notes ZL Y Wilson Bulletin Eildo Leopold Vol. XLIX, No. 1 

March, 1937, p. 49 

The Speed of Flight of the Ruffed Grouse.—On May 24, 1936, while driving southeast from Mio, Michigan, toward South Branch, a Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) flushed from the side of the gravel road and flew parallel with the right side of our car for a distance of about 250 feet. The bird took wing when we were about ten feet away, and in order to bring it alongside our line of vision we increased our speed from forty-five to fifty miles per hour. The grouse kept up this pace for a distance of 100 to 150 feet, after which it went into a glide, still keeping parallel to the road, which was straight at this point. Tt glided for about 100 feet and during this glide the speedometer registered ap- proximately forty-seven miles per hour. The time of the observation was approxi- mately 7:15 p. m. and the visibility was still good, although the sun was very near the western horizon. There was no wind. The observation was made from a 1935 Chevrolet and so far as is Known the speedometer is accurate. The ob- servers were J. S. Leonard and the writer.—Davin S, Suerter, Institute for 2 Fisheries Research, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Vii) VY (Continued from page 19) ; 

WP 0 » 
{== SO» MU Yi In many of the West Indian islands, shelled, and easily concealed, numbers 

q A | and in the Cape Verde Islands off the sixteen. The nests, although hidden, are 
, N LZ K\ AUS African coast, they have reverted to the crude affairs of twigs around a slight 

po NR wild, as in some other parts of the world, depression in the ground. The hens are 
i oo . °y S and are hunted as game birds. not notably good sitters, being inclined 
&N .™s Even casual observers of the guinea to wander too much, but they are suffi- 
se A know that centuries of domestication ciently good in the wild state. The eggs 

‘ aE = —— SS have failed materially to change its nat- are very fertile, and the percentage of 
SS Law RS “ "== | ural inclinations. If left to themselves, eggs that hatch is remarkably high in 

Sen guinea fowl range far and wide, and the comparison with the number hatched by 
rs: — rr hens steal their nests in remote places. the same birds when tame. 

The tame bird flies almost as well as if Newly hatched guinea chicks, al- 
USE woop IN CANS it had never been domesticated. Guineas though about half as large as baby 

will go completely wild with the least chickens, run with amazing agility al- 
’ . _. | encouragement. Always they are shy most as soon as they leave the shell. 

It S easy to model your favorite lure and cagy, regardless of how gently they They roost in trees while they are still 
just the way you want it—with Plastic | have been handled. very small, are active, and grow rapidly. 

. These things should prove that the Their growth is twice as fast when they 
Wood. It handles as easily BED but guinea is essentially a game bird. But are wild as when tame. Altogether, gui- 
it dries to hard, waterproof, weather- Tennessee, I believe, was the first state nea fowl are as easy to propagate as 

eee to declare him so. An experimental flock chickens. 
proof wood ; wood that'can be sanded of birds was liberated by the Tennessee All these points make a guinea ideal 
and finished just like real wood. Hooks, | Department of Game and Fish several as a game bird. And the fact that they 

* * . years ago on the Caney Island State can be stocked easily, is another point 
eras be set in Plastic Wood while Game Preserve. They immediately re- in their favor. : 
soft — will hold forever. Get it at | verted to the wild. The experiment was For quite awhile, I have known what 

* so successful that 4,000 were liberated Iam going todo. Whenever I get a place 
hardwate, pane and 10¢ stores. throughout the State. large enough, I am going to build a tem- 

ef Guinea prosper when they run wild. porary pen out in a brushy pasture away 
Handles Like Putty <> They mate in pairs and gather in large from everything, and in it I'll build 

cates flocks, seeking wooded valleys as their brush shelters. Then I'll set about fifty 
Hardens Into Wood PLASTIC favorite range. They are sharp-eyed, guinea eggs under bantam hens, because 

id D: alert, combative, and anything but easy bantams make such fine mothers. 
ie e A STI Ss C97, (ote) prey for predators. They are exception- Everything will be kept away from that 

iSO a lcs ally hardy and free from disease. Their pen, including myself, except at night, 
WOOD i Oy Gi) preferred diet is insects and weed seeds. when I shall put out feed and water. 

a Ll Their habit of roosting in trees protects That is all they will need. \ 
4g them from night-prowling ground pred- As soon as they are big enough, those 

ators. guineas will be liberated. I won’t have 
So There are six varieties of the true to make them wild. They’ll be wild al- 

Ga —<—_— guinea fowl (Numidae). The common ready. They will have known nothing 
=> a _ 4 species, Numida meleagris, is the an- which would tend to make them tame. 
vag ee cestor of the ordinary domestic guinea They’ll stay on their own range because 

Ds a ~~ M fowl, the “pearled” bird, which is the that is their nature. And then I'll have 
SM, i) \ one wi in} 2 me some more guinea shooting. I know 
oF 4 RY = \ e usual clutch of eggs, brow hard- . now that there is nothing like it. 

Gl) PE 
4 10 T yl Prot Blacksnake Invades Ruffed Grouse Nest For Eggs Ny otec 
BF 

N a PV O CONFUTE nature ; 
AG is YOUR) ‘Teves who hold that 
Is AS \ blacksnakes are not i 
Ry (| il harmful to game birds, a : 3 

% ee es Ae) G U N S camera recently caught a # | 
4-ft. snake of this species ne “ 
in the act of devouring = U { 

It isn't necessary tohave alot | eggs from a_ ruffed a we { 
of equipment and chemicals Cee eee Gs Ee i ae ae ‘ \ 

to keep your guns in tip-top | placksnakes’ depredations ca, | eee OS 4 1 
shape. Millions of sportsmen | have been reported, but “ be “ A, \ 

Sy have used 3-In-One Oil since | few have been photo- | oer. ee ul , S c / +. | graphed, due to the rep- 7 & 4 ee. 
\\ 1894 me clean gun barrels, in tile’s natural wariness. a CU CY * ge | 
Ly side and out, Prevent I. H. Johnston, of the - , d 4 ee | 

B | rust and pitting | West Virginia Conserva- = F ae gh ‘ { 
\ —to keep working | tion Commission staff, . Pe Pf 

. os . had set up his camera to ogg 
. 4 eer lubri- photograph a ruffed Ph £ 
ee 4 |) cated. Always use | grouse hen on her nest. ae Cal % 
ei 4 _», 3-In-One Oil be- | While awaiting the bird’s Gets a cd 
Boy ~ \ cause it is especi- return, Johnson saw the td 4, 2 
ro | 1 ki i - 
\ yy ally blended to peceenese cree te The jaws of the marauding blacksnake close around another egg 

ay wee Ove, triple ac- | were 14 eggs in the nest { 
Es j rs tion"—it cleans, | when the reptile reached it. The ma- Johnston took several still photo- 
ema oils, protects. rauder immediately swallowed one egg, graphs of the egg pirate, and, in addi- 

- working it well into its body where, by tion, ground out 150 ft. of movie film, 
ORR twisting itself, it broke the shell. The some of it in color. Later, when ob- 

x j ‘“ i | oy 8] | a a} ] iF snake then edged farther into the nest, served again, the mother grouse was | 
consuming six eggs before it was killed found back on the job, hatching out the j 

a:} Vie Visceia ey C14 Deep by members of Johnston’s party. eggs that remained. | 
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The Why and Wherefore 
‘s 

North American 

Ruffed Grouse Foundation



For far too many years past, the grouse colony has 

been steadily on the decline in numbers. So many sports- 

men failed to observe this fact until faced with an 
almost overnight shortage of dire proportions for which 

they could not account. Then the question of cause and 

effect of the so called grouse cycle, die-off or whatever 

it is you call it came into the limelight. Sportsmen 

and wildlife scientists strove to learn why there should 

be such drastic disturbances on such short notice. Many 

opinions have been advanced none of which have satis- 

fied our sportsmen who are grouse enthusiasts that 

grouse should peter out as they have done. I, for one, 

took up the subject making crop tests each month of 

the calandar year to learn what grouse required in way 

of normal diet according to the seasons; spring, summer, 

fall and winter. Having acquired this information, my 

next move was to learn if grouse could be reared in 

captivity on a diet similar to what they consume in the 

wild state. I realized from the start of investigations 

that grouse are distinctly birds of the woodlands and 

that pen bred or captive grouse must be reared on a 

diet similar to that found on their native heath. It 
would not do to rear pen bred or captive grouse on 

any of the feeding formulas advanced and used by the 

breeders of pheasant, quail, etc. The grains and mashes 

fed to such species are entirely foreign to the normal 

diet of grouse. They would not be found by grouse of 

the woodlands when liberated from captivity into the 

wild state. They do not grow in such environment. 
Such procedure would be worthless from the standpoint 

of successful investigation resulting in practical recom- 

mendation of a policy for restoration of grouse on a 

large scale. So I did not seek the least line of resistance 

1



by trying to feed my birds domesticated rations. It 

seemed far more logical to follow the plan prescribed 

by Nature and the results have been as follows: 

From 1908 to 1925 inclusive my work was entirely 

along the lines of research. 

From 1926 to 1929 inclusive, experimental tests 

were made to develop pen bred brood stock in prepara- 

tion for a trial quantity run-off in 1930. 

Over the 1980 rearing season, I ran off a 60% good 

rear of pen bred or captive grouse using the eggs of 

my selected pen bred brood stock-birds of the 2nd to 5th 

generation. At the same time, this brood stock gave 

me an egg laying average of 43 eggs per hen bird. 

The results of the 1930 rearing operations set aside all 

doubt about my ability to rear grouse in quantity and 

captivity to sell at reasonable cost. 

Tf you will look over the records of breeders who 

have established permanent sources of supply for other 

species of our game birds, you will note that a 60% 

good rear per season was acknowledged to be a safe 

starting point with any new species for all practical 

purposes. It is decidedly the best performance on record 

for grouse today. 

If you will examine the price structure of other 

species of our pen bred or captive game birds, you will 

also note that the unit price has been reduced from an 

abnormal high in the beginning of operations to the 

present standard base price per species which is within 

the reach of all sportsmen and their organizations. You 

have only to look about or make inquiries about what 

sportsmen are doing in the way of personal restoration 

today to appreciate the correctness of this remark. 

North American Ruffed Grouse Foundation will start 

2



operations at its first unit —the Donovan Farm Club 

property, Venango and Forest Counties, Pennsylvania, 

— there will be more in other sections of the country 

later on, with an annual rear of, at least, 3,000 pen bred 

or captive grouse which will sell at actual cost of not 

to exceed $1.50 apiece. That is the cost price established 

by me on basis of a 60% good rear at close of the 1930 

rearing season. As time progresses and we increase 

quantity, our selling price will be lowered accordingly. 

We will always sell our grouse at actual cost and pass 

any saving in lowered .cost on to the customer. We 

are incorporated as a Non-Profit Corporation. 

You have undoubtedly read “Modern Miracle Men” 
in the June, 1936, Cosmopolitan and “Health From the 
Ground Up” in the January, 1937, issue of Reader’s 
Digest. Rex Beach tells of his discovery of Dr. Charles 
Northern in these articles. Dr. Northern, in turn, dis- 

covered “Mineral Colloids” in 1927 which have won the 

endorsement of all leading authorities. “Modern Miracle 

Men” was ordered printed by the Senate of the United 

States. (See Senate Document No. 264, 74th Congress, 

Second Session.) Soil Science and Culture form the 

background of Dr. Northern’s work. Employment of 
some of these principles made it possible for me to 
produce a balanced feeding ration of natural grouse 
foods and grow them in a nursery adjoining my rear- 

ing range. This feature of our program is responsible 

for our low cost of $1.50 apiece for pen bred or captive 
grouse as well as our success in treatment of range 
for grouse in the wild state. Natural foods are grown 
and fed to our pen bred or captive grouse in season. 

When liberated, these birds never have any difficulty in 
fending for themselves. Not because of the food ques- 
tion. It is not practical or advisable to make any radical 
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changes in their way of living when carrying on pen 

breeding operations. I do not claim to have the knowl- 

edge possesed by Dr. Northern on the subject of soil 

science and culture. Far from it! But I have worked 

along his lines and shall use his “Mineral Colloids” in 

the future. To quote from his experience: “Is it sensible 

to engage in the expensive breeding process to bring 

up grades of cattle, hogs and poultry —and ask hens 

to lay more eggs when no animal or fowl, regardless 

of its breeding, can be better than the quality of the 

food which is presented it?” That covers my explana- 

tion of why I was able to establish a 60% good rear 

of pen bred or captive grouse with an egg average of 

43 per hen bird and can rear and sell grouse for $1.50 

apiece. I have made an exhaustive study of soil science 

and ‘culture on my own hook as applied to wildlife 

restoration. 

In addition to our rearing program, we will de- 

monstrate at the Donovan Farm property exactly what 

is required in way of a balanced ration of natural foods 

for grouse in the wild state and prove that the reason 

for the so called grouse cycle or die-off is due to a 

particular seasonal shortage of a balanced ration of 

these foods. Allowing an acre and a half for feeding 

range per grouse — taken, of course, in the abstract — 

we will maintain 150 grouse in the wild on our 200 

acre Proving Grounds. Right on the Donovan Farm 

Club property. Our records covering cost for treatment 

of this range will be open to inspection by the public. 

It will be a pattern for others to take up and follow 

as they now do when establishing feed patches for 

pheasant, quail, etc. We call this our Range Condition- 

ing Service and will build up a Service Bureau, in time, 

of incalculable value to all grouse hunters and particu- 
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larly Foundation members. The data will cover all of 

the Grouse Section of our country. 

Membership in the Foundation calls for payment of 

dues in amount of $5.00 each for the years 1936, 1937 

and 1938. Dues may be paid in full and in advance or 
by instalments. When dues have been paid in full, a 

full paid and non-assessable membership card is issued 
and sent to the new member. A membership dues 
receipt is given the new member at time of payment 

of his first instalment of dues or full dues. The duplicate 

is forwarded to the Secretary for acknowledgement to 

the new member. 

Our membership roll calls for 2,000 full paid mem- 

bers. There is only one classification of membership. 
Each member enjoys equal rights and privileges of all 

other members. Members may vote in person or by 

proxy at annual or special meetings of the Foundation. 

Members join North American Ruffed Grouse Founda- 

tion because they believe in and want restoration of 

our native ruffed grouse. They want both a permanent 

source of supply of pen bred seed stock of grouse and 

our Range Conditioning Service. They also realize that 

there is no other established agency through or by 

which similar results can be obtained. Sportsmen 

throughout our country are well aware of the need to 
do for themselves, if they are to have satisfactory 

shooting in season. Pheasant, quail and other enthusi- 

asts among our sportsmen have provided or are now 

providing game for themselves. They are not waiting 

on other agencies to come through and do the job. They 

are spending their own time and money to make better 

shooting for themselves in season, They know from 
experience that it is the only practical way in which 
suitable hunting can be maintained. Grouse hunters 
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have clamored for years over the loss of their favorite 

pastime because of closed or restricted open hunting 

seasons for the species with increasingly smaller season 

and daily bag limit. If pheasant, quail and other hun- 

ters have found it practical to do for themselves — and 

they have — is it not time for you who profess to be a 

grouse enthusiast to join in and help us restore grouse 

shooting? It can only be accomplished by and through 

the concerted action of grouse hunters who are mem- 

bers of North American Ruffed Grouse Foundation. 

We have presented the plain, honest facts in the 

case for your sober consideration. You are the one who 

will benefit most. You and all the other grouse hunters 

who make up the membership roll of the Foundation. 

It is up to you to decide what more you can do single- 

handed for restoration of grouse than we advocate. 
Otherwise, you are neglecting your duty by disregarding 

the opportunity we have offered you because there will 

never be any pecuniary gain for anyone connected with 

the Foundation — all officers serve without compensa- 

tion — while many thousands of grouse hunters will 

reap their individual rewards as a result of our activi- 

ties. The profits accruing from this movement will all 

go to the grouse hunting fraternity collectively. The total 

dues paid by each individual member will be repaid 

many times over by his share in these profits, 

If you want more grouse, we need you as much as 

you need us. Do we stand together or fall divided? 

Grouse hunters are like an army in rout today. No 

order. No objective. No leadership. North American 

Ruffed Grouse Foundation is your S.0.S. No army can 
move in either direction without one. 

WM. R. PIERCE, Founder. 
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(Address all communications to North American Ruffed 
Grouse Foundation, 6 Pine Street, Oil City, Pennsyl- 
vania or to 1072 Seminole Ave., Detroit, Michigan. 

Make all checks payable to North American Ruffed 

Grouse Foundation.) 

at
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like 
all i; 

absei . 
| the worla goes on jusu wie samme. 

t While we were fishing, we met an 
old lady of 80 years, way out on the 
ice; she had a fine string of perch, and 
was she enthusiastic about fishing! We 
asked her if she had fished before and 
she replied, “Oh, for about 70 years!” 
This gave us an idea — maybe some 
of the big fellows in the world don’t 
go fishing often enough. Maybe their 
blood pressure wouldn’t be so high if 
they’d mix a little recreation with 
their working program. What do you 
think? 

How’s YOUR blood pressure? 
Roy J. McMurray, Supervisor 

Physical Education, Health & Safety 
Saginaw Public Schools. | I 

Pe RO 
_—_——_———. 

1946 Ruffed Grouse 
| 

Census Completed a 
During the past three years the 

Federal Aid Division of the State 
Game and Fish Department has con- 
ducted standardized annual surveys of 
the Ruffed Grouse in North Dakota. 
Since this grouse is a bird of the 

- woods its range is limited to the Tur- 
tle Mountains and the Pembina Hills 
and it is comparatively easy to follow 
population trends. : 

For many years there has been an 
open season on ruffed grouse. Hunting 
pressure was light on this species so 
the annual kill was not great. Soon 
after 1942 a rather rapid decline was 
noticed. This continued until 1945-46 
when the population apparently has 
hit the lowest point in many years. 
The decrease definitely was not due to 
hunter kill. Other states have found 
that in some areas grouse go through 
cycles of high and low populations 
every 10 or 12 years while in other ; 
places a rather constant population is 
maintained over a long period of time. 
The ruffed grouse in North Dakota 
will likely increase again during the 
next few years and attain the num- 
bers existing prior to the beginning 
of the present decline. 

This year the census was done by 
W. L. Miller and Charles Hargrave 

| [13] 
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; Copies for Ruffed Grouse” 

Whitetail Deer 

State of New Jersey 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Trenton 

November 10, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold ; 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am enclosing a number of snap shots touching wildlife work 
since I left Madison. I have noted the captions on the back in case i 
you should care to use any of them in your photographic collection. 

We have just completed the censusing of two State forests, ‘ 
one in North Jersey and one in the south. In the first, Stokes State 
Forest, we covered about 1400 acres in 7 non-contiguous blocks using : 
approximately 300 CCC enrollees for the drive. We found the following 
densities: 

Deer 1 per 21.1 acres 
Grouse 1 per 36 acres 

In South Jersey, on the Lebanon State Forest, we covered 16 blocks 
totalling 3500 acres or 16 percent of the forest. Our results showed 

1 Deer per 17.1 acres 

1 Grouse per 350 acres 

1 Quail per 1% acres of "habitable range" 

_ Only 4 of the 16 blocks were judged to be habitable for quail as they 
were the only ones which contain old fields, cranberry bogs or railroad 

rights-of-way. Over the entire forest quail averaged one bird per 60 
acres regardless of whether the block was habitable or unhabitable. We 
are planning to repeat this censusing sometime in February. 

f . Sincerely yours, ; 

E. B. Moore 
Assistant Forester ) 

EBM/BC 

(Original letter filed New Jersey folder) 

| 
' 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

Washington, De Ce 

7-D November 8, 1940 

INFORMATION ON APPROVED FEDERAL AID PROJECTS 

OHIO RESTORES RUFFED GROUSE 

A project providing for the restoration of ruffed grouse in 

southorn, southeastern, and northeastern portions of Ohio under the 

Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration program was approved on Novomber 7. 

These portions of Ohio at one time supported a good ruffed grouse 

population, but the encroachment of civilization caused their disap- 

pearancee The forests having now been cut and many of the farms aban- 

doned because of their submarginal charactor, large areas in these 

sections have revorted to conditions favcerable to the birds. 

In order to provide satisfactory seed stock, Ohio by this project 

plans limited stocking of ruffed grouse on eight areas which are owned 

or controlled by the State. The lands will be closed to hunting and 

management practices inaugurated as a result of Ohio's grouse in- 

vestigational project 4-R. Under this latter project continuous 

studies to determine results will be made so that future management 

plans may be in accordance with demonstrated methods. 

GEO, Geithefird 
a Re M. Rutherford, ae 

Fig \ a Acting pee ( 

oY Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration. 

wer v 
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‘The following credit line must be printed un- 

der each reproduction of this photograph: 

Wisconsin Conservation Dept. 
After it has been used, please return promptly 

to: 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 

State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin
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February 6,) 194? 

1305 Wise. Ave. 

Racine, “isc. 

Department of Wildlife Menagement ' 

“adison,| Wisconsin 

Attention of Prof. 4ldo Leopold; } 

Dear Prof, Lepoia: 

' Futher in regards to my wark done on 

Ruffed grouse. 

As per your request > have tried a smeple of i 

corn(Indisn-neerly black) only % cups of this erain 

on hand. +he grouse took to it about the seme es 

low 
cow peasy- No. 5 (preference to grouse. Of the amount 

Frons -3 OOPS 

used about = of a cupful wes wasted by the grouse, 
Hick 

‘ Wheat —No. il preference to grouse, has not at any 

time Pound tobe wasted. I am not able to set 

certified seeds to use and | results are j 

i 
not just what I would litte to be able to report. i 

q 
My first grouse died Feb. 4th, after living more 

\ 

then 2 wonths under my system. It was not thin. 

The Sharvtails have not as yet arrived but wish 

I eouldthave a few weeks work with them before Leaving 

for thejarmy. Vi 
a 
ey 

Ag I have notcompleted papers or, reports I am OH 

destrvying 211 of my notes and records to date. They 

are not)of a value high enough and lone enough to be of use, 

Yl 

. ; Yours very truly} 

I MiGAT see b G. C, Hanson , 
P.S Hope yor before T Lene. | 

} | i



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES f, Pp 
Jou x & 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Caf a 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE que 

WASHINGTON 

April 30, 1942. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I wish to acknowledge receipt of the ten copies of the cycle 

sheet which you transmitted with your letter of April 15. We will 
distribute these to our refuge managers in the north east who might 

be in a position to furnish information on the cyclic behavior of 
the ruffed grouse. In the southeast we have only one refuge on 

which ruffed grouse have been reported, the Kentucky Woodlands 

Refuge, and I am summarizing the information from thet area: 

From the May to July, A few seen; mown locally as "pheasant"; 
1939, Quarterly Report formerly large number in this locality 

according to local people. 

From the August to A few seen 
October, 1939, Quarterly 

Report 

From the February to Very rare; flushing of single birds 

April, 1940, Quarterly reported several times 

Report 

From the May to July, Numbers extremely limited; female with 

1940, Quarterly 7 young seen on 5-28 by WPA employee 
Report 

From the August to Have not been seen during quarter but 
October, 1940, Quarterly reported heard drumming in White Oak 

Report Hollow 

From the February to 1 seen, first observation since 5-28-40 

April, 1941, Quarterly 

Report



It is possible that Mr. Baker, our refuge manager at the 
Kentucky Woodlands Refuge, may be able to furnish you with some 
historical background of the ruffed grouse in that general area 
and we are asking him to furnish this information if such is 
available. Unfortunately, none of our other southeastern refuges 
have a population of ruffed grouse. 

Thanks agein for sending us the copies of your cycle sheet. 

Very truly yours, 

Robert H. Smith, 

Acting in Charge, 

Section of Habitat Improvement, 
Division of Wildlife Refuges
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424 University Farm Place 
May 6, 1942 

Mr. Robert H. Smith 
Division of Wildlife Refuges 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

Thanks for sending me the notes on ruffed grouse. They 
interest me greatly, but I hardly have the local background 
to interpret them. I had hoped that you or one of your 
men might kere developef as a student of grouse cycles 
for your region. Even if you have few, I know that 
Forest Service have more and would be glad to let you 
dig in their records. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Z 
UNITED STATES wee 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR « , 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

June 24, 1942. 

Dre Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: ij A 

Reference is made to the cycle sheets previously submitted to this 
office and Mre Smith's letter of April 30, 1942, regarding submission of 
data from refuge managers on cyclic trends of ruffed grouse. 

Mr. Be E. Smith, Manager of our Moosehorn Refuge at Calais, Maine, 

advises that grouse were quite vlentiful during the breeding season of 

1939, but were noticeably scarce that fall and their numbers have con- 
; tinued to decline up to the present time. Mr. Smith reports that infor- — 

mation reaching him from other sources indicates the grouse were quite 

plentiful in the fall of 1940; however, he does not feel that this 

condition is true of Maine in general. Mr. Smith also advises that the 
snowshoe hare is very scarce in that section of Maine at the present 
time and that the cyclic trend of the snowshoe apparently corresponds 

with that of the ruffed grouse. ' 

Mr. J.» S. Gashwiler, Manager of our Missisquoi Refuge, was em- 
ployed by the State of Maine up until the fall of 1941 and advises 
that according to his observations, grouse were fairly abundant in 
the state in 1938 and were still quite common in 1939, but there was 

a decided drop in their numbers in 1940. Very few grouse were seen 

in Meine during the early fall of 1941, the birds apparently having 
reached a low population level. Mr. Gashwiler was unable to submit 
any information on grouse for the State of Vermont. He advises the 
information he has on snowshoe hare is practically the same as that 
shown on the chart. 

a Mr. Baker, our Kentucky Woodlands Refuge Manager, located at 

Golden Pond, Kentucky, interviewed several of the older residents in 
the vicinity and has submitted the following information: 

"I have not been able to secure a great amount of reliable infor- 
mation. Local people have a tendency to exagzerate conditions of 

years ago. irs. Wary Braboy, about 70 years old, who is considered 
< reliable, said there were a considerable number of grouse, she said: 

"Lots of grouse', between 1900 and 1912. There was a very cold winter



in 1912 and many grouse, according to lirs. Braboy, were found dead in 

the woods. Local people thought they froze to death. Other local 

people were of the opinion that the grouse were so covered with lice ‘ 

that it might have been a factor in the death of so manye 

tyr, Grant Lane, a very elderly man and @ reliable observer, 

states that between 1894 and 1900, there were lots of grouse on the 

area. He stated that between 1900 and 1907, there appeared to be very 

fewe He stated between 1907 and 1912 grouse were abundant. He stated 

that the numbers were sharply reduced in the winter of 1912. 

"AKcocording to Mr. John Chambers, an elderly man, there were lots 

of grouse between 1900 and 1912. 

‘ifost people whom we have contacted seem to think thet the peak of 

the grouse populetion was reached in 1912. Since that time, there have 

been very few grouse on the area. We have had one or two observations 

by local people of grouse each year. However, we believe grouse popula- 

tion to be very small on the refuge area at the present time. 

"Tast year I received report of considerable number of grouse in 

Tennessee, just south of the refuge. I cannot vouch for the reliability 

of this report." 

We trust this information will be of value to you. 

Very truly yours, 

2 

@ €. cat 
: R. E. Griffith, 

Acting in Charge, 

Section of Habitat Improvement, 

Division of Wildlife Refuges. 
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From Joe Hickey, 9/ 21j yo extra for ruffed grouse tie 

(one in accidents) 

A, A. Cross found a ruffed grouse which in full flight collided with the 

forked and broken end of a dead limb. Both prongs were driven deep into 

the body, one 3", and the head and neck torn from the body. 

Fortush, 1927, Birds of Mass., V. 2, p. 29. 

There is a whole paragraph on this phenomena of the "crazy" season.



Form G-105 

FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION Ce rath ds geoers 

‘Bonasa umbellus...__—_------__-____ Sex_____________ Date 1/10/45____ Hr.10:00A-MNo.__415____ 

(pee aes gupta te cee he SR Moreh om Ridzeway is ee ae 

Gellectan' sas tees etlon ee GO OUN a 5c ee Coll Noy eee 

Stones atence es Crop atiee ce Ver 1005. Anime hs Ono “Grit kee ee 

Examined by eee Lele See Date sc. ONS 

GCs % 

Corylus americana (hazelnut) staminate catkins 075. 4 

Prunus serotina (wild black or rum cherry) twigs, about 1-1.5 cm. long, 
= mostly terminal, all bearing 

buds 11.0 96 

PPS Sige SEA ta cee ES A aoe atc ae a Aon re 
Wisconsin Conservation Department i 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin
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nee EXECUTIVE CONSERVATION COUNCIL ' 

of the Gr 
# 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATION CONGRESS 

i, 
Birchwood, Wis. | 

COPY FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
in 

Nov. 4th, 1943 & 

ij 
Mr. Wm. Grimmer j 

Wis. Conservation Dept. ig 
Madison, Wis. a 

j Dear Bill: a a qi 

I thought you might be interested in the ruffed grouse situation, a 
in my section. I know you will be pleased to learn, they show 
no signs of any physical decline and there are plenty of birds, as 
many as there should be at any time, or as many as it is reasonable 
to expect. The birds are VERY alert and inclined to be wild and 4 
are away like a bullet; it takes a lot of shooting to get a few ’ 
birds. I have examined the crops of many and they certainly are FR 
feeding well and I believe the quality of the meat is the best I j 
ever saw. I don't know when the top of the cycle is supposed to a 

be here, but it certainly isn't this year. \ 

The above information, is not casual observation, because I am in | 
the woods every day and travel a back woods road each day to our | 
work. I have done some hunting and we have had quite a group of 
hunters at our place this year, all fellows who are not so interest 
ed in how many they get as they are to the possibilities. They 
all got plenty of birds and a lot of misses, which seemed to please 
them as much as getting the birds. Perhaps, the condition is not 
the same in all parts of the State, but the trouble we have is the 
casual observer, who goes into the woods once and bases his opinion) 
on that. I do not think we have any cause to worry as far as a : 
decline is concerned. One drawback I would say, is lack of hunters, 
Outside of the few hunting from our place, there were no hunters | 
in this section, and from my talks with Scolman and Plante the } 
condition is the same all over. | 

Give my best to all the boys and if you get in this section do A 
not fail to drop in. ; 

Sincerely yours, a 

(s) Fred Thomas in 
i 1 

Copied y 
ab j 
11-5-43 a 

i 

COPY FOR your INFORMATION i 

Bi 
P| 3



accidents folder 
ruffed grouse folder — 

Bretz, George D. 1944 

Extract from "Notes from the field" on a ruffed grouse chick 
accédent. Pa. Game News, XV(6):17. (Sept. 1944) s 

"I looked through the underbrush and saw the chick fluttering. 
Hurrying to the spot I found the youngster dangling by its leg from 
the twig of a sweet fern about a foot from the ground. In releasing 
the bird I found it had really become fast and in all probability 

would have died."



19 tahanto Street 
Concord, New Hampshire 
December 9, 1946 

Mr, aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

ear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Hilbert K. Siegler, state biologist, on whose research staff 

I am employed, has suggested that I write you concerning graduate 

- study at Wisconsin in zoology and wildlife subjects. 

I have been working as an assistant technician on the research 

staff of the N.H. Kish and Game Department since my release from 

the army this last June. ‘The period from dune through Uctober 

I worked as one of a crew of two on a chemical and biological survey 

of some of our lakes and streams with special emphasis as to our 

future stocking and fish management policies. we also reclaimed 

several small ponds with derris (rotenone) powder during the summer. 

Yhis fall I worked for a short while releasing banded pheasants 

prior to the hunting season. At present I am working on a pheasant 

and snowshoe hare cover evaluation project under the Pittman-Hobert- 

son set-up. ‘This project will carry through until dune when I'll 

probably work on the Pittman-Robertson duck survey of the state 

waterways. ‘This survey is placing emphasis on the evaluation of 

existing aquatic food plants and possible improvements that can be 

made. ; 

I received my B.S. in general foresty at the University of Minnesota 

in December 1941. A low draft number prompted|me to graduate in 

general forestry rather than continue on with a wildlife management 

program of study that I might not have been able to complete. I 

worked about 15 months in 1940 and 1941 on a Pittman-Hobertson 

ruffed grouse research project here in New Hampshire. as a result 

of thé$ project my interest was aroused in wildlite research and 

I decided to switch over to the wildlife management program from 

forestry at minnesota. 

buring 45 months in the army I spent about 2 years in the mountain 

infantry (ski troops) in Washington, Colorado, the Aleutien Islands, 

and texas. Next 1 attended Chemical Warfare U.U.S. and received 

my commission in February 1945. after a few months in the United 

States L was sent overseas. 1 spent about one month in the 

Phillippines and 9 months in Japan. ’ 

I realize that my grades at Minnesota are just average but I bel 

that with my past experiences in the army and in wildlife work 

that L can do graduate work. 

I will appreciate any help or advice you can give me. 

I am married so I would like information concerning housing also. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee tat a. Dy r- 

Summer A. Dole, dr.
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Mr, Sumer A, Dole, Jr. 
19 Tahanto Street 
Concord, New Hampshire 

Dear Mr. Dole: 

I am glad to hear from you and particularly so since 
you are working with Hilbert Siegler who was onge one of 
our groude 

I appreciate your wish for post graduate work here, 
bat I regret to tell you that we are full to the roof; 
and it will be several years before any additional 
graduate students can be taken on. ee 

Please give Hilbert Siegler my personal regards, | | 
I am sorry that I gannot offer you more encouragement. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ieopold 

AL: RL 
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Oetober 17, 1947 ’ 

Mr. Sumner A. Dole, Jr. 
19 Tahanto Street 
Concord, New Hampshire 

Dear Mr. Dole: 

Recent news letters have indieated that we were 
completely filled up with graduate students. Since 
the last news letter several of our advanced students 
have completed their degrees; also Joseph J. Hickey 
will be added to the teaching etaff this coming 
Jamary so that now several vacancies exist. Inas- 
much as we have many more applicants than we have 
vacanoies available, we are making a general inven- ; 
tory of past rejections to see whether or not the 
student is still interested. If so, we will try 
to arrange an interview to get acquainted and to 
@iseuss individual problems. ‘Therefore, would you 
pleage indicate whether or not you are still inter~ 
ested in coming to the University of Wisconsin for 
advanced training. 

Yours sincerely, 

ips Aldo Leopold 
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Grouse at Cable: Byron Jorns says he saw an average of 6 grouse per day, and up 

to a dozen at one spot. Increase since last year. 

Many red squirrels, many snowshoes, fewer coyotes, lots of pine grosbeaks, fewer 

foxes. 

Lots of spikers but few prime bucks. His party killed 3 legal bucks but also 3 

spikers and a doe, all of which they turned in. 

Ake
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1 ROYAL ONDsE1O SRISE Ua UF 20oT OGY 

PRELIMENARY REPORT OL GLUCTCATIONS IM NUMB IRS 
AND PARIODIC DISAPPIARANC= OF GRUNSS (PARTHIDGT) & HaRss 

(SNOW-SHO: RABBIWs ) 

Through | the cooperation ef sportsmen, naturalists, foresters 
ana other observers the Reyal Ontario Museum of Zoology has been 
atle to compile information on the relative abundance of grouse 
end heaves in) @itterent parts) of) tie couatry for several yeers in 
the past. 

It is clear from the information thus secured that the ruffed 
grouse, commonly called pertridge, and the varying hare or snow- 
shog rabbit are, aimost everywuere throughout Canada, much more 
humerous than they were a few years ago, Ina some sections grouse 
ans Said to be more numerous then they have been at any tiie 
within the last twenty-five years; in other sections toaey have 

, apparently not yet reached their peek of abundance while in a 
few sections grouse are still rather scarce, Much the same sit- 
uation exists with reference to hares, except that grouse are 
more generally abundant than hares, . 

It is ¢ight or ton years since grous3 snd hares were previous- 
ly abundant. Following a period of abuudance about 1921-25 
(varying in different parts of ths country) both grouse and hares 
became very scarce. This condition of scarcity has, as already 
stated, been left behind, and we are now approachiug or have 
reached a condition of abundance again. Several years before 
the previous period of abundance thers was a veriod of scercity, 
and before that a period of abundance (about 1911-16), 

Although grouse and hares are not everywhere abundant at the 
same time, there ars, nevertheless, periods coveriug two or 
three or mors years in which they are abundant in wost sections, 
Similarly there are periods wnen in most places they are scarce, 

Causes of Disappearancs of Hares, The exact cause of the dis- appearance of hares is a subject for ecaroful scientific study, 
which is now bcing undertexen in the Danartusnt of Biology, Univ- 
ersity of Toronto. Many of our correspondents have eiven us 
vaineble information as to conditions affecting rabbits just prev- 
ious to their disappearance, Sons riorescatative statomunts of 
observed dissase and death of rabbits are as follows:- j 

Me. Ay He Burk, B.Se.%., reports) that in tho wintor of 1915-16 | 
in the areca from the south vart of the Mississegi Reserve to 
Sault ste, iarie and Bling River in Algoma, Ontario, "rabbits, 
previously plentiful, were dying in large nuabsrs, In one day's 
walk in the bush you could count up to sixty dead rabbits and 
many live ones in such a stat: tant tasy were unable to run and 
could casily be picked up, "In all cases dsad or dying rabbits 
were infested with a parasite, a grub of some kind, The para-
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. Sites eeencd to bevaderve very much Liko the pupa of a large 

moth, Pnoy ware approximatst- onc inca long vy one quarter inch 

diameter, and they ferued laze laare cir ctly under tie skin of 

the Teboul, Geteniiyiemoumayme skied Lind dees.) ON) sinead th mole 

through the sin oe the! avrackec rabbit wae at cne ond of the 

larva and this perforation was always very festerei, 

" T might add that at this time I had abous ten domesticated 

Beigian heres and they were ail attacked ty Sac sans parasite, 

ending in the death of eli put two. These two were possitiy 

saved hy) the fact chat Tous three parasites out cf each of them." 

It is' inportant to learn whether this condition is general at 

the time of rabbit Gisaduvarance, what the pavesite is, whether 
it causes the sickacss wnith uffects the rebbits or whether the 

racbits become parasitized by some inseet because they are sick 

and so unable to resist. 

Mr. F. R. Haywerd, B,Sc.F,, seys that in 1926 in Newfound- 
land he ‘saw many sick rabbits, too “depoy" te est Gut or the way 
of anything: many were kKillec by trains, The caus: of this dazed 
condition is not known, aRabbits were mors abundant than he has 
ever seen them beforco or sines, He counted nineteen cead rab- 

bits im one ¢learing, 

Mr. R.C, Brett has Sean rabbits in tho county of Hastings, 
with the wood tick so thick on their heads and wars that they 
nearly touched and the head looked grey, It is possible that 
thess external parasites act as carriers of an infectious dissasc, 

Mv. Crewford of Wiarton, Ontario, states that during the winter 
of 1971-1982 fiftsen rabbits taken in one day were almost all 
sick with “water blisters." 

Thess blistors are "mother cysts" of a tapeworm, Multicops 
serialis, A large number of "daughter cysts" arc budded off on 
the inside of ths mother cyst, projecting as clusters of round 
whits nodules in tho watery fluid in. the olister, If a dog or 
wolf or man shoulé sat the rabbit raw or partially cooked, these 
nodules will each doveloo into e tapeworm, Egsss wili be produc- 
od by thess tapeworms and exeruted with the facces, Rabdbits cat 
these eggs on their rorags. Tus eges hatch and the young worms 
bors their way out Of theyintestines, They lodge under the skin 
where tho “water blister” 18 formed as described above, 

These blisters ars frequently Peported because they are ‘so 
large and noticeable; but soa: othor less promiucnt pearasitas may 
occur mors cotimonly and havo mors sorious erfsacts, <A certain in- 
testinal tapeworm was found in séven of the twenty-six snow-show 
rabbits autopsied during the past winter; stomach roundyworms were 

found in sight of thosc rabbits, while Multicsos surialis was 
found in only three, Aan Leah



Causes of Disappoardnes of Crews. Disoase is less often not- 

ieéd smons grouss than among saros, Theta are; howover, svid= 
eness of both disease and of parasit3s, Following arc some typ- 

jieal /sta tenents? 

Macor Mark Robinson of Algonquin Park, reports finding lousy 

and sick grouse in June and July, 1925, He says “A grouse we 
cock ¥rom &@ hawk was swarming with a smwaii white louse," 

ix, Kennath Monzics, FPeneion Falls, Ontario, said “About seven 

yeers ago I notiesd a flock, somo dead on the ground, others ay- 

ing (a hornsa owl was gating one). rhey would not fly away." eG 

is important to know to whet cxtcnt hawks, owls and other orsdat- 
ors proy on dissased and payasitizod birds, 

Theres are a number of reports refsrring to lice or ticks and 
a nmuizer mention having found intestinal worms, Grouse have been 
picked vp deed by several, Mr. Hi Blkington of Plevna, Ontario, 
Weites: "In GQcsoher” 1924) found) one );dcad partridge withcut any 

macks, Know of sevéral others oicksd up in ths bush wit.iout 
any known cause of death,” 

Weather conditions have bgéon given by many with anparsnt good 
reasons as 4 factor of grscat importanes in the life of grouse, 
Mr. H.C, Hoskins of Temagami attributes a scarcity of grouse in 
1932 in his area to a slect stwrm in January of that year. Hé 
Purther writes: “During 1924-286 the avcrage flock,;of young was 
from two to)'sixj and somes hen birds without any) This] belisyve 
to havse.bsan-cauged. from-cold wsathor: during: the laying and 
hatening scason.® : j 

Reports have.also been receives of grouse inside cities or in 
other unusual places, and of so-called "crazy" grouss which fly 
into buildings, and. destroy themselves... Thess adsurvations' are 
very interesting, .byut whetasr,this:condition ean be attributed 

to any dissased or. parasitized condition in the grous. is a mat- 
ter for investigation, 

Future Studics., The causs-of.the periodic disappearance of grouse 
and hares is:a,subjest of great scientific asivell as,;practical 

intersst,...Yerious,phases of thse probiem.are beingiinvestigated - 
by.scientists, in.Ganada; ths United States and Theland, The Mus- 
eum and tno University are cooperating with the Dominion Govern- 
ment.and with.othur organizations in Canada in‘an sffort to secure 
as..full,and,.complcots information;:as: psossinie on conditions.inbthis 
ecuntry.. Zt-is-hopéd that ths Canadian contribution: towards:an 
understandingoof this orablsm-willebs equal to our opportunitics, 
Ef -wa,arz,to bs successful we:shall need the:cooperation of: 
sportsmen, naturatists and other students of naturs, Mot only 
doss the disappsarance of grouss interferes with sport, but the 
dying. off of.rabbits ruduces ths supsly of many fur-o0 aring an- 
imals,and-so affsvets.a very larseinunberiof our peopl,
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How you cen Assist, Persons who aru in a position to do so can con 
ic bute materially towards tue success of thiso studies by report- 
he the results of their observations to us, Jleass mako notes! of 
your observations at the time they are macs, noting ths date, se 
that you will have a record to which to refse when asked for your 
ooservations, 

Following ars some points on which w2 require information: 
the date on which you stc a grous:'s nist and the number of 

eggs; if grouss is incubating, not. that react, 
The date on which you first s23 a fsmale with young and the 

muivor Of young, Stats how old you judg: the young to de, 
“the weather for som3 timo after grous. hatch with datos of 
rain, cold Weather, ete,. 

Every dat3 on which you sev a fsmele with young with numbor 
of young and approximate sizs of young. 

(We know it is very difficult to determine the number of young 
grouse, but by bcing paticnt and using strateogy, a few observers 
may obtain valuable information for us., It is important to know 
the avorags numbsr hatched and the number surviving 4t different 
sizes). 

First date of secing © brown Mire and last cate of sesing a 
white iOne in spring and vice versa in autuan’, 

Any observations of younr harss csvscislly if found in their 
"form, will be most valusbl2. Give datos of sesing young harcs 
their apprximate sizes and the numbers scon togethor. 

Jofinits observations as to cause of death of young or old 
grouse Of harcs, \It is of Littlo use to reoort, that thaves kill 
thom unless you actually sed the hawk make ths kill. If you do 
ses 4 hawk kill a grouse Or hare, note whether the Petter ap- 
pears to be a normal healthy ons or a discased or woak onc. 
Actual observations on thess points arg very important. 

date on which sick or Gisvasod grous3 or hares ares seon, with 
description of symptoms, ste. 

Numocr or approximates proportion of grouse or hares diseased, 
Numbor of ticks or other parasives found on socimsas should 

be recorded. 
Specimens or tieks, flsas, lies mites, found on specimens 

with dats should by pros. rvsod if possible. Glass vials are best, 
Preservative for this nurvose vill be ssnt on roquust, 

Spscimens of distas:d or parasitized grous: or haros, or of 
grouse or hares found dcad or of so-callcé “crazy grouss, should 
Be (sent Dy express collect to thy ROyal Ontario iuscum of Zoology, 
Terento) 5; 

Psrsons who econtinus to ecoopsrate with ta> Muszum in this 
Study will racciveo) our reports from tim, to) time as issued, It 
is expséted that ths study will cover several years, and it is 
not until 1t 1S complated’ that a. final rjport can bs »xublished, 
but bricd reports of prograss will appscsr from tim. to tims, If 
you ars able to do no more than repvort whether grouse or hares
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avo mors or less abundant this coming year than thoy wore last, 

we slisll anpreeiets 1%, bub matureally the sore Of the votsor vs yigis 

ezusted anove that you cun make, the betbersand we Deen eure 

that 7oUu Will enjoy making these dstailod obsérvations in con- 

nection with ths study of this important subject. 

Ws chall send you questionnaire forms in the autumn on which 

to record your obscrvations. 

Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology 

Toronto, Ont.
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\ DREST SERViny UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE Sits : 

APACHE NATIONAL FOREST 

Reitman’ SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA iu = 

ronesT SUPERVISOR 

G 
Fish & Game September 15, 1921. 

a Oe 
, ete, 

District Porester, : Rane o 
Thru Pares7, Se a ringersitle, Arte) dee. Oe 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. a Zipe,, ta, 
is 
722, 

Dear Sir:- ™ ey 

; According to Mr. Leopold's request I have made 

inquiries of the old timers in this section regarding the distri- 

bution of grouse on the White Mountain Indian Reservation and 

am enclosing a map showing the results. 

All I have interviewed agree that there are no grouse 

west of the Apache County line west of MeKay's Peak. 

The red line indicates grouse, the blue line white- 

tailed deer. You probably have more exact data on the distribu- 

tion of white-tailed deer an the men I have consulted do not all 

agree on this point. However, I will continue to study this 

question snd will keep you informed upon any reliable data I pick 

Upe 

Very truly yeurs, 

G 

Enclosure. Forest Ranger.
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. Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
“ March 14, 1922. 

Mr. T. F. Smalling, 

Gallup, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Smalling: 

State Game Commissioner McGrath recently 
; told me that a Mr. Evans of the Gallup-Farmington 

stage line had seen sage hens in the territory to- 
‘ward the north end of his run. If this is true, 
it is a very important record both scientifically 
and from a game protection standpoint, When you 
have an opportunity and if it is convenient would 
you kindly question this man Evans and find out 
whether he knows a sage hen by sight, whether he 
is reliable and just where and how many of these 
birds he saws 

‘ With kindest regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

‘ » Secretary, 

NEW MEXICO GAME PROTSCCIVE ASSOCIATION, 

* Ay
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From Washington Service Bulletin of 1/15/23. 

Do You Believe This? 

> Frank Wood, an old-time trapper, who lives in Jackson, 
and each season takes $400.00 or $500.00 worth of marten, coyote, 
and miscellaneous furs almost within the city limits, has made 

some interesting observations on the destruction of blue grouse 
by weasels. Evidence in the snow of blue grouse having been 
killed by weasels where there was no visible signs of the attack, 
the only signs being such as to indicate the end of the struggle, 
aroused his curiousity, and an investigation of several cases 
indicated that the grouse are attacked in their natural habitat 
high up on a hillside, and are able to rise and fly away with 
the attacking weasel, but unable to escape, since the weasel 

apparently continues the attack while being borne through the 
air, eventually bringing the grouse down where the end of the 
struggle as noted is plainly shown in the snow. 
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; é E Manzano Inspection - 1923 3 

Blue Grouse in Tohatchi Mte. N.W. Gallup 
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Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Cock Grouse Apparently leave hens as soon 

as they begin to set. Barker and I flushed 

4 on trail south of his ranch in high yellow 

pine - he said all cocks as hens are nesting 

higher up in the aspens.



Manzano Inspection ~ 1923 

Grouse. alleged to have been seen by 

Tejano road gang last year. Write Kissam 

re this, Webb was the man who reported it, = 
May have been pigeons?



I an lacking jinformat ion as to whether Sr ouse occur or ever did occur in the following regions: : 

(a) High mowmtains on the western edge of the white Moun~ tains - Apache Indian Reservation, (b) Navajo comiry 
(c) Jicaritla Indian Reservation. 

I am also lacking data as to distribation in Colfax County, east of the Carson National Forest. 

What is the cause of the periodic shortage of grouse? 
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Ans SERVI UNITED re ee oe te 

a Gene ae 

eet “oe 
Sept. 18, 1923 co 

Fish F susbleieiints 

District Forester, 
Albuquergue, N. M. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of September 14, is received. 

The growse on Mingus Mountain were seen by Herman 

Ford and Louis Graham. George Hulsey who was in charge of 

the Mingus Mountain road work stated that he heard them 

drumming on several different occasions but was not able 

to see them. So far as we know the grouse appeared on 

Mingus last spring. I believe after talking with the three 

men that they were qualified in identifying the birds correctly. 

Yours very truly, 

» Xtteash Kl ioe
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE 
ALASKA WILLOW PTARMIGAN 

WITH THIRTEEN ILLUSTRATIONS 
By JOSEPH DIXON 

PON THE DAY of our arrival at Mount McKinley National Park, on May 

[ 19, 1926, we found three male Alaska Willow Ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus 
alascensis), all in full nuptial plumage with chestnut heads and necks, but bodies 

pure white except for a few brown feathers just coming through on their backs. On 
the evening of May 24, at 6 o’clock, I heard a male Willow Ptarmigan “crow” and 

looking in the direction from which the 
sound came I saw what appeared to be 
a lump of snow on the flattened crown 
of a spruce tree about 200 yards from 
camp. Taking the binoculars I saw 

‘ that the lump of snow was really the 
white body of a male ptarmigan. The 

ate a spruce tree was bent and old and about 
Se vie thirty feet high (see fig. 60). The bird 

z PORE he = Ee gave a couple of warning calls as I ap- 
Se gre. proached the tree, and then it dawned 
Ce on me that he was probably standing 

ms he or guard while his nesting mate fed. 
eee CN : So I hunted around ; and sure enough, 

: Pes I found the female ptarmigan feeding 
ae if ts in some dwarf willows about twenty 

oA ee 4 ee feet from where I stood. As soon as I 
fo OO 3 ci a started after the female the male ptar- 

We 7 ay Mite. migan flew down from the tree top and 
oiled Pe ree ran off ahead of me, trying in various 

Pe i a SF5 ways to decoy me away from his mate. 
ea fae The buffy brown female was hungry and 

7” ea See 5 had evidently just come off her nest. 
wi pM Ml a: When moving from one feeding station 
Fig. 60. Mate PrarMicAN PercHep, on 0 the next bunch of willows she kept 

GUARD, IN TREE TOP. to the hollows and depressions and 
sneaked along, with body, head and tail 

all low to the ground. When she remained motionless I had difficulty in making her 
out even when only twenty feet distant. 

The behavior of the male was entirely different. He strutted about with tail stick- 
ing out stiffly behind. The head was carried erect and his neck was extended (fig. 61). 
The vivid coral red comb over each eye was carried erect and was conspicuous to a dis-
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tance of fifty feet. He kept hiding by running behind trees, but when a little way off he 
would mount a tundra tussock or rock and give his coarse warning “cackle” which 
sounds like running a nail over a stiff comb. 

‘The hungry female fed steadily on willow buds, and while she was thus engaged 
the male courted her by strutting around her with tail spread to the utmost; the wings 
were flexed downward, and the feathers of the body were fluffed out just as they are in 
a strutting turkey cock. This display was repeated several times (fig. 62), but the hen 

kept right on foraging. I 
") followed the birds about for 

~~ sinearly an hour, hoping that the 
: — female would go onto her nest ; 

‘ ___ but she was too wise for me and 
( iy I finally lost her in a little 

.*  S i Fe) thicket of willows. 
zs ‘\ ihe About 7 o’clock in the eve- 

, ee ~ ning of May 25 the sun shone 
Ej | : y i brightly for a few minutes and 

eapae } "Ff ~ looking over at the spruce grove 

Lo i we saw our cock ptarmigan 
eer nl j ie perched in the tip top of one 
ve AQ He” ge oof the tallest trees. Then the 

\ ey ay 7) snow began suddenly to fall 
\ | aN . Vee ae and when we looked again he 

\ \ 'y i Aa 5 gs algae was gone. When we reached the 
Ee fh eS Ree =«olower edge of the grove we 

4 } i! A ; ‘eve j j found him walking along quiet- 
j ai, he DN NGS hy ae ve, ly near the spot where we usu- 
Pe PUY a eho” SiN ally found the female. When 
SON Aa Pe SARIN the snow fell he fluffed out 

Wi iy A Oe AG ae A Ma 1 Ae tay i 2 # 
\7 y, Bf hele SA NA es ng es “AY, his feathers so that his bod 
\ PNAS | "9 ean os | ‘ 
Wf Mia INES fe Be FA EN Sods m y appeared almost as round and 
ye) aa a: Ls be) ON LAY Gey ( white as a pop-corn ball. He 

Md OF tale” a Ve “ip sWAee closed his eyes and acted just 
air: Gi i Wi ye ae é SiN Ay like a sleepy, contented chicken 
ye y: pg DY i eg aL dh, Ly going to roost (fig. 63). When 

1 Bie: a Be en Wl Wie “teu 1 moved he came suddenly to 
¥* ie ay 24 life, stretched his neck, cackled, 

Fig. 61. Mare PrarMicaN atarmep, wir neck nd then ran away. He made 
EXTENDED AND COMBS ERECTED. no effort to fly and by working 

up very slowly I managed to 
get within eight feet of him, at which distance I secured several photographs. 

When the male ptarmigan is alarmed the red combs over his eyes stick up in a verti- 
cal position (fig. 61). When the bird is at rest, the combs are relaxed somewhat and 
are not nearly so noticeable (fig. 63). In repose, the feathers of the body are fluffed 
out, making the bird appear much larger than, he really is. When frightened the 

feathers are drawn up close to the body. 
The male ptarmigan spends the day hiding in little thickets, keeping within 50 or 

100 feet of the nest. He has a definite form or nest of his own which he occupies when 
roosting. One reason for his staying so close is the danger of Short-billed Gulls finding 

: the ptarmigan’s nest. These egg thieves work in organized gangs, usually three to- 

ewe ee iy ken sane a) he eM Bs ee se
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gether. One will swoop down at the female, trying to make her shift about on the nest 
so as to expose the eggs. The second or third gull following tries to slip in and grab ~ 
an egg. As soon as the gulls appear, the hen ptarmigan gives a peculiar call for help. 
Upon hearing this the cock ptarmigan bursts forth like a rocket and charges the thiev- 
ing gulls. He doesn’t beat around the bush but flies directly at the intruders, knocking 
them down with the impact of his body. An average cock Willow Ptarmigan at this 
season weighs 507 grams, while one of the Short-billed Gulls which was shot weighed 
358.2 grams. In addition to being one-third heavier than the gull the cock ptarmigan 
flies much the faster of the two, and when he hits a gull it is almost like a Duck Hawk 
striking a duck. 

I had been told of an instance where a cock Willow Ptarmigan had attacked and 
routed a large grizzly bear that happened to stumble upon his nest. But even after see- 
ing the ptarmigan drive off the gulls I did not fully appreciate the furiousness of the at- 

tack, until June 23, when I came across 
aa : an old hen ptarmigan with her brood of 

: small young which were just able to fly. 
aw ig I rushed after the young, trying to catch 
ey wie one. Just as | was about to grab a chick, 

. \ a willow bush in front of me exploded 
ee Beye and the cock ptarmigan flew directly into 

% : my face, knocking my glasses to one side 
’ or ee iS 4 _ as he slapped my face with his beating 

is, pe ee ; wings. He then dropped to the ground, 
Anes ey a fo i . . . : " ~~ ie ang but instead of retreating flew directly 

ee ne fb oe into my face again; but this time I was 
i as : ae ready for him and caught him with my 

; » t." ae bare hands when he became mixed up 
r vali i ’ o with my mosquito head net. ‘The bird 

v y | t then tried to bite and to flap his way to 
sug ) freedom. As I started off with the cock 

‘ on } under my arm the hen ptarmigan left 
At rae her young and came rushing at me and 

, “Ah Lat “) then crawled feebly about at my feet as 
Sea te though in mortal agony. When I started 

: acca away she rushed frantically about flap- 
Fig. 64. IN COMMAND OF THE FIELD. ping my heels with her wings at every 

step. Every time she rushed at me she 
hissed. When the male found he could not escape he uttered a few croaking notes 
and the hen left me at once and went back to her chicks. 

I took the cock to camp, which was nearby, to photograph him. Then I carried him 
back to the place where I had caught him. When I turned him loose he wanted to fight 
me again. I thought such a valiant bird ought to be encouraged and perpetuated, so I 
backed off leaving him in command of the field (fig. 64). 

A nest found May 21 was located in a thin bunch of brush right out in the open. 
It was placed on a clump of reddish moss which was almost the color of the female ptar- 
migan. It was very difficult to see the female on the nest even when the sitting bird 
was in plain sight at a distance of 15 feet. The female allowed me to take pictures of 
her on the nest at arm’s length and I finally reached out and stroked her back and still 
she did not leave her nest. 

On June 7 I again visited this ptarmigan nest. For the past three mornings the 
hen had been off the nest feeding at 6 o’clock, but this morning she was on the nest at
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6:05 when I arrived. I looked about and at length found the cock ptarmigan hiding 
in a sort of nest wallowed out between two bushes about 40 feet from the real nest. 
This is his home, and he repairs to it regularly while the female is on the nest. I tried 
to get some photos of the male but he kept “cackling” and leading me away from the 
vicinity. He proved an excellent decoy. 

I then flushed the hen from her nest which contained nine eggs (fig. 65). When 
forced off the nest the hen “‘clucked” and “fussed” about, even pretending that she was 
incubating her eggs (fig. 66). Finding that this ruse did not work, she arose, fluffed 
out her feathers, shook herself and scooted, with head and tail close to the ground, to 
the creek nearby. Here she waded boldly out into the water and drank thirstily 
(fig. 67). After drinking, she fed industriously for ten minutes on buds and leaves of 
willow and then returned in a round-about way to her nest (fig. 68). While the hen 

was on the nest I followed the cock about. When we were almost 100 yards distant 
: the female on the nest called, and the cock arose promptly and flew back across the 
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Fig. 65. A TYPICAL NEST OF THE ALASKA WILLOW PTARMIGAN; MouNnT 
McKINLey NATIONAL Park, JUNE 1, 1926. 

creek to her. She then came off and they fed together, keeping up a low conversational 
clucking the while. 

When this ptarmigan nest was found, on May 21, the female was on and the nest 
contained nine eggs which were nearly or quite fresh. The first egg hatched at 4 p. m. 
on June 14. Three hours later eight eggs had hatched, and the mother ptarmigan then 
left the nest with her brood of eight downy, but able-bodied young (fig. 69). One of 
the nine eggs failed to hatch and was abandoned and left in the nest (see fig. 70). ‘The 
period of incubation was in this instance known to have been between 24 and 25 days. 

When the ptarmigan chicks hatched, the egg-shells were broken around near the 
middle from the inside and the top of the shell was lifted off. ‘These top portions of 
the shells were not found in the nest along with the other empty shells and the one un-
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hatched egg (fig. 70). I looked around near the nest but could find no trace of egg- 
shells outside the nest. What became of these portions of the egg-shells remains a 

mystery. : 

‘The hen spent the night hovering the young within fifty feet of the nest, but having 
once left the nest the family never returned to it. While the eggs were hatching the 
cock was on hand at the nest and appeared much excited. When several Short-billed 
Gulls appeared and tried to steal the young the male ptarmigan became almost beside 
himself with anger and flew directly at the gulls and drove them off. 

‘The following morning at half past six we found the entire family, cock, hen and 
their eight downy young, all together in some low brush about 100 feet from the nest. 
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Fig. 68. THE BROODING FEMALE PTARMIGAN. 

The hen was fluffed out with all eight chicks under her. One youngster stuck his head 
out from behind her wing, and another chick tried to*crawl beneath her (fig. 71). 
Later, a chick perched on her back but slid off before I could photograph him. When 
we first came up, the cock was hidden in a bush about six feet from his mate. ‘The hen 
and chicks were so protectively colored that it was difficult to make them out at a dis- 
tance of ten feet, unless they moved. However, with the cock it was a different mat- 
ter. His reddish-brown head, neck and back, and large size, made him relatively con- 
spicuous. He seemed to realize that his presence was likely to handicap, or even to en- 
danger, the rest of the family; consequently he sought to conceal himself as much as 
possible near the family where he could and did repel thieving gulls and other invaders. 
Upon our close approach, the hen rushed out to attack us, with drooping wings and 
feathers fluffed out just like a “sitting” hen. After making several feints or actual at- 
tacks she returned to her chicks and seemed to accept us as her friends. ~ 

The call notes of the mother, written down on the spot, were as follows: 

1. Harsh ke - ouk — ke - ouk = warning! danger! 
2. Soft purring keer - er - eerk = hush-a-bye, when hovering young. 
8. Clucking cuck - cuck = note used to call chicks to her so that she could hover them,
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The downy chicks uttered a soft cheep cheep cheep, especially when they were in distress 
or had become lost from the rest of the family. This faint call was not audible to my 
ears at a distance greater than twenty feet, but both cock and hen were able to hear 
it up to fully forty feet. The mother ptarmigan kept “talking” in a subdued tone to the 
chicks. This served as encouragement when the chicks became weary and lagged be- 
hind and at other times served as a lullaby to quiet them when she was hovering them. 
‘The cock was usually silent, but gave a hoarse throaty c-o-a-k, repeated several times in 

, succession, when danger threatened. This warning note was always given as soon as 
the cock spied a Short-billed Gull in the neighborhood. We found that the cock kept a 
sharp lookout for gulls, and that he would often see them coming before we did. When 
the mother hovered the chicks the cock ptarmigan, after seeing that they were safe, 
seemed to realize that he was too conspicuous and hence a source of danger to the 
family. Accordingly he would always go off six to ten feet to one side and hide in the 
bushes. Here he would peer out cautiously and keep a sharp watch for gulls, foxes, or 
other sources of danger. 

‘The cock ptarmigan is relatively ragged. His wedding suit is in tatters now, and 
he is a conventional family man with the rusty barred feathers of his summer plumage 
coming in on his head, neck and back. The chicks appear very much like young tur- 
keys. They are covered clear to the toes with yellow down trimmed with stripes of 
brown. There is a broad brownish stripe on the top of the head which divides into two 
narrower stripes that extend down the center of the back. ‘There is also a brown stripe 
back of the eye and a brown bar on the wing. All the brown stripes have a reddish 
tinge. 

‘The adult birds feed on the tender green leaves of the dwarf willow with an occa- 
sional insect picked up whenever it comes handy. The eight chicks foraged in a loose 
flock covering an area about five feet wide and six feet long. They pursue small insects 
and mosquitoes which they run down or reach up for and pick off the grass. I watched 
one chick catch a cranefly and after hammering and pecking at it awhile he concluded 
that it was too tough, gave it up as a bad job, and left it. The stomach of a four or 
five day old chick was preserved in alcohol and submitted to the Biological Survey for 
detailed examination. Here it was examined by Mr. Charles C. Sperry of the Food 
Habits Research Division who reports the stomach contents as follows: ‘Condition of 
stomach full; percentage of animal matter, 100; contents, 4 beetle larvae (Chrysome- 
lid?), 8%; 1 plant louse (Aphididae), 1% ; Diptera: 1 Orthoclodius sp., 1 Empis sp., 
1 Rhamphomyia sp., 1 Helina sp., 2 Sciara sp., 1 Coenosia ansoba and 3 Spania, 15% ; 
17 yellow caterpillars, 74% ; 1 spider, trace; 15 Thysanura, 2%.” It will be seen from 
this stomach examination that caterpillars formed the greater part of the stomach con- 
tents of this ptarmigan chick. 

The family travelled as follows: First came two or three chicks in the thick grass, 
then the mother surrounded by the other chicks; the cock sometimes led and at other 
times brought up the rear. I timed them and found that they covered a lineal distance 
of 45 feet in five minutes. Following this there came a period of rest of five minutes, 
during which the mother hovered her brood of young. We never saw the cock hover 
the young; but when one of the chicks became entangled in a network of twigs he was 
right there and helped it get free. By noon the ptarmigan family had wandered out in 
the low bushes 100 yards from where they had hatched. The chicks were now nearly 
24 hours old, and all of them were strong and lusty, each able to run about with agility 
and to secure food for itself. 

At Copper Mountain, about 4 o’clock in the afternoon of July 12, a family of Wil- 
low Ptarmigan came feeding along through the dwarf willows near camp. There were 

six young about the size of quail. The cock kept a lookout for enemies from elevated
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positions while the hen herded the young along through the willows. The hen kept up | 

a running conversation with the young as did also the cock. This liaison note was a 

loud ke-ouck, repeated at intervals of from five to ten seconds. ‘The cock’s call was } 

somewhat coarser than that of the hen. I had difficulty in hearing the thin peeping of 

the chicks at a distance of fifty feet, but it served to keep them together. The young | 

were very active, jumping up into the willows and catching insects over a foot off the . 

ground. 

At Copper Mountain, on July 13, I found a pair of Willow Ptarmigan wading | 

about in the mud and shallow water where a glacial stream was flooding a portion of 

the valley. This rise in the water forced the bugs and insects to climb up into the tops 

of the low fireweed, and the ptarmigan were there able to wade about and pick the in- 

sects up with ease. 
On June 7, in a bunch of willows, I found a gang of 25 Willow Ptarmigan, all of 

which were males. They were in a compact flock like quail. It seems that after the 

eggs are laid, and the females need less attention, the male ptarmigan often gather into 

flocks or “clubs” to feed, probably for mutual protection from foxes and other natural 

enemies. It is possible that some of these males may have been bachelors that failed to 

find mates, but examination of birds shot for specimens indicated that most of the males 

had bred recently. It is my opinion that these “stag” parties are only temporary, since 

the males were often heard flying about together and cackling hoarsely, usually late at 

night. Not all of the males joined these midnight parties, because where we found 

broods of downy young they were accompanied by both parents (fig. 72). 

In going past a willow thicket I happened to sneeze, and in doing so made a noise | 

very much like a red fox barking. At once one of the ptarmigan gave a warning cackle 

and then the whole flock of 25 ptarmigan flew up, perching in the tops of the willows, 

high off the ground. Here they craned their necks and looked about in every direction, 

evidently trying to locate the fox. 
The enemies of the Willow Ptarmigan are numerous and varied. Perhaps the red 

fox heads the list of such enemies. We found four red fox dens near our camp. The 

ground about each of these dens was strewn with rabbit feet and ptarmigan wings. An 

examination of such remains showed that ptarmigan were captured more frequently by 

the foxes than was any other species of bird. The foxes capture many cock ptarmigan 

during the mating season. 
After the young ptarmigan are out of the shell they are menaced by Black-billed 

Magpies as well as by the foxes. Thus on June 24 a family of four young and two 

adult magpies was found systematically working the willows in the Savage River 

bottom for ptarmigan chicks. When these magpies located a pair of adult ptarmigan 

they would retire stealthily and hide in the willows near by, until the ptarmigan chicks 

began to run about. ‘Then the magpies swooped down and grabbed the chicks before 

they could hide, and then carried them off and ate them. A cock ptarmigan that I 

watched put one magpie to flight, but where there were six and in another case nine 

magpies working together against two adult ptarmigan the odds were overwhelming. 

As a result of this persecution by the magpies we found that by July 10 many families 

of young ptarmigan had been reduced to only one or two individuals. Gyrfalcons also 

levy continuous toll on ptarmigan; and since these large falcons are relatively numerous 

in the Mount McKinley district, the aggregate number of ptarmigan killed by them is 

considerable. It is thus easy to see why the hen ptarmigan lays from six to twelve eggs. 

If only one or two eggs were laid each season the species would soon become extinct. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, June 6, 1927.
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N approaching one of the grouse family for pur- of barnyard fowls. From the sportsman’s point of view, 

I poses of study or photography, one must avoid the dusky grouse is a splendid bird with which no other 

three common errors in tactics. Too sudden or western grouse can compare. He is resourceful, shifty, swift 

& || hasty an approach, too direct a line of approach, of flight, and when hunted is well able to tax the patience 

) or any attempt at concealment or “‘sneaking up’ of the most enthusiastic sportsman. When he rises on roar- 

ea) on the subject usually results in failure. With ing wings and plunges like a projectile through the brush he 

due observance of these rules, however, and makes a shotgun target equal in every way to his cousin, the 

with the exercise of considerable patience and perseverance ruffed grouse. ‘T'reed, his slender head and neck furnishes 

dusky grouse, Franklin’s grouse, gray ruffed grouse, and a mark for the rifle well worthy of the skill of our squirrel 

ptarmigan have been approached. In many instances the hunting forbears. Indeed, it often takes a keen and a 

bird appeared to be charmed by the human voice. practiced eye to locate him after he has alighted in the top 
The most difficult to approach is the gray ruffed grouse of an isolated tree. 

(Bonasa umbellus umbelloides). This bird is of an ex- Hunting the dusky grouse is not a task for the feeble or 

tremely nervous and er- indolent, for he is 

ratic disposition, and $ rarely found on level 

this, coupled with his f - ground and is not often 
habit of constantly . el ao ‘ : killed from that modern 
keeping to cover, makes " i \ Juggernaut of game 
him a most difficult sub- a bird life, the automo- 

ject for the student bile. Indeed, a vast part 
photographer. Ny Ae (ace of thecountry inhabited 

Franklin’s grouse Ph : by the dusky grouse can 

(Canachites franklini) , a be successfully negoti- 

commonly and_ very A ated by man only on 

logically dubbed “fool i" ~ | foot. A few can be 
hen,” is most easily ap- i i we i 2 reached by horse travel 

proached of. all western rf on the thousands of 

grouse. Often in its Pay * ‘ miles of trails opened 

case any rules of the - ~ Sale ° in the past few 

game, or all of them, <i years by the United 

can be abrogated with- be : States Forest Service, 

out risk. The south- ‘ but where he is at all 
ern white-tailed ptarmi- closely hunted the dusky 
gan (Lagopus lencurus < grouse promptly takes | 
altipetens) is not es- m4 : to the rugged fastness } 
pecially difficult to ap- Zies 5 of subalpine and alpine } 
proach, but because of The vagabond of the grouse family, the ruffed grouse. He is ex- country where the mul- } 
his predisposition for a tremely nervous and erratic and has a habit of constantly moving titide will not follow: { 
home thacisceldomince around, keeping well to cover at all times Behave) seenieito abe 

of close proximity to a little danger that the 
snow bank, he is not often the target of man’s curiosity. hardy, resourceful dusky grouse will be hunted to the verge 

. Ordinarily the dusky grouse (Dendragapus obscurus), of extermination if given reasonable protection during the 
including the two or more races or geographic va- breeding season. The officials of the National Parks and Na- 

rieties found in the Rocky Mountains between souch=) (ionallorests are now. giving this in good measure over per- 

ern Colorado and the Canadian boundary, is regarded haps a hundred million acres of his native habitat. His 
as a very wild game bird, extremely difficult to approach fc ee 

e : ele cousins, the prairie hen and the sage grouse, have not fared 
and study. But in areas where the bird is protected for 5 : 

i ; e : so well, however, and their fate seems certain. 
even a comparatively short period, it not infrequently be- 

comes the most docile of our native grouse, readily accustom- Enemies, both furred and feathered, the dusky grouse has \ 
ing itself to the presence of human beings and displaying, in abundance. Coyote, bob-cat, lynx, marten and badger ] 

if anything, less fear than some of the more nervous varieties all pursue him on the ground with diligence and with some | 

600 4
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measure of success. He must watch the air for hawks by than his winter diet; but even in early autumn, when fruits, 

day, and at night he is menaced by the western horned owl. grasshoppers, seeds and leaves abound in great variety, I 

These things he has evaded with success down through the have found crops packed with the bitter resinous needles 

ages and will continue to do so, especially since man, the and twig-tips of Douglas fir. Even in the close proximity 

arch extinguisher of wild life, has thrown the weight of his of an abundance of other food this staple is often taken 

campaign against predatory animals into the balance in the from choice. 

grouse’s favor. Probably the most destructive natural ‘There is a popular belief, apparently shared by some orni- 

enemy of the dusky grouse is the western goshawk, the  thologists, that during the late summer and early autumn the 

swiftest and ablest bird of prey within all the grouse’s range. dusky grouse subsists chiefly on a grasshopper diet. During 
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A well concealed nest of the dusky grouse under a clump of fescue. To this busy mother 
the camera is but an incident that must not interfere with her chief interest in life 

No bird along the great range of the Rockies is better the last twelve years I have had many excellent opportunities 
adapted to survive the uncertainties of mountain winters to observe both young and old while feeding, often with the 
than the dusky grouse. Snow holds no terror for him. He aid of a good binocular. All my observations and notes 
rises above it by taking to the trees; in the deep canyons and point to a vegetarian diet seasoned by only a few insects. 
dense coniferous timber there is always shelter from the Many kinds of plant leaves, buds, and flowers are eaten. 
wildest of storms. Nor is food at such times a matter of Strawberries, huckleberries, raspberries, gooseberries, cur- 
deep concern, as the dusky grouse seems able to thrive for rants, wild rose fruits, bearberries, and the bitter buffalo 
months on the buds of shrubs, especially on the needles and berry are taken freely. Both the leaves and fruit of bear- 
buds of Douglas fir. I have found him wintering success- berry are staple articles of diet. The fruits. are probably 
fully and vigorously on top of five feet of snow at 10,000 ‘taken only for the dry, mealy flesh, since it seems improbable 
feet above the sea in southern Colorado, at 9000 feet in that the stony seeds are ever digested. When the seeds of 
‘Wyoming, and at about 5000 feet in Idaho. the Douglas fir were ripe a very large percentage of the 

The summer food of this bird is spiced with more variety birds examined in southern Colorado were found to contain
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} at least a few of them. One bird had very recently eaten he bursts forth in sound, though never in song, during the 

231 Douglas fir seeds, ninty-three bearberries, seven rose mating season, and is quite audible during the morning hours 

fruits and one ant, an unusually large breakfast. A young in May and June. In one authentic case of record, his 
bird had fed principally on grass 

and the leaves of a small wild ee ‘ . ; 
pea vine. Another killed in early 4 ’ , s a i - 

September at nearly 12,000 feet ss = , me Ses 

altitude in southern Colorado : a ss m sul - E 

had fed principally on the leaves ae ; y 

of a dwarf alpine willow with — q a 

a few nearly ripened carpels of toe gy # i 4 ee ra . 
marsh marigold. In the records ms | Penn > ee ae 

of some twenty stomachs from " ” at es pe Rd oa : 3 ; “. ¥ eal ~ Wr birds taken under a wide range ei a Was ve . re ie e Ca Pies é a yen ia e 
of conditions and locality, often al i *. ee o> ag 
: a oy a ee ®, Pai gy “ i 
in the presence of great numbers a pi i, Pgh Sse . i * pe ae 

of grasshoppers, the largest wer a 4 a 2 ae ge > Pe A we “t Pes en ky oF asi rt aw ee po we eel amount of insect food I have re- ge PE SSR ks: ant OY AO ee a Me 
eae : a 1 rer a a eth. me 

corded for individual cases is ; 3 pF Se i ? 2 

three grasshoppers and one ant. a ee ae ¢ $44 FO ‘ : ae se a 
I have found it rather unusual “dl : ea 4 Ree > ‘ £: Lag FS ra 5 + ale F .. # Synch A Eo Seal 
to open a bird that does not con- i ak IS ee a 
tain at least a few of the leaves ae Ca 7% gf Be a 1 6 oe tae 

F wo Bi +" . ia ~~ 4 ., mr 5 cy mS a 
os ‘* ~ . ae S ia a AP 

os an Cee ae ee? oy iy Neto & 
Fs x8 j ae BS Neigh Tile” hn es, gee 

aks | pa : ae B : a Sage uA, d ' ; ig i ae ” Re 44 0 ie th ; ‘ wt F ye | _ eee ee ft ON rs r 
(ae ee ek ‘ : sy - a, iene | a), Ae ii «2 | vee " 

Resin, || ye a ed a 3 so 
a is homed i ae ~ a be 

: Moh ae ere a) 4 os 

_ Se wes . : “ i 4, ee bee 9 eS : ae 

el i YS " | wt 0 ee SA Franklin grouse, the beautiful “fool hen” 
5 :! Fs) = —_ oar) of the mountainous districts 

men A Y 
; a ae . \ b Ps 
h foe :* Lae Ps, deep, far-carrying cry was heard in northern 

z < yi ae Wat Boog » Montana as late in the season as July, after 

: co Cis eo ee a the chicks were hatched. A peculiar loud 
: 3 Z TN oi : ; : ; 

#4 ye ye, oe te rattling sound which often mystifies mountain 

rn ites : Ig “Ai a Seemes) «travelers in the spring and early summer is 

ee aN prey. made by this bird and is doubtless analogous 

, “aN re see 5. ana i to the drumming of the ruffed grouse. He 

, ee Wl asia ( : ie produces this sound by leaping from the 

a i" / Pte ground into a tree top, rattling the stiff wing 

4 P \ ard NY , re feathers as he rises. 

r 3 r Ts ; In southern Colorado in April, at an alti- 
A male Franklin grouse in full plumage, standing at the foot of an tude of 9300 feet, while only patches of 
Alpine fir, the needles of which form a very important part of his diet ground were free from snow, one especially 

vigorous cock was observed for a considerable 
of some of the coniferous trees, most often Douglas fir. time. He stood proudly on a prostrate tree trunk under a 

The mating habits of the dusky grouse are distinctive, but group of large Douglas firs. Neck ruffs were raised to 
similar to those of many other Gallinaceous birds. Ordi- show the red skin beneath. While he posed and ruffled 
narily an extremely quiet and unobtrusive mountaineer, in this manner, his head would jerk at intervals as he uttered
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a low-toned, resonant “booming,” with such carrying quali- “toot,” often audible for a mile or more, was given, and I 

ties that could be heard at a distance of a quarter of a have never been fully satisfied as to whether the sound came 

from the male or the female, although I have always sus- 

EER TORRE "Tiere wees eer grouse nesting nea | jib sell + ae er Ts A H , iti Figg ws i ie ars There was a mother grouse nesting near a ranger station, 

4 a me, Be * bes, “ ¥ a and she was not greatly disturbed when cameras were set up 
ip ea ea ge tel 5 A | rithin three feet of her and photographs taken. Af i De es AP ee ag i ; ¥ > oe seni three feet of her and photographs taken. ter many 
A ek 1 oO. es at % Sey et days’ observation she appeared near the station with seven 

by y’ ‘ai re, bi ear 2 . = ty i wrk , fluffy chicks. Neither the young nor the mother grouse 

iB siifee if Hl ¥ an) ie t) ah aes showed more fear of human beings than do ordinary domestic 

: ‘f A BH po § Ee AY yy fowls. And even while they were growing the little fel- 

" Pus il, f 4% Ae = os SA) Pe | a ‘%) ~~ lows were easily caught and appeared not in the least to 

ie v } 7 | fala a xt hy ify fA mind being handled. They remained near the ranger sta- 
an fief At hee foal > 2 Rae ie me £ we tion until they were half grown. 

' ; i! 4 ae x fy awe ae Pa The nest of the grouse is usually found in shallow hol- 
; rt if * sg og 3 cece . ath 7 sy * lows on a well-drained slope. It is lined with grass, and 

j { pay ¥ i ae a Ay] tl ae almost perfectly concealed by overhanging stems and leaves 

Ma f = eo Pet ge if ~ of a dense clump of fescue’ The eggs are cream colored and 
“oi, a ae Fy Hy) nearly as large as small hen’s eggs. Generally eight egg Nt hay! © glare ee fi) | nearly as large as small hen’s eggs. enerally eight eggs 

| he, ee CPE has i Wer fh ie will be found in a nest, but of course the number will vary. 
| VE “to AS ine ie Doubtless many nests are destroyed by coyotes and other 
Poe ¥ Z f, ; tif i my prowlers, and on range frequented by cattle and sheep an 
ce , Ae Se iy ‘| occasional nest may be damaged or trampled. When 

fe be ee Cae | ys ho e ; th h i flushed from the nest, I have 
< ail ‘ey Se! AY ids if} a ae" rs never known a mother bird to 

ia pie ah as jot Byes yt >> s a go more than a few rods away, 
Chin “ ' ia A * * contrary to a rather common 

: bi | .< | belief that .grouse abandon their 
£ ~ a sd oe nests on the slightest provoca- 

, _ : : tion. The mother grouse at 
" nn a : " = : the ranger station returned time 

rs _ ” 4 and again after having been re- 
bees a bc :. - peatedly frightened away. 

4 The chicks are hardy little fel- 

A female southern ‘ lows who survive frosty morn- 

white-tailed ptarmi- i ings, wet grass, and cold moun- 

gan in summer plu- tain showers. They can fly } 

mage. These birds be- when but a few days old. Even /\ 

come nearly white dur- when very young, when suddenly 

ing the winter months 5 } frightened they scatter and take 

. i. eS to the trees and “sit tight” until 

mile. This splendid yi A Pp called together by an anxious 

fellow seemed not in ni : mother. ‘Those I have seen seem 

the least afraid and o, “¢ P much less wild than young prairie 

“crowed” repeatedly ™ s & 3 | chickens and ruffed grouse. I 

with the observer in es oe Pend tr i have known of a number of in- 

plain view and only “ete | >. "LP ay a ee: stances in which they haye volun- 

about thirty feet aay  ” yt . ee ee + tna tarily taken up residence on the 

After a while he , 7 % ‘ s z bs ws grounds of a human habitation. 
dropped to the ground, a “. ‘? Te ae . yA : ; ae 

pik Renin ee pao a oe © From these observations of the 

Pe = : go ag eal Pads r habits and characteristics of the 
fan-wise, ruffled _ his SC pr am “— ~ : fetkee BRT 4 pee , rs grouse, i would appear that 

per rcchilicee teens ; ys =< . wees: age 3 me §=— sportsmen’s clubs throughout the 

yard! ca kev coupler ‘i eS me oe a 2 areas inhabited by this bird might 

have never been so When surprised, the canny dusky grouse will often attempt al ea with aie Pee 

fortunate as to be a to escape detection by sinking slowly to the ground in this gation in captivity of this splendid 

witness when the long very characteristic posture American game fowl.
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Breeding the Will Ptarmi 
By DAVID H. BENDICK 

The Willow Ptarmigan is the only He, my brother, has never seen any Ptarmigan for a time nibbled on the 

species of native ptarmigan that we of them ever light in trees. They willows and twigs of shrubs, they soon 

have had the opportunity to observe feed while running, taking the tops learned to feed with the grouse from 

closely. This species has a very large and twigs of scrubby willows and rose- the ground on such rations as moun- 

range during the summer months. It hips, early in the morning and late tain ashberry, rose hips, grouse ber- 

may be found throughout the arctic in the afternoon, but during the day ries, apples and mixed grains such as 

regions from northern Quebec to they will, like all grouse, crouch un- hulled oats, wheat and screenings from 

Alaska, late in the autumn. With the der the snow, possibly to keep warm under the threshing machine, wild 

approach of severe weather, they will and out of the reach of their natural mustard buckwheat and other weed 

migrate southward. To my knowledge enemy, the Snowy Owl, which will, un- seeds. 

specimens have been taken within like the Great Horned Owl, prey dur- Once accustomed to aviary life these 

forty miles of Edmon- 
birds seem to thrive 

ton, Alberta, Canada, 7. = me We NN Se A mt 7 3 in aviaries far better 

and they are not un- ie Bee hate ese ee aie than any of the grouse 
3 Rik uit ms aS P (a " i ae 

common during the ‘ a \ pad i Ne ! \ ta > species. In fact, with 

winter months in the ey: Ee) a bw oy eae hii) us, we have found 

regions of Cold Lake, ‘ t ae SER ASCI a oy) sh fii \ fe them do even better 

which is about two $ . Su Nay ieee ss) Aad than some pheasants. 

hundred miles to the |g : ay I ‘ fy Bae Of course, I would not 

northeast of Edmonton. : oes a Washam vg : advise anyone to keep 

We have no authen- 5 ua ers os Face Bs oa them in very small av- 

tie data on their nest- i. eho i : ast | hee ab ie iaries such as are used 

ing habits, but I had |f : eae ees ap aeegs 4 eed Sie BF ) for the ringneck phea- 

an interview with a a a ae \ Re sant. The pens should 

trapper from the far Sete te ae ee \ : Sao aed be large enough so 

north. He seemed to Psa ae Leptin id ae I pS z in ais that at least some 

be a very good author- Ore: i eo Bho on eat ae IBA pce eg Pd shrubs and grass will 

ity on the Ptarmigan. ber Be a oo ype Obes, Ses Be. ere oh me < grow, eallawine the 

He states that these Sie LT eae 229s pea pees AUP AS SS ee A birds hiding places as 

birds will pair late in |e Bae ome gamer gee’ & Sete eee) = ell as green food 

March and start nest- |S es ee tes i aad | ae a 3 Sara which is essential to 

ing the latter part of ae 2 oe pace oS Ss \3 4 S Paice them. 

May and early June. ae a ee PAS RS The Ptarmigan were 

The nest is very dif- : 7 a a i : z shipped to us in Feb- 

ficult to locate. It is WILLOW PTARMIGAN ruary 1929 and natur- 

very plain, with a little 
ally did not breed this 

depression in the ground and ing the day. This probably accounts last season, but there seems to be no 

hardly any lining. The eggs are for the fact that the ptarmigan feeds reason why they should not breed this 

of a dirty white, blotched and speckled at dusk when the Snowy Owls have re- coming spring. 

with dark brown and are from seven tired. These birds are snowy white In captivity, these birds are very 

to thirteen in number. The young and unless one sees their tracks in fascinating and interesting. They be- 

are capable of concealing themselves the snow, one may pass them within come very tame and will allow pet- 

on very bare places, and the Mother a few yards and not notice them. They ting at feeding time and come right 

Bird will resort to devices similar to seem to rely more on the snow for pro- up and beg for food. 

those of the Ruffed Grouse to divert tection from man than they do on From a scientific standpoint, this 

attention. In protecting their young, their wings. When chased they will bird is highly interesting to observe as 

the Mother Bird is very courageous run until one is almost within reach it changes plumage at different sea- 

and will fly right at a human being. of them and then they will fly but a sons of the year. The winter plumage 

My brother, J. H. Bendick, has been short distance and descend uttering a of the Willow Ptarmigan is snowy 

studying these birds during the win- low Kr-r-r-r-r. white, the bill short and plack, black 

ter at Flin Flon, in northern Mani- Brother Jim shipped a few of these eyes, tail black, tipped with white, up- 

toba. He states that these birds will birds to us to try out in our Aviaries. per tail coverts white, two of the tail 

come down from the north in large One of the birds died before 1t became covert feathers being longer than the 

flocks when there is a heavy snow accustomed to artificial breeding. tail. 

fall and with ‘the approach of very They were placed in a large aviary Late in March these birds begin to 

cold weather. They make their homes with some Ruffed Grouse. There is a_ change their plumage. This change is 

in very scrubby and barren parts of good undergrowth of willows and wild slow at first, only a few brown feath- 

the country. shrubs in this aviary and while the (Continued on page 87) 
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peafowl and one hundred percent 

black wing peafowl. This is a good 

record. Then 68% dark neck phea- ML. O N G O L I A N E G G S 

sants, that is sixty-eight birds out of 

one hundred eggs, the eggs having had Eggs from the best strain of birds in the country. Our breed- 
a terribly rough journey. ers are from stock of very recent importation which assures 

atte eza you of new unrelated blood for breeders and restocking pur- 
WILLOW PTARMIGAN poses. We specialize on stock of superior quality. If you are 

(Continued from page 75) ete itis Golden : 

ers will appear, chiefly on the back. In Chinese Silver Amherst 
the males the red comb over the eyes Versicolor Reeves 

shows very prominently. By the end of write us for prices on eggs and birds for 1930 delivery. ; 
April the males have undergone their e 

change although they change again H l d d en L a k e G ame F arm 
during the summer months. 

In the male the plumage seems to be Route 2, Box 660 

more uniform, brown to blackish on Seattle Washington 
throat and breast, hind neck and BUDD I. DAVIS, Supt. 

crown heavily barred, the primary fea- Birds of Quality Make Friends 

, thers remaining white with some ee 

gray barring, flanks almost brown and SS eS ee ee UL a Ee ae 
the-abdomen and under tail all white. 9. ——-— 

In September both the male and fe- 5 Soe RBIS LN 

male change to a much lighter grey ae = ‘ ’ ‘: 

freckled plumage. By the end of Noy- Beene euce Ask For G. & B Netting 

ember they have again changed to ee a ae eke 5 dashes: Toe agement. Maes Re ‘ 

their white winter coat, their legs and oe Seek The “G. & B.” special cold drawn process gives it 
: r ey a an a greater tensile ‘strength than wire used in other 
feet covered with feathers to the claws. -< es ay brands. — ; ; - : 

It is doubtful that these birds could Sa : Ge eee tee ince cece ainsee ae” 
ever be introduced as game birds away aS & povit of zine covering them in every part and solders 
Po ; siete ~<| the long twists of the meshes firmly together. 
from their natural haunts as it is i Symmetrical in mesh—perfectly flat. 

their nature to migrate to the arctic re- 3 oy If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 

gions in the spring and back farther > a eg 

south with the approach of cold wea-- e < >| Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 

ther and snow However, there is much Ra GEORGETOWN, CONN, 

to be done in the way of experiment- SEI REE CECASE BANE 

ing with these birds in captivity. If 

they can be bred successfully they 0880 —————————— 

certainly would make interesting pets 

and would be a great addition to your THOUSANDS OF BOB WHITE QUAIL 

aviary. for restocking game preserves, farm land and for game breeders. Restock 
your land and enjoy hunting America’s best game bird. Also all kinds of |} 

Br gher eather birds (eggs in season) quail, pheasant, waterfowl, swans, peafowl and |} 

WILD TURKEYS ene) eae birds, animals and fur bearers. Ask for Folder No, 25. |} 

(Continued from page 74) ee ; F 
KELLY SMITH P. O. BOX 162 San Antonio, Texas 

money on game birds to be eaten by |). 

vermin. So many of us do that but we 

are fast learning this is unprofitable ee 

and that we cannot raise both game The Grace Game Preserve 

birds and their natural enemies upon : 

the same grounds. I know there has Now booking orders for EGGS for next season, from a grand stock of j 

been. a vast amount of “preaching” |] Rinanecks, Buacknecks, Veslenire > povted took, under expert muse | 
upon this subject. It may seem already % agement. If you want eggs you also 

worn smooth and threadbare but for all A SME} expect to raise birds. To do this you 
that, it is worth repeating. Game en- LSE Shee HD must have eggs that will hatch strong 

i i : NS * vigorous chicks. Purchase the best and ; 
emies multiply as fast or faster than Ley ES on Wotewich you had. «Write med vous 

the game we seek to propagate, and LE hiss mH rants: 

if you become lax and let them get a <e fees a ) 

‘start, it won’t be necessary for some- eH Ee AS Harry 1. Grace, Owner 

one to inform you of their increase QIN Cay 4 

because some morning you will see the : CF KS : a 

woeful story all too plainly written. : Harrisburg Penna. 

When vermin is once cleaned out it |) 
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2 . File: Sagehen-“ : 
Utah 

3 Cycle Chart 

Extract froma letter from 5. 3B. Locke, Mt 7.1930. Filet Utsh. 
"You may be interested in a statement made to me by Mr. G. Ne Woods 

: of this office. One of the areas in this section where sage bens have been 
extremely abundant is within the Lemhi Forest in Copper Basin. This has bem 

a geome preserve for a great many years but it is understood that the sage hens 
do not enter this area until after the hatching season and the birds are able 
to travel. However, they are corcentrated within the area during the hunting 
seagon and althouch some poaching has taken place they have been given a con- 
siderable measure of protection. Mr. Woods stated tht during a trip in 1909 

when he crossed the Basin in only one direction, he estimated that he flushed 
at least 1,000 sage hens. During a recent visit to this locality during which 
he ¢rossed and reerossed the valley at least four times, he estimated that he 
did not flush to exceed a total of 200 sage hens. It is, of course, very 
probable the afverse foetors operating most heavily against the sage hens are 
those on the outside areas where nesting occurs. *
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THE HEN WATCHED ME, NO MORE THAN MY HEIGHT AWAY 

She is more modestly garbed than her mate, gray and buff dominating her 
plumage with scattered spots of white. Her tail is buffy 

hulls bn og earn hu 1933 UVuwR22 Wed 

BY BEN EAST 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY: THE AUTHOR 

F you travel far in the pine forests and deep spruce _ eye, and there is a modest beauty about the prairie chicken 
| swamps of the North—those swamps where a thick and the sharp-tail. But the lot of them must yield place to 

carpet of sphagnum mufHes your footfalls, where moss- the sptuce cock, gallant of the deep-shadowed swamp 
grown logs lie in a tangle of dampness and decay, where _ thickets. The dark gtays, the clean blacks and whites of 
ancient fire-charred stubs lift their bleaching spars above his plumage, the splashes of scarlet above his eyes and his 
the saw-toothed tops of fir and spruce and ‘larch—you proud bearing are without peer among the grouse. Call 
may meet, some day, a small dark grouse that is not afraid him fool hen if you will, because he has never learned the 
of you. lesson of fear, but no more charming bird dwells in the 

He will have dark gray plumage, a black chin and tail, brooding dark wilderness of the North. 
a necklace of white spots across his breast and a patch of You may have to go far north to find him, because his 
jewelled scarlet above each eye, and he will not act like ranks have thinned as the pine and spruce forests have 
the other members of that wary, man-shy clan. He will been cut away and settlers invaded his range. In the for- 
walk unhurriedly away beneath the trees at your ap- ested lands I know best, along the south shore of Lake 
proach, or fly up among the low branches of a convenient Superior, only a remnant of the original spruce grouse 
spruce or tamarack and perch there without alarm while population remains. I am told the same is true in New 
you walk past within arm’s reach of him. England and northern New York. Fortunately the very 

This unwary dweller of the deep timberlands is the lack of wariness that contributes so heavily to the bird’s 
spruce or Canada grouse, perhaps better known as the disappearance also makes him of little interest to sports- 
spruce hen and often dubbed the fool hen because he men, among whom most members of the grouse clan are 
shows so little fear. Without question he is the handsom- _ held in high repute. Too, in Michigan at least, he is given 
est member of the grouse family, at least of those mem- the full protection of the law. On these facts there is 
bers found in the eastern half of North America. The reason to base hope that his dwindling tribe may at least 
ruffed grouse of the richly barred buff-and-brown plum- grow no less, and may even regain a share of its former 
age and the black epaulets is a creature of striking beauty, abundance in those few remaining tracts of spruce and fir 
whether on his spring drumming log or among the gold _ that are to its liking. 
and scarlet leaves of the autumn hardwoods. The ptarmi- I had spent many a day on the North Country trails, I 
gan in his white cloak of winter is not unpleasing to the had camped in lonely cabins miles from the nearest road, 
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I had followed the beaten runways of moose and deer, I It is the way of the spruce grouse to perch quietly while | 

had met the gray jay, the log cock, the loon, the fish hawk — you walk beneath the branch on which it stands, perhaps 

and most of the birds of the northern wilderness before less than the reach of your arm above your head. Often 

I saw my first spruce grouse. it can be—and has been—brought down with a club. But 

It was on a warm morning in late May, in a dense for some reason this hen showed signs of mild nervous- | 

swamp of spruce and fir and stray jack pines on the shore __ ness. Perhaps there was a nest, not far from the Labrador 

of a little beaver-flooded lake in the Two-Heart country. _ tea thicket, that we were too dull of eye and scent to fer- 

Wet spots, carpeted deep with soft sphagnum moss and _ ret out. At any rate she craned her neck and moved along 

densely grown with tangles of Labrador tea and leather- the branch, and twice appeared on the verge of flight 

leaf alternated through the swamp with fairly dry, open _ while I was still beyond good camera range. 

areas where the arbutus grew as I had never seen it before, ~*~ “Imoved slowly, making no hurried movements, cir- | 

spilling its matchless % cling the fir tree in the | 

fragrance in a largesse on ™ ee oy hope she would believe 

that filled all the swamp *. — <o % I had not seen her, but 

like a rare, sun-distilled , \ > . - “a steadily drawing nearer, 

incense. a : Su taking care never to 

We were on our way ' , ae - * look directly toward 

to a small stream that —& # > © % aa her. Often a wild bird 

led, between beaver — _— al will withstand a long 

dams, from the little pe “rr, and stealthy approach as 

swampy lake to the clear ge j s * long as you look away. 

waters of Lake Superior - i ff Me, ‘3 Look them once full in 

a mile or two away. Ps , << ‘ , P< 2 3 the eyes so they know 

From a patch of Labra- F oY a oe 2h ‘ . ; themselves discovered, 

dor tea we flushed a fy ‘ Le Se : A and their courage 

grouse of some sort. was 516 (he a ae breaks. 

The bird rocketed up d ( Hn Si - I came near enough 

among the spruce trunks Fe , Nate 4 , . at last and leveled my 

with little thunder of —_ gq" a % 4 camera. At the clatter of 

wings and bored away - 4 — & the shutter she jerked 

into the swamp before t ; - - her head around and 

we had more than the a ne . . é then settled down on 

briefest glimpse of a a ‘ the branch as if finally 

hurtling bundle of on A 5 deciding that this slow- 

feathers. It was not until — Co ae e moving intruder meant 

we had given over our : : es , no harm. 

futile search for the nest a — . _ — a —— ; I circled farther 

we thought might be Agi 2m" om around the fir tree to get 

hidden in the Labrador —— 1 ss = the sun upon her at an- 

tea, and followed on THE STRUTTING SPRUCE COCK other angle and while I 

through the spruces in They call him fool Hen Bacaure he has never learned the les- drew closer she sat there 

meee son of fear, this dark grouse of the swamps i : 
the direction the grouse watching me, quiet and 

had taken, that our high hopes were confirmed. We had unafraid, until I stood almost beneath her, and she 

flushed a spruce hen. She was perched on a low branch _ peered down at me no more than my own height away. 

of a fir tree, with a tracery of dead twigs and needle tufts Then Brunson, who sat motionless on,a low hummock 

falling about her, like the lines of a Japanese tapestry. a dozen yards away, spoke softly: “To your right—on the 

The hen spruce grouse is more modestly garbed than ground.” 

her mate. Tones of gray and buff dominate her plumage, A bird was coming there, advancing underneath the 

with scattered spots of white. Her tail is buffy where the tangles of leatherleaf and Labrador tea in a series of 

tail of the cock is black and she lacks the scarlet eye short quick steps and brief halts. A dark bird that came 

patches that are the crowning glory of the male bird quietly but not warily, through swamp thickets so dense 

of this species. that I could not get a fair sight of him. 

So perfectly did the somber coloring of the spruce hen Suddenly he stepped out into a little sun-flecked open- 

blend with the colors of twigs and lichen-flecked bark ing, a male spruce grouse, the mate of the quiet lady in 

there in the fir tree that had she crouched in a hiding place _ the fir tree, resplendent in his spring plumage, a proud 

close against the trunk or in an angle of a larger branch— and gallant forest nobleman in robes of dark blue-gray, 

had she hidden herself away as craftily as the ruffed  sable-and-ermine-decked, with a jewelled crescent of 

grouse hides among the tans and grays on the hardwood _ carmine over his eyes. 

forest floor—I am sure we should never have seen her. Fool hen? Dub him that if you like, but certainly there
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SHE WAS PERCHED ON A me OT ow a —— oes 4 cramer 3 

LOW BRANCH OF A FIR TREE oc” “ a ” [ Af 
Twice she seemed to be on the verge of | |u| ~~ a rm i oe flight from her perch a. _ ry r ie - e hd. 

was nothing of the dolt in his bearing woe Da 4 of i eo 
as he advanced out of the leatherleaf ° gee 8 a) . | a ef” oe ; thicket straight toward me, or nothing = be i, i * ] Y of the coward, either. Rather he oa 2 im Eat Ee i . . dA : Ee 
seemed to resent with proud dignity he FF a 7 oe ag i i a i 3 
my intrusion of his domain. Is one to eS “e Nae _ a + oo : ;. 

be called a fool because he has never co ete ets Si . | se i 
learned the lesson of fear, because cae if 4 ape << ai oe ky 
there is no room in his heart for the sy a. : geen ia * 
antics of the craven? Then only does 4 me 4 i . 
the spruce grouse deserve the name of i - a 3 <<, ee 
fool hen! 4 o.. es _ ~~ j 

As the bird came on he spread his | oe Ps “ee | 
tail fanwise like a strutting tom turkey. = .~_ « < i. iia A : 
The feathers of his neck and breast et i - oe \ : 
were lifted until they formed a black 7 Ji. iiiia at i ‘~ oN 
ruff across which the necklace of white a ego ¥e A ene, : at Al 
feathers made a broad ermine bar. His : ge ee ia “mm 
wings drooped until the tips almost wy 4. rf Ko = <i 
scraped the ground. Two white-tipped - — _ 
feathers stood up like short round ears just ahead of his _ the gtouse came on, with short mincing steps now, 
tail, and behind that full spread fan the lower tail coverts stopping every few feet to peck sharply at the empty air 
stood out in a stiff circle like the war bonnet of a Sioux or halting at the base of a spruce tree to knock away a 
warrior. few scraps of bark, as if in proof of his unfaltering 

Instinctively I jerked open and leveled my camera but courage. 
the cover on the floor of the swamp was too dense, the Then he reached the end of a fallen log no more than 
patches of deep shadow and bright sunlight too sharply thirty feet away, circled around it, turned back, hopped 
contrasted to hope for a picture even if the bird came up on the mossy trunk—and the eternal hope of the 
within range. wild life photographer swelled within me, That log led 

Still with spread tail, erect ruff and drooping wings toward me, its nearer end less than a yard from where I 
stood. The smooth trunk afforded a 

* a Seow an 7" a ; 3 Bod eam - : _ natural pathway for the strutting 
 : p eS »~ \ we) grouse and midway of its length it was 

Cy, f) ete , Pin. _ ' for the space of a yard clear of leather- 
fait +. ce _ ’ : leaf and Labrador tea. And on that 
an a a 1 \ me short open span the sun fell bright and 

- ; SS rey Qe a we] unflecked. 
al * iy * ae, * If only the grouse would strut the 

3 : aa a 7 ig length of the log, if only he would 
ii & it Wet es come as far as that open, sunlighted 

‘ et os eae Es oN space. Twice he took a step or two in 
er gh ig > Ry ta PP -\ my direction, and twice he halted and WN ee a) Sea ad f *% i é : ae ' 6.422008 . "e “ “ ye looked aside as if minded to take a 

3 1g ae Mee ee. + Be EN » A x less exposed route. Then he came on 
= x a se (ats \ & : Rane ey (Once more, boldly this time, still with 
mae aca ‘Ss x hy < “ Ss & short mincing steps like a cadet on 
PE AMA Nig. ; Se parade. On the ground glass of the 

Max fA. o Neer. Sok Kis iy i Ly y | camera I followed him along the log. 
Sh MAS wi “ SS Ny. 4, Le B34] Until he stepped out into the full sun- ~ “eS NR BE RSE a. ns * - F ° one = Bie) rw ne rie SO Aus J light, I do not think I breathed. 

ates 3) ORSAY es cohen y ? ~“ HE HOPPED UP AMONG THE LOW at / hg wae wh a BRANCHES OF A JACK PINE 
ROS. ps VAR Pe Se
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He did not even flinch at the clatter of the shutter and One thing he did not show us that I would have given 

when he halted he stood at the end of the log within much to have seen and heard. That was his drumming. 

reach of my hand, facing me quietly and unafraid. The For this grouse of the spruce swamps drums, beating 

shadows were heavy there but I swung the camera slowly out his thunderous, tumultuous song of courtship with 

until it covered him. It was useless. He was so close that his wings, much after the manner of his ruffed kinsman 

he more than filled the ground glass and I could not of the hardwoods. It is a muffled, rolling madrigal, this 

bring him into focus! I moved the camera aside and for wing song, weird and resonant, and doubtless sweeter 

a full minute he and I studied each other. If I am any to the shy hen grouse than are the silver notes of the 

judge of the emotions of birds he felt only curiosity hermit thrush singing for his mate at dawn. 

about me by that time. He fa I have my best description 

looked his fill, returning my a : a of the drumming of the spruce 

gaze steadily and unwinking. ‘ye grouse from John Linklater, 

Then he hopped down from gt who grew up in the lodges 

the log and circled away, still aes, , of the Chippewas north of 

strutting. eC xy = Lake Superior and knows the 

I followed him slowly, hop- : mee North Country as well as any 

ing for another chance with w man may know it. 

the lens. He led me off some { J mm 3 ‘ i The bird’s favorite drum- 

fifty feet before he hopped | we — Fae t 4 ~ ming place is on a log, deep 

up among the low branches “© ae : a aa ‘4 in the swamps, Linklater says. 

of a jack pine. a es ae He poses at one end, lifts him- 

Even there he could not ~ : . he self vertically into the air and 

seem to quite forget his pride ¥ » j mara _, drums as he rises to a perch 

and the springtime vanity that % SRS ra SN six or eight feet above the 

surged through him, and > ee Ay wy a log. A moment’s pause and 

when I photographed him, 3 libs Foo & ee D e he slants downward toward 
it ete “aN ? Spb i 

framed by the pine branches, in Qeet : HS a y ag’ | the opposite end of the log, 

it was with ruff half lifted. SS Fay ag Ae. brea fe # rolling forth his thunderous 

After a few seconds he Ee ea as PS ing tnusic as he goes. 

flew down and walked slowly Sz aden Sere ree. f Ea From his new station he 

off through the swamp once e ea sie yo a “ge again rises vertically to a con- 

more. We made a discovery oe" © aa Ee fa EX Lt venient perch, then tilts ob- 

then. We learned that as long | oe a 3 a MH ie = liquely back to the end of the 

as we followed him he would "— =a * we 9 _( Sy log from which he first started, 

lead us off, by devious routes, FRAMED BY THE PINE BRANCHES still drumming on the wing. 
deeper and deeper into the WITH RUFF HALF LIFTED The same performance is re- 

swamp, alternately walking After a few seconds he flew down and peated over and over, Link- 
x E walked slowly off through the swamp i 

and flying up into the low later says, the vertical rise, the 

trees, farther and farther from the fir tree where his slant down from perch to log, and all the while the 

mate still sat so quietly. Once we turned back in her di- bird beats out his strange song of pride and ardor! 

rection, however, the male grouse came toward us again Some day, in a deep swamp in the North, you may 

with spread tail and drooping wings, circling ahead of chance to meet this grouse of the dark gray plumage 

us as if to draw our attention to himself. and the ruby eye crescents. Spend an hour or two with 

Was his proud strutting only a gallant ruse to lure us him, in the brooding silence of his wilderness haunts. 

away from the hen bird, much as a mother ruffed grouse He will meet you unafraid and unwary, as will few of 

feigns a broken wing to draw intruders away from the the wild folk today. He will walk ahead of you on the 

vicinity of her brood? Was the entire show staged as mossy floor of the swamp without quickening his stride 

much in resentment at our presence and in hope of because you follow. He will feed on the buds of spruce 

driving or coaxing us away as to impress the gray and and fir while you look on. He has never learned the 

buff lady who looked on from her refuge among the _ lesson of fear, this dark grouse of the swamps—but once 

fir branches? you know him you will not call him fool hen. 

I do not know, but I suspect it may have been a little And let the citizens of each state that still has in 

of both. The spring strutting of the spruce grouse is well possession a few pairs of this superb species stay their 

known to men wise in the ways of birds, and they speak hands when the opportunity to see one is granted them. 

of it always as an antic of courtship. Yet I am not so Let each one so privileged strive to tell his fellows of 

sure but there was something of the warrior as well as _ the priceless charm that lies in even a fleeting view of so 

of the suitor in the bearing of the dark gray gentleman rare a treasure. A rumpled carcass or even a preserved 

that morning, not sure but his thought was as much to specimen is small reward beside the consciousness that 

defend his lady as to woo her—a gallant, this fool hen. _ there still lives in its chosen haunts a pair of these birds.
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New Soils Building 
December 7, 1933 

Mr. J. Stokley Ligon 
Carlabad 
New Mexico 

Dear Stokley: 

I am delighted to know that the Conservation League 

has made such good headway. I enclose my dollar. 

Your success with the sage hens interests me 
particularly. Can't you persuade the Forest Service to take 

some OWA money which is so abundant now and fence off a couple 

of sections against grazing so these birds will have a place to 

stay? It seems too bad to liberate them in that overgrazed 

desert. 

Yours sincerely, 

AL/vh 
Incl.



Digest of 

Wm, Chandless. A Visit to Salt Iake. (1855-1856) ‘Smith, Mder, & Co., 
london, 1857, 

p. 103, . “Among these (sagebushes), like grouse smong heather, 
but fewer, run the sage-hens; birds with a plumage between 
that of the gray-hen and guinea fowl, and on the average the 
size of a good pullet, to which, as delicacies, they are not 
inferior," (This was between the lest crossing of the Platte 
and the intersection with the Sweetwater, Were these sagehens 
or sharptails?) 

p. 140, Drought end grasshoppers at Salt lake, 1855 and 1956, 

Pp. 312, agers. "Our road lay by a broad sluggish river, on which, and 
on the clover pastures around and beyond, were millions and 
millions of wild geese, white and grey, the latter a good deal 
the most wary: I saw more geese there in two hours than in my 
whole life before or since." (1 day east of San Pedro, Calif.) 

File: Digests 
Uteh 
Sagehen .~ 
Cycle 
Geese 

oe d 

’



rave egy 
From the book "She Geme Birds of California” Bi 

Grinnell Micon - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley ~ 1915, 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, p. 40.) 

In 1903 end again in 1904 and 1905, attempts wore made to secure 

ptarmigan from Alaska for planting on Mount Shasta and in the Lake Tahoe 

region. Althowh fifty pairs at $10.00 per pair were contracted for, not 

p/ even one peir was forthcoming. From a scientific standpoint the ptarmigan 

A seems to be a species likely to thrive on the high Sierra Nevada above 

timberline; the conditions there closely resemble those of the ptarmigan 's 

native habitat and no other grouse or quail is present there with which it 

would have to compete. The failure to make the trial is therefore 

particularly regrettable. 

4 sh in 

1 \ 

/' \ ) \



Ptarmigan 

3 \ ) 

f : @. Gordon, S. (1933). ‘‘Ptaymigan feeding on scurvy grass.” British Birds, 

27, 210-11. P barney wn Ale 
Seen eating Cochlearia leaves in September on Ben Nevis at about 3800 ft. 

*
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Bringing the Sage Hen Back to New Mexi 
By J. Stokley Ligon= 

eee eee eae Ce ge a OOS Te, A SOR) a ae 

LACK - CAP- of several days scout- 
B PED and ser- ing—birds in numbers 

pentine in its NORTH BOUNDARY OF NEW MEXICO LS that had been little 
course, through a rim eS cn ae eo met < disturbed during the 
of bad lands, High- 2 y J ( ) ene past hunting season. 
way 87-E brought us { i It also terminated a 
out of the river valley mean 750-mile trip made in 
into the high rolling Lake Bi . AMARIE LEMOS Fr the hope of obtaining d 
sage lands between ee res Piddras PA), mos Prag Sage Hens for re- 
North Platte and trib- Rito ARR B\A 2s ae Rees ian stocking sage lands in 
utaries of Powder a EF ) northern New Mexico. 
River. Not a tree . ‘ C$ ) Here they were peace- ' 
graced the scene, only . 2 i ee oy fully living in their 
the browsed stubble of ‘. er Je { Ka natural envir- 
purple sage lands a .. yD e 4 onment by the hun- 
spreading out gray ~ cane eee M\ O A E dreds, or thousands 
and silent in every a i) P = mane a) with a little extension 
direction. The fasci- \ a - S ; Mosd of territory, unmolest- 
nating fragrance of = Shae ed except by an occa- 
sage permeated the IY Sp bVA ! oO sional hawk or eagle 
November air. A band ry oLas veens ao by day or prowling 
of antelope stood at > N 1 U coyotes by night. 
attention on a nearby : Our good friends of 
ridge. A dim, little- the Wyoming Game used road sheered off MAP SHOWING PROSPECTIVE SAGE HEN RANGE IN THE UPPER RIO GRANDE VAL- Department were 
to the right from the LEY OF NEW MEXICO. SHADED PORTION SHOWS OPEN SAGE LANDS ABOUT 200 much interested and 
highway and was fol- SQUARE MILES IN AREA. THE CROSS INDICATES WHERE 40 SAGE HENS FROM hopeful. They assured 
lowed into a wide WYOMING WERE RELEASED, NOY. 18, 1933. us we were pioneering 
sweep of Horse Creek in worthwhile fields 
Valley where a deserted settler’s shack was the only evidence of of endeavor, Could the mature birds be secured in numbers unin- 
even former habitation by man. jured? The usual answer was it had not been done. 

Suddenly a large, duck-legged gray bird at the road-side crouched A day spent in scouting about and observing the birds proved 
and reluctantly moved barely out of the way, to stop and rather two things conclusively: First, man afoot was not trusted and, 
curiously observe the second, for the auto- 
car as it was being » . “ mobile they had little 
slowed down.  Care- fear but apparent in- 
fully scanning the sur- terest so long as it 
rounding sage, we be- was in motion and the 
gan to spot the birds 3 purr of the motor was 
all about as far as we 4 i i; i constant. This interest 
could see, motionless, ——— ee eal and trust manifested { fitting so completely oe Cae hy H Fr in man’s modern land 
into the general hue e h 3 ae ri conveyance an the end ¢ and pattern of the as 6 ee contributed largely to 
Jandscape as to render | ri \ z £) sae cae ame : the success in captur- 
them practically invis- g | ib ve - Nigger ae = ( ing the birds. There 2 ible until one’s eyes el ye : Re pigs a was no need, however, \ were adjusted to their re | Vee Si ee ie CS Pa ee for any but low speed outlines. SS “3 ca eng Sons beeen gear in a car for the 

The place was cen- df fens s am purpose. Both the tem- 
tral Wyoming and the arr = eas - perment of the bird | bird the Sage Hen, < and the sage hum- 
largest of American aoa | mocks forbid any oth- 
grouse. And what a wr ee er movement of a car, 
thrill! To one unac- 7 tn 2s At the end of the 
customed as I to such , ‘ 7. third day forty Sage a sight, it was in re- 4 F om Te — Hens were in four ' ality turning back the f rome Ebi, Padded crates and the ' pages of frontier his- eae | bbe long haul to New 
tory to the days of A PN ie i Mexico was begun. Bridger, Buffalo Bill 24 eee a i On the second morn- and others who knew a A ee ie ing after leaving the great West when Sse ae tg epee, | meee 60s Horse Creek they 
Nature was unspoiled f= Pp oe ree SE te = be, were released in good by the devastating eae ea nce ee ae Bes L Fa “SE condition without loss westward sweep of ee ete ss i pe hp of an individual, be- civilization. I was im- San Pe RT an elt has SNE AT th tween Taos and Tres 
bued with a feeling of RELEASING SAGE HENS IN THEIR NEW HOME Piedras in the open appreciation and of TOP--FREE AGAIN BUT EXTREMELY CAUTIOUS sage lands similar to pride in the work of BOTTOM--TAKING OBSERVATIONS OF THE NEW SURROUNDINGS their native habitat in Conservation- 

far Wyoming. ists of this great game state, where not only sage hens, but big- During the adventurous days of the beloved Kit Carson and horns, elk and antelope have been permitted to survive in numbers. even during the residence of a few old timers still living Sage There are probably 30,000 antelope at the present time in the state. Hens were found in the Taos section. The last were probably 
Wyoming is to be congratulated and deserves the praise of every killed prior to 1900. In this locality there are approximately 200 other state in the union for the favorable status of its big game. square miles of open sage land unfavorable for any other native The scene encountered in the Horse Creek Valley was the object game bird except the Sage Hen. While there is a greater area
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of sage lands here, they are for the most part interspersed with ) M J 

scrub timber or yellow pine and the Sage Hen demands an exclu- Some anges ave eé 

ve Big or Purple Sage range. : A 

n the northwest section of the state, from Cuba northwest, there ° 

are, however, in the aggregate hundreds of thousands of acres 1n 1934 Game Seasons 

apparently suitable to them. It is the hope of Game Department 

officials and sportsmen of the state that this important game bird + —— © a—:-- 

can be successfully established over all of this range. The Sage 

Hen apparently requires water, perhaps daily, during a portion of SOME changes were made in game and fish seasons for 1934 at 

the year at least, and for this reason accessibility of water must the January meeting of the State Game and Fish Commission. 

be taken into consideration in its restoration. Open season on bear was set from October 1 to December 10, 

=»-©-e= inclusive, making a longer season than heretofore. Bear unting 

*@- with dogs will not be permitted during the regular big game season 

More Pheasants Being Planted sro October 25 to November 15, alee The dogs may be 

7 h : used in bear hunting before and after the big game season. 

Pescneet Sn Picasa at $3 each from the Micon Another special season on elk is authorized for this year, the 

. Baty Ot er eaeed or planting purposes, was author- — <¢ason to be concurrent with the deer season, October 25 to Novem- 
ized by the Game Commission at its last meeting. Sixty of these * . * aoe . 

Fi t Mone dete ethene M. tienes ber 15, inclusive. There will be 100 permits issued at $10 a permit 

pheasants are Mutants and the other forty are Mongolian ‘Sing- and the area opened for elk hunters will be about double that set 
necks. A portion of the pheasants will be distributed in suitable apart for the 1933 season 

ee MeN ang Se eee ww ne held at the Ligon Prairie chicken season has been set back from September 1 to 5, 

an a eD EIDE HUD IBN eU DEE EOpes coca US. inclusive, to September 21 to 25, inclusive, the season being oper- 

—- 6- ea ative for hunting in Lea, Rooreielt and Harding counties only, 

° " . The set-back of the season was made because the commission felt 

Selling of Some Hides Made Legal the later date would permit the hunting of more mature young 

REMOVAL of the restriction against selling or buying deer, elk birds and might avoid somewhat the hot weather experienced in 

or antelope hides was approved by the State Game Commission the early part of September. 

at its January meeting. By this action it will be legal for the pos- It is probable that there will be a limited season on pheasant 

sessors of deer, elk or antelope hides where such game animals cock birds next fall, although the commission left the definite set- 

were taken legally to ting of dates, bag lim- 

dispose of the hides. : 7 [EE TL 6 CITT OT it and area where 

The restriction still . ees ceils ik | Cae 0 Te pheasants may be 

remains on beaver é Ps hunted for decision at 

hides, however. PVE Mere Ett NG RRR PM RO TARTAN Dy CAR EN CQ hA gm the commission’s 

The purpose of the oe Ni ni Rae au eel Be SS OE ae x August meeting. 

change in this game Pe Rats, 7 eas ke BS es eG i Sy te ee ‘ SAO w:, 4 No action was taken 

department regulation NS 3 avo Py % “% bd patil’ AN je Ai regarding an antelope 

is to avoid the wasting aed AAA Lae TON ¥ KOM Ce Tae .. season for 1934 al- 

of a large number of P Vet oan beh. El * \ ai XA - VEC 9, Re , though there may be a 

hides each year. The eset ee ¥ io) be Ni ris whee nine 3 #\- % later consideration of 

Indians through - eh cere ee MS, Ah : 
ghout the " a % : iW a 1 Yi proposal to have a 

state have always been * 2 ge B= short special permit 

anxious to obtain deer J a . = __ season in certain areas 

hides and the commis- . y > — ae in the southeast por- 

sion felt that a regula- Pi \G ] Aa tion of the state. 

tion allowing them to f ~~ 7 E s CC The fishing season 

obtain hides from ani- % es . e ° a ‘au gh at Bluewater Lake, 

mals that have been a cs ee aia a es east of Gallup in Va- 

legally killed would . ke awe ee, lencia county was set 

reduce the illegal kill- ae PP a a ® for April 1 to Novem- 

ing of deer. As a rule FS ms pee ber 30, inclusive. This 

the Indian kills for the A MONTH'S CATCH OF COYOTES--165 OF THEM--TAKEN BY J. F. (UNCLE MUN) long season for this 

hide rather than the MONTGOMERY OF TUCUMCARI, NEW MEXICO, AN OLDTIMER ON THE TRAP LINE. Water was provided 

meat. f because the lake con- 
<=»: @-e= tains a good supply of both trout and warm water fish and the 

season will apply to all species. 

Indian Reservation Test Case No change was made in the quail season but it is understood that 

E should conditions warrant it the commission will consider exten- 

A TEST case to determine whether state laws as to game season sion of the thirty-day quail season in portions of the state where 
and bag limits apply on Indian reservations in New Mexico the quail supply justifies it. This consideration probably will be 

has been authored ay the Sire came Comm son, the commis- given during the August meeting of the commission, 
sion giving the State Game Warden authority to proceed with the 7 . 

prosecution of an Isleta Indian for killing a deer on that Indian Co ee ee from 
fz ' : s s s has been made it 

reservation recently. Whether the regulations of the Game Depart- vil] be published in this magazine 

ment could be enforced on Indian reservations has been a moot : eee ee oe 
question and this case is intended to decide it. It was decided by the commission, however, that restrictions 

against fishing in drainage canals in the vicinity of Albuquerque 
—=>- 6: = are to be removed and the canals will be open to fishing during 

the 1934 prescribed season. The restrictions against crappie fish- 

To Analyze Drainage Canal Waters ing in Chaves and Eddy counties will also be removed. 

DEZAILED chemical study of the waters of drainage canals in ee 
the middle and lower Rio Grande valley will be carried on by ° 

the epee of Game and Fish in cooperation with the Uni- Fish Streams Are Improved 

versity of New Mexico. Authorization of an appropriation of ae = : é 

$250 for this work was made by the commission at its January REPORTS from the U. S. Forest Service ranger in the Taos 
meeting. _ district on fish stream improvement in connection with NIRA 

Hillard Smith, a graduate student at the University will do the peace uo a 268 jdlamis) Have) heen (consteucled sony six 210 
work ia comieecen Sins ameeraduate counasnite a antarcia: one-half miles of Taos Creek; 217 on four and one-half miles on 

tion being merely to pay his actual expenses over a BHied Oe fine CaDr esta cs eer and (adams Ou) aNd alles of Red River Creel 
montis y y S 1 There were also 57 fish houses or shades built. The total cost was 

coe , as bi s $3,880, making the cost per mile, $298 and the cost per dam, $6.67. 
The object of the study is to determine just how satisfactorily This work also is being carried on in other areas and undoubtedly 

the waters of the drainage canals will support a stocking of game will result in a most decided improvement in trout streams in New 
fish, and what varieties will be best adapted to the canal waters. Mexico.
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Studying Ptarmigan at Hudson Bay 
By Dr. A. A. Allen, Ph.D. 

Cornell University 

W ews the Canadian Government two days of June at The Pas, about 500 Ptarmigan Numerous 
decided to extend the Hudson miles north of Winnipeg and somewhat z L 

Bay Railroad to Churchill on north of the best waterfowl breeding The trip from The Pas to Churehill 

Hudson Bay, it conferred a favor not grounds. That it was not too far north, on June a wes neborelly, ihe Tost aie 
only on the wheat growers of the western however, was soon proven by finding, esting part of the journey to one travel- 

provinees but on all the naturalists WhO gyound a couple of small sloughs at the ing 3,000 miles to study Ptarmigan, for, 

have been praying for an opportunity to edaelori apn toveriiley iests of rarios commencing at about mile 350, the white 

waterfowl. : " camer RCE 

Shovellers, Pintail, Blue-winged Teal, oa i oe 

” : and Coots were most numerous but sev- i i re a — oa 
-eral nests of Canvasbacks, Mallards and | % hai Par Pn a t 
Lesser Scaups also were found and Rud- E ae ah ~f aT oe 

ae dy Ducks were apparently about ready a an er Ve ED 
- oa to nest—not to mention the Grebes and | 4% ae (oS ¥ | 

ee | oa Wil ‘) ; = ie ois . ae s | 
aes ——— ae ilson’s Phalaropes which were much in uN : ” a Seon: | 

oo ee evidence. There had been no water short- | = game] Ey | 
i age in this country and nesting water- [ 4 = ee 

fowl found ideal conditions awaiting Co oS i 

them this spring, though the local gun- | | o j f / 
ners reported a steady decrease in the beet oa ie : 

Day Old Baby Ptarmigan, First flight birds during the past ten years. 

Hatched in Captivity, from Eggs A grass fire of some twenty acres be- The Same Baby, Months Later, 
Shipped from Churchill to Ithaca. tyyeen the two sloughs, carelessly started Changing to Winter Dress. 

. a few days before our arrival by some- z 

get into the Arctic during the month of one more interested in fresh pasturage Ptarmigan feathers were much in evi- 
June. than in ducks, had destroyed some fifteen ence. Ptarmigan had been reported to 

Doubtless there are hundreds of others or twenty nests of Pintail and Teal. US by Corporal Harrington of the North- 
who, like myself, have sought a chance Some of the birds had gathered together West Mounted Police as very numerous 
to spend the active nesting season above unburned grasses and made new nests in the Churchill region the preceding 
timberline, but who could not afford the for their half-baked eggs and were me fall and their winter migrations had car- 

time for a trip by dog sledge in April, trying to ineubate; but most of the eggs, ried them even as far south as Winnipeg. 
nor the expense of an airplane trip in with the cover all burned away, had al- Paralleling the railroad on the east side 

June. The melting of the snow in May ready been eaten by the crows, several of 18 one tier of telegraph wires about fif- 

has always prevented a later start by which were seen scouring the area during teen feet from the ground. The erossarms 
sledge, and the late opening of Hudson our visit. supporting the wires are fastened to} 
Bay and all the streams that flow into it tripods of poles, for no single pole oan va 

has prevented going by canoe until near- porn “4 a stand in this muskeg country that has no 

ly the first of July. Accordingly, when [Aiea ae, b substratum but rock or ice. The head-| x " 

the railroad was completed to the mouth ae : " long flight of the Ptarmigan apparently » {jo % 

of the Churchill River, the thousand ‘i i, takes no cognizance of such things as} Ot Ww 

miles from Winnipeg to Hudson Bay Sig 3F Hi wires and for the last 150 miles of the We" 

were reduced from a month to six weeks fy! eS ; trip dead Ptarmigans under the wires c 

by canoe to two days by rail, and arrival ; : < ee were as numerous as the live ones in “ g 

on the barren grounds by the first of ‘iy f= Wik view from the train window. We counted) 

June was made not only possible but es ‘id * @ them for ten miles and they averaged | 

convenient and comfortable. Bi. if a) Nee) = «5.3 birds per mile. A little farther along | 
oe a , ty we counted 15 dead Ptarmigans in one | 

Some Duck Nests Found j < r af mile under the wires and three live ones, 

Our journey this year from Winnipez & eh and in the next mile (375) there were | 

northward was most interesting, although i , ‘\ " Ny 14 dead. The miles are very conveniently | 

the real duck breeding grounds through fs ASA ’ marked on the telegraph poles so that 

which the railroad passes were not visible 3 SR NN ws any spot can be definitely located. 

from the train window. The flocks of eee ON oee Me : 
Mallards and Pintail and Scaups on the rasan" al i So a Summer Overlaps Winter 

little ponds that were within range, how- ameaxegan Qi jars SSG As we traveled northward, we were 
ever, gave some evidence of what the magagahcQ@ubs epics: te" el as la evidently leaving summer behind and 

marshes about Lake Winnipegosis and fy aenWaeeiscssey AOA SEMEN’ catching up with the retreating winter 

along the Saskatchewan River were about as evidenced by snowdrifts under the 

to produce for the duck hunters farther Female Willow Ptarmigan and spruces and such birds as Snow Bunt- 

south. We planned to spend the first Nest. (Continuel on page 72)
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Studying Ptarmigan Owls were apparently in the habit of still frozen. In the meantime a solution 

seeking protection from the chill breezes, of the droppings of Ptarmigan and field 

(Continued from page 67) were small piles of pellets; and a eur- mice and lemmings had been distributed 

sory examination showed that the larger more or less evenly over all the fresh 

ings, that had long since left the States, ones, those of the Snowy Owls, contained budding vegetation, for there was prac- 

were common. When we arrived at quantities of bones and feathers of tically no drainage. When the young 

Churchill we found Hudson Bay and the Ptarmigan. A peck or more of these Ptarmigan should hatch, therefore, they 

Churchill River frozen solid and thus pellets were saved for later examination. would have presented to them fresh green 

they remained until June 22, showing \ , . leaves of dwarf willow and birch and old 

plainly why this North Country was not Willow Ptarmigan Predominant cranberries that had been more or less 

visited during June in the years before Most of the Ptarmigan remains and bathed in this solution. And what is 

the railroad was constructed. all but a few of the live birds belonged perhaps still more important: beetles, 

On . iS caterpillars, flies, spiders, and all other 

Arriving at Churchill at 5:20 P. M., RMA ICE baby Ptarmigan food had been subjected 

my companion, Guy Bailey, and I found | a | or exposed to the same bath or had it 

comfortable living quarters with Mr. | 9 9 Hoe ean ge ~——_s served to them in their food. The water 

John Witzell of the United Church, and = a wad r 4 co that was cold upon our arrival became 

before eleven o’clock that evening, when ve < ee Ce almost hot before it evaporated or ran 

it began to get dark, we had located ee ae ™ ~=ESCsooff, and any little parasite eggs or larvae 

seven pairs of Ptarmigan within two | ee ey P ok or bacteria had ideal conditions for | 

miles of the railroad station. These I @ 9” ee oe bers spread or growth or germination. It is 

planned to study intensively during the po ke 2 ae ae ed to be expected therefore that any para- 

month of my sojourn. The males were eee site or disease that is transmissible 

now in beautiful breeding plumage, with s % % through direct ingestion has every pos- 

reddish brown heads and necks and pure Male Ptarmigan in Flight. sible encouragement for spreading from 

white bodies, and they were very con- . " _ parent to young or from one bird to 

spicnous as they sat on the tops of large to the species called the Willow Ptarmi- another or from lemming to Ptarmigan 

boulders or stunted spruces. The fe- 820 (Lagopus lagopus), though a few if that proves possible. 

males, however, were already largely live Rock Ptarmigan (Lagopus rupestris) 1 eee Rood 

spotted with brown on their upperparts were seen and one entire bird that had mp ee ‘a aaicuiediias 

and we had to search to find them. been bleeding from an internal hemor- In this connection, therefore, it is im- 

rhage was preserved though death seemed portant to know the food of the young 

First Nest Discovered to have resulted from mechanical injury. 8 well as the adults, and directions were 

Fig de ieee Fale thas Tea temesting to dine thick tie, TE OED OE ee ie evil 
seven pairs—as I did frequently during lemmings, which were reported numerous ae Ee a lane eallections a 

the ensuing two weeks—in the hope of last year, had almost entirely disappared. ee ees ised ae NoHeUoE these 

finding their nests before incubation During the entire month only one WAS i achheen Csamined ak the veaehit a 

started; but it was without avail. Not Seen, and there was no evidence of re- bub ie is obvi es ie a nis ee 

until June 10 was the first nest discov- cent digging. The one animal was a oN NBCU seh a agen) od 
: id female which gave birth to five young bird which I am raising in a 

ered, One of my plans called for ship- S°0V! ee small brooder that their tastes are largel 
ping fresh eggs back to Mrs. Allen at young two days later in the large lard herbivorous, for this littl ti Bey 

Ithaca, N. Y., to be hatched and reared tin where I kept her and in which she i DOE ae . mn an Soaes 

with my Ruffed Grouse for a compara- made a beautiful little nest. The whole a te er aean quantities of lettuce an 

tive study. These eggs looked fresh but family were brought back to Ithaca alive teeete ita t oe th 1 

we later learned to our sorrow that in- but the mother and three young died a Pt RE Ae ae ae Ea : at fi . wa 

Tebslion ind slieady stared and the _few:days'after arrival and only two, now | “SUMED NOT Vey eine tundra, one 
2 a TT ase ais . ry, in traveling across the tundra, one 

germs died en route, for eight days two months old, still live in their cage. Gaial nating ‘bela auttural” took 

Se eee eer Sippe of Sidr ot lai Tt a oe othe 
3 : i ais irds uttered its characteristic exclama- 

nest found later, one egg did hatch and During the month, in addition to fol- tion and stepped out f. behind a boul- 
* . . * a . pped out Trom behind a bow 

the little Ptarmigan is five weeks old as lowing the seven pairs of birds, placed ger, By the last of June, however, when 

I write this account. under observation the first day, trips the hens were incubating and when they 

The first day on the tundra showed, were made in all directions but espe- themselves had shed their white feathers 

amongst other things, that there had been cially southward toward timberline hunt- and acquired a plumage similar to their 

a high mortality among the Ptarmigan ing for Ptarmigan nests, collecting sample nates, they became quite secretive and 

during the early spring, for feathers and _ birds, making blood smears, and preserv- hard to find. Whenever the female was 

bones were scattered everywhere, some ing viscera for later study. Likewise I gisturbed on her nest, however, and gave 

fifty or more remains being found that always had in mind possible sources of 4 certain eall, the cock would appear 

day. Some of these birds were still en- contamination of methods of transmission from nowhere to give battle. On the 

tire, others badly mutilated or entirely of any parasites or diseases that might nest, the females were very tame and 

devoured, and only five were sufficiently later be found to occur in epidemic form. ne even let me lift her from the nest, 

decent to be worth saving. Some of the One feature was very much in evi- though the majority would hop off just 

remains may have represented the pre- dence: When we arrived the first of June before one’s hand reached them and fly at 

vious hunting season, others had obvious- the tundra was more or less flooded with one’s legs or beat one’s hands with their 

ly been killed or at least devoured by little pools everywhere. A few inches white wings. 

predators, and still others yielded noth- under the moss, however, was solid ice. _ im 

ing to a microscopic examination. When we left the first of July, many of Difficult to Estimate 

To the south of nearly every stunted these pools had dried up but eight or ten I have said that Ptarmigan were re- 

spruce, where Short-eared and Snowy inches below the moss everything was ported to be very numerous during the
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fall and spring and even during the 

winter at Churchill. It is diffieult, how- s ee Duck Supply Low, Keep Kill 
ever, to make any fair estimate of the asia 

number of birds in the country from the at Minimum. Urges Bureau 

concentrations that may be witnessed 

during the migrating seasons, for there 

are doubtless large areas where there are The ducks that are now winging their ing grounds, starting at Berrens River, 

no Ptarmigan. I made an effort there- way to wintering grounds are representa- on Lake Winnepeg, to Norway House, 

fore to make a census of the nesting tives of a seriously decreased waterfowl thence to Gods Lake, Gods River, to York 
pairs in the vicinity of Churebill and de- population, says the Bureau of Biological Factory on Hudson Bay, up the Nelson 

ded that th sinately For Survey in a statement urging hunters to River to the railroad. From Gods Lake 

ele r a ee De eer : y ( ©Y cooperate in keeping the kill to the mini- to the railroad I traveled last year . . . 
8 pairs of birds to the square mile, each ym this year. and without exaggeration, I saw 100,000 
pair claiming about 80 or 90 acres. By With a program in full swing for the young ducks. This year over the same 

the time we arrived the first of June, restoration of nesting grounds, the Bu- route, I did not see a thousand young 

these territories had all been laid out and eau emphasizes the need for conserving ducks.” 
‘ breeding stock to repopulate these areas 1 rding thi te con- * g pop 

ine 7 wee nr Pee ite aS red and produce birds for future years. This “Have Sport But Save Ducks” 

nee. RO HBB ecanene por e season, it points out, is a erisis in which Emphasizing thus the need for a re- 

made with some degree of accuracy. By every effort should be made to preserve duced kill this year and at the same time 

the end of June, however, the birds had as many birds as possible. recognizing the hunter’s delight in the 

become so inconspicuous and so secretive D Breedi ¢ d sport of wildfowling, the Biological Sur- 

that one could tramp an entire day and COD CEE OP CEI. HOUNAS vey proposes as a slogan “Have Sport 

searcely see a bird. Cautioning sportsmen against being But Save Ducks.” 
misled by early flights or local concentra- 

Shore-Birds Lighten Wa tions of ducks, the Biological Survey cites 

i 8 F , . the results of investigations conducted Model Law for States 

Almost as interesting as the Ptarmigan on the breeding grounds. In late spring (Continued from page 68) 

at Churchill were the nesting shore-birds. and early summer this year the bureau our report because of its suggestions, 

The air resounded with strange calls that naturalists found that drought had made eyen though specific recommendations 

one never hears on migration and which serious inroads into the breeding grounds may not be approved,” Senator Hawes 

at first were difficult to identify, for most and that in the more northern regions concluded. 
a th a the where water conditions were favorable the bea ee Se ws 

of item ee ene hing wae a birds were too few in number to occupy 
birds circled overhead. The winnowing more than half the available nesting COMPREHENSIVE 

of the Snipe I was already familiar area, LONG FORM OF 

with; but the loud braying notes “he- More recent observations have also re- ORGANIZATION BILL 

haw, he-haw, he-haw,” like a jackass in sulted in reports ae pec Mecrcased AN ACT to create a Game and Fish Commission, 
the clouds, I could not have believed supply of ducks. Late in August, after 10 define its powers and duties, and to provide for 

en i Silt Sandpipers amuill T studying conditions on the delta of the eer ene Pee aed Bera ein 

Sere ees oo ee Peat _ Saskatchewan River, L. J. Goldman, of the — mals; and transferring duties and funds. 
actually saw them do it as they flew in  hyyean staff of biologists reported, “The BE IT ENACTED BY THE GEN- 

circles overhead. region is a duck paradise, but I doubt ERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE 

“Keep-a-going, keep-a-going, keep-a- that I saw ne 2,000 dueks in STATE OF coccccscccsscssssese 

going,” called the Lesser Yellowlegs eins be ein In Ae ik ae GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 
whenever one entered their territory at oldman visited the region north o e rae 

the edge of timberline, while the Red- Saskatchewan River, including Frog Sec. 1. (a) COMMISSION CREATED. 
is wed ; Take, Cold Lace dee la Biche. and many That the Game and Fish Department is 

backed Sandpipers trilled like toads and ft ia La 4 aa ’ 4 a Y hereby placed under a Commission to be 

the Sand-peeps hovering in mid-air gave Smaler lakes, potholes and’ Sloug is. “0M known as the ‘‘Game and Fish Commis- 
vent to their feelings by loud buzzing this region he reported, Since 1932 there  sion,’? hereinafter referred to as the Com- 
calls. The mellow whistles of the Hud- is much evidence of decrease in the aggre- mission, which is hereby created. 

ean eU alan titiigl anorine Wotesion the gate of all species.” On October 2, after (b) APPOINTMENT AND TERMS. 

Aret ze ith = histl completing his check-up on waterfowl The Commission shall consist of five mem- 

retie Loons, and the occasional whistles conditions in the Prairie Provinces of bers, who shall fairly represent the several 

of the Golden Plover all helped to short- Canada and covering portions of northern geographical sections of the State (and not 

iv aarti of area ps wae be North Dakota Mr. Goldman stated, “There ase rie Tae soe oan on tue 
rudged over each day. ough it was); E . es _ 8 . 
cetsanie dark at midnight a though is absolutely oun encouraging show The members of the Commission shall be 

: j 7 EREMB AES far. appointed by the Governor within ........... 
dawn came at 2 A. M., the days were Volunteer observers have made similar days after the approval of this Act, by 
never long enough for us to accept all reports, an example of which is quoted by and with the advice and consent of the Sen- 

the alluring invitations that this fasci- the Biological Survey as follows: ate, one to serve one year, one to serve two 

nating region had to offer and it was “I have been traveling as a licensed Years, one to serve three years, one to serve 

with many regrets that we started our Canadian guide the last ten years, canoe- four years,/ and one to’serve five years; or 

turn journey on July third. ing better than 15,000 miles,” writes an mun til jaiotr, yauccnes one bares apboinied = and 
Perr J y y 7 au ve ad meen qualified; and thereafter as such terms 

[Later the author hopes to submit a sequel giv- Towa correspondent. “This year I com- expire their successors shall be appointed 
ing the pearls of his study of specimens fealipeeed pleted another 1,000-mile canoe trip... for terms of five years. 

tree Dtarmigan at Cornell University. Saitor.| through the very heart of the duck-breed- No person shall be appointed a member
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of the Commission unless he shall be well after said investigation, that such ac- ify, and disseminate such statisties, data, 
informed on the subject of wildlife conser- tion is necessary to assure the main- and information as in its discretion will tend 
vation and restoration. tenance of an adequate supply thereof. to promote the objects of this Act. 

(c) REMOVALS. The Governor may re- The status now governing such sub- 
move a commissioner for inefficiency, neg- jects shall continue in full force and OFFICE OF DIRECTOR 
lect of duty, or misconduct in office, deliv- effect, except as altered or modified by See. 3. (a) DIRECTOR TO BE SE- 

ering to him a copy of the charges and af- rules and regulations promulgated by LECTED. The. oficé a Dircctor me the 
fording Bey an sopportunity, of being pub- the Commission. Game and Fish Department is hereby cre- 
liely heard in person or by counsel in his 2—Establish and close to hunting, trap- ated. Upon the organization of the Commis- 
ie defense, upon not less than ten days’ ping or fishing, game, bird, or fish ref- sion hereinbefore provided for, said Com- 
ponte uges on public lands and, with the con- mission shall appoint a Director of the Game 

If such Commissioner shall be removed, sent of the owner, on private lands; and Fish Department, who shall be a man 
the Governor shall file in the office of the and close streams and lakes, or parts with knowledge of, and experience in, the 
Secretary of State a complete statement of thereof, to hunting, trapping, or fish- requirements for the protection, conservation, 
all charges made against such Commissioner ing. and restoration of the wildlife resources of 
and his findings thereon, together with a 3—Acquire by purchase, condemnation, . the State. The Director shall serve for an 
complete record of the proceedings. lease, agreement, gift, or devise, lands indefinite term. The Director shall not hold 

The Governor shall fill vacancies by ap or waters suitable for the purposes any other publie office and shall devote his 
pointment for any unexpired term, subject hereinafter enumerated, and develop entire time to the service of the State in the Cet ti con hf attra niin hse or sa Scare of hi la ate ieee sade . purposes: (b) COMPENSATION AND EX- 

a) For fish hatcheries, nursery PENSES. The Director shall receive such 

(a) He EU BSE MENUS poe s LBS " ponds, or game farms; ; compensation as the Commission may deter- PENSES. The members of the Commission z : ; : 
shall receive no compensation for their serv- (b) Lands or waters suitable for mine, and shall be COE Sec & on 5 . ‘. and necessary traveling and other expenses ices as members thereof, except that each game, bird, fish, or fur-bearing fats . 
commissioner shall be entitled to reimburse- animal restoration, propagation, incurred by him in the discharge of his offi 
ment for actual and necessary travelling and or protection ; suek cutee: 
other expenses and disbursements incurred (ce) For public hunting, fishing, or (c) OATH AND BOND. Before enter- or made by him in the discharge of his offi- trapping areas to provide places ing upon the duties of his office, the Direc- 
cial duties to be paid from the Game and where the public may hunt, trap, tor shall take, and subscribe to, the constitu- 
Fish Fund. or fish in accordance with the tional oath of office and shall, in addition 

(e) QUORUM. A majority of the com- provisions of law or the regula- _ thereto, swear or affirm that he holds no 

missioners shall constitute a quorum for the tions of the Commission ; other public office, MOE any pposiion under 
transaction of any business, for the per- (a) To extend and consolidate by 2 political committee or De ee ucn nas ey formance of any duty, or for the exercise of exchange lands or waters suit- °7 affirmation, shall be filed in the office of 
any power. able for the above purposes; the Secretary of State. 

(f) OFFICE AND SUPPLIES. The (e) To capture, propagate, trans- The Director shall execute and file with 
Commission shall have its principal office in port, buy, sell, or exchange, any the State Treasurer a bond to the people of 
the State Capitol or such other place as may species of game, bird, fish, or the State in the sum of toes, Dollars, 
be designated in this Act. The Commission fur-bearing animal needed for Mditioned on the faithful performance of 
is authorized to purchase all supplies, equip- propagation or stocking pur- his duties, and that he will account for and 
ment, printed forms, and notices, and to is- poses, or to exercise control PAY over, pursuant to law, all State moneys 
sue such publications as it may deem neces- measures of undesirable species. oe eo en Uneee Oy aan ‘ ’ : 4 & ‘ wild animals, birds, : e@ ~ sary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 4—Enter into cooperative agreements with ism om such Mondlehall bey taldeeromethe 

educational institutions and state, fed- Gameyand, Wish Mund, 
GENERAL POWERS AND eral, or other agencies, to promote 

DUTIES OF THE wildlife research and to train men for (ad) DUTIES AND POWERS. The Di- 
COMMISSION wildlife management. rector shall have general supervision and 

5—Enter into cooperative agreements with control of all activities, functions, and em- 

See. 2. (a) CHAIRMAN AND MEET- federal agencies, municipalties, corpo- ployees of the Game and Fish Department, INGS. The members of the Commission rations, organized groups of land-own- under the supervision and direction of the 
shall meet at the Capital within thirty days ers, associations, and individuals for Commission, and shall enforce all the pro- 
after their appointment and shall organize the development of game, bird, fish, or V#8i0ns of the laws of this State relating to 
by electing from their membership a Chair- fur-bearing animal management and wild animals, birds, and fish, and shall ex- 
man and a Secretary, and thereafter regular demonstration projects. ercise all necessary powers incident thereto 
meetings shall be held by the Commission at (¢) LIMITATION ON POWERS. Noth-  "°t specifically conferred on the Commis- 
its offices quarterly, and at such other times jing in this Act, however, shall be construed $10". 
and places within the State as the Commis- to authorize the Commission to change any sion shall select for the transaction of busi- penalty prescribed by law for a violation of CONSERVATION OFFICERS 
Besse its provisions, or to change the amount of Sec. 4. (a) APPOINTMENT AND SE- 

eee ct a a a aan TM LaCHOR. tne besos 4 beniy ion eon i a . ized to appoint, with the approval of the 
waldiie of the Stata at ay png Ory. (d) ORGANIZATION OF WORK. The Commission, as many Conservation Officers manner, except at such times and in such Commission shall establish such departmental as may be required efficiently to enforce the 
TALS ae the supply of said wildlife may bureaus or divisions and shall authorize the laws for the protection of wild animals, 
Justify, and the said Commission is hereby Director to employ such experts, clerks, or birds, and fish. tsi ep an taon a yack See ants of Cnr Oar apprépriate rules and regulations: 2 Or the conduct of the work of the Commis- hereafter made shall be under Civil Scrvice 

: sion, and it shall fix their salaries or other rules adopted and promulgated by the Com- 
1—Fix seasons and bag limits, or shorten compensation, which shall be paid out of the mission. Such examination shall embrace an 

or close seasons on any species of game, Game and Fish Fund. investigation of the character, habits, and 
bird, fish, or fur-bearing animal, in The Commission shall authorize such sci- qualifications of each applicant, as well as 
any specified locality or localities or entific and other studies as may be deemed his knowledge of the State game and fish 
the entire State, when it shall find, necessary to its work, and shall collect, class- laws, and the duties and responsibilities ap-
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Sunshine State Swaps 
° Pp | vw Quail for Sage Hens 

So licen @ gee 

By George F. Ellis 

How many quail should be traded for a sage hen? 
Game officials of New Mexico will have to answer that 

one. For J. Stokley Ligon has recently trapped and brought from 
Wyoming to New Mexico three plantings of sage hens. Wyoming 
is to be repaid with quail. i 

This year’s plantings follow up work done last year when Mr. 
Ligon, Game Specialist for the New Mexico Department of Game 
and Fish, went to Wyoming and caught 40 adult sage hens, These 
he successfully transported to New Mexico and released near Tres 
Piedras. By this feat Mr. Ligon established himself as the only 
man ever to trap and transport grown sage hens. 

There is evidence that these birds have reared some young this 
year. Another planting of 45 sage hens, caught by Mr. Ligon, 
was made near the same place this fall. Forty-four more were 
released south of Tierra Amarilla in Spring Canyon. 

Mr, Ligon also caught 45 of the birds for the Jicarilla Indian 
Reservation. Mr. Graves, the superintendent, sent a truck for these 
birds and brought them to the reservation where they were liberated 
south of Cuba, 

On his trip to Wyoming Mr. Ligon took a number of quail, 
all paired, to repay Wyoming for sage hens obtained last year.. 
New Mexico sportsmen and game officials are grateful to Wy- 
oming for allowing and helping with transplanting of these birds. 
Quail are plentiful here and we will be glad to pay well for the 
sage hens thus obtained. 

The section of New Mexico where sage hens were planted is 
a natural home, formerly inhabited by them. They should do 
well there and later provide fine shooting for New Mexico sports- 
men. For the present, hunters should see they they are not mo- | 
lested and that they have every chance to increase in their new 
homes. 

REE © 6
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American Forests, February, 1935 

By C. FRANK BROCKMAN, 
Library ot NATURALIST, MT. RAINIER NATIONAL PARK 

loo Leopold (Photography bythe Author) 
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Summer finds the ptarmigan clothed in the grey-brown plumage which is 

a perfect natural camouflage in the rocks and stunted vegetation of the 

Alpine regions where it is found. 

S THE season changes so changes the ptarmigan! But while all vary slightly, the differences between them are 
the unique feature of a varying seasonal plumage is not great. Essentially an arctic bird, they range southward 
not the only thing of interest in these birds. That in the mountains of the west where, at high elevations, they 

they change color with the seasons is one thing—any good find conditions quite similar to those which are character- 
book on birds will explain in detail that fact—but to see istic of the areas within or near the Arctic Circle. Ptarmi- 
and photograph gan have been 
ptarmigan at all pjesme ST a J called “arctic 
seasons of the Sa ma lyr Wf, eg IN fie grouse,” which 

year and in all Oe A MN | ob is an apt descrip- 
color phases is ro CAL AA LA AB VA POS " tion in that they 
quite another ee NI Ah ae Ny \ belong to the 

matter. And so |) A MIA VM crouse family 
because a com- ANNI PY or kd 7S ‘ \ and have many 
plete photo. | =) \\\ i) joe HOLT MR characters in . Toe = Ne ee aia a ae: = 
graphic seasonal oe a \i/ 4 fa Ne Lag common with 
record of the se ll & ‘Jan 4 others of this 
ptarmigan is es a < % 4 clan. Upon the 
rare, we under- we eS 2 upper slopes of 
took some years oe os 7.3 a Mt. Rainier, one 
ago to obtain | gee La he ie finds what is tech- 
such a record |f 9 ga.) 3s tm Inge nically known as 
from the upper 6p Ps Jee Se) aa, ee Ser theRainier White- 
slopes of Mt. (J tasss OI: te scat eneg oe) 702 2m . tailed Ptarmigan. 

ek . Pe cm. Nae 8 gf ha Rainier in the Pige ea) pe ey Ne. mh In our search, Aas 4 ete SA eS 
State of Wash- | gore” iat a Ae ee la ; : we found them 
ington. ic) lg Se if ’ ; as high as 10,- 

There are sev- ay ae Ps eT eel ‘ tee 000 feet — well 
eral different ~ Pants Sa a up on the gla- 
species of ptar- In the fall the grey-brown plumage begins to give way to the white of winter. ciated flanks of 
migan in North At this season the birds are mottled, or blotched white and grey-brown, rendering this old volcano 
America and their appearance very peculiar —and as low as 
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4,000 feet in secluded and rug- ~~  . é oF Pre, Nie. 2] 
ged canyons where they evident- iN Ci, ny, ey, Be lc 
ly had retreated from their lofty |~_—— > ~~ a Cl 
domain of the higher elevations —, - — > whe | 

as the rigors of winter drove > Ce 
them to more sheltered locations. "a — nna ae WG S | 
We had one report of a bird [9 : ——n. oI : . «| 
seen in February, at 2,500 el a oo 7 ga vs aN 
in the heavy timber of the Can- | eet o 
adian Zone but we did not ac- | am Kao ’ - —™ 
tually see this bird. Our cor-  —— fo. he i3 . 
respondent stated that it was NO 5 tm N : 
snow white, and while it had ; z : Po = oo 

evidently found this elevation : ae. * — oo 
more suited to its comfort cli- ee eee Tage 

: ; Hs SO Ci. oe ge 
matically, its striking plumage , pb EN. =e m 
was very conspicuous against «—CU eS lc OL “ a cay 

mC oS a a, _ ss in the deep green of the forest on | a ee reat 
account of the very light snow we eT 5 MS ey or 
at that low elevation. We sus- = a? ~, a (2 

pect that this ptarmigan soon — See : hf . 
learned to its sorrow that such >] os cite fal 

a choice of habitation for the | ee 
winter was a poor one. Its only —"" i 
item of defense—that of protec- + 4 
tive coloration—was of no value Springtime finds the white of winter transforming to the grey-brown of summer,— 

there. But while winter holds and again the ptarmigan has an odd but beautiful appearance. 
only occasional and more or 
less lucky glimpses of this bird, 
summer and fall for the painstaking observer finds the careful and observing. The nesting season occurs from 
ptarmigan comparatively easy to discover. Generally at mid-June to the first week in July. During that time one 
these seasons on Mt. Rainier they range between 6,000 and must be careful in hiking across the alpine meadows 
7,000 feet. This is a region of timberline; of dwarfed through the tufted growth lest he unknowingly step upon 
windblown trees whose twisted and contorted forms testify one of these birds that so resemble the vegetation in which 
to the rigors characteristic of this elevation. Here the daz- the nest is built. Relying upon their protective coloration 
zling white of permanent snow fields flashes in the clear for protection, they move from their eggs only as the last 
sunlight—almost blinding in the brilliance of the reflected resort. The bird is most often discovered when some 
sun’s rays—and the rugged steep-walled glacial gorges, slight movement is picked up out of the corner of one’s 
choked with ice, lend wild beauty to the setting which the eye—a nervous movement that makes it possible to locate 
ptarmigan calls home. It is not an easy region to traverse, the nest. Upon one occasion a nesting ptarmigan was 
even in summer, but these birds are fairly numerous and found late in June at 6,700 feet and so engrossed in her 
during summer and fall may be readily found if one is motherly duties of hatching her eggs was she that it was 

possible to handle her without 
eel Cp onenoe irae a coeergeeenm causing undue alarm on her 

fas : DSL oe Ly ore i cae part. Ae mare oestthe the 
6 ON FS a ae a i, nest she would merely flutter 
Vey a Fe a _—- So free again and settle back upon 
es hee a : | =e + the eggs, remaining perfectly 
ee FP : x ._ | / quiet and apparently still con- 
ge ge Ng Bo fident of her powers of camou- 
a. f ff ee a go se Lo [hg flage. Later she hatched her 

co Ff 2 : : soe NS free f a ™ eggs and could be seen leading 
oor ‘ ee ah eS op yA her chicks out upon a nearby 
ay Wit ferent = snowfield where insects blown 
if aL. ' aa-~C~<*“‘~w HS ~SCSCéin from the meadows nearby 
ve ag Se aoe ae 4 = were frozen in the snow await- 
i eae —— ing the coming of her flock. 
a. ttn } i, Thus the ptarmigan is often 
. aor Ty eS” SE: _ a Ve “blessed with the natural refrig- 
if - Jl —" ~S f : + ¥ eration of a nearby snow patch 
: — lL EF <_—_— - Se - | = = or eiacier. 

i. is. -— = AB _- ee The nesting season over and 
? see Pe fo AN oe , | fall in the offing, ptarmigan take 
ee Feu yy. {7 pale on a oat teens fe 

fa. 4 ss eh og Ani SU hs eg a he enera range higher where 

tt J Pees. NS sao ila Pee Sataripeeae 
1. ‘..  * ae ae with small patches of new snow. 
oe Da at rae eh eee Bee ae eg a or oe a _ There the peculiar mottled ap- 

In the full white of the winter plumage, ptarmigan resemble their snowy background pearance of their plumage still 
so closely that they are almost invisible, except for their shiny black eyes and beak. blends well with the terrain.
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One first becomes aware of their presence more by ear upon a number of birds and achieved the results for which 
than by sight for while the pattern of their plumage may we had sought so long and so hard. We were returning 
dissolve into the background their gentle clucking, not home one April afternoon down a narrow glacial gorge 
unlike that of a barnyard hen, often betrays their presence. when a clump of alders was noted protruding above the 
Once catching this faint sound the observer merely scans snowdrifts. With our quest ever in mind we detoured 
the nearby earth and as his eyes become accustomed to slightly so that our path might take us through this spot 
detailed scrutiny, the birds are often seen literally to rise that gave promise of being a possible habitation of ptar- 
into view like the image upon a photographic print in the migan. We had about given up hope once more’ when 
developer solution. suddenly we noted a shadow moving jerkily across the 

Yes, the summer and fall seasons find this bird com- snow. At first we were unable to see anything tangible 
paratively easy to discover. But by December they are enough to cast a shadow. A careful second book, how- 
white and winter has laid its heavy hand over “the moun- _ ever, brought into view a ptarmigan in white plumage not 
tain.” It is in this season, and in that of spring which ten feet from us. As long as the bird kept its eyes and 
follows, when a sight of the ptarmigan is rare. Yet it is at beak pointed away from us it was practically invisible 
this time that one gets the greatest thrill in finding and against its snowy background. Had it refrained from 
photographing the birds. For after finding them one must moving, it is quite likely that we would have passed it by. 
utilize his knowledge of camera craft to the best advantage The bird wandered slowly about among the alders, showing 
in order that the resulting photographs may adequately little or no fear, while we made numerous pictures with 
portray the snow white bird against its equally snow white both still and motion picture cameras. Then, as if to 
background. Someone has said that the ptarmigan in win- oblige, it flapped its way along an alder branch and began 
ter resembles a couple of shoe buttons in a snowbank,—and__ nibbling the buds. Finally it zoomed away in typical 
that is an apt description! grouse fashion to disappear in a hole in the snow along 

Camera hunting for ptarmigan in winter is an exhausting the face of a granite cliff nearby—the heat radiating from 
and often dangerous procedure. It is then that the rugged _ the rock having melted small natural caverns that served as 
timberline zone, not overly hospitable at best, offers a cold hideaways for the birds. 
welcome to anyone who pursues such a hobby. Skiis or Two weeks later we returned to this same place hoping 
snowshoes are necessary in invading the ptarmigan country. to get more of these unusual “shots.” We were both 
Camera equipment is bulky and of such nature that a sud- pleased and disappointed for instead of finding the birds 
den shifting in the pack sack may throw one off balance in their white plumage we found that they had begun to 
in a dangerous situation. The photographer creeps along change to their grey-brown color of summer. Thus we 
windswept ridges and searches among clusters of dwarfed were able to record upon our photographic plates the 
alpine firs. Occasionally an unforseen snow cornice gives fourth and last color phase of this interesting bird. 
way and the “hunter” slides suddenly down a steep snowy Our quest was apparently ended. But the following sum- 
mountainside that may have dangerous possibilities of an mer we discovered a hen and several nearly grown chicks 

avalanche. in the high country and the cameras immediately went to 
Under such conditions, we searched three winters for work once more. Yes, even though we had apparently 

ptarmigan. We looked high and we looked low for the achieved our purpose, the ptarmigan of Mt. Rainier always 
coveted photographs but no birds did we find—yet these will be replete with interest as far as we are concerned. 
many failures only whetted our appetites. Their habits and their habitat are such that one will never 

Then when it seemed that our complete photographic become contemptuous of them because of too great fa- 
record was to be far in the future, we suddenly stumbled  miliarity. 

FIFTY DOLLARS FOR A NEW FORESTRY TERM 
For the best word or term that will distinguish commercial forestry from non-commercial forestry, a mem- 

ber of The American Forestry Association, who prefers to remain unknown, offers a prize of $50. 

It is the feeling of the donor that the term “Forestry,” which is applied to the administration of uneco- 
nomic forests such as those designated for recreation, research, watershed protection and erosion control, as 
well as to commercial forests, which involve the economic growing of forest trees to be harvested on a profit- 
able basis like any other crop, is too indefinite to clearly differentiate the two broad objects of forest manage- 
ment. In the interest of clearer public understanding and advancement of industrial forestry, he be- 
lieves a new term should be coined that will more sharply and definitely express its meaning and significance. 

His only stipulation in offering the prize is that the word or term must be euphonious and at the same 
time scientific. 

Anyone is eligible to compete, regardless of training, profession, or membership in The American For- 
estry Association. The contest closes on March 31, 1935, and no entry will be considered bearing a later Post 
Office cancellation date. The winning word, or term, will be announced in the May issue of AMERICAN 
FORESTS. 

Each competing term must be printed on a plain envelope with the name and address of the person sub- 
mitting it sealed within the envelope. Any number of words or terms may be submitted by a single contestant, 
but each one must be printed on a separate envelope with the name and address of the contestant sealed inside. 

Address all entries “Forestry Term Contest,” The American Forestry Association, 1713 K Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C. No entries will be returned.



Ptarmigan 

_ from the Canadian Field Naturalist, Vol. XLIX, No. 2, February 1935, 
Ps : 

Do Ptarmigan Migrate Between Iceland and Greenland?--From the inexplicable 

disappearance of Ptarmigan every few years, many have conjectured that there 

might be a migration to Greenland and there have been some observations 

which appear to support this view. In the current issue of "Natturufraedingur" 

(The Naturalist), John Gudlaugsson says? 

"About mid-December, 1919, I happened to be on Hellisheidi (Cavern Heath) 
west of Skalafell. It was frosty weather with snow on the ground, I heard 
above me the sound of wings and saw high in the air a flock of possibly a 
thousand or fifteen hundred Ptarmigan. I have never seen Ptamigan fly that 
high before or since. They came from an easterly direction and were flying 
northwest, While they were in my sight they did not decrease their flying 
level,"
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FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Z \ww ve 

AN 
Reports MADISON 

Game August 3, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University d¢ Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching a map showing the very sparse distri- 
bution of spruce grouse as reported within the past ten 
days by department field men. 

Listed in the lower left-hand corner are remarks 
with respect to a few of the survivors;where the birds 
have not actually been seen for the past five years we 
have made no notation. 

Recalling in brief the survey made in 1931, I would 
say that the birds are even scarcer than they were at that 
time, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

Zt’. a Cd ye 

‘ 4 W. F. G er 
Supt. of Game Management 

WFG: FR 
Attach.
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Sag hen 

Old Tom, The Sage Cock, Issues a 
Challenge to Action ibentn of allenge tO CT1O 

Aldo Leopold By GEORGE L. GIRARD 

® Every statement in this article, although ae PEt has ee iy a 
written in popular form is based upon iS i: ee ae a om) Ps 
direct field observations of the species. R Bes, REE RICE es a Alte 

. ; Ne Mh ee ie ee ee oe 
The study was’ made mainly in Sub- eae RG SL Vaiatpetie © cciateetay 

. i 977, A Cae aaa et Se Bree 
lette County, Wyoming, and the results DT Mies RE i a: gi 
were compiled into a 150-page manu- Beat * oRy face 

script. The writer's own imagination ee se Wee 
was not used in any instance through- fee wg PS Sse Fe yea eo 
out the article. A hypothetical sage ’ Soe, tog RY LS ee aaa tt as 
cock is permitted to relate some points Tee ey See ry 
of interest. Meet a ee 

Fig. 1— Old Tom obligingly posed for the author less than 
36 inches from the camera. 

{ 

T PRESENT we are found mainly in six states—Mon- things to be proud of, and why shouldn't one be frank 
tana, Idaho, Oregon, Colorado, and Nevada. When about one’s achievements and attainments? Unlike our fel- 
I recall that we are the most distinctive of western low animals, we cocks have more pride than to chase after 

game birds, and that our original distribution included fif- the ladies, and even if we didn’t have sufficient pride to 
teen western states—to see sagebrush meant to see us—it is keep from doing so, we ate so good looking it is not neces- 
heartbreaking, and I almost lose courage to begin my story. sary. The hens look us up during our strutting performances 
I would not bother myself to relate it if I did not think that in the spring. 
it might aid in a small way to impress upon man that we Note closely the two pictures Figures 1 and 2. I posed 

for these pictures less than thirty-six inches from the camera, 

Wr eo ae ay oe although Mr. Girard, concealed in a sagebrush blind, 
ree a . thought I knew nothing of his whereabouts. 

vee ee : vo a Figure 3 is a picture of a hen. Observe how readily she 
ee ey i = can be distinguished from me. Hens average only 3.75 

ee ands in weight, whereas we cocks average 5.61 pounds. ee . pe 8) 8 Pi 
Mee ee : ae 
Meee pA Pig 8 ag ; : ce 
ok ss ey Aye oO hens are certainly doing their part in insuring the 

pets ad eK i ee preservation of us sage chickens. The cocks in no way 
ak ies LS a Co MS help the hens in building the nests or in rearing the chicks. vf ea os Pp ee : iS 
ey ere AN SE ht va de In fact, we are in entirely different districts during the nest- 

CF Real pune ZV. ») ing period, sometimes miles from the nesting areas. We bd Se : 8. 
ce ; SN OMe iit te don’t associate with the young sage grouse until the fall of 

ass ae ue ; / the year or until general bunching begins, and at that time 
bac a. By E the chicks are more than half grown and independent. 

sce LW 2s “echlens My mother related to me how careful she was in selecting 
Fig. 2—Front view of sage cock, caught by camera a nesting site. She chose a sagebrush that provided a 

at close range. natural roof protection, and made certain that our nest was 
near water. On April 17 she began the tedious job of lay- 

sage chickens are doomed to extermination unless we are sa = 
given at least a small consideration in man’s wildlife con- Re ‘d 

servation program. I suppose my efforts will be fruitless, ee 
however, and that this generation of man will stand by and 4 eae ne ve an 

allow the next generation to be robbed of their rightful ee Ste + Sy 
privilege of hunting us, to say nothing of seeing us as beau- ee : es a 
tiful and harmless birds. Our impending fate has become so yer ae ee Ea. oN 
apparent in the last two years that the time for words from me a oe Leia 
man is past and the time for immediate action has arrived. ee Oa 5 a fy He PELTON 

I want to warn the reader : Pees i we anes oe 3 
that I may at times be some- _, PF Lethe af 7 saam ers Fig. 3—Note difference in size be- . i. Ree RR a 
what egotistical; however, tween this sage hen ta Ine cack ‘ ae 
we sage grouse have many in Figures l and 2. 

6 0 : 

Ns - Usk. No.1, Sepl,, 1736, pp-4-S,9.
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ing an egg a day. I have noticed that hens lay five to and often feed in his yard and around his buildings. We 

twelve eggs, the average being about eight, and that the hens like nothing better than friendly men and allow ourselves 

incubate the eggs 20 or 21 days. actually to become pets. 
My first recollection, on emerging from the egg was that Men are not our only enemies. In Wyoming the ground 

I was very thirsty and hungry. The first thing mother did, squirrels (picket pin gophers and Unita ground squirrels) 

after her little brood appeared, was to lead us to water. destroy great numbers of our eggs, and catch, kill, and eat 

Our nest was 162 yards from a stream. On the way to the chicks between the ages of one and seven days. The coyote 

stream she pointed out several brightly colored bugs and also destroys many of our nests and devours a great many 

flowers and explained that they were good to eat and showed of us. 
us how to eat them. We reached the stream in two hours, The ground squirrels and coyotes are by far our most 

and I with several of my brothers and sisters waded belly destructive natural enemies; however, the American raven, 

deep into the water and drank. From then on we drank Cooper's hawk, marsh hawk, sparrow hawk, weasel, and 

one to three times a day. We prefer running or spring golden eagle destroy some of us. 
water for drinking purposes. 

I will have to skip the interesting life we chicks led in TT DETERMINE the average size of sage grouse broods 
growing up. However, in Wyoming, we begin life about on grazing land, on June 10, 13, 14, and 16, 1934, I 

the middle of May, and during the latter part of August it counted the sage grouse on two similar adjoining sections, 
is difficult to distinguish the young cocks from the mothers; both ideal nesting areas. On one section 800 sheep had 

they are then about the same size and wear approximately grazed from May 5 to June 16, 1934; on the other, 100 

the same plumage. cattle during the same period. On the field grazed by 

Z sheep there were 58 sage hens, 31 of which 

we. had chicks; the broods averaging 314 chicks. 

tae j 7 On the field grazed by the cattle there were 

+ ae - ssi | 114 hens, 90 of which had chicks; the broods 

ac ee “Qh averaging six chicks. This comparison may 

cd io i. a ‘es indicate some relationship between the sage 

% 4 3 A\WMEPBy grouse and the sheep and the cattle grazing in 

E ee ; ey Wie a the two adjacent fields, but the information is 

ss \) era insufficient to draw conclusions. I am of the 

< Leg Fie ies “ath, Bodies opinion, however, that if deferred grazing were 
ee i Ke ee ee bs “tea ae practiced, giving the grass and other forage an 

f SR ee cae © Me Ae a re at 

2 A pe’ ee a EE ie Wy ye e oe 
°: tere “ pas i Ve fe Bi bs Ra ‘am Sie | 

| : em) ais 
e . a Pero taal | hae. eas, 6 Sa e 

elke: Ha He Ast ee See a ee s 
pase Ak ok ag he 7 SP SAP A 

Fig. 4. Above: Three sage chicks in a dust bath. re . Mr £ tg 4 See est ie) 4 

eee oN Bees Lol FY ie Rc ES A. ae e ee es ete 

Rt 8 RR eee , 
Da pe he he ae a 

Fig. 5. Right: Sage chicks ee aa Re a Xa | 
iy anaee peasbraeh, hee te _ = 3 Oli a, = S ie ae 

We sage chickens have very clean habits; we take a dust opportunity to develop, it would greatly benefit our food 
bath at least once a day and sometimes twice. The hens and cover protection, and consequently our nesting areas 
souls die oe i Cee the soil is soft, but often we and be a good thing for the range, as well. 
cocks dig our dust baths in comparatively solid ground. z 3 aR : 3 

Eesgheatly several chicks take a cue bath ie one ae spot NYY should mankind wish to annihilate birds like us 
ptepared by a hen, as shown in Figure 4. when practically all of our vegetable foods are classi- 

; fied as weeds by man himself and our animal food consists 
WE ARE efficient walkers, but it cannot be said that we mainly of insects injurious to man? In Sublette County, 

Y actually run; we usually walk at the rate of about two Wyoming, during July and August, 1934, about nine-tenths 

miles an hour. We consider ourselves swift fliers as we (88.5 per cent) of our food was composed of vegetable 

usually fly between 40 and 50 miles an hour. In taking off matter, 72.88 per cent of plants of the compositae family, 
in flight, we do not run, but spring directly into the air from including mainly sagebrush, yarrow, thistle, rabbitbrush, and 
any position in which we may be standing. dandelion; in the remaining 15.62 per cent of our plant 

What gets me, in spite of all we can do, and even though food, however, there were 18 other families, including 26 

we are efficient walkers and fliers and have considerable species of plants. 
patience, often remaining perfectly still over long periods of About one-tenth (11.5 per cent) of our food was com- 
time, and very closely resembling our natural surroundings, posed of animal matter. Ants alone made up 9.63 per cent 
the sagebrush areas, men hunt us out and destroy us with Of the total; beetles or lady bugs, 1.78 per cent; and chinch 
automatic and pump shotguns. Figure 5 shows three chicks bugs, .1 per cent. In all, there were six orders represented 
hiding under the sagebrush. After finding them you can including 30 families and 76 species. In one day's time, 

see them distinctly. 33 of us sage chickens ate 34,441 ants, 731 other insects, 

JN ORDER to protect ourselves from man we choose a ee ee oo He es 
‘i ; . ie its, Division i esearch, 

Paleagiei even posting sentinels at nearly all our gatherings. the Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
ut even these precautions do not save us. When man is analyzed the stomach contents. 

friendly to us, we show our appreciation by our friendship (Continued on page 9)
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is true that sportsman—farmer alliances “Old Tom, The Sage Cock ° \ The game wardens of the West 
have functioned successfully in some lo// (Continued from page 5) should have sa cing in game 
calities, but the broad base upon whi¢h . _ management, and shou ecome thor- 
these organizations were built was het oe a oa Sk e oughly acquainted with the habits of the 
rare quality known as friendship. figeietarand fhaee eaibes tan singly. sage grouse. 

0 Beeps he cee ah CLOSING my story allow me to = and perhaps one of se most 

farmer—hunter relations have fallen has ~~ ™ake a few suggestions, eee if car- important suggestions re a to 
been the over-emphasis placed on this ried out by man, would benefit us sage our conservation is for .. uman 
business of hunting. Game for shoot- ti ee First, ead friends to make use of the # io, news- 

ing purposes is really not a major land ay isin: Sceson ee ve 086) Bete magpninre Ae ae cae 

cope iy peo, peal 0 ed 7a Sumi wer pling lee pale in regions that are chiefly agricultural. ae ee L = Sts aD = ee acts ene ie a fi 2 
It may be that a little deflation is neces- id af anoU areas to a ie grouse. Instead of the Sa atti- 
sary to give hunting its correct value ne ine and fee pee or the tude, a eae aa peo- 

before fitting it into the equation. Once ens - ae dl d a ing ae i ple must be develope i : e wi an 

rightly valued we may find that it will Arete ae er altitu oF or 8 rae of the country is to be successfully 
fit perfectly into a workable formula for ae S hia contain tay a ci e conserved. : é 
the proper use of land. uals ae ae ea Dy, Per a I hope that the information contained 

In recent years floods, soil erosion, White Aven a Fs ee in this appeal will ge oe ores 
droughts and forest fires have been rec- gq Picco aronte | The Garena it the western sa ae 6 oe ae ae 
ognized as serious menaces to our eco- should be furnished by either Le sage grouse. areas certain te 
nomic welfare. We have learned that 5, springs, and the cover protection terfowl, no ot! unccane 1s eS 
the restoration of vegetative cover on spoutg ise? plentiful and secre al danger of being a CoC UDe TS er 
denuded lands ee ee — Coyotes and the two ground squitrels yond the point of recovery. 
crease the rate of run-off of surface - : ar 
water, and increase the absorption of a ae before. should: abe Our Contributors 

water by the soil, thereby raising the The hunting season should open on Stanley P. Young (If Waterfowl 
water table, regulating stream flow. September 1 instead of on August 3 as Could Read!) is chief of the Division 
stofing ap smoisiute for petibds Of ha igen tig alee Wyoming, as im- of Game Management, U. S. Biological 
cone ie eee a ee mature sage chicks are with the mother Survey. : 
voral rc es. : . ‘ 
we have become conservation conscious. i: 2 ieee a eon es hunt one eres nee ou 

Noy terete wns aa hee eee (geome oldman 
‘the game problem may be oe greedy families of mankind eat more j, Ben the sage grouse as the sub- 

up in the program of the Soil Conser- than five pounds of meat for one meal. 8> Bene) ae ‘ 
vation Service. Properly planned and py Bepteraber 1, the young ease chick ject of his thesis. Accordingly he too! 

properly administered this program eq, average two wands gee the }, et ee aes “igh ie 
would assign each acre to the use for a quit females auf panda na Une head of the science department of t 

which it is best adapted, prevent erosion (o¢f¢ 3Y to 4 A a é 2 Superior, Wyoming, high school, an 
and permit profitable operation of farm Many Rants dikedtd: adule: sise under the direction of Dr. John als 

land. It would also include the estab- cocks because they believe they are ren Se enact re Una LyS vee 
lishment and maintenance of proper palatable. If oe breast and le are ae ee Zonioey: ee eS a habitats and sufficient food for wildlife, temoved immediately after the deth of the West's most important game bird. 
thereby providing an annual crop of . Dag Cele Geal nO) In point of service, Stanley Jewett y pre 8 Pp the cock, without opening the abdomen BE ? ; game which could compensate the 4 af! the flesh does not taste of sage, (Malheur Lake—Greatest of Wildfowl 
farmer for land dedicated to the pre- Mr. Girard told me the breast is ae Refuges) is one of the oldest field em- 
vention of soil erosion. delicious. when sliced, pounded, and ployes of the Biological Survey. As an 

Such a policy would not give prefer- fried as steak, and the legs are excellent °xP¢tt field naturalist, he accompanied 
ence to any special interests. Instead ither roasted or boiled. He went on 4 Field Museum expedition to South 
of raising more game solely for the pur- to say that for the same reason many America; has done special investiga- 
pose of killing, it would include the people prefer beef to veal, he preferred tions on birds and mammals in the 
raising of birds for the protection of the the meat of a sage cock to the meat of 0fthwest, and for a time was in charge 
farmer's crops and other wild creatures young sage grouse. of the Oregon Game and Fish Com- 
for those who like their wildlife alive. Every individual who carries a gun mission’s scientific oS ee has 

Since the courts have held that all of in. the field should be required to ob- served as predatory animal’ leader, in 
the wild game belongs to the state. per- tain a license. Many boys from eight charge of todent control work in Ore- 

8 & Hs Li f on, and is now superintendent of the haps now is the time for all of the citi- © eleven years of age are expert shots 80M, - and spend much of their time hunting =¢w Malheur Lake refuge. zens of the state to take an active part Boihaeeaaiece ce 8 ©. Ben Gipple (What Will The 

gg ete. ane ea ny Pa, ™ state piccaiseal sid encor An i er Be? es te contributor to 
ing to the preservation of its natural faitheet aad farmers to rtetice ei Duden America, is nature editor of 
resources. This particular problem calls management. Sportsmen Sis the Middletown (Pennsylvania) Press. 
for the cooperation of all conservation- throughout the country should be en- Don’t Shave in a Box Car! is typical 
ists, sportsmen and farmers. Let us couraged to cooperate with ranchers, of Karl E. Mundt's principles and atti- 
not be selfish. If we each give a little farmers, and the Biological Survey in tude toward the out-of-doors. Right 
we will all gain a lot. Join hands and game management; sportsmen might now he is in the heat of a campaign, 
do a good job. Don’t overlook this even be encouraged to purchase areas of that if he wins, means Waltonian Mundt 
opportunity to pass on to our children land on which to raise and protect sage will go to Washington next January as 
an undiminished wildlife heritage. grouse. a member of Congress.
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY 

Oct. 25-1938 

Prof. Aldo Reopold 
Game Research Division 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

' You may be interested in the recent taking 

of a Spruce Grouse in thie vicinity. 

Adult wale in good plumage--Oct. 16-1938 
Te4+1 Ne=Re 7 We 

sincerely 
yo : ae 

Ao, Ge 
; L/jaAe bh Af GOCCECECEE cee 

y Karl W.ahmann 
Hayward Wisconsin
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY 

Oct. 251938 

Prof. Aldo keopold 
Game Research Division 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wieconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

You may be interested in the recent taking 
of a Spruce Grouse in thie vicinity. 

Adult male in good plumage--Oct. 16-1938 
T42 Ne=Re7 We 

sincerely , 

s L/ael bh A peeeeceeceeceeiet 
y Karl W.dahmann 

Hayward Wisconsin
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: Qneide Sous 
fi - Wardens Joe Jonas, Black River Falle, and 
Hartwell Paul, Yarle River, revort two birds seen 
in December 1958 tro miles south of Squirrel lake. 

7. Dean Mather, Federal Forest Service, Rhinelander, 
reports three birds seen in fee. 10, T. SOAN., Ae11™., : 
in February 1936. 

8. Warden Louie Oshesky, Three Lakes, confiseated 
One shot in Seo. 11, T.38N., F.11%., in Ostober 1955. 

®. Warden Oshesky revorte one killed in October _ 
1958 by Leo Styp, Three Lakes, in See. 8, T.59N., 

: ; R11L"., when bird wae mistaken for a legal grouse. 

Onset fou 
» Warden Oshesky reports one killed acoidentally 

. . by FP. &. Clkowskl, Three Lakes, in See. 9, T.39N., 
R,13Sk., In Getober 1958 while hunting «reuse, Mr. 

' OlLkowski also saw another bird nearby. 

11. Warden Oshesky saw twenty birds in Geo. 34, 
PoBIN., K.12E., On December 20, 1958. These same birds 

Vwere geen that day by Paul Collum, Three Lakes, and 
. five of them were seen by 4. J. Alt, waggle River. 

i 12. C.vaughn of the Federal Forest Service saw three 
' \ birds in the Pine creek swamp, Argonne game refuge, 

7.3ON., R.12%., in 1956, 

13. Dean Mather, Federal Forest Service, saw three 
birds in about Sec. 1, £.36%., R.16F., about three 
miles south of Armatrong creck in the winter of 1938, 

. Yalag county: 
f « Arthur Horgan, Sagle River, reports one seen 
in Gee. 31, T.43N., R.SE., in Oetober 1934, 

16. Aldo Leoveld hae reeord of one being seen near 
the @¥ corner of the Lac Vieux Desert in 1936. 

16. Hr. Leopold has record of ge being geen 4. 
miles south of Palmer lake in 1936. (pw Lpil 27 ) 

17. Pat. A. Wilsey, Crystal lake GCC camp, Boulder 
dunetion, saw a single bird in both 1934 and 1936 in the 
Nw fw of hee. 16, 7.42%. , R.8*.
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NES - 16. warden Hartwell Paul saw two birds one mile 
ue of the Veteran's camp in a epruce avamo near the 
genter of the Phelns game refuge, T.42N., R118. 

\ 19. Stuart Hayner, donservation department, 
fadleon, saw # oovey Dee just rb, of Land O'Lakes 

in 1984. 1 Lido 2 -Aelled, por) Ln of April 4) 
: ' 20. Arthur Horgan figures he saw from 75 to 100 

‘ birds over neriod from 1906 to 1921 in See. 11, 7.40%., 
Rolf. , during November deer sensone. 

Nt . gl. Arthur Morren reporte seeing one bird in 
$oo. 11, T.40H., R.11R., In September 10356. 

«82. Joe Froelich, Sayner, Revert: ceeing a female 
bard in See. 6, 7.40N., R.8%., in 1034. 

23. Joe Froelich, Sayner, reoorte: seeing a male 
‘ bird in See. 8, T.40N., B.8%,, In Cetober 1937. 

fhese are the only reeorde I have been able te eolleet 
even though fT requested revort: from all wardens and field 
men during the past year. Nowever, on the ahanes more 
resorts may be available siner the last grouse aeason, T 
plan to contact eertain northern wardens grain. Ales, I 
understand Dean Hather of the Federal Poreat “ervice at - 
Rhinelander may have some more vetords. 

T hope these records will be of aseietance in working 
on your revised list of 1sconein birds ané tha you will 
contact us ayain if we ean be of additions] asstatance. 

, FOR THE DIANCTOR 
; é vw. FP. Grimmer 

Sunt. of Game Management 

By 
¥. ©. Se0tt 
Surervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 
. WG 2dU 

cC_ Mr. A. W. Schorger 
—PAldo Leopold 

Walter Scott
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April 24, 1939 

kr. Oo. J. Gromme 

Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grommet / 

In further reply to your letter of February 20, in which 
you requested recent records of the Canada spruce grouse in 
Wieconsin, we are listing below additional records secured . 
other than those mentioned in our letter of March 3. 

door sounty: 
. warden Hosford reports that Frank Cafey of 

Westboro obeerved a bird in approximately section 4, 
township 53 north, range 2 west, in the Le of 
Westboro in 1935, and others in the same place in : 
previous years. } 

a ut i 
| * oo ewie of Grandview saw several birde in 

the fall of 1935, winter of 1935-36 and spring of 1936 
in sections 1 and 12, township 43 north, range 6 west. 

3. RB. S. Aykert, FPS, saw two male birds fighting 
on road in section 15, township 45 north, range 6 west, 
on April 16, 1938. 

4. fal Coons, FFS, saw one bird in same locality 
ae the above No. 3, on April 22, 1928. 

Ae aay 
+ Wa Charles Lawrence atates that a eruiser 

reported eix birds seen in the fall of 1958 near the 
=e Lumber emmp at Morse, township 45 north, range 2 
wes * 

6. W. A. Elkins, PFS, reports that CCC Camp fapt. 
Lawrence Wangard and Junior Porester Everett Stitz saw 
two birda near Chippewa camp, MWZ, Sec. 54, T41N, RAW 
in January, 1956.
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a aa (oo! 
. me, » Saw one bird slong highway 77 

in sec. 6, T42N, ROW, in April, 1937. 

8. Hal Coons saw an adult female and covey of 
#ix or more young about 3 or 4 days old on June 21, 1928, 
in sec. 2, T41N, R4W. he female flew to a nearby limb 
but the young 41d not flush readily. We approached to 
within three feet of female before she flew. 

9. Leopold's records show a covey reported from 
sections 1, 2, 11 and 12, T42N, RSW. One bird wae found 
dead here in the winter of 1934 by Pulling, FS. 

10. Leopold's records show a covey reported from 
sections 21, 22, 27 and 28, T42N, RLW. They were last 
geen in 1936. 

' iron poet 
‘ pold's records quote Grimmer in report that 

some were seen in sections 14 and 15, T47N, RLE, in: 1936. 

12. Warden I. 6. Rheaume reports thet he saw his 
‘ first bird in eight years in November, 1938, in see. 7, 

T42N, R2E. He saye, "This bird was apparently & young 
bird well feathered out and in very gee health as it 
strutted around in eireles and actually eppeared to 
dance." He says he approached to ten feet before it flew 
from the gpound and almost touched it when in a sprucetree. 

\ 

13. ©. J. Husemeier, Antigo, reporte that during 
the deer season of 1953 (November 19 to 25), hemw one bird 
on the center of the weet line of the NW-NE of sec. 9, 
T45N, R4E, near the edge of a spruce swamp. It did not 
fly from a lew branch as he walked around the bird. 

aries Sounty 
° rden Charles Lawrence states that Warden K. ¢. 

Jakoubek, Phillips, reported a flock of eight birds in 
sections 1 and 2, TSAN, R2W in 1985 and that a cruiser 

: Haag twelve birds in the same locality in the fall of 
3B. 

15. Warden Charles Lawrence reports that hunters 
nentioned rere two birds in gec. 6, TSON, RLW, during 
the fall of 1928.
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: * rt Fairfield, conservation department, 
Madison, secured a verbal report of two birde seen in 
the SW-NE of sec. 1, T40H, ROW, by Bernerd Hanson, Hayward, 
in the fall of 1938. 

17. Robert Fairfield also secured verbal report 
¢ two birde seen in the SE-NW of sec. 16, T42N, ROW, by 

ifford and George Brandt on November 24, 1938. 

; 18. Roy Degler, PFS, saw one bird in a heavy spruce 
dwamp in sec. 1, T40N, Raw, on November 11, 1957. 

: 19. Vern Risberg, FFS, saw one bird along highway 
in sec. 10, T40N, nay on March 21, 1938. 

20. HH. B. Edwards, PFS, approached to within four 
feet of adult male and female and two young half grown 
on Auguet 11, 1038, in see. 7, T42N, R5W. Group was on 
the edge of a spruce swamp and flew into it when flushed. 

21. Marvin Heingke, FFS, saw one female bird on a 
; amall island in e epruce swamp in sec. 15, T40N, R4W, on 

i . August 24, 1938. 

22. leopold's records show a covey existent in 
; vicinity of sections 17, 26, 30 and 36 in T40N, RSW. - Two 

birds were seen in sec. 17, one in sec. 30, and several 
in sections 25 and 36 in 1935. 

- 23. Leopold's records show one bird killed in 
October, 1935 by Mike O'Connell in sec. 18, T3GN, RSW, 
Thie ie probably of same group listed under No. i in letter 
of March 3. 

ee 24, Leopold's records show three birds seen in 1931 | 
i in sections 9 and 16, T37N, RSW. 

ohege sia 
\ . es and Robert Ceronsky, Antigo, report a 

Govey of six birds seen in approximately see. 10, TSSH, 
WLOE, in the fall of 1936. 

‘ 26. Charles A. Rindt, FS, wrens thet a covey of 
gt birds were seen in February, 1958, in see. 11, TSN, 

i .
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oF manta Harley T. MoKeague received a report 
‘ from Jack Lahti of 728 Barns Street, Rhinelander, that 

; he had seen two birds in the fall of 1958 in sec. 12, 
‘ T37N, ROL. Upon investigation of the location he found | 

a cabin oceupled by four loggera named Labiteske, The 
: loggers informed him that they had also seen the birds in 

the fall of 1937 and 1938, but never in the winter. 
MoKeague 414 not see any of the birds while there. 

Fore st county! 
. arden Gordon R. Baken reporte that in 1956 he 

Saw two birds in sec. 26, T39K, RLSE. 

29. L. A. Mueller, FFS, reported one bird seen near 
Truck Trail 3687 through spruce swamp in sec. 23, TASH, 
RL2E, on the mornings of October 6 and October 25, 1936. 
He estates that it may heave been the same bird each time 
and algo thet on latter oecasion bird flushed at about. 
four yar@d¢efrom pickup truck. 

. SO. Le A. Mueller, PFS, reports bird seen a 
 inge River road (woods, balsam) in sec. 36, T3ON, R12, 

n Novenber 9, 1988. Bird dia not flush. 

Si, pongak.@ records quote Grimmer's report of a 
pores 2° twelve in 1933, of four in 1924, and several 
in 1936 reported from sections 3 and 4 of TS0N, RL2E. 

eens * pold's records show one reported by Ray . 
i. Case as killed in a trap @n October, 1953, near Ombow 
lake in T45N, R6E. 

33. Leopold's records show one reported seen by 
: Larry Holmes in 1933 near Base and Muskellunge lake, sec.1, 

T40N, ROE. 

All of the above recorie are those of recent date as you 
requested. By way of correction, on No. 19 in letter of 
March 3, covey of birds reported totaled fourteen and two were ; 
killed, but date should be 1931. Hayner reports thet at least 
one bird was seen in that locality (SK of Land O'Lakes and NW 
of Gonover) up until 1935. 

On No. 16 of March 3 letter, a covey of five should be 
listed inetead of one bird. On No. 12, the full name is 
Coleman Vaughen and éeseription should be TS8N, R12E.
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Any further recent records of importance will be sent to 
you. This completes all recent records available at this time. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Menagement 

y | 
Daveveiane: Mevapieuts | ervisor rative ee 

WES:LY Game Managenent | 

OGt As Ws 

Aldo Leopale | 
Walter Seott 

| 

| | 

; | 

. 

|
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY 

January 19-1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 Farm Place 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Lecpold: 

Here ig another Spruce Grouse record which I am 
sure is authentic although I did not see the bird,but the 
ian who mentioned it to me certainly knows the Wisconein 

Game Birde. 

f§ Sept. 25+1939--=-4 miles north of Ghost Lake ¢ Y : 
y Qwe Sawyer County. 

Ay \ 

Sex is not known,but the man who shot the bird saw 

several others and mistook the one he killed for a Ruffed. 

sincerely, 

Yl bee AE: ttc c rc 

i 
Kari W, Kahmann
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February 12, 1940 mse bor’ 
a Ad ¥ FILE REFERENCE: 

gn ( 

. 7 Game 
Management 

Prof. Aldo Leopold Spruce Grouse 

424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

You will find attached further records on the 

spruce grouse in Wisconsin which have been collected 

since my last letter to you. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By \e Sait 
W. E. Seott 

\ Supervisor of Cooperative 
Game Management 

WES : DLR 
Enc. |



ik Wisconsin Conservation Department 
: Medison, Wisconsin 

ADDITIONAL SPRUCE GROUSE RECORDS 
collected by ¥. E. Scott since last letter to Owen Gromme, ‘ 

dated April 24, 1939 

Ashlan t 
1, William Raske of Phillips reports seeing 5 birds 

, in O14 Camp 10, in Sec, 13, T43N, RIE, on May 20, 1939. 

/ 2. Wayne Lewis of Haugen reports seeing 3 birds in | 
the Town of Shanagolden, during the 1939 deer season | 
(Nov. 25 to Dee. 1). 

' 
eo 

« Gilbert Mentz of Lake Tomahawk reports seeing ! 
four spruce grouse in Sec. 12, TSAN, RIZE, on the edge | 

JV of a spruce swamp. Previous to this, he saw small coveys | 
on the same description in 1933 and hos4. 

1 | 
i Tent Schuster of Antigo reports a flock in § 

See, 28, T34N, RIZE seen during the 1939 deer season | 
(Hov. 28 to Dee. 1). 

ee 
« Conservation Yarden Louis Oshesky of Three Lakes 

reports that Nr, Gaylord Helmich of Three Lakes saw five 
spruce hene in Sec, 2, T36N, R11E on January 7, 1940. 

Price county 
+ William Raske of Phillips reports seeing 3 birds 

in a gravel pit in Sec, 18, TSON, H1W on November 6, 1938. 

?, ‘Mr. Raske also reports seeing 12 birds in a 
swamp in Sec, 7, T38N, R1W on December 30, 1938. 

i 

| ae 8-40 i
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42h University Farm Place 
July 16, 1940 

Dr. Leonard Wing 
Concomlly 
Washington 

Dear Leonard: 

Your geographic segregation of age classes in 
blue grouse sounds very exciting, and I think you are on 
the track of something good. 

I have no information on deferred maturity in 
any grouse, or, in fact, in any gallinaceous bird except 
turkey. It just occurs to me that some of Hamerstrom's 
differential behavior in prairie chickens might be due to 

———~ deferred maturity, and I am sending him yor letter so that 
; he can think about it. 

Yes, I would very much appreciate a pair of skins 
for the collection, but I would hardly feel justified in 
troubling you for a skeleton, since blue grouse bones are 
not likely to occur in any seats or pellets which we collect ) 

in this region. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

Conconully, Washington 

July 7, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

ek University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are having a most exciting summer with the 
‘“Hooters", Perhaps the most exciting thing is evidence that 
the Blue Grouse does not breed until at least two years of 
age. We haven't clinched it yet out our evidence indicates 
it very clearly. The young males stay in the higher (45007000 feet) 
regions during their second year of life. Evidence is 

accumulating to show that the young females go down to the 

lower levels. We believe that they dé not breed during the 
second year but rather join older females as "nurse maids" 
to the broods. Broods in this region almost always have two 

females with them, one an old bird and one a vird of the 
previous year (immature). The males sre still holding their 
hooting territories and may join the broods at times. We do 
not think that there is polygamy. 

So far as I know, ali grouse, and probably all 
gallinaceous birds, breed the second year, that is, at the 

age of one year. Apparently the Blue is an exception. Does 

this sound resonable? 

Birds are extremely common and we heve no trouble 
getting 611 the specimens that we want. We will send you a 

pair of Hooter skins this fall if you would like a pair for your 
collection. In adition, would you lixe a skeleton? 

We are also eollecting birds and mammals. We have 
nearly 150 of them. Among the interesting problems uncovered is 

@ mostunusual Chipmunk found only at low altitudes. 

Sincerely, 

san



BLUE GROUSE 

by 
T. B. Murray, UeS. Biological Survey 

Paper presented at 
Second Idaho Technical Game Management Conference 

—_——~—University of Idaho, March 19, 1938 

In Idaho we have two phases of blue genes Dendragapus Obscurus Obseurus 

and Dendragapus Obscurus Richardsoni. The Obscurus phase is native to southern 

Idaho south of the Snake River, northern Uteh and Nevada. The Richardsoni is 

; found in western, central and northern Idaho, northern Wyoming, and Montana, 

in the mountainous regions of these states and portions of states. 

These two sub-species or phases are distinguishable by means of the grey 

4 terminal bar on the tail feathers which is quite distinct in the Obscurus or 

southern Idaho phase, and indistinct or almost lacking in the Richardsoni phase. 

The Qbscurus phase averages 20 inches in length while the Richardsoni averages 

about 17% inches in length and generally darker in overall coloration. 

There is, in allprobability, an overlapping or integration of these two 

phases along the Idaho-Wyoming boundaries in the vicinity of Teton Basin and 

Caribou Mountain areas as well as along the Montana line in the vicinity of 

Spencer and Monida. 

Blue grouse are now in the midst of their spring migration from their winter- 

ing ground, high up on the topmost ridges of our windswept, snow-covered, mountain 

ranges. They move to the sunny slopes and smell knolls just above the floor of 

the many valleys that surround us. They have weathered the winds and the snow, 

the sleet and the cold, in the safe and secure seclusion of Douglas fir, alpine fir 

and limber pine groves. 

The eagle, the owl, the hawk, the marten, the coyote, the weasel, and the
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occasional fox have missed their mark. 

The adult grouse feels, seés, and knows the call of spring, and forsakes 

his arboreal roost and feeding place for one close to Mother Earth. He comes 

dowm to earth and gets back on his feet again, after more than three months spent 

very largely out on a limb, pluding the buds and leaves off the conifers, with 

an occasional bud from the mountain ash, the willow, the quaking aspen, the choke 

cherries, the willow, goose berries, the snow berries and other shrubs for good 

measure. An occasional bark beétle and bud worm have varied very slightly his 

resinous, but nutritious, winter diet. 

Now the flowers are blooming, the butter cups, theviolets, the dandelions, 

the daisies, the Indian potato, and the mariposa, The grasses and weeds are 

greening up. The buds and blossoms on the bushes are swelling and bursting. The 

worms, beetles and flies are pushing aside the dead leaves and stalks of grasses 

and coming out from under the leaf mold. All of these plants, flowers and insects 

are eaten to some extent by grouse. 

The change in diet and surroundings gives a sheen to the plumage, the wattles, 

and the eye markings of the male grouse, and makes for plumpness and physical well- 

being on the part of the female grouse. The male grouse literally gets a twinkle 

in his eye while the female grouse bustles around looking for more flowers, more 

beetles and more worms and keeping a lookout for that new, shrill-voiced rough- 

legged hawk that made a pass at her and two other blue grouse hens just yesterday 

afternoon. 

A low-hooting call from farther up the hillside announces the fact that the 

grouse "strutting" season is close at hand. If you would observe this vain display 

of grousely pride, you should go out in the late afternoon and pick out a hillside 

more or less covered with sparse grass, weeds and flowers, slightly above the 

floor of any one of our valleys, and locate an area where blue grouse frequent
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in considerable numbers. If you will be patient and watch this "strutting" ground, 

you will see the male and the female grouse come out of their hiding places amongst 

the bushes and sage brush. You will see the male grouse flauntingly arch his neck 

and take a big, deep breath. The whitefeathered patches on his neck will stand 

out, as he inflates and deflates the air sacs on either side of the necks The 

barred feathers on his neck, breast and sides fairly ripple as he extends and 

spreads his stiff wing feathers, making a rustling and rasping sound; at the same 

time his crowning attraction—-his barred, slate-blue tail feathers--are extended in 

a perfect fan, changing in hue and contour with every step and movement. You will 

see two or more male grouse rush at one another in what might be interpreted as a 

fit of anger, but they are only bluffing: they seldom injure one another during 

"strutting" displays. The female grouse cluck in low-sounding voice and do not 

appear too mich concerned with the male birds "show-off". As the shadows lengthen, 

and the evening sun grows brillient and then pales, the evening strut comes to an 

end. | 

If you would see the best "strutting" display on the part of the blue grouse, 

you should get your strutting ground located, and be on hand early in the morning 

just before sunrise. The blue grouse does not dance or strut as early in the day 

as does the pin-tail grouse. This may be due, to some extent, to different cover 

types and different feeding habits. The blue grouse stays fairly close to reasonably 

dense cover into which they can retreat very quickly. The pin-tail grouse are de- 

pendent very largely, during the strutting season, on low-growing types of cover 

which is fairly sparse in some localities. They presumably have learned through 

long periods of time that they mst get their show over before the birds of prey and 

the predatory mammals start moving during the daytime. 

The blue grouse have an entirely different set of predetory conditions to 4 

contend with. They mst fear the rush of the Goshawk in the trees or nearby) thickets.
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They mist be prepared to fly instantly if attacked by coyotes and other predatory 

mammals 

The nests, containing usually twelve to eighteen eggs, are built most fre- 

quently on the eastern side of a clump of sagebrush on the north and east sides of 

smell round molls. If the nest is not destroyed or flooded out by spring rains, 

thirteen to fifteen fledglings are usually produced and the struggle against preda~ 

tors, drouth and stock begins. 

Some of the maple trees are gone, as are the choke cherries and sarvice berries, 

thet were present lest year when the hens raised covies which averaged eleven young 

blue grouse. Farmers took the maple for firewood, and the sarvice berries and choke 

cherries died during last summer's severe drouth, but there are a lot of young 

trees coming up through the grass and brush, and there will be a lot of ants, 

beetles, bugs, caterpillars, worms and grasshoppers in addition to the normal veg~ 

etable diet. If they can get by until July they will be able to move farther up 

the hill, by walking and flying a little each day, to where the wild gooseberries, 

the snowberries, the mountain ash, the sarvice berries and the choke cherries are 

ripening, and the worm-eaten fruits are dropping to the ground to be devoured 

hungrily by the fast-growing birds. The insects will be younger and softer at 

this higher elevation. The grasshoppers will not have acquired their wings and © 

will be easily caught. The cover will be more dense and the protection from 

natural enemies will have increased as a result of careful training of the young 

birds by the adult female end of increased ability to fun and fly. 

If they can get through the month of September when every hunter goes out 

with his gun and his dog, some of this grouse family will continue on up the hill- 

side to the mountaisaide. From the mountainside, they will continue to the moun- 

tain top by the middle of October, there to remain on the ground and in the trees 

until the call of spring beckons to most of the birds and they again return to 

the valley below to raise another covey of young fledgling blue grouse.
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Some of the grouse will remain well up on the mountain side to raise their 

brood. Some of them will go dom part way to the valley, but the greater numbers 

will find their strutting, nesting, and spring and summer feeding grounds on the 

early spring ranges used by livestock and all forms of wildlife. 

If the usage to which these ranges are subjected is such as to maintain the 

grasses, the flowers, the so-called weeds, the shrubs, and the trees, there will be 

an ample food supply for the blue grouse during the most critical period of their 

existence. If we keep these ranges intact, we have then to concern ourselves with 

control of naturel enemies to the point that a favorable ratio is maintained for 

these grouse, which we seek to protect, to propagate and utilize. We mst ever 

be concerned that hunting does not deplete the numbers of breeding stock. We 

mast ever be mindful to see that fire does not destroy the wintering areas or 

seriously affect the summer and the fall feeding ranges. By all means, we must 

protect the critical spring and early summer feeding and nesting ranges if we would 

produce large coveys of blue grouse and have them present on all suitable feeding 

and nesting areas. 

Every day is an adventure to a blue grouse. Every nightfall sees the neces- 

sity for precaution against natural enemies. 

Management of the highest order mst be practiced if we would restore this 

bird to ite previous wide distribution and abundance in numbers. 

It is, by far, our best and most sought-after native upland game bird. 

It should be the concern of every wildlife enthusiast and student to learn more 

and more about the habits end requirements of this species and use every effort 

to influence the behavior of people so that the numbers of this bird species will 

increases
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. Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Publicity Rd Uy 

INTRA-OFFICE articles (> ¢ 

4y 
pate. February 6, 1941 1 

TO; W. E, Scott 

FROM: W. E, Seott ‘ 
» gor" 

SUBJECT: Spruce grouse records avr™ 

The following spruce grouse recoris should be placed 

in the file for your article on that species: 

1. A female bird seen by Warden I, ©. Rheaume in 
October, 1939, Section 7, Township 42 North, Range 2 East. 

2. One bird seen by Forest bar R, L, Pripps in 
October, 1940, Section 33, Township North, Range 8 Hast. 

3. Thirty birds seen by the brother of Mr, Edward 

Gravitter of Crandon while cutting spruce in the SW SW of 
Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14 Zast, about January 
20, 1940, 

4. Warden Louis Oshesky reports recent observations 
as follows: 

@. One shot by him in Section 5, Township 58 
North, Range 13 Hast, in the fall of 1940, 

b. Twenty-five seen in Seotion 26 or 54, Town- 

ship 39 North, Range 12 Hast. 

ce, Seven or eight seen two miles southwest of 

the Lake Julia tower in Forest county. 

5, Forest Ranger Sam Ruegger observed one spruce 

grouse in 1939 or'40, as previously reported elsewhere, 

W, BE, Scott 

WES : LAB 
Extra copy 

NOTED: 

ste ne et AC AR A RA RE
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MADISON, TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 1942 13 ee 
S23 vv nT ossible Uaus: 

Game Farm Tries to Raise Rare Grouse vce oe era ries to Nase Nare Gro RICHLAND CENTER — The 
| ai. Cherry Valley cheese factory near 

y D . oe 7 Yuba burned Sunday afternoon, a 
a ampeea YS > ip "4 mane Mess total loss. The origin of the fire 

oung 1e se Meas ee Ei ee ar is unknown. A heavy thunder- 
Ss Aft ete ii ¥ storm swept over the northern 

et “ part of Richland county in the 

oon er Ea. % ce 2 . afternoon and lightning is con- 
°. ape ee sa eee ree sidered a possible cause. 

atc ing ie aie Rac oh SOE eae A. M, Stanek is owner of the 
| pie oils li es ¢ eS FOR; ARS factory. Sam Turnipseed, a work- 

; ‘ Peet is Ee gered AIM " i he factory, occupied the POYNETTE—Wisconsin sports- ake uclt he Saat ae eee 4 ARN Sts in. the: fagtory,0ce 

men sme day may be able fo huni Se ah) oi eet one bop iiai te te se 
the rare spruce grouse again if the fo Ea ae ae x or Several electric light lines in 

ettoris ‘ot Horace B.: Kellogg and ‘ = pres pet oa the county were put out of com- 
Bert A. Barger are successful at sot Nth ates mission by. the storm, 

the state game farm here, of ae A) AOS ON = 
Kellogg, farm superintendent, : & rs ie <8 

and Barger, assistant farm man- e AR ae ghee Li 
ager, are attempting to discover ‘ $a f ‘ ancaster 

a way to rear the spruce grouse 7 : a ‘ ona t 
‘in captivity, and if they succeed Roc eae aS D h c 
ihey will have saved a specie from , SE ea ras 
becoming extinct, Bree 1 The experiment is chiefly in the ge iy Ca See Hea ring Called hands of Barger and his immedi- pe fda Se Oak RM o>. ae 
ate aides, At present, two hens, a SRE 7s ne eae LANCASTER — A preliminary 
cock, and six chicks are housed in Nt ae us Olea ek Ns Ps hearing on the death of Mrs. Lilian 

a secluded pen at the game farm. es Pa ry rd bgt aa cS ee m Young, 1352 Addison st., Chicago, 
The three adult birds have lived Me oa wt Cas: y's ane hte wid wl be Bo reo ae. er 
in the pen more than a year, sur- Tear gee er oa organs Wednesday. rs. Wil- 

prising an as ape ceots : asi is} Oo : ie Eeulae ee of 
ear Extinction e car in which Mrs. Young was 

| ‘The spruce grouse is a cousin to a ery CN a 5 = riding when she was kliled June 
Wisconsin’s common ruffed grouse, ae ae baie » es i Mi rae he , 22 on Highway 61 north of Lan- 
but unlike the latter the spruce wa * at P ih Pe ae ge ne a caster, has been placed under 
grouse is well on the way toward F end to, Ee tity A LF 1S v8 $5,000 bond. 
extinction = eon Many one My hk a aw s 4 a “ Sea Mrs. Halliday was taken to 
er states have tried to raise the Nn, ee me hay hs X St county jail Monday night and held 

birds, but none has been success- + wale ae iS a ye aed a CHES for hearing on manslaughter 
ful, G sera trains ai ee ‘: — Mepis Ss Neen charges growing out of the acci- 

Mysterious deaths usually have Bee oe ec inate ae si ae NS y en “Sion! dent. The charge stated that she 
ended all previous experiments to 7 St i Bi " i re hades in ~ as was under the influence of al- 

raise the bird. In the spring of WS wy Wi ye cam Sieg RNR) - ae coholic beverages when the acci- 
1941, shortly after the birds were Z M0 gaa ae RY Re eS Ah dent occurred. 
brought pe pee 16 cer ee PH et PUAL TY Aq ‘ r Another member of the party 
were produced and six chicks Cy mi aN - 5 Ns of three Chica women, Mrs, 
hatched, but all were dead by July Re eahbr Fig ii Saat 3 PIN Le ve} a ‘ Anna Richter, ie ven eeEine from 
12. Now Barger and his aides are ‘i io) * Bs y Alay ann pais injuries at the Lancaster General 
trying again with six more birds i «ee yen 4 ie ae hospital. 
and once they get the small birds ” eter aap) eae eer 
up to two or three months of age sa. GE Be ec ceca rE: ° . 
they may be in the clear, , oe mee Nee t oe oe Sa Be ee Biba sia 

Kellogg and Barger are not too ogee, es We pis? Nat) at Picni 
optimistic about their chances of Bho es Wee eter made ee. Y nals cnics sunday 
raising the birds, however. bis bas fae Ue apa é m Lancaster Park 

fe u : a Ke 2 es vs AS es ange ee eee ip ee 
like sailing an uncharted ms hie < Su SETA by pr son oe ge 
We hope we'll be lucky,” Kellogg ae ek a SST see ecmen, Nor 

e * ee Pt as i Sra Bee honored at a picnie of neighbors 
says. Pe ys i i, Ra ad and relatives at Marsden park 

Male Black, Female Brown mous e 1 Pe ere a Sunday. He is an instructor in 
The male spruce grouse is about x. Bien ae ree et ry i the ‘air corps at Las Vegas, Nev., 

16 et Tong, ne with black , gece Pt re Pe J a he at and is home on a few days’ fur- 

feces: The color ot the pista $ Baie ee ‘ ere ie Cb be os ; , ie oe ae ah id fa he nee is Pgaicin tantly lacketith:sonie ae % i ae ow 7a toga» ye A © co i picnic was held in honor of 

: . a es VaR ely; Fea ety 2 ea ae: aay bh pe th Leo Karasek, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
of the neck feathers tipped white ms —enennmemnias —_ _— Frank Karasek, at Marsden park 

in the form of a necklace. Above stick to the board. | Bert Barger, assistant man- grouse, now almost extinct in Sunday, by a group of neighbors, 
each eye is a line of bare skin, the) After the fourth day the chicks} ager at the Wisconsin State Wisconsin The female bird is who has enlisted as a mechanic in 
lores, which is brilliantly red. were permitted to run on the! Game and Fur farm at Poyn- shown above and the male the air corps and will leave July 

The female bird is somewhat) sround and they immediately| tte, is attempting to propa- below. (Wisconsin Conser- | 8, 
smaller and bared oe ae in| started to eat bugs and insects, but| gate artificially the rare spruce vation Bulletin pictures) a ee 
appearance, being a rufous brown| the bugs were too small to deter- | . 

op, mine ‘what species they were. | Dodgeyille Couple |Livingston Driver __|59f-,Chipman Returns Their near extinction today can-| chick died. Ant eggs, ants, Word = to Start Flight Training 
not be attributed to any one rea-/seeds, and fresh spruce needles| LAN sok 
son. As a table delicacy, the spruce were added to the diet. | to Open House on Severely Inj ured Cuismea tats has cee use 
grouse cannot be classed, for it is Starvation Blamed 1 = 1 his mother, Mrs. Charles Hoff: 
said that the flesh tastes strongly| Post mortems showed symptoms | 60th Anniversary in Car: Train Crash has eetaeion ae OMEnAG; Fla 
of spruce needles. of pneumonia in one, no disease in Ee seem DODGEVILLE— Milfred Baney,|where he has been paymaster at 
Few Wisconsin sportsmen have| the others. It is believed death re-| | | 33, Livingston, was in a critical|the air base. He was recently ac- 

seen a spruce grouse, since it lives | Suited from starvation or the lack| | | a = |= | condition today at St. Joseph’s|cepted as a flying cadet and will 
in remote spruce "swamps and of some vital ingredient in the) & ‘ : ee | hospital, Dodgeville, with injuries begin flight training at once, He 

blends well with its environment. | £04. ' P _ : (= _ |suffered Monday when his car and|enlisted in June, 1941, and was 
Found in Nicolet Forest Now there are six new chicks at| | gs iii aq! ee a North Western train collided at/sent to Orlando from Selfridge 

The tale of the birds now at the| ‘the farm. They were hatched only| | Montfort. He suffered a broken | Field. 
game farm began in March, 1941,|Tecently, and Barger is starting) ;. SS. — Se _. ao leg, injuries: to.an-arm, and: possi=\) —<—<—<$<_—$—$_—$———— 

| when Walter Scott, nf the game/euews But this: dine he ten y Bon aa —. |ble internal injuries. 
livisi ering the youngsters to any grea’ ‘ 4 a pee Seaareer sit 

eeenton ke = ee a extent; in fact, no one except one | 3 2 GI nn Cl ose H . t I 

Nicolet forest. Four birds were ae is permitted near the al < D a i - ws dle 4 

saprnred simply PY Tetrg tate| Barger says that it appears that b Ee woortme toerena 
foun’ Theis tancnese hes ‘con|feed and water must be provided Office Practice z 
tributed to their scarcity and also| 0 that it appears in front of the LANCASTER—Dr. J. D. Glynn,| go 2 
has gained them the name of “fool | Pirds, about at eye level, since un- who has been commissioned a a e 

hens.” like othen gaine birds they ,do not atin in the United States Medical — 
The four birds were brought to Se Sores beaters a corps, has announced the closing| oe 

|the game farm on Mar, 22. Barger] | “vay enable the farm experts| MR. AND MRS. OLE RUDE |°% the Doolittle-Glynn hospital | 
|had prepared homes for them—| ‘ame May Sees ae (Letcher Studio) here for the duration of the war. 
two pens with wire bottoms,|t work more closely with The office practice will be han- have lol 5 A and perhaps solve some of the DODGEVILLE — Mr, and Mrs. ‘ y wu ” 
placed in a shady spot to simulate y 5 3 : 5 j dled by Dr. S. W. Doolittle, who “ 0 
the conditions the birds find in|Problems which have prevented | Ole Rude will observe their 60th has been living in Madison for the (ow ? 
their deep-wood habitats. Sand |SUccessful propagation in captivity | wedding anniversary Monday at|iast five years, ° bb . 
Wag pat on the tans for geod of the sharptailed, pinnated, and| their farm home near Dodgeville, : our HB re 
drainage and easy replacement;|?uffed grouse. But, above all,| Open house will be held from 2], . y ‘made! 
the sand was changed from time 16 Barger is determined to succeed in|/to 5 p. m. and a dinner for the Lieut. Beetham Home 4 jor 

time, as contaminated ground is artificially propagating his present|immediate family, relatives, and f First li 5 Y. Lg= 

believed to be a factor in the mor-| interest, the spruce grouse, close friends will be served at|fOF First time in Year 
' . —————— 6:30, LANCASTER—Lieut. Carl Beet- 

eta rhinos placed ; Mr, and Mrs, Rude will be as-|ham, pilot in the United States air 
in the pens, and they are replaced Madison an sisted by their five children a core is at the home of his par- 
often to provide the birds with their families, Mr. and Mrs. Har-|ents, Mr, and Mrs. Clyde Beetham, 
familiar cover and food, They eat e °: old Rude and family and Mr. and| North Lancaster, enjoying his first 
the needles, prefering the younger Ins ir Mrs. Peter G, Rude and family,|leave since he entered the air 

ones: they. fed on the spruce . all of Colfax; Mr. and Mrs. Oscar|corps in June, 1941. He received 
needvieg’ immediately, Oni Apr: 2, T | f Th ft Rude and family, Dodgeville, and|his commission Jan. 9 at Stockton 
TDA one Of tha to male biraz| © FIG TOF ec Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Willett and| Field, Calif, and is now stationed | geapueky stret 
showed signs of courtship, the Sees Dora M, Rude, Madison. Mr. and|at Las Vegas, Nev., as an instruc- y = Ronson: ieee? 
lores over his eyes grew scarlet| DODGEVILLE— William Kahl-|Mrs. Rude have 13 grandchildren | tor. iproatsNatlonel Disiitiers Peeducte Comms hits 
and the bird began to strut. Farm |feld, Madison, Route 3, will have a and one great grandchild. | ————— 
attendants placed a log inside the| third trial on charges of stealing] Mr, and Mrs. Rude spend the 
pen for the bird to strut on. the jaws from a rock crusher at|summer at their farm home and 

One Male Dies Barneveld, Circuit Judge Sherman|the winter with their daughter, 
On Apr, 16 one of the males|E. Smalley decided late Monday in| Mrs. Dora Rude, at 29 E. Wilson > 

died, but an autopsy in the farm|setting aside a jury verdict of|st., Madison. 
laboratory failed to reveal a sign| guilty. Judge Smalley, in granting| Mrs. Rude’s chief interest is cul- | . 
of disease. The extra hen was|the new trial when Kahlfeld came ene flowers, while her oa 
placed with the remaining cock| before him for sentencing, set it| band’s greatest interest is reading. 
and hen, and these three birds|for the next term of Iowa county | Buy U.S. War Stamps and Bonds 
have survived. jcourt. Millin, 18, youngest son of Mr. and 

Between May 22 and June 6, the : a a ee Mrs. Franklin. McMillin, is the 

two hens laid 12 eggs, both using} Third McMillin Son |third son to enlist in the United oe . hh oe hi : 
| the same nest, The eggs were taken ‘ . ‘ | States air corps. He enlisted June £ a Soe, cp OMS 5 egister ging, 
from the hens and placed under a Enlists in Air Corps 15 and is stationed at Ft. Sheridan, WS A : ae 
buff coachin bantam. Six eggs BOSCOBEL—Pvt. Harris L. Mc-! Ill. vars Yee agit e Eo 

were hatched and then the real | a C4 Shs (XL ( 
guessing started for the farm at- (| fa MA ONES e: 
tendants. What to feed the chicks? oe P  ngrnannvnnesnsts Thema 

But despite the fact that the | 
chicks were handled With the || —tttt noc 

ae vie ais Were dead Py |] 1941 Taxes on real estate which were postponed by filing Remember this is NO gamble but a sound in- 
on boiled eggs, charcoal, grit, and|| 2" Affidavit with the town, village or city treasurer under vestment YOu ast vaur mone haclewith later 
lukewarm water as a atarting feed’ Chapter 1, laws of 1941 are due and payable (without g Set y ; a 
On the second day they were given |] any extra charge) on or before July 1, 1942, est plus freedom. Now’s the time . . . make a 
meal worms on a tray but they re~ 1941 Taxes on real estate on which one-half was paid to savings deposit not a gift. 

fused 3 eee as they |] the town, village or city treasurer before February 1 (the | Ss Pee ees ane 
ans ees ae a a hicks| semi-annual payment plan) are due and payable (without any 

weve fed off an upright board, the| extra charge) on or before July 31, 1942. A RETAILER FOR VICTORY 

food being moistened to make it| If taxes are not paid by the above dates, interest will be 

=—=——_—_———————. |} charged at the rate of eight-tenths of one per cent per month 
\ — from January 1, 1942. 
| Ss PLEASE BRING YOUR TAX STATEMENTS OR A LEGAL fey.y 8 a & : @) od a 
KILLS ANT |] DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROPERTY. an gon ue, Gas Corie BE | Bgdatmcalil leet tne ieee 

JONES ANT KILLER — A sure way to RID Dane County ‘Treasurer. ear ko Pod E: OWNED BY EMPLOYEES 

ice foo a5 ra NC For convenience of the tax payers, the office will be kept open 
stores. : 5 

JONES PRODUCTS CO, Milwaukee, Wis. || during the noon hour until August 1. 315 W. Gorham St. Phone G. 1220 

; Don Peacock, Mgr.



July 3, 1942 

: 
. 

Personal 

professor Aldo Legpold 

| 

424 University Farm Place 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

Your note of recent date regarding ths eprace grouse article 

in the State Journal has been received and 4e very much appreciated. 

Baturally I agree with your opinion esl fool the gane as you 

do, and am also dnelined %o agree that our department would be better 

organized if 4% had 2 atrict ruling of the releas® of any qnfornat ion 

of e publicity oF educational nature. It #0 heppened that the reporter 

who prepared this article cane into the office yesterdey and 
requested 

information on the passenger pigeon. Although I had nothing to do with 

tha spruce groase article, T dnqaired aboat his methods of procedure 
s 

end found he hed concooted 4t from articles in oor conservation y
alletin 

and the Milwaukee Journal, as well a6 fron a contact with our game fern 

nen Mr. Bert Berger. He admitted shat our articles, © well 28 ‘re 

Barger, mada no sush statement shout bunting, and that he was in error 

when he suggested euch a poseibility.
 In the future he plans to heave 

us read his articles before publica
tions 

. The truth about the spruce grouse article 16 thet we aid not even 

desire to have Gnformati
on published 

on the present young pirds we have, 

as we are anxious to keep photograp
hers from pothering them during 

their early stese of growth. Publicity of ghia sort simply aggravat
es 

the situation by forcing pofusale. 

Possibly we can Go some more of this internal 
eduestion in the 

future, Thank you again for your kind interest end contact in this 

regard. 
Sincerely. 

¥, BE. Scott 

Supervisor, Cooperative 

Gane Management
 

WES LB



UNIVERSITY OF WiscONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT yok University Farm Place : 

: 
July 8, 1942 

Mr. Walter Scott 
State Conservation Department 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I am relieved to learn that the spruce grouse story 

was concocted by a reporter and did not emanate from 

responsible officers of the Department. I knew, of 

course, that you personally would share my viewpoint. 

I was not, arguing toward a censorship of publicity 

releases. On the contrary, I was merely lamenting that a 

such a point of view could have existed in the 

. Devartment. You have now made it clear that it does not 

exist. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ged 

: Aldo Leopold
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY pe 

Oot. 20-1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University Farm Place 
Madison Wisconsin 4 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I am reporting herewith the taking of a female 
Spruce Grouse on Oct. Sth=1942 on Sec. 33-Twp-42 N.- 
R.5 We---and a male on Oct.10 in approximately the 

same locality, The female was turned in to the Hayward 
Rod and Gun Club and is being mounted and a permit . 
to pesses tke same has been applied for. The Rod and Gun 

Club have a mounted male taken last year. Both these birds 

wer killed accident@ally by non-resident Ruffed Grouse 

hunters,but the male was not kept. 

You must have given the boys at the Conservation 
Congress an interesting "Talk" thie July. It was suggested 

that I contact you and find out whether you would come to 

&@ meeting of our Club(at the,last annual meeting)and share 
with us your knowledge of tke Game Bird situation and management. 

However,Z am sure that we would not be able to bring enough 

te Such a meeting to make it worth your while at present. 

Gaseline and tire conservation, thinning out of our younger 
men by Belective Bertice and Defence Work in larger cities, 

make it inadvisable to try at thia time,in my estimation. 

Maybe the war will give our game birde a chance to 
stage a come-back without too much management,other than 

directing the shot and poWder to other uses--and==— 

"Keep "em Flying" too. ; 

ver Ybbcmecer 

Karl W. Kaamann



Blue oo folder 
July 1942 

Excerpt from letter from Chuck Bradley, July 22, 1942, from 
Fort Lewis, Washington 

{Ta my last letter to you I mentioned the hooting grouse. 

Shortly after that I had a wonderful view of the performance. The 

bird strutted around within ten feet of me, his neck so blown up that 

it separated the feathers on either side exposing the balloon of 

pink skin. The light was perfect and I had my camera, but, as is standard 

practise for me at such a time, I had no film. Several days later I 

got a poor glimpse of the courtship flight you mentioned in your letter.”



File spruce hen folder )~ 

Hugo Schneiders _of Wausau saw a spruce hen 5 miles northwest of Goodloe, 

Wisconsin, nortkwest of Bear Skin Lake, 14 miles in 1925. : 

(Aldo Leopold 

July 19, 1943) :
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‘ File spruce hen folder ia 

(July 19, 1943) 

Jack Zatic, caretaker for Peshtigo Trout Club, tells me he saw spruce hens 

up to 1921 in Sec. 30 T35N 15E, Forest County. (Wisconsin) : 

(Aldo Leopold
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IN THE WISCONSIN INDIAN HEAD COUNTRY > 

Oct. 31-1944 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison (5) Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Thank you for your good letter of Oct. 20th. ,by 
your Secretary “Alice Harper,in which you advise 
that Dr.Schorger Wants,the Spruce Grouse skin. 

As it is now dry,I shall send it tomorrow. 

I thought that you might wish the data on this 
specimen for your perpatual Spruce Grouse Record, 

Male Oct. 15—44 

: Ne kaa 
Sec.7 ~Twnp.42 N. -Range 5 W. ‘Town of Spider Lake | Cue 

" Sincerely youps 

(ask Wy {lelaeacer 3 Kari W(Kehmann 

| 

| 

|
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Three Lakes, Wisconsin. 
March 30, I1@43. 

Prof. Leopold, 

Game Management Department, 
University of Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 
After the deer inspection tour at Trout Lake Headquarters 

I talked to Mr. Frank M. New about a flock of birds . Mr. New 
thought I had talked to him of Blue Grouse, but the birds I 
had in mind were not of that species. I was referring to 
Spruce Hens which can be found in the town of Argonne, Sectionn 
Four, Township 39-North; Range I3- East, in the county of 
Forest. 

The number of this species to be found is undetermined, 

but the flock is rather large. 

WE 

Conservation Warden 

Three Lakes, Wisconsin. 

P. S. If I can be of any more assistance to you in 
collecting data on this species, I will be very 
glad to hear from you.
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